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Preface

Following a long tradition of excellence, the seventeenth edition of the conference
of the Canadian Society for the Computational Studies of Intelligence continued
the success of its predecessors. This edition reflected the energy and diversity of
the Canadian AI community and the many international partnerships that this
community has successfully established.

AI 2004 attracted high-quality submissions from Canada and around the
world. All papers submitted were thoroughly reviewed by the program commit-
tee. Each paper was assigned to at least three program committee members. Out
of 105 submissions to the main conference, 29 papers were included as full papers
in this volume, and 22 as short/position papers. Three workshops and a graduate
symposium were also associated with AI 2004. In this volume, 14 papers selected
from 21 submissions to the graduate symposium have been included. We invited
three distinguished researchers to give talks representing their active research in
AI: Fahiem Bacchus, Michael Littman, and Manuela Veloso.

It would have been impossible to organize such a successful conference with-
out the help of many individuals. We would like to express our appreciation to
the authors of the submitted papers, and to the program committee members
and external referees who provided timely and significant reviews. In particular,
we would like to thank Luis Rueda for organizing the reviewing of the graduate
symposium submissions, and Eric Mulvaney for providing valuable assistance in
the preparation of the proceedings. To manage the submission and reviewing pro-
cess we used CyberChair developed by Richard van de Stadt. Christine Günther
from Springer has patiently attended to many editorial details. We owe special
thanks to Bob Mercer for handling the local arrangements. Last, but not least,
we would like to thank the General Chair, Kay Wiese and all the steering com-
mittee members for all their tremendous efforts in making AI 2004 a successful
conference.

May 2004 Ahmed Y. Tawfik and Scott D. Goodwin
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A Principled Modular Approach to Construct
Flexible Conversation Protocols

Roberto A. Flores1 and Robert C. Kremer2

1 Laval University, Department of Informatics, Sainte-Foy, QC, G1K 7P4, Canada,
flores@damas.ift.ulaval.ca

2 University of Calgary, Department of Computer Science, Calgary, AB, T2N 1N4,
Canada

kremer@cpsc.ucalgary.ca

Abstract. Building conversation protocols has traditionally been an art
more than a science, as their construction is often guided by designers’
intuition rather than by a principled approach. In this paper we present
a model for building conversation protocols using inference principles
that allow the computational specification and verification of message
sequencing and turn-taking. This model, which is based on the nego-
tiation of social commitments, results in highly flexible protocols that
support agent heterogeneity while abiding by software engineering prac-
tices. We exemplify the specification of protocols using the contract net
protocol, a common interaction protocol from the multiagent literature.

1 Introduction

Traditionally, conversations in multiagent systems have been regulated through
the use of conversation protocols. More often than not, system designers define
these protocols according to the sequences of messages they intuitively believe
are best to bring about the actions achieving the goals of their systems. Al-
though such informal approaches free designers of methodological constraints,
they reduce protocols to monolithic conversational units with no explicit state
properties, a characteristic that limits their implementation in open environ-
ments [9][15] and their reuse throughout application domains [1][14]. At the
heart of these concerns is the absence of formal principles to build protocols
supporting sound software engineering practices (e.g., modularity) as well as de-
signers’ autonomy to build heterogeneous agents. Flexible protocols – defined in
implementation-independent terms – are needed to achieve seamless interactions
between agents programmed using dissimilar techniques and of various levels of
sophistication and contextual responsiveness [9]. This versatility requires princi-
ples that could be programmed in offline analysis tools (to verify the correctness
of protocols at design time) and could also be encoded in deliberative agents as
rules (upon which they could infer their most appropriate conversational partic-
ipation at runtime) [15].

We propose a model to build conversation protocols that fulfill these require-
ments. This model is based on the notion that conversation protocols aim at the

A.Y. Tawfik and S.D. Goodwin (Eds.): Canadian AI 2004, LNAI 3060, pp. 1–15, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004



2 R.A. Flores and R.C. Kremer

orderly execution of actions, and that responsibilities to perform these actions
are established through a series of negotiations to adopt social commitments. In
particular, our proposal explicitly indicates the messages allowed (i.e., sequenc-
ing) and the agent expected to issue the next message (i.e., turn-taking) in all
conversational states.

There have been several recent efforts to define conversation protocols us-
ing social commitments, particularly the approaches furthered in [8] and [15].
We share with these approaches the view that message sequencing is reflected
through the properties afforded by the progression in the states of communi-
cated commitments. However, these models differ from our proposal in that
they fail to formally specify turn-taking as an emergent property of conversa-
tional states, and still rely on ad-hoc links to indicate the participant advancing
the state of commitments at any point in a conversation. Instead, turn-taking
in our model flows logically as agents dispose of their obligations (derived from
the negotiation of social commitments) by performing both communicative and
non-communicative actions. As we detail in this paper, these obligations indi-
cate the types of messages that could be uttered (sequencing) as well as agents
expected to issue the next message advancing a conversation (turn-taking), thus
defining state properties on which the verification, compilation and execution
of protocols can be based. Lastly, our model achieves this functionality while
supporting software engineering principles through the modular composition of
protocols from reusable components.

The structure of this paper is as follows: the next section is devoted to de-
scribing the elements in our model and their underlying principles. This section
includes a detailed example of how conversation protocols are defined for simple
one-action activities, and a brief explanation on how larger protocols involv-
ing several actions can be composed using simpler ones. A subsequent section
reviews the characteristics afforded by our model, and discusses how these char-
acteristics allow the modular and reusable composition of flexible protocols and
their support for autonomy in open multiagent systems.

2 Modelling Conversations for Action

The notion of social commitments [2][11] has been advanced as a way to raise
expectations about other agents’ performances. Specifically, a social commitment
can be defined as an engagement in which an agent is responsible relative to
another agent for the performance of an action (independent of whether the agent
responsible is also the performer of the action). In our model, social commitments
are represented as a three-term predicate of the form

∀ d , c : ↓Agent ; a : ↓Action • SC (d , c, a)

where d and c are agent instances representing the debtor (the agent responsible
for the satisfaction of the commitment) and the creditor (the agent on whose
behalf the commitment is to be satisfied) of the commitment, and where a is
the action that satisfies the commitment. Due to their extent, the description of
actions requires a subsequent section of its own.
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Protocol for Proposals
agent

deadline
propose

a:Agent b:Agent

propose

Pattern (a,b)

Pattern (a,b)

deadline

a:Agent b:Agent

accept

Pattern (b,a)

Pattern agent
accept

a:Agent b:Agent

Pattern

Pattern (a,b)

Pattern (a,b)

deadline

agent
deadline

counter, reject

reject

counter

Fig. 1. Interaction diagram of the protocol for proposals.

2.1 The Negotiation of Social Commitments

Communicative acts. Inspired by notions from the study of language use
[3], we define message interactions as communicative acts from a speaker to
an addressee conveying a collection of conversational tokens; and specify the
following four tokens to support the negotiation of social commitments:

– Propose: to put forth the adoption or discard of a social commitment,
– Accept: to accept adopting or discharging a social commitment,
– Reject: to reject adopting or discharging a social commitment, and
– Counter: to reject a previous proposal while putting forth another proposal

to be considered instead.

Lastly, we define a fifth token Inform to communicate data.

The protocol for proposals. It is one thing to define communicative acts and
quite another to describe how they are used and what they can accomplish in
conversations. To that end, we define a negotiations protocol that we call the
protocol for proposals (pfp), which provides a flexible and unambiguous pattern
of conversational turn-taking supporting the mutual adoption and discharge of
social commitments. As shown in Figure 1, the protocol starts with a proposal
from agent a to agent b. This message can be followed (before the expiration of
a reply deadline) by the interaction patterns α or β. The interaction pattern α
indicates that either agent b sends an accepting message to agent a, or that the
interaction continues with pattern β (but with agents a and b’s participatory
roles inverted, that is, the role of the agent that in pattern α was agent a in pat-
tern β will be agent b, and likewise for agent b). Interaction pattern β indicates
that agent a sends a rejection or counterproposal message to agent b, in which
case the interaction follows (before the expiration of a reply deadline) by either
pattern α or pattern β. In brief, given a proposal from a, b could reply with an
acceptance, rejection or counterproposal, or a could issue a rejection or coun-
terproposal to its own proposal. All replies except a counterproposal terminate
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the instance of the protocol. In theory, a counterproposal can follow another
counterproposal ad infinitum; in practice, however, successive counterproposals
are limited by the reasoning, competence or endurance of interacting agents.
Lastly, when an acceptance is issued, both a and b simultaneously apply the
proposed (and now accepted) social commitment operation to their record of
social commitments, which then affects their record of obligations according to
whether they participate as performers in the committed actions.

We specify the pfp using three conversation policies:

– Policy 1: issuing a proposal (i.e., a message containing a propose token)
creates an obligation in which the hearer replies with an acceptance, rejection
or counterproposal (i.e., a message containing an accept, reject or counter
token, respectively) with identical characteristics as those of the proposal.

– Policy 2: issuing a reply (i.e., an acceptance, rejection or counterproposal)
discards an obligation where the speaker issues a reply.

– Policy 3: issuing a proposal followed by a matching acceptance (within
proper reply time limits) results in the adoption or discard (whatever op-
eration is involved) of a shared social commitment and the corresponding
obligations.

In addition to these policies, we define another policy to raise the expectation
that certain social commitments will not remain indefinitely once that they are
adopted (thus indicating to the interacting agents that any obligations acquired
by adopting the commitment will also be discharged). As such, we define the
following additional policy

– Policy 4: once a dischargeable social commitment (a subtype of social com-
mitment) has been adopted, there is an agent (usually the one committed
to the action) that is responsible for proposing its discharge.

Although the negotiation of social commitments is the central piece upon which
the model for conversations is founded, it is nevertheless a vehicle to an end:
that of giving rise to social obligations to action. That is, by mutually agreeing
to uptake social commitments, agents not only adopt the shared state of these
commitments, but also uptake obligations to perform the involved actions (if
and only if these agents are specified as the performers of the actions).1

2.2 Actions

Figure 2 shows the basic set of action definitions in our model. As indicated
in this figure, actions are defined as either individual or composite, where an
individual action is an atomic action performed by one agent, and a composite
action is a collection of actions performed by one or more agents. Based on the
latter, we (simplistically) define joint actions as actions in which there is more
1 Whether agents abide to their obligations is a matter of study in rational social

action (e.g.,[4]), where issues such as norms, trust, reliance, sanctions and reputation
influence agents’ willingness to comply.
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Fig. 2. Class diagram of basic actions.

than one performer. The individual actions ToOutput and ToInput are defined as
actions that generate an output and receive an input, respectively. These actions
are used in the joint action ToCommunicate, which specifies that the output of
the send action equals the input of the receive action, and that the performance
of the send action precedes that of the receive action. Lastly, ToSpeak is defined
as an action inheriting from ToCommunicate in which the send and receive
actions are specialized to the actions voice and hear, respectively, and where the
communicated data is a set of conversational tokens. It is worth mentioning that
these and all concepts in the model were defined using the Object-Z specification
language [12], which is based on first-order predicate logic, set theory and object-
oriented principles. Although in this paper we show a minimum of the model’s
formal definitions, a more comprehensive account can be found in [5] and [6].

2.3 Creating Protocols: The Contract Net Protocol

The contract net protocol (cnp) [13] is a well-know mutual selection strategy in
which a manager agent delegates the performance of actions to agents from a set
of contender bidding agents. An instance of the protocol begins when a manager
sends a request for proposals to agents that could potentially perform these
actions. These agents, if willing, submit a proposal to the manager, who then
evaluates submitted proposals to select the most suitable candidates to whom
to delegate the actions. The protocol terminates when results are send from the
delegated agents to the manager. In this section, we show how the principles of
our model can be used to define such a conversation protocol between a manager
and a bidder. We begin by defining the various data, actions, and agent roles, as
well as the joint activity encompassing actions and participants (i.e., agents in
specific roles). There are three actions involved in the cnp: offering to perform
a set of actions (in the form of a proposal), evaluating a set of actions (in the
form of an evaluation), and executing a set of actions (in the form of a contract).
In this paper, each of these actions and corresponding agent roles are defined
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independently and then are assembled in a contract net activity, thus illustrating
the modular features afforded by our model.

Defining joint actions. The initial peer interaction in the cnp is a request
from the manager to a bidder to submit a proposal. Abstractly, this interaction
can be seen as a request to offer to perform a set of actions.2 This action is
defined as

ToOffer
ToProduce

input , output : P ConstrainedAction

(input = in) ∧ (output = out) ∧
(∀ i , o : P ↓Action | i = {a : ↓Action | ∃ i1 : input • a = i1.action} ∧

o = {a : ↓Action | ∃ o1 : output • a = o1.action} • o ⊆ i)

where ToOffer is a class inheriting from the joint action ToProduce (not
shown). ToProduce defines an individual action receiving an input and producing
an output that is followed by a speaking action in which the producer informs
the receiver of this output. ToOffer shows input and output as data sets of
ConstrainedAction items, which are generically specified as an action schema
with constraints (not shown), and that the actions in output are a subset of the
actions in input. The action definitions to evaluate (ToEvaluate) and to execute
actions (ToExecute) are defined along the same lines.

Defining agent roles. There are two agent roles involved in a ToOffer ac-
tion: a producer and a receiver. Figure 3 shows the class OfferRequester that
defines the receiver agent role. This class specifies RequestingOffer and Acceptin-
gOffer as the utterances that agents of this type are allowed to issue (for sim-
plicity, we omitted other pfp-allowed utterances, such as counterproposals and
rejections). RequestingOffer is modelled as the uttering of a speaking act whose
characteristics comply with the specifications in ToProposeToAdoptOffering and
ToInformConstrainedActions, which indicate a message proposing to adopt a
commitment to offer, and informing a set of action constraints, respectively.
Similarly, AcceptingOffer models the uttering of a speaking act compliant with
ToAcceptToDischargeOffering, which specifies a message accepting to discharge
2 We see offering as an action whose results are a set of constrained actions that

the agent could commit to perform. Just as with any other action (e.g., buying an
appliance), results are expected to satisfy qualifying standards (e.g., the appliance
satisfies functional and aesthetics requirements); likewise, the standard for results of
offering is that the agent could commit to perform the indicated actions. We do not
model this type of analysis, as we have purposefully abstracted from the specification
of actions (including any standards of quality for their results) to concentrate only
on the observable flow of information between agents.
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OfferRequester
�(RequestingOffer ,AcceptingOffer)

Agent

ToProposeToAdoptOffering
a? : ToOffer ; s! : ToSpeak

(s!.speaker = a?.receiver = self ) ∧ (s!.addressee = a?.producer) ∧
(∃ p : Propose | p = ProposeToAdoptOffering(a?) ∧

p.reply .until ≥ now • p ∈ s!.tokens)

ToAcceptToDischargeOffering
a? : ToOffer ; s! : ToSpeak

(s!.speaker = a?.receiver = self ) ∧ (s!.addressee = a?.producer) ∧
(∃ a : Accept | a = AcceptToDischargeOffering(a?) • a ∈ s!.tokens)

ToInformConstrainedActions
input? : P ConstrainedAction; a? : ToOffer ; s! : ToSpeak

(a?.input = input?) ∧
(∃ i : Inform | i = InformConstrainedActions(input?) • i ∈ s!.tokens)

RequestingOffer =̂ ToProposeToAdoptOffering ∧
ToInformConstrainedActions o

9 SendUtterance

AcceptingOffer =̂ [ a? : ToOffer | (a?.receiver = self ) ∧
ReplyToProposeToDischargeOffering(a?.receiver ,

a?.producer , a?) ∈ dom obligations ] •
ToAcceptToDischargeOffering o

9 SendUtterance

Fig. 3. Definition of the OfferRequester agent role.

the commitment to offer, and defines as a precondition that the speaker has
an obligation to reply to a proposal to discharge the commitment to offer (as
specified in ReplyToProposeToDischargeOffering, which is not shown). The coun-
terpart agent role OfferProvider (not shown) is defined similarly. It specifies the
utterances AcceptingToOffer, RejectingToOffer and SubmittingOffer, where the
first accepts and the second rejects to adopt a commitment to offer (if and only
if there is the obligation to reply to a proposal to add a commitment to of-
fer), and where the third informs a set of actions and proposes to discharge a
commitment to offer (if and only if there is the obligation to propose to dis-
charge this commitment). A fourth utterance AcceptingandSubmittingOffer is
defined as a shortcut for cases in which an acceptance to adopt and a proposal
to discharge committing to offer (along with the resulting set of actions) are
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A & B’s Shared Commitments A’s Obligations B’s Obligations
policy 1: add 1
policy 1: add 2

1. ToSpeak(B A,{ReplyTo( )})
2. ToHear( A,{ReplyTo( )})

1. ToSpeak(B A,{ReplyTo( )})
2. ToHear( A,{ReplyTo( )})
3. ToOffer(B A)
4. ToSpeak(B A,{Inform(OUTPUT)})
5. ToHear( A,{Inform(OUTPUT)})
6. ToSpeak(B A,{Propose( - )})
7. ToHear( A,{Propose(- )})

policy 2: delete 1
policy 2: delete 2
policy 3: add 3
policy 3: add 4
policy 3: add 5
policy 4: add 6
policy 4: add 7

. (B,A,ToOffer(B A))
policy 3: add

3. ToOffer(B A)
4. ToSpeak(B A,{Inform(OUTPUT)})
5. ToHear( A,{Inform(OUTPUT)})
6. ToSpeak(B A,{Propose(- )})
7. ToHear( A,{Propose(- )})
8. ToSpeak(A B,{ReplyTo( )})
9. ToVoice(A ,{ReplyTo( )})

policy 1: add 8
policy 1: add 9

policy 2: delete 8
policy 2: delete 9
policy 3: delete 3
policy 3: delete 4
policy 3: delete 5
policy 4: delete 6
policy 4: delete 7

policy 3: delete
. (B,A,ToOffer(B A))

3. ToOffer(B A)
4. ToSpeak(B A,{Inform(OUTPUT)})
5. ToHear( A,{Inform(OUTPUT)})
6. ToSpeak(B A,{Propose(- )})
7. ToHear( A,{Propose(- )})
8. ToSpeak(A B,{ReplyTo( )})
9. ToVoice(A ,{ReplyTo( )})

policy 1: add 1
policy 1: add 2

1. ToSpeak(B A,{ReplyTo( )})
2. ToVoice(B ,{ReplyTo( )})

policy 2: delete 1
policy 2: delete 2
policy 3: add 3
policy 3: add 4
policy 3: add 5
policy 3: add 6
policy 4: add 7
policy 4: add 8

1. ToSpeak(B A,{ReplyTo( )})
2. ToVoice(B ,{ReplyTo( )})
3. ToOffer(B A)
4. ToProduce(B,INPUT,OUTPUT)
5. ToSpeak(B A,{Inform(OUTPUT)})
6. ToVoice(B ,{Inform(OUTPUT)})
7. ToSpeak(B A,{Propose(- )})
8. ToVoice(B ,{Propose(- )})
3. ToOffer(B A)
4. ToProcess(B,INPUT,OUTPUT)
5. ToSpeak(B A,{Inform(OUTPUT)})
6. ToVoice(B ,{Inform(OUTPUT)})
7. ToSpeak(B A,{Propose(- )})
8. ToVoice(B ,{Propose(- )})
9. ToSpeak(A B,{ReplyTo( )})
10. ToHear( B,{ReplyTo( )})

policy 1: add 9
policy 1: add 10

policy 2: delete 9
policy 2: delete 10
policy 3: delete 3
policy 3: delete 4
policy 3: delete 5
policy 3: delete 6
policy 4: delete 7
policy 4: delete 8

3. ToOffer(B A)
4. ToProcess(B,INPUT,OUTPUT)
5. ToSpeak(B A,{Inform(OUTPUT)})
6. ToVoice(B ,{Inform(OUTPUT)})
7. ToSpeak(B A,{Propose(- )})
8. ToVoice(B ,{Propose(- )})
9. ToSpeak(A B,{ReplyTo( )})
10. ToHear( B,{ReplyTo( )})

. (B,A,ToOffer(B A))

1

2

3

4

AcceptingToOffer: accept( +SC( B, A, ToOffer( A, B ), -(B,A)))

agent A agent B

SubmittingOffer: ( ) propose( -SC( B, A, ToOffer( A, B ), -(B,A)))
inform( output )

AcceptingOffer: accept( -SC( B, A, ToOffer( A, B ), -(B,A)))

2

RequestingOffer: ( ) propose( +SC( B, A, ToOffer( A, B ), -(B,A)))
inform( input )

1

4

3

State

State

State

State

Fig. 4. Interaction diagram and states of obligations and commitments.

issued in one message. This utterance is defined with the same preconditions as
AcceptingToOffer and RejectingToOffer. Similarly, the agent roles EvaluationRe-
quester, EvaluationProvider, ExecutionRequester and ExecutionProvider define
utterances advancing conversations for the actions to evaluate and to execute
actions, respectively.

The dynamics of interaction. Preconditions indicate whether an utterance
could be issued at any given state in a conversation. In the case of the agent roles
in the offering action, all utterances are defined with preconditions except for
the requester’s RequestingOffer. The absence of preconditions is not necessarily
an indicator that an utterance could initiate a conversation; a precondition for
this utterance could have been, for example, that a commitment with the same
characteristics has not already been adopted. State transitions in conversations
occur when an utterance makes one or more of the pfp conversation policies alter
the obligations of agents.
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In this section, we illustrate the dynamics of inference in our model, in which
utterances cause transitions to new states (indicating obligations to speak) that
enable utterances that cause advances to further states and obligations.3 Figure
4 shows a conversation to offer between agents A and B. The initial assumption
in this example is that A (the OfferRequester) and B (the OfferProvider) do not
have any obligations enabling utterances other than A’s RequestingOffer. Once
uttered, this proposal (labelled α in the figure) triggers policy 1 (the uttering
of a proposal creates obligations to reply to it), which establishes obligations
where B performs the voicing and A performs the hearing in a speaking joint
action replying to α (shown in state 1 as A and B’s obligations 1 and 2). By
modifying A and B’s obligations, this policy effectively changed the state of
their conversation, enabling some utterances (B’s AcceptingToOffer, Rejecting-
ToOffer and AcceptingandSubmittingOffer) while disabling others (in this case,
none). Since these enabled utterances have the characteristics that make them
adequate replies to α, it is expected that B will utter one of them to satisfy
his obligations. We show the case in which B utters AcceptingToOffer, causing
a transition to state 2 through the triggering of the following policies: policy 2
(once a reply is uttered it discharges obligations to reply), which discharges A
and B’s obligations 1 and 2; policy 3 (given a proposal and a matching accep-
tance, agents apply the negotiated commitment operation), which results in the
adoption of social commitment Z, A’s obligations 3 to 5 (indicating that she
jointly participates with B in a ToOffer and a ToSpeak joint actions in which
she performs a ToHear individual action) and B’s obligations 3 to 6 (indicating
that he participates with A in the same ToOffer and ToSpeak joint actions al-
though he performs a ToProcess and a ToVoice individual actions); and policy
4 (adopting a dischargeable commitment creates obligations to propose its dis-
charge), which creates A’s obligations 6 and 7, and B’s obligations 7 and 8, which
indicate that B is ought to propose to A discharging commitment Z. Reaching
this state enables B’s utterance SendingOffer while disabling all others (except
the initial request, which is always enabled). State 3 shows the resulting set
of commitments and obligations after B’s issuing of a SubmittingOffer message
that proposes to discharge commitment Z (labelled β) and informs an offer.
This utterance triggers policy 1, which results in A’s obligations 8 and 9 and
B’s obligations 9 and 10 indicating that these agents are the voicer and hearer,
respectively, in a speaking action replying to proposal β. The only enabled ut-
terance in this state is A’s AcceptingOffer. As shown in state 4, this utterance
triggers policy 2, which discharges obligations to reply to β (A’s obligations 8
and 9, B’s obligations 9 and 10); policy 3, which discharges commitment Z and
corresponding obligations (A’s obligations 3 to 5; B’s obligations 3 to 6); and
policy 4, which discharges obligations to propose discharging Z (A’s obligations
6 and 7; B’s obligations 7 and 8). At this point, no further obligations to speak
remain thus signaling the end of the conversation.

3 Readers interested in a formal account of the dynamics of conversations can refer to
[5], where a segment of a conversation similar to the one hereby presented is analyzed
through strict logical proofs.
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Manager
�(RequestingBid ,AcceptingToEvaluate,AwardingContract ,

AcceptingToEvaluateandAwardingContract ,RejectingBid ,

AcceptingToEvaluateandRejectingBid ,AcceptingResults)

OfferRequester EvaluationProvider ExecutionRequester

RequestingBid =̂ RequestingOffer

AcceptingToEvaluate =̂ [ a? : ToOffer ; e? : ToEvaluate |
(a?.receiver = e?.producer = self ) ∧ (a?.producer = e?.receiver) ∧
{ReplyToProposeToDischargeOffering(a?.receiver , a?.producer , a?),
ReplyToProposeToAdoptEvaluating(e?.producer ,

e?.receiver , e?)} ⊆ dom obligations ] •
ToAcceptToDischargeOffering ∧
ToAcceptToAdoptEvaluating o

9 SendUtterance

AwardingContract =̂ [ e? : ToEvaluate; x? : ToExecute |
(e?.producer = x?.receiver = self ) ∧ (e?.receiver = x?.producer) ∧
SpeakToProposeToDischargeEvaluating(e?.producer ,

e?.receiver , e?) ∈ dom obligations ] •
ToProposeToDischargeEvaluating ∧ ToInformEvaluation ∧
ToProposeToAdoptExecuting ∧ ToInformConstrainedActions o

9

SendUtterance

Definition AcceptingToEvaluateandAwardingContract omitted.
Definition AcceptingToEvaluateandRejectingBid omitted.

RejectingBid =̂ SubmittingEvaluation

Fig. 5. Partial definition of the Manager agent role.

Defining joint activities. Joint activities are the components where actions
and agent roles are integrated. In this example, we define a contract net joint
activity in which a manager and a bidder interact. Figure 5 shows the definition
of the agent role Manager, which inherits from the agent roles OfferRequester,
EvaluationProvider and ExecutionRequester. This agent role defines several ut-
terances. RequestingBid is defined as OfferRequester ’s utterance RequestingOf-
fer. AcceptingToEvaluate is an utterance accepting the discharge of a commit-
ment to offer, and accepting the adoption of a commitment to evaluate; this can
be uttered only when there are obligations to reply to a proposal to discharge
a commitment to offer, and a proposal to adopt a commitment to evaluate.
AwardingContract is an utterance proposing the discharge of and the informing
of the results of evaluating, and proposing to adopt the execution of informed
actions; this can be uttered only when there is an obligation to propose the dis-
charge of a commitment to evaluate. AcceptingToEvaluateandAwardingContract
(not shown) is an utterance encompassing AcceptingToEvaluate and Awarding-
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Contract. RejectingBid is EvaluationProvider ’s utterance SubmittingEvaluation.
AcceptingToEvaluateandRejectingBid (not shown) is an utterance encompassing
AcceptingToEvaluate and RejectingBid. Finally, AcceptingResults is an utterance
inherited unchanged from agent role ExecutionRequester. The agent role Bidder
(not shown) is defined in a similar vein as in Manager.

The joint activity ContractNet, which encompasses the aforementioned def-
initions, is shown in Figure 6. This class defines manager and bidder as the
participants, requirements, bid, evaluation and contract as the data sets, and
bidding, evaluating and executing as the actions in the activity. This class also
specifies the roles that the manager and bidder play in each of these actions,
the relationship between the data sets and the input and output variables in
the actions, and that these actions are the only actions in the activity. Lastly, a
protocol (which is also shown in Figure 7) is defined as the sequential arrange-
ment of utterances that participants could issue according to their role types.
Although not shown in this paper, these sequences conform to the strict depen-
dency between utterances and obligations that give way to state transitions such
as the one exemplified through the interaction in the previous section.

2.4 Flexibility

We study flexibility in terms of the number of unique message sequences that
could be supported by a protocol. In the case of our model, flexibility is mainly
afforded by the ability of agents to issue counterproposals. As such, to calculate
the number of unique message sequences, we define κ : N1 as the maximum num-
ber of consecutive counterproposals that could be issued in a pfp instance. For
example, a κ of 1 indicates that any counterproposal is automatically rejected;
a κ of 2 indicates that the second consecutive counterproposal is automatically
rejected, and so on. Since it effectively limits the maximum number of messages
in a sequence, we call κ the depth of a pfp instance. Using κ, we define the
number of unique message sequences ending in an acceptance and ending in a
rejection (denoted by A and R, respectively, in Formula 1) for any pfp instance.

A =
κ∑

i=1

2i−1 R = 2κ +
κ∑

i=1

2i (1)

Conversations are composed of more than one consecutive pfp sequence. As such,
we define η : N1 as the number of consecutive pfp instances in a protocol. Using η,
we can calculate the number of consecutive pfp instances ending in acceptances
(denoted by N in Formula 2), and the total number of unique message sequences
in a series of η consecutive pfp instances (denoted by T in Formula 3).

N = A
η−1 ∗ A A =

3A + 1
2

(2)

T = R1 + A1(R2 + A2(...Rη−1 + Aη−1(Rη + Aη)...)) (3)
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ContractNet
JointActivity

manager : ↓Manager ; bidder : ↓Bidder ; requirements, bid : P1 ConstrainedAction
evaluation : P1 EvaluationItem; contract : P1 ConstrainedAction
bidding : ToOffer ; evaluating : ToEvaluate; executing : ToExecute

(manager = bidding .receiver = evaluating .producer = executing .receiver) ∧
(bidder = bidding .producer = evaluating .receiver = executing .producer) ∧
(requirements = bidding .input) ∧ (bid = bidding .output = evaluating .input) ∧
(evaluation = evaluating .output) ∧ (contract = executing .input) ∧
(∀ e, c : P ↓Action | e = {a : ↓Action | ∃ e1 : evaluation • a = e1.action} ∧

c = {a : ↓Action | ∃ c1 : contract • a = c1.action} • c ⊆ e) ∧
(∀ a1, a2, a3 : ↓JointAction | a1 = bidding ∧ a2 = evaluating ∧ a3 = executing
• actions = {a1, a2, a3})

Protocol =̂ [m? : ↓Manager ; b? : ↓Bidder | m? = manager ∧ b? = bidder ] •
m?.RequestingBid o

9 (b?.RejectingToBid []
(((b?.AcceptingToBid o

9 b?.SubmittingBid) []
b?.AcceptingToBidandSubmittingBid) o

9

((((m?.AcceptingToEvaluate o
9 m?.AwardingContract) []

m?.AcceptingToEvaluateandAwardingContract) o
9

(((b?.AcceptingAward o
9 b?.SubmittingResults) []

b?.AcceptingAwardandSubmittingResults) o
9 m?.AcceptingResults)) []

(((m?.AcceptingToEvaluate o
9 m?.RejectingBid) []

m?.AcceptingToEvaluateandRejectingBid) o
9 b?.AcceptingBidRejection))))

Fig. 6. Definition of the Contract Net joint activity.

We made several assumptions to simplify our evaluation of flexibility4: a) a
successful protocol is one that follows a sequence of pfp instances where each
instance terminates with an acceptance; b) interacting agents alternate as ini-
tiators of pfp instances (e.g., the manager’s proposal to adopt committing to
submit a bid is followed by the bidder’s proposal to discharge the commitment
to submit a bid); and c) in cases where the agent issuing an acceptance is the
same that is expected to issue the proposal in the subsequent pfp instance, this
agent has the option of uttering these messages separately or as one message
(e.g., the manager’s acceptance to commit to evaluate a bid and his proposal to
discharge this commitment could be uttered as one message). Given the latter
assumption, we redefine the number of possible accepting messages in a non-
terminating pfp instance (i.e., all pfp instances i in a sequence of η pfp instances,

4 Although these assumptions reduce the number of possible sequences supported by
the pfp, it facilitates calculating sequences in protocols abiding to them.
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Rejecting Award

Rejecting to Bid

Accepting to Evaluate

Accepting Award

Submitting Results

Accepting Results

Accepting Bid Rejection

Rejecting Bid

Accepting to Evaluate &
Rejecting Bid

Awarding Contract

Accepting to Evaluate & 
Awarding Contract

Accepting Award &
Submitting Results

Requesting Bid

Accepting to Bid & 
Submitting Bid

Submitting Bid

Accepting to Bid

Manager
Bidder

Fig. 7. Protocol in the Contract Net joint activity.

where i : N1 • i ≤ η) as A in Formula 2. The rationale for this formula is that
there are A possible acceptances in a pfp instance of depth κ, where A−1

2 of these
acceptances could be issued by the agent that uttered the initial proposal, and
where the remaining A+1

2 are acceptances that could be issued by the agent who
was initially proposed. Given our assumption that the agent who was proposed
will utter the next pfp’s proposal indicates that he could either issue A+1

2 ac-
ceptances followed by a separate proposal, or that he could issue A+1

2 messages
encompassing both an acceptance an a proposal. Thus, the possible number of
unique message sequences terminating in an acceptance for a non-terminating
pfp instance is the number of sequences in which the proposing agent utters the
acceptance, plus the number of sequences in which the proposed agent utters a
message containing only the acceptance, plus the number of sequences in which
this same agent utters the acceptance along with the subsequent proposal.

These formulas help us calculate the number of unique message sequences in
the cnp, and evaluate these results against a comparable ad-hoc protocol, e.g.,
the FIPA contract net protocol [7]. In brief, this latter protocol specifies an ini-
tiator (a manager) issuing a call for proposals to participants (bidders), who can
either refuse (thus terminating the protocol) or propose to the initiator. This
propose can then be followed by a rejection (terminating the protocol) or accep-
tance from the initiator, and then by a failure or an inform (indicating success),
any of which signals the termination of the protocol (in fact, there could be
an inform indicating results or an inform indicating successful execution; given
the minimal semantic differences between these messages, we hereby consider
them as one). In the case of our cnp definition, which has η = 4, and assuming
a minimum flexibility κ=1 (i.e., no counterproposals allowed), we derive (from
Formula 2) that there exist 8 unique sequences leading to a successful termina-
tion, and (from Formula 3) that there are 68 unique sequences in total. If one
counterproposal was allowed (κ=2), these numbers would increase to 375 and
1,935 sequences, respectively. These results contrast with the 4 possible unique
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sequences in the FIPA contract net protocol, of which only one leads to a suc-
cessful termination. In addition, we achieve this flexibility without significant
message overhead: while the number of messages for a successful termination
in the FIPA request is 4, in our model is a minimum of 5. From the aforemen-
tioned, we could conclude that our model for conversations effectively supports
more flexible conversations, without a significant overhead, than those afforded
by ad-hoc conversations protocols.

3 Conclusions

It has been mentioned in recent years that the key desirable criteria for models
for conversation protocols is their support for agent heterogeneity (e.g., [9][15])
and the definition of principles for their modular composition and re-use (e.g.,
[1][14]). In this paper we presented a model for conversations that supports this
criteria by specifying declarative principles that allow building protocols in a
modular manner. On the one hand, this model supports heterogeneity by defin-
ing protocols through social commitment messages yielding obligations influenc-
ing action performances. In particular, by focusing on the properties of messages
rather than on the implementation of actions, it allows designers to implement
agents using their programming technique of choice; by featuring an inferential
definition of sequencing and turn-taking, it allows protocols whose correctness
could be verified at design time and then hard-coded in agents using a proce-
dural language or programmed as inference rules in deliberative agents (whom
then could verify compliance to the protocol at runtime); by supporting counter-
proposals it allows flexible protocols that sophisticated agents can use to exploit
context-dependent circumstances, while also allowing interactions with less-able
agents that only follow message sequences leading directly to successful termi-
nations (and whom may not pursue or immediately reject counterproposals). In
addition, the principles in the model are compliant to meaningful, verifiable and
declarative criteria allowing for the compilation (at design time) and execution
(at runtime) of protocols, as defined in [15]. These principles also support agent
autonomy by negotiating rather than imposing the uptake of communicated
commitments. On the other hand, our model supports compositional principles
by defining protocols through modular components defined in a formal object-
oriented specification language. In particular, the model supports the five criteria
for modularity defined in [10]: it allows decomposability by structuring protocols
in terms of loosely coupled components such as obligations, joint actions, agent
roles, and so on; it allows composability by reusing such components to build
new protocols through inheritance and aggregation; it allows understandability
by abstracting the details of message, action and role definitions in the specifica-
tion of protocols; it allows continuity by enabling the refinement and extension
of protocols with minimal impact on their structural components; and lastly,
it allows protection by defining inference principles upon which the verification
of and compliance to protocols can be rigorously analyzed both at design and
runtime.
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Abstract. In highly complex domains such as disaster rescue, today’s
autonomous agents simply do not have the ability to perform successfully
on their own: the environment is difficult to traverse and to sense accu-
rately, time is a significant factor, and the unpredictable nature of the
environment tends to preclude the ability to produce extensive plans for
future activity. In this paper we describe an approach to multi-robot con-
trol for such environments that focuses on combining the limited abilities
of a modern autonomous agent together with human control, in order to
produce a teleautonomous system that supports blending the desires of
a robot with the wishes of its human controller. We describe the imple-
mentation of this approach using simulated Pioneer robots, and evaluate
the approach in comparison to autonomous and teleoperated agents in a
rescue domain.

1 Introduction

Urban search and rescue (USAR), the exploration of damaged or collapsed urban
structures in search of disaster victims, is both a major potential application of
AI technology and a current challenge problem for researchers in AI and robotics.
USAR is an extremely difficult task for an autonomous agent to perform ade-
quately given the current state of the art in robotic and agent technology. The
environment is difficult to maneuver within, and unpredictable in that even a
known building layout may have changed dramatically during the associated dis-
aster. Basic robotics skills such as localization are strongly affected (for example,
mobile debris causes wheel slippage, leading to more severe errors from wheel
encoders), and sensing is much more difficult than any standard indoor domain.
The wide range of skills necessary for an agent to perform adequately coupled
with the unpredictability of the domain lead most existing efforts to rely heavily
on human teleoperation of robotic units (including those whose use at the World
Trade Center was widely publicized [1,2]).

This reliance on teleoperation can also be seen in current research. Like
other challenge problems such as robotic soccer, USAR research is evaluated in
controlled conditions using a physical testbed (e.g. the NIST testbed [3], where
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the goal is to provide a map to the locations of human victims within an area
of debris representing a collapsed structure). While these domains have been
described as simplistic compared to real-world USAR [4], the vast majority of
entries to such competitions are teleoperated. For example, at both AAAI-02
in Edmonton [5] and IJCAI-03 in Acapulco [6] we were one of only two entries
running fully autonomously.

Beyond a desire as AI researchers to advance AI itself, there are good reasons
behind a desire to avoid pure teleoperation. Casper and Murphy, for example,
describe the operator fatigue that occurs very quickly in real-world rescue situa-
tions, and the associated errors in both control and in recognizing visual cues [1,
2]. There are also significant problems with providing situational awareness (that
is, a functional mental view of the space within which a robot is operating) to a
human operator, and teleoperators also suffer from cognitive overload in terms
of processing information [7]. Cognitive overload not only requires information
presentation to be very selective, but strongly limits the number of robots that
can be controlled by an individual.

We are interested in providing functional intelligent control to a team of
robotic rescue agents. Given the difficulty of operating within this domain, the
state of the art in autonomous agent technology, and the problems associated
with pure teleoperation, a combination of the two approaches (commonly known
as a teleautonomous approach) is warranted. Ideally, an intelligent control mech-
anism should support a blend of teleoperation and autonomy that is blended as
seamlessly as possible, allowing a teleoperator to focus attention on the prob-
lems that require the most assistance. Agents should ideally only interrupt a
teleoperator when context suggests it is worth doing so; at the same time, the
actions of any agent performing autonomously should be able to be overridden
by an operator at any time.

We have developed an approach to blending teleoperation and autonomous
control in behaviour-based robotic agents [8]. This consists of three sets of fa-
cilities. First, a schema-based [9] autonomous control system for navigation and
mapping that allows agents to perform autonomously (subject to the associated
limitations that a domain as difficult as this one places). Second, support for
direct teleoperation, including a joystick-based interface as well as the ability
to control agents at a higher level by setting waypoints. Finally, facilities for
blending autonomy and teleoperation appropriately. These consist of a media-
tion system that allows the blending of the desires of both teleoperator and agent
for low-level robotic control, and an intervention recognition system for recog-
nizing both problematic (e.g. agent is stuck) and helpful (e.g. potential victim
found) situations in which the operator should be interrupted.

In this paper, we focus on the facilities we have developed for blending tele-
operation and autonomy appropriately for robotic rescue agents, including the
design and implementation of the software and an evaluation of its performance.
Before describing these, we begin with a brief review of related literature.
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2 Related Literature

The most well-known early work in combining teleoperation and autonomy is
that of Arkin and Ali [7]. Arkin and Ali describe two approaches for teleautonomy
with respect to multiple agents. Both of these are schema-based [9] approaches,
where behaviors (wander, avoid, etc. ) are encoded in the form of motor schemas,
which are activated by perceptual schemas (defining perceptual items of interest)
and interact at run time to produce output to robot effectors. The first approach
has the operator’s control (input from a joystick) as a behavior that influences
the robots’ effectors just as any internal behavior does. The second approach
for teleautonomy involves having the operator act as a supervisor. The operator
has access to the behavioral parameters of the society (e.g. the low level gains
of each motor schema). The operator could effect the emergent behavior of the
society of agents as a whole by adjusting their behavioral parameters. This work
is limited by its simple blending and effect on an entire group of agents at once,
but showed the utility of a teleautonomous approach. Blending an operator’s
desires as a schema along with the agent’s desires was also implemented in the
control of a teleautonomous hummer [10], but shares the same limitations of
Arkin and Ali’s original approach.

Crandall et al. [11] present the notion of neglect in remotely controlled agents.
They describe neglect as the amount of time during which the agent is not
receiving some sort of instruction. They show that this down time can hinder
the performance of the robot, and can be due to the operator turning his or her
attention away from the agent, or from delays between issuing commands and
the agent receiving those commands. They also describe a robot control system
consisting of a set of robot behaviors and a user interface for controlling the
agents. Their systems use five levels of autonomy ranging from fully autonomous
to dormant. However, they do not describe an implementation in their work to
show that any balancing has been implemented.

Trividi et al. [12] designed a system that is intended to allow robotic units
to recognize traffic collisions and other accidents. This system is strictly a lab-
oratory design and years away from being deployable, but makes use of teleau-
tonomous robotic agents that can form a perimeter around a collision. These
agents specialize in forming a perimeter, and the remote operation provides very
basic instructions to guide the robots to form perimeters around specific areas.
This application of teleautonomy demonstrates the potential to have equipment
constantly monitoring an area without the full attention of an operator, but is
extremely simplistic: the agents have one purpose, and can achieve that fairly
simply through a polygon forming algorithm where each agent takes the role
of a point on the polygon. The operator supplies only location guidelines for
the polygon forming activity, and the balance between autonomous ability and
remote control has been fixed as well.

Murphy and Sprouse [13] describe a strategy for mixing robot and human
control in the USAR domain by assigning a different search task to the operator
than to an autonomous robot. The robot would perform a systematic search of
an area, covering the entire area by splitting the area into sections and applying
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its senses to each section. The operator then performed the semantic search;
in this case the operator directed the robot to semantically similar areas of
interest. Murphy et al. [14] describe a paradigm for automating victim detection
by robotic agents, while the operators controlled the navigational system. They
implement their strategy on a three-agent society architecture, where the robot,
human and an Intelligent Assistant Agent together composed the society.

3 Design and Implementation

In our approach to blended teleautonomy, robotic agents are implemented using
a schema-based [10] architecture with behaviours suitable for autonomous per-
formance (navigation, mapping, victim identification) in USAR environments.
Commands can be accepted from a teleoperator via a joystick facility for low-
level direction of a selected individual agent, or via setting high-level waypoints.
A mediation component is used to appropriately blend the commands from a
teleoperator with agents’ autonomous processing, while an intervention recogni-
tion component recognizes situations in which an operator should be informed
the intervention on his or her part is required. These two components, central
to the implementation of blended teleautonomy, are described in the remainder
of this section. Peripheral components such as the user interface are described
fully in [8].

3.1 Mediator

The mediation component is responsible for smoothly integrating the operator’s
commands with those of an agent’s autonomous control system. While previous
approaches have focused on blending operator instructions directly with instruc-
tions from an autonomous controller, our approach is more flexible, allowing
the agent to intelligently evaluate instructions before blending to ensure that
instructions are safe and appropriate to execute. To blend autonomy and tele-
operation appropriately, the agent is capable of reasoning about commands that
have been sent to it from the human operator. Some commands may be followed
to the letter, while others integrated with the agent’s own desires or completely
refused. The latter allows the veto of actions that would put the robot in danger
inadvertently, such as being told to move forward when the operator is not nec-
essarily aware the robot is on the edge of a drop. There may certainly be cases
where putting a robot at risk may be deliberate (i.e. the value of information
obtained is worth the potential loss of the robot), and so it is also possible for
the mediator to allow the operator’s commands to be unquestioned.

The mediator operates in one of five modes that are set by a human opera-
tor. The most complex of these is Weighted Teleautonomy, intended to be the
”normal” mode in which agents operate, where the mediator observes the current
system, and weights inputs from the teleoperator’s interface and the autonomous
control system. The user interface provides a slide control allowing a base ratio
to be set. This sliding autonomy setting is only one component affecting the
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weight of autonomy vs. teleoperation, however - commands are also examined
in their execution context and weighted based on effect, as will be explained
shortly. In contrast to this weighted mode, Fully Autonomous and Fully Teleop-
erated modes simply set the weight of one of the two sources to a zero value. In
addition to these, we have developed two modes that allow a human operator
to have more detailed control. In Manual Behaviour Weight Modification, the
operator manually defines the internal weights an agent places on its behavours,
allowing the operator to alter how the agent runs autonomously, while in Manual
Behaviour Switching, the operator can switch through the behaviours that are
implemented for the autonomous agent, and the agent runs autonomously using
only the chosen behaviour. Together, these allow the subsumption of previous
approaches to teleautonomy within a single architecture.

A copy of the mediator runs on each agent on a robotic team and actually
serves as the main control loop on the robot. It signals the perceptual system
to refresh currently perceived information, requests an action vector from the
robot’s autonomous control system, and if in a mode where an operator is par-
ticipating, retrieves exterior control signals. These are passed to the command
evaluator, a symbolic system that is responsible for identifying commands whose
execution is dangerous or counter-productive in the current execution context.
This is done by predicting the position of the robot if the command were exe-
cuted, and whether that position would leave the robot in a negative situation
from the standpoint of the knowledge in the command evaluator. Once com-
mands are adjusted they are further blended depending on the degree of au-
tonomy set by the operator if the weighted teleautonomy control mode is being
used. This results in a control vector that is interpreted and sent to the robot’s
actuators.

The ideal command evaluator would have enough knowledge to deal with
any potential situation in USAR. Given the breadth of this problem, however,
complete knowledge is unreasonable to expect. We are currently expanding our
knowledge engineering efforts in this area, but have implemented knowledge for
two particular situations that are intuitively useful in the USAR domain: moving
too near an obstacle (which would potentially get the robot stuck or damaged
through contact) and moving away from a potential victim. The evaluation in
Section 4 is based on this knowledge.

3.2 Intervention Recognition

Appropriately balancing operator instructions and autonomous abilities is only
one part of this overall approach; the other major component is the recognition
of situations where operator intervention is required, in order to minimize the
cognitive demands on the operator. Recognizing when agents require operator
intervention in this approach requires examining specific situations in the form
of an intervention recognition system. The intervention recognition system is
ultimately responsible for indicating when the balance between autonomy and
teleoperation of agents should be changed, by requesting a change of control
to the operator (the infrastructure exists in this implementation for requesting
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assistance from other agents as well, but we have not yet implemented code in the
autonomous control mechanism to deal with requests for such assistance). The
intervention recognition system performs its task through the use of a knowledge
base estimating the degree of likelihood that an agent can or should carry on.
The intervention recognition system runs on each individual agent, analyzing
its perceptions, identifying specific scenarios indicative of the need for operator
intervention, and separating these from the situations where progress is still likely
without intervention. The intervention recognition is designed in an extendable
manner so that specific scenarios of interest can be encoded in a knowledge-based
fashion, resulting in a system that can be used in a wide range of environments.

For the purposes of encoding knowledge useful to the USAR, we have cur-
rently implemented three specific scenarios within the intervention recognition
system that we have found to be useful. The simplest problem to address, but
the most common, is a robot becoming stuck or otherwise immobile. The in-
tervention recognition system identifies when the agent is stuck and signals the
operator. A stuck agent is defined as any agent that is sending instructions to
its actuators, but the actuators are not completing those instructions. If the
agent’s actuators are receiving commands, the agent will compare its current
sensor readings to past sensor readings attempting to distinguish if there is any
evidence supporting movement on the agent’s part. If there is little or no evi-
dence supporting movement within the last few perceive-act cycles, the agent is
declared stuck.

In addition to becoming stuck, agents can become lost or unable to com-
plete their goals. The agent described here contains no elaborate world model.
However, the agent is able to distinguish certain objects (landmarks) in the en-
vironment uniquely using its sensors, and has limited ability for tracking such
objects, which is used by the intervention recognition system to support the
identification of a lost or confused agent. The agent remembers how many times
it has sensed a landmark and how much time has elapsed since the last time
it has sensed the same landmark. The intervention recognition system uses this
information to determine when an agent has returned to the same location too
often or when an agents has returned to the same location too many times in a
specified period of time. In either case, the operator should be notified so that
the agent can be encouraged to explore different locations in the environment
instead of spending too much time in the same area.

The most crucial event that can occur in the USAR domain, however, is
the detection of victims. Victim identification is an extremely difficult task to
perform well purely autonomously [4,14], and so is one of the primary reasons
why an operator would desire to be interrupted. In our approach, the inter-
vention recognition system is responsible for identifying when an object in the
environment resembles a victim and notifying the operator. The intent is for the
operator to make a judgment whether a victim is at the location, since the agent
is likely to make errors in victim identification. An accurate model of victim
identification is not the focus of this work, and for the purposes of evaluation as
such vision alone is used to identify objects resembling victims by their color us-
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ing a single perceptual schema. For future deployment in competition, we intend
to supplement this by searching for shapes indicative of partial human forms as
well as other sensing such as heat detection.

When the intervention recognition system identifies a situation that requires
the operator to intervene, the operator is notified through the user interface
(described in more detail in [8]). Briefly, the user interface contains a list of
the current available robots and their states. When the intervention recognition
system identifies a situation where intervention is desirable, it changes the state
of the current robot, updating the user interface. An operator working with
the user interface can see that the agent requires assistance, along with a brief
message describing the agent’s current state, and is able to operate the agent by
clicking on the agent’s tab on the user interface.

The Intervention Recognition System is implemented in Java as a package
containing the intervention event objects, the intervention recognition object
and a perception memory object. The perception memory stores snapshots of the
agents perceptions for the past five perceptual cycles as an array of perception
instances. The perceptions stored in the perceptual memory do not attempt to
create a representation of the world other than the basic landmarks described
above: they are stored as raw perceptions that the perceptual schemas can use
to identify interesting things in the environment.

There are three intervention event objects, polled regularly by the interven-
tion recognition object to inquire if the state of the agent must be changed.
These three objects address each of the three important conditions described
above: confused identifier, stuck identifier and victim identifier. Each of these
event objects contains a link to the current perceptions of the robot via the per-
ception class. The stuck identifier object looks at the agent’s current coordinates
and compares them to the agent’s location four cycles previous. If the current
location and the location four cycles ago are the same, and there is a movement
instruction being sent to the robot with a speed higher than 0, the agent is con-
sidered stuck. The victim identifer relies solely on the victim perceptual schema
mentioned previously, while the confused identifier relies on counting the number
of times an agent has been within perceptual range of any given landmark (a
perceptual schema for landmark identification must be supplied for any domain
in which these agents are deployed). If the agent surpasses the threshold, then it
is identified as confused. The system is extendible since new intervention events
can be coded as additional intervention event objects.

4 Evaluation

In order to examine the performance of this approach, we placed agents in a
controlled simulated USAR environment implemented using the Player/Stage
simulation tool [15]. Player/Stage was chosen because it is widely used and al-
lows development of code that operates directly on Pioneer robots. Each robot
was a Pioneer II equipped with a differential drive, a SICK laser range scanner
and a video (CCD) camera with a wide angle lens. The environment used was
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20m2, and for the purposes of experimental trials environments were generated
and evaluated for equal difficulty and for the purposes of repeatability. Environ-
ments were constructed for a desired degree of obstacle coverage (5%, 10%, 15%,
and 20%) , using 50cm2 obstacles to construct impassable walls with openings
between them in order to approximate the structure of a collapsed building.
Limits were set on the number of open areas (max. 20) that were generated as
a result of this, their size (100cm2-300cm2) and the number of openings to each
area (at most 3). Single obstacles were then distributed throughout the envi-
ronment to make up the desired obstacle coverage. Obstacles were distributed
randomly except for two criteria. First, between every obstacle and every open
area there was a minimum distance of 120cm, in order that multiple obstacles
could not cluster too closely to open areas, thereby reducing the likelihood of
creating areas of the environment that completely inaccessible. While inacces-
sible areas will of course occur in the real world, for the purposes of producing
comparable domains we need to control for this. The distance between the center
of any two obstacles in the environment could also not be less than 50cm, making
it impossible for obstacles to physically overlap more than a few centimeters.

After generating sample environments, the number of local minima present
was averaged, and environments were rejected that had local minima counts
that were off more than a small range from that mean. Further, environments
were also made consistent in difficulty by hand-verifying that there were no
inaccessible areas of the domain, and that open areas did not get generated in
such a manner that they formed hallways that were too narrow for the robot to
physically occupy.

Each environment had 10 victims and 5 negative victims (objects that from
a distance appear to be victims). These were distributed randomly except for a
proviso that the distance between the center of any real or negative victim from
the next closest real or negative victim was at least 60cm.

For the purposes of the simulated environment, the visual schema for victim
identification was implemented using colour blob detection, where agents are able
to distinguish between actual victims and objects that only resemble victims by
their color (negative victims) when they are within 3m, while outside of 3m both
victims and objects resembling victims are identified as objects of interest. While
victim identification is not the focus of this work, this method serves to force the
agent to move within a close proximity in order to make a victim identification,
something that would be expected in the real world.

Potential landmarks in the simulated environment were labelled with bar
codes that can be read using the laser range finder. While this is not consistent
with the real world, the intent here was to allow a consistent and repeatable
means of marking landmarks in the world to examine the operation of the con-
fused identifier object.

We examined the performance of the blended teleautonomous approach based
on the components described in Section 3 in comparison to purely autonomous
and purely teleoperated implementations using the same interface across varying
degrees of obstacle coverage. In all cases the same single human teleoperator was
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used. Extensive results are detailed in [8]; because of space limitations we present
a subset of the results related to the coverage of the environment by a team of
three agents, the time agents spent immobile, the number of victims found by
a team of agents and the number of interactions between the operator and the
control system.

Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the performance of the three control systems in terms
of area coverage over time for three of the four categories of obstacle coverage (5%
coverage was similar enough to 10% coverage to omit, given space limitations).
Teleautonomous agents performed significantly better than autonomous agents
in terms of area coverage across all degrees of obstacle coverage. We attribute this
performance to a human operator’s ability to recognize unexplored areas of the
environment quickly and guide agents to unexplored areas more efficiently then
the autonomous control system could. Some unexplored areas were unlikely to be
found by the autonomous agents because of the unique obstacle configurations in
those unexplored areas. That is, while we check to ensure the robot can physically
fit in any hallways formed, they may still be narrow enough that the robot’s
motor schema for avoiding obstacles would slow down the agent’s progress. The
teleoperated agents performed slightly better than the blending agents at the 15
and 20% obstacle coverage levels (though they did not at 5 and 10% obstacle
coverage levels), since although the operator could guide blending agents into
unexplored areas, once an agent was neglected (i.e. the operator shifted attention
to another agent) the autonomous portion of the blending control system could
guide the robot back to an explored area. This happened less at lower obstacle
coverage levels: since there are fewer obstacles, there are fewer course changes
necessary for agents to go around them when operating without benefit of an
operator, and less likelihood of heading back toward an area that an operator
just steered the agent away from.

Fig. 1. Average (n=5) environment coverage achieved by autonomous, blended teleau-
tonomous and teleoperated agents in environments where 10% was covered in obstacles.
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Fig. 2. Average (n=5) environment coverage achieved by autonomous, blended teleau-
tonomous and teleoperated agents in environments where 15% was covered in obstacles.

Fig. 3. Average (n=5) environment coverage achieved by autonomous, blended teleau-
tonomous and teleoperated agents in environments where 20% was covered in obstacles.

The time each agent spent immobile with respect to autonomous ver-
sus blending agents (see Fig. 4) is another indication of the gains associated
with blending autonomy and teleoperation. Since the autonomous agents are
behavior-based, they are susceptible to local minima, often becoming stuck in
difficult environments. When agents got stuck in autonomous trials, they would
often remain stuck. In the blending trials, if an agent became stuck, the operator
was often able to free the agent. Since the operator was notified by the inter-
vention recognition system whenever an agent became stuck, the operator was
often able to free the agent in a timely manner, reducing the amount of time any
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particular blending agent spent immobile. In the lower obstacle coverage trials
(5% and 10% obstacle coverage), agents became stuck less overall. Moreover,
when agents did get stuck, they tended to get stuck less severely, and therefore
it was easy for the operator to get the agent mobile again. In trials with higher
obstacle coverage, the agents would get themselves stuck in much more complex
ways, making it more difficult for operators to release them. In trials where the
obstacle coverage was 20%, the time spent stuck for the blending control system
was much higher, since agents were often difficult to get mobile, leading to agents
being abandoned. Blending operator instructions with the autonomous instruc-
tions contributes to a significant increase in effectiveness of agents, which can
be observed by comparing the results of the autonomous trials and the blending
trials.

Fig. 4. Average time in seconds spent immobile by environment difficulty, for blending
and autonomous agents.

With respect to successful victim identification, we found that the agents us-
ing blended teleautonomy had an advantage over both teleoperated agents and
autonomous agents (see Figs. 5, 6 and 7). At least a few victims in any experi-
mental scenario were reasonably out in the open and easy enough to navigate to
and find autonomously, and both blending agents and autonomous agents could
take advantage of this. Correspondingly, only very little attention on the part
of the operator was needed for blending agents. Later on in the trials, when the
victims in the open were all located, the blending agents performed better then
the autonomous agents, because the operator could guide the agents through the
more difficult areas of the environment, encouraging the agents to cover more
area and discover more victims.

While there were cases (at the 15% and 20% obstacle coverage levels) where
purely teleoperated agents could still outperform teleautonomous agents, there
is a significant overhead being paid for this in terms of operator intervention and
ultimately operator fatigue. Throughout all trials performed, the teleoperated
agents required many more interactions to complete their task. This ranged from
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Fig. 5. Comparison of number of victims identified in teleoperated, autonomous, and
blending experiments in environments where 10% was covered in obstacles. All results
are averages over 5 trials.

Fig. 6. Comparison of number of victims identified in teleoperated, autonomous, and
blending experiments in environments where 15% was covered in obstacles. All results
are averages over 5 trials.

an average of 5.9 times more interactions than the blended control system for
5% obstacle coverage, to 1.4 times the number of interactions for 20% obstacle
coverage (see Fig. 8). Even with the additional attention required by the more
dense environments, the blending control system required less attention from the
operator, which contributes to a lower cognitive load.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of number of victims identified in teleoperated, autonomous, and
blending experiments in environments where 20% was covered in obstacles. All results
are averages over 5 trials.

Fig. 8. Average (n=5) ratio of operator interactions (teleoperated/blended teleau-
tonomous in environments with 5, 10, 15, and 20% obstacle coverage.

5 Future Work

There are a number of directions that future work in this area can profitably take.
In terms of immediate further experimentation, we are currently examining the
efficacy of this approach as the number of robots increases, both to examine how
far the benefits obtained can be pushed, and to help identify future improvements
that will allow the operator to better control larger teams of agents. We are
also working on extending the knowledge bases used by the mediator and the
command evaluator, since the broader the range of situations these can recognize
and deal with, the better the performance of this approach should be.

One of the most obvious extensions to this work is the application of the
blending control system on physical robots. Since this work was done using the
Player/Stage application suite, all code written to control the simulated stage
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agents is directly compatible with physical Pioneer mobile robot platforms. How-
ever, the code described in this paper was not verified on a set of physical robots.
Extending the blending control system to work with other mobile robot platforms
is another goal of future work in this area. There are several issues that have
to be addressed if this system is going to be applied to physical robots. First,
on real robots, perfect localization is no longer a simple assumption. Odome-
try on real robots is likely to have at least some noise, and that noise will be
cumulative. The application of vision and other sensor technology would have
to be employed in order to have useful localization. Another assumption that
has to be dealt with is the increase in sensor noise and environment complexity.
Vision in particular will be a challenging problem in a real robot compared to
a simulated one, and a more sophisticated method for handling errors will have
to be developed. The approach and much of the code written for the simulated
blending system will be applicable on the physical robots, but the underlying
infrastructure will require much additional work.

In terms of the overall approach, the major planned extension of this work
is to allow support from peer agents as well as human operators. The potential
for this is already present in this approach in that the intervention recognition
system has the ability to send requests for advice or assistance to other agents.
The mediator was also designed so that it could be extended to include instruc-
tions from peer agents instead of human operators. We intend to extend the
autonomous control mechanisms to deal with requests for assistance or informa-
tion from other agents, and integrate other agents into the knowledge bases used
by the intervention recognition system and command evaluator. This will allow
research into the efficacy of making agents more proactive in terms of assisting
one another in this domain (even volunteering information rather than being
asked, for example).

6 Conclusion

This paper has described facilities for balancing autonomy and teleoperation
effectively for a complex environment, Urban Search and Rescue. Further ex-
planation of the other components that make up a complete teleautonomous
navigation system (e.g. the user interface, the waypoint manager, etc.) may be
found in [8].

The experiments described in this paper demonstrate that this approach,
through blending autonomy and teleoperation appropriately and notifying an
operator when intervention is desirable, can significantly improve agent effec-
tiveness. It is also evident that the blending of autonomy and teleoperation
reduces the number of interactions between the operator and the agent while
still maintaining a comparable level of performance. The results have shown
the blending supported by our control mechanism allows a human operator to
more accurately control a group of robots, and the system to find victims faster
and with fewer errors, than relying on autonomy or teleoperation exclusively.
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We have also indicated a number of directions for future experimentation and
research.
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Abstract. This paper presents a study of the influence of emotions on
the behaviour of an intelligent pathfinding agent. A model of pathfinding
is proposed that takes into account the emotional state of the agent.
Results show that blindly following the most urgent emotion can lead to
degenerate behaviour, and that cross-exclusion can be used to effectively
moderate emotional influences. Applications of this work include any
situation where realistically behaving emotional characters are needed,
such as in video games or movies with computer-generated characters.

1 Introduction

The clash between emotion and reason, the head and the heart, is a common
theme in our culture. For most of its short history, AI has focused almost exclu-
sively on reason. John McCarthy, for instance, has suggested that while emotions
are a real phenomenon distinct from reasoning, their potential to subvert ratio-
nal behaviour can cause agents to act in confusing and potentially dangerous
ways. [1] In McCarthy’s mathematical eyes, emotions are essentially noise that
ruin an agent’s ability to concentrate . In contrast, Marvin Minsky [2] has ar-
gued that emotions are one of the physiological tools that intelligent agents can
use to great effect, in the same way that people can use fanciful imagining to
solve real problems.1 Over the last decade, AI research into emotion has been
spurred by advances in neurology that indicate emotions play a critical role
in rational decision-making, perception, and human interaction [3]. Neurologist
Antonio Damasio has persuasively argued that the ability to make appropriate
decisions in dynamic, complex, and unpredictable environments, depends criti-
cally on emotions [4]. Goleman also claims that “emotional intelligence” is more
important than traditional notions of intelligence [5]. In humans, intelligence and
emotions are inextricably linked, and so if we want to design agents that behave
like real people, then we must take emotions seriously.

Emotions have two main applications in AI: modeling and understanding
human emotions, and creating lifelike characters that express emotions, e.g. [6,
7,8]. Agents that recognize human emotions could have practical applications,
1 This dichotomy of opinion is reminiscent of the classic Star Trek TV series, where Dr

McCoy (= Minsky) emphasized emotions and feeling, while Mr Spock (= McCarthy)
relied solely on emotionless reason.

A.Y. Tawfik and S.D. Goodwin (Eds.): Canadian AI 2004, LNAI 3060, pp. 31–43, 2004.
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e.g. an agent that realizes a user is ecstatic, or despondent, or angry would better
be able to interpret and communicate with them (e.g. [9,10]). Most examples of
intelligent human-computer interaction are implicitly situated in calm, business-
like settings where user frustration is the only emotion that might arise. However,
more complex scenarios occur all the time in real life. Consider child custody
negotiations between divorcing parents, or life and death scenarios in a hospital
emergency room. In these sorts of emotionally charged situations, an intelligent
agent would need to take into account the emotions of the people involved, and
also deport itself in a sensitive manner. However, actually recognizing emotions in
other people can be extremely difficult; even people make mistakes. Not everyone
wears their heart on their sleeve, and even for those who do, getting a computer
to recognize the gestures, facial expressions, and other physical manifestations
of emotions (e.g. tears, red cheeks, frowns, etc.) is no small feat. Thus, we will
not consider recognizing human emotions any further in this paper.

The other major application of emotions has been in creating realistic char-
acters for story-telling or game-play. Characters that express realistic emotions
are usuallly more interesting to readers/players than emotionless ones. Plus,
emotions are important storytelling tools, e.g. we interpret things differently de-
pending upon the emotions we sense in characters. For instance, imagine someone
in a dark room. If they are smiling and expectant, then we might be lead to be-
lieve that the situation is innocent; perhaps a game of hide and seek. But if the
character looks fearful and is trembling, we are likely to believe that something
more sinister is going on.

Our interest in this paper is the second application: how can we use emo-
tions to make more interesting characters for stories and, in particular, games?
Ultimately, our work could be useful as AI middleware in games. AI middleware
is software that provides AI functions (such as genetic algorithms and state ma-
chines) to games or simulations, [11]. To narrow down the problem, we focus on
how emotions can influence an agent’s movements. Pathfinding is of particular
interest, because it can be used to model many different situations, and intelli-
gent pathfinding is used in many video games. Plus, in movies with computer
generated characters, the characters will typically be moving around, requiring
some sort of pathfinding and collision-avoidance.

After discussion theories of emotions and the basics of AI-style pathfinding,
we will present a variation of pathfinding that takes into account the emotional
state of the agent. The purpose is to create interestingly plausible movements,
and understanding what parameters can be used to control and generate them.
Finally, we outline a number of possible ideas for future work, such as full-figure
modeling.

2 Theories of Emotion

What are emotions? While the term emotion has a well-understood popular
meaning, Picard [3] reports that there is no agreement among emotion re-
searchers on what counts as an emotion. Typically, emotions are the things that
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we name by words such as love, hope, anger, sadness, disgust, fear, joy, happiness,
surprise, remorse, and so on. Human emotions have been well-studied in psy-
chology. Psychological definitions of human emotion typically have the following
characteristics [12]:

1. Emotions are episodic in nature, meaning they are of limited duration, and
gradually fade away.

2. Emotions are triggered by an external or internal event.
3. Whenever an emotion is triggered it changes the state of the agent substan-

tially, e.g. it gets aroused, excited, and probably distracted from its current
undertaking. Three components, known as the reaction triad, are necessary
for a state change to be called emotion:
a) physiological arousal;
b) motor expression;
c) subjective feeling.

4. Emotions are relevance detectors: they arise when stimuli with important
meaning for the agent have been detected. This definition helps distinguishes
emotions from other similar concepts such as mood, interpersonal stance,
attitudes, and personal traits.

Also, emotions are not usually things that people can intentionally turn off and
on. Emotions are reactions to stimuli. People can certainly plan to act in a way
that will cause or prevent certain emotions, e.g. looking at a picture of a loved
one might bring joy. There are a number of psychological theories of emotion. We
will not give an exhaustive list of such theories here, instead we will highlight two
important aspects of emotional theories: the direction of causality, and continuity
versus discreteness.

One basic issue is whether emotions influence physical reactions, or vice versa.
For instance, the James-Lange theory [13] says that when a person perceives
something, such as a frightening animal, they react with physical (neurovegeta-
tive) manifestations. As a consequence of such an unpleasant physical reaction,
the person develops fear. On the other hand, the Cannon-Bard theory [14] claims
that the frightening stimulus leads, first, to the feeling of fear, which then brings
about the physical response. The Cannon-Bard theory has support from experi-
ments that show after removal of all visceral and spinal feedback, cats and dogs
can still express emotions — cognitive appraisal of the situation is the main emo-
tional elicitor. Schacter’s theory [15] adds a cognitive element to the James-Lange
theory, saying that emotions are only felt if bodily arousal exists. Damasio also
supports the James-Lange theory with his famous card game (somatic marker
hypothesis) [4]. However, in making a computation model of emotional agents,
Cannon-Bard theory is more favorable because it has a natural computational
interpretation (e.g. [8]).

Theories of emotion can also be distinguished according to whether they
model emotions continuously or discretely [12]. A discrete theory of emotion
identifies emotion as discrete states, often labeling them with conventional emo-
tional terms. For instance, Plutchik [16] distinguishes between eight basic emo-
tions: fear, anger, sorrow, joy, disgust, acceptance, anticipation, and surprise. In
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a continuous theory, emotions are points a continuous space, where the axes are
continuous scales such as arousal, valence, and control [3].

2.1 The OCC Theory

Another theory of emotions, popular among some AI researchers, is the so-called
OCC theory by Ortony, Clore, and Collins [17,18]. In this model, emotions are
influenced by events, agents, and objects. Event-related emotions are resentment,
hope, fear, joy, distress, satisfaction, disappointment, relief, and so on. Emotions
for objects are liking and disliking. Agent emotions include pride, shame, re-
proach, and admiration. It assumes that emotions are valenced reactions; the
intensity of an affective reactions determines whether or not it will be experi-
enced as emotions. Processing an emotion consists of four steps: classifying input
stimulus, quantifying the intensity of emotions, mapping intensities to emotional
expressions, and, finally, realizing those emotional expressions. One of the rea-
sons that this model is popular among artificial intelligence community is that
the processing stages can be implemented in a straightforward way using rules
[19].

Due to this computational friendliness, the model of emotional pathfinding
we use in this paper will be a simplified version of the OCC model. Our goal
in this paper is not to implement a general-purpose emotional architecture, but
instead to find ways to make emotion and intelligence interact in interesting
and useful ways for games and stories. The ultimate judge of the quality of our
algorithm will be players (and readers): if it something seems real to a player,
then it does not matter if the effect was created in an inhuman way, or if the
implementation does not religiously follow the theory. Our goal is not to validate
OCC as a theory of emotion; it is merely a practical tool. Another minor liberty
we will take with the OCC model is that we will consider hunger and thirst
as if they were emotions. This is partly out of convenience, and the fact that
hunger and thirst have properties very similar to emotion. For instance, hunger
increases over time if the agent does nothing to sate it. This is analogous to how
emotions decay over time if nothing is done to stoke them. Hunger, like emotions,
are involuntary — an agent cannot directly cause itself to be in a hungry state,
although it can certainly act in a way that is likely to lead to that state. We
could replace hunger and thirst, with, say, with needful emotions such as love,
amusement, empathy, surprise, etc.

3 Intelligent Pathfinding

Pathfinding is a well-studied problem in AI [20], and the A∗ algorithm has proven
to be the algorithm of choice in many video games.2 Briefly, A∗ is a graph-search
algorithm that finds a path between a given START node and GOAL node. It
2 The industry website www.gamasutra.com is an excellent source of practical infor-

mation on video games.
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works by maintaining a list of all the nodes whose children have not yet been
visited, and at every step it chooses from this list the node S with the smallest
g+h, value, where g(S) is the (true) distance from START to S, and h(S) is the
estimated heuristic distance from S to GOAL. If the heuristic function h never
overestimates the true distance to GOAL), then we say that h is admissible, and
A∗ is then guaranteed to find a shortest path. Unfortunately, this optimality
comes at the cost of tremendous amounts of memory: the list of candidate nodes
can be exponentially large, and so in practice this severely limits the number of
nodes that can be explored.

If we are willing to live with potentially sub-optimal solutions, then numerous
other algorithms can be used. For instance, hill-climbing algorithms do not store
any candidate nodes, and instead immediately step to the next node with the
best h, or g+h value. Such greedy approaches are well-known for getting stuck in
local extrema, and so some technique for avoiding or getting out of local extrema
is necessary. For instance, after hill-climbing makes a certain number of steps,
a random re-start could be made, which starts the hill-climbing all over again,
saving the best path as it goes. A popular variation on hill-climbing is simulated
annealing, where the next state is chosen probabilistically with the probability
based on a constantly falling temperature value, and the scores of the candidate
nodes. Another popular approach is to use a population of candidate solutions,
and to apply various transformations to these candidates, often inspired by nat-
ural processes. For instance, evolutionary algorithms, genetic algorithms, ant
systems, and swarm algorithms all maintain a population of candidate states,
and modifying them in various ways to achieve a new population [21,22]. These
methods often have a large number of parameters that must be tuned through
trial and error, or even using other search methods. For certain problems, these
methods turn out to be extremely effective strategies, although in practice it
is usually necessary to add as much domain-specific information as possible to
make the algorithm effective.

3.1 Pathfinding in Video Games

We are interested in the A∗ algorithm in large part because it is commonly used
in video games to control the movements of characters. For instance, imagine
a 2D game where the player’s character is a knight in shining armor, and the
background map is the player’s kingdom. To move the knight, the player clicks
with a mouse on the spot on the map where they want to go, and the knight au-
tomatically ambles to that spot, intelligently navigating around obstacles along
the way. Typically, the map is abstracted into a planar grid of squares (or some-
times hexagons, e.g. [23]), and a graph is constructed from the grid by putting
a node in each square that the knight is allowed to be in. Two nodes/squares
are considered connected if the knight can move directly between them without
impediment. Obstacles are thus represented by the absence of nodes, or node
connections. Since the map is on a 2D-plane, the heuristic function h is normally
the straight-line Euclidean distance between the current position of the knight
and the clicked-point; this guarantees that h is admissible, since, on a plane,
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the shortest distance between two points is always a straight line. The location
of the knight is the START node, and the node the user clicks in becomes the
GOAL node. Immediately after the user selects the GOAL, A∗ is run to find a
best path, and when its done, the knight begins walking along the path. If an
obstacle moves into its path after it is has finished searching, then it will need
to re-plan its path.

As mentioned, A∗ search can eat up significant amounts of time and memory,
and so in real-time applications (like games) sometimes an answer must be given
before the algorithm has finished. In such cases, the knight may need to make
moves before it knows the best path to follow. Sometimes, it will make wrong
turns early on that will take it down a wrong path, resulting in U-turns or odd
routes that look anything but intelligent. If the player always expects the agent
to take the optimal route between two points, then non-optimal routes may be
perceived as glitches, which can often detract from the game.3 However, in games
that aim for realism, players can accept non-optimal routes if there is some good
reason why they are non-optimal. For instance, if there’s a battle going on, then,
understandably, the knight may be highly stressed, and might not always make
optimal decisions. Or if the character is grieving over the loss of a friend, it
may move more slowly, or less intelligently. The upshot is that for games, or
simulations, that aim for realistic models of human-like agent behaviour, then
purely rational and intelligent behaviour is not as realistic as behaviour that
makes sub-optimal decisions in a natural-seeming way. That’s because humans
are not always rational, and for emotional and other reasons, sometimes make
what appear to be irrational decisions.

Good story-telling requires that characters have emotions, and display and
act upon these emotions in ways that the reader/player can sensibly interpret.
In movies and big-budget video games, lead characters are often based on real
human actors (e.g. using “motion capture”), or an animator is put in charge of
carefully crafting all their movements. Using trained actors or hand-animating
a graphical character is relatively expensive, and so it is often a limiting factor.
Our goal is to develop software that can be used to help design autonomous
agents that behave in emotionally realistic ways, but at a fraction of the cost of
using human actors or animators. One practical application is the automation of
crowd scenes, where hand-animating numerous minor characters would be too
tedious or resource-consuming. It’s easy to imagine movie-like scenarios where,
say, an explosion causes a large crowd of people to react in a highly emotional
way. Instead of scripting the behavior of each and every person, we could use
emotionally-sensitive software to have the agents react in realistic and interesting
ways. We will say more about such possibilities in the Future Work section at
the end of the paper.

3 Some glitches can cause unintended amusement. For example, in the original Sims
game, you could trap characters in rooms by strategically (or even accidentally)
placing empty dinner plates on the floor. The characters refused to step over them,
and so would eventually die unless you moved the plates.
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4 Combining Emotions and Pathfinding

In our work, we have combined A∗ search and a variation of the OCC model
of emotions. We have decided to initially concentrate on modeling a problem
described by Minsky in [2]. In Minsky’s problem, the agent is driven by thirst
and hunger. Unfortunately, all the food is at the North end of the map, and all
the water is far away at the South end. Suppose, for the sake of explanation,
that the agent has hunger = 10, and thirst = 9. Since its hunger is more urgent
than its thirst, the agent goes North to the food, and by eating some food its
hunger becomes, say, 8. Now it is more thirsty than hungry, so it treks all the
way South to the water, where it quenches it thirst by 2 points; now hunger =
8, and thirst = 7. Now it is more hungry than thirsty, so it turns around to go
North for some more food. The problem is clear: the agent will move back and
forth between the food and the water in response to its emotional flip-flopping.
Indeed, it is not hard to concoct scenarios where the agent goes back and forth
indefinitely (until it dies), since hunger and thirst naturally increase over time:
if the distance the agent travels from the food, to the water, and back to the
food is long enough, it’s hunger could increase by more than the 2 points one
bite of food is worth.

Our approach to solving this problem is the one suggested by Minsky: cross-
exclusion. Cross-exclusion is a very general idea that can be applied to any group
of related units, and it essentially causes the agent to listen to only one unit at
a time. In our scenario, there are just two relevant units, hunger and thirst.
The idea is that when hunger is satisfied (by eating food), it becomes positively
excited. This positive excitement automatically causes a negative inhibitory sig-
nal to be sent to thirst. Thus hunger remains as the most urgent need, and so
the agent stays at the food, eating until it is no longer hungry. When hunger is
satisfied, it stops inhibiting thirst, causing the agent to go South for water. The
same thing happens with thirst : when thirst is excited, hunger is proportionally
inhibited. The effect is that the agent does the right thing in this example, which
is to completely fulfill one need before attending to the other.

For cross-exclusion to work, the inhibitory values must be set high enough
to ensure that there is no flip-flopping of states after one need is satisfied. We
determined these values through trial and error, although it would be possible
to automate this process using, for instance, an evolutionary algorithm. Among
humans, different people have different thresholds for hunger, thirst, and so on,
thus there is no one best set of threshold values. Indeed, since the ultimate goal
is to create agents that do interesting things in the context of games or movies,
we want to keep the ability to experiment with unusual parameter values. In
some cases, the flip-flopping behaviour we see when cross-exclusion is turned off
may be just what a story calls for.

4.1 Pseudocode for Emotional Pathfinding

In our experiments we use a single agent whose main search procedure is called
Emotional-Search (see Figure 1). It takes four pieces of input: a starting
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node, a set of goals to be achieved, the emotional state E , and the A∗ heuristic
function h. The agent is either moving, thinking, or panicking. When it is
thinking, we consider it to be consciously performing a variation of A∗ search
we call emotional A∗, or eA∗ for short. When the agent is moving, it takes speed
number of steps along the Path return by the last call to eA∗. When it is in the
panic state, it makes random moves. After each step and each call to eA∗, the
agent re-calculates its emotional state E , and its speed .

Fig. 1. This code was implemented in Python, which has proven to be a good language
for rapid prototyping of AI-type applications.

The emotional state E is treated as a mapping between emotion names and
emotion data structures. Following the OCC model, our emotions essentially
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consist of three numeric values: D=desirability, P=potentiality, and I=intensity.
For our current experiments, potentiality and intensity are the most relevant
values. Intensity is the value that applications will look at when they want to
query the emotional state. Potentiality is the value that is updated when some
stimulus affects an agent, e.g. when it eats food or drinks water. Intensity is
calculated as function of potentiality. Storing two values like this allows for
greater flexibility in how we deal with changing emotions. For instance, cross-
exclusion requires that some emotions inhibit others, essentially masking the true
intensity of other emotions. We can handle this in a neat way by keeping the true
value of the emotion as potentiality, performing the inhibiting in the function
that generates the intensity. Thus, when the inhibiting emotion finally ceases, the
true value of the other emotions, which have been backed up as potentialities,
can be easily and naturally re-established. Emotions have a number of other
values, such as an update function that defines how the emotion decays over
time; hot and cold threshold values that mark extreme values for that emotion.
For example, if hunger is above its hot threshold, then the agent will add a
“satisfy hunger” goal to Goalset.

The panic emotion overrides any other emotion. The idea is that extreme fear
is such an important survival technique for people that it ultimately contributes
to survivability: agents that panic in the face of danger are more likely to run
away to panic another day. Speed is also affected by panic, e.g. panicking agents
usually move (a lot) more quickly than calm ones. It is possible that some agents
reaction to panic may be to curl up in a ball and not move at all. panic-speed
could be treated as a personality parameter, although it might not be a very
interesting behaviour for a lead character. However, in a crowd of panicking
characters, if a few characters react in unexpected ways then the scene may be
more interesting.

The agent’s speed depends upon the level of its fear, hunger, and thirst.
Essentially, if the agent is very fearful, it moves most quickly, and if it is very
hungry or thirsty it moves more slowly. The eA∗ algorithm creates a modified
version of h (the heuristic function) called he. It then calls ordinary A∗ search
using he as the heuristic function. The he functions we used in the experiments
for this paper are linear combinations of the h function, where the coefficients are
chosen as functions of hunger, thirst, and fear. For instance if the agent is very
hungry, thirsty, or frightened, then he is a “noisy” variation of h, resulting in less
intelligent moves. If the agent is slightly less hungry, thirsty, or fearful, then he is
a slightly less noisy version of h. This means that he is usually inadmissible, and
so in a highly emotional state the agent will be distracted from its pathfinding
and will likely find less than optimal routes.

Generate-New-Goals is responsible for adding new goals to the agents
Goalset. Essentially, if the agent becomes hungry or thirsty, and it does not
already have a hunger or thirst goal, one is added.
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Fig. 2. An Agent that always follows its most urgent emotion. The food is in the
north-east part of the map, and the water is in the south-west part. The agent starts
in the upper-left corner, and ends where the arrow is point near the start point. The
questions marks on the path indicate when the agent is thinking, i.e. running eA∗.
Note the zig-zags near the starting node: the agent has bumped into a monster.

Fig. 3. An Agent that always follows its most urgent emotion, in a maze. The same as
Figure 2, but this time within a maze.

5 Results

We show some of our results in the accompanying four figures. The first two show
the agent’s behaviour without cross-exclusion, and with and without a maze. The
second two show the change in behaviour when we add cross-exclusion. In both
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Fig. 4. More intelligent pathfinding using cross-exclusion. The same as Figure 2, but
this time cross-exclusion is used. The result is that the agent completely satisfies its
most pressing need before moving on to other ones.

Fig. 5. More intelligent pathfinding using cross-exclusion, with a maze. The same as
Figure 4, but this time within a maze.

cases, there are “monsters” near the start of the maze that cause the agent to
become very fearful. Thus, sometimes you will see small tangles in the path
where the agent panicked. It eventually calms down (the monsters stay put!)
and returns to more thoughtful pathfinding.

In Figure 2 and Figure 3, we see an example of the back-and-forth behaviour
of an agent that always follows its most urgent emotion. Figure 4 and Figure 5
show the path when the agent’s emotions are cross-excluded. Clearly, the cross-
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exclusion paths are more intelligent-looking, because they visit food and water in
a sensible order, and are much shorter. In a game, this is almost certainly the sort
of path a computer controlled character should follow. The yo-yo behaviour that
we see without cross-exclusion is certainly interesting, because it very clearly
points out the problem of always following your most urgent emotion.

6 Future Work

The work presented in this paper represents the beginning of a larger project
involving the design of realistic agents for games or movies. We plan to further
refine the main simulation loop, and also streamline the implementation of emo-
tions. While the OCC is popular, it is relatively complex, and we want to make
a small number of parameters that a designer can modify to get a desired be-
haviour. We also plan to make the various behaviours of the agent configurable
through a graphical interface.

As we have shown in this paper, the emotional state of an agent can sig-
nificantly affect how it moves, but demonstrating this only by movement in a
maze severely limits how an agent can show its emotions. Thus, we are currently
investigating platforms for full-body animation, where the agent’s entire body
can be used to express emotions. For instance, [24] uses emotional transforms to
convert ordinary human movement into the same movement but with an emo-
tional flavor, such as happy or angry. That work is concerned only with the
movements of the figure, and does not consider how emotions affect and agent’s
decision-making. Furthermore, we would like to model scenarios with multiple
agents, where who they talk to, where they go, and what they do is realistically
influenced by their emotional state. For instance, [25] reports on a start on this
problem, and it shows that interesting and realistic emergent behaviours arise
in groups when emotion-like influences are taken into account.

Acknowledgments. Thank you to Bonnie Cheng, Tom Calvert, and anony-
mous reviewers for a number of helpful suggestions and improvements.
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Abstract. Cognates are words of the same origin that belong to distinct
languages. The problem of automatic identification of cognates arises in
language reconstruction and bitext-related tasks. The evidence of cog-
nation may come from various information sources, such as phonetic
similarity, semantic similarity, and recurrent sound correspondences. I
discuss ways of defining the measures of the various types of similar-
ity and propose a method of combining then into an integrated cognate
identification program. The new method requires no manual parameter
tuning and performs well when tested on the Indoeuropean and Algo-
nquian lexical data.

1 Introduction

Cognates are words of the same origin that belong to distinct languages. For ex-
ample, French lait, Spanish leche, and Italian latte constitute a set of cognates,
since they all derive from Latin lactem. In general, the number of cognates be-
tween related languages decreases with time, and the ones that remain become
less similar. Recurrent sound correspondences, which are produced by regular
sound changes, are helpful in distinguishing cognate pairs from accidental re-
semblances. For example, the fact that /d/:/t/ is a recurrent correspondence
between Latin and English (ten/decem, tooth/dentem. etc.) indicates that Latin
die ‘day’ is not cognate with English day.

Depending on the kind of data, the task of cognate identification can be
defined on three levels of specificity:

1. Given a pair of words, such as English snow and German schnee, compute
the likelihood that they are cognate.

2. Given a list of word pairs matched by meanings, such as the one in Table 1,
rank the pairs according to the likelihood that they are cognate.

3. Given a pair of vocabulary lists, such as the one in Table 2, produce a ranked
list of candidate cognate pairs.

A phonetic measure can be computed for any pair of words in isolation (levels 1,
2 and 3), but a longer list of related words is necessary for the determination of

A.Y. Tawfik and S.D. Goodwin (Eds.): Canadian AI 2004, LNAI 3060, pp. 44–59, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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Table 1. An excerpt from the German/Albanian word-pair list [10].

the recurrent sound correspondences (levels 2 and 3), while a semantic measure
is only applicable when words are accompanied by glosses (level 3).

The ultimate goal of the research described in this paper is the fascinating
possibility of performing an automatic reconstruction of proto-languages from
the information contained in the descendant languages. Given dictionaries of
related languages, a hypothetical language reconstruction program would be
able to determine recurrent sound correspondences, identify cognate sets, and
reconstruct their corresponding proto-forms.

The identification of cognates is not only the key issue in language recon-
struction, but is also important in a number of bitext-related tasks, such as
sentence alignment [3,19,21,24], inducing translation lexicons [11,18], and im-
proving statistical machine translation models [1]. Most of the applications take
advantage of the fact that nearly all co-occurring cognates in bitexts are mutual
translations. In the context of bitexts, the term cognate usually denotes words
in different languages that are similar in form and meaning, without making a
distinction between borrowed and genetically related words.

Current approaches to cognate identification employ either phonetic/ortho-
graphic similarity measures [2,19,21,23] or recurrent sound/letter correspon-
dences [6,18,26]. However, there have been very few attempts to combine dif-
ferent ways of cognate identification. Yarowsky and Wincentowski [28] boot-
strap the values of edit cost matrix with rough phonetic approximations, and

Table 2. Excerpts from the Cree (left) and the Ojibwa (right) vocabulary lists [9].
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then iteratively re-estimate the matrix in order to derive empirically observed
character-to-character probabilities. Kondrak [13] linearly combines a phonetic
score with a semantic score of gloss similarity.

In this paper, I present a method of integrating distinct types of evidence for
the purpose of cognate identification. In particular, the combined phonetic and
correspondence-based similarity measures are applied to lists of word pairs, and
the semantic similarity of glosses is added on when dealing with vocabulary lists.
The new method combines various similarity scores in a principled way. In terms
of accuracy, when tested on independently compiled word and vocabulary lists,
it matches or surpasses the results obtained using the method with manually
set parameters [13]. Finally, the method makes it possible to utilize complex,
multi-phoneme correspondences for cognate identification.

The paper is organized as follows. The next three sections provide background
on the measures of phonetic, correspondence-based, and semantic similarity, re-
spectively, in the context of cognate identification. After introducing the method
of combining various measures, I describe and discuss experimental results on
authentic language data. I conclude with a comparison of the method presented
here with another method of identifying cognates.

2 Phonetic Similarity

Surface-form similarity of words can be estimated using orthographic and/or
phonetic measures. Simple measures of orthographic similarity include edit dis-
tance [19], Dice’s bigram similarity coefficient [2], and the Longest Common
Subsequence Ratio (LCSR) [21]. Phonetic measures are applicable if words are
given in a phonetic or phonemic transcription. ALINE [12] is a phonetic word
aligner based on multivalued phonetic features with salience weights. Thanks to
its ability to assess the similarity of individual segments, ALINE performs better
on cognate identification than the orthographic measures that employ a binary
identity function on the level of character comparison [13].

ALINE returns a normalized score in the [0, 1] range. The score by itself
can be used to rank candidate pairs with respect to their phonetic similar-
ity. However, in order to combine the phonetic score with the semantic and/or
correspondence-based scores, it is helpful to convert the score assigned to a pair
of words into the probability that they are related. For modeling the distribu-
tion of scores, I adopt the Beta distribution. The Beta distribution is defined
over the domain [0, 1], and has two free parameters Â and B̂. The relationship
between the two parameters and the mean and variance of the distribution is
the following:

μ =
Â

Â + B̂
σ2 =

ÂB̂

(Â + B̂)2(Â + B̂ + 1)

Figure 1 shows the distribution of phonetic scores between word pairs in
the development set (Cree–Ojibwa) within the 0.04 intervals. The left and right
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the phonetic scores for the unrelated (left) and the cognate
(right) word pairs, and the corresponding Beta distributions.

plot depict the phonetic score distribution for the unrelated and for the cognate
word pairs, respectively. The parameters of the corresponding Beta distributions
were calculated from the mean and variance of the scores using the relationship
expressed in formulas (1) and (2). For unrelated words, the Beta distribution fits
the distribution of phonetic scores remarkably well. For cognate words, the fit is
also quite good although somewhat less tight, which is not surprising considering
that the number of cognate pairs is several magnitudes times smaller than the
number of unrelated pairs.

3 Correspondence-Based Similarity

3.1 Determination of Simple Correspondences

For the determination of recurrent sound correspondences (often referred to sim-
ply as correspondences) I employ the method of inducing a translation model
between phonemes in two wordlists [14]. The idea is to relate recurrent sound
correspondences in wordlists to translational equivalences in bitexts. The transla-
tion model is induced by combining the maximum similarity alignment with the
competitive linking algorithm of Melamed [22]. Melamed’s approach is based
on the one-to-one assumption, which implies that every word in the bitext is
aligned with at most one word on the other side of the bitext. In the context
of the bilingual wordlists, the correspondences determined under the one-to-one
assumption are restricted to link single phonemes to single phonemes. Never-
theless, the method is powerful enough to determine valid correspondences in
wordlists in which the fraction of cognate pairs is well below 50% [14].

The correspondence-based similarity score between two words is computed in
the following way. Each valid correspondence is counted as a link and contributes
a constant positive score (no crossing links are allowed). Each unlinked segment,
with the exception of the segments beyond the rightmost link, is assigned a
smaller negative score. The alignment with the highest score is found using
dynamic programming [27]. If more than one best alignment exists, links are
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assigned the weight averaged over the entire set of best alignments. Finally, the
score is normalized by dividing it by the average of the lengths of the two words.

3.2 Determination of Complex Correspondences

Kondrak [15] proposed an extension of the one-to-one method that is capable of
discovering complex, ‘many-to-many” correspondences. The method is an adap-
tation of Melamed’s algorithm for discovering non-compositional compounds in
bitexts [20]. A non-compositional compound (NCC) is a word sequence, such
as “high school”, whose meaning cannot be synthesized from the meaning of
its components. Experimental results indicate that the method can achieve up
to 90% recall and precision in determination of correspondences on vocabulary
lists [15].

When the NCC approach is applied, the computation of the similarity score
is slightly modified. Segments that represent valid NCCs are fused into single
segments before the optimal alignment is established. The contribution of a valid
correspondence is weighted by the length of the correspondence. For example,
a correspondence that links three segments on one side with two segments on
the other side is given the weight of 2.5. As before, the score is normalized by
dividing it by the average of the lengths of the two words. Therefore, the score
for two words in which all segments participate in links is still guaranteed to be
1.0.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of correspondence-based scores between word
pairs in the development set (Cree–Ojibwa). For unrelated words, the fit with
the Beta distribution is not as good as in the case of phonetic scores, but still
acceptable. For cognate words, the Beta distribution fails to account for a num-
ber of word pairs that are perfectly covered by correspondences (score = 1.0).
However, the problem is likely to be less acute for language pairs that are not
as closely related as Cree and Ojibwa.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the correspondence-based scores for the unrelated (left) and the
cognate (right) word pairs, and the corresponding Beta distributions.
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3.3 Determination of Correspondences in Vocabulary Lists

Kondrak [14] showed that correspondences determined with the one-to-one ap-
proach can be successfully used for cognate identification in pairs of word lists,
where the words are already matched by meanings. However, the task is more
challenging when cognates have to be identified in unstructured vocabulary lists,
In vocabulary lists, as opposed to word lists, words across languages are not
neatly matched by meanings; rather, semantic similarity has to be inferred from
glosses. Whereas in word lists of related languages the percentage of cognates
can be expected to exceed 10%, the probability that randomly selected words
from two vocabulary lists are cognate is usually less than 0.1%. Attempting to
determine correspondences with such a small signal-to-noise ratio is bound to
fail. It is necessary first to identify a smaller set of likely cognate pairs, on which
a translation model can be successfully induced.

One possible way to determine the set of likely cognate pairs is to select n
candidate pairs starting from the top of the ordered list produced by a combined
semantic and phonetic approach. However, the selected pairs are likely to include
many pairs that exhibit high phonetic similarity. When a translation model is
induced on such set, the strongest correspondences can be expected to consist
mostly of pairs of identical phonemes.

A better approach, which is not biased by the phonetic similarities between
phonemes, is to select candidate pairs solely on the basis of semantic similarity.
The idea is to extract all vocabulary entries characterized by the highest level
of semantic similarity, that is, gloss identity. Even though such a set is still
likely to contain mostly unrelated word pairs, the fraction of cognates may be
sufficiently large to determine the strongest correspondences. The determined
correspondences can then be used to identify cognates among all possible word
pairs.

4 Semantic Similarity Features

Kondrak [13] developed a scheme for computing semantic similarity of glosses
on the basis of keyword selection and WordNet [5] lexical relations. The scheme
combines four lexical relations and two focus levels, which together yield eight
semantic similarity levels (Table 3). Keywords are salient words extracted from
glosses by a heuristic method based on part-of-speech tags. If there exists a
lexical relationship in WordNet linking the two glosses or any of their keywords,
the semantic similarity score is determined according to the scheme shown in
Table 3. The levels of similarity are considered in descending score order, with
keyword identity taking precedence over gloss hypernymy. The scores are not
cumulative. The numerical values in Table 3 were set manually on the basis of
experiments with the development set (Cree–Ojibwa).

In this paper, I propose to consider the eight semantic similarity levels as
binary semantic features. Although the features are definitely not independent,
it may be advantageous to consider their combinations rather than just simply
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Table 3. Semantic similarity features and their numerical scores [13].

Lexical relation Focus level
Gloss Keyword

Identity 1.00 0.50
Synonymy 0.70 0.35
Hypernymy 0.50 0.25
Meronymy 0.10 0.05

gloss identity

gloss synonymy

gloss hypernymy

gloss meronymy

keyword identity

keyword hypernymy

keyword meronymy

keyword synonymy

Fig. 3. Partial ordering of semantic features.

the most prominent one. For example, gloss hypernymy accompanied by keyword
synonymy might constitute stronger evidence for a semantic relationship than
gloss hypernymy alone.

In the context of detecting semantic similarity of glosses, a transitive sub-
sumption relation can be defined for the semantic features. In the following
assertions, the expression “feature A subsumes feature B” should be understood
as “feature B is redundant if feature A is present”.

1. Gloss identity subsumes other relations involving glosses (e.g. gloss identity
subsumes gloss meronymy).

2. Keyword identity subsumes other relations involving keywords.
3. Features involving a lexical relation between glosses subsume features in-

volving the same lexical relation between keywords (e.g. gloss hypernymy
subsumes keyword hypernymy).

4. Synonymy subsumes hypernymy and meronymy, and hypernymy subsumes
meronymy.

The resulting partial ordering of features is shown in Figure 3. Assertion 4 is
probably the most debatable.

I investigated the following variants of semantic feature ordering:

LN The linear order that corresponds to the semantic scale originally proposed
in [13].
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Table 4. Symbols used in Section 5.

sem = related to semantic similarity
ph = related to phonetic similarity
rc = related to correspondence-based similarity
+ = related to cognate pairs
− = related to unrelated pairs
cogn = the given pair of words are cognate
¬cogn = the given pair of words are unrelated
v = feature vector for the given word pair
vj = values of the binary semantic features
s = numerical scores for the given word pair (in the [0, 1] range)
σ = partial similarity scores
α = interpolation parameters (weights)
d = probability density function of the corresponding Beta distribution
Ci = normalizing constants independent of the given word pair

SP The partial order implied by assertions 1–4, which is shown in Figure 3.
WP The weaker version of the partial order, implied by assertions 1–3.
NO The unordered set of the eight semantic features.
MK The feature set corresponding to Method K in [13], which contains only

the WordNet-independent features: gloss identity and keyword identity (the
former subsumes the latter).

MG The feature set corresponding to Method G in [13], which contains only
gloss identity.

NS Empty set, i.e. no semantic features are used (the baseline method).

I discuss the effect of the feature ordering variants on the overall accuracy in
Section 6.

5 Combining Various Types of Evidence

In [13], the overall similarity score was computed using a linear combination of
the semantic and the phonetic scores. The interpolation parameter was deter-
mined on a development set. In this paper, I adopt the Naive Bayes approach
to combining various sources of information. The vector v consists of the eight
semantic features, the phonetic similarity score, and the correspondence-based
similarity score. The overall word-pair similarity score for a pair of words is
computed by the following formula (see Table 4 for the explanation of symbols):

score =
p(cogn | v)

p(¬cogn | v)
=

p(cogn) · p(v | cogn)
p(¬cogn) · p(v | ¬cogn))

= C1 · p(v | cogn)
p(v | ¬cogn))

= C2 ·
(

(
∏

j p(vj | cogn))
(
∏

j p(vj | ¬cogn))

)αsem

·
(

dph+(sph)
dph−(sph)

)αph

·
(

drc+(src)
drc−(src)

)αrc
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It is more convenient to do the computations using logarithms:

log score = αsem · σsem + αph · σph + αrc · σrc + C3

where

σsem =
∑

j
log

p(vj | cogn)
p(vj | ¬cogn)

, σph = log
dph+(sph)
dph−(sph))

, σrc = log
drc+(src)
drc−(src)

.

Since the goal is a relative ranking of candidate word-pairs, the exact value of
the normalizing constant C3 is irrelevant.

The difference between the current method of combining partial scores and
the method presented in [13] lies in the way the original scores are transformed
into probabilities using the Naive Bayes assumption and the Beta distribution.
A number of parameters must still be established on a separate training set: the
conditional probability distributions of the semantic features, the parameters for
the beta distributions, and the interpolation parameters. However, the values
of the parameters (except the interpolation parameters) are set automatically
rather than manually.

6 Results

The cognate identification methods were tested on two different data sets: a
set of structured word lists of 200 basic meanings, and a set of unstructured
vocabulary lists containing thousands of entries with glosses.

The accuracy of the methods was evaluated by computing the 11-point in-
terpolated average precision for the vocabulary lists, and the n-point average
precision for the word lists (n is the total number of cognate pairs in a list). The
output of the system is a list of suspected cognate pairs sorted by their similarity
scores. Typically, true cognates are very frequent near the top of the list, and be-
come less frequent towards the bottom. The threshold value that determines the
cut-off depends on the intended application, the degree of relatedness between
languages, and the particular method used. Rather than reporting precision and
recall values for an arbitrarily selected threshold, precision is computed at a
number of different recall levels, and then averaged to yield a single number.
In the case of the 11-point average precision, the recall levels are set at 0%,
10%, 20%, . . . , 100%. In the case of the n-point average precision, precision is
calculated at each point in the list where a true cognate pair is found. In the ex-
periments reported below, I uniformly assumed the precision value at 0% recall
to be 1, and the precision value at 100% recall to be 0.

6.1 Results on the Indoeuropean Word Lists

The experiments in this section were performed using a list of 200 basic meanings
that are considered universal and relatively resistant to lexical replacement [25].
The development set included six 200-word lists (Italian, Polish, Romanian, Rus-
sian, Serbocroatian and Spanish) adapted from the Comparative Indoeuropean
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Table 5. The average cognate identification precision on the Indoeuropean 200-word
lists for various methods.

Languages Phonetic Simple Complex Phonetic Phonetic
+ Simple + Complex

English German .916 .949 .924 .946 .930
French Latin .863 .869 .874 .881 .882
English Latin .725 .857 .740 .828 .796
German Latin .706 .856 .795 .839 .830
English French .615 .557 .556 .692 .678
French German .504 .525 .526 .575 .572
Albanian Latin .618 .613 .621 .696 .659
Albanian French .612 .443 .460 .600 .603
Albanian German .323 .307 .307 .395 .398
Albanian English .277 .202 .243 .340 .330

Average .616 .618 .605 .679 .668

Data Corpus [4]. The test set consisted of five lists (Albanian, English, French,
German, and Latin) compiled by Kessler [10]. In this experiment, only words
belonging to the same semantic slot were considered as possible cognates.

Table 5 compares the average cognate identification precision on the test set
obtained using the following methods:

Phonetic. The phonetic approach, in which cognate pairs are ordered accord-
ing to their phonetic similarity score computed by ALINE. The settings of
ALINE’s parameters are the same as in [12].

Simple. The correspondence-based approach, as described in [14] (method D),
in which only simple, one-to-one correspondences are identified.

Complex. The correspondence-based approach that identifies complex, many-
to-many correspondences [15].

Phonetic + Simple. The combination of the phonetic and the
correspondence-based approaches, without utilizing complex correspon-
dences.

Phonetic + Complex. The combination of the phonetic and the correspon-
dence-based approaches that utilizes complex correspondences.

In the final two variants, the phonetic and the correspondence-based approaches
are combined using the method described in Section 5, with the parameters
derived from the Italian/Polish word list (the interpolation parameters αph and
αrc were held equal to 1). This particular language pair was chosen because it
produced the best overall results on the development set. However, the relative
differences in average precision with different training sets did not exceed 1%.

The results in Table 5 show that both the phonetic method and the corres-
pondence-based method obtain similar average cognate identification precision.
The combination of the two methods achieves a significantly higher precision.
Surprisingly, the incorporation of complex correspondences has a slightly nega-
tive effect on the results. A close examination of the results indicates that few
useful complex correspondences were identified by the NCC algorithm in the
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Table 6. The average precision on the Algonquian vocabulary lists obtained by com-
bining the semantic similarity features, the phonetic similarity score, and the complex-
correspondence-based similarity score.

Languages NS MG MK LN SP WP NO
Fox Menomini .488 .607 .640 .651 .652 .652 .491
Fox Cree .508 .682 .678 .698 .694 .694 .549
Fox Ojibwa .655 .674 .685 .691 .695 .695 .572
Menomini Cree .438 .591 .612 .618 .613 .608 .523
Menomini Ojibwa .478 .611 .632 .641 .639 .635 .516
Average on test set .513 .633 .649 .660 .658 .657 .530

Cree Ojibwa .717 .783 .785 .787 .784 .784 .722

200-word Indoeuropean lists. This may be caused by the small overall number
of cognate pairs (57 per language pair, on average) or simply by the paucity of
recurrent complex correspondences.

Additional experiments showed that straightforward averaging of the pho-
netic and the correspondence-based scores produces results that are quite similar
to the results obtained using the method described in Section 5. On the test set,
the straightforward method achieves the average precision of .683 with simple
correspondences, and .680 with complex correspondences.

6.2 Results on the Algonquian Vocabulary Lists

The cognate identification method was also tested on noun portions of four
Algonquian vocabulary lists [9]. The lists representing Fox, Menomini, Cree,
and Ojibwa contain over 4000 noun entries in total. The results were evaluated
against an electronic version of the Algonquian etymological dictionary [8]. The
dictionary contains 4,068 cognate sets, including 853 marked as nouns. The Cree–
Ojibwa language pair was used as the development set, while the remaining five
pairs served as the test set. The proportion of cognates in the set of word-pairs
that have at least one gloss in common was 33.1% in the development set and
ranged from 17.5% to 26.3% in the test set.

Table 6 shows the average precision obtained on the Algonquian data by
combining the phonetic, semantic and (complex) correspondence-based similar-
ity using the method presented in Section 5. The columns correspond to variants
of semantic feature ordering defined in Section 4. The numbers shown in bold
type in the left-most four columns can be directly compared to the correspond-
ing results obtained using the method described in [13]. The latter method,
which uses the linear combination of the phonetic and the semantic similarity
scores (set according to Table 3), achieved the 11-point average precision of .430,
.596, .617, and .628, for variants NS, MG, MK, and LN, respectively. Therefore,
the improvement ranges from 5% (LN) to nearly 20% (NS). When all semantic
features are utilized (columns LN, SP, WP, and NO), there is hardly any dif-
ference in average precision between alternative orderings of semantic features
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Table 7. The average precision on the Algonquian vocabulary lists (test set only)
obtained by combining various methods.

Methods Correspondences
None Simple Complex

— — .448 .473
Phonetic .430 .472 .513
Semantic .227 .633 .625
Phonetic + Semantic .631 .652 .660

(LN, SP, WP). However, applying the features without any ordering (NO) is
almost equivalent to using no semantics at all (NS).

Table 7 provides more details on the contribution of various types of evidence
to the overall average precision. For example, the merger of the phonetic and
the semantic similarity with no recourse to correspondences achieves the aver-
age precision of .631. (not significantly better than the average precision of .628
obtained using the method described in [13]). Replacing the phonetic similarity
with the (simple) correspondence-based similarity has little influence on the av-
erage precision: .448 vs .430 without semantics, and .633 vs. .631 with semantics.
The advantage provided by complex correspondences all but disappears when all
types of evidence are combined (.660 vs. .652). Relying on gloss similarity alone
is inadequate (.227) because no continuous score is available to order candidate
pairs within the semantic similarity classes.

The tests were performed with the following parameter settings: semantic
feature ordering – linear (LN); parameters for computing phonetic similarity –
as in [13]; parameters for computing the correspondence-based score – as in [14]
(complex correspondences limited to consonant clusters); number of iterations
of the NCC algorithm — 12, as in [15]. When two types of evidence were com-
bined, the interpolation parameters were held equal to 1. With all three types
of evidence, the interpolation parameters were αsem = 2, αph = 1, and αrc = 1.

The choice of values for the interpolation parameters requires further expla-
nation. The weights used for the final testing were selected because they are
relatively simple and result in near-maximum average precision on the train-
ing data. They also have a theoretical justification. Both the phonetic and the
correspondence-based similarity measures are calculated on the basis of the pho-
netic transcription of words. Moreover, recurrent correspondences are composed
mostly of similar or identical phonemes. In contrast, the semantic similarity mea-
sure is based exclusively on glosses. The experiments performed on the training
set suggested that the best results are obtained by assigning approximately equal
weight to the gloss-based evidence and to the lexeme-based measures. The re-
sults in Tables 7 and 6 reflect this observation. If the weights are equal for all
three types of evidence, the average precision drops to .616 with the simple
correspondences, and to .639 with the complex correspondences.
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7 Computing Similarity vs. Generating Proto Projections

It is interesting to compare the method described here to the method that was
originally used to compile the etymological dictionary [8], which served as our
gold standard, from the vocabulary lists [9], which also constituted our test data
in Section 6.2. The method [7] is based on generating proto-projections (candi-
date proto-forms) of the lexemes occurring in the vocabulary lists of the daughter
languages. For example, assuming that the consonant cluster šš in Ojibwa is a
reflex of either *hš or *qš in Proto-Algonquian, the proto-projections of Ojibwa
mǐsši ’piece of firewood’ would include *mihši and *miqši. The cognate iden-
tification process succeeds if the intersection of the sets of proto-projections
generated from distinct daughter languages is not empty. The set intersection
operation was implemented by alphabetically sorting all proto-projections. The
potential cognate sets were subsequently analyzed by a linguist in order to de-
termine whether they were in fact reflexes of the same proto-form and, if that
was the case, to reconstruct the proto-form.

Hewson’s method has a number of disadvantages. It is based exclusively on
recurrent sound correspondences, with no recourse to potentially valuable pho-
netic and semantic information. It requires the user to provide a complete table
of correspondences between daughter languages and the reconstructed proto-
language. Since such a table of correspondences is established on the basis of
multiple sets of confirmed cognates, the method is applicable only to language
families that have already been throughly analyzed. In addition, the number
of proto-projections increases combinatorially with the number of ambiguous
reflexes that occur in a word. Anything less than a perfect match of correspon-
dences may result in a cognate pair being overlooked.

Table 8. Examples of cognate pairs not included in Hewson’s dictionary.

# Lang. Lexeme Gloss WordNet relation
Cree mōsāpēw ‘unmarried man’1
Men. mōsāpēwew ‘bachelor, single man’

gloss synonymy

Fox kešēmanetōwa ‘great spirit’2
Men. kesēmanetōw ‘god’

none

Cree w̄ıhkēs ‘sweet-flag’3
Ojib. w̄ıkkēn’ ‘iris’

keyword hypernymy

Men. enōhekan ‘pointer’4
Ojib. inō’ikan ‘that which is pointed at’

none

Fox mı̄kātiweni ‘fight’5
Men. mı̄kātwan ‘war, fighting’

gloss synonymy

Fox atāmina ‘maize-plant’6
Ojib. mantāmin ‘grain of corn’

keyword synonymy

Fox ātesōhkākana ‘sacred story’7
Ojib. ātissōkkān ‘story or legend’

keyword identity
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Table 8 contains some interesting examples of Algonquian cognate pairs that
are not found in Hewson’s dictionary, but are recognized by the implemen-
tation of the method proposed in this paper. Their semantic, phonetic, and
correspondence-based similarity considered in isolation may not be sufficient for
their identification, but combining all three types of evidence results in a high
overall similarity score. In particular, such pairs are bound to be missed by
any approach that requires the identity of glosses as the necessary condition for
consideration.

8 Conclusion

I have proposed a method of combining various types of evidence for the task of
automatic cognate identification. In many cases, the new method achieves higher
accuracy than the method based on the linear combination of scores. Moreover,
the new method does not require manual parameter tuning, but instead can be
trained on data from other language pairs.

The method proposed here is applicable both to structured (word lists) and
unstructured (vocabulary lists) data. Apart from assisting the comparative lin-
guists in proto-language reconstruction, it can be used to dramatically speed
up the process of producing etymological dictionaries, even when little is known
about the languages in question. The results of the experiments show that it is
possible to discover a large number of cognates with good precision. To take the
Fox–Menomini pair as an example, 70% recall at 50% precision signifies that the
top 170 candidates contain 85 out of 121 existing cognate pairs. Moreover, many
of the apparent false positives are in fact cognates or lexemes that are related in
some way.

This paper belongs to a line of research that has already resulted in ap-
plications in such diverse areas as statistical machine translation [17] and the
identification of confusable drug names [16]. In the long run, such applications
may prove more important than the original linguistic motivation of the research
that led to them. However, the language reconstruction framework is particularly
well-suited for formulating the driving problems and for testing the proposed so-
lutions.
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Abstract. Effectively summarizing Web page collections becomes more
and more critical as the amount of information continues to grow on
the World Wide Web. A concise and meaningful summary of a Web
page collection, which is generated automatically, can help Web users
understand the essential topics and main contents covered in the col-
lection quickly without spending much browsing time. However, auto-
matically generating coherent summaries as good as human-authored
summaries is a challenging task since Web page collections often con-
tain diverse topics and contents. This research aims towards clustering
of Web page collections using automatically extracted topical terms, and
automatic summarization of the resulting clusters. We experiment with
word- and term-based representations of Web documents and demon-
strate that term-based clustering significantly outperforms word-based
clustering with much lower dimensionality. The summaries of computed
clusters are informative and meaningful, which indicates that cluster-
ing and summarization of large Web page collections is promising for
alleviating the information overload problem.

1 Introduction

Effectively summarizing Web page collections becomes more and more critical
as the online information continues to overload the World Wide Web. A concise
and meaningful summary, which is generated automatically and consists of a
few key phrases and key sentences, can help Web users understand the essential
topics and main contents covered in the collection quickly without spending
much browsing time [22].

However, automatically generating coherent summaries as good as human-
authored summaries is a challenging task since Web page collections (e.g., Web
sites of universities, organizations) often contain various topics and heterogenous
contents. For example, a university’s Web site may cover many topics such as
courses, students, faculties and research. Summarizing the whole Web site often
yields an incoherent summary or a summary that is heavily biased towards a
subset of the topics included in the Web site. It is much more beneficial to first
identify the essential topics in the Web site, and then summarize each individual
topic.

A.Y. Tawfik and S.D. Goodwin (Eds.): Canadian AI 2004, LNAI 3060, pp. 60–74, 2004.
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Text clustering, which has been extensively studied in many scientific disci-
plines, plays an important role in organizing large amounts of heterogenous data
into a small number of semantically meaningful clusters [15]. In particular, Web
collection clustering is useful for summarization, organization and navigation of
semi-structured Web pages [21].

Clustering of documents, including Web pages, suffers from the very high
dimensionality of the feature vector space required if the naive bag-of-words
representation of documents is used. In a high dimensional space, the distance
between any two documents tends to be constant, making clustering on the ba-
sis of distance ill-defined [11]. Therefore the issue of reducing the dimensionality
of the space is critical. Automatic term extraction [9], based on a combination
of linguistic and statistical constraints, has the promise of leading to reduced
dimensionality representations by focusing on semantically meaningful word col-
locations [13].

This research aims towards K-Means and EM clustering of Web page collec-
tions using automatically extracted topical terms, and automatic summarization
of the resulting clusters. Summarization of a cluster proceeds with the identifi-
cation and extraction of keyterms and key sentences in the narrative text, which
constitute the summary of the cluster [22].

The quality of clustering with term-based document representation is com-
pared to that with word-based document representation, which is used as the
baseline method. We demonstrate that term-based clustering significantly out-
performs word-based clustering with much lower dimensionality. The significance
of Web collection clustering for automatic Web collection summarization is also
investigated.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews published Web
collection clustering and summarization approaches, and Section 3 explains how
to construct a Web page collection for experimental purposes. Section 4 describes
how to conduct K-Means and EM clustering with both word- and term-based
document representations and Section 5 evaluates the clustering quality. Section
6 discusses automatic summarization of resulting clusters. Finally, Section 7
concludes our work and describes future research directions.

2 Related Work

A variety of approaches to text clustering have been developed [2,12,15]. Typ-
ically clustering approaches can be categorized as agglomerative or partitional
based on the underlying methodology of the algorithm, or as hierarchical or flat
(non-hierarchical) based on the structure of the final solution [23].

In general, text clustering involves constructing a vector space model and
representing documents by feature vectors. First, a set of features (e.g., bag of
words) is properly selected from the document corpus. Second, each document is
represented by a feature vector, which consists of weighting statistics of all fea-
tures. Finally, clustering proceeds by measuring the similarity (e.g., a function of
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Euclidean distance) between documents and assigning documents to appropriate
clusters.

One important issue for effective clustering is feature selection. A good fea-
ture set is effective if it can discriminate dissimilar documents as much as possible
and its dimensionality is as low as possible. Approaches to Web collection clus-
tering have been either word-based or link-based. Word-based approaches [4,5]
use a set of common words shared among documents as features, which suffers
from the high space dimensionality while link-based approaches [6,20] analyze
the hyperlinks between Web documents for feature selection, which depends on
the availability of co-citations. Some Web page clustering systems [14,21] use a
combination of above two.

Research work in [13] demonstrates that automatically extracted topical
terms can reduce the space dimensionality significantly while providing com-
parable performance with link-based feature representation (citation graph) in
an information retrieval task, i.e., document similarity analysis. We aim to use
automatically extracted terms for Web collection clustering and compare the
clustering quality to that with bag of words representation.

Zhang et al. [22] propose an effective content-based approach to auto-
matic Web site summarization, which can be applied to automatic summariza-
tion of computed clusters. Traditional text summarization systems are mostly
extraction-based via the identification of the most significant sentences in source
text for summary generation [10]. However, Web pages often contain diverse
textual fragments such as bullets (which are not complete phrases and therefore
difficult to analyze linguistically) or short phrases, that carry no information
(e.g., date page last revised / copyright note), so being able to identify narra-
tive text apart from non-narrative text is very important when moving from
traditional coherent text such as news stories to Web documents. By filtering
out non-narrative text identified by decision tree rules, Web-based applications,
including automatic term extraction and Web collection clustering, can make
use of state-of-the-art techniques for cleaner text.

3 Web Page Collection

The Text REtrieval Conference (TREC1) provides a Web test collection .GOV2

with 18G data crawled from the .GOV Web site3, which is a huge site with 14
main topics4. Each topic has a description Web page which lists all the subtopics
categorized in the current topic. In order to construct a Web page collection for
testing the clustering quality using word- and term-based document representa-
tions, a Web crawler is designed to collect Web pages of subtopics from each of
the 14 topics. The 14 Web pages of topic description are excluded.

1 http://trec.nist.gov
2 http://www.ted.cmis.csiro.au/TRECWeb/govinfo.html
3 http://www.firstgov.gov
4 http://www.firstgov.gov/Citizen/Topics/All Topics.shtml
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A total of 1123 Web pages of subtopics is collected. Among them, a subtotal
of 141 link-broken and application files (.pdf, .ps, .doc and other binary) is
removed, leading to a smaller set of 982 Web pages. Then plain text from all
Web pages is extracted by the text browser Lynx5, which is found to outperform
several alternative text extraction tools such as HTML2TXT6 and html2txt7 [22].
Text files with more than 100K size are truncated to that size.

The final data set used for clustering experiments is summarized in Table 1,
where i is the topic index and |Ti| is the number of Web pages in each topic Ti.

Table 1. Number of Web pages in each of 14 topics.

i Topic Ti |Ti|
1 Benefits and Grants 58
2 Consumer Protection 56
3 Defense and International 86
4 Education and Jobs 89
5 Environment, Energy and Agriculture 101
6 Family, Home and Community 119
7 Health 94
8 History, Arts and Culture 75
9 Money and Taxes 55

10 Public Safety and Law 58
11 Public Service and Volunteerism 69
12 Science and Technology 36
13 Travel and Recreation 48
14 Voting and Elections 38

As shown in Table 1, the most populated topic is Family, Home and Com-
munity with 119 Web pages while the least populated topic is Science and Tech-
nology with only 36 Web pages.

4 K-means and EM Clustering

In this section we discuss how to conduct word- and term-based K-Means and
EM clustering on the Web page collection constructed in Section 3.

4.1 K-means and EM Algorithms

The K-Means algorithm has been widely used due to its implementation sim-
plicity. This non-hierarchical method first selects K data points as the initial
5 http://lynx.isc.org
6 http://user.tninet.se/∼jyc891w/software/html2txt/
7 http://cgi.w3.org/cgi-bin/html2txt
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centroids, one for each of K clusters. Second, all data points are assigned to
the cluster whose centroid is the closest to the current data point. Third, the
centroid of each cluster is recalculated. Steps two and three are repeated until
the centroids do not change [18].

The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm was first introduced by
Dempster et al. [7] as an approach to estimating the missing model parame-
ters in the context of fitting a probabilistic model to data. It can be seen as
an iterative approach to optimization. It first finds the expected value of the
log likelihood with respect to the current parameter estimates. The second step
is to maximize the expectation computed in the first step. These two steps are
iterated if necessary. Each iteration is guaranteed to increase the log likelihood
and the algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a local maximum of the likeli-
hood function [1]. EM has many applications including text classification and
text clustering. It is one of the most popular statistical unsupervised learning
algorithms.

4.2 Word- and Term-Based Feature Selection

As discussed in Section 2, feature selection plays an important role in achieving
high quality clustering. In our work, we experiment with two ways of feature
selection, i.e., bag of words (word-based) and automatically extracted terms
(term-based). In both cases, the text parts of Web pages are represented using
the standard normalized TF-IDF weighting scheme, which is used in many text-
based applications [8,16].

Word-based Representation of Documents. The naive bag of words
method selects a set of common words shared among documents as features.
First, a standard list of 425 stopwords [8] is removed from each text file. Second,
each unique word is stemmed using the Porter stemmer, and its frequency in the
current text file (TF part) and the number of documents where it appears (IDF
part) are recorded. Finally, the word list is sorted in descending order of total
frequency in all documents. It is observed there is a total of 39245 unique words
in 982 text files. The most frequent word state appears 5816 times while about
6000 words appear only once. After we remove words which appear less than 6
times in the corpus, there are 5526 words left in the list.

In selecting the words to be used as features, it is observed that words ap-
pearing in most documents in the corpus are not useful features, because they
do not help discriminate among clusters. So we re-rank the list of 5526 words
according to their IDF in order to set proper upper and lower cutoffs for select-
ing words appearing with intermediate frequency [13]. After the words used as
features are selected, their TF-IDF values in each document are calculated and
normalized as in (1) and (2), respectively.

wi,j = fi,j × log
N

dfi
. (1)
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Wi,j =
wi,j√∑n
i=1 w2

i,j

. (2)

where, wi,j is the TF-IDF weight of word i in document j; fi,j is the frequency
of word i in document j; N is the total number of documents in the collection,
i.e., 982; dfi is the number of documents containing word i; and Wi,j is the
normalized weight of word i in document j.

We experimented with different word cutoffs such as [10, 4000] (from the 10th

word to the 4000th word ranked by IDF) and found that the best word cutoff
with respect to clustering quality (evaluated by F -measure in Section 5) is [15,
3000].

Term-based Representation of Documents. Word-based representation in-
volves thousands of features and subsequent clustering often suffers from the
dimensionality curse [11]. Multi-word terms are known to be linguistic descrip-
tors of documents. Automatic term extraction is a useful tool for many text
related applications such as text clustering and document similarity analysis. It
is beneficial to automatically extract multi-word terms as features in order to
significantly reduce the high dimensionality [13].

In our work, we apply a state-of-the-art method, C-value/NC-value [9], to
extract multi-word terms from the Web page collection automatically. The C-
value is a domain-independent method used to automatically extract multi-word
terms. It aims to get more accurate terms than those obtained by the pure
frequency of occurrence method, especially terms that may appear as nested
within longer terms. The NC-value is an extension to C-value, which incorpo-
rates context words information into term extraction. Context words are those
that appear in the vicinity of candidate terms, i.e. nouns, verbs and adjectives
that either precede or follow the candidate term. This term extraction approach
consists of both linguistic analysis (linguistic filter, part-of-speech tagging [3],
and stop list [8]) and statistical analysis (frequency analysis, C-value/NC-value).
Experiments in [9,13] show that C-value/NC-value method performs well on a
variety of special text corpora.

However, unlike traditional text documents with well-structured discourse,
Web documents often contain diverse textual segments (e.g., bullets and short
phrases) which are not suitable for extraction of semantically meaningful terms.
We apply the same approach as proposed in [22] to identify narrative paragraphs
in the Web collection and consequently terms are extracted from narrative text
only. First, text parts of Web pages are automatically segmented into paragraphs
by Lynx. Second, one classifier, LONG, is used to filter out short paragraphs.
Third, the other classifier, NARRATIVE, is in turn used to extract narrative
paragraphs from long paragraphs identified in the previous step. These two clas-
sifiers are trained by the decision tree tool C5.08 based on features extracted by
shallow natural language processing.

8 http://www.rulequest.com/see5-unix.html
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Then the C-value/NC-value method is applied and 1747 terms are extracted.
These terms are ranked by NC-value and an NC-value threshold 17.5, which is
5% of the maximum NC-value, is set. This in return produces a term list, C, of
924 terms.

It is observed that the term list C contains some noun phrases (e.g., home
page), which appear frequently in Web pages. These noun phrases can be treated
as Web-specific stop words [17] and must be removed. We experimented with 60
DMOZ9 Web sites and manually identified a stop list, L, of 81 noun phrases
(e.g., Web site, home page, credit card, privacy statement, ...). The term list C
is filtered through the noun phrase stop list L and the resulting term list T
contains 892 terms.

Next, all documents are scanned in order to record the TF and IDF values
for all terms in T . As we did in the word-based approach, we re-rank all the
terms in T according to their IDF in order to set proper upper and lower cutoffs
for selecting terms. We experiment with different term cutoffs and the best term
cutoff is found to be [1, 450].

5 Clustering Experiments and Evaluation

In this section we discuss the clustering experiments and evaluate the quality of
the clustering results.

In our work, Java programs of K-Means and EM algorithms in the WEKA10

package are used. For each cutoff (see previous section) of words and terms,
we construct either a document-word matrix or a document-term matrix with
Attribute-Relation File Format (ARFF)11, where each document is represented
with normalized TF-IDF values of either words or terms. Then we run the clus-
tering software (we set K = 14 and force EM to create 14 clusters) and compare
the clustering quality using word- and term-based document representations.

5.1 Evaluation Schemes

There are two main types of measures of clustering quality, i.e., internal quality
measure and external quality measure. Internal quality measure uses the “overall
similarity”, which is based on the pairwise similarity of documents in a cluster,
to evaluate the clustering quality. It compares different sets of clusters without
reference to external knowledge. On the other hand, external quality measure
such as entropy and F-measure examines the clustering quality by comparing
the resulting clusters to known classes (topics) [18].

We use the F -measure to evaluate the clustering quality since topic infor-
mation for all Web pages is available. F -measure combines precision and recall.
For a particular cluster Ci, we have to decide which topic Tj it most probably
9 http://dmoz.org

10 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/∼ml/weka/index.html
11 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/∼ml/weka/arff.html
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belongs to. More specifically, we calculate the precision Pi,j , recall Ri,j , and
F -measure Fi,j of cluster Ci with respect to topic Tj as in (3).

Pi,j =
ni,j

|Ci|
, Ri,j =

ni,j

|Tj |
,

Fi,j =
2 · Pi,j · Ri,j

Pi,j + Ri,j
(i, j ∈ [1..14]). (3)

where, ni,j is the number of documents in topic Tj which appear in cluster
Ci; |Ci| is the number of documents in cluster Ci; and |Tj | is the number of
documents in topic Tj . Then the cluster Ci will belong to the topic Tj which
maximizes Fi,j . This is formally represented in (4).

Fi =
14

max
j=1

Fi,j (i ∈ [1..14]). (4)

Finally the overall value of F -measure F is calculated by taking a weighted
average of all Fi values as represented in (5).

F =
14∑

i=1

|Ti|
N

Fi, N =
14∑

j=1

|Tj |. (5)

5.2 Word-Based Clustering Quality

We use both K-Means and EM algorithms to experiment with various document-
word matrices, which are constructed on different word cutoffs. Table 2 summa-
rizes the top 5 overall F values obtained with both algorithms. It is observed
that EM algorithm achieves better F values than K-Means algorithm in all 5
word cutoffs.

Table 2. The top 5 F values achieved by word-based K-Means and EM clustering.

Cutoffword [15, 3000] [10, 3000] [10, 3500] [15, 4000] [5, 3000]
FK−Means 0.52 0.51 0.46 0.44 0.42

FEM 0.59 0.57 0.50 0.49 0.43

As shown in Table 2, both K-Means and EM achieve better F values with the
word cutoff [15, 3000] than with the word cutoff [10, 3000]. This indicates that
the words at the top of the word list (ranked by IDF) appear too frequently and
they are not appropriate for feature selection. Also cutoff [10, 3000] outperforms
cutoff [10, 3500], which indicates that the words at the bottom of the word list
appear too rarely and they are not good features either. This demonstrates our
assumption that words with intermediate document frequency are better choices
of features.
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5.3 Term-Based Clustering Quality

Document-term matrices are constructed on different term cutoffs. Then both
K-Means and EM algorithms are applied to these matrices. Table 3 summarizes
the top 5 overall F values achieved with various term cutoffs. We observe that
EM achieves bigger F values than K-Means in all 5 term cutoffs.

Table 3. The top 5 F values achieved by term-based K-Means and EM clustering.

Cutoffterm [1, 450] [1, 500] [2, 450] [2, 500] [3, 500]
FK−Means 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.65 0.64

FEM 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.65

As shown in Table 3, there is no difference between the F values using either
K-Means or EM with the first 3 term cutoffs. This indicates that a proper
number (e.g. 450) of terms at the top of the term list (ranked by IDF) can be
readily used as features.

Furthermore, we do EM clustering by fixing the lower term cutoff to 1, and
changing the upper term cutoff with different values varying from 300 to 892
(full size of the term list). As shown in Fig. 1, different upper term cutoffs lead
to different F values. The best F value is achieved with the upper term cutoff
450. If we increase or decrease the upper term cutoff such as using 350 and 600,
then the clustering performance becomes worse. This indicates that there exists
an optimal dimensionality for term-based clustering. Moreover, it is observed
that with cutoffs [1, 300] and [1, 315], EM clustering fails because null feature
vector appears, i.e., there is some document which does not include any one
of the terms. This indicates that there is a minimum value for the upper term
cutoff for valid clustering.

Likewise, we do EM clustering by fixing the upper term cutoff to 450, and
changing the lower term cutoff with values varying from 1 to 10. It is observed
that there is no much difference between resulting F values and that a lower term
cutoff of 6 will lead to invalid clustering, i.e., there is at least one null vector
in this case. This indicates that with much lower dimensionality in term-based
clustering, terms at the top of the term list are indispensable.

The experiments above are a rough approximation of the search for optimal
upper and lower term cutoffs. We leave this two-dimension search problem for
future research.

5.4 Comparison of Word- and Term-Based Clustering

The main objective of our work is to investigate if term-based clustering can
significantly outperform word-based clustering on Web page collections.

Table 4 summarizes the details of the best F values in word- and term-based
K-Means clustering, where wi is the weight of each topic, i.e., |Ti|

N , and F is the
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Fig. 1. Varying F values corresponding to different upper term cutoffs with fixed lower
term cutoff 1 in EM clustering.

sum of wi ·Fi over all 14 topics, as calculated in (5). K-Means algorithm achieves
the best overall F values, 0.52 using the word cutoff [15, 3000], and 0.67 using
the term cutoff [1, 450], respectively.

Table 4. The best F values achieved in K-Means clustering using the word cutoff [15,
3000] and the term cutoff [1, 450], respectively.

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 F

wi 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.04 —
Fiword 0.53 0.45 0.67 0.43 0.39 0.68 0.33 0.54 0.44 0.64 0.61 0.49 0.70 0.45 0.52
Fiterm 0.62 0.59 0.83 0.55 0.71 0.82 0.53 0.59 0.61 0.71 0.66 0.49 0.87 0.63 0.67

In order to measure if the difference between the quality of word- and term-
based clustering (i.e., wi ·(Fiterm

−Fiword
) (i = 1..14)) is significant, we apply the

standard two-tail paired t-test, which generally compares two different methods
used for experiments carried in pairs.

The t-test carried on Table 4 obtains a t-statistic equal to 4.543. By checking
the t-table, we have t0.05,13 = 2.160. Since t > t0.05,13 (P -value < 0.001), there is
a significant difference between the clustering quality of word- and term-based
document representation using K-Means algorithm. More precisely, term-based
K-Means clustering significantly outperforms word-based K-Means clustering
with much lower dimensionality.

Table 5 shows the details of the best F values in word- and term-based EM
clustering. EM algorithm achieves the best overall F values, 0.59 using the word
cutoff [15, 3000], and 0.68 using the term cutoff [1, 450], respectively. Similar
t-test analysis as above obtains a t-statistic equal to 3.237 and a P -value less
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than 0.01, which shows that term-based EM clustering significantly outperforms
word-based EM clustering.

Table 5. The best F values achieved in EM clustering using the word cutoff [15, 3000]
and the term cutoff [1, 450], respectively.

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 F

Fiword 0.63 0.54 0.65 0.47 0.61 0.76 0.48 0.68 0.43 0.52 0.55 0.38 0.77 0.69 0.59
Fiterm 0.75 0.89 0.54 0.49 0.66 0.84 0.51 0.77 0.64 0.59 0.58 0.54 0.91 0.78 0.68

Moreover, with the term cutoff [1, 335], EM algorithm achieves an overall F
value 0.59, which is equal to the best F value with the word cutoff [15, 3000]. This
indicates that term-based document representation can significantly reduce the
dimensionality by almost an order of magnitude while maintaining comparable
performance with word-based document representation in EM clustering.

5.5 Comparison of K-means and EM Clustering

We also apply t-test to measure if there is a significant difference between clus-
tering quality of K-Means and EM using the best word and term cutoffs.

The t-test for comparison of EM and K-Means algorithms using the best
word cutoff [15, 3000] obtains a t-statistic equal to 2.199 and a P -value less than
0.05, so there is a significant difference between the quality of word-based EM
clustering and word-based K-Means clustering. More precisely, the EM algo-
rithm significantly outperforms the K-Means algorithm using word-based docu-
ment representation. However, a similar t-test shows that there is no significant
difference (t-statistic = 0.042, P -value = 0.967) between clustering quality of
K-Means and EM when using the best term cutoff [1, 450].

Regarding the computational complexity, it is observed that K-Means clus-
tering is roughly seventeen times (CPU time: 37 seconds vs. 630 seconds) faster
than EM clustering with the best term cutoff when running in a Linux machine.

6 Automatic Cluster Summarization

In this section we explain how to summarize each individual cluster obtained by
EM clustering using the best term cutoff [1, 450] described above and evaluate
cluster summaries.

6.1 Cluster Summary Generation

The automatic cluster summarization is a multi-step process similar with the
keyword-based approach proposed by Zhang et al. [22].
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1. First a list of multi-word terms is extracted by the C-value/NC-value method
from the narrative text of Web pages in each cluster. Then the term list is
filtered through the noun phrase stop list L and the top 25 terms (ranked
by NC-value) are kept as keyterms.

2. Narrative text of the Web pages in the current cluster is scanned to extract
the most significant sentences. The significance of a sentence is measured
by calculating a weight value, which is the maximum of weights of word
clusters within the sentence. A word cluster is defined as a list of consecutive
words which starts and ends with a keyterm and at most 2 non-keyterms
must separate any two neighboring keyterms. The weight of a word cluster is
calculated as the sum of keyterm weights divided by the number of keyterms
in the word cluster.

3. A summary is generated, which consists of the top 25 keyterms and the
top 5 key sentences. The numbers 25 and 5 are determined by both the
informativeness of the keyterms and the key sentences and the size of the
cluster summaries.

As an example, Table 6 gives the cluster summary corresponding to Topic 7:
Health. As we can see, this summary provides informative contents of the Health
topic.

Table 6. An example of cluster summary corresponding to the Health topic.

Part I. top 25 keyterms
health administration, veterans health, health care, drug administration, food
safety, veterans health administration, severe acute respiratory syndrome, health
maintenance organization, mine safety, veterans health administration facilities,
health insurance, vital events, drug abuse, veterans integrated service networks,
veterans health administration program, health information, acute respiratory syn-
drome, respiratory syndrome, severe acute, women health, other communication
disorder, health care professionals, health administration facilities, health mainte-
nance, health service

Part II. top 5 key sentences
1. The Veterans Health Administration (VHA) provides a broad spectrum of med-
ical, surgical, and rehabilitative care to its customers.
2. VHA Organizations A number of offices work together to make the Veterans
Health Administration (VHA) an efficient and patient-centered health care system.
3. The Mine Safety and Health Administration - Look here for information about
the dangers of playing near or in mines.
4. Data on health status, healthy lifestyles, illness and disability, the use of health
care and vital events.
5. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) today is advising women and health
care professionals about important new safety changes to labeling of all estrogen
and estrogen with progestin products for use by postmenopausal women.
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6.2 Cluster Summary Evaluation

In this subsection, we describe how to evaluate the quality of cluster summaries
in a way which has been extensively used in related work [13,19]. Human subjects
are asked to read each cluster summary and judge the relatedness of keyterms
and key sentences to the corresponding topic as follows:

1. For each cluster, browse the description Web page (see Section 3) of its
corresponding topic (which maximizes the F value of the current cluster)
for a sufficient time in order to understand the subtopics categorized in the
current topic.

2. Read the cluster summary and rank each summary item, i.e., keyterm or key
sentence, into good, fair or bad using the following rules:

– If it is strongly pertinent to the current topic, rank it good.
– If it is pertinent to the topic, rank it fair.
– If it is not pertinent to the topic, rank it bad.

3. Count ng, nf , and nb, which is the number of good, fair, and bad items in
each summary, respectively.

Related research in [19] defines acceptable terms as good and fair terms. Let pt

and ps be the percentage of acceptable keyterms and key sentences, respectively.
We formally define pt and ps in (6).

pt, ps =
ng + nf

ng + nf + nb
. (6)

For example, in the summary example shown in Table 6, there are 17 good,
7 fair, and 1 bad keyterms; 2 good, 3 fair, and 0 bad key sentences. So the per-
centage of acceptable keyterms is calculated as 17+7

25 = 96%, and the percentage
of acceptable key sentences is 100%.

Table 7 summarizes the percentage of acceptable keyterms and key sentences
for all cluster summaries. Our approach achieves an average of 83.7% acceptable
keyterms and 88.6% acceptable key sentences, which indicates that the cluster
summaries are acceptable to human readers.

Table 7. Details of summary quality values.

Summary 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Average
pt(%) 100 96 64 96 56 92 96 68 96 84 84 72 80 88 83.7
ps(%) 100 100 80 100 100 60 100 100 100 80 80 60 80 100 88.6
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7 Conclusion and Discussion

In this paper, we experiment with word- and term-based representations of Web
documents for K-Means and EM clustering. The term-based approach relies on
a start-of-the-art automatic term extraction method on narrative content of the
Web page collection. We evaluate the difference between word- and term-based
clustering and demonstrate that term-based clustering significantly outperforms
word-based clustering with much lower dimensionality. We also show that sum-
marization of individual clusters provides a good overview of the various essential
topics covered in the Web page collection and this approach is critical for alle-
viating the information overload problem on the World Wide Web.

Future research involves several directions: 1) Investigation of automatic
Web-specific stop words generation [17] to achieve better term extraction from
Web page collections; 2) Search for optimal upper and lower term cutoffs for
best clustering quality; 3) Bisecting K-Means and EM clustering to produce a
hierarchical decomposition of the essential topics and their subtopics covered in
the data collection; 4) Application on the whole .GOV collection to estimate the
effectiveness and efficiency of our approach on the huge data set.
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Abstract. Citations in scientific writing fulfill an important role in cre-
ating relationships among mutually relevant articles within a research
field. These inter-article relationships reinforce the argumentation struc-
ture that is intrinsic to all scientific writing. Therefore, determining the
nature of the exact relationship between a citing and cited paper re-
quires an understanding of the rhetorical relations within the argumen-
tative context in which a citation is placed. To determine these relations
automatically in scientific writing, we have suggested that stylistic and
rhetorical cues will be significant. One type of cue that we have studied
is the discourse cue, which provides cohesion among textual components.
Another form of rhetorical cue involves hedging to modify the affect of a
scientific claim. Hedging in scientific writing has been extensively studied
by Hyland, including cataloging the pragmatic functions of the various
types of cues. In this paper we show that the hedging cues proposed by
Hyland occur more frequently in citation contexts than in the text as
a whole. With this information we conjecture that hedging cues are an
important aspect of the rhetorical relations found in citation contexts
and that the pragmatics of hedges may help in determining the purpose
of citations.

1 Introduction

1.1 Why We Are Studying Hedging

Citations in scientific writing are used to connect mutually relevant articles
within a research field. A citation index, which is a compilation of connections
between citing and cited articles, provides a means to navigate the collection
of scientific articles. Typically, a navigational foray into this collection is over-
whelmed by the sheer numbers of related articles. However, users of citation
indexes usually have a more focussed purpose than merely to find related arti-
cles. Very often, the index search could be narrowed if the writer’s purpose for
generating the citation were to label the citation connection.

To label citations with a citation function drawn from a list of possible func-
tions requires an analysis of the text surrounding the citation coupled with the
knowledge that scientific researchers want to communicate their results and want
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to argue that these results become part of the body of scientific knowledge. This
latter aspect has been extensively studied by rhetoricians of science, e.g. [5], [6],
[12].

These rhetorical stances are communicated with a variety of stylistic effects.
Fundamental to our work is the claim that these stylistic effects may be realized
through surface cues in text thereby enabling the reader to interpret the rhetori-
cal nature of the text appropriately. With this in mind, our overall task is to map
stylistic cues to rhetorical relations. Our previous work has described the impor-
tance of discourse cues in enhancing inter-article cohesion signalled by citation
usage [11]. We have also begun to compile a catalogue of fine-grained discourse
cues that exist in citation contexts [1]. In the following we investigate another
class of pragmatic cues signalled by surface means—called ‘hedging’—that can
be exploited to uncover the function of citations in scientific writing.

The hypothesis that we test is that hedging cues play an important role in the
rhetoric that is intrinsic to citation usage. We have investigated this hypothesis
by doing a frequency analysis of hedging cues in citation contexts in a corpus of
985 biology articles. We have obtained statistically significant results indicating
that hedging is used more frequently in citation contexts than the text as a
whole. Given the presumption that writers make stylistic and rhetorical choices
purposefully, we propose that we have further evidence that connections between
fine-grained linguistic cues and rhetorical relations exist and that these may be
catalogued. Further, the rhetorical relation can then suggest a citation function.

1.2 Why Hedging Is Used in Scientific Writing

The ‘job’ of a scientific researcher is usually thought to be focussed primarily on
the discovery of new factual knowledge. However, a large and critical component
of scientific discovery concerns the acceptance of new results by the research
community and their ultimate integration into the community’s archival knowl-
edge. The scientific process is therefore not only about doing science but about
persuading others of the validity of results so that these may be judged worthy of
publication. Along with the validation and publication of results, the reputation
of the individual researcher becomes enhanced, with concomitant effects on the
person’s standing in her community, chances of receiving tenure or promotion,
and likely success in subsequent grant reviews.

A variety of rhetorical strategies may be used in scientific writing to create
both a sense of social involvement in the scientific community and a persuasive
influence in promoting the reader’s acceptance of the claims being made. The
rhetorical means through which an author achieves this persuasive purpose may
take various forms: hedging, to weaken the assertiveness of new claims, so they
may be more readily judged acceptable by reviewers; citations, to indicate a net-
work of mutually supportive or contrasting works; and politeness to build social
closeness with other researchers [8] (p. 64). Of these, the rhetorical strategies
that will concern us here are the uses of hedging and citations, and the extent
to which these two strategies are linked.
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Hedging strategies may be described as “. . . the linguistic devices used to
qualify a speaker’s confidence in the truth of a proposition, the kind of caveats
like I think, perhaps, might, and maybe which we routinely add to our statements
to avoid commitment to categorical assertions. Hedges therefore express tenta-
tiveness and possibility in communication, and their appropriate use in scientific
discourse is critical [8] (p. 1)”. The use of hedging in scientific writing is actually
part of a larger pragmatic purpose on the part of the author: she is simulta-
neously putting forth claims that must be seen as worthy of publication or as
a basis for funding, while at the same time she must be careful to present her
work as acceptable to her social community of academic peers and as constitut-
ing a continuation of established knowledge (even though she may be to some
extent challenging or replacing previous work). Hyland [8] (p. 196) describes a
text in which the writer has proposed a radical explanation for a process that is
a core issue in her research area. As he analyzes the text, he points out how the
writer goes even further, in making serious challenges to current theories. Not
only is the writer concerned about supporting her own scientific claim, Hyland
observes, but with protecting her position in her research community: “In mak-
ing this proposal, the writer implicitly attributes serious inadequacies in current
theories in their interpretations of critical data. She therefore runs the very real
risk of having the claim rejected by a community of peers who, she perceives,
have a great deal invested in the existing view and who are likely to defend
it without giving serious consideration to her work” (p. 196). To address these
conflicting pragmatic purposes, the paper is thick with hedges: modal verbs and
adverbs, epistemic lexical verbs, indefinite quantifiers, and admissions of limit-
ing conditions, all contriving to “[create] a rhetorical and interpersonal context
which seeks to pre-empt the reader’s rejection” [8] (p. 196).

In attempting to persuade readers of a research article that the results—
knowledge claims—contained therein constitute a valuable addition to the disci-
pline, the author is in effect engaging in an intricate ‘dialogue’ with her audience.
Hedging can thus be viewed as a type of modality that allows

a form of participation by the speaker in the speech event. Through
modality, the speaker associates with the thesis an indication of its status
and validity in his own judgement; he intrudes, and takes up a position.
[7] (p. 335), quoted in [8] (p. 47)

We may say therefore that hedging as a rhetorical technique in building up a
scientific argument is intrinsic to scientific writing. Further, the pragmatic func-
tions of hedging, conveying persuasive effect to enhance new knowledge claims
and aiding the writer in building a social context with the reader, would seem
to indicate that effectively managing the use of hedging is essential to the scien-
tific process. As Hyland [8] states in his review of hedging strategies in scientific
writing:

Hedging is critical in scientific discourse because it helps gain commu-
nal acceptance for knowledge. Scientific ‘truth’ is as much a social as
an intellectual category, and the distinction writers make between their
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subject matter and how they want readers to understand their relation-
ship to it is crucial to such a highly self-conscious form of discourse. Not
only does it influence the effectiveness and credibility of argumentation,
but helps define what it means to write science.. . . [8] (p. 38)

We take as our guiding principle the thesis that these larger pragmatic functions
of hedging indicate that other rhetorical strategies in scientific writing—for ex-
ample, the use of citations—may be found to work together with hedges in
creating persuasive effects and influencing interpersonal judgements.

1.3 Background to the Research

A citation may be formally defined as a portion of a sentence in a citing document
which references another document or a set of other documents collectively. A
citation sentence is any sentence in the full text body that contains at least one
citation. A citation window corresponds to a citation sentence together with the
preceding and following sentences, if they occur in the same paragraph.

Garzone and Mercer. Garzone and Mercer [4] motivated the current citation
categorization project. This foundational work demonstrated a classifier system
based on a correspondence between certain cue words, specific word usages, and
characteristic structural patterns in citing sentences and the citation functions
performed by the citing sentences. For example, in sentence 1.3, the phrase still
in progress may be taken to indicate that the citation is referring to work of a
concurrent nature.

(1) Although the 3-D structure analysis by x-ray crystallography is still in
progress (Eger et al., 1994; Kelly, 1994), it was shown by electron microscopy
that XO consists of three submasses (Coughlan et al., 1986).

Di Marco and Mercer. Di Marco and Mercer [1] developed the first stages
of a method for citation classification guided by the hypothesis that the fine-
grained rhetorical structure of a scientific article can help tremendously in this
task. This hypothesis is based on the following two arguments:

– The well-established body of work in rhetorical theory may be used in ana-
lyzing the global structure of scientific discourse, e.g., [3], [5], [6], [12].

– More-recent studies have demonstrated the role of fine-grained discourse cues
[9] [10] in the rhetorical analysis of general text.

We are thus developing an approach to citation classification in which the recog-
nition of such subtle linguistic cues, together with models of scientific argumen-
tation, provide a means of constructing a systematic analysis of the role citations
play in maintaining a network of rhetorical relationships among scientific doc-
uments. As a key part of our methodology, we intend to show that a direct
mapping can be determined from the pragmatic functions of these linguistic
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cues to the rhetorical purpose of the citations in the context within which they
are both used.

In our preliminary study [11], we analyzed the frequency of the cue phrases
from [10] in a set of scholarly scientific articles. We reported strong evidence that
these cue phrases are used in the citation sentences and the surrounding text
with the same frequency as in the article as a whole. In subsequent work [1],
we analyzed the same dataset of articles to begin to catalogue the fine-grained
discourse cues that exist in citation contexts. This study confirmed that authors
do indeed have a rich set of linguistic and non-linguistic methods to establish
discourse cues in citation contexts.

We found that several types of syntactic stylistic usage provide rhetorical
cues that may serve to indicate the nature of the citation. For example, the use
of syntactic symmetry or parallelism can act as a cue for the enumeration of
one or more citations. Repetition of words and phrases may also be considered
a form of lexical ‘parallelism’ that occurs along with citations. Other forms of
rhetorical cueing rely on various kinds of lexical stylistic features within a citation
context: lexical morphology (e.g., contrasting concepts, such as intracellular and
extracellular, that set up for a ‘contrasting-work’ citation); specific lexical choice
(e.g., negative or ‘extreme’ words to describe results that seem to call for citations
to supporting works); scientific procedural terms; and ‘reporting’ verbs (e.g., to
make reference to the historical record of the author’s own or other works). For
this latter category of reporting cues, we observed the use of hedging verbs used
along with a reporting style in citation contexts (e.g., it has been previously
suggested. . . that led us to investigate the relationship between hedging and
citation occurrences in more detail.

Teufel. Teufel [14] represents a direct contrast to the approach taken by Garzone
and Mercer and, by extension, our own approach. Teufel’s work is concerned with
the automated generation of summaries of scientific articles using the rhetorical
structure of the document to find specific types of information to fill slots in
a ‘fixed-form’ summary template. Teufel proposes a detailed model of scientific
argumentation that may be used as the basis for analyzing and summarizing
the content of an article, including citation content. This model consists of 31
argumentative ‘moves’, which are typically one clause or sentence in length, and
which build, step by step, the rhetorical structure of the scientific presentation.

Teufel diverges from us in questioning whether citations are in any way lin-
guistically marked, and, in particular, whether fine-grained discourse cues even
occur in citation contexts. Even if such “overt cues” do exist, she notes, the
task of detection through automated means would be formidable, requiring ei-
ther deep-linguistic analysis or use of only simple, short, well-edited texts. Teufel
thus articulates the dual challenges facing us: to demonstrate that fine-grained
linguistic cues can in fact play a role in citation analysis and that such cues can
be detected by automated means.

Although Teufel’s approach runs counter to ours in judging whether citation
contexts may be classified on the basis of subtle linguistic markers, she does
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nonetheless give many instances of argumentative moves that may be signalled in
citation contexts by specific cues. Of interest to us, Teufel’s set of argumentative
moves is reminiscent of the kinds of categories used in citation classification
schemes, and, significantly, Teufel observes that an important assumption is
that “the argumentative status of a certain move is visible on the surface by
linguistic cues.” (p. 84) However, Teufel voices her concern with the “potentially
high level of subjectivity” (p. 92) inherent in judging the nature of citations. As
a consequence, she relies on only two clearly distinguishable citation categories
in developing her ultimate argumentative model : the cited work either provides
a basis for the citing work or contrasts with it. In our approach, we hope to
maintain both a very broad and varied set of citation categories, while at the
same time developing methods for reliable citation classification based on the
automated detection of subtle but pragmatically well-defined rhetorical cues.

2 The Frequency of Hedging Cues in Citation Contexts

The argumentative structure found in scientific writing is supported by a variety
of rhetorical techniques, including hedging. Underlying our interest in studying
citations in scientific writing is the supposition that citation use is a rhetorical
strategy. The work reported here begins to investigate the rhetorical links be-
tween citation usage and rhetorical cues. The hypothesis that we test is that
hedges play an important role in the rhetoric that is intrinsic to citation us-
age. We investigate this hypothesis by doing a frequency analysis of hedging in
citation contexts in a corpus of scholarly biology articles.

We set out to compare the frequencies of hedging cues occurring in citation
sentences and the sentences immediately surrounding the citation sentences to
the frequency of hedging cues in the text as a whole. If these frequencies show a
statistically significant difference, these differences may provide evidence for our
hypothesis. A list of the hedging cues can be found in Appendix A. Writers make
purposeful stylistic and rhetorical choices, therefore, we propose that frequency
differences would be supporting evidence that hedging plays a role in the rhetoric
that is intrinsic to citation usage. Demonstrating our hypothesis, in addition to
providing further evidence to support Hyland’s work, would give us reason to
study the rhetorical relationship between hedging and citations at a much more
detailed level.

3 Methodology

The corpus that was analyzed is a 985-document subset of the BioMed Central
corpus1 which is composed of biomedical journal articles. Only journal articles
deemed to have a strong biological focus (as opposed to a medical focus) were
included in the test corpus. All articles were required to have the following sec-
tions: background, methods, results, discussion, and conclusion. This structure
1 http://www.biomedcentral.com/
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is very similar to the IMRaD2 structure used by Teufel [14]. Since many of the
articles merged the results and discussion sections, the two were treated as a
single, aggregate section.

The corpus was first preprocessed to remove any extraneous XML tags. Most
of these tags are either located in the front matter, or are for the purposes of
formatting. Only information about paragraph boundaries, citation locations,
and section boundaries was kept. The following example illustrates a typical
body sentence from the corpus. Only the <p> tag, which denotes the start of a
paragraph, and the <abbr> tag, which denotes a citation were needed.

(2) <p>Previous studies have examined the nucleotide length distribution of
the 5’ UTRs, 3’ UTRs, intergenic regions and space between RBSs and
start sites of transcription in the genome of <it>E. coli </it><abbrgrp>
<abbr bid=”B5”>5</abbr></abbrgrp>.

A major advantage of the BioMed Central corpus is that citations are ex-
plicitly marked through the use of the <abbr> tag. As such it was unnecessary
to cope with the various possible citation styles. Furthermore, since we are only
interested in the presence or absence of hedging cues in a sentence, no syntactic
processing was required. Finally, no morphological processing was performed.
Since the number of hedging cues is small, the list of hedging cues taken from
Hyland’s catalogue was simply expanded to include all inflectional variants. We
did not search for all derivational variants, since there is some evidence that not
all such variants are used for hedging purposes [8].

The corpus was then split into sentences using a maximum-entropy sentence
boundary detector, called MXTERMINATOR3, described in [13]. The model was
trained on a manually segmented portion of the corpus, consisting of approxi-
mately 3000 sentences. Unfortunately, MXTERMINATOR did not perform well
on the biological corpus, and significant manual post-processing was required
to correct segmentation errors. It is not clear if this is a result of the small
training-set size, or the increased complexity of biological articles as compared
to the Wall Street Journal articles on which MXTERMINATOR was originally
evaluated.

The manual post-processing consisted of searching the output text from MX-
TERMINATOR for indications that MXTERMINATOR likely made an error,
then manually correcting the mistake. There were several such indicators, such
as single-word sentences, capital letters finishing a sentence (problematic since
terms like “E. coli” were often split across sentences), and citations located at
the beginning of a sentence (since these should be associated with the previous
sentence, not the subsequent one), and so on.

Once segmentation was complete, each sentence in the corpus was identified
as one or more of the following:

– A citation sentence, if the sentence contains one or more citations.

2 Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion
3 http://www.cis.upenn.edu/̃ adwait/statnlp.html
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– A citation frame sentence, if the sentence contains no citation and is imme-
diately adjacent to a citation sentence that is within the same paragraph.

– A hedge sentence, if the sentence contains one or more hedging cues.

Citations are only counted if they are citations to published work. Hence, cita-
tions of unpublished data, personal communications and so on are not counted as
citations for our purposes. Such citations to unpublished sources are not marked
up in the BioMed corpus, so no additional processing was needed to exclude
them.

On occasion a citation may occur immediately following the period at the
end of a sentence. In such instances, the citation is included as part of the im-
mediately preceding sentence, rather than the following sentence. The following
example illustrates such a case.

(3) Studies have shown highest apoptosis expression in lining epithelium at
estrus in mouse <citation/> and rat. <citation/><citation/>

Several tallies were computed. We kept track of each citation sentence and
frame, noting whether each contained a hedging cue. In addition, each citation
window, which comprises both the citation sentence and the citation frame, was
noted as either containing or lacking a hedging cue. Finally, we tallied the total
number of sentences that contain a hedging cue, the total number of sentences
that contain a citation, and the total number of sentences that fall into a citation
frame.

It was often the case that citation windows overlapped in the text. This is
especially evident in the citation-rich background section. When this occurred,
care was taken to avoid double-counting hedging cues. When a hedging cue
occurred in the intersecting region of two citation windows, the cue was counted
as belonging to only one of the two windows. If it was in the citation sentence of
one of the two windows, it was counted as belonging to the citation sentence in
which it fell. If it fell in the intersection of two citation frames, it was counted as
belonging to the citation that had no other hedge within its window. If neither
window contained any other hedging cues, it was arbitrarily treated as belonging
to the first of the two windows.

4 Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the counts and Table 2 shows the frequencies of citation sentences,
frame sentences, and hedge sentences. Any given sentence may belong to only
one of the citation/frame categories. Since citation windows may overlap, it is
sometimes the case that a citation sentence may also be part of the frame of
another window. In this case, the sentence is counted only once, as a citation
sentence, and not as a citation-frame sentence. Note that in Table 2, the frequen-
cies do not add to 1, since there are sentences that neither occur in a citation
window nor contain hedging cues. Data about these sentences has not been listed
in Table 2.
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Frame Sentence <p>To test this idea further, we also analyzed a construct where
the third Val residue in the V18 segment was changed to Pro.

Citation Sentence We have previously shown that the introduction of a Pro residue in
corresponding positions in a L23V transmembrane segment leads to
a reduction in the MGD value of about 2.5 residues, presumably as
a result of a break in the poly-Leu -helix caused by the Pro residue
[<citation/>14].

Frame Sentence Indeed, the initial drop in the glycosylation profile for the V18(P3)
construct was ∼ 2 residues, Fig. 4B, while the shift in the location
of the second drop was only ∼ 1 residue.

Normal Sentence This is consistent with the possibility that V18 molecules with MGD
∼ 15.5 residues indeed have already formed a transmembrane-helix
at the time of glycosylation, whereas the remaining ones have not.

Fig. 1. A paragraph containing all three sentence types. There are two hedge cues
(underlined) in this example, one in the citation frame, and one outside the citation
window.

Hedge sentences are further subdivided into verb and non-verb categories
depending on whether the hedging cue is a verb or a non-verb. Note that a
sentence may belong to both of these categories. The reason for this is that the
sentence may contain two cues, one from each category. In all cases, a sentence
containing more than one hedging cue is counted only once as a hedge sentence
(reported in the ‘Total’ column). This single-counting of sentences containing
multiple cues explains why the number of hedge sentences do not add up to the
total number of hedging cues.

Table 3 shows the proportions of the various types of sentences that contain
hedging cues, broken down by hedging-cue category. For all but two combina-
tions, citation sentences are more likely to contain hedging cues than would
be expected from the overall frequency of hedge sentences (p ≤ .01). The two
combinations for which there are no significant differences are non-verb hedging
cues in the background and conclusion sections. It is interesting to note that
there are, however, significantly (p ≤ .01) more non-verb cues than expected in
citation frames in the conclusion section.

With the exception of the above combination (non-verb cues in the conclu-
sion section), citation frame sentences seem to contain approximately the same
proportion of hedging cues as the overall text. However, this being said, there
is little indication that they contain fewer cues than expected. The one major
exception to this trend is that citation frame sentences in the background section
appear less likely to contain verbal hedging cues than would be expected. It is
not clear whether this is due to an actual lack of cues, or is simply an artifact of
the fact that since the background section is so citation rich, there are relatively
few citation frames counted (since a sentence is never counted as both a citation
sentence and a citation frame sentence).

The χ2(1, n) values for observed versus expected proportion of citation sen-
tences and frame sentences containing hedging cues are summarized in Table 4.
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Table 1. Number of sentences, by sentence type.

Total Citation Hedge Sentences
Sentences Sentences Frames Verb Non-verb Total

background 22321 10172 6037 2891 2785 5278
methods 36632 5922 5585 2132 1480 3468
res+disc 87382 16576 16405 13602 12040 23198

conclusions 5145 587 647 1049 760 1635

Table 2. Proportion of total sentences, by sentence type.

Citation Hedge Sentences
Sentences Frames Verb Non-verb Total

background 0.46 0.27 0.13 0.12 0.24
methods 0.16 0.15 0.06 0.04 0.09
res+disc 0.19 0.19 0.16 0.14 0.27

conclusions 0.11 0.13 0.20 0.15 0.32

χ2(1, n) values were computed by comparing the actual versus expected frequen-
cies of hedging cues in each sentence type. The expected frequencies are obtained
simply from the overall frequency of each sentence type. Thus, if hedging cues
were distributed randomly, and 24% of sentences overall had hedging cues, one
would expect that approximately 24% of citation sentences would contain cues,
assuming there is no relationship between hedging and citations. In order to
correct for multiple χ2 tests, Bonferroni correction was applied.

Tables 5, 6, and 7 summarize the occurrence of hedging cues in citation
windows. Table 8 shows the proportion of hedge sentences that either contain a
citation, or fall within a citation frame. Note that this is not the same thing as
the proportion of hedging cues that fall within a citation sentence or frame. If
more than one hedging cue falls within a single sentence, the sentence is counted
as a single hedge sentence.

Table 8 suggests (last 3-column column) that the proportion of hedge sen-
tences containing citations or being part of citation frame is at least as great
as what would be expected just by the distribution of citation sentences and
citation windows. Table 3 indicates that in most cases the proportion of hedge
sentences in the citation windows is greater than what would be expected by
the distribution of hedge sentences. Taken together, these conditional probabil-
ities support the conjecture that hedging cues and citation contexts correlate
strongly. Rather than occurring by chance, writers purposefully use these cues.
With this knowledge, the strong correlation would indicate that the hedging cues
are being used in synergy with the citation contexts. Hyland has catalogued a
variety of pragmatic uses of hedging cues, so it is reasonable to speculate that
these uses map over to the rhetorical structure that is found in citation contexts.
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Table 3. Proportion of sentences containing hedging cues, by type of sentence and
hedging cue category.

Verb Cues Non-verb Cues All Cues
Cite Frame All Cite Frame All Cite Frame All

background 0.15 0.11 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.25 0.22 0.24
methods 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.14 0.10 0.09
res+disc 0.22 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.32 0.27 0.27

conclusions 0.29 0.22 0.20 0.18 0.19 0.15 0.42 0.36 0.32

Table 4. χ2(1, n) values for observed versus expected proportion of citation sentences
and frames containing hedging cues. χ2

crit = 9.14 after Bonferroni correction.

n Verb Cues Non-verb Cues All Cues
citation frame citation frame citation frame citation frame

background 10172 6037 32.66 22.19 0.97 0.93 15.69 5.65
methods 5922 5585 118.75 0.94 13.53 0.03 113.82 1.33
res+disc 16576 16405 451.48 0.58 20.53 2.01 288.36 4.19

conclusions 587 647 24.50 1.17 5.57 9.92 26.86 6.16

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In creating inter-article relationships, citations in scientific writing reinforce the
argumentation structure that is intrinsic to all scientific writing. To determine
the relationship between a citing and cited paper, we are unravelling the ar-
gumentation structure by looking for fine-grained discourse and rhetorical cues
that indicate the rhetorical relations that build the argumentation structure. One
type of rhetorical cue involves hedging to modify the affect of a scientific claim.
In this paper we show that the hedging cues proposed in Hyland’s extensive
study of the rhetorical use of hedging in scientific writing occur more frequently
in citation contexts than in the text as a whole. We have also confirmed that
hedging is distributed unevenly in the different sections of a scientific article.
With this information we conjecture that hedging cues are an important aspect
of the rhetorical relations found in citation contexts and that the pragmatics of
hedges may help in determining the purpose of citations.

The pragmatic nature of hedges can be divided into several categories, most
broadly, content-oriented hedges and reader-oriented hedges. Content-oriented
hedges “hedge the correspondence between what the writer says about the world
and what the world is thought to be like” [8] (p. 162). Reader-oriented hedges
are concerned with the social relationship between writer and reader, and are
used for such pragmatic purposes as reducing the potential risks of presenting
controversial claims, showing courtesy or deference to peers, and demonstrating
conformity to the research community’s expectations [8] (pp. 177-178). In the
following example, the use of a personal subject (We) functions to mitigate the
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Table 5. Number and proportion of citation windows containing a hedging cue, by
section and location of hedging cue.

Windows Sentences Frames
# % # % # %

background 3361 0.33 2575 0.25 2679 0.26
methods 1089 0.18 801 0.14 545 0.09
res+disc 7257 0.44 5366 0.32 4660 0.28

conclusions 338 0.58 245 0.42 221 0.38

Table 6. Proportion of citation windows containing a verbal hedging cue, by section
and location of hedging cue.

Windows Sentences Frames
# % # % # %

background 1967 0.19 1511 0.15 1479 0.15
methods 726 0.12 541 0.09 369 0.06
res+disc 4858 0.29 3572 0.22 2881 0.17

conclusions 227 0.39 168 0.29 139 0.24

criticism of other work through an “overt acceptance of personal responsibility”
[8] (p. 181). In addition, the modal might further weakens the critical effect:

(4) We do not know the reason for the discrepancy between our results and
those of Ngernprairitsiri [16, 23], but it might reflect genetic differences in
the cultivars employed.

As this last example shows, the pragmatic purpose of hedges and citations
occurring within the same passage can be closely linked. As we observed in
our study, specific types of hedges were associated with citations that offset
the implied uncertainty. One type of content-oriented hedge expresses deviation
from established or idealized knowledge [8] (p. 164) and is often associated with
a citation to foundational work. In the following example, the adverb slightly
indicates that the procedure being used deviates from that of Buchner et al.:

(5) Drosophila heads were harvested and prepared according to a slightly mod-
ified protocol described in Buchner et al. [38].

We are now beginning to develop a mapping from the pragmatic functions
of hedging cues to the purpose of citations used within the same context. Our
ultimate purpose is to identify fine-grained linguistic cues that may be used as
a means of determining the function of citations. Based on Hyland and others,
we can expect to be able to associate hedging cues and other cue phrases with
rhetorical relations as determiners of citation function.
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Table 7. Proportion of citation windows containing a non-verb hedging cue, by section
and location of hedging cue.

Windows Sentences Frames
# % # % # %

background 1862 0.18 1302 0.13 1486 0.15
methods 432 0.07 295 0.05 198 0.03
res+disc 3751 0.23 2484 0.15 2353 0.14

conclusions 186 0.32 107 0.18 111 0.19

Table 8. Proportion of hedge sentences that contain citations or are part of a citation
frame, by section and hedging cue category.

Verb Cues Non-verb Cues All Cues
Cite Frame None Cite Frame None Cite Frame None

background 0.52 0.23 0.25 0.47 0.28 0.25 0.49 0.26 0.26
methods 0.25 0.16 0.59 0.20 0.15 0.65 0.23 0.16 0.61
res+disc 0.26 0.19 0.55 0.21 0.19 0.60 0.23 0.19 0.58

conclusions 0.16 0.14 0.70 0.14 0.16 0.70 0.15 0.14 0.71
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A Hedging Cues

Table 9. Base forms of all verb hedging cues used in the analysis.

appear calculate indicate report speculate
assume estimate note see suggest
attempt imply predict seek suspect
believe indicate propose seem

Table 10. All non-verb hedging cues used in the analysis.

about essentially partial rarely
almost evidently partially relatively
apparent generally possibility slightly
apparently likely potentially some
approximate most presumably somewhat
approximately mostly probable unlikely
around normally probably usually
consistent occasionally quite virtually

Each verbal cue given in Table 9 was expanded into four inflectional variants
in the analysis presented in this paper: the base form, the third person singu-
lar present tense, the past tense, and the present participle form (e.g. appear,
appears, appeared, and appearing, respectively).
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Abstract. Summarization based on GenSpace graphs aggregates data into
summaries in many ways and identifies summaries that are far from user
expectations. Mining interesting summaries in GenSpace graphs involves
expectation propagation and interestingness measure calculation in the graphs.
Both the propagation and the calculation need to traverse the GenSpace graph,
but the number of the nodes in the GenSpace graph is exponential in the number
of attributes. In this paper, we propose pruning methods in the different steps of
the mining process: pruning nodes in ExGen graphs before constructing the
GenSpace, pruning nodes in GenSpaces before propagation, and pruning nodes
in GenSpaces during propagation. With these methods we make the traverse
more efficient, by reducing the number of the nodes visited and the number of
records scanned in the nodes. We also present experimental results on the
Saskatchewan weather data set.

1   Introduction

Summarization, which is the formation of interesting, compact descriptions of data,
was identified by Fayyad et al. as one of the six chief data mining tasks [3].  Early
work on attribute-oriented induction [2] and function finding [12] provided diverse
approaches to summarization. Summarization is the crucial task addressed by online
analytical processing (OLAP), data cubes with rollup and drilldown operators, and the
rollup and cube by operators in SQL.  Recent research has focused on the expansion
of the functions for exploiting the data cubes and the improvement on efficiency. The
use of iceberg cube has been proposed to selectively aggregate summaries with an
aggregate value above minimum support thresholds [1]. This approach assumes that
only the summaries with high aggregate values are interesting, which is not always
the case. Sarawagi et al. introduced an exploitation tool to assist the user to find
exceptions in data cubes based on statistical models [9]. A diff operator was
proposed to simplify the process by automatically finding the underlying reasons for
an exception [8].

Nonetheless, these approaches to summarization have three weaknesses. First,
many valid summaries of the same data or its subsets can be produced, and during
exploration, the data analyst must examine summaries one by one to assess them.
Secondly, the capacity for incorporating existing knowledge is limited.  Although
attribute-oriented induction allows the incorporation of domain knowledge as a
concept hierarchy for each attribute, multiple ways of aggregating the values for an
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attribute during a single data mining task are not permitted.  Similarly, hierarchical
statistical models allow expectations, in the form of a priori distributions, to be
specified, but only for a single hierarchy of distributions. Thirdly, the ability to
respond to changes in the user's knowledge during the knowledge discovery process is
limited. To overcome these limitations, we proposed a method of finding interesting
summaries based on users’ expectations by incorporating the generalization
information and users’ expectations in generalization space (GenSpace) graphs [6].

A domain generalization graph (DGG) [6,10] is a graphical structure that denotes
a concept hierarchy for an attribute. The nodes in a DGG are domains of values, and
the arcs tell how to generalize values from one domain to values in another. Each path
in a DGG corresponds to a generalization consistent with the specified generalization
relations. An expected distribution domain generalization graph, or ExGen graph, is
a DGG where each node has been augmented with a description of the expected
distribution (or simply expectations) of the values in the corresponding domain (Here
the expectation means an estimated probability of occurrences of a value for a random
variable, therefore, it is different from a mathematical expectation in statistics, which
represents the mean value of a random variable). Initial and changing domain
knowledge relevant to summarization of a single attribute is readily described by
ExGen graphs. During the knowledge discovery process, the expectations at a
particular node, which reflect a user's knowledge about the corresponding domain,
can be updated.  As well, expectations can be propagated to other nodes in the graph;
for example, if the user revises the expectation about the number of shows watched in
the evening, then the expectation about the number of shows watched from 8:00PM to
9:00PM can be automatically adjusted.

For multiple attributes, we can obtain a GenSpace graph from the ExGen graphs
for the individual attributes. In a GenSpace graph, each node denotes a summarization
of the underlying data table. Each arc tells how to generalize values from one domain
to values in another for a single attribute.

The GenSpace summary mining process has five steps. First, a domain
generalization graph (DGG) for each attribute is created by explicitly identifying the
domains appropriate to the relevant levels of granularity and the mappings between
the values in these domains. The expectations (expected probability distributions) are
specified by the user for some nodes in each DGG to form an ExGen graph and then
propagated to all the other nodes in the ExGen graph.  Second, the framework of the
GenSpace graph is generated based on the ExGen graphs for individual attributes, and
the potentially interesting nodes in this graph are materialized. Third, aggregation is
performed by transforming values in one domain to another, according to the directed
arcs in the DGG graphs. Fourth, the given expectations are propagated throughout the
GenSpace subgraph consisting of potentially interesting nodes, and the interestingness
measures for these nodes are calculated. Fifth, the highest ranked summaries are
displayed. Expectations in the GenSpace graph are then adjusted and steps are
repeated as necessary. In step four, the expectation propagation and the
interestingness calculation involve traversing the GenSpace graph and scanning the
records in the nodes. The cost of traversing and scanning is a key factor that
influences the efficiency of the system. In this paper, we address efficiency issues
related to the propagations in different stages.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we
give background of the GenSpace summary mining. In Section 3, we propose the
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creation of virtual bottom nodes for ExGen graphs before the GenSpace graph is
created. In Section 4, we propose a method for pruning uninteresting nodes before
propagation. In Section 5, we propose interestingness measures and a pruning strategy
to reduce the number of the nodes during the propagation process. In Section 6, we
present experimental results on Saskatchewan weather data. Finally, in Section 7, we
present our conclusions.

2   GenSpace Graphs and Propagation of Expectations

First, we give formal definitions for ExGen and GenSpace graphs.
Definition 1. (adapted from [10]) Given a set X = {x1, x2, …, xn} representing the
domain of some attribute and a set P = {P1, P2, …, Pm} of partitions of the set X, we

define a nonempty binary relation  (called a generalization relation) on P, where

we say Pi  Pj if for every section Sa ∈ Pi, there exists a section Sb ∈ Pj, such that Sa

⊆ Sb . A domain generalization graph (DGG) G = ArcP ,  is constructed based on

a generalization relation ,P  as follows.  The nodes of the graph are the

elements of P.  There is a directed arc from Pi to Pj in Arc iff Pi ≠ Pj, Pi  Pj, and

there is no Pk ∈ P such that Pi  Pk and Pk  Pj. Each node corresponds to a domain

of values called sections. Each arc Arca ∈ corresponds to a generalization relation,
which is a mapping from the values in the domain of the initial (or parent) node to
that of the final node (or child) of the arc. The bottom (or source) node of the graph
corresponds to the original domain of values X and the top (or sink) node T
corresponds to the most general domain of values, which contains only the value
ANY.

In the rest of the paper, we use “summary”, “node”, and “partition”
interchangeably.
Example 1. Let MMDDMAN be a domain of morning, afternoon, and night of a
specific non-leap year {Morning of January 1, Afternoon of January 1, Night of
January 1, …, Night of December 31}, and P a set of partitions {MMDD, MM, Week,
MAN}, where MMDD = {January 1, January 2, …, December 31}, MM = {January,
February, …, December}, Week = {Sunday, Monday, …, Saturday}, and MAN =

{Morning, Afternoon, Night}. Here MMDD  MM and MMDD Week. We obtain

the DGG shown in Figure 1.
Definition 2 (Expected distribution domain generalization graph) An expected
distribution domain generalization (or ExGen) graph EArcP ,, is a DGG that

has an expectation associated with every node. Expectations represent the expected
probability distribution of occurrence of the values in the domain corresponding to the
node. For a node (i.e., partition) Pj = {S1, …, Sk}, we have

1)(0, ≤≤∈∀ iji SEPS and 1)(
1

=
=

k

i
iSE , where E(Si) denotes the expectation

of occurrence of section Si.
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Continuing Example 1, we assign expectations to each node in the DGG. For
example, for the partition MAN = {Morning, Afternoon, Night}, we associate the
expectations [0.2, 0.5, 0.3], i.e., E(Morning) = 0.2, E(Afternoon) = 0.5, and E(Night) =
0.3. We then obtain an ExGen graph.

Fig. 1. An Example DGG

An ExGen graph is based on one attribute. If the generalization relation is defined
on a set of attributes, we can construct a GenSpace graph to represent the complete
space of possible generalization.
Definition 3. Given a set of attributes {A1, A2, …An}, and an ExGen graph Gi = <Pi,
Arci, Ei> for each attribute Ai, a generalization space is defined as a triplet <P, Arc,
E>. The set of nodes is P  = P1 × P2 ×… × Pn. For two nodes Q =  [PQ1, PQ2, …, PQn] ∈
P and  R = [PR1, PR2, …, PRn] ∈ P, where PQi ∈ Pi and PRi ∈ Pi denote the partition of

attribute Ai in nodes Q and R, respectively, if  PQi  PRi  for ni ≤≤1 , we say Q 

R. There is a directed arc from Q to R in Arc iff Q ≠ R, Q  R, and there is no O ∈ P

such that Q  O and O  R. The generalization relationship  is a partial order

relation and ,P  defines a partially ordered set. For each node, we attach a set of

expectations (expected probability distribution of occurrence) for the values in the
domain corresponding to the node. For a node (i.e., partition) Q = {S1, …, Sk}, we

have 1)(0, ≤≤∈∀ ii SEQS and 1)(
1

=
=

k

i
iSE , where E(Si) denotes the

expectation of occurrence of section Si.  A graph constructed in this way is called a
generalization space graph, or GenSpace graph, EArcP ,, .

The top node (or sink node) corresponds to the most general domain of values,
which consists of only the tuple [ANY, ANY, …, ANY].
Example 2. Figure 2 illustrates the construction of a GenSpace graph. Given the two
ExGen graphs (expectations not shown) representing the generalization relations for
attributes Day and Address in Figure 2(a) and 2(b), we generate the GenSpace graph
in Figure 2(c). Each node in the GenSpace represent a combination of the
corresponding nodes in the ExGen graphs, and the expectations in a node represent
the joint probability distribution for the corresponding attributes.

In the process of mining interesting summaries in the GenSpace graph, when the
user specifies the expectations at a certain node, the expectations are propagated to
the bottom node, and from there, they are propagated to the entire graph. The
advantage of this propagation method is that it preserves consistency among the

Any (T)

MANWeekdayMM

MMDD

MMDDMAN (X)
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expectations at all nodes as proven in [4]. Sections 3, 4 and 5 address the efficiency
issues for the bottom up propagation.

           (a) ExGen Graph for Day     (b) ExGen Graph for Address      (c) GenSpace Graph

Fig. 2. Costructing a GenSpace graph for Day and Address.

3   Constructing ExGen Graphs with Virtual Bottom Nodes

Since an ExGen (or DGG) graph is used to represent the ontology for a domain, it can
be fairly complex. For example, in [10] a calendar DGG with 27 nodes is proposed.
However, in a specific application, perhaps only a small subset of the nodes is
interesting to a user. If the user can mark uninteresting nodes in ExGen graphs for
individual attributes, the ExGen graphs can be pruned before the GenSpace graph is
created, and the resulting GenSpace will be smaller than it would have been.
However, if the bottom node of an ExGen graph is marked as uninteresting, pruning
the bottom node will prevent propagation from being performed consistently, because
we convert all other types of propagation into bottom up propagation and we use the
bottom node as the basis for this propagation. Preserving the structure of GenSpace
graph with a single bottom node allows us to preserve the consistency of propagation.
On the other hand, bottom nodes are usually very big and the bottleneck of storage
and propagation. Therefore, we introduce a substitute bottom node or virtual bottom
node that has a smaller size than the real bottom node but still has a generalization
relation with all other interesting nodes in the ExGen graph.
Definition 4 (Base Interesting Node). In an ExGen graph G, let the set of interesting
nodes be I.  A node B is a base interesting node iff B ∈ I and there does not exist an

interesting node A ∈ I such that A  B.

Definition 5 (Virtual Bottom Node). The virtual bottom node V of ExGen graph G
is the combination of the partitions of base interesting nodes Bi, such that V satisfies X

 V and V  Bi , and there does not exist a partition V’ such that  X  V’, V’  Bi,

and V  V’.

If there is only one base interesting node B, the virtual bottom node V is identical
to B. V is a rough partition of the bottom node X and the roughest possible fine
partition of every base interesting node Bi. In the worst case, V = X.
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Here we seek indiscernible relations based on different levels of generalizations.
Yao et al. proposed a granulation based on indiscernible relations on multiple
attributes [11], while our indiscernible relations are based on one attribute, but
multiple generalizations of that attribute. Figure 3 gives our algorithm that constructs
a virtual bottom node for an ExGen graph. The worst case complexity for this
algorithm is O(n(m + logn)), where n is the cardinality of the bottom node BT and m
is the cardinality of BI.

Fig. 3. Algorithm to Construct a Virtual Bottom Node.

                 (a) Original ExGen Graph          (b) ExGen Graph with a Virtual Bottom Node

Fig. 4. Virtual Bottom Node.

It can be seen that propagation in the revised GenSpace graph has the same effect
as in the original one.
Example 3. Figure 4 illustrates the definition of a virtual bottom node. Figure 4(a) is
an ExGen graph for a Date attribute for a specific non-leap year. Suppose that only
the bottom node is specified as uninteresting and that all possible values occur in the
data set. We have a domain of 365 elements in the bottom node Day, 12 sections for
node Month and 7 sections for node Weekday. The base interesting nodes are Month

Any

Month Weekday

Day

Any

Month Weekday

Month_Weekday

Algorithm ConstructVB
Input: attribute a, its corresponding ExGen graph EG, the set of base interesting
nodes BI, bottom node table BT.
Output: virtual bottom node VB.
VB = {};
If there is only one node b in BI,

Return VB = b;
For each value bvalue in BT,

VirtualValue = “”;
For each base interesting node b ∈ BI do
     // Find the generalized value of bvalue in b.
     GenValue = FindGenValue (bvalue, b);
     // Concatenate the generalized value to the current virtual value.
     VirtualValue = Concatenate(VirtualValue, GenValue);
If VirtualValue is not in VB
     Insert VirtualValue into VB;
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and Wekday. Figure 4(b) is the corresponding ExGen graph with a virtual bottom
node Month_Weekday, with 12 * 7 = 84 sections {January Sunday, January Monday,
…, December Saturday}. We can see that node Month_Weekday is a finer partition of
the Month and Weekday nodes, and is a rough partition of the Day node.

4   Pruning Uninteresting Nodes from GenSpace Graphs

After the framework of a GenSpace graph has been generated, the user can mark
some nodes as uninteresting before the propagation process starts. Usually, the
uninteresting nodes are in the lower levels of the GenSpace graph, because these
nodes correspond to larger summary tables, which are harder to comprehend. Pruning
even a small percentage of such nodes will significantly reduce storage costs. We can
prune an uninteresting node by connecting all its parent nodes to its child nodes, but
this will destroy the one-step-generalization feature of a link. To preserve this feature,
some uninteresting nodes must not be pruned. Our problem is to find the uninteresting
nodes that should be preserved.
Example 4. In Figure 5, the white ovals (nodes N2, N3, N4, and N5) denote the
uninteresting nodes and the black ovals denote the potentially interesting nodes. The
numbers in parentheses denote the space cost of the nodes. We intend to prune a
subset of uninteresting nodes such that all potentially interesting nodes can be reached
from the bottom node. We can prune N3 and N5, or N2 and N5, or N2 and N4 to satisfy
this constraint. Here we prefer to prune N2 and N4, because these two nodes require the
most storage units (100 + 300 = 400).

          9  
 
 
 
     
                  6                     7                        8  
 
    
   2 (1 0 0 )         3 (1 5 0 )         4 (3 0 0 )                    5 (1 5 0 )
  
 
                                       1  

Fig. 5. Example 4.

Before we give the formal description of the problem, we first give some
definitions.
Definition 6. If a non-uninteresting node only has uninteresting nodes as its parents,
we call it an endangered node.

If pruning is not properly performed, these nodes might not obtain expectations
from bottom up propagations.
Definition 7. The parent nodes of endangered nodes are called candidate nodes.

We need to select a subset of the candidate nodes to prune and preserve the rest in
the GenSpace graph, although we will hide them from the user.
Definition 8. A candidate node’s endangered children are called the cover of the
candidate node.
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The node preservation problem is to find a subset of the candidate nodes such that
the union of their covers equals the set of endangered nodes and the storage cost of
these nodes is minimum.
Example 5. In Figure 5, the endangered node set is {N6, N7, N8}, the candidate node
set is {N2, N3, N4, N5}. CoverN2 = {N6}, CoverN3 = {N6, N7}, CoverN4 = {N7, N8}, and
CoverN5 = {N8}. We represent these facts in Table 1.

Table 1. Cover Sets.

N6 N7 N8

N2 100
N3 150 150
N4 300 300
N5 150

In Table 1, each row describes a candidate node, and each column describes an
endangered node. If a candidate is a parent of an endangered node, we put the storage
cost in the corresponding cell. Here {N3, N5} is a subset that covers the entire set of
endangered nodes, and its storage cost (150 + 150 = 300) is minimum. Therefore, we
choose to keep N3 and N5 and prune nodes N2 and N4.

We use a greedy heuristic to obtain an approximate solution to the node
preservation problem. Since we want to choose the nodes that have smaller storage
and greater coverage, we define the storage coverage ratio SCR(N) = Storage (N) /
Coverage (N) for each candidate node N. At each step, we select a node with the
lowest storage coverage ratio to preserve. After the selection, we remove the
endangered nodes that are covered by the selected node, i.e., we delete their
corresponding columns in the table. We also delete the row in the table corresponding
to the selected node. Then we recalculate the storage coverage ratios in the new table
and repeat the selection process. This process continues until all columns of the table
are deleted, i.e., all the endangered nodes are covered. After obtaining the subset of
nodes to preserve, we use backward elimination to eliminate any redundant nodes in
this subset. The algorithm is presented in Figure 6.

Let m and n denote the numbers of the candidate and endangered nodes,
respectively. The worst case occurs when only one more endangered node is covered
each time we select a candidate node. If m < n, the worst case complexity is O(m2). If
m ≥ n, the worst case complexity for this algorithm O(m(m – n)).

In Example 5, because node N3 has the minimum storage coverage ratio (150 / 2 =
75), we select it and eliminate nodes N6 and N7 of the endangered node set. Next, we
choose N5, because it has the minimum storage coverage ratio 150. (Initially, the
storage coverage ratio of  N4 was 150, but after we eliminated N7, the ratio became
300). At this point, all endangered nodes have been covered.  So we keep N3 and N5

and prune N2 and N4.
After we select a new uninteresting node to preserve, it can become an endangered

node again. We have to guarantee that all the newly selected candidate nodes are safe
for propagation. Figure 7 gives the algorithm for selecting candidate nodes.
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Fig. 6. Function SelectCandidateNodesOneStep

Fig. 7. Function SelectCandidateNodes

5   Pruning During the Propagation Process

After pruning nodes from the ExGen graphs and GenSpace graph, we begin the
propagation and mining process. In this section, we prune nodes from the GenSpace
in the propagation process using relative variance as an interestingness measure.

Intuitively, if the variance in a node is small enough, the variance of its descendent
nodes will not be large. But this is not always true, because variance is not a
monotonic function. In our system, we used the relative variance as an
interestingness measure. We define the relative variance as
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Relative variance was adopted due to two considerations. First, standard variance
is biased towards the upper level nodes, because in the lower level nodes, where the

Function SelectCandidateNodesOneStep
1. Search the GenSpace graph and find all the endangered nodes.
2. Find the set of candidate nodes corresponding to the endangered nodes.
3. Construct the coverage relation table (as in Table 1).
4. While the set of the endangered node set is not empty,

4.1 Select a candidate node with the minimum storage coverage ratio. If
there is a tie, select one with greater coverage. If there is a tie again, we
randomly select one.

4.2 Eliminate the covered endangered nodes from the endangered node set
to eliminate the selected candidate node from the candidate node set.
4.3 Recalculate the coverage and storage coverage ratio for the left
candidate nodes.

5. Check the selected node set one by one in the reverse order of selection
using forward adding backward elimination strategy and eliminate the
redundant nodes.

Algorithm SelectCandidateNodes
1.Create the set of endangered nodes by scanning the GenSpace graph.
2. While the set of endangered nodes with is not empty,

2.1 Find the nodes to preserve using Function
SelectCandidateNodesOneStep.
2.2 Find the set of endangered nodes in the selected node set.
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number of the sections is larger than those in the upper level nodes, both the
expectation and the observed probability for each section are very small, and the
value of variance tends toward zero. Secondly, the relative variance has the following
property, which can be used to prune nodes while searching for interesting
summaries.
Theorem 1. In a GenSpace graph, assume that a node P consists of partition {S1, S2,
…, Sn}, and the relative variance are used as the interestingness measure. If for every
partition Si we have 0,
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, the relative variance of

all descendents of P is less than t.
Theorem 1 shows that if all relative differences of every section in a node have an

upper bound, then the interestingness measures of its descendents cannot exceed this
upper bound.

Theorem 1 indicates that when we use the relative variance interestingness
measure, the child’s greatest relative difference is less than or equal to the parent’s
greatest relative difference, but it does not mean that the relative variance of the child
must be less than that of the parent, as is demonstrated by the following example.

        (a) GenSpace Graph             (b) Expectations and Observed Probability for
                                                                     Nodes P1 and P2

Fig. 8. An Example Illustrating Theorem 1.

Example 6. In Figure 8(a), node P1 is a parent of node P2. P1 has three sections a1, a2

and a3. P2 has two sections b1 and b2, where b1 is the union of a1 and a2, and b2 is
identical to a3. The observations and expectations for the two nodes are listed in
Figure 8(b). We obtain 33.0
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ad ; similarly, we have d(a2)

=  0.33, d(a3) =  0.5, d(b1) = 0.33, d(b2) = 0.5, Intr(P2) = 1 / 2 * ( 0.33 + 0.5 ) = 0.42,
Intr(P1) = 1 / 3 * ( 0.33 + 0.33 + 0.5 ) = 0.37. Although the child’s interestingness
measure (0.42) is greater than that of its parent (0.37), it is not greater than the
greatest relative difference of its parent node (0.5). If t = 0.5 has been set as the
threshold, since all the differences of sections in P1 is less than t, according to
Theorem 1, the relative variances of the descendents of P1 should be less than t, thus,
the descendents of P1 can be pruned.

Figure 9 illustrates a pruning strategy based on the relative variance measure. This
search algorithm finds the k most interesting summaries. In a run, if the user accepted
the expectations for the observed probability, i.e., the expectations and observed
probabilities are identical, all its descendants will not be interesting and they will be
pruned. This is the special case of our heuristic.

Unlike the pruning strategy proposed in Sections 3 and 4, this pruning method
depends on the expectations specified by the user, as well as the GenSpace graph

P2: b1 = a1∪a2, b2 = a3

P1: a1, a2, a3

o(a1) = 0.3,  e(a1) = 0.4
o(a2) = 0.3,  e(a2) = 0.4
o(a3) = 0.4,  e(a3) = 0.2
o(b1) = 0.6,  e(b1) = 0.8
o(b2) = 0.4,  e(b2) = 0.2
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structure. Therefore, we concentrate on the theoretical aspects of this method, and will
not report experimental results for this method in Section 6. Showing a few
experimental results will not provide much insight into the general behavior.

In an implementation, the expectation propagation and interestingness measure
calculation can be combined, because some nodes will be pruned based on
interestingness and their distributions will not be needed for propagation.

Fig. 9. Algorithm GSProp.

6   Experimental Results

We implemented the aforementioned methods in our DGG-Discover 5.0 software.
Due to the space limitation, we only present the results obtained on the Saskatchewan
weather dataset.

In the weather dataset, the number of daily weather observations (tuples) was
211,534. We used the daily high temperature (in 0.1 degree Celcius) and daily total
precipitation (in mm, with snow converted to equivalent water) for all weather
stations for all days from January 1, 1900 to December 31, 1949. The experimental
process and the results obtained were presented in [5].  In this paper, we concentrate
on the efficiency issues.

The attributes we used in our experiments are Station, Time, HighTemperature
(temperature in Celsius), and TotalPrecip (precipitation in mm). Attribute Time has
format YYYYMMDD, including the information of year, month, and day. We
generalize it to 6 nodes: YYYYMM (year and month), MM (month), YYYY (year),
Decade, Season and Any (any time). HighTemperature was generalized to three nodes
TempRange, TempSplit, and Any, TotalPrecip was generalized to three nodes
PrepRange, PrepSplit, and Any, and Station was generalized to three nodes

Algorithm GSProp
Input: a GenSpace graph G, k (find top k nodes)
1. From bottom to top in G, select the first k nodes using breadth first search
and mark them as the visited nodes.
2. Calculate the relative variances for the selected nodes.
3. Let t be the smallest relative variance in the k nodes.
4. For the next unvisited and unpruned node in the breadth first search,

Calculate the difference between observations and expectations for
each section.
If the differences are all less than t,

Prune this node and all its descendant nodes,
otherwise,

Calculate its interestingness measure.
If the interestingness measure is greater than t,

Replace the node with the least relative variance in the
set of selected nodes with the new node.
Set t to be the least relative variance of the currently
selected nodes.
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representing geographic features and node Any. DGG graphs for the four attributes are
shown in Figure 10. In the GenSpace graph, there are (6 + 1) * (3 + 1) * (3 + 1) * (4 +
1) = 560 nodes (559 nodes corresponding to summaries plus the bottom node
corresponding to the raw data).

Fig. 10.  DGGs for Date, HighTemperature, TotalPrecip, and Station Attributes

Harinarayan proposed a linear time cost model for summarizing a table [7]. They
found that the time cost for a summarization is directly proportional to the size of the
raw table. Therefore, in our case, when we summarize node B from node A, the cost is
directly proportional to the size of node A. The entire cost for propagation in a
GenSpace graph is directly proportional to the number of records scanned in the
propagation process [4]. Instead of reporting the time cost directly, we report the
number of the records scanned. This cost is independent of the computer that we use
and the details of our implementation.

We conducted experiments to measure the effectiveness of using virtual bottom
nodes. We assumed all bottom nodes in ExGen graphs are uninteresting. For the
attributes HighTemp and TotalPrep, which have numeric values and have only one
child node of the bottom node in their ExGen graphs, we simply eliminated the
bottom node. For attribute StationID, we replaced the bottom node Specific-Station
with a virtual bottom node called C-D-L-Region. For attribute Time, we replaced the
bottom node Specific-Date with a virtual bottom node called YYYYMM-Season. Table
2 lists the number of the sections in the actual bottom node and the virtual bottom
node for the ExGen graphs for the individual attributes and the Genspace graph
formed by combining these ExGen graphs. Figure 11 shows percentage of time cost
saved by traversing in a GenSpace graph with a virtual bottom node compared with
traversing in the original GenSpace graph. We can see that the percentage of the
propagation time saved increases as the size of the bottom node increases. Figure 12
compares the time cost and space cost with virtual and real bottom nodes. The X- axis
denotes the size of the bottom node, and Y-axis denotes the propagation cost

Table 2. Comparison of the Sizes of the Real Bottom and Virtual Bottom Nodes

Size Station Date HighTemp TotalPrep GenSpace
Bottom node 30 18262 152 280 211584
Virtual
bottom node

21 1200 4 4 43808
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and space cost in thousands of records, respectively. All costs increase linearly with
the size of the bottom node, but the rate of increase is smaller for the virtual bottom
node than for the real bottom node.
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Fig. 11.  Percentage Time Savings for Virtual Bottom Nodes.
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Fig. 12. Virtual Bottom Node vs. Real Bottom Node.

(a) Storage of Uninteresting Nodes                     (b) Scanning Cost of Original Graph
   versus  Storage of Preserved Nodes.                       versus Pruned Graph.

Fig. 13. Scenario 1.
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(a) Storage of Uninteresting Nodes                       (b) Scanning Cost of Original Graph
   versus  Storage of Preserved Nodes.                        versus Pruned Graph.

Fig. 14. Scenario 2.

For our experiments on pruning nodes from GenSpace graphs, we assumed two
scenarios for the Saskatchewan weather data set. First, we assumed that all the nodes
with depth less than or equal to four in GenSpace graph are not interesting. In this
case, 165 out of 560 nodes are uninteresting. In the second scenario, we assumed that
all nodes with specific date and specific temperature values are not interesting. In this
case, 200 nodes are uninteresting. Figure 13(a) shows that the storage space (in
thousands of records) for uninteresting nodes and the storage for preserved
uninteresting nodes using heuristics for the first scenario, with the size of the bottom
nodes ranging from 40K and 200K. Figure 13(b) shows the scanning costs for the
GenSpace graph with and without pruning. Figure 14 shows the corresponding trends
for the second scenario.  In these two scenarios, both storage and scanning costs are
significantly reduced when we use our pruning strategy.

7   Conclusions and Future Work

We have tackled several key issues in achieving greater efficiency when traversing a
GenSpace graph and finding interesting summaries in it. The efficiency issue is
directly related to the number of the nodes in a GenSpace and the number of the
records in each node. To reduce the number of the records we have to scan, we
proposed three pruning methods for different mining steps. Experiments show that
these strategies can improve the search efficiency significantly. At present, we only
report simple rules on discrepancies between observations and expectations from
interesting summaries to users; in the future, we will look for more expressive means
to represent mining results, such as graphs and correlation analysis.
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Appendix: Proof for Theorem 1

Theorem 1
In a GenSpace graph, a node P consists of partition {S1, S2, …, Sn}, and we use the
relative variance as the interestingness measure. If for every partition Si we have
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Suppose node Q is a descendent of node P. We have the partition for Q = {T1, T2, …,

Tm}, where 
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Abstract. The popular Naïve Bayes (NB) algorithm is simple and fast. We pre-
sent a new learning algorithm, Extended Bayes (EB), which is based on Naïve
Bayes. EB is still relatively simple, and achieves equivalent or higher accuracy
than NB on a wide variety of the UC-Irvine datasets. EB is based on two ideas,
which interact. The first is to find sets of seemingly dependent attributes and to
add them as new attributes. The second idea is to exploit “zeroes”, that is, the
negative evidence provided by attribute values that do not occur at all in par-
ticular classes in the training data. Zeroes are handled in Naïve Bayes by
smoothing. In contrast, EB uses them as evidence that a potential class labeling
may be wrong.

1   Introduction

Naïve Bayes (NB) is one of the most popular learning algorithms. It is simple and
fast, achieves reasonably good accuracy, and is based on a clean probabilistic model.
However, more complex learning models can often achieve greater accuracy. This is
due in part to the limited expressiveness of the hypothesis produced by NB [8]. A
related problem is that NB is based on independence assumptions that are often vio-
lated in real-world problems. Although on many datasets NB achieves good accuracy
in practice despite these violations [7], on other datasets increased accuracy can be
obtained by taking dependencies into account.

There have been a variety of attempts to modify NB to improve its accuracy.
Some of the resulting algorithms are general-purpose, while others are tailored to
particular applications such as text categorization  (cf. [10,13,16,25,31]). In this paper
we present a new, modified version of NB, which we call extended Bayes (EB).  The
EB algorithm is general-purpose, and it achieves as good or better performance than
the standard version of NB on a wide variety of UC-Irvine datasets [4]. Compared to
many previous modifications of NB, EB is conceptually simpler. In contrast to NB
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itself, and to some modified versions of it, EB is heuristic and does not correspond to
a probabilistic model.

In the remainder of this section we provide an overview of related work, a brief
description of the standard NB algorithm, and some motivation for our approach. In
Section 2 we describe the EB algorithm. Finally in Sections 3 and 4 we present our
experimental results.

1.1 Related Work

The Machine Learning literature contains many modifications to NB.  In this section,
we describe some of the modified versions of NB that are most relevant to our algo-
rithm, EB.

A standard approach to improving NB is to find and exploit dependencies between
variables. Kononenko’s Semi-Naïve Bayesian classifier [16] searches all pairs of
attribute values and if the values are shown to be statistically dependent, they are
joined together to form a new feature. Experimental results using this classifier were
not decisive. Pazzani [24] used cross validation techniques to find the attribute pair
that, when joined together into a new extended attribute, yielded the largest increase
in accuracy. He iterated this process until no further improvements were obtained.
This approach produced positive experimental results. In a similar vein, Sahami [31]
defined a extension of NB that allowed each attribute to depend on at most a pre-
defined number of other attributes. The TAN algorithm of Friedman et al. [10] and its
variants [13,18] build a restricted Bayesian network classifier that encodes dependen-
cies between attributes in a tree structure and can be learned in polynomial time.

Another approach to modifying NB has been to exploit techniques from data min-
ing.  Both the CBA algorithm of Liu et. al. [19], and the Large Bayes algorithm of
Meretakis et. al. [21,22] are based on finding informative patterns in the training data.
The CBA algorithm works by finding class association rules (CARs).  Essentially, a
CAR is a mapping between an itemset (combination of attribute values) and a class
label. A new instance is classified by applying the best rule that matches the instance.
The Large Bayes algorithm works by finding itemsets that are both frequent (reliable)
and interesting (evidential).  A test example y is classified by combining the evidence
from each of the itemsets found in the training phase that match y. This evidence is
simply the conditional probability of the class given the itemset. Both CBA and Large
Bayes have shown positive experimental results

The EB algorithm is similar to CBA and Large Bayes in that it uses data-mining
techniques to perform a heuristic search for useful higher-order attributes. However,
there are many differences.  Note that Large Bayes and CBA search for itemsets,
which are combinations of attributes with associated values, rather than for combina-
tions of attributes. Also, CBA and Large Bayes select a distinct collection of itemsets
for each class, whereas EB selects one set of attributes (both original and higher-
order) to be used for all of the classes. In Large Bayes and CBA, the support (fre-
quency) of an itemset within a class is a crucial factor used in determining whether to
select a particular itemset.  In EB, information gain, a discriminative measure, is used
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to determine whether a collection of attributes should be selected.  In practice, Large
Bayes finds and uses very large itemsets (hence the name Large Bayes), as does CBA.
The search for long itemsets makes Large Bayes and CBA computationally intensive.
Theoretically, EB can find and use large collections of attributes. However, in the
experiments we performed on a wide selection of UCI datasets, the stopping criteria
for the heuristic search in EB caused it to stop before examining any collection of
more than four attributes.  Finally, we believe that EB is conceptually simpler than
both CBA and Large Bayes.

Overall, EB lies somewhere between the more standard Machine Learning algo-
rithms mentioned above, which concentrate on dependent attribute sets, and the data-
mining based algorithms, which concentrate on per-class itemsets. A novel aspect of
EB, not shared by any of the above algorithms, is its exploitation of the “zeroes”.
This is discussed more fully below.

We designed EB to be a general-purpose version of NB and tested it on UCI da-
tasets. A question for future research is whether a version of EB, adapted for text,
would perform well on text learning problems; versions of NB are already widely
used for problems such as text categorization and spam detection (cf. [14, 17, 25, 29,
30, 32]).

1.2 Overview of NB

We begin by providing a brief overview of the standard NB algorithm. A more de-
tailed description can be found in [23].

The NB algorithm is based on the following probabilistic model. Let  {C1, ..., Cm}
be a  set of m classes. Consider a (multi) set X of labeled examples, each consisting of
an n-dimensional attribute (feature) vector <y1, … , yn> assigning values to the attrib-
utes A1,…,An.  Let D be a probability distribution over X. Then, given a random sam-
ple X’ drawn from X and a new unlabeled example y =  <y1,  … ,yn> drawn from the
distribution D, the maximum likelihood prediction for y is:

,),,|(max 1 niD
C

yyCPArg
i

(1)

where PD is the conditional probability measure on {C1, ..., Cm}  induced by D. The NB
assumption is that the attributes are independent when conditioned on the class label.
Using this assumption, an equivalent formula for the maximum likelihood prediction
can be shown to be
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Given an unlabeled example and set of training data, NB uses this maximum like-
lihood estimate (MLE) to predict the label of the example. More particularly, it esti-
mates the probabilities in the above expression using the training data and determines
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the maximum likelihood class based on these estimates.  In what follows, we use
P(Ci) and P(yj| Ci) to denote empirical probabilities, which are equal to the frequencies
observed in the training data.

A technicality of the NB implementation is how probabilities are estimated given
the training data. Although it is possible to use the empirical probability P(yj| Ci) in
place of PD(yj| Ci) in  calculating the above expression, it is problematic to do so when
P(yj| Ci) is equal to zero. As a result, “smoothing” or other error correction techniques
are often used to modify empirical frequencies and avoid zero values.

There are several methods for avoiding zero values [15]. The benchmark version
of NB discussed in this paper uses the so-called No-Match method [6,15]. This
method assumes that with larger samples the zero terms would converge to some
small non-zero value. If P(yj | Ci ) = 0, the estimate P(Ci) / N, where N is the sample
size, is used instead. In what follows, whenever we refer to “zeroes”, we mean em-
pirical probabilities P(yj | Ci ) that are equal to 0.

1.3   Additional Notation and Terminology

Given a set A of attributes {Aj}, define an higher order attribute of order k to be a
subset of {Aj} of size k. Let y = <y1, ..,yn> be an unlabeled example and let μ = <Aj1,
Aj2,  … , Ajk>  be a higher order attribute of order k. Then we denote the value of μ on
the instance y by μ(y) = <yj1, yj2,  … , yjk>. For any set Q of higher order attributes, the
expression {μ(y) | μ ε Q} denotes the set of itemsets for this example. The MLE ex-
pression in eq.2 can be calculated over the set Q instead of the initial set of attributes,
yielding the following expression:
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EB sometime bases its calculations on just such an expression.

1.4    Motivation

In problems where there is dependence between the variables, NB may produce the
wrong prediction. Consider the following variant of an example from Rachlin et al.
[28]. Let M = {0.0, 0.01, …, 0.99, 1.0} and note that M2 is a discrete subset of the
unit square. There is a linear separator defined on M2 represented by the equation y =
ax (a ≠ 1). Points in M2 are in class A if they are above the line y = ax and in class B if
they are below.  Suppose that all the points in M2 are in the training set for the result-
ing classification problem, ensuring that P(yj|Ci) = PD(yj |Ci), assuming D is the uni-
form distribution.

Rachlin et al. showed that for a = 3, NB would incorrectly classify precisely those
points in the narrow area bounded by the functions y = 3x and y = 9x/(5 –12x). For
example, the point <.90, .25> would be incorrectly classified by NB as belonging to
class B. For points in this area, both the y and x coordinates individually are poor
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predictors of class membership. In contrast, the joint values of the x and y coordinates
are perfect predictors of class membership. In addition, simply knowing that P(<.9,
.25> | B) = 0 disqualifies class B, leaving A as the only remaining choice.

 This simple example suggests two main approaches to extending NB, which are
the basis for the EB algorithm. First, modify NB to use combinations of the initial
attributes. Some of these combinations may be highly informative.  Second, modify
NB to take zeroes seriously. More particularly, if some attribute values never occur in
conjunction with class Ci in any of the training examples, and there is sufficient
training data, then the presence of those attribute values in a test example is evidence
that Ci is not the correct prediction. The evidence is particularly strong if those same
attribute values occur frequently in training examples associated with other classes.  If
the evidence is strong enough, the prediction of Ci should be disqualified.

2   Overview of EB

In the training phase, EB begins by finding sets of attributes that appear to have high
predictive power. The search for these sets is based on data-mining techniques, and is
described in detail below. EB takes each set that is found and defines a new higher
order attribute made up of the attributes in the set.  Each new attribute is added to the
original attribute set, yielding an extended attribute set. EB then calculates the esti-
mates for P(Ci) and P(yj|Ci), for each class Ci, and each relevant value yj of  each at-
tribute Aj in the extended attribute set.

Given a test example, EB generates two possible predictions for the class label of
the example, an initial prediction, and an alternative.  The initial prediction is just the
one that would be calculated by using standard NB on the original attribute set as in
eq. 2 The alternative prediction is also calculated as in standard NB, except that cal-
culations are performed using the extended attribute set, as in eq. 3, rather than using
the original attribute set.

Finally, EB decides whether to use the initial NB prediction or the alternative pre-
diction.   To make its decision, it checks whether either of the following two condi-
tions is satisfied:
1. There exist sets of (original or higher-order) attributes whose values in the test

example have never been observed in any training example from the class pre-
dicted by NB. These “zeroes”, taken together, constitute strong evidence that the
initial NB prediction is incorrect.

2. There exists at least one higher-order attribute whose information gain is very
large.

The first condition essentially disqualifies the initial NB prediction.  The second
indicates strong dependence between attributes, and thus supports the use of the alter-
native prediction.  If either of the two conditions is satisfied, EB uses the alternative
prediction.  Otherwise, it uses the initial prediction.

Intuitively, EB exploits dependence between attributes (given the class label) when
it exists, and avoids making mistakes when dependence does not exist. When depend-
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ence exists, higher-order attributes are informative both in indicating the correct class
and in disqualifying incorrect classes. When dependence between attributes doesn’t
exist, higher-order attributes may capture only spurious correlations.  In this case, the
checks made by EB should cause it to use the standard NB prediction, based only on
the original attributes, rather than the alternative prediction.

2.1   Generating the Higher Order Attributes

The choice of which higher-order attributes should be placed in the extended attribute
set is a delicate one.  When there are too many higher-order attributes, they tend to
produce many zeroes, causing EB to disqualify the initial NB prediction (through
Condition 1 above), whether it is right or wrong. The higher the order of the attribute,
the more likely it is, statistically, to produce a zero. On the other hand, our experi-
ments indicate that zeroes can be very helpful in determining when to disqualify the
initial NB prediction.  If few or no higher-order attributes are generated, EB will not
do better than NB.

The search procedure used by EB to find higher-order attributes proceeds in steps
or levels.  Let A be the original attribute set. The extended attribute set EXT(A) is
initialized to be equal to A.  In each level k, the procedure calculates empirical condi-
tional probabilities, using the training set, for the attributes of order k (i.e. made up of
k attributes) in EXT(A).  It then determines the attributes of order k+1, and proceeds
to level k+1.

The goal of the search is to generate a manageable set of extended attributes that
will help to distinguish between the various classes. The techniques employed to
guide this search are modeled on those used in various data mining and inductive
classification algorithms [1,2,3,5,26,27].

EB uses the information gain measure to determine, at each level, which set of
candidate attributes to use to form higher order attributes. Let H(C) denote the class
entropy and H(C| A) denote the conditional entropy of C given attribute A. The in-
formation gain I(C|A) is defined to be H(C) - H(C| A) (see [23] for more details).
Information gain proves useful because it measures the ability of an attribute to dis-
tinguish between classes. The percentage reduction in the uncertainty of the class
label provided by an attribute A is given by I(C|A) / H(C).

To constrain the inherent combinatorial explosion, EB implements the following
standard monotonic pruning procedure. In each level k, EB selects as “candidates”
those attributes in EXT(A) that yield a reasonable value, denoted ζ(k), for the per-
centage reduction in uncertainty of the class label. By using attributes of increasingly
higher order, one hopes to get higher predictive power and therefore ζ(k) is imple-
mented as an non-decreasing function of k. Given two candidate attributes of order k,
let U equal the union of their component elements. Each subset B of U of size k+1 is
an attribute of order k+1. EB places each such attribute B in EXT(A) iff every subset
of B of size k is a candidate for expansion.

Some higher order attributes that are placed in EXT(A) in this process may yield a
large reduction the uncertainty of the class label. If a variable B yields a reduction in
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uncertainty greater than a pre-defined function φ(k), which is also non-decreasing in
k, we call B a strongly predictive attribute. Finding such attributes when they occur is
a measure of success for this approach.

Finally, to avoid stopping immediately at level 1, EB always ensures that there are
at least a small number of attributes in the level 1 candidate set.

2.2   Evaluating Events with Zero Probability

Let y = <y1, ..,yn> be an unlabeled example and let  μ = <Aj1, Aj2,  … , Ajk>  be a
higher order-attribute in EXT(A).

Suppose that for some class Ci, unlabeled example y, and some μ ε EXT(A), the
empirical probability of P(μ(y) | Ci ), calculated from the training set, is 0. This pro-
vides some evidence that the attribute value μ(y) never occurs in class Ci, and hence
Ci cannot be a correct prediction for example y. However, the evidence may not be
strong. To assess the strength of the evidence, consider a hypothesis test using two
candidate hypotheses. Take as a null hypothesis, H0, that the true probability of μ(y)
occurring in class Ci is P(μ(y)). That is to say, there is nothing special about itemset
μ(y) with respect to class Ci – it occurs with the same frequency in examples from Ci

as it does in the general population (and we use the empirical probability P(μ(y)) as
our estimate of the frequency of μ(y) in the general population). The alternative hy-
pothesis H1 is that the true probability of μ(y) is 0, that is, μ(y) never appears in any
examples in class Ci. The training set provides the data for the hypothesis test. We
reject H0 in favor of H1 iff μ(y) does not appear in any training examples belonging to
class Ci.
   If m is the number of examples from class Ci in the training set, then the probability
of rejecting hypothesis H0 when it is actually true is (1 – P(μ(y))m..  This is the prob-
ability that μ(y) doesn’t appear in any training examples from class Ci when its rate of
occurrence in Ci is P(μ(y)).  The smaller this probability, the more plausible it is that,
if P(μ(y) | Cj ) = 0, then the zero is “real”, that is,  μ(y) never occurs in class Ci.

Therefore, for a class Ci and itemset μ(y), we define
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The smaller the value of cred(Ci, μ(y)), the stronger our belief that μ(y) never occurs
in class Ci, and that Ci is therefore not a correct prediction for the label of y.

Since a test example y may generate multiple itemsets with zero counts for a given
class, we also make the following definition.
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Eval(Ci) aggregates the information from all the zeroes associated with itemsets
generated from y, so that the cumulative evidence from many itemsets can be evalu-
ated.

EB uses Eval(Ci) in deciding whether to reject the initial prediction Ci produced by
running standard NB on a test example.  If Eval(Ci) < PT for some chosen threshold
value PT, then EB rejects Ci and predicts using the alternative prediction generated
from the extended attribute set.  Clearly, the value of PT directly controls the algo-
rithm’s performance. In doing preliminary experiments, we did not find the perform-
ance of EB to be particularly sensitive to the choice of PT. Our final experiments used
a fixed value for PT.  To make the algorithm more robust, it might be preferable to
choose the value of PT in a separate tuning phase, but we achieved good results across
many datasets with a fixed value.

2.3   The EB Algorithm

An outline of the algorithm is presented below. The training phase is described first.

1. Initially, k = 1 and EXT(A) = {{Aj}}, the set of initial attributes. Let Candidate-
Set = {Aj}. For each class Ci, compute the empirical probability P(Ci) from the
training data.

2. For each attribute Aj in Candidate-Set and each class Ci, compute estimates for
P(Aj) and P(Aj | Ci) by computing empirical frequencies based on the training
data.

3. Check each attribute Aj of order k in Candidate-Set to determine whether I(C|A) /
H(C) < ζ(k), and if so, remove Aj from Candidate-Set. If k =1 and Candidate–Set
= ∅, then keep a small percentage of attributes with the largest information gain
to jump-start the process.

4. For each pair Ai and Aj of attributes remaining in Candidate-Set, find all subsets
B of size k+1 contained in the union of Ai and Aj.  Add each such B to EXT(A)
as a new attribute of order k+1 iff every subset of B of size k is in Candidate-Set.

5. Update Candidate-Set to include only the new attributes of order k+1 just added
to EXT(A).

6. Check each attribute Aj of order k +1 in Candidate-Set to determine whether
I(C|A) / H(C) > φ(k). If so, mark it as strongly predictive.

7. If Candidate-Set is not empty, increment k and return to step 2. Otherwise, pro-
ceed to the test phase.

Fig. 1.  Training Phase

The test phase uses the information generated in the training phase.
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1. Given an example y, compute the maximum likelihood class Ci (eq. 2) over the
initial set of attributes. Ci is the initial prediction. Calculate Eval(Ci).

2. For the same example y, compute the maximum likelihood class Ck  (eq. 3) over
the extended set of attributes. Class Ck is the alternative prediction.

3. Disqualify the initial prediction Ci if there exists a strongly predictive extended
attribute that predicts a different class or if Eval(Ci) <  PT.

4. If the initial prediction is disqualified, output the alternative prediction Otherwise,
output the initial prediction.

Fig. 2.  Test Phase

3   Experimental Section

3.1   Parameter Settings

In our experiments on the UCI datasets we made sure at level one of the attribute
generation process that there were always a few elements in the candidate set but not
too many (step 3 of the training phase). Without enough candidates the algorithm
would default to NB and with too many candidates the run time could potentially
blow up. We take the t attributes with the largest information gain where t = min(lg
|initial attributes|  + 1, 16).
ζ(k) and φ(k) were set as follows:

Table 1. Parameter setting of EB and SEB

K ζ(k) φ(k)

1 0.10 NA
2 0.33 0.88
3 0.50 0.95
> 3 0.75 0.98

3.2   Results

NB and EB were tested on a variety of classification problems obtained from the UCI
repository [4]. In choosing the datasets we attempted to vary the number and type of
attributes, dataset size, number of classes, etc. The resulting 16 data sets are among
the most commonly studied in the machine learning community.

Continuous attributes were discretized by partitioning their range into 15 uniform
intervals. A few of the training sets had instances where there were missing values for
some attributes. In these cases a special character (“?”) was inserted into the training
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and test examples. Both algorithms handle these cases in a fairly primitive manner,
i.e., they treat the special character as an additional attribute value.

A 10 fold cross validation testing mode was used for all datasets with the exception
of the Letter, DNA, Soybean and Monk datasets. For these datasets the UCI reposi-
tory provides pre-defined train and test sets.

In all test runs the order of the attributes never exceeded 4, a relatively small value.
Indeed, significant information can be obtained by considering attributes of order 2 or
order 3. One likely reason for this is that the hypothesis to be discovered can in many
cases be very closely approximated by a small set of simple rules, each involving
only a few attributes [11].

We also tested a variant of EB that we call SEB, Simple Extended Bayes.  SEB al-
ways predicts using the alternative hypothesis, which, as described above, is the result
of applying eq. 3 to the extended attribute set.  Since SEB does not choose between
the initial NB hypothesis and the alternative, it makes no use of information from
zeroes or from the strongly predictive attributes.

Table 2 gives the results of these experiments. The average accuracy  (percentage
of test examples that were correctly classified) and standard deviations (where appro-
priate) are provided for all three algorithms.

Table 2. Classification accuracy for Naïve Bayes, Extended Bayes  and Simple Naïve Bayes on
test data sets

DATA SET NB EB SEB

HOUSE 90.0 ± 4.2 93.6 ± 3.3 94.4 ± 2.9
MONK-1 74.6 ± 4.4 91.6 ± 13.7 91.6 ± 13.7
MONK-2 62.4 ± 3.2 62.4 ± 3.2 50.8 ± 5.8
MONK-3 96.2 ± 2.2 98.8 ± 1.4 98.8 ± 1.4
CAR EVALUATION 86.2 ± 2.1 89.0 ± 2.3 90.2 ± 2.1
DNA 93.3 93.8 89.1

MUSHROOM 99.2 ± 0.03 99.9 ± 0.01 99.8± 0.02
ADULT 99.5 99.8 99.7
VEHICLE 60.4 ± 5.2 70.1 ± 3.8 70.3 ± 4.5
SOYBEAN 92.50 94.1 94.1
GERMAN 74.9 ± 3.8 75.4 ± 3.6 72.4 ± 3.6
PROMOTER 88.8± 9.1 94.5 ± 9.5 94.5 ± 9.5
ECOLI 81.8 ± 7.3 82.0 ± 9.0 80.0 ± 8.1
TIC-TAC-TOE 69.6 ± 3.5 75.9 ± 3.0 67.8 ± 4.2
CONNECT4 72.5± 0.3 72.6± 0.3 56.5± 1.3
NURSERY 90.2 ± 0.7 90.4 ± 0.8 86.3 ± 1.2
LETTER 74.9 90.7 91.9
IRIS 93.3 ± 5.9 96.8 ± 5.0 96.8 ± 6.0
PIMA 75.7 ± 4.0 75.7 ± 4.0 73.1± 6.1
HEART 82.0 ± 6.1 81.9 ± 6.9 75.6 ± 7.8
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For the Monk-2, Pima Diabetes, Heart, Ecoli and German Credit data sets, EB and
NB have essentially identical accuracy.  For the other data sets, EB achieves higher
accuracy. The degree of improvement runs the gamut from minimal to very large. It
is interesting that SEB does better than EB on those datasets where EB has a clear
edge, no matter how small, over NB. However, on the other datasets where NB and
EB perform equivalently, SEB performs significantly worse than either NB or EB. On
such datasets, EB can weigh the strength of the zeroes and default to the NB predic-
tion if the zeroes are weak. SEB is forced to predict the alternative prediction. The
fact that EB consistently does as well or better than NB, and doesn’t do worse than
SEB, suggests that the criteria used by EB to decide between NB prediction and the
alternative prediction are effective.

The basic reason is that SEB performs well in the presence of zeroes, i.e., the net
effect of all the tiny zero corrections ends up disqualifying the NB prediction based
on only the original attribute set. However, when there are no zeroes or only very
weak ones and the training phase did not uncover highly predictive extended attrib-
utes, the extra information from the extended attribute set is mostly noise.

We discussed the idea of strongly predictive extended attributes and indicated that
it would be highly desirable for the training phase to find them if they exist. In the
Monk1 and Monk3 datasets, such attributes of order 3 exist by definition. The ap-
proach we have outlined here found them without having to examine all attributes of
order 2 or order 3.  Strongly predictive attributes were also found in the Iris and
Mushroom datasets. It is important to note that such situations are not commonplace
and the improvements obtained by EB in most cases do not rely on finding such at-
tributes but instead rely on evidence provided by the zero counts.

By itself, classification accuracy can be misleading for a variety of reasons when
comparing learning algorithms [9, 18].  To address some of the shortcomings other
authors have provided variable cost metrics or ROC analyses. These measures are
difficult to apply when the problem involves more than two classes. Given that we are
only comparing two related algorithms we take the following approach.

In Table 3 we provide the following information for each dataset we used:
1. The total number of test examples on which each classifier was tested. (If cross

validation was used, this equals the numbers of examples in the dataset.)
2. The number of times that EB made a different prediction than NB and NB was

actually correct.
3. The number of times that EB made a different prediction than NB and EB was

actually correct.
In some cases where the absolute accuracy improvement (Table 1) is minimal, as

in the mushroom dataset, the relative improvement is significant. In the mushroom
trial EB correctly classified more mushrooms on each trial and always (Table 2) gave
a better answer than NB. (If you eat a lot of mushrooms this could potentially have
life-saving implications.) For all the datasets this improvement is consistent across
each of the trials, i.e., EB performs as well or better than NB on almost every experi-
ment. The improvement for the Letter, Vehicle, and Monk1 datasets significantly
improves upon the performance of NB.
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Table 3. Performance for NB and EB on individual test examples

DATASET # TEST EXAMPLES # (NB > EB) # (EB > NB)

HOUSE 435 1 15
MONK-1 556 0 93
MONK-2 601 0 0
MONK-3 554 0 14
CAR

EVALUATION

1728 0 48

DNA 1186 1 7

MUSHROOM 8,124 0 58
ADULT 16,281 0 36
VEHICLE 846 16 97
SOYBEAN 367 1 7
GERMAN 1,000 3 9
PROMOTER 105 2 8
ECOLI 336 0 2
TIC-TAC-TOE 959 6 67
CONNECT 4 67,558 6 64
NURSERY 12,959 0 18
LETTER 5,000 31 822
IRIS 150 0 3
PIMA 768 0 0
HEART 291 2 1

In Table 4 we present the results of some preliminary experiments comparing EB
to three different types of classification algorithms: support vector machines (SMO),
Bayes nets (BayesNetB) and a class association rule mining algorithm (CBA). We
used the WEKA toolkit [32] for SMO and BayesNetB. For CBA (discussed in Section
1.1) we use the software package CBA 2.0 of Liu et. al. [19]. For SMO and Bayes-
NetB we used the default parameter settings in the WEKA package. For CBA, we
experimented both with the recommended parameter settings and some alternatives.
In Table 4 we report the results with the default/recommended parameter settings
except in the case of the Nursery and Letter datasets. (The results we present for CBA
on the Letter and Nursery datasets were achieved with only single class minimum
support. For the Letter dataset, we were not able to run CBA with the recommended
setting and for the Nursery dataset we achieved much higher accuracy with the alter-
native setting.)

For several of the larger datasets, such as Letter, Connect4 and Adult, we were not
able to generate the learning models for the SMO and BayesNetB algorithms in
WEKA or for CBA due to memory limitations.

On most datasets, the four algorithms have similar accuracy. SMO had much
higher accuracy on the Tic-Tac-Toe dataset. For the Car and Nursery datasets, both
SMO and BayesNetB had much higher accuracy than the other two algorithms.
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Table 4. Comparison of EB with other classification algorithms

DATA SET EB SMO BAYESNETB CBA

HOUSE 94.1 96.0 94.1 95.0
MONK-1 91.6 72.2 98.6 96.8
MONK-2 62.4 65.7 63.0 74.6
MONK-3 99.0 97.6 96.3 98.6
CAR

EVALUATION

89.6 93.6 93.5 87.0

DNA 93.8 93.0 ------- 90.0

MUSHROOM 99.9 100.0 100.0 98.1
ADULT 99.8 ------ ------- 99.8
VEHICLE 70.7 71.3 71.9 65.8
SOYBEAN 94.1 91.8 95.4 87.2
GERMAN 75.4 76.7 74.6 70.0
PROMOTER 93.6 93.4 81.8 72.4
ECOLI 80.9 81.2 80.7 62.3
TIC-TAC-TOE 76.0 98.3 79.7 85.8
CONNECT4 72.6 ------- -------- --------
NURSERY 90.4 93.0 94.18 82.9
LETTER 90.7 ------- -------- 65.0
IRIS 96.9 95.3 96.6 93.3
PIMA 76.7 75.0 77.3 65.1
HEART 79.0 81.1 82.0 80.8

Carefully choosing the parameter settings for the above algorithms rather than us-
ing the default settings can yield better accuracy results.  For example, support vector
machines depend on many parameters including the kernel function, kernel parameter
and cost parameter. Hsu and Lin [32] used cross validation to determine parameter
settings for multi-class support vector machines. (They preprocessed the data in a
different way than we did). On several datasets they reported much higher accuracy
than we obtained in our SMO and non-SMO experiments.  Most notably, they re-
ported accuracies of 97.9% and 86.6% on the Letter and Vehicle datasets respec-
tively. We have not yet experimented with parameter tuning for EB; presumably EB
would achieve higher accuracy through parameter tuning, although we suspect it
would not achieve the accuracies reported by Hsu and Lin.

4   Conclusions

EB is a promising alternative to NB when the higher order attributes contain useful
information. It has been noted that relative to other algorithms, NB generally per-
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forms poorly on large datasets since additional data points cannot decrease the bias
component of the error term [15]. Since EB can benefit from information about
higher order attributes, EB has more potential than NB to improve, i.e., achieve
smaller bias, as the training set grows larger, without a corresponding increase in the
variance of the error term. As the size of the training set increases, so too does the
quality of the evidence of the zero counts that are found. In addition, the probability
of incorrectly disqualifying the correct class decreases.

Previous evaluations of NB have shown that it compares favorably with the major-
ity of other classification algorithms [7]. The improvements described in this paper
provide further evidence of the flexibility and utility of the NB algorithm, and the
utility of basic data mining techniques in classification algorithms. EB also demon-
strates the benefit of directly exploiting the information from zeroes, rather than just
smoothing or correcting them.
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Abstract. In complex skill-training systems, trainees are required to
master multiple skills in a limited time, which may produce a large men-
tal workload. Increased workload often affects performance, and trainees
may get distracted or overloaded during training. Attention control is a
critical activity in time-sharing environments with automatic tasks, and
psychologists found that better attention control strategies can develop
through training. Even though attention management is a key skill has to
be acquired, it has not been considered to assess as a user model content
sufficiently. In this paper, we propose an approach for attention-control
modeling by detecting regular behavioral patterns that potentially ex-
plain the interdependency between primary and subtask performance.
We can detect trainees’ attention shift between tasks by interpreting the
serial episodes of behaviors that have been uncovered. As a high attention
needing training domain, we used Space Fortress game in which contin-
uous input stream of ship maneuvering and intermittent event data are
the source of the user model. We found the dependencies between these
heterogeneous, multi-time streams and the point of attention shift. Do-
main experts or training coaches can infer the trainees’ attention-control
skill based on the detected rules of pattern that help them to instruct
desirable strategies to handle multi subtasks.

1 Introduction

A user model consists of all the information and explicit assumptions regarding
all aspects of the user. User modeling techniques can effectively support learning
on demand by helping users to identify opportunities to learn additional func-
tionality relevant to the task at hand and to prevent people from getting stuck
in a sub-optimal plateau. Generally, user models address three issues: (1) infer-
ring the user’s knowledge or general abilities; (2) recognizing the user’s plans
or goals; and (3) predicting the user’s inferences and behaviors. The first issue
is also called the assessment problem. Assessment has been an important issue
because even when it is possible to process numerous observations about a per-
son, with carefully chosen and interpreted references to an extensive empirical
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database, the task of dealing with the uncertainty associated with the evidence
is challenging [10]. The uncertainty of assessment is unavoidable because of the
gap between the observed and the inferred evidence and the conclusions drawn.
Recently, user modeling has shifted its focus from dialogue systems to inter-
active applications. When the user controls interactions with applications such
as games or training programs, it is hard to identify relevant information that
will become the content of the user model and may later on serve to justify an
adaptation step.

Knowledge representation and machine learning technique have been used
to build user model. Compared to knowledge representation based techniques,
machine learning typically accepts observations of user behaviors rather than
assumptions that are statements about the user or already formulated in the
internal representation. Machine learning techniques implement some sort of
uncertainty by using probability, distance measures, and network weights, etc.
From the standpoint of acquisition of user-model content and decision tasks, it
has an advantage over observing data and making direct decisions from learning
algorithms [15]. The purpose of the user model in training programs is to improve
the training performance based on the detection of the trainee’s current skills and
less-than-optimal strategies. In complex skill training, the substantial numbers
of individuals fail to develop proficiency and the performance of an expert is
qualitatively different from that of a novice. Trainees are required to master
multiple skills in a limited time, which may produce a large mental workload. The
difficulty is that some trainees can perform an individual component skill well,
but cannot operate well in high-workload situations [17]. The attention-control
skill is defined as the ability to allocate attention away from an automatic task
to concentrate more resources on non-automatic tasks. According to cognitive
scientists [22,6], we can perform multiple tasks at one time, as long as we have
enough attentional resources and the tasks do not interfere with each other.

In psychological perspective, trainees usually move from explicitly controlled
processes into implicit, automatic processes [18,16]. Therefore, the author hy-
pothesizes that trainees’ attention control skill can be assessed by modeling au-
tomaticity of the primary task, while concurrently manipulating the secondary
tasks. In other words, as the skill in the primary task increases, available at-
tention to handle secondary tasks will increase, which enlarges reserve capacity,
so that trainees can positively respond to secondary tasks. In this research,
we propose an approach for attention-management modeling using Data Min-
ing techniques. We apply rule-discovery methods aimed at finding relationships
from the multiple time series with modified episode rules [13]. By detecting reg-
ular behavioral patterns that potentially explain the interdependency between
primary and subtask performance, we can assess trainees’ expertise in attention
control and map out the attention shift between tasks.

2 Related Work

Finding out hidden rules that can represent dependency between one time series
data and the other one is interesting problem. The association discovery rule
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[2] has been developed for finding coexistence of certain values together from
a set of transactions. The AprioriAll algorithm [1] can operate on categorical
data and considers the coexistence of items within a range. Many applications
have used this algorithm to detect association or sequential patterns in single
time series data [7,21]. However, the effort to handle multiple, heterogonous time
sequences with concurrent events has been tried only rarely. Researchers have
tried to discover temporal patterns from multiple streams of homogeneous time
series. MSDD (multi-stream dependency detection)[14] method uses a general-to-
specific algorithm to detect significant dependencies between multiple streams. It
treats dependency detection as an efficient search for the k most predictive rules
in search space but it has some limitation to a small number (< 6) of categories
in time-series data. Because it is sensitive to time interval it is inappropriate
for detecting frequent serial events regardless of intervening events. Höppner’s
method [9] considers the time interval and the order of events. He tried to dis-
cover temporal patterns in a single series of labeled intervals. He mapped the
continuous time series into attributed intervals to apply temporal logic to the
single time state sequence. In fine-grained domains such as Space Fortress game,
most events have relatively short durations that have no significant meaning for
intervals, it gets complicated when try to map into time intervals. Das et al. have
transformed continuous time series into tractable, discrete sequences by using
clustered windows [3]. They extended their framework for two series by merging
them into a single, discrete sequence. In their work, they did not sufficiently
address the problem of how to order clustered data from different time streams
into one sequence when the temporal order should be considered.

As another approach to find association of behavioral patterns, Subrama-
nian et al. studied in tracking the evolution of human subjects’ control policies
from a large, sequential corpus of low-level data [20]. They partitioned episodes
into nearly stationary segments using Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergences to track
when the change in policy between adjacent segments is significant. The learning
model of control policies is a lookup table that contains a distribution of the ac-
tions that were taken in response to each observed perceptual input vector in the
episodes. However, the lookup table model needs a more compact representation
of the detected model that can be conveyed to human trainees.

For multimodal human-computer interaction, inferring the focus of human
attention has been recognized recently as an important factor for the effective
communication and collaboration between human and computer. Horvitz et al.
tried to model human attention such as sensing and reason [8]. They employed a
Bayesian network (BN) for inferring attention from multiple streams of informa-
tion, and for leveraging this information in decision-making under uncertainty,
such as an attention-sensitive alerting system. They modeled attentional focus in
a single period with many nodes that link to a focus variable with probabilistic
value. One limitation of BN is that the system designer should define variables
that possibly affect the attentional focus. However, if the network is densely
connected, then inference in the network is intractable. In [19] an approach for
modeling attention focus of participants in a meeting via an hidden Markov
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Fig. 1. A Schematic diagram of the Space Fortress game

model was presented. They detected and tracked all participants around the ta-
ble, estimated their gaze direction by neural network, and mapped the observed
gaze to the likely target using a probabilistic framework.

3 Problem Domain: Space Fortress

The Space Fortress (SF) game was developed at the Cognitive Psychophysiology
Laboratory of the University of Illinois to simulate a complex and dynamic
operational environment [12]. This paper used the ongoing version for distributed
team-training SF game as shown in Fig.1. SF game requires a highly concurrent
and coordinated use of perceptual and motor skills. Positive transfer from SF
training to flight training for U.S. Army helicopter pilots and Israeli Air Force
pilots supports the representative nature of the version developed by Gopher et
al. [5]. Based on Frederikson & Whites’ analysis [4], the SF task can be divided
into three goals: (1) circumnavigating the fortress while destroying it as often
as possible, (2) handling mines properly, and (3) gaining bonuses. These three
goals must be achieved for a high total score. The total score is based on the
summation of four sub-scores: Speed (how fast the ship response to friend and
foe mine respectively) , Velocity (how low can the ship speed maintained), Points
(how many times the ship destroyed fortress and mine or damaged by fortress and
mines), and Control (how well the ship maneuvered between the two hexagons).
We can consider that the primary task is to navigate between two hexagons at
low speeds and the secondary tasks are to handle mines, to earn bonuses, and
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to destroy the fortress. Our approach separates destroying the fortress from the
primary goal because we want to classify subtasks according to their relative
attentional component.

Because the SF system accepts concurrent motor actions from various in-
put devices, it is hard to obtain each skill assessment from multiple continuous
stream of performance that shows significant fluctuations over time. We traced
the changing of domain states and occurrence of events by generating a history
file that contains a long sequence of time-indexed data sets of mixed continuous
time series and various other types of events. And then extracted the sequence of
skill performance data to find out whether the alteration of primary task perfor-
mance is related to other subtasks because the performance changing patterns
can provide important information about the trainees’ attention shift. To see
the changing of primary skill performance, i.e., ship velocity, corresponding to
secondary skills, let us examine examples of a contingency analysis of SF. Fig.2
illustrates ship velocity change, distance between ship and mine when mine ap-
pears, appearance of bonus related characters, ship re-positioning, fortress shell
creation, and ship’s wrapping events. In this paper, we only consider interde-
pendency between ship velocity skill and mine existence. Fig.2(a) shows that
subjects with low level skill showed high ship speed during trials. We can ob-
serve that, even when there is no mine, ship speed was still very high because
the subject has such a low skill of ship control that the existence of mine did not
affect the change of speed significantly. Fig.2(b) shows an example of moderately
skilled subjects. Notice that this contingency highly seems that the speed rises
rapidly when mines appear and significantly decreases after mine. We find that
speed fluctuation is more remarkable than low skilled subjects. Fig.2(c) shows
the result from highly skilled subjects. In general, they display low ship speed
during trials even when mines appear. Moreover, we can find some regularity
that explains dependencies between primary and secondary tasks, as well as in-
dividual differences. We can glean these valuable hidden rules from multiple time
streams by data mining. For example, a discovered dependency rule is maybe
”appearance of mine is followed by increasing of ship velocity with confidence
0.5”.

4 Attention Control Model

4.1 General Framework

Given multiple time series of heterogeneous types, an attention control model
can be constructed. Fig.3 shows an example framework. The following procedure
provides the overall sequence, and each process is described in detail below:

1. Transform the continuous time series into a sequence of categorical data.
2. Transform occasional event tuples into an event sequence.
3. Transform multiple-event sequences into single-event sequences with concur-

rent event mapping.
4. Apply a serial-episode detection algorithm.
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(a) Velocity score: -658
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(c) Velocity score: 1272 (time span = 1.0 sec., # of time series = 180)

Fig. 2. Contingency examples of Space Fortress game

5. Generate rules from detected episodes.
6. Filter the generated rules with informativeness measurement.

Transforming Continuous Time Series into a Sequence of Categorical
Data
Through transformation of continuous time series into a sequence of qualitative
data, we can extract knowledge from a time series that has fluctuations. We can
reduce the continuous time-series data into a compact sequence of knowledge
including a primitive shape of the pattern. We segmented the time series into
subsequences using a sliding time window then clustered these subsequences us-
ing a suitable measure of pattern similarity method, e.g., K-means clustering,
and then assigned categorical symbols to the fragmented subsequences that cor-
respond to the clustered value.
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Fig. 3. General framework for modeling attention control

Fig. 4. Transformation of continuous time series by clustering

These steps provide a useful method for discretizing time series [3] and bring
up several related issues. First, how should the width of the sliding time window
be decided? The window size depends on the time scale the user is interested in.
A simple strategy for determinizing width w is that we do not consider the size
at first, but after detecting and interpreting rules, adjust the size according to
the informativeness of extracted rules decided by domain experts. Here, we set
w = 3 after comparing results of various window size; it reflects well any change of
velocity with a fine-grained time interval. Second, how should the time series data
in a window be represented for further analysis? In this study, the change of speed
is the main knowledge to trace so that we define the distance function as the slope
of speed change between the start point and the end point of the window. For
example, a subsequence < xi, xi+1, · · · , xi+w−1 > has slope si = xi+w−1−xi

w−1 and
the distance function between subsequence x and y is d(x, y) =

√
(sx − sy)2. By

using the degree of change of speed as distance functions, even if average velocity
values differ from subject to subject, we still cluster the change of speed in a
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user-adaptive way. The third issue is, if we use a clustering method to process the
data, how many clusters would be reasonable, e.g., choose the value of k for K-
means clustering algorithm. We chose five with expectation to group into rapid
increasing, slow increasing, no change, slow decreasing and rapid decreasing of
velocity.

We have time series data X collected at every time step t with time
span ts, such as X(t) = {ti|i = 1, 2, · · · , n} where n is a time index and
ti+1 − ti = ts. The value of x collected at ti varies along the time line. A
sliding time window of width |w| on time series X is a contiguous subsequence
si = {x(ti), x(ti+1), · · · , x(ti+w−1)}. From a sequence of X, we get the set of
subsequences, s1, sn−w+1 of width w, when window slides left to right by one
unit (i.e., window movement v = 1). The subsequences of continuous time series
are grouped by five centroids as shown in Fig.4 when we set k = 5.

Transforming Occasional Events into an Event Sequence
We have several event types, which occur intermittently and concurrently,
such as mouse inputs to take bonus and joystick inputs to shoot mine
while continuously manipulating joystick to fly ship. Consider k event types
E = {ei|i = 1, · · · , k}. For a given event type ei ∈ E, ei has a time step ti, the
time when the event occurred. An event of type ei can be represented as a pair
(ei ∈ E, ti). For example, an event e1 is input from mouse device by clicking
the left or middle button. Let ES1 is a discrete event sequence for e1, which
represent e1, which occurred at time stamp ti. By using the same sliding time
window as in the previous continuous time series, the event sequence ES1 can be
transformed to the modified event sequence MSE1, where |MES1| = n−w +1.
Being different from transformation of contiguous time series, we do not need a
clustering procedure. That is, if event ei occurred in the middle of subsequence
(i.e., x(t i+w

2
) = 1, when si = {x(ti), · · · , x(ti+w−1)}) then assign the symbol

ei to the subsequence; else assign 0. This process transform the original event
sequence into an equal number of data sequences as that of the transformed
categorical sequence.

Discovery of Interdependency Episodes
We can detect the frequent combination of events by modifying episode rule
[13]. First, in the interest of having information about concurrent events, we
convert a set of events on the same time stamp into a new event type as shown
in Fig.5. Thus, given n types of events and k clusters of continuous data we may
attain at most k×

∑
i nCi = k× (2n −1) concurrent events type. An episode is a

collection of events in a particular order occurring within a given time window.
There is a combinatorial explosion problem when n gets larger; however in
training domains, we usually have few subtasks to handle. Thus, we do not
investigate the combinatorial issue here. Because events from different sequences
contain performance information for the corresponding task, the event set that
occurs at the same point in time should be considered as a specific event that
requires the trainees attention control. A modified serial-episode detection
algorithm is a promising method when the order of events in a fine-grained
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Fig. 5. The example event sequence and two windows

time period has significant meaning. From parallel episodes, serial episodes are
detected by recognizing the order of events in windows by screening with a
minimum frequency (i.e., min frequency). This is useful when the size of the
sequence is small so that the scanning time is trivial for recognition.

//Serial episode detection algorithm
Compute C1 = {α ∈ ε | |α| = 1}
l = 1
While Cl �= ∅

//compute frequent episodes
Fl = {α ∈ Cl | freq(α, s, win) ≥ min freq}
l = l + 1
Cl =
{
α ∈ ε | |α| = 1,∀ββ ≺ α, |β| < l, β ∈ F|β|

}
For all l do
// find serial episode from Fl

FSl = {α ∈ Fl | freq(αi, s, win) ≥ min freq, i ≤ l!}
For all l, l ≥ 2 do

For all j, j ≥ l + 1 do
If β ≺ α where β ∈ FSl, α ∈ FSj ,

freq(α)
freq(β) ≥ min conf

// generate serial rules
α → β

Generating Rules from Episodes
Rule-generating algorithm filters uncovered sequential episodes into serial rules.
An objective informative measure, confidence, is used to filter out uninformative
rules from the generated rules, providing uncertainty of assessment with statis-
tical methods. This basic approach does not consider any domain knowledge,
and as a result, it can generate many irrelevant rules or miss important rules. In
Klemettinen et al. [11], rule templates specifying the allowable attribute values
are used to post-process the discovered rules. Srikant, Vu, and Agrawal [19] used
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For low skilled subject’s case (a), three serial episodes were detected. As shown in
centroid-level table (right below), ’b’ represents almost no changing of ship velocity. ’2’
represents a concurrent event in which behavior ’b’ and appearance of mine occurred
together. The rule b2 → b22 explains that in a given time window (6 second in here),
if the ship velocity does not change in a while and then mine appears, we can expect
that the ship will be in the same velocity with mine appearance in the next step with
50% confidence. (b) and (c) shows detected rules for moderate and high skilled subjects
with the same manner as (a).

Fig. 6. Serial episode rule examples

boolean expressions over the attribute values as item constraints during rule
discovery. As a second filter, training coaches or experts can detect some useful
rules from previously filtered rules.

Fig.6 illustrates the largest serial rules extracted from the data of the three
trainees shown in Fig.2. For instance, the first discovered association rule in
Fig.6(a) shows that when we observe event b and 2 sequentially for the low
skilled subject then we expect event 2 to occur, etc. Notice that other events
can intervene within these frequent events in the given window. Rules in Fig.6(a)
tell us that before the appearance of mine and after disappearance of mine there
are rarely change of speed. We can hypothesize that the subject did not shift
attention to mine because he/she cannot allocate attention away from primary
component that is not yet automated. In Fig.6(b), the rules extracted from
the data of moderate-skilled subject show that speed change increases after
mine occurs. This implies the mine event distracted the subject because the
subject paid attention to mine handling. However, due to limited automation
of the primary component (i.e., navigation), the subject’s performance for the
component is degraded. Fig.6 (c) shows the rules extracted from the data of high
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skilled subjects. The rules indicate that the speed of ship tends to decrease a
little after mine appearance. This may suggest that the subject’s speed control
skill is well automated, and hence is not disturbed by the appearance of mine.

4.2 Extensions

The ship-mine distance plot in Fig.2 can be used to extract some high-level be-
haviors in the context of the game such as let the mine approaches the ship closer
and then destroy the mine when it is close enough without changing the speed of
the ship, or navigate the ship away from the mine to avoid it. The proposed ap-
proach can model these behavior patterns by adding a preprocessing task such as
calculating the distance between ship and mine for every time step to get a con-
tinuous time series. Through transformation, we can get an event sequence that
includes distance-changing information and then apply a dependency-detection
algorithm to uncover the dependency rules between ship velocity and the ship-
mine distance sequence. One challenging issue is applying these rules to the
other user-modeling components for coaching purpose. A promising approach
is to feed the rules to the systems decision component to generate feedback.
By formalizing part of the rules, a KR-based decision component could gener-
ate user-adaptive feedback such as directing the user’s attention toward certain
events, if the events seem significantly linked to performance, and the user does
not respond in the right way. However, this should be considered on the premise
that training experts or cognitive psychologists analyze the discovered patterns
and rules.

5 Conclusion

In complex skill training environment, the degree of users’ attention control skill
is one of the most important assessments that should be modeled in an appropri-
ate manner. We developed a preliminary computational framework for modeling
attention-management as new user-model content by presenting a dependency
model capturing the dependency relationship between the trainee’s performances
in handling multiple skill components. Inspired by the successes of association
detection technique of data mining area, we used a modified algorithm to pro-
cess raw time-series data and discover hidden rules from multiple streams. The
traced data are time-indexed streams of psychomotor inputs received from mul-
tiple devices and state information resulting from trainees’ behaviors. Provided
that continuous, multiple-time series exists and can be correctly uncovered, the
dependency rules will trace attention shift between skill components. Further-
more, concerning performance fluctuations, serial episode rules will explain to
some extent which events cause or follow performance change. For the further
study, not only for an individual trial, we need to model the changing of atten-
tion control capability as trials go on. The increasing rate of attention control
skill would be a useful user model content.
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Abstract. Session reconstruction is an essential step in Web usage min-
ing. The quality of reconstructed sessions affects the result of Web usage
mining. This paper presents a new approach of reconstructing sessions
from Web server logs using the Markov chain model combined with a
competitive algorithm. The proposed approach has the ability to recon-
struct interleaved sessions from server logs. It is robust even if the client
IP is not available in the log file. This capability makes our work distinct
from other session reconstruction methods. The experiments show that
our approach provides a significant improvement in regarding interleaved
sessions compared to the traditional methods.

1 Introduction

Web usage mining is a critical process for analyzing users’ browsing behavior in
adaptive Web system [4]. The mining data can be collected from various sources.
The most important source for performing Web usage mining is the Web server
log. However, the server log is a massive file that records the browsing history of
all users and that usually contains a large amount of irrelevant information and
noise. Obviously, refining these data can improve the quality of any analysis of
it. Therefore, collecting reliable data is the foundation of Web usage mining [5].
In an attempt to collect reliable data, a number of issues in Web usage mining
must be processed before the mining algorithms can be applied. These include
developing a model of the Web log data, developing techniques to clean the raw
data to eliminate outliers and irrelevant items, grouping individual page accesses
into semantic units, and specializing the generic data mining algorithm to take
advantage of the specific nature of the Web log data. In this preprocessing stage,
one of the key steps in this preprocessing stage is to reconstruct sessions from
the raw Web server log for the mining tasks.

The existing session detection methods usually consider the server log as a
serial sequence of sessions. The assumption of these approaches is that a ses-
sion starts only after another session finishes. However, in practice the sessions
usually appear in an interleaved way. It happens in many scenarios of Web
browsing. For instance, a user’s performing multiple tasks simultaneously will
produce interleaved sessions; multi-users through a proxy server will also result
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in interleaved sessions even though each user is performing a mono-task. If there
were a large number of interleaved sessions in the server log, the performance
of these approaches would dramatically decrease. This situation could be even
worse when the user’s IP address is not available.

In this paper, we propose a new method of reconstructing sessions from the
server logs for Web usage mining. The aim of our approach is to solve the problem
of interleaved sessions so that the system can be robust even when the user’s IP
address is not available in the Web logs. The proposed approach consists of two
steps. In the first step, interleaved sessions are separated and put into a session
stack. The session stack maintains an index of current active sessions. All active
sessions are stored in a session stack. The task of the second step is to detect the
end of an active session. When the end of a session is detected, its associated
active session will be closed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we briefly
review the related work. Section 3 presents the proposed approach. The exper-
iments to evaluate the performance of our approach are described in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 gives a summary and concludes the present study.

2 Related Work

Identifying Web users and user sessions is a complicated task in the data pre-
processing phase of Web mining [2,5]. Several approaches have been applied to
session reconstruction. The näive but commonly used approach is simply to gen-
erate sessions from a log by dividing this log into equal-length or equal-duration
subsequences. Three heuristics for session identification are described in [8]: ses-
sion duration heuristic (H1), page-stay time heuristic (H2), and referrer-based
heuristic (Href). H1 and H2 are based on the assumption that the time a user
spends on a session or a page correlates to whether the session ends. H1 and
H2 roughly cut the request sequence into sessions by a predetermined timeout
threshold. Both H1 and H2 may cause many errors because there is no guarantee
that all users have the same time-limited behaviors. In the reference-based ap-
proach, a new session is created when a page is not referred by the pages in the
previous session. The main problem of this approach is that the referral page
is not always available. If a user typed the Web address instead of clicking a
link, the referral page could not be obtained. The Href approach usually cuts a
session into several short sessions.

The n-gram language model is used in [3] to identify session boundaries. In
this work, an n-gram language model, which has been widely used in statis-
tical language modeling for speech recognition, was applied to identify session
boundaries. The assumption of this approach is that a significant decrease of
the probability of a browsing page sequence indicates a session boundary. This
approach performed better than the time-oriented heuristic. However, in their
approach, the problem of interleaved sessions is expected to be solved in advance
based on the user IP address. When the IP address is not reliable to identify a
user, the performance of this approach will decrease.
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The Markov chain model have recently been used to model user navigational
behaviors in the World Wide Web [6,10,11]. The Markov chain model assumes
that a user will click a link following the pattern which depends on his/her
previous browsing pages. In particular, an m-step Markov chain model assumes
that a user’s next page is determined by the last m pages visited by him/her. A
linear interpolation of the Markov model is used in [11]. This model reduces the
effect of sparse problem that is caused by insufficient training data. Moreover,
it is easier to implement and requests less computation time compared to the
n-gram model.

Fig. 1. Session Reconstruction Model

3 Session Reconstruction

In an effort to reconstruct the interleaved sessions from the Web logs, we must
first separate the sessions and then detect the end of the sessions. This process
includes two stages:

1. Construct : build sessions by identifying which active session a requested page
should belong to and

2. Close: determine whether an active session should be closed or not by de-
tecting the end of the session.

Our reconstruction model is shown in Figure 1. In this approach, we use a
session stack to store and to maintain an index of the active sessions. In the
first stage, the users’ requests are presented to the session stack in sequence.
We use the Markov chain model to detect which active session a request should
belong to by comparing the probabilities of a request’s adding to these sessions.
The session with the highest probability will obtain this request. On the other
hand, if the highest probability were lower than a threshold, a new active session
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would be built, and the request would become the first entry of the new session.
For the second stage, we propose two approaches to determine whether a session
should be closed or kept open. The first approach is to apply the H2 method to
detect the end of the sessions. That is, if the time gap between a request and
the last request of a session were greater than a threshold, this session would be
closed. The second approach is based on a competitive algorithm. We assign an
“energy” value to each active session. The “energy” of a session increases when
it wins a new request and decreases when it loses. An energy threshold is set to
detect the end of the active sessions.

3.1 The Isolation of the Interleaved Sessions

As illustrated above, we use a session stack to maintain an index of the active
sessions and a vector to store the corresponding probabilities. These probabilities
show the likelihood that a request should be added to the active sessions.

The Markov chain model is used to perform this task. The user’s browsing
sequence is considered as a series of transition changes. In particular, the m-step
Markov chain model assumes that a user’s next step depends only on the last m
pages he or she browsed. The probability of the next page can be calculated by
the following equation:

P (rn+1|rn, rn−1, ..., r1) = P (rn+1|rn, rn−1, ..., rn−m+1)

where ri is the ith page request in a session; rn is the current request, and rn+1
is the next request.

To reduce the effect of the sparse problem, the linear interpolation of Markov
model is used in our approach. The Markov models are combined by using a
weighted sum of the available models as the following equation:

P = w1 × P (rn+1, rn) + w2 × P (rn+1, , rn−1) + · · · + wm × P (rn+1, ..., rn−m+1)

where ri is the ith page request in a session; w1, w2, · · · , wm are the weights
assigned to the history pages. The weights indicate the level of influence that
the history pages have on the subsequent page.

According to the definition, in a one-step Markov chain model, a user’s next
step depends only on the last page he or she browsed. The transition matrix is
used to map the probabilities of the state’s transforming. A one-step probability
transition matrix Q is an n × n matrix, which represents the one-step transi-
tion probability between any two pages. In the matrix, the row i contains the
transition probabilities from page i to all of the other pages in one step. The
column j contains the transition probabilities from the other pages to page j
in one step. The transition matrix is calculated from the training data by the
following equation:

Q(i, j) =
(rirj)
(ri)

where (rirj) is the occurrences of sequence i, j in the training data, and (ri) is
the occurrences of request i in the training data.
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The m-step transition matrix is described by the mth power of Q, Qm. In
an m-step transition matrix, Qm(i, j) is the probability of moving from page i
to page j in m steps.

If there were a session S = (r1, r2, ..., rn−m+1, ..., rn−1, rn), the probability
of a page request rk’s belonging to this session could be calculated as follows
according to the linear interpolation of Markov model discussed above:

P = w1 × Q(rn, rk) + w2 × Q2(rn−1, rk) + · · · + wm × Qm(rn−m+1, rk)

where w1, w2, · · · , wm are the weights assigned to the history matrix. The values
of w’s indicate the level of influence that the history matrix has on the subsequent
page. Normally, we choose 1 > w1 > w2 > · · · > wm > 0, so that the later
requested page has more influence on the subsequent page. The values of the
optimization parameters need to be found by performing the experiments with
different values.

3.2 The Detection of the End of a Session

In the second stage, to determine the end of the sessions, we apply two methods:
the time oriented heuristic method and the competitive method.

Time Oriented Heuristic: There are two types of Time Oriented Heuris-
tics [8]: H1 and H2. The H1 method defines the total time spent in a session.
It assumes that the total duration of a session is less than a threshold. The H2
method limits the time spent by a user for browsing a page. It assumes that if
there were a long elapsing time between two visited pages, the latter page should
belong to another session [1,7].

The H2 method has been chosen as one of our approaches to determine the
end of sessions. Because the log is in time sequence, each active session in the
session stack keeps the time stamp of its latest page. Based on the H2 heuristic, a
session should be closed if the elapsing time between the latest page of a session
and the consequent page were longer than an H2 threshold.

To simplify the computation, we sort the active sessions in time order. When-
ever a page is added to a session, this session will be moved to the end of the
active session index. In this way, if a session should be closed by H2 heuristic,
all sessions ahead of it should be closed as well. The combined Markov model
and H2 algorithm is outlined in Figure 2.

Competitive Method: Another approach for detecting the end of a session
in this work is the competitive algorithm. We assign a variable called “energy”
to each active session. This variable will be updated in a competitive mode. If a
request were added to a session, we would said this session wins the competition.
Based on the competitive rule, the winner’s energy will be rewarded, and the
energy of the other sessions will be reduced. A session will be closed when it
loses all of its energy (i.e., the energy value becomes zero). The algorithm of the
proposed competitive Markov model is outlined in Figure 3.
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Rewards and punishments are essential in a competitive method. We chose
two factors to calculate the values of the rewords and of the punishments. One
is the number of the current active sessions, and the other is the probability
of a request’s belonging to a session. They are called Compete and Reward by
Sessions (CRS) and Compete and Reward by Probabilities (CRP), respectively.

– Compete and Reward by sessions (CRS): In this approach, the update of a
energy variable is based on the number of the current active sessions. If a
session won a page, its energy would increase by e−α 1n , in which α is an
amplifying factor, and n is the number of the current active sessions. The
winning session would obtain more rewards if there were more active sessions.
If a session didn’t win a page, its energy would decrease by e−α(1− 1

n ). A
session would obtain less punishments if there were more active sessions.

– Compete and Reward by Probabilities (CRP): In this approach, the energy
values will be updated according to the probabilities that a request is added
to the sessions. If an active session won a page, its energy would increase by
e−α(1−P ), in which P denotes the probability that the page should be added
to the session, and α is a preset amplifying factor. The winning session would
obtain more rewards if its probability were higher. On the other hand, if an
active session didn’t win, its energy would decrease by e−αP . This session
would get fewer punishments if its probability were higher.

4 Experiments and Evaluation

In this section, we experiment with and evaluate the proposed methods by using
the Web server log file of the University of New Brunswick.

4.1 Test Environment

The UNB server log is used as our test data. We collected four days of the
UNB server log. After cleaning the data by removing noise and broken links, we
collected 22785 sessions and divided them into the training and test parts. The
training part contains 20785 sessions with a total of 119259 requests. The test
part contains 2000 sessions with a total of 11673 requests. The collected data
are composed of 2764 unique pages.

4.2 Experimental Process

The test process of session reconstruction is shown in Figure 4. We created the
pseudo real sessions from the raw log file. These sessions are divided into the
training set and the test set randomly. The training set is then used to generate
the transition matrix, which could be used to extract the request probabilities.
The test set is used to generate test log file and is then used to evaluate the
reconstruction.
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Fig. 2. Algorithm: the Markov model combined with the H2 approach

Preprocessing: The raw UNB server log is shown in Figure 5. This log
file follows the common log file format defined by W3C [9]. The “fctn1-
1861.nb.aliant.net” is the client IP address . The following “- -” are the
remote logname of the user and the username which the user has authen-
ticated himself or herself. These values are not available in our server log.
“06/Jan/2003:00:01:08” is the time stamp of the request. “GET” is the
method of the trasaction. “/registration/” is the destination URL requested
by the client. “HTTP/1.1” is the HTTP protocol. “304” is the HTTP return
code. The following “-” is the size in bytes of the response sent to the client. It
is 0 bytes in this case. “-” is the referrer, the URL refers to the current request.
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Fig. 3. Algorithm: the Markov model combined with the competitive approach

“Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1)” is the client’s
browsing agent.

The pseudo real sessions were generated from the original log for training.
First, the noisy requests such as bad links were removed. Second, the real sessions
were identified based on the combined information of the IP address, the time
stamp, and the referred pages. We also used a variable-threshold time-oriented
approach to alleviate the cache and empty-referrer problems. Finally, those ses-
sions that were vague, incomplete, or without referrers were removed. A part of
our reconstructed pseudo real sessions is shown Figure 6.

Training and Reconstruction: The main propose of the training process is to
generate the probability transition matrix. The probabilities are generated from
counting. We identified each unique page with a number. The counting program
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Fig. 4. Experimental Process

Fig. 5. The raw UNB server log

went through the training sessions and mapped the page transition into a one-
step probability transition matrix. This matrix can be used to compute two or
more step transition matrixes.

With the transition matrixes, the reconstructor program can reconstruct the
sessions by applying the approaches discussed in Section 3. Two methods were
used for detecting the end of a session in the experiment: the time oriented
heuristic (H2) and the competitive method.

Evaluation: In the test phase, the reconstructed sessions are compared with
the test sessions by the evaluator program. If a session in the reconstructed file
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Fig. 6. The reconstructed pseudo real sessions

perfectly matched a session in the test file, it would be called a “perfect session”.
If there were only one mismatched request in the reconstructed session, this
session would be called a “one-mis session”. Both the perfect sessions and the
one-mis sessions are considered as “successful sessions” while the sessions with
two or more mismatched requests are considered as “failed sessions”.

4.3 Experimental Results

We masked the IP address from the test set to simulate a situation in which the
IP address is not available. This situation is the extreme case that interleaved
sessions happen frequently. We investigated the following approaches:

– H1: The standard H1 approach,
– H2: The standard H2 approach,
– Href : The standard referral heuristic approach,
– M+H2: The Markov model combined with the H2 approach,
– M+CRS: The Markov model combined with the CRS, and
– M+CRP: The Markov model combined with the CRP.

H1, H2 and Href: Both the standard H1 and H2 approaches failed in re-
constructing the sessions because most of the sessions are interleaved with each
other. Without separating the interleaved sessions, simply using standard H1
and H2 can only roughly cut the request sequence into meaningless pieces. Href
also performs poorly as shown in Table 1. The reason is that the interleaved
request misled the referral path. If the IP address were not available or the in-
terleaved sessions covered the majority of the Web log, none of H1, H2 and Href
could successfully reconstruct sessions.
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Table 1. The performance of the Href

perfect one-miss successful
sessions sessions sessions

Href 4.3% 40.8% 45.1%

Table 2. The performance of the Markov model combined with the H2 approach

time perfect one-mis successful
threshold sessions sessions sessions

M1+H2 5 min. 30.3% 23.8% 54.1%
M1+H2 10 min. 30.9% 24.6% 55.5%
M1+H2 15 min. 30.0% 23.6% 53.6%
M1+H2 20 min. 29.4% 23.1% 52.5%
M1+H2 25 min. 29.0% 22.8% 51.8%

The Markov model combined with the H2 approach: The results of us-
ing the 1-step Markove model with the H2 cutoff approach(M1+H2) is shown
in Table 2. We conducted the experiments using various time thresholds. The
results show that 10 minutes is the best cutoff threshold for our log. According
to this result, we tested the 1, 2, 3 step Markov models with 10-minute cutoff
threshold of the H2 approach, denoted M1+H2, M2+H2, and M3+H2, respec-
tively. The results in Table 3 show that increasing the number of the steps of
Markov model can slightly increase the performance. Compared to simply using
the H1, H2 and Href, this result indicates that the Markov model has the ability
to separate the interleaved sessions from the Web logs.

Table 3. The performance of various-step Markov model combined with the H2 ap-
proach

time perfect one-mis successful
threshold sessions sessions sessions

M1+H2 10 min. 30.9% 24.6% 55.5%
M2+H2 10 min. 32.9% 24.3% 57.2%
M3+H2 10 min. 33.8% 23.5% 57.4%

Table 4. The performance of the Markov model combined with the competitive ap-
proach

perfect one-mis successful
sessions sessions sessions

M1+CRS 32.9% 29.2% 62.1%
M2+CRS 35.9% 31.2% 67.1%
M3+CRS 36.3% 34.2% 70.4%
M1+CRP 35.2% 29.1% 64.1%
M2+CRP 36.2% 30.5% 66.7%
M3+CRP 37.7% 32.9% 70.6%
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The Markov model with the competitive approach: The results of
Markov model with the competitive approach are shown in Table 4. The re-
sults illustrate that the CRP approach performs better than the CRS approach
in the case of perfect sessions. Compared to the time-out cutoff method H2, the
competitive approaches significantly improve the performance.

Comparison: The comparison of all of these approaches is shown in Figure 7.
Among these approaches, the Markov model combined with the CRP has the
best performance. The correct reconstructed session rate increases from 45.1%
using the Href to 57.4% using the M3+H2. The competitive algorithm obtains
a 13.2% further increase. The correct session rate increases to 70.6%. Compared
to the 45.1% of the standard Href, the overall improvement rate is 56.5%.

Fig. 7. The performance comparison

5 Conclusion

Session reconstruction is an essential step in Web usage mining. The existing
session reconstruction approaches cannot reconstruct the interleaved sessions
and perform poorly when the client’s IP address is not available. In this paper,
we propose a new method of reconstructing interleaved sessions from Web logs.
The experiments obtain the promising result that the Markov chain model has
the ability to divide interleaved sessions, and can provide a further improvement
when it is combined with the competitive approach.

While the existing session reconstruction approaches perform poorly when
the IP address is not available or when the interleaved sessions cover the majority
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of the server log, the proposed approach successfully reconstructs the interleaved
sessions from the Web server logs.
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Abstract. The fitness function of an evolutionary algorithm is one of
the few possible spots where application knowledge can be made avail-
able to the algorithm. But the representation and use of knowledge in
the fitness function is rather indirect and therefore not easy to achieve.
In this paper, we present several case studies encoding application spe-
cific features into fitness functions for learning cooperative behavior of
agents, an application that already requires complex and difficult to ma-
nipulate fitness functions. Our experiments with different variants of the
Pursuit Game show that refining a knowledge feature already in the fit-
ness function usually does not result in much difference in performance,
while adding new application knowledge features to the fitness function
improves the learning performance significantly.

1 Introduction

Over the last few years, research into learning behavior of agents has intensi-
fied, resulting in a large variety of learning concepts for different agent archi-
tectures and different application areas. While research into reinforcement-based
approaches has focused a lot on possible solutions to the credit assignment prob-
lem and consequently the learning function, evolutionary learning approaches
covered a large variety of goals related to agent, resp. multi-agent, specific fea-
tures. These goals included the development of evolutionary algorithms for rather
different agent architectures, like the use of genetic programming to learn real
agent control programs (see [8]), co-evolutionary approaches on the level of nodes
in neural networks (see [10]), or genetic algorithms for sets to learn prototypical
situation-action pairs that are used together with the nearest-neighbor rule for
action selection (see [3]).

Additionally, other research looked at how various kinds of knowledge can
be incorporated into the learning process, ranging from using knowledge that
allows a hierarchical learning approach (see [12]), to knowledge defining tasks of
growing complexity (see [7]), to transferring knowledge from one agent to another
with different abilities (see [2]). Also the ability to communicate and in fact to
learn communications to express appropriate knowledge has been explored (see
[9]). But one of the key ways to include knowledge into an evolutionary search
has not been looked at in more detail: the fitness function. The reported research
either just stated a fitness function that could do the job, or the researchers used
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very general fitness measure ideas that can be instantiated rather differently and
then provided a single instantiation. While outside of learning of behavior there
has been quite some research into fitness functions (see [6] for a rather general
method), for learning of cooperative behavior there is still little advice available
for incorporating application specific knowledge into the fitness function.

In this paper, we present case studies regarding adding more knowledge into
the fitness function used within the OLEMAS system (see [4]) that has as ap-
plication domain a huge variety of Pursuit Games (see [3]). The fitness function
in OLEMAS started out with the goal to be applicable for all game variants
OLEMAS provided. However, learning complex behaviour was slow. Previous
work concentrated on evaluating the influence of the control parameters (see [5])
or on improving the genetic operators in certain team scenarios (see [2]). But
these works still showed room for improvements.

A lot of the problems that were observed deal with not representing certain
knowledge, resp. features, specific to the game variant: orientation of agents,
the blocking effect of obstacles and other agents or the particulars of the goal
of the game. Our experiments show that representing such key game variant
features in the fitness function improves the learning performance compared
to a standard general purpose fitness function. While this seems to indicate
that learning of cooperative behavior for a human developer just transfers the
task of developing good cooperating strategies into the –more obscure– task of
developing a fitness function containing the appropriate guiding knowledge, we
can also report that the way feature knowledge is represented does not produce
big changes, as demonstrated by exploring different ways to measure the base
distance between two points. And the knowledge we integrate into the fitness in
our case studies still applies to a rather large set of game variants, so that the
gains by its use are wide spread.

2 Learning with SAPs and the NN Rule

In this section, we present our evolutionary learning method. To do this, we first
present the agent architecture we are using and then we discuss learning using
a GA on sets.

2.1 Our Agent Architecture

In general, an agent can be seen as a triple (Sit,Act,Dat) with a set Sit of
situations, a set Act of actions, and a set Dat of values of internal data areas.
The agent uses its perception of the actual situation and the values of the internal
data areas to decide upon the next action. Therefore an agent Ag can be seen
as a function fAg: Sit × Dat → Act. For an agent in a multi-agent system we
can divide the sets into parts concerning the agent itself and parts concerning
the other agents. More formally, an element s of Sit has the form s = sEnvsAg,
where sEnv describes the environment the agent acts in without any information
about other agents and sAg provides this information about other agents. Act
can be divided into the sets Actown of the agent’s actions not dealing with other
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agents and Actco of its communication and cooperation actions. The internal
data areas of the agent can belong to three different sets, namely the set Datown

of values of data areas concerning information about the agent itself, the set
Datsag of values of data areas concerning sure knowledge about other agents,
and the set Datusag of values of data areas containing unsure knowledge about
the other agents.

The agent architecture we will use for our agents is rather simple. The data
areas (Datown) of an agent holds a set of prototypical situation-action-pairs,
SAPs, (i.e. Datown = 2Sit×Act) and its decision function fAg uses the nearest-
neighbor rule to determine the action to the actual situation. More precisely, for
all SAPs (si,ai) in the actual value of Datown the distance of si to the actual
situation s with respect to a distance measure fdist is computed (in our case fdist

computes the Euclidean distance of two number vectors). Then the action of the
pair with the smallest distance (or greatest similarity to the current situation)
is chosen (i.e. a = aj with fdist(sj ,s) is minimal). Note that we also can use
enhanced situation descriptions, in which a situation is not just an element of
Sit, but can contain additional data about the agent. In general, this agent
architecture allows only for rather reactive agents.

2.2 Evolutionary Learning of SAPs

The evolutionary learning approach used in [3] and [4] focuses on evolving suit-
able SAP-sets. For all learning agents, a genetic algorithm evolves their set of
SAPs, their strategy. An individual of the population maintained by the GA con-
sists of several sets of SAPs, one set for each agent. As usual, we use crossover
and mutation as genetic operators. The mutation operator just deletes an ar-
bitrary number of SAPs in a strategy and then adds some randomly generated
new SAPs. For each agent within an individual, the crossover operator randomly
selects SAPs from both parents and puts them together to form the offspring.

The fitness computation for the evolutionary learning of cooperative behav-
ior is based on a restricted simulation of the multi-agent system which measures
the agent’s behavior. The simulation is restricted because the number of steps
that the agents are allowed to do is limited. In all other regards the simulation
is identical to the task. The result of a single simulation run is called the behav-
ior B. Starting from situation s0 for a set of strategies for the learning agents
Ag1,...,Agk we get B(Ag1,...,Agk,s0) = s0,s1,...,si−1,si,... . If the task can be
solved by the agents represented by the individual, let’s say with situation si,
then the number of steps, i, is the fitness measure. Else, a measure of how near
the agents came to doing the task is used. Since we are measuring the behavior
of the agent strategies, each situation produced during a run should have some
influence on the fitness. Naturally, the measure has to be based on the problem
to solve and therefore can only be given for a concrete application. We will do
this in the next section. If there are random effects occurring during simulation
runs, the fitness measure should take into account several simulation runs, to
deal with these random effects. And as usual, the genetic algorithm favors fitter
individuals for use by the genetic operators.
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3 Pursuit Games and the OLEMAS System

In order to evaluate the evolutionary learning method presented in the last sec-
tion, we build the OLEMAS system, that uses Pursuit Games as the application
domain. Pursuit Games as a testbed for multi-agent systems and the coopera-
tion of agents were first suggested in [1]. Since then, many authors have used
variants for testing their approaches. The basic idea of all variants is that one
or several hunter agents have to catch one or several prey agents within a world
that usually is represented as a collection of connected grids. Time in the world
is expressed as a sequence of turns. When used as a testbed for learning agents,
usually the hunters (or some of them) are the learning agents, although some
authors also looked at learning prey agents.

The following features of a Pursuit Game can be varied in the OLEMAS
system (see [3]):

1. The form of the grid
In the basic scenario described in [1] the grid-world has no boundaries and
there are no obstacles in it. OLEMAS allows for variants by introducing
boundaries (e.g., a N ×N grid) or obstacles (with varying shapes). Obstacles
are treated as agents (a kind of innocent bystanders) and they are even
allowed to move.

2. The individual hunter
In the basic scenario a hunter agent does not have many features. But we
can obtain variants with respect to the following sub-features:
a) Shape and size

A hunter may occupy one or more grid squares. It may be rectangular,
but it can also have other shapes. OLEMAS allows any set of connected
points (occupying a grid) for the agent’s shape.

b) Possible moves and actions
Besides moving only in the vertical or horizontal direction (or not moving
at all) variants include diagonal moves or rotations, if rotations actually
have an effect. In theory, there can also be communication actions but
so far we do not have a communication action in OLEMAS.

c) Speed
Hunters, like all agents, have with each action associated a number of
game turns that are needed to perform the action.

d) Perception and communication capabilities
An aspect that greatly influences the strategy of a hunter (and therefore
each solution attempt for the game) are its perception and communi-
cation capabilities. (Note that being able to see the other hunters is a
kind of visual communication.) The spectrum of this aspect ranges from
hunters with no or very limited communication capabilities to hunters
utilizing sophisticated communication methods. In OLEMAS, we allow
for hunters to either see only the prey agents or all agents.

e) Memory capabilities
An aspect that can become important if the hunters are able to com-
municate with each other is the memory of an agent. Memory allows
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an agent to remember plans and intentions of other hunters. There may
be no memory, a restricted size for the memory, or an arbitrary amount
of memory. In OLEMAS, memory can only be introduced in form of
extended situations.

3. The hunting team
For most variants of the game more than one hunter (and cooperation be-
tween the hunters) are required for the team to succeed. Therefore, the com-
position of the team of hunters is also an aspect that can be varied.
a) The number of hunters

For each combination of the other aspects there is a minimal number of
hunters needed to win the game. Deploying more hunters may help to
win the game, but may also require different, possibly more sophisticated
strategies and more effort in developing these strategies.

b) The type of the hunters
Since there can be different types of hunters, quite different strategies
–depending on what kind of hunters form the team– are needed to co-
operate in order to win.

4. The prey
The prey is an agent like the hunters. Therefore the same sub-features a) to
e) apply with the exception that communication is only necessary if there
are several prey agents. But there is an additional sub-feature:
f) The strategy of the prey

The (escape) strategy of the prey is the main factor determining the
difficulty to win the game. Strategies range from simply moving in one
direction to random moves to elaborate strategies like maximizing the
distance from all hunters, obstacles and boundaries. OLEMAS also al-
lows for using a set of SAPs and the nearest-neighbor rule as the strategy
for a prey.

5. The start situation
The start positions of both hunters and prey can also influence both the
possibility to win the game and the effort for learning a cooperative strategy
for the hunters. If the game is always started from the same positions and
no random element is introduced by other aspects, then a winning strategy
will always win (and is easier to learn). Otherwise, different start situations
will lead to different outcomes.

6. The game goal
Even for the definition of if and when the game is won there are different
variants. The main question is to “capture” or to “kill”. The prey is captured
if it cannot move to another grid anymore (i.e., it is totally surrounded by
boundaries, obstacles and hunters). If a hunter occupies the same grid as the
prey (at some point in time), the prey is killed. With several prey agents,
the number of caught prey agents has to be defined within the game goal.
Usually, the goal also includes resource limitations, i.e. the number of turns
TMax within which the goal has to be fulfilled.

With so many features to vary, there is an enormous number of game variants
and an important goal in [3] was to define situation descriptions for SAPs and
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a fitness measure that allows a hunter to learn winning strategies for many of
them. For a human observer, the situations occurring during a game run are
characterized by the positions and orientations (if an agent occupies more than
one grid) of all agents on the grid field. The internal representation of a situation
makes this more precise by stating the positions of the agents in a predefined
order and by stating a position as the coordinates of the so-called centerpoint
of each agent (that is a property of the agent). For a situation in a SAP in the
strategy of a particular learning agent, we transform the objective game situation
into the subjective view of the learning agent by presenting the coordinates of
the other agents relative to the learning agent. This also allows us to filter out
agents that the learning agent is not allowed to see according to the particular
game variant.

As described in the last section, if the fitness fit of an individual I =
Ag1,...,Agk is based on evaluating b different runs r1,...,rb, then we have

fit(I) =
1
b

·
b∑

i=1

efit(ri, I),

The elemental fitness efit of a run rj with the behavior sj0,sj1,...,sj,TMax
is

defined as

efit(rj , I) =
{

l, success in l ≤ TMax steps∑TMax

t=1 success(st), in case of failure,

and the function success that measures how near a particular encountered game
situation st is to a winning situation is approximated in OLEMAS by summing
up the Manhattan distances of all hunters from all preys. The Manhattan dis-
tance distManh between two agents at coordinates (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) is defined
as

distManh((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) = |x1 − x2| + |y1 − y2|

We also use the Manhattan distance in the nearest-neighbor rule to measure
the similarity of two situations. The Manhattan distances between the coordi-
nates of an agent in both situations is computed for all agents that are visible
and these distances are summed up to produce the similarity measure. If the
similarity to the current situation is the same for two or more situations in the
set of SAPs forming the agent strategy, then the action of the first SAP is taken.

4 Putting More Knowledge into the Fitness Function:
Case Studies

As already stated, the fitness function has always been considered as an appro-
priate place in an evolutionary algorithm to add knowledge that someone has
about the problem he or she wants to solve. But many authors also reported on
the difficulties of incorporating more knowledge into the fitness function. The
knowledge has to be represented rather indirectly to be used to better distinguish
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good individuals from bad ones. This brings the risk of focusing too narrowly,
thus guiding the algorithm to only local optima or to deadends without solutions.

In case of our evolutionary learning, the fitness function does not measure
individuals directly, it measures the cooperative behavior that is induced by the
individuals, thus making any knowledge representation even more indirect and
more prone to divert from the main objective. By defining the elemental fitness
efit of a run of an individual based on the success evaluation of all encountered
situations, we already introduced a more direct way to incorporate knowledge
by concentrating on what is good or bad in a particular situation. But there
are many aspects of a situation that might be of interest regarding how near
to success we are and usually there are different ways to measure a particular
aspect.

If we look at the base fitness function defined in the last section, the key as-
pect is the distance between agents. To measure distance, we used the Manhattan
distance, which can be easily computed from the coordinates of the agents. But
there are additional, more accurate measures of distance. Will their use improve
our learning? Also, agents with shapes and grids with obstacles add an addi-
tional dimension to the concept of distance. If I am near to someone else if we
ignore things like obstacles, then I can still be far away from the other agent if I
cannot fly and have to walk around the obstacle. And, depending on my shape,
spaces between obstacles might be too small to pass through or require rotations
at the right times. And what about the goal of the pursuit game? If we have to
catch several prey agents, should this not be reflected in how we measure being
near to a goal-fulfilling situation? In the following, we will present modifications
of our base fitness function that reflect these ideas of additional knowledge and
we will evaluate the usefulness of these new fitness functions, compared to the
base fitness, with pursuit game variants that benefit from using the additional
knowledge.

4.1 General Remarks

All of the experiments we present in the following subsections report on changes
we made to the function success, defined in Section 3, to reflect certain knowl-
edge about game features. Often, these changes are adding a certain evaluation
criterion to the base success-function.

Whenever we combined several criteria C1(s),...,Cm(s) for a situation s, we
first normalized the individual criteria and then used weighting factors w1,...,wm

to control the influence of the criteria (although, due to lack of space, we will
report on one weight combination only). So, the general combination function
success-comb we used is defined as follows:

success-comb(C1, ..., Cm)(s) =
m∑

i=1

wi ∗ norm(Ci(s))

A criterion is normalized by dividing its value by the maximum possible value
for the criterion. However, for many of the criteria we developed, this maximum
value is difficult to determine a priori or the values occurring during a run are
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far from the theoretical maximum, thus requiring quite some fiddling with the
criterion weight to get the influence of the criterion right. Therefore we decided
to use the criterion value of the start situation as the value for normalization, if
the criterion is not limited to only a few possible values.

For all of our experiments, we report on the success rates of the learner and
average number of turns required by the successful strategy. Since an evolution-
ary algorithm uses random decisions, every run of the algorithm is different, so
that we have to report a success rate (in percent). Naturally, the average num-
ber of turns needed by a strategy is computed for the successful runs only. We
also provide the standard deviation we observed among the successful runs with
regard to turns needed by the hunters using the learned strategies to win the
game. We report on the average number of generations needed to find a winning
strategy only if there was a substantial difference between the different fitness
functions.

In all of the experiments, the agents can move in all eight directions and, if
they have an irregular shape, they can rotate 90 degrees to the left and right,
unless otherwise stated. Each action takes one turn to accomplish. All game
variants are played on a 30 by 30 grid world and the hunters have 200 turns to
win the game. If there is only one prey, then the game goal is to kill it. In all
learning runs, we stop when the first strategy winning the game is found.

4.2 Does More Precision Help?

The base function used for function success is based on measuring the distance
between hunters and preys using the Manhattan distance distManh. This is not
the most primitive way to determine a distance, but also not the most accurate
way. To understand how different distance computations influence the results, we
tested two other ways, namely distmax that uses the maximum of the coordinate
differences in the x- and y-axis:

distmax((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) = max{|x1 − x2|, |y1 − y2|}

and distEucl that uses the Euclidean distance between the coordinates of the
two agents:

distEucl((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) =
√

(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2

The game scenario we used to come up with the results from Table 1 is as
follows: We have a simple scenario with one hunter and one prey, see Variant 1 in
Figure 1 for the start situation. The prey tries to avoid the hunter and all borders.
The parameters for the GA were a population size of 100 for a maximum of 10
generations with a mutation rate of 15 percent and 20 individuals surviving from
generation to generation. The strategies for the hunter could contain at most 20
SAPs. We did 100 learning runs per distance function.

The results in Table 1 are somewhat surprising. While more precision in the
distance evaluation allowed for 5 percent more success, producing solutions of
approximately the same quality, being more crude in measuring the distance
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Fig. 1. Start situations for game scenarios

Table 1. Experimental results for different distance measures

Distance function Success rate Steps Std. deviation (Steps)
distManh 79% 58.6 23.6
distmax 90% 56.2 19.2
distEucl 84% 57.7 24.6

gives us an increase of 11 percent and more stability with regard to the quality
of the solution. So, here we have an example where more precision in measuring
knowledge about a feature does not really help.

4.3 Not Every Grid-Square Should Count the Same!

For Pursuit Game variants where agents occupy just one grid-square and where
there are no obstacles, using any of the distance measures we looked at in the
last subsection works well. The picture changes drastically if we have obstacles
in the game variant and/or agents have shapes with a lot of blocking potential.
Since getting by an obstacle or other agent often means having to go away from
the preys, the base fitness of measuring how near the hunters are to the preys
often leads the learning agents into a local optimum. Only with a lot of luck,
such as a combination of several SAPs that together manage to get completely
around the obstacle, can the learning still be successful. In [4], we showed that
the problem can be reduced by using on-line learning, but obstacles in the way
still is a basic problem in many game variants with regard to learning.

In order to deal with such game variants, the fitness function must account
for obstacles and other agents between the learning agent and the prey, making
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these situations less good than situations where the path to the prey is clear.
Obviously, this means that we have to look at the paths from the hunters to the
preys and have to measure grid-squares on these paths according to them being
occupied or not. For a grid-square gs we define its terrain value vterr as

vterr(gs) =

⎧⎨⎩
H if gs is occupied by a moving agent
O if gs is occupied by an obstacle
E if gs is not occupied

In our experiments, we used E = 1, H = 10, and O = 15.
Then, the terrain distance distterr for a sequence gs1,...,gsk of grid-squares

is defined as

distterr(gs1, ..., gsk) =
k∑

i=1

vterr(gsi).

Naturally, the question remains how to get the sequences of grid-squares between
two agents, since there are several possibilities. In our experiments, we tested
three possibilities related to the Manhattan distance:

distterr,x((x1,y1),(x2,y2)): starts at (x1,y1) moves along the x-axis to (x2,y1)
and then moves along the y-axis to (x2,y2)

distterr,y((x1,y1),(x2,y2)): starts at (x1,y1) moves along the y-axis to (x1,y2)
and then moves along the x-axis to (x2,y2)

distterr,xy((x1,y1),(x2,y2)): distterr,x((x1,y1),(x2,y2)) +
distterr,y((x1,y1),(x2,y2))

The reason for the different ways of generating the grid sequence becomes
clear if we take a look at the start situations depicted in Figure 1 for variants 2
to 5. If we compare variants 2 and 3, we can see that the distance values differ
quite a bit already in the start situations depending on whether we go first right
or first up. The game variants 2 to 5 are as follows. In variants 2 and 3 we want
to focus on getting the hunter around the obstacle. Therefore the prey does not
move at all. Note that the hunter will not be successful within the given number
of turns if it tries to pass above the obstacle, since it has to go a very long way
(and away from the prey for quite a number of steps). For both variants the GA
used 100 individuals for a maximum of 10 generations. We used a mutation rate
of 25 percent and a strategy had at most 20 SAPs. The results in Table 2 are
based on 100 learning runs for each fitness function.

In variant 4, we have two hunters that both learn. The L-shaped hunter is not
allowed to rotate. The prey evades the nearest hunter and thus ends up in the
upper right corner of the world. The problem of the hunters is to figure out that
the small hunter has to pass the L-shaped one, because otherwise the L-shaped
hunter ends up “protecting” the prey in the corner. This is not so easy to learn
and therefore we used 200 individuals per generation and allowed for a maximum
of 30 generations. Also, we used a mutation rate of 30 percent and increased the
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Table 2. Experimental results with terrain fitness

Terrain fitness Var. 2 Var. 3 Var. 4 Var. 5
distManh Success rate 65% 55% 77% 10%

Steps 29.2 28.7 34.6 56.7
Std. deviation (Steps) 8.3 9.1 21.7 16.7

distterr,x Success rate 86% 82% 100% 37%
Steps 29.1 29.8 39.0 46.8
Std. deviation (Steps) 7.9 7.3 26.9 15.8

distterr,y Success rate 84% 82% 100% 27%
Steps 29.2 27.4 28.6 41.8
Std. deviation (Steps) 9.6 9.5 13.6 9.3

distterr,xy Success rate 88% 92% 100% 37%
Steps 30.0 29.0 30. 6 54.9
Std. deviation (Steps) 9.6 9.5 17.0 19.2

maximum number of SAPs per individual to 30. As a consequence, the runtime
of the learner went up and we report only on the results of 30 learning runs per
function.

Variant 5 uses the same parameters for the GA as variant 4. Also the prey
strategy is the same. The bigger hunter is not learning, it just moves towards the
prey. It is not allowed to rotate. The small hunter is the learning hunter and the
problem it has to deal with is that the larger hunter blocks the upper passage
through the obstacle while moving towards the prey. Therefore it has to learn
to pass through the lower passage. So, variant 5 combines the difficulties of the
other 3 variants.

As Table 2 shows, using all 3 terrain distance measures improves the success
rate of the learning drastically. The combination of the two ways to generate
paths, distterr,xy, always has the highest success. For variants 2 and 3, the aver-
age number of steps and its standard deviation are approximately the same. For
variant 4, using distterr,x results in worse strategies than the default measure,
while distterr,y finds consistently shorter solutions. But the combined terrain
fitness is only a little bit worse than that. By using distterr,y, the cooperative
strategy of the two hunters that lets the bigger hunter move down to let the
smaller one pass is more encouraged than by distterr,x, that requires the big
hunter to move down more before the advantage becomes obvious to the fitness
measure. Even the standard distance measure can take better advantage of that.
But in our experiments with variant 4 we also observed that for all terrain mea-
sures the number of generations necessary to find a solution was less than half
of the number required by the default measure, which shows that the awareness
of the blocking potential also can improve the learning time. For variant 5, the
success rate of distterr,y is 10 percent less than the other terrain measures, but
those strategies that were found are consistently better than the ones generated
by all other measures.
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All in all, using a distance measure that distinguishes terrain features to
indicate blocking potential increases the chance for success of the learner. The
path we use to calculate the terrain value has some influence on both success rate
and the quality of the found solutions. If we are willing to combine the measures
for different paths, the problem of influence of the path can be overcome by
spending more computing time.

4.4 If You Have a Shape Then Orientation Matters!

Another problem that comes up when we have agents with irregular shapes is
that usually we require these agents to orient themselves into a certain direction
(by rotating), so that their shape fits right into what is required for winning the
game. If a hunter tries to rotate too late in the game, it might not be possible
anymore due to obstacles blocking a rotation. Then we can fall into a local
optimum without success. One could argue that making the fitness function
aware about what the right orientation for a hunter is, is already giving away
part of the solution to win the game and this is definitely true. But obstacles
might require rotations to be passed by and, as our experiments show, it is not
so easy to express the “right” orientation via the fitness function. In addition,
our experiments also highlight that choosing the centerpoint of an agent and its
initial orientation can have rather dramatic effects on the performance, regardless
of what we do with the fitness function.

In OLEMAS, when defining an agent, we define its shape, indicate within
the shape the centerpoint of the agent and we define a preferred front of the
agent, which is the side of the agent initially given as the top of its shape. For
indicating within a fitness function, resp. the success-function within the fitness
function, how a hunter agent h is oriented with regards to a prey p, we define
the orientation criterion Corient as follows. We partition the whole grid world
into 4 sections that are defined based on the centerpoint of the hunter by two
diagonal lines passing through this centerpoint. The front section is the section
of the world that is faced by the front of the agent, the sections to the right and
left are obviously the right and left section and the final section is called the rear
section. Then we have for a situation s:

Corient(h, p, s)

⎧⎨⎩
0 if centerpoint of p is in front section
1 if centerpoint of p is in right or left section
2 if centerpoint of p is in rear section

This criterion is normalized by dividing by 2 and we combine it with the criterion
defined by using distManh.

Variant 6 in Figure 1 shows the starting situation for the Pursuit Game
variant we have chosen to illustrate the influence of the criterion Corient. As
in variants 2 and 3, the prey does not move, thus forcing the hunter to rotate
to achieve the right orientation, so that its “nose” can kill the otherwise pro-
tected prey. The GA parameter settings were similar to variants 2 and 3, we only
changed the maximum number of generations to 30. Since we measure the dis-
tance between two agents from centerpoint to centerpoint, already the placement
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Table 3. Experimental results with orientation

Fitness Var. 6a) Var. 6b) Var. 6c)
distManh Success rate 36% 73% 75%

Steps 27.3 25.6 25.4
Std. deviation (Steps) 4.1 2.3 4.0
Nr. of generations 15.5 13.9 11.7

Corient, with worient = 1 Success rate 68% 92% 77%
Steps 30.8 29.0 26.1
Std. deviation (Steps) 9.8 8.6 4.8
Nr. of generations 15.7 11.1 12.2

Corient, with worient = 10 Success rate 55% 79% 53%
Steps 42.2 29.8 37.6
Std. deviation (Steps) 17.6 9.5 22.4
Nr. of generations 22.2 16.8 18.4

Corient, with worient = 100 Success rate 45% 65% 48%
Steps 39.2 30.9 35.8
Std. deviation (Steps) 13.2 11.6 17.7
Nr. of generations 20.1 17.9 19.5

of this centerpoint should have some influence on the outcome and therefore we
tried out 3 different placements, namely

a) in the hunter’s nose
b) in the center of the hunter’s body and
c) on the hunter’s back directly opposite to the nose.

As Table 3 shows, the placement of the centerpoint has already quite some
effect on the success rate and the learning time for the default fitness alone.
The wrong placement results in half of the success rate and approximately 4
more generations needed to find the successful strategies. Adding the orientation
criteria with equal weight as the distance criterion improves the success rate
for each of the centerpoint placements, but helps especially in the case of a
bad placement. While the learning times are comparable, the additional success
is paid for by worse solution quality that varies much more than without the
orientation criterion, except for the case c) where distance alone is already quite
good. Increasing the influence of the orientation criterion does not improve the
help by orientation, in fact it results in longer learning times and worse solution
quality. Especially if the centerpoint placement is already good for the standard
fitness, an increase of the influence of Corient results in a detoriation of the
learning performance.

All in all, placement of the centerpoint has shown to be potentially crucial for
the success of learning. By including orientation into the fitness, we can make the
influence of centerpoint placement less crucial and we can improve the success
rate in general.
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Table 4. Experimental results with prey clustering

Success rate Steps Std. deviation (Steps)
Cprey, with wprey = 0 14% 43.9 14.9
Cprey, with wprey = −0.1 20% 55.8 20.8
Cprey, with wprey = −1 29% 48.5 13.3
Cprey, with wprey = −10 41% 51.9 16.7

4.5 Complex Catches Require More Complex Evaluations!

With certain Pursuit Game variants it is possible to mimic some problem aspects
of many other application areas for learning agent behavior. Herding is one
of these application areas (as suggested in [11]). As a Pursuit Game variant,
bringing prey agents together into a herd can be achieved by having as a game
goal that the hunter(s) kill all the prey, which means that the hunter(s) must,
in the same turn, occupy for each prey at least one of the grids occupied by the
prey agents. If we have only one hunter (or less hunters than prey), then the
knowledge we should convey to the learner is that it is good to have prey agents
stay together.

Since the hunters have to “overlap” prey agents to achieve the game goal, we
found a simple distance measure for preys, similar to what we used for variant
1, not sufficient. Instead we assigned to each prey a so-called control radius that
extends around it from the farthest grid occupied by the prey to all sides. For
two prey, p1 and p2, we define their x-overlap and y-overlap in a situation s as
follows:

x-overlap(p1,p2,s) = number of grid squares along the x-axis in which the
control radii of p1 and p2 overlap,

y-overlap(p1,p2,s) = number of grid squares along the y-axis in which the
control radii of p1 and p2 overlap.

And then we have as the overlap:

overlap(p1,p2,s) = x-overlap(p1,p2,s) × y-overlap(p1,p2,s)

With this we can define the prey criterion Cprey(s) in a situation s by summing
up the overlap of each pair of prey agents. This is normalized by dividing by
2×radius+1 with a radius of 15 used in our experiments. Since the more overlap
the better, we use as wprey negative values.

To evaluate Cprey, we used a game scenario with start situation 7 in Figure 1.
The big prey evades just the hunter, while the smaller one in addition tries to
stay away from the borders. The GA parameters are similar to variant 6, except
that we allow for 40 SAPs in an individual.

As Table 4 shows, the additional Cprey criterion increases the success rate
substantially, it nearly triples it, if we use wprey = −10. This comes with the
price of finding longer solutions, but this is definitely acceptable. So, taking
knowledge about the game goal into account again results in an improvement.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented several case studies showing how knowledge about application fea-
tures can be integrated into an evolutionary learner for cooperative behavior of
agents. Our experiments showed that awareness of a certain feature substantially
increases the success of the learner (assuming limited resources for the learning),
while increased precision of the knowledge already used is not guaranteed to im-
prove the learning.

Obviously, there are many more features of groups of Pursuit Game scenarios
that can be useful for an evolutionary learner and that we want to look into
in the future. Our interest will be in finding features that are not typical for
just a few game variants but useful in many of them, as has been the terrain
fitness. Naturally, we also are interested in identifying additional ways to include
knowledge into learning behavior. And it will be interesting to see if there are
other “hidden” features, like the placement of the centerpoint, that influence
learning performance.
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Abstract. Genetic programming (GP) has the potential to provide unique solu-
tions to a wide range of supervised learning problems. The technique, however,
does suffer from a widely acknowledged computational overhead. As a conse-
quence applications of GP are often confined to datasets consisting of hundreds
of training exemplars as opposed to tens of thousands of exemplars, thus limit-
ing the widespread applicability of the approach. In this work we propose and
thoroughly investigate a data sub-sampling algorithm – hierarchical dynamic
subset selection – that filters the initial training dataset in parallel with the
learning process. The motivation being to focus the GP training on the most dif-
ficult or least recently visited exemplars. To do so, we build on the dynamic
sub-set selection algorithm of Gathercole and extend it into a hierarchy of sub-
set selections, thus matching the concept of a memory hierarchy supported in
modern computers. Such an approach provides for the training of GP solutions
to data sets with hundreds of thousands of exemplars in tens of minutes whilst
matching the classification accuracies of more classical approaches.

1 Introduction

The interest of this work lies in providing a framework for efficiently training genetic
programming (GP) on large datasets. There are at least two aspects to this problem:
the cost of fitness evaluation and the overhead in managing datasets that do not reside
within RAM alone. The computational overhead associated with the inner loop of GP
fitness evaluation has been widely recognized. The traditional approach for address-
ing this problem has been hardware based. Examples include Beowulf clusters [1],
parallel computers [2] and FPGA solutions [3]. In this work we propose to address the
problem through the following two observations. Firstly, within the context of super-
vised learning, the significance of data sampling algorithms have been widely ac-
knowledged albeit with the motivation to improve error performance, e.g. boosting
and bagging [4, 5]. Secondly, memory hierarchies are widely used in CPU architec-
tures, where such hierarchies are based on the concept of temporal and spatial locality
[6]. The motivation used here, however, is that any learning algorithm need only see a
subset of the total dataset, where the sampling process used to identify such a subset
of exemplars should also be sympathetic to the memory hierarchy of the computing
platform.
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To address these issues the method of Dynamic Subset Selection [7] was revisited and
extended to a hierarchy of subset selections. Such a scheme was applied to the 10%
KDD-99 benchmark, a dataset consisting of approximately half a million patterns [8].
The dataset was first partitioned into blocks that were sufficiently small to reside
within RAM alone. Blocks were then chosen from this partition based on Random
Subset Selection (RSS). This forms the level 1 of the selection hierarchy. At level 2,
the method of Dynamic Subset Selection (DSS) was used to stochastically select pat-
terns from the block identified at the first level. Several rounds of DSS are performed
per level 1 block, with exemplars identified on the basis of their difficulty and age.
This hierarchy shall be referred to as a RSS-DSS hierarchy.

In this work we concentrate on the parameterization of the algorithm and extending
the evaluation to another dataset (the work of Song et al., concentrated on application
issues associated with the application to an intrusion detection problem [8]). Further-
more, an alternative hierarchy is introduced in which the level 1 block selection was
also chosen using DSS. This new hierarchy shall be referred to as the DSS-DSS hier-
archy and is shown to improve the error properties of the ensuing solution.

The remainder of the paper consists of the methodology for hierarchical DSS, the en-
suing Results and Discussion, Sections 2, 3 and 4 respectively.

2 Methodology

As indicated above, our principle interest lies in the investigation of an exemplar sub-
sampling algorithm, which filters the dataset in proportion to the ‘age’ and ‘difficulty’
of exemplars as viewed by the learning algorithm, whilst also incorporating the con-
cept of a memory hierarchy. Such a scheme should significantly decrease the time to
complete the inner loop of GP, without impacting on the error performance. The algo-
rithm is actually independent of the supervised learning algorithm, but in this case is
motivated by the plight of GP in which the inner loop is iterated over a population of
candidate solutions. Section 2.1 summarizes the form of GP utilized later (any generic
form of GP will suffice), whereas the methodology for hierarchical dynamic subset
selection is detailed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

2.1   Genetic Programming

In the case of this work a form of Linearly-structured GP (L-GP) is employed [9-12].
That is to say, rather than expressing individuals using the tree like structure popular-
ized by the work of Koza [13], individuals are expressed as a linear list of instructions
[9]. Execution of an individual therefore mimics the process of program execution
normally associated with a simple register machine. That is, instructions are defined
in terms of an opcode and operand (synonymous with function and terminal sets re-
spectively) that modify the contents of internal registers {R[0],…,R[k]}, memory and
program counter [9]. Output of the program is taken from the best register upon com-
pletion of program execution (or some appropriate halting criterion [11]), where the
best register is the register of the best performing individual that generates the greatest
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number of hits. Moreover, in an attempt to make the action of the crossover operator
less destructive, the Page-based formulation of L-GP is employed [12]. In this case,
an individual is described in terms of a number of pages, where each page has the
same number of instructions. Crossover is limited to the exchange of single pages
between two parents, and appears to result in concise solutions across a range of
benchmark regression and classification problems. Moreover, a mechanism for dy-
namically changing page size was introduced, thus avoiding problems associated with
the a priori selection of a specific number of instructions per page at initialization.
Mutation operators take two forms. In the first case the ‘mutation’ operator selects an
instruction for modification with uniform probability and performs an Ex-OR with a
second instruction, also created with uniform probability. If the ensuing instruction
represents a legal instruction the new instruction is accepted, otherwise the process is
repeated. The second mutation operator ‘swap’ is designed to provide sequence modi-
fication. To do so, two instructions are selected within the same individual with uni-
form probability and their positions exchanged.

2.2 RSS-DSS Hierarchy

The basic formulation for the hierarchical sampling of training exemplars divides the
problem into three levels. Level 0 divides the training set into a sequence of equal
blocks. Blocks reside in memory and are chosen stochastically, Level 1.  Level 2
samples the exemplars of the selected block using a stochastic sampling algorithm bi-
ased towards the more difficult or older patterns, or Dynamic Subset Selection (DSS)
[7]. Program 1 outlines the general relationship between learning algorithm (GP in
this case) and hierarchical sampling algorithm for the case of RSS block selection at
level 1 and DSS exemplar selection at level 2:
Program 1 - Genetic Programming with RSS-DSS Hierarchy
{
(1) divide dataset into blocks (level 0)
(2) initialize training system and population
(3) while (RSStermination == FALSE)

{
(4) conduct Block Selection (level 1)
(5) while (DSStermination == FALSE)

{
(6) conduct Subset Selection (level 2)
(7) while (TournamentEnd == FALSE)

{
(8) conduct tournament selection
(9) train tournament individuals on Subset
(10) update connection difficulty
(11) apply genetic operators

}
}

(12) update #Subset selected at next block b instance
}

(13) run best individual on entire dataset
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(14) run best individual on test dataset
(15) record results
(16) remove introns and translate
}

Basic design decisions now need to identify: how a block is identified (level 1), how a
subset is selected (level 2) where GP individuals only iterate over the contents of a
subset, and how many subsets are selected per block, i.e. the source of the
computational speedup. Two basic algorithms are proposed, RSS-DSS (following)
and DSS-DSS (§2.3).

Level 1 – Block based Random Subset Selection (RSS). At level 0 the datasets are
partitioned into ‘blocks’ (Program 1-1), all the blocks exist on the hard disk. A block
is then randomly selected with uniform probability (Program 1-4) – or Random
Subset Selection (RSS) – and read into RAM, level 1 of the hierarchical Subset
Selection algorithm. Following selection of block ‘b’ a history of training pressure on
the block is used to determine the number of iterations performed at level 2 of the
RSS-DSS hierarchy – the DSS subset. This is defined in proportion to the error rate
over the previous instance of block ‘b’ for the ‘best’ individual over a level 2 subset
from block ‘b’ (Program 1-12), Eb(i-1). Thus, the number of DSS subset iterations, I,
on block, b, at the current instance, i, is

Ib(i) = I (max) × Eb(i – 1) . (1)

Where I(max) is the maximum number of subsets that can be selected on a block; and
Eb(i – 1) is the error rate (number of block misclassifications) of the best-case subset
individual from the previous instance, i, of block b. Hence, Eb(i)=1 – [hitsb(i)/ #pat-
terns(b)], where hitsb(i) is the hit count over block b for the best-case individual iden-
tified over the last level 2 tournament at iteration i of block b; and #patterns(b) is the
total number of feature vectors in block b. Naturally denoting the ‘best case’ individ-
ual relative to those which took part in level 2 competitions has the potential to miss
better performing individuals which might reside in the population. However, this
would also reintroduce a significant computational cost of the inner loop. Specifically,
an array is kept to record hits for each individual in the population. After each tour-
nament the hits of the parents are accumulated while the hits of the newly created in-
dividuals are set to zero. The best case individual over block b is therefore the indi-
vidual with the maximum number of hits accumulated.

Level 2 – Dynamic Subset Selection (DSS). A simplified version of DSS is em-
ployed in the second level of the selection hierarchy [7]. Once a block has been se-
lected using the above RSS process, patterns within the block are associated with an
age and difficulty. The age is the number of DSS selections since the pattern last ap-
peared in a DSS subset. The difficulty is the number of GP individuals that misclassi-
fied the pattern the last time it appeared in the DSS subset. Following selection of a
block at level 1, all ages are set to one and all difficulties are set to a worst-case diffi-
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culty (i.e. no persistence of pattern difficulties or ages beyond a block selection).
Patterns appear in the DSS subset stochastically, with a fixed chance of being selected
by age or difficulty (%difficulty = 100 – %age). Thus two roulette wheels exist per
block, one is used to control the selection of patterns with respect to age and the other
difficulty, the roulette wheels being selected in proportion to the corresponding
probability for age and difficulty. This process is repeated until the DSS subset is full
(Program 1-6), the age and difficulty of selected patterns being reset to the initial
values. Patterns that were not selected from the block have their age incremented by
one whereas their difficulties remain the same. Currently DSS uses a subset size of 50
patterns, with the objective of reducing the number of computations associated with a
particular fitness evaluation. Each DSS subset is kept for six steady state tournaments
(4 individuals taking part per tournament) before reselection takes place with up to
I(b)(i) selections per block (Program 1-5) – equation (1).

The use of the fixed probability of 70% for difficulty ensures that greater emphasis is
given to connections that resist classification, while the 30% for age ensures that eas-
ier patterns are also visited in an attempt to prevent over-learning.

2.3 DSS-DSS Hierarchy

The RSS-DSS algorithm makes the implicit assumption that all blocks are equally dif-
ficult. The following DSS-DSS algorithm relaxes this assumption. To do so, a block
difficulty and age is introduced and used to bias the stochastic selection of blocks in
proportion to their relative age and difficulty using roulette wheel selection. Thus, the
probability of selecting block i is,

Block(i)weight       = %diff × Blockdiff(i) + %age × Blockage(i)

j (Blockdiff(j)) j (Blockage(j))

P(block(i))       = (2)Block(i)weight

j (Block (j) weight)
Where %diff is the fixed difficulty weighting (70%) and %age the age weighting (100
- %diff); Blockdiff(i) and Blockage(i) are the respective block difficulty and age for
block i; and j indexes all blocks.

At initialization each block has an age of one and worst-case difficulty. Therefore,
block selection will initially be uniform. The age of a block is the number of RSS
block selections since last selected. The difficulty of a block takes the form of a
weighted running average, thus persistent across block selections, or,

Block(i, 0) = Block (i – 1);
Block(i, j) = α patterndiff(j) + (1 – α) Block (i, j – 1); ∀j ∈ {1, …, Psubset}

Block(i) = Block(i, Psubset)

Where patterndiff(j) is the difficulty of pattern j; j indexes all patterns in the subset of
Psubset patterns; and, α is a constant (0 < α < 1), set to 0.1 in this case. The difficulty of
a block will be updated before each new level 2-subset selection (step Program 1-11
and before returning to Program 1-5). Since α is small, each of the patterns in subset
have the ability to influence the overall block difficulty by a small amount. If the con-
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nection difficulty is high, the overall block difficulty will increase, whereas if the
connection difficulty is small, the overall block difficulty will decrease. Level 2 of
this hierarchy uses the same DSS process as the RSS-DSS hierarchy.

3 Results

As indicated in the introduction, the principle interest of this work is in establishing a
framework for applying Genetic Programming to large datasets. To this end experi-
ments are reported using two large datasets: the KDD-99 Intrusion Detection dataset,
taken from the 5th ACM SIGKDD Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Competi-
tion (1999) [14]; and the Adult dataset, taken from the UCI Machine Learning Re-
pository [15]. The total number of patterns in the training and test sets of each dataset
is listed in Table 1.

Table 1. DataSets: Sizes and Distributions

KDD-99 Adult

Connection
Training

(10%KDD)
Test (Corrected Test) Training Test

Class 0 97,249 60,577 7,508 3,700
Class 1 396,744 250,424 22,654 11,360
Total 493,993 311,001 30,162 15,060

For KDD-99 two partitions are used, 10% KDD for training and Corrected Test for
test, as per the original competition [14]. Each pattern is described in terms of 41
features, comprising of 9 basic features and 32 derived features describing temporal
and content information. Here we only use the first 8 basic features, but express these
in terms of a shift register with 8 taps taken at intervals of 8 sequential patterns. Such
a scheme requires that the learning algorithm also identify the useful temporal prop-
erties, rather than relying on the a priori selected features (see [16]). Each entry of the
KDD dataset represents a connection, labeled in terms of one of five categories: Nor-
mal, Denial of Service (DoS), Probe, User to Root (U2R) and Remote to Local (R2L).
In this work we are only interested in distinguishing between Normal and any of the
four attack categories. Moreover, 79% of the training data represent instances of DoS,
20% normal and the remainder Probe, U2R and R2L, Table 2. Thus, as well as repre-
senting a large training set it is unbalanced, introducing the possibility for degenerate
solutions i.e. a detector that labels every pattern as attack. The test data on the other
hand increases the contribution of the smallest attack category, R2L, to 5% of the da-
taset and introduces 14 attack types unseen during training, Table 2.

Table 2. Distribution of Attacks

Data Type Training Test
Normal 19.69% 19.48%
Probe 0.83% 1.34%
DOS 79.24% 73.90%
U2R 0.01% 0.07%
R2L 0.23% 5.2%
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The Adult dataset is significantly smaller than KDD (30 thousand as opposed to half a
million patterns), Table 1, but is introduced to verify that the proposed algorithms are
not making undue use of duplicate properties that might exist in KDD. Specifically,
the DoS class making up nearly 80% of the training data might well demonstrate self-
similar properties (a natural characteristic of a DoS attack). Thus, resulting in the
sampling algorithm ignoring these exemplars with little or no penalty once some clas-
sification capability on DoS has been identified. The adult dataset represents a pre-
diction problem taken from the 1994 Census database. The learning task is to predict
whether a person’s income exceeds $50,000 per year based on 14 census data fea-
tures. Each pattern represents a person and is made up of 14 personal and demo-
graphic characteristics plus a label. All patterns with missing features were removed
from both the training and test data. The data distribution for the Adult dataset is ap-
proximately 25% class 0 and 75% class 1 for both training and test sets.

All the following experiments are based on 40 GP runs using Dynamic page-based
Linear-GP [12]. Runs differ in their choice of random seeds used for initializing the
population, all other parameters remaining unchanged. Table 3 lists the common pa-
rameter settings for all runs.

In addition to validating the use of the proposed hierarchical process for sampling
patterns, experiments with different block sizes were made under the Adult dataset,
Table 4. Note for each dataset the final block does not contain the full block size but
the remaining number of patterns.

Finally, a relatively small study is made using a standard C code implementation of
Koza’s Tree structured GP on the Adult dataset (KDD was too large to run GP on di-
rectly without the DSS algorithm). The principle objective being to demonstrate that
the proposed DSS-DSS algorithm does not detract from the classification accuracy of
‘regular’ GP.

Instruction Set. The GP instructions employ a 2-address format in which provision is
made for: up to 16 internal registers, up to 64 inputs (Terminal Set), 5 opcodes (Func-
tional Set) – the fifth is retained for a reserved word denoting end of program – and an
8-bit integer field representing constants (0-255) [12]. Two mode bits toggle between
one of three instruction types: opcode with internal register reference; opcode with
reference to input; target register with integer constant. Extension to include further
inputs or internal register merely increases the size of the associated instruction field.

Training was performed on a dual G4 1.33 GHz Mac Server with 2 GB RAM. In all 6
experiments were run. Two experiments on the 10% KDD-99 dataset: the first using a
hierarchy of RSS-DSS; and the second using the hierarchy of DSS-DSS. Four ex-
periments were conducted on the Adult Dataset using the two hierarchies as well as
the two different block sizes (1000 and 5000).

For each GP run in an experiment the best individual is recorded and simplified by
removal of structural introns [17]. The ‘best’ individual is identified post training by
taking the maximum of the hits accumulated by each individual on the entire training
dataset. The performance of each best individual is expressed in terms of time, pro-
gram length (before and after simplification), detection rate (DR) and false positive
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Table 3. Parameter Settings for Dynamic Page-based Linear GP

Parameter Setting
Population size 125

Maximum # of pages 32
Page size 8 instructions

Maximum working page size 8 instructions
Crossover probability 0.9
Mutation probability 0.5

Swap probability 0.9
Tournament size 4

Number of Registers 8
Instruction type 1 probability 0.5/5.5
Instruction type 2 probability 4/5
Instruction type 3 probability 1/5

Function set {+,-,*,/}
Terminal set {0, …, 255} ∪ {pattern features}

Level 2 subset size 50
RSS iterations 1000

Max DSS iterations (6 tourn./iteration) 100
Wrapper function 0 if output ≤ 0, otherwise 1

Cost function Increment by 1/(# in class) for each mis-
classification

Table 4. Dataset block sizes and number of blocks

Dataset 10% KDD-99 Adult
Block size 5000 1000 5000
# of blocks 99 31 7

Rates (FPR) on Corrected KDD Test set. Detection rates and false positive rates are
estimated as follows,

Detection Rate = 1 – ( # of False Negatives / Total # of Attacks ) . (5)

False Positive Rate = ( # of False Positives / Total # of Normals ) . (6)

3.1 10% KDD-99 Dataset

Results are initially summarized in terms of first, second (median) and third quartiles
for time, detection rate, false positive rate, and solution complexity before and after
intron removal. In addition comparisons are made against reported figures for both
training characteristics and quality of the resulting solutions.

Table 5 indicates that in general the RSS-DSS hierarchy typically takes less time to
train than the DSS-DSS hierarchy on the 10% KDD-99 dataset. This appears to be a
natural reflection of the overhead in conducting an additional roulette wheel based
calculation for block selection in DSS-DSS, as opposed to the uniform selection in the
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Table 5. Performance of RSS-DSS and DSS-DSS on 10% KDD-99 Dataset

Algorithm RSS-DSS DSS-DSS
Run Time (minutes)

1st Quartile 9.17 9.58
Median 10.30 12.28

3rd Quartile 13.45 13.95
Detection Rate

1st Quartile 0.8944 0.8917
Median 0.8981 0.8972

3rd Quartile 0.9131 0.9036
False Positive Rate

1st Quartile 0.0278 0.0196
Median 0.0493 0.0298

3rd Quartile 0.0794 0.0473
Solution Complexity – Before Intron Removal

1st Quartile 111 105
Median 135 167

3rd Quartile 215 199
Solution Complexity – After Intron Removal

1st Quartile 19 28.25
Median 51 67.5

3rd Quartile 78 81.25

RSS-DSS algorithm. However, both algorithms are two orders of magnitude better
than previously reported research in which GP was applied directly to the entire
10%KDD dataset [18]. Such a direct application required 48 hours to complete a sin-
gle trial (Pentium III, 800MHz), whereas here each trial takes less than 15 minutes; 40
trials therefore completing in 10 hours.

Detection and False Positive (FP) Rates of the ‘best’ individual across the 40 runs,
Table 5, indicates that uniform selection of blocks results in a significantly wider
spread in both Detection and FP rates relative to that from DSS-DSS. Moreover, the
median FP rate of DSS-DSS is better than that for RSS-DSS. This property also ap-
pears to have carried over to the complexity of solutions, Table 5, with DSS-DSS re-
turning longer solutions (i.e. more instructions) both before and after simplification.
Moreover, the trend continues with respect to classification count of each category of
attack, Figures 1 - 4. It is also apparent that DSS-DSS has emphasized solutions to the
DoS category, where this represents 80% of the training/ test data.

In order to qualify whether the hierarchical subset selection algorithm negatively im-
pacts classifier quality, comparison is made against the results from the original
KDD-99 competition winners, Table 6. Both the winning entries were based on deci-
sion trees, also taking roughly 24 hours to complete training. The resulting solutions
were complex (500 C5 decision trees in the case of the winning entry) and trained
using a boosting algorithm on different partitions of the original 10%KDD dataset.
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Moreover, independent detectors were developed for each class over all 41 features,
making a direct comparison difficult. It is apparent however, that the GP solutions are
competitive.

3.2 Adult Dataset Results

In the case of the Adult dataset we also consider the significance of a smaller block
size, thus all properties are expressed in terms of block sizes of 1000 and 5000. From
Table 7 it is evident that a smaller block size results in a significant speedup in CPU
time to complete a run. Such an observation mirrors that in cache block size design,
with larger blocks encountering a higher transfer penalty if this is not leveraged into
extended utilization. Relative to the KDD case, an extra five minutes appear to be
necessary indicating that although the dataset is smaller, there is more diversity in the
dataset, where this is also reflected in the additional complexity in the solutions, Table
7. Detection and FP rates, Table 7, demonstrate variation between RSS-DSS for dif-
ferent block sizes, whereas DSS-DSS retain consistency across the two block sizes.
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Fig. 4. Remote to Local (R2L) Accuracy.

Table 6. Comparison with KDD-99 winning entries

Parameter Detection Rate FP Rate
Winning Entry 0.908819 0.004472
Second Place 0.915252 0.00576

Best GP (RSS-DSS) 0.889609 0.0128108
Best GP (DSS-DSS) 0.897184 0.0062568

Moreover, median Detection rates for DSS-DSS exceed that for RSS-DSS and pair
wise comparison of median FP rates also prefers the DSS-DSS algorithm. In terms of
solution complexity, there is no significant difference between the two algorithms, but
a smaller block size appears to result in less complex solutions, Table 7. Thus, the
optimal parameterization appears to be in the smaller block size – faster training time
and simpler solutions – with the DSS-DSS algorithm.

In order to provide some qualification of the classifier performance Table 8 details
(best case) error rates of alternative machine learning algorithms summarized as part
of the UCI repository [15]. Unfortunately no information is provided regarding the
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Table 7. Performance of RSS-DSS and DSS-DSS on Adult Dataset

Algorithm RSS-DSS DSS-DSS
Block Size 1,000 5,000 1,000 5,000

Run Time (minutes)
Median 10.32 18.46 11.53 15.97

Detection Rate
1st Quartile 0.8129 0.8012 0.8254 0.8061

Median 0.8446 0.8253 0.8575 0.8537
3rd Quartile 0.9237 0.8471 0.9122 0.9013

False Positive Rate
1st Quartile 0.2600 0.2302 0.2962 0.2597

Median 0.3300 0.2857 0.3549 0.3185
3rd Quartile 0.5403 0.3643 0.4630 0.4489

Solution Complexity – Before Intron Removal
Median 127 179 143 171

Solution Complexity – After Intron Removal
Median 62 88 60 83.5

learning algorithms, the reliability with which these results are attained or any pre-
processing performed to achieve these results. Table 9 lists the error rates of the best-
case RSS-DSS / DSS-DSS algorithms with block sizes of 5000, 1000, 500 and 250. It
is readily apparent that the GP solutions are ranked towards the end of the list, how-
ever, they also appear before the step change in errors from an error of 17 to an error
of 19.5. Moreover, no attempt was made to optimize parameters such as the ratio be-
tween difficulty and age (boosting algorithms in wide spread use are based on diffi-
culty alone). We also note that as block size decreases, error rates also decrease whilst
the preference for the DSS-DSS algorithm becomes more apparent. Moreover, addi-
tional experiments with the C5.0 tree induction algorithm indicated that high classifi-
cation accuracies are indeed reliably achieved (test set error rate of 14.6%), albeit at
the expense of solution complexity (over 430 nodes, verses 60-170 instructions in
GP). Thus, GP solutions appear to be trading complexity for precision under the pa-
rameterization considered here.

One final comparison is made. In this case results are reported for a vanilla imple-
mentation of Koza’s original Tree structured GP [13] using lilgp [19]. This provides
GP baseline performance figures for classification accuracy, run time and solution
complexity. Lilgp represents an efficient C code implementation of Tree-structured
GP and is parameterized using the default values of: Pop. Size 4000; Crossover prob.
90%; Reproduction prob. 10%; Mutation prob. 0%. As per the page-based linear GP
results a node limit of 256 nodes was utilized (as opposed to a depth limit). Results
are reported in terms of median and best case error and CPU time for a total of 10 tri-
als in Table 10. It is now apparent that the DSS-DSS algorithm has not negatively im-
pacted on the classification performance whilst retaining a computational speedup of
4 orders of magnitude.
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Table 8. Error Rates on Adult Dataset

Algorithm Error Algorithm Error
FSS Naïve Bayes 14.05 Voted ID3 (0.6) 15.64

NBTree 14.10 CN2 16.00
C4.5-auto 14.46 Naïve-Bayes 16.12

IDTM (decision table) 14.46 Voted  ID3 (0.8) 16.47
HOODG 14.82 T2 16.84

C4.5 rules 14.94 1R 19.54
OC1 15.04 Nearest-neighbor (3) 20.35
C4.5 15.54 Nearest-neighbor (1) 21.42

Table 9. RSS-DSS and DSS-DSS Error Rates on Adult Dataset

Block Size 5000 1000 500 250
RSS-DSS 17.56 16.78 16.95 16.95
DSS-DSS 17.07 16.95 16.63 16.46

Table 10. Tree Structured GP on Adult Dataset, no RSS/DSS algorithm

CPU time (hrs) % train % test Best error
16.3 82.95 82.91 16.65

4 Conclusion

The computational overhead of the GP inner loop is addressed by introducing a hier-
archy of training subset selections. This enables the scaling up of the size of problems
for which approaches based on GP may be applied. To do so, the original problem is
divided into a series of blocks. Blocks are either selected uniformly (RSS) or relative
to their age and difficulty (DSS). Exemplars are sampled from a block relative to their
relative block age and difficulty (DSS). Such a scheme matches the observations used
to formulate the memory hierarchy typically employed in computer architectures. The
ensuing algorithm, DSS-DSS, appears to be competitive with alternative learning al-
gorithms previously applied, with the advantage that the computational overhead of
GP is significantly reduced. The method differs from alterative sampling algorithms
such as ‘boosting’ by introducing the concept of age and difficulty (boosting is ex-
plicitly based on exponentially weighted difficulties) and utilizing a hierarchy of sam-
ples. The latter point is fundamental in efficiently scaling the algorithm to larger da-
tasets than is normally possible without specialist hardware. That is to say,
competitive solutions are located in minutes rather than hours, and the framework is
not specific to GP, thus potentially applicable to other learning algorithms such as
neural networks.
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Abstract. The Multi-objective Genetic Algorithms (MOGA) based on Pareto
Optimum have been widely applied to solve multi-objective optimal problems,
mainly because of their ability to find a set of candidate solutions within a
single run. In MOGAs, a non-dominated set is a set of candidate solutions, so it
is very important to construct the non-dominated set efficiently. In this paper,
the relation of individuals and their related features are discussed. It is proved
that the individuals of an evolutionary population can be sorted by quick sort.
We construct the non-dominated set of the evolutionary population with quick
sort, and the time complexity of the construction is O(nlogn), compared to the
previous best result of O(n2) described in the popular NSGA-II [Deb, 2002]. We
further propose a multi-objective genetic algorithm based on quick sort, and
two benchmark problems are experimented. We show that the results of the
experiments match to our theoretical analysis.

1   Introduction

Since Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm in machine learning [Schaffer, 1984] and
multi-objective optimization using Genetic Algorithms [Goldberg, 1989] were
proposed, many researchers have been interested in Multi-Objective Genetic
Algorithm (MOGA) or Multi Objective Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA). This is
mainly because MOGAs have the ability to solve complicated tasks such as
discontinuous, multi-modal and noisy function evaluations and to find a widespread
of Pareto optimal solutions in a single run.
There are several kinds of MOGAs, and here we classify them into two classes: one
with parameters and the other with no parameters. Most of the research of MOGAs,
especially the earlier studies, focused on the methods with parameters. The main
merit of MOGAs with parameters is more efficient than that with no parameters
[Fonseca, 1993; Horn 1993, 1994]. There are also some distinct disadvantages such as
premature convergence because of the select pressure, and difficulty to select
parameters and to modify parameters dynamically [Goldberg, 1991]. Hence, some
scientists suggested another kind of MOGAs with no parameters.

The two popular MOGAs with no parameters are NSGA and SPEA. Zitzler and
Thiele [1999] proposed Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA), in which the
fitness of individuals is called strength. The time complexity of calculating the fitness
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of individuals is O(n3). Zitzler [2001] improved SPEA, and advanced it to SPEA2 in
which the time complexity is O(n2logn). The truncation procedure is adopted to keep
the diversity of the candidate solutions, which resembles the crowding procedure in
NSGA. Srinivas and Deb [1994] suggested Non-dominated Genetic Algorithm
(NSGA), in which a set of candidate solutions, called a non-dominated set, is
constructed. The time complexity to construct a non-dominated set is O(n2). The
NSGA keeps its diversity by a crowding procedure in which the distance between two
consecutive individuals is calculated. On the basis of NSGA, Deb [2001] proposed a
new method — NSGA-II, and a clustering procedure is adopted to keep the diversity
of the candidate solutions. Nowadays, the NSGA-II and SPEA2 are very popular in
the field of the MOGA research. The MOGAs with no parameters overcome the
disadvantages in MOGAs with parameters, but they have a distinct disadvantage of
low efficiency.

This paper first briefly describes the multi-objective optimization and Pareto
optimal solutions (section 2.1). To make MOGAs with no parameters more efficient,
we investigate the relation between evolutionary individuals and their related features
(section 2.2). It is proved that the individuals of an evolutionary population can be
sorted by quick sort (section 2.2). We propose a new method to construct the non-
dominated set using quick sort (section 3), and the time complexity of the
construction is O(nlogn). We suggest a multi-objective genetic algorithm based on
quick sort, and a clustering procedure to maintain the diversity of the candidate
solutions (section 4.1). Our new MOGA is tested with two benchmark problems in
experiments, and the results are shown that the results match to the theoretical
analysis (section 4.2).

2   Multi-objective Optimization and Some Features

We discuss the concept of multi-objective optimization and Pareto optimal solution in
the first subsection, illustrating with an example of two objectives. Then we present
the relation of individuals and some of their features in the second subsection, and we
prove that the individuals of an evolutionary population can be sorted by quick sort.

2.1   Multi-objective Optimization

In general, a multi-objective optimization is defined as follows:

Find the vector T
nXXXX ],,,[ **

2
*
1

* = , to satisfy k inequality constraints:

         kiXgi ,,2,10)( =≥                                                                (1)

l equality constraints:

         liXhi ,,2,10)( ==                                                                  (2)
and optimize the vector function:

         T
m XfXfXfXf )](,),(),([)(min 21=                                (3)
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where T
nXXXX ],,,[ 21= is the vector of decision variables.

We say that a point FX ∈* is Pareto optimal if FX ∈∀  either,
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∈

                                                              (4)

or, there is at least one i∈I  such that

          )()( *XfXf jj >                                                                              (5)

here },,2,1,0)(;,,2,1,0)(|{ ljXhkiXgRXF ji
n ===≥∈= , I={1, 2,…,m}.

The concept of Pareto optimum was formulated by Vilfredo Pareto in 1896. In
general, there is more than one Pareto optimal solution. The goal of MOGAs is to
construct a non-dominated set, and to make the non-dominated set approach the
optimal solutions continually until it arrives the optimal solutions at last.

Fig. 1. Pareto Front for two objectives

For simplicity, we use the individuals in vector space (or gene space) to denote
their corresponding individuals in objective space (or phenotype space) in Figure 1
and Figure 2. As shown in Figure 1, Pareto Optimal solutions of two conflicting
objective functions form a curved bold line. Assume that B is a feasible solution on
the bold line. Because there exists no another feasible individuals X (vectors) which
would decrease some criterion without causing a simultaneous increase in at least one
criterion, B is a Pareto optimal solution. More specifically, we divide F into three
parts (see Figure 1): S(D) is a region with individual D in it and includes the
boundary, S(E) with individual E in it and not include the boundary, and S(H) with
individual H in it and not including the boundary. ∀ X∈S(D), f1(B) ≤  f1(X),
f2(B) ≤ f2(X), so there exists no feasible X∈S(D) better than B. ∀ X∈S(E),
f1(B)<f1(X), f2(B)>f2(X), so individual B in one criterion (objective 1) is better than X.
As for ∀ X∈S(H), we have f2(B)<f2(X), which means B in objective 2 is better than
X. Therefore we can conclude that individual B is one of Pareto optimal solutions,
and we can also indicate that every individual (or vector) in bold line is Pareto
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optimal solution. Then let’s discuss the individuals that do not lie on the bold line.
Assume individual D∈S(D), it is easy to find that individual B is better than D,
because f1(B)<f1(D) and f2(B)<f2(D), so individual D is not a Pareto optimal solution.
The same is true to individuals E∈S(E) and H∈S(H), because f1(I)=f1(E) and
f2(I)<f2(E), f1(G)<f1(H) and f2(G)=f2(H), so they are not Pareto optimal solutions.
Hence, we can conclude that every individual not in the bold line is no Pareto optimal
solution.

The above examples explain the cases in equation (5), and the description in
equation (4) is a very special case that means all individuals (vectors) with the same
function value for each objective exclusively.

2.2   Relation between Individuals and Some Related Features

Before discussing how to use quick sort to construct the non-dominated set, let’s
define the relation, and then discuss some features on the basis of the definitions.
Assuming Pop as an evolutionary population, and vectors X, Y∈Pop as two
individuals of population, there is a relation on whether one dominates the other, or
none dominates the other. In other words, there are three cases: the first is that X
dominates Y, the second is that Y dominates X, and the third is that X does not
dominate Y and Y does not dominate X. we give a definition about “dominate” as
follow.

Definition 1: Suppose that Pop is an evolutionary population, ∀ X, Y∈Pop, X is said
to dominate Y, if both of the two conditions are true:

(1) Individual X is no worse than individual Y in all objectives, or )()( XfYf kk ≥

for all mk ,,2,1=  objectives;

(2) The individual X is strictly better than individual Y in at least one objective, or

},,2,1{ ml ∈∃  for )()( XfYf ll > .
We say X is a non-dominated individual, and Y is a dominated individual, or X
Y, here “ ” denotes the dominated-relation.

Definition 2: ∀ X, Y∈Pop, we say X relates with Y, iff X Y or Y X or X= Y;

otherwise we say there is no relation between X and Y.

Lemma 1: individuals in a non-dominated set do not relate with each other.
Proof by contradiction: Let {Y1, Y2,…, Yk} be a non-dominated set, and ∀ Yi,
Yj∈{Y1, Y2, …, Yk} be two different non-dominated individuals, here i ≠ j.

Assume that Yi relates with Yj, according to definition 2, and then there are two
cases:
(1) Yi = Yj, which means the two individuals are the same. This case does not exist.
(2) Yi Yj, which means Yi dominates Yj; or Yj Yi, which means Yj dominates Yi.

From discussion above, we can indicate that there must exist one individual that
dominates another. This conclusion is conflict with the assumption, so individual Yi

does not relate with Yj. Hence we conclude that individuals in a non-dominated set do
not relate with each other. (End of proof).
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From Lemma 1, we conclude that the individuals in an evolutionary population
cannot be sorted in terms of relation “ ”, so a new relation must be defined between

individuals of an evolutionary population.

Definition 3: ∀ X, Y∈Pop  X>d Y  iff  X Y  or  X does not relate with Y.

Lemma 2: The relation “>d” is not transitive.
Proof: ∀ X, Y, Z∈Pop, suppose X >dY, Y>d Z. From the definition of “>d”, there are
four cases:

(1) X Y, Y and Z have no relations.

Assume there are r objective functions, then we have:

X.H Y.H, Y.A Z.A, Z.B Y.B and A ≠ φ , B ≠ φ , A ∩ B=φ , A ∪ B=H,

|A|+|B|=|H|=r.

So, X.A Z.A but the relation between X.B and Z.B is indefinite.

Let B=C ∪ D and C ∩ D=φ  such that X.C Z.C and Z.D X.D.

Then X.A ∪ C Z.A ∪ C and Z.D X.D, i.e., X >d Z. When D=φ , we have X Z.

(2)There are no relations between X and Y, but Y Z.

Suppose that there are r objective functions.

Then X.A Y.A, Y.B X.B, Y.H Z.H, A ≠ φ  and B ≠ φ , A ∩ B=φ , A ∪ B=H,

|A|+|B|=|H|=r.

that is X.A Z.A, however, the relation between X.B and Z.B is not definite.

Let B=C ∪ D and C ∩ D=φ  such that X.C Z.C and Z.D X.D.

It follows easily that, X.A ∪ C Z.A ∪ C and Z.D X.D. So, X >d Z.

When D=φ , we have X Z.
(3)There are no relations between X and Y, nor Y and Z.

Suppose that there are r objective functions.

Then X.A Y.A, Y.B X.B, A ≠ φ , B ≠ φ , A ∩ B=φ , A ∪ B=H, and

|A|+|B|=|H|=r.

Also Y.C Z.C, Z.D Y.D, C ≠ φ , D ≠ φ , C ∩ D=φ , C ∪ D=H, and

|C|+|D|=|H|=r.

In other words, X.A ∩ C Z.A ∩ C, Z.B ∩ D X.B ∩ D,

but the relations between X.H-(A ∩ C)-(B ∩ D) and Z.H-(A ∩ C)-(B ∩ D) are not

definite.

Let H-(A ∩ C)-(B ∩ D)=E ∪ F and E ∩ F=φ  such that X.E Z.E and Z.F X.F.

It follows that X.(A ∩ C) ∪ E Z.(A ∩ C) ∪ E and Z.(B ∩ D) ∪ F X. (B ∩ D) ∪ F.

If (A ∩ C) ∪ E is not empty, then X >d Z; If (A ∩ C) ∪ E=φ , then Z X.
Therefore, “>d” is not transitive in this case.

(4)X Y, Y Z.
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    By the definition of  “ ”, it is clear that X Z in this case.

Therefore, from the discussion above, it is conclude that the relation “>d” is not
transitive.

(End of proof)

It is clear from the Lemma 2 that sort procedures, such as merge sort, heap sort, and
tree type sort, which request the sorting elements to have transitivity, can’t be used to
sort individuals in terms of relation “>d”. We can use these sort procedures, such as
bubble sort and quick sort, which do not request the sorting elements to have
transitivity, to construct a non-dominated set from population in terms of relation
“>d”.

3   Construct Non-dominated Set Using Quick Sort

In SPEA2, the fitness of individuals can be calculated as follows: F(i)=R(i)+D(i); here
R(i) denotes the sum of individuals that are dominated by these individuals

dominating i. )2(1)( += k
iiD σ , nk = , n is the size of evolutionary population, and

k
iσ  denotes the distance from i to kth neighborhood of i. The time complexity of

calculating the fitness of individuals is O(n2logn) [Zitzler, 2001]. NSGA-II calculates
ni and si of each individual by a nested loop, where ni records the sum of individuals
that dominate individual i, and si is a set of individuals that are dominated by i. Then
the algorithm classifies the population by formula Pk={ i | ni-k+1=0}, where Pk is a
non-dominated set when k=1, and a dominated set when k>1. The time complexity to
construct a non-dominated set is O(n2) [Deb, 2002].

In this section, we study how to construct a non-dominated set with quick sort, and
the time complexity of the construction is O(nlogn). For each step, an individual X is
selected from the population as a reference individual (in general, the first one
selected), and every other individual of the population is compared with X in turn.
After a round of comparison, all the individuals of the population are divided into two
subsets. The first subset contains individuals dominated by X and will be discarded in
the next step, while the second subset contains individuals dominating X or unrelated
with X. If X is not dominated by any individual of the second subset, X is a non-
dominated individual of the population and merged into the non-dominated set. If X is
dominated by any individual of the second subset, X will be also discarded in the next
step. The process will be repeated until there is only one individual in the second
subset.

In the quick sort procedure, when none of the individuals from the second subset
{X1, X2, …, Xk} relates with X, it is certain that X is a non-dominated individual of
the population, but it is not certain that individual from the second subset {X1, X2, …,
Xk} is a non-dominated individual of the population, especially in early stage of the
sort procedure. For the example shown in Figure 2, assume β ={A, B, C, D, E, F, G,
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Fig. 2. Relationships among individuals

H, I, J} ⊆ {X1, X2, …, Xk}, and X does not relate with any member of β . Because

there exist the following relations: A E, B { E, F, G, H}, C {H, I, J}, G {H,

J}, and I J, it is obvious that some individuals from β  are dominated individuals,

such as {E, F, G, H, I, J}.

Theorem: assume Pop={Y1, Y2, …, Ym}, ∀ X∈Pop, Pop is divided into two parts by
X: {X1, X2, …, Xk} and {Xk+2, Xk+3, …, Xm}. if ∀ Y∈{X1, X2, …, Xk}, ∀ Z∈{Xk+2,
Xk+3, …, Xm}, Y>d X and X Z, then:
(1) ∀ Y∈{Xk+2, Xk+3, …, Xm} is a dominated individual;
(2) if ∀ Y∈{X1, X2, …, Xk}, X is not dominated by Y, or ¬ (Y X), then X is a non-
dominated individual of Pop;
(3) ∀ Y∈{X1, X2, …, Xk}, if Y is a non-dominated individual of {X1, X2, …, Xk},
then Y is also a non-dominated individual of Pop.
Proof:
(1) It is obvious that Y is dominated by X, because ∀ Y∈{Xk+2, Xk+3, …, Xm} , we
have X Y. It means that Y is a dominated individual.
(2) Because ∀ Y∈{X1, X2, …, Xk}, X is not dominated by Y, or ¬ (Y X), and
∀ Z∈{Xk+2, Xk+3, …, Xm}, X Z; it is concluded that X is not dominated by v,
∀ v∈{X1, X2, …, Xk} ∪ {Xk+2, Xk+3, …, Xm}. So, it means that X is a non-dominated
individual of Pop;
(3) First, ∀ Y∈{X1, X2, …, Xk}, Y is not dominated by any other individuals from
{X1, X2, …, Xk}, because Y is a non-dominated individual of {X1, X2, …, Xk}.
Second, because Y>d X, it means that Y is not dominated by X, and ∀ Z∈{Xk+2, Xk+3,
…, Xm}, X Z, it means Y is not dominated by Z. So, it is concluded that Y is not
dominated by anyone from {X1, X2, …, Xk} ∪ {X} ∪ {Xk+2, Xk+3, …, Xm}, i.e., the
individual Y is a non-dominated individual of Pop. (End of Proof).

Using this Theorem, we can construct a non-dominated set with quick sort, as
shown in algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: construct a non-dominated set with quick sort
Function NDSet (Var Pop: Evolutionary Population; s, t: integer)

{ NDSet =φ ;
i=s; j=t; X=Pop[s];
while |Pop|>2 do

  { non-dominated-sign=.T.;
while (i < j ) do

    { while (i < j ) and (X Pop[j]) do j=j-1;
    p=Pop[i]; Pop[i]=Pop[j]; Pop[j]=p;

while (i < j ) and (Pop[j]>d X) do
{ i=i+1; if (Pop[j] X) then non-dominated-sign=.F. }

      p=Pop[i]; Pop[i]=Pop[j]; Pop[j]=p;
     }
    if (non-dominated-sign) then NDSet = NDSet ∪ {X};
    j=i-1; i=s; X=Pop[s];
  }
 }

The function NDSet( ) returns a non-dominated set of population. It can be proved
that the time complexity of algorithm 1 is less than O(nlogn). It is better than O(n2) in
Deb [2002].

4   Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm Based on Quick Sort

In this section, we describe a multi-objective genetic algorithm that based on Quick
Sort in the first subsection. Then we test our MOGA with two benchmark problems in
experiments in the second subsection.

4.1   Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm

In this subsection, we will discuss some details about the MOGA based on quick sort.
Suppose that the size of the evolutionary population Pop is n, and Popt is tth

generation of the population. Qt is a new evolutionary population from Popt that is
updated by the selection, crossover and mutation operators, and the size of Qt is also
n. Let Rt=Popt ∪ Qt, and the size of Rt is 2n. The non-dominated set P1 is generated
from Rt with the quick sort procedure.

If |P1|<n, then (n-|P1|) individuals are generated with a clustering procedure [Zitzler,

1999] from (Rt-P1), which constitutes the new evolutionary population Pt+1 with P1.

If |P1|>n, the clustering procedure, crowding procedure [Deb 2002, 2003], or

truncation procedure [Zitzler, 2001] is used to reduce the size of P1, and to keep the

diversity of P1 at the same time. The size of P1 will be n after the reducing process.
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All the procedures are briefly shown in algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: a MOGA based on quick sort

Quick-Sort-MOGA(Pop0)

{ Qt =ψ (Popt);  //here ψ  including selection, crossover and mutation operators

Rt=Popt ∪ Qt;  // merge the last population with the current new population

  P1=NDSet(Rt);  //construct the non-dominated set P1 with quick sort

  if (| P1|<n)

then Popt+1= P1 ∪ Cluster (Rt-P1, n-|P1|)
    else if (| P1|>n) then Popt+1 =Cluster (P1, n);
        //here Cluster (P1, n) can be replaced with Crowd (P1, n) or with

Truncate(P1, n)
  t=t+1;
}

Here Cluster(w, m) is a clustering procedure, w is a population on which the
clustering operator applies, and m is the size of the result of clustering. By executing
the procedure Cluster (w, m), m individuals are selected from the set w, and the
diversity of the set w can be kept after selecting operator. The other two procedures
Crowd (w, m) and Truncate (w, m) have the same function as Cluster (w, m) in terms
of reducing the size of a non-dominated set.

4.2   Experiments

In this subsection, we apply the MOGA based on quick sort (QKMOGA) to two
benchmark test problems. The first one is a two objective problem MOP4, and the
second one is a three objective problem DLTZ2. The description of MOP4 is as
follows:
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We compare QKMOGA with the other two popular MOGAs: NSGA-II and
SPEA2. In the two experiments, the three kinds of MOGAs have the same
computational environment of a Pentium 4 PC with 1.7GHZ, 256M DDR RAM,
Windows 2000, and visual C++ 5.0. The binary code is adopted in all the three
algorithms, the size of population is 100, and the probability of mutation is 1/len (len
is the length of code). The results shown in Table 1 are the average of 10 runs, and
each run is of 100 generations. There are two cases: one is to use the crowding
procedure to reduce the size of the non-dominated set, and the other is to use the
clustering procedure. It is shown in Table 1 that QKMOGA is faster than the other
two algorithms whether to use the crowding procedure or the clustering procedure.
When using the crowding procedure, each algorithm is faster than that by using the
clustering procedure. Note that the time unit is second (s) in Table 1 and Table 2.
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Table 1. CPU-time comparison in a two objective problem

QKMOGA NSGAII SPEA2

Crowding
procedure 0.8552s 1.1663s 1.2538s

Clustering
procedure 0.9367s 1.3254s 1.4673s

The description of DLTZ2 is as follows:

),2/cos()2/cos()2/cos()2/cos())(1()( 12211 ππππ −−+= mmK xxxxXgXfMinimize
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u=|XK|=10, m=3, n=u+m-1=12.

The results shown in Table 2 are the results of 300 generations. It is shown in Table
2 that QKMOGA is faster than the other two algorithms whether to use the truncation
procedure or the clustering procedure. When using the truncation procedure, each
algorithm is faster than the ones that use the clustering procedure.

Table 2. CPU-time comparison in a three objective problem

QKMOGA NSGAII SPEA2

Truncation
procedure 3.624s 5.346s 5.823s

Clustering
procedure 3.892s 5.921s 6.217s

In the two experiments, all three algorithms are convergent to the true Pareto
optimal front and the non-dominated sets show a good diversity. As our main topic in
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this paper is to discuss the time efficiency, we will not discuss details on the
convergence and diversity of the MOGAs, which can be found in [Deb and Jain,
2002; Khare, 2002].

5   Conclusion

In this paper, we describe the multi-objective optimization problem and the Pareto
optimal solutions. We give the formal definition of the dominated relation between
two individuals. It is proved that individuals in a non-dominated set do not relate with
each other, so the individuals cannot be sorted in terms of that relation. Therefore, a
new relation is defined. It is proved that the individuals of evolutionary population
can be sorted with quick sort in terms of the new relation. The time complexity to
construct a non-dominated set is O(nlogn), which is better than O(n2) in NSGA-II
(Deb, 2002). We suggest a multi-objective genetic algorithm based on quick sort
(QKMOGA), and the experiment of two-benchmark testing problems show that the
results match to the theoretical analysis.
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Abstract. Within large corpora of texts, Knowledge-Rich Contexts (KRCs) are
a subset of sentences containing information that would be valuable to a human
for the construction of a knowledge base.  The entry point to the discovery of
KRCs is the automatic identification of Knowledge Patterns (KPs) which are
indicative of semantic relations.  Machine readable dictionary serves as our
starting point for investigating the types of knowledge embodied in definitions
and some associated KPs.  We then move toward corpora analysis and discuss
issues of generality/specificity as well as KPs efficiency. We suggest an expan-
sion of the lexical-syntactic definitions of KPs to include a semantic dimension,
and we briefly present a tool for knowledge acquisition, SeRT, which allows
user such flexible definition of KPs for automatic discovery of KRCs.

1   Introduction

Texts, corpus of texts, are invaluable sources of information.  But even if text has the
quality of being rich and abundant, it has the default of being unstructured, sequential
access, uneven in its "valuable information" rate, disorganized, ambiguous, some-
times redundant or even contradictory. This suits humans just fine when reading
casually, but is a large obstacle to any attempt to automatic construction of domain
model from text. If we settle for a slightly less ambitious goal of semi-automatic
acquisition of information from texts, we still face the challenge of identifying the
subset of sentences that contain valuable information.

The notion of value of information is quite subjective and is dependent on the
task envisaged.  For example, the construction of a concept dictionary [1] to help in
question answering does not emphasize the same information as the construction of a
Terminological Knowledge Base to help terminographers generate term definitions.
As our research over the past years has been closer to the Computational Terminol-
ogy community, we will adopt that view point in our investigation.  Being aware of
the large interest in knowledge discovery by the Information Extraction (IE) commu-
nity, we will also include some comments relating to IE throughout the article.

Meyer [2] refers to those valuable sentences as Knowledge Rich Contexts
(KRCs).  Not only would a KRC contain a term of interest in a particular domain, but

                                                          
1 This research has been performed while the author was at the School of Information Tech-

nology and Engineering, University of Ottawa.
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it would also contain a Knowledge Pattern (KP) showing how to link it to other terms
of the domain.  Knowledge Patterns (KPs) are the key to the discovery of Knowl-
edge-Rich Contexts, so that the terminographer need not to look at thousands of sen-
tences in an attempt to define a term, but can look at only the subset of sentences that
contain the needed information.

We suggest, in this research, to deepen our understanding of Knowledge Pat-
terns (KPs).  Although they are commonly used toward knowledge discovery, al-
though lists are made, although variations are searched for, they are not often dis-
cussed with regards to their definition and value.  To achieve our goal, we decided to
go back to the source and look into dictionary definitions for the types of knowledge
embodied and their expression via KPs.  This will be presented in Section 2.

In Section 3, we move from dictionary to real text corpora. Although research
on dictionary can inspire and guide research on real text, it is not obvious it entirely
reflects the type of knowledge necessary to understand a particular domain.  Focusing
on a specific domain of scuba-diving, looking at a 1M word corpus, we will address
questions of generality/specificity of semantic relations and associated KPs.

In Section 4, in light of many examples of KPs presented in Section 2 & 3, we
will suggest to expand the usual lexical-syntactic view of KPs to include a semantic
dimension.  As a KP is an entry point into a text, we want to be able to define it in a
flexible way.  This section will also explore the notion of productivity for KPs.

Section 5 briefly presents SeRT (Semantic Relations in Text) which allows for
the definition of KPs and their use toward the discovery of Knowledge Rich Contexts.

Section 6 concludes.

2   Knowledge Patterns and Types of Knowledge

This section gives a possible organization of the type of information contained in
dictionary definitions.  This will serve for our discussion on corpora as we come back
on the application-dependent notion of valuable information in Section 3.

The predominant relation found in a dictionary is the hyperonymy.  Defining a
word via its genus (superclass) dates back to Aristotle and persists today.  The hyper-
onymy is part of the set of paradigmatic relations, which includes also synonyms and
antonyms. We refer to this paradigmatic view of the conceptual model as static
knowledge.

Table 1. Paradigmatic relations and their KPs

Semantic Relation Example from AHFD
Opposite Back is the opposite of front.

Automobile is another word for car.Synonymy
Earth means dirt.
An acorn is a nut that grows into an oak tree.
An apple is a kind of fruit.

Hyperonymy

Dogs, cats, birds, and insects are all animals.
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This type of knowledge is very much present in dictionary definitions.  Table 1
presents some examples of these paradigmatic relations with some typical KRCs
taken from the American Heritage First Dictionary (AHFD).2

In fact, the static knowledge encompasses more than paradigmatic relations.  We
see it as knowledge which does not rely on any external events, which means that it is
pretty impermeable to context3. Table 2 shows that this type of knowledge is also
present in the AHFD, and it also suggests an organization of this knowledge.

Table 2. Static knowledge found in AHFD, categorized + KPs

Know. Type Semantic
Relation

Example

Composition Part-of An arm is a part of the body.
Piece-of A block is a piece of wood.
Area-of A beach is an area of sand.
Amount-of A breath is an amount of air.

Member-Set Group An army is a large group of people.
Member A letter is one of the symbols of the alphabet.
Relationship Your cousin is the child of your aunt or uncle.
Child A lamb is a young sheep.

Human/ Ani-
mals

Home A hive is a home for bees.
Comparison Like A brush looks like a small broom.
Description Name An address is the name of a place.

Material Glass is what windows are made from.
Function A pen is a tool to write.
Color Toasts and chocolate are brown.
Smell It (onion) has a strong smell and taste.
Size A camera is a small machine that makes pictures.

Intrinsic at-
tributes4

Taste Lemons have a sour taste.

This investigation into the AHFD relates to much previous work on Machine Read-
able Dictionaries (MRDs).  This research question of “how to find interesting knowl-
edge” has been intensively studied, during the years in which doing knowledge acqui-
sition from MRDs was fashionable [3,4,5,6,7]. With corpora now flowing on our
desk, such research is often relinquished to the attic.  We thought it was a good time
to dust it off…  Instead of starting from a clean slate when investigating corpora, we
can certainly be inspired (even if the context is different) by research done on MRDs.
                                                          
2 Copyright @1994 by Houghton Mifflin Company.  Reproduced by permission from THE

AMERICAN HERITAGE FIRST DICTIONARY.
3 Permeability to context, even for paradigmatic relations, in our opinion, cannot be absolute.

The AHFD defines “prize” as Prizes can be cups, ribbons, money, or many other things.  The
notion of hyponyms (subclasses) of prizes is not really definable. There might be “typical”
prizes, but nothing prevents just about anything to be a prize, depending on context.

4 In Sowa (1984) a distinction is made between (a) attributes, holding for a concept without
involving other concepts and (b) relations, which links a concept to other concepts of a do-
main. Given that distinction, the list given here of “intrinsic attributes” would not be consid-
ered a semantic relation.
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Many researchers have been looking for KPs in definitions, but have referred to them
more as "defining formulae"5.

In a domain model, objects must be put in dynamic relationship to each other.
This includes temporal and causal information.  If information about time can be seen
as a linear progression of state changes, information about cause-effect introduces a
tree-like progression, leading to an immense number of possible state changes, as
each node of the tree represents a cause-effect rule that could be apply.   The possi-
bility rather than the certainty of applying a rule reveals the intimate link between
causality and uncertainty.   This interaction between temporality, causality and un-
certainty is what we refer to as dynamic knowledge.

Although the word dynamic brings to mind actions and therefore verbs, there is
still a relation to nouns by the fact that some of them are causal agents.  For example,
the AHFD’s definitions of “dust” and “tornado” involve causality.  As such, “Dust
can make you sneeze” and “Tornadoes can knock down houses and pull trees out of
the ground”.  These examples relate to causal agent and are part of objects (nouns),
somehow given their potential.  Looking at verbs, we can call “intrinsic causality” the
fact that some verbs intrinsically express transformations, or results or goals. We
therefore look into the AHFD to find KPs for intrinsic causality and present our find-
ings in Table 3.

Table 3. Intrinsic causality found in AHFD, categorized + KPs

Semantic Relation Example
Result Ash is what is left (pp) after something burns.

Smoke is made by things that burn.
Cause To kill is to cause to die.

To pour is to make liquid go from one place to another.
The window broke when a baseball went through it.

Transformation To die means to become dead.

Table 4. Intrinsic temporality found in AHFD, categorized + KPs

Semantic Rel. Example
Non-ordered
parts

Exercise is running and jumping and moving your body around. (list of –
ing verbs)
The ground shakes and sometimes buildings fall during an earthquake.
A chase is when someone follows something quickly.Time-spanned

event A trip is a time when you travel somewhere.
Process To roll is to keep turning over and over.

To twist is to turn around and around.
Sequence To dip means to put something in liquid and then to take it out quickly.

                                                          
5 Meyer [1] mentions that KPs have been called formulae, diagnostic frames or test frames,

frames, definitional metalanguage and defining expositives, and knowledge probes. We refer
the reader to Meyer [1] for all appropriate references.
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The second type of dynamic knowledge mentioned above is temporal knowl-
edge.  Similarly to the idea of intrinsic causality, we can talk of intrinsic temporality.
Some verbs embody within their meaning a succession of events, or minimally the
notion that something happening spans over a period of time.  We look at KPs to
allow us for the discovery of such verbs in Table 4.

We have presented static and dynamic knowledge. A third type of knowledge
will be present in a corpus, that of event-related knowledge. The usual who, where,
what, when, how, why questions are part of events.  An investigation into the AHFD
will show that yes, many verbs do carry within their meanings some answers to these
questions.  Continuing with the intrinsic/extrinsic difference made above, we would
say that these verbs contain intrinsic event knowledge.  This is different from the long
tradition of case role investigation [8], looking at extrinsic event knowledge.  Some of
these verb definitions are in Table 5.

Table 5. Intrinsic event-related knowledge

Semantic Relation Example
Instrument To bite means to cut with your teeth.
Method To blow means to make a sound by pushing air.
Manner To giggle is to laugh in a silly way.
Direction To bow means to bend the body forward.
Path To eat means to take food into the body through the mouth.
During To dream means to imagine stories while you sleep.
Frequency To practice is to do something many times so that…
Reason Many people hug each other to show that they are glad.
Goal To chase means to run after something to try to catch it.

Furthermore, some nouns are defined as place, agent or point in time. Table 6 shows
a few examples.  The noun definition therefore leads to a typical action and becomes
an answer to who, where or when for that action.

Table 6. Intrinsic event-related knowledge expressed by nouns

Semantic Relation Example
Agent A barber is a person who gives haircut.
Location An airport is a place where airplanes take off and land.
Point-in-Time Birth is the moment when a person is born.

In conclusion, we have found in the definitions of a dictionary (which has tradition-
ally been the knowledge repository for humans) three types of knowledge: (a) static
knowledge of which the important fragment of paradigmatic relations is well known
and well used in knowledge bases (b) dynamic knowledge comprising causal and
temporal knowledge, and (c) event knowledge. Much research has been done to study
many different aspects of knowledge, and it would be impossible here to refer to it
all.  Our modest contribution is from a definition analysis point of view, and was
aimed simply at showing what is possible to find in dictionary definitions. The or-
ganization we suggest helps understand the type of information in the definitions, and
will also help understanding the type of information often seek after in corpora.
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3   Moving from Dictionary to Corpora

Now that we have looked in dictionary definitions for inspiration on types of knowl-
edge to be discovered from text corpora, let us move on to discuss the actual activity
of discovering Knowledge Rich Contexts (KRCs) in text corpora via the identification
of Knowledge Patterns (KPs).  To focus our discussion, we will look at one particular
corpus on the subject of scuba-diving.  The 1M word corpus covers different aspects
of scuba-diving, such as medical, trips, equipment, safety, dangers, diving proce-
dures, diving types, etc.6

Going back to the mention in the introduction of two main communities having
an interest in KRC discovery, that is the Information Extraction (IE) and the Compu-
tational Terminology (CT) communities, we can highlight here a first distinction.
Within the CT community, such a corpus on scuba-diving is of much interest as it is
purposely assembled to contain informative texts (as opposed to narrative [9]).  From
those texts, terminographers will need to generate definitions for the important terms
found, such as cave diving, overhead environment diving, decompression trauma,
nitrogen narcosis, and barotrauma.  Computational terminologists are interested in
terms (concepts) [10,11] and semantic relations that will link these terms and allow
them to generate good definitions [12,13,14,15].

In IE, the type of text is usually not specified, but the types of queries and re-
quired template filling have typically been of the type “who did what to whom, when,
where, how and why”, which presupposes narrative types of texts. For example, a text
relating a diving accident occurrence could be transposed in a template form.  Differ-
ent systems have been built over the years for such purposes, such as AutoSlog [16],
CRYSTAL [17], LIEP [18], PALKA [19], and ESSENCE [20], to name a few.

Relating now to the types of knowledge found in dictionary definitions, Termi-
nological Knowledge Bases (TKB) tend to embody static knowledge, contrarily to IE
being more interested in event-related knowledge7.  The two meet with the dynamic
knowledge, more specifically the causal knowledge via the causal agents, of interest
in CT, and the how and why questions to be answered in IE.

Static knowledge is a good start for a TKB, and might be sufficient for termi-
nographers to write definitions, but is not sufficient for the TKB to become a domain
model.  Some researchers [21,22] have started to investigate how KPs could help the
discovery of causality, adventuring outside the static type to the dynamic type.  Al-
though not expected to be present in a MRD, as causality emerges from the interac-
tion of the different agents within a system, we have argued elsewhere [23] that in
fact causality takes root in terminology when we look at causal agents and the func-
tion relation.  As for events, they are transients and are often not of much interest to
store in a knowledge base, unless, these events embody some notion of generality. If

                                                          
6 The author would like to thank Elizabeth Marshman for generating the scuba-diving corpus

and to Ingrid Meyer for giving us access to it.
7 Event-related knowledge in its extrinsic form is meant here as opposed to the intrinsic form

seen in the definitions of the AHFD in section 2.
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they are not “one-time event”, or events pertaining to specific characters, if they ex-
press how things “normally” are, they do have their place in a domain model.

This illustrates again a main difference between CT and IE.  In IE, there is an
interest for one-time events, but in CT, there is an interest for generalization.  The
type of texts will be different, the KRCs of interest will be different, and the KPs will
be different. Now, looking at these KPs, let us tackle the issue of generality.   This
comes as two questions: (1) is a given relation expressed similarly in dictionary and
corpora? (2) do corpora domains influence the type of relation to look for beyond the
ones identified in the MRD?

3.1   Expression of Semantic Relations – Issues of Generality

Let us look at static and dynamic knowledge, and focus on the first question, the
varied expression of a semantic relation. Only one or two KPs have been given for
each semantic relation in the Tables of section 2, but the variety is much larger even
within the AHFD.  In the tradition initiated by Hearst [24], bootstrapping is used as a
good way of finding alternate KPs for a relation given known concepts pairs con-
nected through that relation.  Our investigation on the scuba-diving corpus has not
shown any unusual KPs for the relations of hypernymy and meronymy.

Table 7 shows a small sample of semantic relations with the KRC found in-
cluding a KP.  But a more extensive search, with multiple corpora would be required
to do any fair assessment.  Meyer [1] had mentioned variability across domains, but
most often we are simply concern with variability whether it is within a domain or
across. A very interesting work by [25] looks into the notion of variability of depend-
ency structures instead of strings (making it more flexible) and relates this work to
work on paraphrasing.

Table 7. Domain-independent information found in scuba-diving corpus

Semantic Relation Example
Part-of buoyancy-control, body positioning and propulsion techniques are

part of both Cavern and Cave Diver training.
Hyperonymy an air embolism is another kind of decompression illness
Cause a lung over-expansion injury caused by holding your breath while

you ascend.
Definition The opening of the eustachian tube is called the ostium.
Function Diazepam is used to prevent and treat oxygen convulsions and to

control vestibular symptoms.

Now, moving on to the second question given above, Table 8 showing how the indi-
vidual domain of scuba-diving contains its own domain specific relations forces us to
answer yes. In fact, we have argued elsewhere [26] that any list used should depend
on the application and that difference in many lists suggested are often issues of
granularities, therefore suggesting a hierarchical organizational view of relations.
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Table 8. Domain-specific information found in scuba-diving corpus

Semantic Relation Example
Emergency meas-
ure

Pure oxygen is first aid for any suspected decompression illness

Symptom The most common barotrauma symptom a diver experiences may be
mild discomfort to intense pain in the sinus or middle ear.

Risk prevention Keeping your SPG and high-pressure hose clipped to your left-hand
side significantly reduces the risk of gauge damage entanglement.

Although outside the scope of this paper, it would be quite interesting to do an
across-domain study to see if resemblance and differences can be merged within a
hierarchical schema.  Such integration attempts have been performed on concepts,
such as in the work of [27] merging terms with the Wordnet [28] hierarchy.  But to
our knowledge such an across-domain hierarchical integration of semantic relations
has never been performed.

4   Knowledge Patterns: Definition and Productivity

If KPs provide our entry point into KRCs of the corpora, whether it is static, dynamic
or event knowledge, we must have a flexible way of defining them.  We will first
present our view of defining KPs as including lexical, syntactic and semantic infor-
mation.  This expands on the more common lexical-syntactic view by including a
semantic component.  We then look at pattern productivity and discuss their use as
entry points in the text.

4.1 Toward Lexical-Syntactic-Semantic Patterns

Lexical patterns found through string matching are the simplest form of KPs.  They
are useful but quite limited in their capacity to retrieve KRCs.  Table 9 shows some
examples of different types of knowledge (defined in Section 1) found with lexical
patterns.

Table 9. Lexical information in KPs.

KP Semantic Relation Knowledge Type
is a kind of Hyperonymy Static – Paradigmatic
is a tool to Function Static – Usage
is to cause to Causal Dynamic-Causal
is a person who Agent Event-related
to show that Reason Event-related

To introduce flexibility, we move toward syntactic information. This simply as-
sumes a link to a part-of-speech (POS) dictionary and does not necessarily require
any complex grammatical analysis.  It does not even assume any kind of POS tagging
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which usually implies a disambiguation step.  In our research, POS are used as tokens
for pattern definition. The syntactic tokens add a lot of flexibility to the search with-
out the burden of doing actual parsing. Table 10 shows some examples.

Table 10. Syntactic information in KPs.

KP POS Relation Expected variations
is a *|a group of Adjective Group large, small, eclectic
is a tool *|p Preposition Function to, for
is to *|r make Adverb Causal really, largely, principally
is what is *|v Verb Result done, left, gained
is a *|n who Noun Agent person, animal, doctor, student

Some POS provide a much larger search space than others.  Nouns, for example
which account for much more than fifty percent of the words in a dictionary, will
generate a large set of answers.  It is therefore important to make sure that such a POS
is integrated in a pattern which restricts the set of possible nouns.  Last row of Table
10 for example shows a pattern with the relative pronoun “who” which will exclude
all objects from the preceding noun.  On the other hand, a category such as preposi-
tion, since a closed-set category (function words), will be much more limiting.

The same way as the relative pronoun “who” above can be seen as restricting the
semantic class of the previous noun, we can imagine that knowing the semantic class
of a word can help restrict the possible patterns in which they can occur.  The possi-
bility of including semantic information in the KP assumes the availability of some
lexical-semantic resource. Let us focus on two paradigmatic relations: hyperonymy
and synonymy.  The same as the syntactic token "noun" (*|n) could be replaced by
any noun in the dictionary, a semantic token &home/^home could be replaced by any
synonym/hyponym of home.  Such semantic information can be found in a resource
such as Wordnet [28]. One of main relation in Wordnet is the synonym relation
(through the organization of words in synsets) and the hyperonym relation. Wordnet
contains a lot of information about hyperonyms in the general common language.
Table 11 shows some examples.

Table 11. Semantic information in KPs.

KP Semantic
Link

Semantic
category

Expected variations

is a &home for Synonymy Home house, living-place, roof
are ^colour Hypernym Colour brown, blue, green
is a ^time when Hypernym Time period, moment
is an &amount of Synonymy Amount Quantity

Although each kind of token has a value when used alone Table 12 shows some
possible interactions, and this is that type of search that would include lexical, syn-
tactic and semantic information, providing a quite flexible way of getting access to
KRCs.
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Table 12. Interaction of lexical, syntactic and semantic information in KPs.

Relation Expected variations
is *|d &amount *|p is an amount for, is a quantity of, is a number of
*|n are parts *|p *|a ^tree branches are parts of a tree, needles are parts of a pine tree
*|v with ^instrument write with pencil, draw with crayon
*|n is a *|a ^animal elephant is a large animal, canary is a small bird

4.2   Pattern Productivity

Although we can define KPs in a flexible way, we still need to investigate how much
these KPs actually are the good guides or good entry points into KRCs.  This leads us
to the question of evaluation.  The problem with evaluation is that it usually implies a
task for which anticipated results exist, and against which an automated procedure
can be compared.  In an IE task, texts can be read manually and questions prepared in
relation to the information in the text. For CT, it’s not as clear what a good evaluation
measure is, since the goal is not really to answer to singled out questions, but to “all”
eventual questions by providing definitions for terms.  So it is trying to get as much
knowledge as possible.  Still, researchers in CT wish to evaluate the productivity KPs
and sometimes use a measure of noise and silence, the complements of precision and
recall traditionally use in IE.  The calculations are prone to errors since they require a
human manually looking through a corpus of texts, and for a singled out semantic
relation, for a singled out KP, evaluate noise and silence.  This process, even if in-
formative, is also questionable, as it is totally depended on the corpus used, and there-
fore makes the measures very subjective. Without going manually through the whole
corpus, we can minimally evaluate how noisy a pattern is.  We can also evaluate what
we will define as relative productivity by comparing the number of good KRCs iden-
tified by all the patterns used and assuming a uniform distribution across patterns.

Focusing on the function relation, Table 13 presents a list of patterns with their
frequency of occurrence, noise and relative productivity. We can note in the second to
last pattern the use of a wildcard “design*” to cover: design, designs, designed.  The
last pattern uses POS tag of preposition “used *|p” allowing the retrieval of 47 pat-
terns distributed as the following coverage: used to (15), used in (9), used by (8), used
for (5), used with (4), used as (2), used up (1), used like (1), used on (1), used after
(1).

A KP with a relative productivity as good as all other patterns would give 100%.
Let us call NbExp the number of expected occurrences given a uniform distribution
across patterns, the relative productivity would be calculated as: Number of good
occurrences – NbExp / NbExp.

A pattern is noisy if sometimes it is indicative of a semantic relation and some-
times not. A different form of ambiguity is when a single pattern can lead to different
possible semantic relations.   This is the problem we face when we investigate prepo-
sitions as patterns. In Table 14, we show a few prepositions and their ambiguity. We
went back to the AHFD for the examples, as they provide very clear and simple ex-
amples.
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Table 13. Statistics on different KPs for the function relation. (i – Total number of occurrences
of pattern, ii – Number of occurrences NOT showing a KRC, iii – Percentage of occurrences
NOT indicating “function”, iv – relative productivity)

Pattern (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) Positive Example Negative Example
serve to 1 0 0% -91% Reef hooks (…) may serve to

limit damage to both reef and
diver.

Useful
for

1 0 0% -91% Some chemotherapy is useful
for marine animal injuries.

made to 2 0 0% -82% small incision needs to be
made to extract the spine

Intended
for

1 0 0% -91% regulator second stage in-
tended for use as an octopus.

Design*
to

28 2 7% 136% our lungs are designed to
breathe gas

They are similar in
design to the active-
addition oxygen
rebreathers

used *|p 47 11 23% 227% drugs like those used to control
cold symptoms

I used to go so far as
to tell people ….

Total 80 13 16%

Table 14. Highly ambiguous KRCs

KRCs Semantic Relation Example
for Function A carpenter has a box for his tools.

Recipient I bought this book for you.
Direction People can reach for the sky, but they can’t touch it.
Duration We played baseball for 2 hours.

in Location Fish swim in the water.
Point-in-time Ted’s birthday is in August.
Manner Ants live in large groups.
Containment The people in this story are Lisa and David.

of Part-of Branches grow out from the branch of a tree.
Containment Paul was carrying a pail of water.
Point-in-time The time is 10 minutes of four.
About Steve drew a picture of his brother.
Possession You can see the work of many artist in a museum.
Material We made a border of stone around the garden.

with Containment Joe’s hamburger can with onions on it.
Part-of A giraffe is an animal with a long neck.
Instrument Brian dug a hole with a shovel.
Manner Attention is looking and listening with care.
Accompaniment To march with someone means to take the same size steps

at the same time.

This case is interesting as ambiguous prepositions might be very problematic in
a IE system, and unfortunately prepositions are some of the most important indicators
of event-knowledge, but it might not be so problematic in a CT system, since the
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terminographer is looking for any interesting information, and is usually restricting
the contexts of search to ones containing a term of interest.

It is important though in an interactive system to reduce the load on the user as
much as possible [29].  Some even suggest that the user should never be bother with
defining patterns KPs but should just be given KRCs and say yes-no (implying that a
pattern learner listens in the background) [30]. Depending on how well the learner
performs, this might be more or less burden on the user, if he has to constantly be
asked yes/no on inappropriate KRCs.

5   SeRT – Knowledge Acquisition Tool

In this section, we briefly describe SeRT (Semantic Relations in Text). SeRT is a
Knowledge Acquisition tool which relies at its core on the hypothesis that explicit
knowledge is acquired via the discovery of semantic relations, and these semantic
relations are expressed via KPs.

In [31] further details are given about some of SeRT functionalities included in
an early version, but as an overview, we can say that SeRT has (1) a Term Extraction
module (finding a list of terms in a corpus), (2) a Semantic Relation Search module,
which implements in a limited way the lexical-syntactic-semantics search (3) a stor-
age capacity comprising two aspects a) a list of semantic relations and their patterns,
b) a list of semantic relations and the concepts they link to generate a knowledge base
of the extracted information, (4) a visualization module for the knowledge base.  For
future work, we will focus on the integration of the Wordnet resource with our search
module to augment the semantic aspects.  For now, the only semantic relations be-
tween concepts known are the ones that are iteratively added to the knowledge base.

SeRT is being developed as an aid to a computational terminologist or a knowl-
edge engineer.  In a highly interactive way, it gives the human user a flexible tool to
discover Knowledge Rich Contexts (KRCs) through the definition of Knowledge
Patterns (KPs).  A KRC can be looked at within a small context (window with 4
words on each side) to quickly eliminate invalid sentences. A chosen KRC can then
be seen in a large context (two sentences) to be looked at by the human user for iden-
tification of concepts and semantic relations to be entered in the knowledge base.

To help a new user get started, a list of semantic relation is available to the user,
and for each, a list of knowledge patterns is also available.  As the user goes through
the knowledge acquisition process, the new patterns and new semantic relations iden-
tified are added.

The use of SeRT allows the construction of a Knowledge Base on a specific
domain, such as the extracts presented in Section 3, on the topic of Scubadiving.
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6   Conclusion

Our purpose in this research was to investigate Knowledge Patterns (KPs), as they are
the key entry points to the discovery of Knowledge Rich Contexts (KRCs), contexts
containing valuable information. We discuss the notion of information value by
looking at the needs of two communities interested in knowledge acquisition, the
Information Extraction and the Computational Terminology communities. A small
children’s dictionary served as the starting point to make the link between KPs and
semantic relations to be included in a knowledge base. This also allowed us to re-
group the type of knowledge present in the definitions in three categories: static,
dynamic and event-related, and to make an attempt at characterizing which type is of
more value for each community. We further looked at text corpora where further
domain-specific relations will need to be defined as well. We provided some ideas on
the definition and the productivity evaluation of the KPs.  The definitional framework
we suggest combines lexical, syntactic and semantic information. The evaluation
framework we suggest limits the human burden by considering only the KRCs instead
of all the sentences in a corpus, and gives a relative notion of productivity.  Finally
we have presented SeRT which is an interactive tool for knowledge acquisition.
Further investigations, as mentioned before will include integration of the semantic
capabilities of SeRT with Wordnet, as well as further refinement to pattern defini-
tions, to include even more complex patterns, such as (as NP1 vb1, NP2 vb2) &&
(vb1 antonym vb2) [32] which includes logical operators.  This will render SeRT an
even more flexible and powerful tool for helping humans in their process of knowl-
edge acquisition and organization.
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Abstract. If we are to understand human-level intelligence, we need to
understand how meanings can be learned without explicit instruction.
I take a step toward that understanding by showing how symbols can
emerge from a system that looks for regularity in the experiences of its
visual and proprioceptive sensory systems. More specifically, the imple-
mented system builds descriptions up from low-level perceptual informa-
tion and, without supervision, discovers regularities in that information.
Then, the system, with supervision, associates the regularity with sym-
bolic tags. Experiments conducted with the implementation shows that
it successfully learns symbols corresponding to blocks in a simple 2D
blocks world, and learns to associate the position of its eye with the
position of its arm.
In the course of this work, I propose a model of an adaptive knowledge
representation scheme that is intrinsic to the model and not parasitic on
meanings captured in some external system, such as the head of a human
investigator.

1 Introduction

In 1998, a group of MIT AI Lab faculty came together to form The Human
Intelligence Enterprise, a group committed to the pursuit of understanding hu-
man intelligence from a computational perspective. From this group, the Bridge
Project was initiated to investigate an interface between language representation
and visual representation. The Genesis group, the name of the student group
spawned by the Human Intelligence Enterprise to work on the Bridge Project,
took an approach to investigating human intelligence that is very timely: to
investigate the processes and representations that contribute to general human-
level intelligence.

Inspired by this pursuit, I have asked the following questions: 1) How can
we design representations for intelligent systems that bridge the gap between
symbols and their subsymbolic referents, also known as the Symbol Grounding
Problem? [Harnad 1990] 2) How can we design representations that are not
limited to learning only within specific domains? This paper takes a step toward
answering those questions.

A.Y. Tawfik and S.D. Goodwin (Eds.): Canadian AI 2004, LNAI 3060, pp. 202–216, 2004.
c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2004
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Taking inspirations from the cerebral cortex and drawing from some older
technologies (Kohonen’s self-organizing maps, clustering algorithms, Hebbian
association), I have fashioned a model that puts these elements together in a
new way. The model is a self-organizing representation capable of representing
the statistically salient features of an information space. It can be used to train a
system to associate the movement of its arm with the movement of its eye, as well
as to associate colored blocks with linguistic symbols representing utterances.

2 Related Work

[Agre and Chapman 1987] investigated the instantiation of general symbols us-
ing indexical-functional aspects. Aspects were intended to provide a meaning
for objects in a world relative to their usefulness for an agent. [Drescher 1991]
looked at how a system can build knowledge on top of knowledge through inter-
action in a simple micro-world with a hand, an eye, and objects. The system in
[Beule, Looveren, and Zuidema 2002] is given information about objects such as
their positions and their constituent properties and returns syntactic structures
describing notable objects in a world such as “the red square moving to the
right”. [Roy et al. 2003] describes a physically instantiated robot arm that can
pick up objects by associating sensorimotor primitives together.

What the model of Intrinsic Representation shares with the previous works
is the desire to associate symbols with subsymbolic descriptions. The following
points outline the ways in which the model differs from the approach of tradi-
tional symbol systems. The same points explain the features of the model not
shared by the previous works.

Symbols’ descriptions are discovered from the statistical processing of experience.
In almost every traditional symbol system, the symbols and their descriptions
must be provided before-hand. In the model of Intrinsic Representation, the
descriptions of symbols are discovered by processing sensory data in an unsu-
pervised manner.

Symbols’ descriptions are equivalent to statistical regularities found in informa-
tion spaces. The nature of the symbols in traditional symbol systems are as tags
whose descriptions are provided by a human designer. Descriptions formed from
statistical regularities do not have to be provided by a human designer. As a
result, symbols will represent certain classes of things in the world not because
a designer finds them useful, but because those things are the most statistically
salient in the given information space.

Symbols’ descriptions carry their context with them by being situated in informa-
tion spaces. Traditional symbol systems require context as an extra parameter
to make sense of a symbol. In such systems, symbols may mean different things
in different contexts. This is because a symbol is thought to be a separable part
of a system rather than an intrinsic part of a system. Because symbols within
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an Intrinsic Representation are derived from information spaces they are inex-
tricably linked to them and carry no separate meaning. For example, a cluster
in an information space of visual information cannot be transported into an in-
formation space of any other kind of information, its data would not make sense
in a different context. As a result, you cannot have a symbol that is not bound
to its context.

3 Moving Forward

Representation has been at the center of the field of Artificial Intelligence from
its inception. Formal symbolic systems capitalized on the ability to store in-
formation about the world in computer memory. The great successes of this
approach, chess-playing computers and expert systems to name a few, relied on
AI researchers’ ability to invent ways of cleverly modeling the outside world.

On the other side of the tracks, the parallel distributed process-
ing approach paved the way for a different approach to representation
[Rumelhart and McClelland 1986]. Rather than symbols, the values stored in
the hidden nodes of pattern-analyzing networks provided a new perspective on
what a representation could be. A great emphasis was placed on the learning
of patterns. The ability for a network to produce the appropriate input-output
behavior was taken as the proof that the representation formed by the hidden
nodes was appropriate.

The rise of nouveau AI and the pursuit of insect-like intelligent robots ushered
in an era that sought to dismiss internal representations, opting instead for using
the world as its own best representation [Brooks 1991]. The early success of this
approach demonstrated a third perspective of representation that turned the
classical view on its head.

The proper recognition of representation as the cornerstone of Artificial In-
telligence helps put the road ahead into greater focus. As we understand more
about the brain we gain an increased appreciation for the hard problem of repre-
sentation that evolution has had to solve. This is the problem of the appropriate
organization of information, a problem common to both organisms and man-
made intelligent systems. While some might be hesitant to label the recognition
of stimuli by simple animals as representation (as Brooks might), I would re-
spond that there is much profit to be gained from broadening the definition.
Doing so immediately leads us to the conclusion that simple organisms provide
us with “page one” of the evolutionary history of representation. Our simpler
evolutionary ancestors did not have the luxury of high-level concepts as humans
do to help them craft clever taxonomies. Their only view of the world were the
low-level patterns of activation they received from arrays of sensor cells. How can
we model the processes that enabled them to distinguish food from poison and
mate from attacker? For such simple creatures, we must boil the definition of
representation down to its most basic and pure: representation is about grouping
similar things together and placing dissimilar things farther apart.
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From this viewpoint, it becomes clear that the two strategies of constructing
representations, man-made and evolutionary, differ in an important way. The
groupings of man-made representations are based on human choice of what is
similar and what is dissimilar. The sensory groupings created by the nervous
systems of simple organisms are certainly not. But what, if not the design of a
creator, could be responsible for the appropriate groupings of stimuli that simple
organisms exhibit?

In order to answer that question, we are forced to speak the language of the
neuron– statistics and information theory. Biological systems have some help
in making sense of the world from its sensory information: the world is not
filled with Gaussian white noise. Natural environments contain patterns that
are identifiable after the right processing has been carried out.

The information that an organism receives from its sensor cells can be
thought of as forming a high-dimensional vector space of information, or “in-
formation space” [Larson 2003]. For each organism, it is most advantageous to
be able to process and react to sensory data within the those subspaces most
relevant to survival. Seen from this angle we might explain the emergence of
biological representation as the result of the natural selection of those organisms
best able to model those subspaces.

If this is indeed the strategy that Mother Nature has exploited to enable
simple organisms with the ability to represent the world, could we follow in her
footsteps? Could a representation be built up from low-level sensory information
by making statistical distinctions between similar and dissimilar input? Could
such a representation self-organize from the statistical regularity of its input the
ability to tell the difference between sensory patterns rather than relying on a
magic “if” statement which, in turn, relies on human-designed assumptions of
similarity? Such a representation is the goal of the model of Intrinsic Represen-
tation.

4 The Model

Figure 1 is the key diagram for understanding the model of Intrinsic Represen-
tation. Two information spaces, i and j, are shown side by side. At the bottom
of the diagram, sensor arrays receive streams of data from the outside world.
Such arrays could be imagined as a patch of skin or light-sensitive cells in the
retina. As data comes into the system through these sensors, they travel to a
subsystem devoted to organizing and storing the regularities in the data. This
subsystem arranges these regularities with respect to their similarity, placing
similar regularities in proximity, and dissimilar regularities farther apart. After
a critical period, the regularities are grouped into clusters of high similarity. Once
grouped, a cluster gains the ability to act as a unit that can be activated and
deactivated. Data in the incoming stream can be treated as the trigger for the
activation of the cluster of which they are a member. As clusters are activated
by incoming data, they are associated together by their frequency of coincidence.
The more often two clusters are active simultaneously, the more associated they
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Fig. 1. The model of intrinsic representation.

will become. The resulting trained system treats incoming patterns as members
of a class, and can react to the activation of that class.

4.1 Architecture and Implementation

This section discusses the architecture and the implementation of a computer
program demonstrating the model of Intrinsic Representation.

The architecture of the program is divided into four major areas:

1. A Blocks World Simulation
2. A Self Organizing Map
3. A Cluster Set
4. Cluster Associations

Each of these blocks feeds into the next in succession. Data flows into the
system from a simple 2D blocks world that provides an environment for the
present system. In the blocks world, there is an arm with a simple grip useful
for grasping objects, much like the arcade novelty that invites players to catch
prizes by controlling a robot arm. There is also an eye, whose focus is represented
by a square that moves around the environment. The eye and the arm are the
sources of sensory and motor interaction with the world. There are also blocks
in the world that can be picked up and stacked on top of one another. Simple
physics modeling enables such constraints as gravity and friction.

Both the eye and the arm are equipped with sensors. Every sensor is nor-
malized, and thus reads a real value between zero and one. The eye has retina
sensors arranged in a 2D array that register the red-green-blue value of any spot
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they are over. The eye also has sensors that report its horizontal and vertical
orientation, mimicking the information the brain receives from the muscles that
position the eyes.

The arm has proprioceptive sensors and tactile sensors on its grip. The pro-
prioceptive sensors report how far it is extended both horizontally and vertically,
mimicking feedback from muscles and joints. The tactile sensors report collisions
with objects. A vector of sensor values is read from the eye and arm each time
their values change (see figure 2).

As data are output from a given device, they are received by a self-organizing
map [Kohonen 2001]. For the experiments conducted, two self-organizing maps
are used; one for the eye and one for the arm. The map is specialized to its
input only in the respect that its dimensionality must match. As vectors are
received, the map’s self-organizing process iterates following a growing Kohonen
map algorithm [Dittenbach, Merkl, and Rauber 2000].

The maps undergo a self-organizing process that is driven by the visual or
proprioceptive information that they are set to receive. The maps are allowed
to self-organize and are later prevented from acquiring new data (see figure 3).
At this point, a clustering algorithm is used on the data held by the map to
separate the major clusters in the space. This is visually represented as finding
the discrete sets on the map which correspond to the groupings of the most
similar cells (see figure 4).

Once clusters have been established, each of the clusters on the map is given
its own unique identifier, and a new data object is created to represent it. This
data object keeps track of the similarity measure of the cells inside the cluster,
as well as the indices of the cells it contains.

This data object also keeps track of any associations that a cluster has made
with other clusters, even those outside of the current map. In this sense, the
cluster acts like a single unit whose activation can become associated with the
activation of other units. The association process is a simplified version of Heb-
bian learning. When clusters are activated by sensory data simultaneously, a
counter labeled with the names of those clusters is incremented. Clusters are
active when input matches most closely with a cell within the cluster. The clus-
ter association system identifies the clusters most associated with any particular
cluster. Clusters are never associated with clusters from the same map.

Once the system has been trained, the associations can be used to activate
units between modalities. This allows it to exhibit behavior that neither modality
separately would be able to accomplish as easily by itself.

4.2 Three Levels of Representations

The architecture I have just described takes advantage of three different levels
of representation arranged in a hierarchy. The following describes these repre-
sentations in greater detail.

Map Cells. A map cell is a single cell in a self-organizing map. Each cell keeps
track of a subset of information that enters from the environment during the ini-
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tial self-organizing process. Each cell in the map stores an n-dimensional vector.
The data contained in that vector corresponds to a point in an n-dimensional
information space. In the context of a self-organizing map, a map cell represents
a point in an n-dimensional information space that is representative of a class
of points that the map has observed.

Clusters. The cluster is one representational level higher than a map cell. It is
a collection of statistically similar map cells in a self-organizing map. Because
cells represent vectors in an n-dimensional information space, a cluster therefore
is a collection of statistically similar vectors.

In the context of a self-organizing map, a cluster represents a collection of cells
that have been arranged near each other by the SOM process [Kohonen 2001].
The SOM process also arranges cells such that dissimilar cells are distant in the
space. As a result, the cells inside a cluster are similar to each other, but different
from other major clusters in the map.

Putting this together with what we know about a map cell, a cluster repre-
sents a subspace of an n-dimensional information space by storing a collection
of n-dimensional vectors. While these vectors are not a basis for that subspace
as in linear algebra, they are a collection of statistically interesting vectors that
are representative of a class of points in that subspace.

Associations/Symbols. Associations are a representational level higher than clus-
ters. In general, they represent a collection of clusters, usually two. They are dis-
covered between different maps through the process of Hebbian learning. This
creates connections between clusters that are active simultaneously in different
maps.

5 Experiments

Learning About Blocks. In this section I demonstrate how the system learns
about blocks in a simple 2D blocks world at all three of the representational
levels just described. In a nutshell, the system discovers implicit representations
of blocks in its world in an unsupervised manner. Then it assigns explicit symbols
to those implicit representations in a supervised manner.

The first experiment involves two self-organizing maps that read data from
a blocks world. One map reads data from the eye in the blocks world, and the
other map reads data from the arm. Figure 2 illustrates the features that make
up the input data vectors.

Additionally, there is a third fixed map that contains linguistic symbols that
both the eye map and the arm map are allowed to associate with. This linguistic
symbols map is artificially manipulated by the experiment to act as supervisor.
When the eye or the arm come in contact with a block of a particular color, this
linguistic symbols map will activate a cluster that corresponds to the appropriate
symbol, in an attempt to model a distinguishable utterance identifying the block.
The task before the learner, then, is to build up a representation that matches
the correct utterances with the things it sees and feels in the world.
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Fig. 2. A guide to the features stored in the visual and arm data vectors that arrive at
the eye map and the arm map respectively. The visual data includes x and y coordinates
for the eye position, followed by r, g, and b which store the red, green and blue values
for each pixel position in the eye. The arm data includes h, v, and g which store the
horizontal and vertical components, the width of the grip, and 6 sensor values that are
read from sensors on the gripper/hand.

Training The Maps. First, the eye map is trained on the objects in the scene
separately. To accomplish this, the eye is shifted between the objects in the scene
several times. The scene consists of a red, a green, and a blue block, plus the
arm. While viewing a single object, the eye is allowed to scan by taking a circular
path around it. As the eye moves from object to object, the eye map grows to
capture more of the views it is receiving. Figure 3 illustrates the progress of
the eye map in this phase of training. The result of this process is a map that
captures views of the objects in the scene.

Once the eye map has been trained with the stationary objects, the arm is
trained on the blocks in the scene by being moved to each block in succession,
grasping it, picking it up, moving it around, lifting it up, and eventually dropping
it. The result of this process is shown in figure 5 and illustrates a distinction
between the arm with something in its grasp, and the arm without something
in its grasp.

While the arm is being trained, the eye is focused on the actions of the arm,
thus updating the eye map to include the interactions between the arm and the
blocks. Figure 4 illustrates the resulting map.

Clusters. Following the training of the maps, Figure 4 shows the eye map seg-
mented into clusters, and figure 5 shows the arm map segmented into clusters.

Associations. Once the maps have been segmented into clusters, their clusters
are associated together. The training process is a repetition of the arm training—
the arm travels to each block, grips it, picks it up, and moves it around, while
the eye looks on.

During this training phase, both maps are given the opportunity to form
associations with the special utterance map, which contains symbols that are
activated or deactivated during training. When the eye and the arm are inter-
acting with a block, the appropriate symbol is activated. When the eye and
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Fig. 3. A visual representation of the eye map partially trained on the four objects in
the simple 2D blocks world. Each cell is a bitmap representation of the rgb values of
underlying visual input data vectors. In the bottom left, the map shows a few views
of the blue block. In the bottom right several cells show views of the red block. In the
upper right, middle and center, several views of the gripper/hand can be seen. The
cells along the upper and middle left show views of the green block. The “smeared”
cells are the product of different inputs that came soon after one another and thus
created cells that are on a cluster border.

the arm leave the area of the blocks, no symbols are asserted. The symbols are
(Red Block), (Blue Block), and (Green Block). These symbols are undivided;
while to us they imply a combination between a color and a shape to a human
reader, to the system, they are only treated as distinguishable atomic tags. This
is consistent with the notion that symbols by themselves are just tags until
associated with sub-symbolic meaning.

The left half of table 1 shows the results of the association between these
symbols and the clusters in the eye map. Higher frequency corresponds to greater
association between the symbol and the cluster. The cluster IDs are the same as
the cluster IDs in figure 4 to provide the reader a sense of the clusters that the
symbols are being associated with. The right half of table 1 shows corresponding
results for association between the symbols and the clusters in the arm map.
These cluster IDs correspond to the ones in figure 5.

Generally, the associations tend to fall into the largest clusters that, to the
eye, appear to be the most representative of the block in the symbol. In this case,
however, table 1 shows that the symbol (Blue Block) is instead most associated
with a smaller cluster, though the largest cluster corresponding to the symbol
(Blue Block) appears farther down on its list. This demonstrates how even
small clusters can represent important parts of the information space.

One of the interesting results of table 1 is that the (Blue Block) symbol and
the (Green Block) symbol are both most highly associated with cluster 166.
This cluster corresponds to a state where the arm is gripping something. The
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Fig. 4. A trained eye map with clusters overlaid. Here, the images visually represent
the values that the arm sensors can take on. The cluster IDs of relevant clusters are
highlighted.

Table 1. The major associations between symbols and clusters in the eye map and the
arm map

Eye Map Frequency Arm Map Frequency
SYMBOL Cluster ID Cluster ID
(Red Block) 645 69 173 78

169 35
(Blue Block) 686 35 166 63

661 24 165 22
638 10 170 14

(Green Block) 651 80 166 100
680 26 168 10
636 23
719 20
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Fig. 5. A trained arm map with clusters overlaid. The cluster IDs of relevant clusters
are highlighted.

associations further down the list, which match to different clusters, dissociate
the two symbols so that they can be independently identified.

This experiment demonstrates the ability of the system to ground symbols
in sensory data. The system has acquired sensory data and organized them
into classes in an unsupervised fashion. Later, this data was associated with
symbols in a supervised fashion. Thus, the symbolic information stored in the
special utterance map has been grounded by the subsymbolic data from the
environment.

Associating Hand with Eye. In this section I demonstrate how the system
can use associations formed between the position of the eye and the position of
the arm to enable the arm to move to the current position of the eye.

The training of the eye map and the arm map follows a simpler process than
in the previous blocks-learning situation. There is no third map whose activity
is managed by the experimenter. In this experiment, the two maps are allowed
to associate directly with one another. Training proceeds by fixing the position
of the eye to that of the gripper/hand, and moving them together to random
points in the space. The space does not have any blocks into it.

What we expect from this training is for the eye map to have stored very
similar images since it views the same part of the gripper for all time. Because
of this, the x and y components of the eye data should become more significant.
The resulting eye map should have an even distribution of x and y positions
across it. The arm map will emphasize the horizontal and vertical components
as they are the only ones that are varied.

Figure 6 shows the trained eye map after the clustering process has run.
Notable clusters are highlighted. Our expectation of a smooth and continuous
map of x and y values has been met. Figure 7 shows the trained arm map after
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Fig. 6. A trained eye map with clusters overlaid. Relevant clusters are highlighted. All
the cells show closely similar views of the world, but the x and y components vary
across the map.
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Fig. 7. A trained arm map with clusters overlaid. Relevant clusters are highlighted.
While the gripper sensors and grasp remain constant, the map self-organizes using the
horizontal and vertical components of the data alone.

the clustering process has run, with notable clusters highlighted. Table 2 shows
the data from the cluster associations.
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Table 2. Associations between the eye map and the arm map.

Eye Map Arm Map Frequency Eye Map Arm Map Frequency
Cluster ID Cluster ID Cluster ID Cluster ID
1663 2177 152 1663 2186 49
1663 2154 140 1663 2176 45
1663 2164 136 1663 2182 45
1663 2153 127 1664 2153 27
1663 2181 125 1664 2181 24
1663 2196 125 1664 2152 20
1663 2169 101 1664 2187 20
1663 2152 92 1665 2196 20
1663 2156 81 1665 2164 19
1663 2155 78 1665 2181 15
1663 2166 72 1665 2153 15
1663 2187 63 1666 2177 36
1663 2163 58 1666 2154 33
1663 2180 57 1666 2181 29
1663 2167 56 1666 2180 19
1663 2157 55 1672 2196 17
1663 2165 52

These associations allow the arm to move into a region near the eye’s view.
To accomplish this, the currently active cluster in the eye map is identified using
the current state of the eye (see figure 8). Then, the arm cluster most highly
associated with the currently active eye cluster is selected from the arm map.
The vectors from the cells within this cluster are averaged together, and the
arm is driven toward this average vector. A feedback process is used whereby
the arm continues to move in the direction of the average vector so long as its
current state vector does not match it. Note that while this experiment focused
on moving the arm to the eye, the inverse could also be accomplished with the
same trained maps by simply reversing the process just described.

This experiment demonstrates a deeper use of the model of Intrinsic Rep-
resentation; to enable action. Through an unsupervised process, the different
coordinate systems of the eye and the arm are trained to be compatible, and to
allow one to “speak the same language” as the other.

This experiment also shows how exchanges can be made between sensory
systems without involving any linguistic symbols whatsoever. This observation
expands what we mean by a symbol. The experiment demonstrates the equiva-
lence of 1) associations made with clusters that store linguistic symbols and 2)
associations made with clusters that store other kinds of sensory data. Of course,
in the brain, linguistic symbols are just another kind of sensory data, so this is
just as it should be.
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Fig. 8. A schematic showing how a trained representation can give rise to behavior.
The self-organizing map and cluster set on the left store sensory information from
the eye, while on the right they store sensory information from the arm. Starting at
the blocks world at the bottom, we see that when the eye looks at a location, that
information matches a cell in the eye map. This activates a cluster of cells in the eye’s
cluster set. The eye cluster set has been associated with the arm cluster set, and thus,
a cluster in the arm map is activated. The average value of the cells in that cluster is
outputted to the arm, causing it to move to a location.

6 Contributions

In this paper, I have:

1. Outlined the differences between Intrinsic Representation and other ap-
proaches to the Symbol Grounding Problem.

2. Justified the need to pursue self-organizing representations as an attempt to
recapitulate the evolution of biological representations.

3. Elucidated a hierarchical, self-organizing representational system called In-
trinsic Representation that acquires symbols in an unsupervised manner by
extracting statistically salient information through interaction with its envi-
ronment.

4. Described the architecture of Intrinsic Representation through its three key
levels of representation: the map cell, the cluster, and the association.

5. Provided the results of two experiments carried out using this representa-
tional system instantiated in a computer program.
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Abstract. A fundamental problem of life-long machine learning is how
to consolidate the knowledge of a learned task within a long-term mem-
ory structure (domain knowledge) without the loss of prior knowledge.
Consolidated domain knowledge makes more efficient use of memory
and can be used for more efficient and effective transfer of knowledge
when learning future tasks. Relevant background material on knowledge
based inductive learning and the transfer of task knowledge using mul-
tiple task learning (MTL) neural networks is reviewed. A theory of task
knowledge consolidation is presented that uses a large MTL network
as the long-term memory structure and task rehearsal to overcome the
stability-plasticity problem and the loss of prior knowledge. The theory
is tested on a synthetic domain of diverse tasks and it is shown that,
under the proper conditions, task knowledge can be sequentially consol-
idated within an MTL network without loss of prior knowledge. In fact,
a steady increase in the accuracy of consolidated domain knowledge is
observed.

1 Introduction

The majority of machine learning research has focused on the single task learning
approach where an hypothesis for a single task is induced from a set of training
examples with no regard to previous learning or to the retention of task knowl-
edge for future learning. In contrast, humans take advantage of previous learning
by retaining task knowledge and transferring this knowledge when learning a new
and related task. Life-long learning is a relatively new area of machine learning
research concerned with the persistent and cumulative nature of learning [21].
Life-long learning considers situations in which a learner faces a series of different
tasks and develops methods of retaining and using task knowledge to improve the
effectiveness (more accurate hypotheses) and efficiency (shorter training times)
of learning. Our research investigates methods of knowledge retention and trans-
fer within the context of artificial neural networks and applies these methods to
life-long learning problems, such as learning accurate medical diagnostic models
from small samples of a patient population [15]. One of the fundamental prob-
lems in developing a life-long learning system is devising a method of retaining
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task knowledge in an efficient and effective manner such that it can be later
used when learning a new task. We argue that this requires the consolidation
of new task knowledge with previously learned task knowledge within a domain
knowledge structure. This paper presents a theory of task knowledge consolida-
tion within the context of multiple task learning (MTL) neural networks and
tests that theory on a synthetic domain of tasks. The results indicate that it
is possible to sequentially consolidate task knowledge provided there are suf-
ficient numbers of training examples, sufficient internal representation (hidden
nodes) in the MTL network and that task rehearsal with a small learning rate
is used to overcome the stability-plasticity problem of neural networks and the
catastrophic forgetting of previous learned task knowledge.

2 Background

The constraint on a learning system’s hypothesis space, beyond the criterion of
consistency with the training examples, is called inductive bias [8]. For exam-
ple, Occam’s Razor suggests a bias for simple over more complex hypotheses.
Inductive bias is essential for the development of an hypothesis with good gener-
alization from a practical number of examples. Ideally, a life-long learning system
can select its inductive bias to tailor the preference for hypotheses according to
the task being learned. One type of inductive bias is prior knowledge of the
task domain [2]. The retention and use of task domain knowledge as a source
of inductive bias remains an open problem in machine learning [21,3]. In [15,
18] we define knowledge-based inductive learning as a life-long learning method
that uses knowledge of the task domain as a source of inductive bias. As with a
standard inductive learner, training examples are used to develop an hypothesis
of a classification task. However, unlike a standard learning system, knowledge
from each hypothesis is saved in a long-term memory structure called domain
knowledge. When learning a new task, aspects of domain knowledge are selected
to provide a positive inductive bias to the learning system. The result is a more
accurate hypothesis developed in a shorter period of time. The method relies
on the transfer of knowledge from one or more prior secondary tasks, stored
in domain knowledge, to the hypothesis for a new primary task. The problem
of selecting an appropriate bias becomes one of selecting the most related task
knowledge for transfer. Much of our prior work has focused on knowledge trans-
fer and the measurement of task relatedness [19,17] for the purposes of learning a
new task. The following provides a review of those aspects of knowledge transfer
that that are relevant to the discussion of knowledge retention and consolidation.

2.1 Knowledge Transfer

In [18] we define the difference between two forms of knowledge transfer: rep-
resentational and functional. Representational transfer involves the direct or
indirect assignment of known task representation (weight values) to the model
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Fig. 1. A multiple task learning (MTL) network. There is an output node for each
task being learned in parallel. The representation formed in the lower portion of the
network is common to all tasks.

of a new task. In this way the learning system is initialized in favour of a par-
ticular region of hypothesis space within the modeling system. We consider this
to be an explicit form of knowledge transfer from a source task to a target task.
Since 1990 numerous authors have discussed methods of representational trans-
fer [11,13,14,20]. Representational transfer often results in substantially reduced
training time with no loss in the generalization performance of the resulting
hypotheses.

In contrast to representational transfer, functional transfer does not involve
the explicit assignment of prior task representation when learning a new task;
rather, it employs the use of implicit pressures from training examples of related
tasks [1], the parallel learning of related tasks constrained to use a common
internal representation [2,3], or the use of historical training information from
related tasks [21,7,9]. These pressures serve to reduce the effective hypothesis
space in which the learning system performs its search. This form of transfer
has its greatest value in terms of increased generalization performance from the
resulting hypotheses.

Multiple task learning (MTL) neural networks are one of the better docu-
mented methods of functional transfer [2]. An MTL network is a feed-forward
multi-layer network with an output for each task that is to be learned. The
standard back-propagation of error learning algorithm is used to train all tasks
in parallel. Consequently, MTL training examples are composed of a set of in-
put attributes and a target output for each task. Figure 1 shows a simple MTL
network containing a hidden layer of nodes that are common to all tasks. The
sharing of internal representation is the method by which inductive bias occurs
within an MTL network. MTL is a powerful method of knowledge transfer be-
cause it allows two or more tasks to share all or part of internal representation
to the extent to which it is mutually beneficial. The more that tasks are related
the more they will share representation and create positive inductive bias.
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2.2 Selective Transfer and Task Rehearsal

Lacking a method of knowledge transfer [3,21] that distinguishes knowledge from
related and unrelated tasks, we developed one [18,15]. ηMTL, a modified version
of MTL, was created to provide a solution to the problem of selective transfer of
secondary task knowledge. Using a measure of secondary task to primary task
relatedness an ηMTL network can favourably bias the induction of a hypothesis
for a primary task.

In [19] the task rehearsal method was introduced as a knowledge-based in-
ductive learning system that is able to retain and recall learned task knowledge.
Building on the theory of pseudo-rehearsal [12], previously learned but unconsol-
idated task representations are used to generate virtual examples as a source of
functional knowledge. After a task Tk has been successfully learned (to a speci-
fied level of generalization error), its hypothesis representation is saved in domain
knowledge. This representation acts as a surrogate for the space of input-output
examples that defines task Tk. Virtual examples of the input-output space for
Tk can be produced (with the same level of generalization error) by passing in-
puts to the domain knowledge representation for Tk and recording the outputs.
When learning a new task, T0, the domain knowledge representations for tasks
T1...Tk...Tt are used to generate corresponding virtual output values from the set
of T0 training examples. The resulting set of virtual examples is used to relearn
or rehearse the domain knowledge tasks in parallel with the learning of T0 in an
MTL or ηMTL network. It is through the rehearsal of previously learned tasks
that knowledge is transferred to the new task.

In [17] we turned our attention to the representational form of knowledge
transfer and present a theory that is based on the existence of an MTL network
that contains all previously learned task knowledge in a consolidated represen-
tational form. This consolidated representation is used as the starting point for
learning a new task. Task rehearsal is used to ensure the stability of related sec-
ondary task knowledge within the MTL network and stochastic noise is used to
create plasticity in the unrelated task knowledge portions of the network so as
to allow the new task to be learned. Consequently, beneficial knowledge transfer
(inductive bias) occurs from related tasks as knowledge of unrelated tasks is lost.

The representational transfer method depends on the existence of a con-
solidated MTL network containing all previously learned task knowledge. The
question of how new task knowledge can be consolidated into an existing neural
network without loss of prior knowledge is interesting and challenging. In fact,
it is the stability-plasticity problem originally posed by [4] taken to the level
of learning sets of tasks as opposed to learning sets of examples. The stability-
plasticity problem points out the difficulty in trying to learn a new example
within a neural network while at the same time trying to maintain knowledge of
previously learned examples. The loss of the previously learned knowledge has
been referred to as catastrophic forgetting [6]. The following section outlines the
criteria for the consolidation of task knowledge.
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3 The Need for Consolidated Domain Knowledge

Long-term knowledge retention is necessary for a knowledge-based inductive
learning system, however, it is not sufficient. We propose that domain knowl-
edge must be integrated in a systematic fashion for the purposes of efficient
and effective retention and for more efficient and effective transfer during future
learning. The process of integration we define as consolidation of task knowledge
and the resulting representation we define to be consolidated domain knowledge.
More specifically, we propose the following as the major criteria for the consoli-
dation of task knowledge:

Effective Storage: Consolidation should provide effective long-term storage of
task knowledge such that the accuracy of both new and prior knowledge is
not lost. In fact, consolidation should promote an increase in the accuracy
of prior task knowledge as new and related tasks are learned.

Efficient Storage: Consolidation should provide an efficient method of task
knowledge storage both in terms of space and time. To some extent the
knowledge acquired at different times will overlap and support each other.
It would be inefficient to retain duplicate copies of knowledge for the same
or similar tasks. A life-long learning system must have a mechanism for
integrating task knowledge into a domain knowledge structure of finite size.
The method should be efficient such that the time to consolidate grows
polynomially in the number of tasks retained.

Effective Retrieval: Consolidation is equally important for the transfer of do-
main knowledge when learning a new task. Consolidated domain knowledge
should support a method of knowledge retrieval such that the most related
task knowledge can be selected to favorably bias the learning of a new task.

Efficient Retrieval: Indexing into domain knowledge should also be efficient.
Task knowledge retrieval should be rapid so as not to delay the learning
of a new task. Consolidated domain knowledge should support a retrieval
method that grows polynomially in the number of tasks retained.

4 Consolidation through MTL and Task Rehearsal

Consolidation using a connectionist network was first proposed in [5]. The report
suggests a method by which the neocortex of the mammalian brain consolidates
new knowledge without loss of previous knowledge. Consolidation occurs through
a slow process of interleaved learning of new and old knowledge within a long-
term memory structure of sparse representation. We propose that MTL and
the task rehearsal method provides a mechanism for sequentially consolidating
task knowledge. Each of the following sections addresses one the criterion for
consolidation in an effort to make our case.
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4.1 Effective Storage

An MTL network would seem to be a good choice for a long-term memory struc-
ture in which to consolidate task knowledge. Provided sufficient training exam-
ples and sufficient internal representation, an MTL network can simultaneously
learn a variety of tasks of a domain without loss of accuracy [3]. Furthermore,
the accuracy of related tasks can be increased within an MTL network via the
learning of shared internal representation at the common feature layer [2]. How-
ever, there are two problems that must be overcome if MTL networks are to
be used to sequentially consolidate domain knowledge: (1) preventing the catas-
trophic forgetting of previously learned tasks already existing within the MTL
network, particularly unrelated tasks, and (2) avoiding high-magnitude weight
representations that frustrate the learning of new internal features.

The problem of catastrophic forgetting can be solved by using task rehearsal.
As shown in [17], training examples for a new task can be used to modify redun-
dant representation in a large MTL network while virtual examples are rehearsed
to maintain the existing hypotheses of related tasks. For consolidation this ap-
proach must be extended to ensure that the hypotheses for unrelated tasks are
also maintained. We propose the use of a large MTL network with plenty of
internal representation (hidden nodes), a small learning rate and a large number
of virtual training examples for all tasks. As an upper bound, the MTL network
should have sufficient internal representation for learning each task independent
of all others. In practice, less internal representation will be needed because the
point of consolidation is to create shared internal representation. A small learn-
ing rate will encourage the creation of features within the representation that
are useful to many tasks. A large number of training examples is required during
task rehearsal to ensure the accuracy of the prior MTL task knowledge as well
as the integration of new task knowledge. The number and selection of exam-
ples should reflect the probability distribution over the input space as observed
for the domain. Large training sets for all tasks are possible because virtual ex-
amples can be generated from the existing consolidated MTL representation of
prior tasks and the newly generated hypothesis of the primary task.

The second problem, identified in [10], concerns avoiding high magnitude
connection weights within a previously trained network. We addressed this issue
in [17] where a consolidated MTL network is used as the starting point for
learning a new task from an impoverished set of training examples. The solution
employed stochastic noise to provide a degree of plasticity in the network so
as to escape from the local minimum created by the high-magnitude weights.
Subsequent experimentation [16] using task rehearsal and consolidated MTL
networks has shown that there is no need for stochastic noise provided there is a
large set of training examples for both the new and prior tasks, a small learning
rate, and a method of early stopping to prevent over-fitting the model to the
training data. A large MTL training set and small learning rate will ensure the
maintenance of accurate hypotheses for the prior tasks and the development of
parsimonious internal representation for the new task with minimal growth of
network weights. Over-fitting is the major cause of high magnitude weights in a
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neural network. The experiments presented in this paper use a simple approach
that stops training based on training set error. In future work we intend to
explore a weight cost term in the back-propagation algorithm and the use of
validation sets for all tasks.

In summary, we propose that consolidation can be accomplished within an
MTL network provided that: (1) task rehearsal is used to maintain prior task
knowledge while knowledge of each new task is integrated, (2) there is sufficient
training examples so as to ensure that features are maintained and created for
all tasks, (3) there is sufficient internal representation within the network for
learning each task independent of all others, (4) learning occurs slowly (small
learning rate) so as to increase the probability of creating internal features that
are useful to all tasks and (5) there is a method of early stopping to prevent the
over-fitting of new task knowledge and the creation of high magnitude weights.

4.2 Efficient Storage

MTL networks provide an efficient representational form for the consolidation of
knowledge from multiple tasks. If tasks of a domain have 10 input attributes and
a neural network with 5 hidden nodes and 1 output node is sufficient to learn
each task, 61 connection weights would be needed to represent the network. If
20 tasks from the domain are learned and retained in separate networks then
a total of 1220 weights would be required. If an MTL network with 20 hidden
nodes and 20 outputs is sufficient for accurately representing the 20 tasks, a total
of 640 connection weights is all that is needed. The hidden nodes can increase
to 38 before the number of weights of an MTL network would exceed that of all
single task networks. Network representation provides significant space savings
over the original training examples. For example, just 40 training examples for
an MTL network with 10 inputs and 20 target values would require 1200 values.

The time required to consolidate each new task into an ever-growing MTL
network would seem to continually increase. The large number of training ex-
amples required, the small learning rate and the growing number of tasks that
must be rehearsed, suggests that consolidation will require more iterations of the
back-propagation algorithm for each task. However, we predict that the average
time to consolidate a new task into an existing MTL network will decrease as
the number of previously consolidated tasks increases. This is because the prob-
ability of the MTL network already having the required internal representation
(common features) for a new task increases as the number of previously con-
solidated tasks increases. This will keep the time complexity for consolidation
tractable in the number of retained tasks.

4.3 Effective Retrieval

Our previous research into knowledge transfer [15] has shown that the most
effective methods of determining the relatedness between two tasks are structural
measures that calculate a task’s use of a common internal representation. MTL
networks provide a common internal representation and the degree to which tasks
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share features of this representation have been shown to be powerful measures of
task relatedness [19]. Information theoretic measures such as mutual information
can compute the degree to which the hidden node features within a consolidated
MTL network would be beneficial to the classification of examples of a new task.

4.4 Efficient Retrieval

We are actively working on structural measures of relatedness based on statistics
such as the mutual information of task outputs with respect to the features
generated at the hidden node layer. To compute such a measure between a new
task and any prior task in consolidated domain knowledge requires passing the
training examples through the network, recording a series of values and then
computing the relevant statistics. This can be achieved in time polynomial in
the number of tasks stored in consolidated domain knowledge.

5 Experiments

To test our theory of sequential consolidation using an MTL network and task
rehearsal we conduct a series of experiments on a synthetic domain of tasks.
Our objectives are (1) to determine the optimal conditions for consolidating
the knowledge of a new task within a previously consolidated MTL network
containing several tasks from the same domain and (2) to show that under these
conditions that it is possible to sequentially consolidate a series of tasks within
an MTL network without loss of prior task knowledge.

The first experiment applies our approach by consolidating one new task
within an existing consolidated MTL network of five tasks and examines the
variation in prior task accuracy (based on an independent test set) as the learn-
ing rate, number of hidden nodes, maximum training set error and number of
training examples are varied. From this experiment the optimal mix of the four
conditions are determined for the domain under study. The second experiment
studies the sequential consolidation of a series of tasks within a large MTL net-
work. The optimal conditions from the first experiment are used in an effort to
minimize the loss of prior task accuracy.

Both experiments were conducted using the Sequential Learning Research
and Application System, SLRAS, developed at Acadia1. SLRAS is capable of
single task learning, variants of multiple task learning and task rehearsal via the
generation of virtual examples from retained task knowledge (consolidated or
unconsolidated).

5.1 Test Domain

The Logic domain consists of six synthetic tasks where each task’s output is a
boolean logic function of 4 variables. Table 1 presents the entire domain of tasks.
1 See (http://birdcage.acadiau.ca/iitrl)
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Table 1. Description of the tasks of the Logic Domain. Each of the tasks is a logical
expression of four of the input variables.

Task Logical Expression for Task
Name

T0 (a > 0.5 ∨ b > 0.5) ∧ (c > 0.5 ∨ d > 0.5)
T1 (c > 0.5 ∨ d > 0.5) ∧ (e > 0.5 ∨ f > 0.5)
T2 (c > 0.5 ∨ d > 0.5) ∧ (g > 0.5 ∨ h > 0.5)
T3 (e > 0.5 ∨ f > 0.5) ∧ (g > 0.5 ∨ h > 0.5)
T4 (e > 0.5 ∨ f > 0.5) ∧ (i > 0.5 ∨ j > 0.5)
T5 (g > 0.5 ∨ h > 0.5) ∧ (i > 0.5 ∨ j > 0.5)

The goal in designing the domain was to create a set of non-linearly separable
classification tasks that shared two linearly separable features in various ways.
The features used are boolean expressions of the form (x > 0.5∨y > 0.5), where x
and y are input variables. The domain has ten inputs, labelled a through j which
generate 5 features. The tasks of the domain vary in their degree of relatedness to
one another based on their shared use of these features. For example, T5 shares
the feature (g > 0.5∨h > 0.5) with tasks T2 and T3 and feature (i > 0.5∨j > 0.5)
with T4. Because all tasks are non-linearly separable, at least two hidden nodes
are required to form an internal representation of the features for each task. For
each task, 2 hidden nodes form a disjunction of two inputs and then an output
node forms a conjunction of 2 hidden nodes. This suggests that the minimum
configuration of an MTL network for consolidating all tasks would be 10 input,
5 hidden and 6 output nodes.

T0 is the new task that will be consolidated into an existing MTL in the first
experiment. T0 shares the feature (c > 0.5∨d > 0.5) with tasks T1 and T2 and is
thereby related to these tasks. No other task uses the feature (a > 0.5∨b > 0.5),
which necessitates that consolidation must develop this feature within the CDK
MTL network in order to learn T0.

5.2 General Method

The MTL neural networks used in the experiments have an input layer of 10
nodes, one hidden layer (common feature layer) of nodes, and an output layer of
6 nodes, one for each task. The number of hidden nodes will vary depending on
the experiment from 1 to 80. In all experiments, the mean square error (MSE)
cost function is minimized by the back-propagation algorithm that uses a mo-
mentum term. The learning rate varies between 0.5 and 0.001 depending on the
experiment with the momentum term consistently set at 0.9. Prior to consolida-
tion the weights of all MTL networks are randomly initialized to values in the
range -0.1 to 0.1. For all experiments, training proceeds for up to 100,000 itera-
tions or until the average MSE over all tasks decreases to a specified maximum
level. The network representation is saved at this point. Each experiment reports
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the results of 15 repetitions using different training examples and random initial
weights within the network.

Performance of the methods is compared in terms of the effectiveness of
maintaining the accuracy of the consolidated domain knowledge tasks within
the MTL network. Effectiveness is measured as the mean percentage of correct
classifications (accuracy), over all repetitions, made by the hypotheses against a
1000 example test set. In Experiment 2, efficiency of consolidation is measured
as the mean number of iterations to reach the MSE error tolerance.

5.3 Experiment 1: Consolidating a New Task into an Existing
Consolidated MTL Network

Method. This experiment examines the consolidation of task T0 within an
MTL network that is initialized with a consolidated domain representation of
secondary tasks T1 through T5. The objective is to determine the optimal mix of
conditions for best consolidation. Specifically, we are interested in maintaining
the level of prior task accuracy while at the same time developing highly accurate
models for T0 (based on an independent test set). The following conditions will
be varied: learning rate, number of hidden nodes, number of training examples
and the maximum MSE tolerance. The maximum MSE tolerance expresses the
level of average task accuracy required across all tasks being consolidated. This
is used to stop training and control the growth of high magnitude weights within
the consolidated MTL network.

The consolidated domain representation was produced by training an MTL
network on the five secondary tasks from random initial weights using 600 train-
ing examples. Training was stopped when the MSE over all tasks dropped below
a value of 0.01. An independent test set was used to estimate the generalization
accuracy of these models. The average accuracy over all tasks was 86.6%.

The MTL network used to consolidate T0 has one output node added for
the new task and the weights between the hidden nodes and this output node
are initialized to small random values. To maintain prior domain knowledge, all
secondary tasks are rehearsed within the network as the new task is learned. The
existing consolidated representation of the secondary tasks is used to generate
virtual examples for rehearsal by passing the training examples for the new task
through the representation and producing the corresponding target outputs.

Based on preliminary experimentation, it was decided that our base values
for conducting the experiment would be a learning rate of 0.01, 20 hidden nodes,
maximum MSE tolerance of 0.01 and 200 randomly chosen training examples.
Four studies were conducted to determine the optimal setting of each of these
factors. For each study, three of the factors were fixed and the fourth factor was
varied over a significant range of values.

When consolidation of T0 begins, the errors on the previously learned tasks
are very small. Only the new task shows significant error. This guides the back-
propagation algorithm to find and/or create the necessary internal representation
for the new task. This process will interfere with the rehearsal of the previously
consolidated tasks and drive their error rates upward temporarily. However, over
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Fig. 2. Results of consolidating new task T0 into an existing consolidated MTL repre-
sentation. Shown is the mean percentage of correct classifications (accuracy) by the T0

hypothesis, by T1 through T5 hypotheses and by all hypotheses.

several thousand iterations, sufficient internal representation should be found for
all tasks and the mean error rate should drop below the tolerance level. In this
way task rehearsal is used to maintain the accuracy of prior task knowledge
while the new task is consolidated into the MTL network.

Results and Discussion. Figures 2 and 3 show the results from the four
studies of this experiment. Each graph shows the variation in test set accuracy
as a function of (a) learning rate, (b) number of hidden nodes, (c) number of
training examples and (d) maximum MSE tolerance. The results indicate that it
is easy to find a range of values for each factor that allowed T0 to be consolidated
within the MTL network without significant loss of prior task knowledge.

From Figure 2 it is apparent that a learning rate less than 0.2 is sufficiently
small to allow the six tasks to be consolidated. We choose a learning rate of
0.01 because it ensures that there is no statistically significant loss in prior task
knowledge. Graph (b) shows that 5 hidden nodes is the minimum requirement
for this domain of tasks and that increasing the number of hidden nodes beyond
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Fig. 3. Results of consolidating new task T0 into an existing consolidated MTL repre-
sentation. Shown is the mean percentage of correct classifications by the T0 hypothesis,
by T1 through T5 hypotheses and by all hypotheses.

5 does not hinder consolidation. We choose to stay with 20 hidden nodes as this
configuration provides more than sufficient representation and demands only
moderate training times. As would be expected, graph (c) of Figure 3 demon-
strates that the mean accuracy of the resulting consolidated models increases
with the number of training examples. We choose to use 500 training examples
in the subsequent experiment because of the increased accuracy it provides. The
variation in mean accuracy of the models as a function of the maximum MSE
on the training set is perhaps the most interesting result. Graph (d) shows that
it is necessary to perform some form of early stopping so as to prevent the MTL
network from over-fitting to the virtual training examples for the primary task,
T0. An optimal choice for maximum MSE tolerance is in the 0.0005 through 0.01
range. We choose the mid point of 0.005 for the subsequent experiment.
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5.4 Experiment 2: Sequentially Consolidating a Series of Tasks
within an MTL Network

Method. This experiment tests the consolidation method on a sequence of
tasks that vary in their relatedness to one another. The objective is to show that
under the proper conditions that it is possible to sequentially consolidate new
task knowledge without the loss of prior knowledge and in an efficient manner.
We will consider the proper conditions to be the values chosen for the four factors
examined in the first experiment: a learning rate of 0.01, 20 hidden nodes, 500
training examples and a maximum MSE tolerance of 0.005.

The six tasks are learned in reverse order, from T5 through T0. After each new
task is learned the consolidated MTL network representation is saved. Before
training begins on the next task, this consolidated MTL network is used as
the initial representation (T4 will be learned starting from the MTL network
representation for T5; T3 will be learned starting with the consolidated MTL
network representation for T5 and T4; etc). Only the weights between the hidden
nodes and the new task output node are initialized to small random values. All
previously learned tasks of the sequence are rehearsed within the network when
consolidating a new task. The existing consolidated MTL network is used as the
source of the virtual examples for this rehearsal.

Results and Discussion. Figure 4 shows the results in the order in which the
tasks were consolidated. Each data series of graph (a) represents the mean per-
centage of correct classifications on the test set by a consolidated hypothesis at
various points of the learning sequence. The graph shows that the accuracy of all
tasks remains at or above their starting levels throughout the learning sequence.
In fact, the performances of the consolidated representations for T5, T4, T3 and
T2 increase significantly by the time the final task, T0, is consolidated. Graph
(b) supports our theory that consolidation of task knowledge within an MTL
network requires fewer iterations as the number of consolidated tasks increases.
Over-time the network acquires the internal representation of common features
used by tasks of the domain.

The general increase in domain knowledge accuracy can be explained by two
factors, where both are related to the consolidation of new task knowledge into
the MTL network. First, the addition of tasks to the network act like a regularizer
that prevents the network from over-fitting to the training data of any specific
task. Second, there is a beneficial transfer of knowledge between related tasks
as each new task is consolidated. The sharing of features created within the
hidden nodes of the network provide the mechanism of knowledge transfer. For
example, tasks T5, T4 and T3 share three boolean logic features (see Table 1) and
by the time T3 has been consolidated the internal representation in the network
has become very good at detecting each of these features. The result is that the
accuracies of domain knowledge representations of tasks T5 and T4 increase.
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Fig. 4. Results of the sequential consolidation of Logic domain tasks. Each line of
graph (a) represents the mean percentage of correct classifications (accuracy) by a
consolidated hypothesis at that point in the learning sequence. The mean accuracy
over all tasks is also shown. Graph (b) shows the number of iterations required to
consolidate each of the tasks of the sequence.

6 Summary and Conclusion

This paper extends the work reported in [16] that addresses a fundamental
question of a life-long machine learning system: How can task knowledge be
consolidated within a long-term domain knowledge structure for the benefit of
future learning? We propose a theory of task knowledge consolidation that uses
a large MTL network as the domain knowledge structure and task rehearsal as
the method of overcoming the stability-plasticity problem and the loss of prior
knowledge. Having an effective method of consolidation would be an important
advance because a consolidated source of domain knowledge in representational
form has been shown to provide a basis for more efficient and effective trans-
fer of knowledge when learning a new task from sets of impoverished data [17].
Consolidated representation provides the basis for indexing into domain knowl-
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edge using deep structural measures of task relatedness and it can speed up
learning through the direct use of prior representation. Experiments have been
conducted on a synthetic domain of six tasks using software that was developed
in accord with the theory. Under the proper conditions, the results indicate that
the method is capable of sequentially consolidating task knowledge within an
MTL network without loss of prior task knowledge and in an efficient manner.
In fact, the experiments clearly indicate an increase in hypothesis accuracy as
additional related tasks are consolidated into the MTL network. We propose
that this is due to a regularization effect as well as the transfer of knowledge
between related tasks. We plan to investigate this further in future work by
extending the number and complexity of the tasks being consolidated and by
studying real-world domains of tasks.

The proper conditions for consolidation have been found to be (1) a suffi-
ciently large amount of training examples, (2) an abundance of internal repre-
sentation (number of hidden nodes), (3) a small learning rate so as to ensure
slow integration of the new task into existing representation and (4) a method of
preventing the network from over-fitting and therefore creating high-magnitude
weight representations. The first condition is easily met by our life-long learn-
ing system because virtual training examples can be manufactured through task
rehearsal. The second and third conditions are easily met with the only im-
pact being an increase in computational space and time for training the neural
network. The last condition is not as easily dealt with. We have used a simple
approach based on stopping consolidation when the training set error decreases
to a predetermined level of error tolerance. This can be improved upon by em-
ploying an early-stopping technique based on a multi-task validation set. We are
working on modifications to our system that will accommodate this technique.
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Abstract. Considerable progress in local search has recently been made in
using clause weighting algorithms to solve satisfiability benchmark problems.
While these algorithms have outperformed earlier stochastic techniques on many
larger problems, this improvement has generally required extra, problem specific,
parameters requiring fine tuning to problem domains for optimal run-time
performance. In a previous paper, the use of parameters, specifically in relation
to the DLM clause weighting algorithm, was examined to identify underlying
features in clause weighting that could be used to eliminate or predict workable
parameter settings. A simplified clause weighting algorithm, Maxage, based on
DLM, was proposed that reduced the DLM’s run-time parameters to a single
parameter. This paper presents an algorithm, RLS, based on DLM and Maxage,
which combines the use of resolvent clauses with clause weighting. In RLS,
clause resolvents that contain fewer literals than their parent clauses become
active in the SAT problem whenever a parent clause is false and a clause weight
increase is performed. This technique reduces the overhead of resolvent clauses
and also adds extra information for the local search when it is required. In this
paper RLS is compared with the state of the art DLM and SAPS clause weighting
local search algorithms.

Keywords: Constraints, Search

1 Introduction

The propositional satisfiability (SAT) problem is fundamental in solving many practical
problems in mathematical logic, inference, machine learning, constraint satisfaction, and
VLSI engineering. Theoretically, the SAT problem is the core of a large family of com-
putationally intractable NP-complete problems. Several such NP-complete problems
have been identified as central to a variety of areas in computing theory and engineer-
ing. Therefore, methods to solve the satisfiability problem play an important role in the
development of computing theory and systems.

In this paper, as with most other work on SAT algorithms, we only consider proposi-
tional formulae in conjunctive normal form. That is, formulae of the form F =

∧
i

∨
j lij

where each lij is a propositional variable or its negation. The lij are termed literals while
the disjunctions

∨
j lij are the clauses of F . The goal of all SAT algorithms is to find
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an assignment of the truth values to the propositional variables in F that results in no
unsatisfied (false) clauses.

Algorithms for solving SAT problems can be divided into two categories: complete
and incomplete. Complete SAT algorithms perform a systematic traversal of the search
space and will always find a solution if one exists. Incomplete SAT algorithms are
stochastic algorithms in that they may find a solution but, if they fail, it cannot be
concluded that no solution exists.

Some of the best known incomplete SAT algorithms are local search algorithms
that, while they differ in detail, all basically implement a local search strategy which
starts with an initial random assignment of truth values to all propositional variables. In
each subsequent search step, the algorithm selects a variable using some heuristic and
negates the truth value of that variable (i.e. true to false or false to true).Variable negations
(flips) are typically performed with the goal of minimising an objective function based
on the currently unsatisfied clauses. These algorithms are the focus of this paper and
are discussed in more detail in Section 2. The remainder of this paper is structured as
follows: Section 3 describes the Resolvent clause weighting Local Search algorithm
(RLS) used in this paper while Section 4 discusses the experimental method used in this
study. The experimental results obtained for RLS are presented in Section 5 with Section
6 containing a conclusion and suggestions for future research.

2 Local Search

At a high level, a basic local search algorithm can be viewed as a mechanism for traversing
a highly multi-dimensional hyper-surface with the objective of locating a global minima.
While features of the hyper-surface may be extremely complicated, the perception of
the hyper-surface by the local search algorithm is very limited in that it only knows
the hyper-surface immediately adjacent to its current position and has no memory or
knowledge of the hyper-surface in any other location. In fact, its knowledge is limited
to, for a single step in any given direction, the rate at which the hyper-surface is changing.
To efficiently traverse the hyper-surface the local search algorithm must avoid:

– Search Cycles which are basically some configuration of closed paths on the hyper-
surface. They arise because of the presence of local minima or some combination
of other hyper-surface features.

– Unguided Travel which occurs when the hyper-surface is locally flat (plateau) and
there is no basic, under-lying guidance for the search.

Search cycles that have short path lengths can be successfully handled by mechanisms
such as Tabu lists [3], which prevent re-selection of a variable before some number of
other variables have been modified. However, search cycles with longer path lengths or
a variety of paths are much more difficult to detect and escape from. Tabu lists can also
have a beneficial effect when traversing a hyper-surface plateau as they tend to provide
an underlying direction for the search.

The hyper-surface traversed by local search algorithms for SAT problems is generally
that formed by evaluating the number of false clauses for each assignment of variables
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identified during the search. That is, the local search is performing the global optimisation
problem (for a SAT problem with n variables (x1, . . . , xn) and m clauses (c1, . . . , cm)):

min f(x1, . . . , xn) =
m∑

i=1

bi (1)

where bi = 0 if clause ci is true and bi = 1 if clause ci is false. At each step in the search,
these algorithms evaluate the effect of negating each variable in terms of the reduction
in the number of false clauses and will generally select the variable which causes the
largest decrease in f . The fundamental difference in these algorithms is typically in the
tie-breaking rules if more than one variable gives the best decrease, and how they handle
search cycles and plateaus on the hyper-surface (random moves, random restarts and
Tabu lists).

The clause weighting variant of local search traverses the weighted false clause
hyper-surface that is formed by the weighted cost of a problem solution. That is, a clause
weighting local search is addressing the global optimisation problem:

min g(x1, . . . , xn) =
m∑

i=1

wibi, wi ≥ 1 (2)

where wi is the weight associated with clause ci. At each step in the search, these
algorithms evaluate the effect of negating each variable in terms of the reduction in the
weighted cost of the false clauses and will generally select that variable which causes
the largest decrease in g. Clause weights act to deform the weighted false clause hyper-
surface (Sg) from the false clause hyper-surface (Sf ) and are typically incremented
whenever a local minimum or extended plateau is found by the algorithm. This action
tends to remove local minima [6] and plateaus from Sg . To prevent Sg from becoming
too deformed and “rugged” (and thus losing any natural underlying guidance from Sf ),
a clause weight reduction mechanism is normally incorporated into the search.

Clause weighting local search algorithms tend to focus on satisfying the more difficult
clauses of a SAT problem as the weights for clauses that are difficult to satisfy will,
on average, be higher than those for clauses that are easier to satisfy. This will make
satisfying these clauses more attractive to the algorithm and is analogous to the common
problem solving heuristic of attacking the most difficult parts of a problem first, and then
addressing the less constrained resources until a solution is found. It is also important to
note that all global minima, corresponding to f = g = 0, will be in the same positions on
Sg as they are on Sf . If this were not the case, clause weighting local search algorithms
would be at a considerable disadvantage to non-clause weighting local search algorithms
in that they would be trying to locate global minima that are moving on Sg as clause
weights change (as is the case when the global minima are such that f > 0).

There are some inherent disadvantages in clause weighting algorithms, namely that
additional, problem dependent parameters are required to control the clause weighting.
These include the amount by which to increase or decrease the clause weights and at
what point reweighting should occur. Also, the possibility of clause weighting cycles
exists where clause weights are repetitively increased and decreased causing a search
cycle in the sequence of variables to be negated.
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Clause weighting local search algorithms for SAT were simultaneously proposed in
[6] and [10]. Various enhancements to clause weighting followed in the mid-90s, par-
ticularly Jeremy Frank’s work on multiplicative weighting and weight decay [2]. Early
clause weighting algorithms avoided plateau search by adding weight to all unsatisfied
clauses as soon as a plateau was encountered [6]. However, it was not until the devel-
opment of the Discrete Lagrangian Multiplier (DLM) algorithm [11] that these insights
were translated into significant performance improvements. The main differences be-
tween DLM and earlier clause weighting techniques are in the use of a tabu list [3] to
guide the search over plateau areas, and a weight reduction heuristic that periodically
reduces clause weights. The Smoothed Descent and Flood (SDF) algorithm [8] uses
multiplicative weighting and a continuous renormalisation of relative weights after each
increase. While SDF produced some improvement over DLM in terms of the number
of variable negations required on smaller sized problems, there is a significant run-time
overhead in maintaining SDF’s real valued weights. SDF subsequently evolved into the
Exponentiated Sub-Gradient (ESG) method [9] which has recently been improved on
by the Scaling and Probabilistic Smoothing (SAPS) [5] method.

Another recent algorithm is Maxage [12], which is based on DLM and has compa-
rable performance. Of particular significance is that Maxage has only a single problem
dependent parameter as compared to DLM’s fourteen. The algorithm presented in this
paper, RLS, is derived from both DLM and Maxage and is described in detail in the
following section.

3 RLS Algorithm

RLS (Fig. 1) is an additive clause weighting local search algorithm with a single run-time
parameter, DELAY, which specifies how many clause weight increase cycles must occur
before a clause weight reduction is performed. As with the run-time parameters for other
clause weighting algorithms, DELAY is problem dependent and must be pre-determined
for each particular problem class. The three major heuristic components of RLS are:

Resolvent Clauses. The use of resolvent clauses for local search was first proposed
in the Adding New Clauses (ANC) algorithm [1] where, at a local minima, new
resolvent clauses of both the unsatisfied clauses and randomly selected neighbouring
clauses were added to the problem. The method used in RLS is somewhat different
in that, at the start of the RLS algorithm, a Resolvent Clause Cache (RCC) is created
by:

– Generating all possible resolvent clauses from the original clauses of the SAT
problem and adding, to the RCC, those resolvent clauses whose number of
literals is less than that of the parent original clauses.

– Generating all possible resolvent clauses from the resolvent clauses in the RCC
and adding, to the RCC, all those clauses whose number of literals is less than
or equal to that of the parent RCC clauses.

– Associating, with each original clause of the SAT problem, a list of resolvent
clauses that were generated from the original clause or from a resolvent clause
that was generated from the original clause.
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procedure RLS
begin

Generate a random starting point
Initialise counters and clause weights to zero
Generate cache of resolvent clauses
while solution not found and flips < maxFlips do

B ← set of best weighted cost single flip moves
if no improving x ∈ B then

if zero cost x ∈ B and rand() % 100 ≤ Pflat then
B ←oldest zero cost x

end if
end if
if B �= ∅ then

Randomly pick and flip x ∈ B
else

Increase weight on all false clauses and child resolvent clauses
if ++increases % DELAY = 0 then

Decrease weight on all weighted clauses
end if

end if
end while

end

Fig. 1. The RLS Algorithm

The resolvent clauses in the RCC only become active in the local search whenever
the parent clause is false and an increase in clause weights is performed. The clause
weights for active RCC clauses are increased / decreased in the same manner as the
original clauses in the SAT problem with the exception that the lower limit for RCC
clause weights is zero as compared to one for the original clauses. This technique
reduces the overhead of resolvent clauses and also adds extra information for the
local search when it is required. Restricting the resolvent clauses to only those con-
taining fewer literals than their parent clauses maximises the information contained
in the resolvent clause and also prevents a possible “explosion” of resolvent clauses.

Flat Move. The Flat Move heuristic ensures that, if no improving variables are available,
the least recently flipped variable in the false clauses which causes no overall change
in g (i.e. zero cost) has a probability Pflat/100 of being selected. Other experiments,
not reported here, have shown that even with a local search that has good mobility,
it is still beneficial to include some mechanism which ensures that all variables
in false clauses have some probability of being selected. Those experiments also
showed that RLS is robust with regard to the value of Pflat and a value of 10 is
currently being used in RLS.

Clause Weighting. Additive clause weighting is used in RLS with clause weights in-
creased whenever there is no improving weighted flip available and no variable is
selected by the Flat Move heuristic. At each clause weight increase, one is added
to the clause weight of all false clauses and their associated resolvent clauses. After
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DELAY number of clause weight increase cycles have been performed, all clause
weights are decreased by one, with a lower limit of one for all original clauses
and zero for all resolvent clauses. The effect of the DELAY parameter can be sum-
marised as follows: when DELAY is very close to one, clause weighting has little
effect as clause weights are rapidly returned to their default value. That is, g tends
to be very close to f and there is relatively little influence on the search from clause
weighting. When DELAY is large, clause weights become relatively large as the
downward re-weighting of clauses is performed less frequently. This tends to make
the difference between f and g more significant and g becomes a more “rugged”
function than f in the sense that there is greater potential for the change in g to be
larger than that for f at each step of the search.

4 Experimental Method

The overall objectives of the experimental method in this paper are to:

– investigate the usability of RLS.
– evaluate the contributions of the Resolvent Clause and the Flat Move heuristics to

the performance of RLS.
– compare the performance of RLS with other, state of the art, clause weighting local

search algorithms.

In the following sections we provide a rationale for our choice of test SAT problems,
identify test metrics, and describe our experimental design.

4.1 SAT Problem Selection

As discussed in Section 2, a local search algorithm is basically traversing a highly multi-
dimensional hyper-surface to find a global minimum. To effectively test the mobility and
coverage of the algorithm, test SAT problems are required such that the hyper-surfaces
traversed have a range of characteristics (e.g. from “smooth” to “rugged”). In addition, the
test problems should have reasonable computational requirements so that all heuristics
become relevant factors in the search. Investigations, described below, have shown that
the parity learning, random 3-SAT, blocks world planning and graph colouring classes
of SAT problems from SATLIB1 and DIMACS2 benchmark libraries provide a suitable
range of hyper-surface structure. As benchmark test problems for these problem classes
we selected par16-1-c for parity learning, f3200 for random 3-SAT, bw large.d for blocks
world planning and g125.17 for the graph colouring problem. Random sampling of Sf

was performed for the benchmark test problems and the results are presented in Fig. 2.
This random sampling was performed by first generating uniformly random assignments
for variables and then evaluating the change in f , denoted by fi, as each variable i is
negated. This process was repeated 1,000,000 times for each problem. As can be seen,
the results justify the selection of these test problems as:

1 http://www.intellektik.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/SATLIB/
2 ftp://dimacs.rutgers.edu/pub/challenge/satisfiability/benchmarks/cnf/
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Fig. 2. Distributions of sampled fi for each of the four benchmark test problems. This is a measure
of the “ruggedness” of the f hyper-surface with par16-1-c being very smooth (a high proportion
of zero cost flips) and g125.17 the most rugged (no zero cost flips).

– par16-1-c contains a larger proportion of zero cost flips (78% of variable negations
resulted in fi = 0) and |fi| < 2 in all other areas.

– f3200 contains a moderately small proportion of zero cost flips (23% of variable
negations resulted in fi = 0) and |fi| < 6 in all other areas.

– bw large.d has virtually no zero cost flips and consists of moderately large features
where |fi| ≤ 30.

– g125.17 has no zero cost flips and consists only of large features where 15 ≤ |fi| ≤
50.

4.2 Test Metrics

Our major focus is on the usability and performance of RLS. While other aspects of local
search algorithms are important, we would rank these two aspects as the most important
and they are now discussed.

Algorithm Usability. Ideally, a local search algorithm should be able to solve SAT
problems without the need for the user to perform any “tuning” of the algorithm to the
problem. That is, the algorithm requires no run-time parameters and is able to adapt
itself to the nature of the SAT problem. However, in the absence of this ability, the
number and sensitivity of run-time parameters that need to be set by the user become
the most important usability issues for the algorithm. As a general rule, having
fewer parameters is preferable however, there is a trade-off between the number of
parameters and the sensitivity and possible ranges for these parameters. For example,
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if an algorithm has only a single run-time parameter but this requires tuning to all
problems rather than classes of problem then this algorithm could reasonably be
classed as less usable than one which has more parameters but they only require
tuning to each problem class. As RLS has only a single run-time parameter, we need
only investigate the sensitivity of RLS to this parameter for both particular problems
and problem classes. For RLS to be classed as a usable algorithm we require that
there is a wide range of DELAY values that are effective for a particular problem
and that the optimal DELAY value is relatively constant for a problem class. As
a side issue, these characteristics would also simplify the implementation of an
adaptive version of RLS where the optimal value for DELAY is programmatically
derived from an analysis of the SAT problem and automatically adjusted as the
search proceeds.

With regard to the optimal value for DELAY, our hypothesis is that a larger value of
DELAY (i.e. more clause weighting) will be optimal for problems where Sf is rela-
tively smooth and a smaller value optimal when Sf is relatively rugged. Intuitively,
as traversing a predominantly flat Sf takes some number of variable assignments,
clause weighting needs to be more aggressive (higher DELAY) to prevent unguided
travel. Conversely, if there is a small proportion or no flat areas on Sf , the main
role for clause weighting is escaping from search cycles, in particular local minima,
which is a relatively localised phenomena of Sf and takes relatively fewer variable
assignments. Accordingly, clause weighting needs to be less aggressive (lower DE-
LAY) so that Sg stays close to Sf and the inherent features of Sf are used as much
as possible during the search.

Algorithm Performance. The performance metrics used to classify algorithms should
be complete in that they measure all of a particular aspect of the algorithm. For ex-
ample, as a measure of computational effort or run-time, median / average number of
flips has been used. However, this measure does not effectively compare algorithms
that perform different amounts of clause weighting or where the clause weighting
has differing computational overheads.

Our view is that the use of processor time as a measure of computational effort pro-
vides a more encompassing metric as it reflects the total amount of work performed
by the search. However, this metric does have the disadvantage that the processor
time is clearly dependent on the computer processor used for the test and this makes
comparison between algorithms tested on different computers difficult. To overcome
this, we use the method proposed in the COCONUT 3 project and benchmark our
computer processor in terms of the processor time taken to evaluate the shekel5
function at 1.0E+8 points 4. While this is only a basic measure of a computer pro-
cessor, we feel it is adequate for comparing processor time requirements for local
search algorithms.

Another potential disadvantage of using computer processor time is that it is actually
a measure of the efficiency of the algorithm plus the efficiency of the implementation.
The only effective solution to this problem is to encode all algorithms using identical

3 http://www.mat.univie.ac.at/ neum/glopt/coconut
4 A C++ program is available at http://www.mat.univie.ac.at/ neum/glopt/coconut/shekel5.cpp
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programming techniques. As an on-going effort we are currently investigating the
feasibility of doing this for the more effective local search algorithms.
In this paper we present our performance results using the Run Length Distribution
(RLD) and Run Time Distribution (RTD) techniques described in [4]. While this
technique has a relatively high computational cost for experiments, it does tend to
eliminate the need for setting arbitrary cut-off limits which can produce mis-leading
results [4].

4.3 Experimental Design

RLS Usability. With regard to usability of RLS, we need only address the sensitivity
of RLS with regard to the single run-time parameter DELAY. This will be done for
each benchmark test problem and also for other problems in the four benchmark
problem classes. The following two experimental steps will be performed for the
four benchmark test problems:

– DELAY-Range Step: using a cut-off limit of 5,000,000 flips for 100 trials with
random starts, find the range(s) of DELAY which gives a success rate of greater
than 80%.

– Optimal-DELAY Step: using a cut-off limit of 100,000,000 flips for 100 trials
with random starts, find the value of DELAY within the range(s) identified in
the DELAY-Range step which gives the dominant RTD plot [4].

The DELAY-Range step provides an overview of the sensitivity of RLS to the DE-
LAY parameter and identifies ranges for which more intensive investigation should
be performed. The Optimal-DELAY step provides a more detailed view of the sensi-
tivity of RLS to the DELAY parameter and allows selection of the optimal DELAY
value.
The DELAY-Range step will also be performed for other problems within each
benchmark problem class to evaluate the sensitivity of DELAY to variations within
the problem class. As the RLS heuristics need some number of weight increase /
decrease clause weight cycles to be performed before the effect of DELAY can be
identified, only problems that require a median number of flips greater than 100,000
will be used.

Heuristic Performance. The contributions of the Resolvent Clauses and Flat Move
heuristics to the performance of RLS will be evaluated using four RTD experiments
which evaluate all possible combinations of these two heuristics with the RLS Clause
Weighting heuristic.

RLS Performance. The performance of the RLS algorithm, relative to two state of the
art local search algorithms DLM [13] and SAPS [5], will be evaluated using the
RLD / RTD method for the benchmark test problems. To improve the validity of
the RLD comparisons, the SAPS program code will be modified so that it counts
variable flips in the same manner as DLM and RLS (i.e. so that it does not count an
increase / decrease weight cycle as a variable flip).
The value for DELAY for RLS used in this paper will be that experimentally de-
termined in the RLS Usability experiment. The run-time parameters to be used for
DLM and SAPS are shown in Table 2. The DLM parameters are as described in [13]
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while the SAPS parameters for each of the problem classes were found by consid-
ering SAPS’s performance, over ten runs, for the 192 combinations of parameter
values shown in Table 1. The choices for α (default value 1.3) consider adding almost
no weight (1.01) through to settings around the default value as well as two settings
(1.5 and 2.0) significantly above the default value. The small increments used at the
lower end of the settings are because it was considered that even though settings of
1.01 and 1.02 represent adding very little weight, 1.02 is still adding twice as much
weight as 1.01. A similar argument explains the choices for ρ (default value 0.8)
except that, due to the nature of the parameter having a range from 0 to 1, small
increments were used at the higher end of the scale as well.
Ten runs for each combination of α and ρ with a cutoff of 5,000,000 flips were suf-
ficient to identify the best areas for each problem (par16-1-c, f3200, bw large.d and
g125.17). Although for some problems the success rates for even the best parameter
settings did not approach 100%, areas were still identified where the majority of
instances were solved within the 5,000,000 flips.

Table 1. All possible combinations of the α and ρ values shown in this table were evaluated to
identify the optimal SAPS parameters for the four benchmark test problems.

Parameter Values

α 1.01, 1.02, 1.05, 1.10, 1.15, 1.20 1.25, 1.30, 1.35, 1.40, 1.50, 2.00
ρ 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90, 0.95, 0.99

Table 2. SAPS and DLM parameters used for the four benchmark test problems.

Problem SAPS DLM Problem SAPS DLM
α ρ α ρ

f3200 1.2 0.5 para2 par16-1-c 1.2 0.95 para4
bw large.d 1.1 0.15 para3 g.125.17 1.15 0.10 para3

5 Experimental Results

All experiments in this paper were performed, using the methods described in Section
4.3, on a computer that required 269.33 processor seconds to execute a non-optimised
version of shekel5, compiled under Linux using the g++ compiler.

5.1 RLS Usability

From Fig. 3 there is a wide range in the sensitivity of RLS to the DELAY parameter. For
f3200 there is a relatively sharp peak which broadens for bw large.d and g125.17 and
becomes wider for par16-1-c. That is, RLS appears to be relatively more sensitive to
the value of DELAY for problems that have a “rugged” hyper-surface and less sensitive
when the hyper-surface becomes “smoother”.
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Fig. 3. Number of successful runs of RLS, from 100 attempts with random starting points, as a
function of DELAY for the four benchmark test problems.

The results shown in Fig. 3 tend to confirm the hypothesis stated in Section 4.2 with
regard to the optimal values for DELAY.

Fig. 4 shows the RTD plot for each of the four benchmark test problems as DELAY
is varied within the critical ranges identified from Fig. 3. As would be expected, both
the DELAY-Range and Optimal-DELAY steps identified identical optimal values for
DELAY. Where RLS is sensitive to changes in DELAY, the curves on the RTD plot are
dispersed while, when RLS is relatively robust with respect to DELAY, the curves on
the RTD plot are closer.

Table 3. Optimal values of the RLS DELAY parameter for problems in the four benchmark problem
classes. To effectively use the RLS heuristics, only problems that required a median number of
flips greater than 100,000 have been selected.

Problem Optimal Problem Optimal Problem Optimal Problem Optimal
DELAY DELAY DELAY DELAY

par16-1-c 40 f1000 9 bw large.c 5 g125.17 4
par16-2-c 39 f1600 10 bw large.d 4
par16-3-c 40 f2000 10
par16-4-c 41 f3200 10
par16-5-c 41
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Fig. 4. RTDs for RLS, as the RLS DELAY run-time parameter varies, for each of the four bench-
mark test problems. The value of DELAY associated with the solid-line plot is the optimal DELAY
for the problem and is the value used in this paper.

Table 3 show how the optimal value for DELAY varies within the benchmark problem
classes for the more significant problems of each class. Clearly, the optimal value for
DELAY is stable within each benchmark problem class.

As a general comment with regard to the usability of RLS, in addition to being stable
to the DELAY within a problem class, there is also a limited range of DELAY for which
RLS could be classed as bieing relatively sensitive to DELAY.

5.2 Heuristic Performance

Fig. 5 shows the effect of combinations of the RLS heuristics for the par16-1-c problem.
The Flat Move heuristic clearly attains 100% successful runs earliest while the Resolvent
Clause heuristic reduces the spread of the DELAY curves. That is, for the par16-1-c
problem, the Flat Move heuristic tends to reduce the “heavy tail” of the distribution
while the Resolvent Clause heuristic reduces the sensitivity of RLS to the DELAY
parameter.

5.3 RLS Performance

Figs. 6 and 7 show, for the four benchmark test problems, the comparative performance
of DLM, SAPS and RLS. With regard to the number of flips, from Fig. 6, for f3200 and
g125.17 RLS and DLM both dominate SAPS but not each other. However, for par16-1-c
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Fig. 5. RTD for RLS showing the effect of combining the Clause Weighting (CW), Flat Move
(FM) and Resolvent Clause (RC) heuristics for the par16-1-c problem.
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Fig. 6. RLDs for DLM, SAPS and RLS for the four benchmark test problems.
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Fig. 7. RTD for DLM, SAPS and RLS for the four benchmark test problems.

and bw large.d, where the number of resolvent clauses is 502 and 77 respectively, RLS
is the dominant algorithm. With regard to processor time, from Fig. 7, RLS is clearly the
dominant algorithm. Our intuition is that this is, with the exception of par16-1-c which
had a large number of resolvent clauses, mainly an implementation issue between DLM
and RLS. With regard to SAPS and RLS, we believe that it is partly implementation and
partly algorithmic due to the relatively more complicated clause weighting techniques
of SAPS.

6 Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to present and evaluate the RLS clause weighting local search
algorithm. This evaluation was done with regard to both the usability and performance
of RLS. Usability was investigated by evaluating the sensitivity of the RLS DELAY
run-time parameter for four benchmark test problems and benchmark problem classes.
The performance of RLS was evaluated by comparing it to DLM and SAPS for the four
benchmark test problems. We consider RLS a step towards developing more intelligent,
adaptive constraint solving technologies. Future research will include:

– the identification of structure types within SAT problems so that a run-time estimate
can be programmatically made for the initial setting of the DELAY parameter [7].

– an investigation of why, for some SAT problems, there is a wide range of near
optimal DELAY values, whereas for other problems it is almost unique.
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– the development of adaptive control mechanisms so that the DELAY parameter can
be adjusted during the search.

– an investigation to determine if clause weighting is able to identify clauses which
are “globally” difficult to satisfy, or if it is a localised activity which simply gives
the search adequate mobility and the global minima is arrived at without any use of
“global” knowledge.

– an investigation to determine what makes clause weighting algorithms effective
global optimisation algorithms. Is it in the ability to escape search cycles and the
guided travel across plateaus, or is it in the initial focus on satisfying the more
“difficult” clauses and then addressing the “easier” clauses?

– incorporating a parameterless clause weighting algorithm as the local search within
a parallel algorithm for SAT problems.

Acknowledgment. The authors would like to thank Stuart Bain for providing the SAPS
parameters used in this paper.
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Abstract. We present a new hybrid constraint solving schema which re-
tains some systematicity of constructive search while incorporating the
heuristic guidance and lack of commitment to variable assignment of local
search. Our method backtracks through a space of complete but possibly
inconsistent solutions while supporting the freedom to move arbitrarily
under heuristic guidance. The version of the schema described here com-
bines minconflicts local search with conflict-directed backjumping. It is
parametrized by a variable ordering relation which controls the order in
which the search space is explored. Preliminary experimental results are
given comparing two instances of the schema to forward checking with
conflict-directed backjumping [17] (FC-CBJ ).

1 Introduction

Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) are ubiquitous in scheduling, planning,
configuration and other combinatorial tasks. In general, solving CSPs is NP-
hard. Modern search algorithms for CSPs are of two basic types: 1) constructive
backtrack algorithms and; 2) stochastic local search algorithms. Constructive
algorithms systematically expore a search tree of possible solutions [12]. They
construct a consistent partial solution by extending it one variable assignment at
a time and backtracking on failure, until every variable is assigned a consistent
value under the problem constraints. Unfortunately, bad variable assignments
made early in the search tree persist for an exponential length of time until a
proof of inconsistency for a whole subtree can be found [5,11].

In contrast, local search algorithms (e.g. [8,14,18]) start with a complete but
inconsistent assignment of variables and iteratively change individual assign-
ments until all the constraints are satisfied. Local search is incomplete, but it is
not plagued by the tyranny of early bad decisions in the search tree. These algo-
rithms are free to move arbitrarily in the search space by following the heuristic
gradient.

However, the lack of systematicity of local search algorithms makes remem-
bering the history of past states problematic. In the worst case, a state cache
exponential in the size of the CSP is required [1].
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There has been recent research into hybrid search schemes which combine
desirable aspects of constructive and local search methods [4,7,11,13,14,15,16].
These algorithms attempt to retain some of the systematicity of constructive
search while allowing for a maximum amout of flexibility of movement in the
search space. In the work reported here, we define a new hybrid scheme, called
Maximal Constraint Solving (MCS), which extends these methods as follows:

– The scheme operates from a nearly complete instantiation of values to vari-
ables [7,16].

– The notion of a maximally consistent solution relaxes the requirement that
the constructed partial solution remain consistent [4].

– Forward checking of both assigned and unassigned variables is performed
[16].

– Systematicity is enforced using a nogood cache of known inconsistent variable
assignments [7,10,11,19].

– Various randomized (arbitrary) backtracking methods are supported [9,11,
13,21].

– The scheme is parameterized by a variable ordering relation which realizes
multiple possible search control stuctures.

In Section-2 we give some preliminary definitions. In Section-3 we outline a
novel characterization of backtrack search in order to explain the MCS schema
and give an informal synthesis of the schema. Section-4 then presents a more
formal characterization of the scheme which is in turn followed in section-5 by
some preliminary experimental results. Finally in section-6, we briefly relate our
work to other relevant research in the field.

2 Definitions

We begin with a few necessary definitions then describe the schema.

Definition 1. A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP), is a triple (V, D, C),
where V = {v1, ..., vn} is a set of variables with corresponding domains D =
{Dv1 , ..., Dvn} and C is a set of k-ary constraints. A k-ary constraint defines the
allowed tuples of values for a subset of k variables (v1, ..., vk) from V .

We are interested in variable assignments, written 〈x = a〉, for variable x ∈ V
and a ∈ Dx, which during search act as unary constraints that are repeatedly
added and retracted. In addition, it will be useful to refer to sets of variable
assignments, called labels, to represent environments, solutions and nogoods.

Definition 2. A label, λ(X) = {〈x = a〉}x∈X , is a set of variable assignments,
where X ⊆ V and a ∈ Dx.

A label corresponds to a snapshot of variable assignments at a particular
point in the search. The current assignments of these variables may or may not
correspond to the assignments specified in the label.
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Definition 3. A label, λ, is valid iff every variable assignment 〈x = a〉 ∈ λ is
the current assignment of the variable x.

During search we will induce nogoods, i.e. partial assignments that are not
part of any consistent solution.

Definition 4. A nogood is a label, λ⊥ = {〈x = a〉}x∈X , X ⊆ V , whose partial
assignment of variables, X, is precluded from any global solution.

Nogood are stored in a nogood cache, Γ , which records the infeasibility of
particular variable assignments in any global solution. Now we can be more
precise about which variable assignments are allowed in the current environment
of other variables.

Definition 5. An assignment, 〈x = a〉, is disallowed iff ∃λ⊥ ∈ Γ s.t. 〈x = a〉 ∈
λ⊥ and λ⊥ \ {〈x = a〉} is valid. Otherwise, the assignment remains allowed.

A variable assignment is disallowed if it is the culprit of a nogood whose
remaining assignments constitute a valid label in the current environment. Con-
trary to usual practice[19,6], the culprit in a nogood can be any variable in the
label. To reiterate, we are concerned only with allowed/disallowed variable as-
signments whether or not these assignments are consistent/inconsistent under
the constraints on these variables.

Definition 6. The live domain Δx of a variable x is its allowed elements

Δx = {a ∈ Dx | 〈x = a〉 is allowed }

We use a heuristic valuation function to choose among the elements in the
live domain of a variable.

Definition 7. The function, f(a), of a particular variable assignment, 〈x = a〉,
defines its heuristic valuation based on the constraints on x and the current
environment of other variable assignments.

These valuations will be used to determine which domain elements constitute
maximal assignments for x.

Definition 8. 〈x = a〉 is a maximal assignment iff ∀b ∈ Dx, f(a) �s f(b).

If every variable obtains a maximal assignment, then the label, {〈x = a〉}x∈V ,
is a maximal solution. No variable prefers a different assignment in the environ-
ment of the other variables. However, this maximal solution may not satisfy all
the constraints in C thereby inducing a nogood on these constraints.
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3 Informal Synthesis

Instead of viewing backtrack search as tree search, we consider that the current
state of the search divides the variables, {x1, . . . , xn}, into three (possibly empty)
classes:

1. Those variables, {x1, . . . , xi−1}, which comprise the current consistent par-
tial solution, called the CONSISTENT variables. The assignment of each of
these variables satisfies all the CSP constraints on this class.

2. The variable, xi, at the fringe of the search identified as the culprit for
backtracking is in state INF. Its current assignment is known to be infeasible
given the environment of the CONSISTENT variables.1

3. The remaining variables, {xi+1, . . . , xn}, are the future variables which re-
main unassigned and hence have state NULL.

Figure 1 shows these classes with the fringe of the search proceeding from
left to right according to the assigned (possibly dynamic) ordering of the CSP
variables. A solution has been found when every CSP variable is CONSISTENT and
both the INF and NULL classes are empty. This simple model applies to various
traditional backtracking schemes. In chronological backtracking, any inconsis-
tency in the partial solution causes the culprit to be the CONSISTENT variable
with the lowest precedence. In backjumping [5] and related intelligent backtrack-
ing schemes [19], when the culprit is identified within the CONSISTENT variables,
then every other variable in this class but higher in the ordering is returned to
the unassigned NULL category.

Fringe of Search

CSP Variables:

Ordering: 1 2 i-1 i n

Consistent
Partial

Solution

Unassigned
Future 

Variables

INF NULL

i+1

Culprit

CONSISTENTStates:

 

Fig. 1. The three possible states for backtrack search algorithms

But constructive algorithms will tour a significant fraction of the exponential
search space if allowed, even when constraint propagation techniques [12] are em-
ployed. Instead practitioners rely upon variable and value ordering heuristics to
improve the search efficiency. Heuristics are most informed when every variable
1 The INF class is empty as search proceeds forward but instantiated during back-

tracking
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in the CSP is assigned and least effective when no variables are assigned. In con-
structive search, the latter case tragically corresponds to the first variable in the
search tree. Early mistakes in constructive search are exponentially expensive
but must be made with the least available information for heuristic choice. The
very mechanism of backtracking is self defeating by being hostile to the use of
effective heuristics to guide the search. What we desire is a new synthesis incor-
porating the systematicity of constructive search with the heuristic effectiveness
of local search.

Variables:

Unassigned
Future 

Variables

MAXIMAL SUBMAXIMAL NULLINF

Maximally
Consistent

Infeasible

Variables

SubMaximally
Consistent
VariablesVariables

States:

Fringe of Search

Culprit

Fig. 2. The four possible states for maximal constraint solving

In our MCS schema, instead of maintaining partial consistent assignment, we
allow variable assignments that are inconsistent. The variable states for back-
track search identified previously in Figure 1 are insufficient. We require a dis-
tinction be made in Figure 1 between variables assigned maximal values and
those remaining assigned variables which can choose (potentially) better allowed
assignments from their live domains. Thus the class CONSISTENT is divided into
two subclasses MAXIMAL and SUBMAXIMAL as shown in Figure 2. Variables can
belong to one of four possible classes given the constraints on their variables and
the nogoods which have been induced on their assignments.

1. A variable is MAXIMAL when its assignment is both allowed and maximal.
The variable prefers the current assignment from its live domain.

2. If the current variable assignment is allowed but another better (more max-
imal) assignment is possible then the variable is SUBMAXIMAL.

3. The variable is in an infeasible state, INF, if its current assignment is disal-
lowed, i.e. if the current assignment is known nogood in the current environ-
ment of other variable assignments. It must change its assignment if possible
but induce a nogood otherwise.

4. Otherwise, the variable is in the NULL state. Either it can choose a new
MAXIMAL assignment from its live domain or it must induce a new nogood
on the environment of other variable assignments which have emptied its
domain.
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1 function solve(V, C) {
2 α = {〈x = null〉}x∈V

3 repeat {
4 while (α �= MAXIMAL) {
5 let x = select(V );
6 assign(x);
7 if (λnullset ∈ Γ ) return noSolution;
8 }
9 ∀c ∈ C s.t. c is inconsistent {
10 λ⊥ = label(c);
11 add λ⊥ to Γ ;
12 }
13 } until (α = MAXIMAL);
14 return α;
15 }

Fig. 3. The solve algorithm finds a consistent solution of the variables V for the con-
straints C.

4 Systematic Local Search

In this section, we develop our approach more precisely.

4.1 Maximal Constraint Solving

Our MCS schema searches heuristically through a space of maximally consistent
variable assignments while backtracking on assignments which are not acceptable
solutions. It discards the maintenance of a totally consistent partial solution in
backtrack search [4]. Instead, we require that every variable in the partial solution
be assigned a value which is both allowed and maximal.

Thus, it combines desirable aspects of systematic backtrack search and
heuristic local search in the same asynchronous schema [14,21]. Variables use
value ordering heuristics to choose a maximal assignment from their live do-
main of allowed values. If no allowed values remain for some variable then that
variable induces a nogood and backtracks. When all variables have chosen a
maximal assignment, these assignments constitute a maximal solution. Such a
solution is a mutual local maxima for every variable. If the maximal solution
does not exhibit full consistency then the solution induces nogoods and again
the system backtracks.

Our systematic local search algorithm is listed in Figure 3. Given a set of
variables, V , and constraints, C, solve(V, C) returns the first solution, α, whose
assignments satisfy each constraint in C. The algorithm operates as follows.
In the initial global assignment, α, (line 2) every variable is NULL. The loop
beginning in line 3 is repeated until every variable assignment in α is in class
MAXIMAL (in line 13). Then the solution, α, is returned in line 14. While every
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variable is not MAXIMAL (line 4), a variable, x, is chosen via the variable ordering
heuristic, select(V ).2 Then the variable, x, is assigned according to the method
described in the next subsection.However, if an empty nogood, λnullset, is ever
derived (line 7) then the algorithm returns failure indicating that no solution
exists.

When every variable is MAXIMAL, the current global assignment, α, is a maxi-
mal solution but may not be a consistent solution. Beginning in line 9, for every
constraint, c ∈ C, which is not satisfied, a new nogood, λ⊥, is derived from c
and added to the nogood cache, Γ , in line 11.3

4.2 Variable Assignment

We define a method, assign(x), which specifies the action taken by variable, x,
given the current state of that variable (according to the classification of Figure
2). The semantics of this method are given in the table of Figure 4 as state
transition rules.

State Condition Action 

MAXIMAL <x=a>, a x,
not b  Dx s.t. 
f(b) < f(a) 

NOP

SUBMAXIMAL <x=a>, a x,
b  Dx s.t.  

f(b) < f(a) 

choose a new maximal state  

INF <x=a>, a x, if x  then  
   choose a new maximal state

else environment x is nogood
   assign <x=null>  

NULL <x=null> if x  then  
   choose a new maximal state
else NOP  

Fig. 4. Possible states of a variable, x, and consequent action given the current global
assignment and live domain of variable, x, used by the method, assign(x).

Variable x is in a MAXIMAL state if it is assigned 〈x = a〉 and f(a) is maximal.
No action is required (NOP) since the variable cannot possibly find a better
(more maximal) state. Similarly, if x is in a SUBMAXIMAL state when assigned
but another element, b ∈ Δx, exists such that f(b) � f(a). Then the action is
to choose 〈x = b〉 as a new MAXIMAL state for x according to the minconflicts
heuristic. However, x is in the INF state if assigned 〈x = a〉 but the value a /∈ Δx.
Again the appropriate action depends on whether other elements remain in Δx.
2 Variable ordering is defined immediately below.
3 In practice, without an infinite nogood store, the algorithm stills remains incomplete

since it does not systematically cover the entire search space.
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If so then choose some new assignment and enter the MAXIMAL state. Otherwise,
report that λx is nogood and undo the current assignment by assigning 〈x =
null〉 thus entering the NULL state.

Finally, variable x is in the NULL state whenever unassigned. Initially, all
(future) variables are NULL and variables return to this state whenever they are
assigned 〈x = null〉. The appropriate action depends on whether other elements
remain in Δx. If so then choose some new assignment and enter the MAXIMAL
state. Else, do nothing (NOP) until the environment, λx, of other variables
constraining x changes forcing x into some other state.

Nogoods force the variables away from maximal but unacceptable solutions
to the CSP. It is analogous to other digression mechanisms in local search such as
tabu search[8] where the tabu list records local maxima which cannot be revisited
for some period. The difference here is that our digression mechanism is system-
atic. It inherits the sophisticated logical machinery of intelligent backtracking
but operates within the local search paradigm.

The instance of the MCS schema presented here, MinCon-CBJ, uses min-
conflicts which chooses assignments which violate the minimum number of con-
straints on x given the current state of the search. It is known that good value
ordering heuristics can greatly improve the efficiency of both constructive and
local search algorithms [20]. In general, we assume that effective heuristics are
problem specific and hence a parameter of the schema. The valuation function
can be redefined to compute something different than constraint violations.

Definition 9. The heuristic valuation, f(a), for each a ∈ Dx, is the number of
constraints that disallow the variable assignment 〈x = a〉 in the current environ-
ment.

The constraint violations are computed based on forward checking propaga-
tion. We maintain conflict counts for all variables, so that we can always ask the
question how many constraints will be violated if a particular assignment were
made in the current environment, similarly to Prestwich [16].

4.3 Variable Ordering

Variable ordering, select(V ), determines the overall control structure in our
approach. From Figure 2, we are reminded that variables assume four differ-
ent classes corresponding to their current assignments and live domains. Thus
we select variable execution order based on these classes. We define a total
order among the variables by first choosing precedence among the categories
SUBMAXIMAL, INF and NULL. We do not include the MAXIMAL category because
executing a maximal variable does not have any effect. In addition, we choose a
separate strategy within each class that imposes a total order. Both the ordering
among the classes and the class strategies would influence the behaviour of the
algorithm. We always choose to execute the variable lowest in the resutling total
ordering.

For the MinCon-CBJ we experimented with two different versions of the
variable ordering heuristic method, select(V ):
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1. minCon-Heuristic implements the precedence ordering, NULL ≺ SUBMAXIMAL
≺ INF, which says that we prefer a full assignment of variables and then move
heuristically to make all submaximal assignments maximal before backtrack-
ing any infeasible variables. Within the NULL class, variables are ordered
lexicographically. SUBMAXIMAL variables are ordered by maximum possible
improvement, such as [4]. Variables in the INF class are not ordered but cho-
sen randomly. Basically, this ordering is aiming at maximizing the heuristic
guidance. It resorts to dealing with INF only after all heuristically desirable
decisions have been made.

2. minCon-Systematic implements the ordering, INF ≺ NULL ≺ SUBMAXIMAL,
which attempts to resolve infeasible variables before pursuing a full assign-
ment before repairing any submaximal assignments. This method resolves
nogoods first trying to always maintain an allowed partial solution. Variables
within class INF are chosen randomly as the nogood culprit, thus achieveming
diversification. Like the above method, NULL variables are chosen for execu-
tion lexicographically and SUBMAXIMAL variables by maximum improvement.

There are other interesting possibilities such as giving the SUBMAXIMAL class
highest precedence. Also we could decide to choose among the variables in the
SUBMAXIMAL class the variable assignment with the worst valuation rather than
with the best possible improvement. Or we could choose randomly among the
NULL variables. The numerous different instances of the variable ordering based
on the four classes we have defined are very interesting. Further investigation is
needed to compare their performance and evaluate their behaviour.

5 Experimental Results

The experiments described in this section are very preliminary. We generated an
ensemble of solvable random binary CSPs each having 20 variables and domain
size 10 around the phase transition region for probabilities p1=0.5 and p2 varying
from 0.32 to 0.42 in increments of 0.01. Following the advice of [3], we used
complete search (FC-CBJ) [17] to identify 200 soluble instances for each p2
value. Our results are shown in Figure 5. As expected, the hardest instances for
FC-CBJ where at approximately κ = 0.95 which required the most number of
backtracks (assignment changes) to find a first solution. As κ increases, we found
it more and more difficult to find soluble instances.

Our MinCon-CBJ method performed very well on this random ensemble
upto and beyond the phase transition point using either the minCon-Systematic
or the minCon-Heuristic variable ordering heuristics (control strategies). Indeed,
both methods outperformed FC-CBJ significantly on smaller values of κ where
the number of solutions to the CSP is expected to be large. Our method was
approximately twice as efficient as FC-CBJ at the transition point. Beyond κ =
1.0, MinCon-CBJ using the minCon-Heuristic control strategy still significantly
dominates the complete search method. We believe the superiour performance
is due to the strategy of finding a full and maximal (but perhaps inconsistent)
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Fig. 5. Results comparing constraint-directed backjumping (FC-CBJ) against MinCon-
CBJ using both minCon-Systematic and minCon-Heuristic variable ordering heuristics
on random binary CSPs instances 〈20, 10, 0.5, p2〉.

assignment before backtracking inconsistent constraints. However, MinCon-CBJ
using the alternate minCon-Systematic control strategy loses its effectiveness for
high values of κ. These overconstrained problems are easy for complete search
which fails whole subtrees quickly. We conjecture that they are more difficult for
our second control strategy because we are backtracking incompletely through
a space of full but inconsistent assignments. For high values of κ, systematicity
becomes more important, allowing the extremely tight constraints to prune the
search quickly.

Obviously, many other search control structures can be realized by specifying
different variable ordering strategies as above. We are currently investigating
some promising variants.

6 Discussion

Efforts to synthesize constructive and local search have made good progress. Re-
cent work has focused on breaking the tyranny of systematic backtracking while
maintaining a consistent partial solution. Gomes et al [9] randomize the identi-
fication of the culprit variable for backtracking. Prestwich [16] forgoes complete-
ness in an incomplete dynamic backtracking (IDB) algorithm which identifies
the culprit variable for backtracking heuristically (or randomly). IDB is viewed
as a local search method which maintains a consistent partial assignment while
attempting to maximize the number of assigned variables. Our scheme, similarly,
utilizes the ability to move arbitrarily by choosing randomly or according to any
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other strategy among the INF variables. In addition, we retain the freedom of
heuristic order of reassignment among the variables in the SUBMAXIMAL and NULL
categories. Jussein and Lhomme [11] describe a hybrid framework which supports
two types of moves: 1) extending a consistent partial solution which does not
violate any cached nogood, otherwise; 2) repairing an inconsistent state by mov-
ing in a neighbourhood which does not violate the identified conflict nor the
nogood cache. Various heuristic strategies are possible for either type of move.
These two moves directly correspond to choosing among the NULL variables and
choosing among the INF variables respectively, while the heuristic strategies they
discuss are equivalent to the variable orderings within these two classes used in
our framework.

In the instance of the MCS presented here we use minconflicts. Minton et
al. [14] not only identified this natural value ordering heuristic for CSPs but
developed a constructive search algorithm, called informed backtracking, which
worked simultaneously from a consistent partial solution and total inconsistent
assignment. The latter is used by minconflicts to choose value assignments dur-
ing backtracking. But perhaps the most influential synthesis has been the work
of Freuder and Wallace [4] which abandoned the maintenance of a consistent par-
tial solution for soft CSPs. Their method substitutes branch&bound techniques
for backtracking in a variety of well known constructive algorithms. They also
identify the notion of a maximal solution for soft CSPs. By subsitituting the
notion of a maximal assignment for consistency in partial solutions, we obtain
the power of working from a full assignment similarly to Freuder and Wallace [4].
Thus value ordering heuristics have access to an artifact with as much informa-
tion as possible to guide the search. While here we are presenting an algorithm
for solving relational CSPs, it is easy to see possible extensions of the MCS
schema to soft CSPs. As a naive modification, every time we reach a maximal
solution, we could remember the one with best quality and always fail the whole
solution thus allowing each individual constraints to be inconsistent in future
solutions but not the exact same combination of them.

Another important and relevant research issue is the tenure policy for no-
goods in the cache. In an insightful short paper, Ginsberg and McAllester [7]
suggested that constructive and local search differ mainly in the memory (nogood
cache) used to remember past states (failures). For systematic search algorithms
the cache size can be capped. For examples, chronological backtracking requires
only O[n] space to remember past variable assignments but has an extremely
rigid control structure. Less rigid is dynamic backtracking [6] requiring only
O[nd] nogood space but only slightly relaxing the systematicity of the search.
Clearly, for purely local search which always follows the heuristic gradient, the
number of nogoods induced can approach O[dn]. However, Lynce et al [13],
who describe a hybrid algorithm employing randomized backtracking for solv-
ing hard boolean satisfiability problems, claim this is not a problem in practice.
Havens [10] shows empirical evidence that bounded nogood caches work well in
distributed backtracking. Otherwise, completeness must be forsaken. In [11], a
finite cache in the form of a Tabu [8] is used. Whereas [16] remembers no pre-
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vious states at all which sometimes leads to deadlock. We seek to explore the
middle ground of currently unknown search algorithms which maximize the use
of good heuristics to guide the search while retaining only enough systematicity
to limit the required size of the nogood cache. Similarly to the hybrid framework
presented by Jussein and Lhomme [11], the MCS schema is parametrized and
can support different nogood tenure policies. We believe that polynomial space
caching schemes such as k-relevance learning [1] will provide the right balance
between the maximum size of the cache and the ability to move freely in the
search space.

7 Conclusion

We presented a new hybrid constraint solving schema which retains some system-
aticity of constructive search by remembering nogoods and backtracking while
incorporating the heuristic guidance of local search by working on a complete and
maximally consistent solution. We divide the CSP variables into four classes and
define an asynchronous variable execution model that operates on these states.
Various search algorithms can then be defined parametrically by specifying dif-
ferent variable ordering heuristics for each class allowing for arbitrary changes in
variable assignment and hence freedom to move. Finally, we gave two instances
of our scheme, both of which are new algorithms combining desirable aspects
of both constructive and iterative search. Some interesting experimental results
were presented which suggest that these methods work well. We are currently
investigating additional instances and caching policies. Future work involves the
extension of this framework to soft and valued CSPs using the cSemiring for-
malism [2] and replacing the notion of a consistent solution with that of an
acceptable solution.
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Abstract. Constraints formalize the dependencies in a physical world in terms
of a logical relation among several unknowns. Constraint satisfaction methods
allow efficient navigation of large search spaces to find an optimal solution that
satisfies given constraints. This paper explores the application of constraint
satisfaction methods to personalize generic information content with respect to
a user-model. We present a constraint satisfaction based information personal-
ization framework that (a) generates personalized information via the dynamic
selection and synthesis of multiple information-snippets; and (b) ensures that
the dynamically adapted personalized information is factually consistent. We
present four constraint satisfaction methods that cumulatively work to maxi-
mize collaboration and minimize conflicts between a set of information-
snippets in order to dynamically generate personalized information.

1   Introduction

Constraints arise in most areas of human endeavor and we are used to solving them in
an unambiguous and efficient manner. Computationally, constraint satisfaction meth-
ods allow the efficient navigation of large search spaces to find an optimal solution
that entails the assignment of values to problem variables subject to given constraints
[1,2]. Constraint satisfaction programming has been successfully applied to many
problem areas that demand the hard search for a solution, such as configuration [3],
planning [4], resource allocation [5] and scheduling [6], and lately many new and
interesting applications of constraint satisfaction are emerging.

The profusion of web-based information resources hosting large volumes of di-
verse information content offers a mixed outlook to users. On the one hand, there is
comfort in the fact that information is available for use if and when needed, yet on the
other hand there is an apprehension considering the effort required to sift and process
the available information in order to achieve a meaningful impact. Information Per-
sonalization (IP) research attempts to alleviate the cognitive overload experienced by
users in processing and consuming generic, non-focused information content [7]. Put
simply, IP involves the dynamic adaptation of generic information content to generate
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personalized information content that is intelligently designed to suit an individual’s
demographics, knowledge, skills, capabilities, interests, preferences, needs, goals,
plans and/or usage behavior [8, 9]. To date, there are a number of web-mediated
information services that provide personalized information for a variety of reasons,
including healthcare [10], customer relationships [11], product promotions, education
[12] and tourism. At the forefront of such IP initiatives are adaptive hypermedia sys-
tems [13] that manifest a hybrid of artificial intelligence methods—in particular natu-
ral language processing, case-based [14], model-based, and rule-based methods—to
provide a variety of IP methods and perspectives [15].

In our work we investigate the modeling of IP as a constraint satisfaction problem.
In our view, IP is achieved by selecting multiple highly-focused information-objects,
where each information-object may correspond to some aspect of the user-model, and
appending these user-specific information-objects to realize a seamless personalized
information package. The process of IP, therefore, can be modeled as a constraint
satisfaction problem that involves the satisfaction of two constraints: (1) given a large
set of available information-objects, the constraint is to select only those information-
objects that correspond to the user-model; and (b) given the selection of multiple
user-compatible information-objects, the constraint is to retain only those informa-
tion-objects that cumulatively present a factually consistent view—i.e. the contents of
the retained information-items do not contradict each other.

In this paper, we present an intelligent constraint-based information personaliza-
tion framework that (a) generates personalized information via the dynamic selection
of multiple topic-specific information-objects deemed relevant to a user-model [8];
and (b) ensures that the dynamically adapted personalized information, comprising
multiple topic-specific information-objects, is factually consistent. We present a
unique hybrid of adaptive hypermedia and variations of existing constraint satisfac-
tion methods that cumulatively work to maximize collaboration and minimize the
conflicts between a set of information-objects to generate personalized information.

2   The Problem of Information Personalization

From an adaptive hypermedia perspective IP is achieved at three levels: (i) Content
adaptation involves both linguistic changes to the information content and changes to
the composition of text fragments that jointly make-up the finished personalized hy-
permedia document; (ii) Structure adaptation involves dynamic changes to the link
structure between the hypermedia documents; and (iii) Presentation adaptation in-
volves changes to the physical layout of content within the hypermedia document [9].

Content adaptation is the most interesting and challenging strategy for IP, because
it involves the dynamic selection of multiple information-objects that correspond to a
given user-model, and then their synthesis using a pre-defined document template to
realize a personalized information. We argue that although existing IP methods gener-
ate highly focused personalized information vis-à-vis the user-model, they do not take
into account the possibility that the ad hoc synthesis of heterogeneous information-
objects (albeit the information-objects are relevant to the user) might unknowingly
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compromise the overall factual consistency of the personalized information content.
Combining two information-objects can inadvertently lead to the generation of factu-
ally inconsistent information—i.e. one information-object stating a certain
fact/recommendation whilst another information-object simultaneously contradicting
the same fact/recommendation. We believe that in the absence of a content consis-
tency checking mechanism, when multiple information-objects are synthesized, doubts
may remain over the factual consistency of the personalized information.

Our definition of an IP problem therefore states that the scope of IP should not be
limited to satisfying the user profile only, rather the IP strategy should also ensure that
the personalized information content is factually consistent—i.e. no aspect of the
personalized information content should be in contradiction with any other informa-
tion simultaneously presented to the user. Hence, IP can be viewed as the satisfaction
of two different constraints: (1) matching user-model attributes with information-
object attributes to select user-specific information content; and (b) establishing in-
formation content consistency between multiple information-objects to ensure the
factual consistency of the personalized information content.

2.1   Problem Specification

We approach the problem of IP at the content adaptation level. Our work is based on
text fragment variants [11, 8], whereby a set of text fragments (or documents) are
dynamically selected in accordance with the various aspects of a user profile. At run-
time, the set of selected text fragments are systematically amalgamated to realize a
hypermedia document containing personalized information. The problem of IP, from
an optimization perspective, can therefore be specified as:

Given: (1) a user-model that comprises a number of user-defining attributes that
describe the individual characteristics of a user; (2) a corpus of hypermedia docu-
ments called Information Snippets (IS). As the name suggests, each IS contains a text
fragment of highly focused information that is pertinent to users with specific user-
attributes. The IS are organized in a taxonomy that has four levels, as shown in Fig. 1.

Subject

Topic

Focus

Snippets3. Cardiovascular

1. Hypertension

2. Diabetes

2. Surgery

1. Cholesterol

3. High BP {S3,1,1,1, S3,1,1,2, S3,1,1,3}

{S3,1,2,1, S3,1,2,2, S3,1,2,3}

1. Treatment
2. Lifestyle

3. Medication

1. Treatment

2. Lifestyle

3. Medication {S
3,3,2,1

, S
3,3,2,2

, S
3,3,2,3

}

{S
3,3,3,1

, S
3,3,3,2

, S
3,3,3,3

}

{S
3,1,3,1

, S
3,1,3,2

, S
3,1,3,3

}

{S
3,3,1,1

, S
3,3,1,2

, S
3,3,1,3

}

Fig. 1. A taxonomy of information snippets. A traversal through the taxonomy is shown by
following the italicized text from subject to topic to focus to snippets.

For an exemplar healthcare IP problem, at the highest level the Subject can be
broadly classified into cardiovascular disease, diabetes, hypertension, etc. Each sub-
ject is further classified into Topics, for instance cardiovascular disease can be de-
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scribed in terms of cholesterol management, heart surgery, diagnostics, high BP etc.
Each topic then entails multiple Focus areas, each focus area referring to a different
aspect of the topic, for instance the different focus areas for cholesterol management
are lifestyle, diet and medications. Finally, for each focus area there is a set of Infor-
mation Snippets, where each IS contains information relevant to a specific focus area
and targets specific user-attribute values such as age, gender, education level, etc.

Required: IP requires the automatic generation of the most comprehensive, factu-
ally consistent and personalized information package comprising a number of rele-
vant IS that are systematically selected from the corpus and organized to yield a final
personalized Information Package.

Constraints: The above three requirements translate into the following constraints:
Personalized—the final information package should comprise all ISs that are consis-
tent with the user-model; Factual Consistency—maintaining the personalized con-
straint, the final information package should ensure inter-IS consistency such that any
two (or more) ISs should not give conflicting or inconsistent information;
Comprehensiveness—maintaining the factual consistency constraint, the final infor-
mation package should include the largest possible set of ISs that satisfy all con-
straints, and most importantly ensure that each focus area is minimally covered by a
single IS.

Solution: The above problem specification brings to relief an interesting optimiza-
tion problem, whereby the problem space on the one hand encompasses a wide diver-
sity of users, whilst on the other hand a large volume of generic information content
(in terms of ISs). The IP solution therefore involves searching the available ISs with
respect to the user’s characteristics, and selecting the largest possible set of relevant
IS that jointly present a factually consistent view of the topic in question.

2.2   Operational Considerations

User-Model: A user-model comprises a set of user-defining attributes, each describ-
ing a particular characteristic of a user. Each user-attribute (UA) is represented as the
tuple shown below:

UA(attribute, value, weight)    0 ≤ weight ≤ 1, 0 → absent, 1 → present
Where attribute refers to a user characteristics such as age, gender; value denotes

the numeric or symbolic measurement of the attribute; and weight refers to the pres-
ence or absence of that particular attribute’s value in the user-model. For example,
UA(age, 40, 1) implies that the age of the user equaling 40 is valid. And, UA(allergy,
pollen, 0) implies that the user does not have allergy to pollen.

Information Snippet (IS): An IS is represented in the form of a conditional frame
that involves the binding of information content with a set of conditions [16]. Each IS
is composed of two sections: (a) Content section that withholds the information con-
tent; and (b) Condition section that specifies the conditions for the selection of the
document. The condition section comprises two types of conditions: (a) Snippet-
Selection Conditions (SSC) that are compared with the user’s model in order to de-
termine whether the said IS is relevant to the user. An IS is selected if all SSC are
satisfied; and (b) Snippet-Compatibility Conditions (SCC) determine whether the said
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IS can mutually co-exist with other selected IS. An IS is selected if all SCC are satis-
fied. Both these conditions are representation by the tuple:

SSC/SCC (context, value, weight)
0 ≤ weight ≤ 1, 0 → not recommended, 1 → recommended

In the condition tuple, the context determines the nature of the condition, value
states the text or numeric description of the condition, and weight defines the degree
of the condition ranging from 0 to 1. For example SSC(allergy, pollen, 0) means the
context of the condition pertains to allergies, the specific value of the context is pol-
len, and the weight being 0 implies not recommended. Hence, an IS with the above
SSC cannot be selected for a user who has an allergy to pollen. Similarly, the
SCC(drug, aspirin, 0) means the IS is compatible with all IS that do not recommend
the drug named aspirin.

3   Modeling Information Personalization as a Constraint
Satisfaction Problem

3.1   Constraint Satisfaction: An Overview

Mathematically speaking, constraints formalize the dependencies in a physical world
in terms of a logical relation among several unknowns (or variables), each taking a
value from a defined domain. In principle, a constraint restricts the possible values
that the variables can take whilst solving a problem. Constraint programming solves
problems by stating constraints about the problem area and consequently finding
solutions that may ‘satisfy’ all the constraints. A Constraint Satisfaction Problem is
defined by a tuple P = (X, D, C) where X={X1, ... , Xn} is a finite set of variables, each
associated with a domain of discrete values D = {D1, …, Dn}, and a set of constraints
C = {C1,…, Cl}. Each constraint Ci is expressed by a relation Ri on some subset of
variables. This subset of variables is called the connection of the constraint and de-
noted by con(Ci). The relation Ri over the connection of a constraint Ci is defined by
Ri ⊆ Di1 × …× Dik and denotes the tuples that satisfy Ci. A solution to a constraint
satisfaction problem is an assignment of a value from its domain to every variable, in
such a way that every constraint is satisfied [1, 2, 3]. This may involve finding (a) just
one solution with no preferences, (b) all solutions, or (c) an optimal solution given
some objective function defined in terms of some or all of the variables.

Solutions to a constraint satisfaction problem can be found by systematically
searching through the possible assignments of values to variables using several differ-
ent approaches. Popular approaches include the Generate-and-Test methods [17] that
systematically generate each possible value assignment and then test to see if it satis-
fies all the constraints, and Backtracking methods [18] that incrementally attempt to
extend a partial solution toward a complete solution. Both search methods guarantee a
solution, if one exists, or else prove that the problem is insoluble [19].

Generate-and-Test methods generate all the possible solutions in the search space
and then test each solution to determine whether it is the right solution. In doing so,
each possible combination of the variable assignments is systematically generated and
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tested to see if it satisfies all the constraints. The first combination that satisfies all the
constraints is taken as the solution. Backtracking search methods sequentially instan-
tiate the variables in some order, and as soon as all the variables relevant to a con-
straint are instantiated, the validity of the constraint is checked. If the constraint is not
satisfied, backtracking is performed to the most recently instantiated variable that still
has alternative values available for examination. In this way, backtracking has the
advantage of extending a partial solution that specifies consistent values for some of
the variables towards a search for a complete solution [17, 18, 19]. Another approach
for constraint satisfaction involves Consistency techniques that detect inconsistent
values that cannot lead to a solution, and thus prune them from the search space to
make the search more efficient [20, 21]. Node Consistency is the simplest consistency
technique that works as follows: The node representing a variable V in a constraint
graph is node consistent if for every value X in the current domain of V, each unary
constraint on V is satisfied. If the domain D of a variable V contains a value Z that
does not satisfy the unary constraint on V, then the instantiation of V to Z will always
result in failure. This implies that node inconsistency can be eliminated by simply
removing those values from the domain D of each variable V that do not satisfy the
constraint on V.

3.2   Our CS-Based Information Personalization Approach

Given a subject and its constituent topics, we provide information personalization at
the topic-level. For each topic in question, the search strategy is to select the most
relevant and consistent IS for all its focus areas (see taxonomy shown in Fig. 1).

We define IP in a constraint satisfaction context as (a) a set of focus areas for a
given topic, represented in terms of focus-variables X={x1,...,xn}, where for each
focus-variable xi, there is a finite set of (focus-specific) IS. The set of IS associated
with each focus-variable is deemed as its domain, Di; (b) a user-model represented as
a single-valued user-variable; and (c) and two types of constraints—user-model con-
straint and co-existence constraint. A solution to our constraint satisfaction problem
is the systematic selection of the largest subset of IS associated with each topic—this
is achieved by selecting the largest subset of IS for each focus-variable associated
with the said topic—in such a way that the given user-model and co-existence con-
straints (amongst all selected IS) are fully satisfied. Such a constraint satisfaction
solution can be obtained by searching the domain for each focus-variable. Our con-
straint satisfaction approach for searching the solution is given as follows:

Step 1-Selection of user-specific information content: The user-model attributes
forms the basis for selecting user-specific IS. Node-consistency based techniques are
used to solve the user-model constraint by satisfying the snippet-selection conditions
of each IS (where the IS is related to the given topic by a focus variable) with the
user-attributes noted in the user-model. We collect a candidate-IS set that comprises
all possible (topic-specific) ISs that are relevant to the user-model (shown in Fig. 2b).

Step 2-Selection of ‘Core’ information content: Given the candidate-IS set, it is
important to ensure that the selected ISs can potentially co-exist with each other with-
out causing any factual inconsistency. Hence the next step is to establish the mini-
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mum information coverage that is factually consistent—i.e. establishing the core-IS
set which includes a single IS for each focus area in question. We use backtracking
search to satisfy the co-existence constraints by globally satisfying the snippet-
compatibility conditions for all the IS in the candidate-IS set. Any IS that is deemed
factually inconsistent with the rest of the IS is discarded. The resulting core-IS set (as
illustrated in Fig. 2c) depicts the minimum coverage of factually consistent informa-
tion whilst also satisfying the requirement for comprehensiveness—i.e. to minimally
cover each focus area with a single IS for all topics in question.

The rationale for generating a core-IS set is to initially establish a baseline of fac-
tually-consistent ISs that meet the comprehensiveness requirement. The core-IS set
provides limited information coverage, but more importantly the information is factu-
ally consistent—our thinking being that it is better to give less information but ensure
that it is consistent, than to give more information that maybe potentially inconsistent.
Having established a baseline (or minimum) factually consistent information, in the
next steps we attempt to build on the core-IS set to extend the information coverage.

Step 3-Selection of ‘Extended’ information content: Given the core-IS set, we
next attempt to maximize its information coverage by including previously non-
selected candidate-ISs (in step 2) to the core-IS set, whilst ensuring that the overall
factual consistency is maintained. We use the stochastic generate-and-test method to
‘stochastically’ search for previously non-selected candidate-ISs that satisfy the co-
existence constraint with the core-IS set. If the co-existence constraint is satisfied, the
candidate-IS is included to the core-IS set resulting in an extended-core-IS set which
will then be used as the baseline for future inclusions of other candidate-ISs. Note that
if no additional candidate-IS can be included to the core-IS set then the extended-
core-IS set equals the core-IS set. The outcome of this step is a more optimal ex-
tended-core-IS set that represents the new, yet potentially larger than before, mini-
mum information coverage that satisfies both the user-model and co-existence con-
straints (shown in Fig. 2d). In the next step we attempt to maximize the information
coverage.

Step 4-Selection of ‘Optimal’ information content: The generation of the core-IS
set and the follow-up extended-core-IS set involved the use of stochastic search algo-
rithms that were solely designed to satisfy the co-existence constraints between the
candidate-IS, without checking the possibility that the selected candidate-IS may in
turn block the future inclusion of other candidate-IS to the core- and extended-core-IS
sets. It is fair to assume that due to the stochastic nature of the solution, there may
exist the possibility that a particular candidate-IS may satisfy the prevailing co-
existence constraint situation at that time and become a member of the core- or ex-
tended-core-IS set, but being inconsistent with a large number of non-selected candi-
date-ISs it may block their potential inclusion to the extended-core-IS set, thus con-
tributing to a sub-optimal solution. Having said that, the exclusion of a single sub-
optimal candidate-IS from the extended-core-IS set may enable the potential inclusion
of multiple non-selected candidate-ISs to the extended-core-IS set, whilst still main-
taining the co-existence constraints and the comprehensiveness requirement.

In order to further optimize the information coverage, our approach is to explore
the possibility of replacing a single sub-optimal IS in the extended-core-IS set with
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multiple non-selected candidate-IS. This is achieved by our novel information opti-
mization mechanism, termed as snippet swapping. The snippet swapping mechanism
generates the most optimal information coverage in terms of the final presentation-IS
set (shown in Fig. 2e), that (a) maintains the co-existence constraints, and (c) ensures
that each focus area (for all selected topics) is represented by at least one IS. Note that
if snippet swapping is not possible then the presentation-IS set equals the extended-
core-IS set. In conclusion, the optimized presentation-IS set is the final CSP solution.

Recursive-level
Node-Consistency

Method

Backtracking
Search Method

Stochastic Generate-
Test & Document

Swapping Methods

(a) (d)(c)(b) (e)

LEGEND:
All IS Presentation-IS

Set

Candidate-IS

Set

Core-IS

Set

Extended-Core-IS

Set

Stochastic
Generate-Test

Method

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the different stages of the CSP solution, highlighting the
respective maximization of the information coverage at each progressive stage.

4   Constraint Satisfaction Methods for Information
Personalization

In line with the abovementioned IP approach we have developed variants of consis-
tency-checking techniques and search algorithms to generate the personalized pres-
entation-IS set. In the forthcoming discussion we present our variants of constraint
satisfaction methods that are used to solve the user-model constraint to generate the
candidate-IS set, and the co-existence constraints to generate the core- and extended-
core IS sets, and the snippet-swapping method to generate the presentation-IS set.

4.1   User-Model Constraint Satisfaction: Generating the Candidate-IS Set

A user-model constraint between a focus-variable and a user-variable is satisfied
when all the IS in the domain of the focus-variable are consistent with the user-
model. The general idea is to compare the snippet-selection conditions (SSC) for each
IS with the user-attributes (UA) listed in the user-model (UM) as follows,
( ) ( )UM

UA
IS
SSC valueattributevaluecontext ,, = . We calculate a conflict value (CV), as shown

below, between the SSC and UA to determine constraint satisfaction. A low CV value
implies that the user-model constraint has been satisfied and that the IS is deemed
relevant to the user, whereas a high CV value denotes the irrelevance of the IS to the
user. The acceptance level of CV is a parameter that can be set the user to determine
the desired severity of the SSC. The CV is the modulus of the difference between the
weights of the SSC and the matching UA, and is calculated as follows:
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To satisfy the user-model constraint we employ a variation of CSP node-
consistency technique—the recursive-level node-consistency algorithm [2]. The
working of our modified recursive-level node-consistency algorithm is as follows: for
each focus-variable, if the domain contains an IS that is inconsistent towards the user-
model, then that particular IS is removed from the domain. Eventually, only those IS
that are consistent with the user-model are retained in each focus-variable’s domain
and the resulting set of user-specific IS are regarded as the candidate-IS set.

Algorithm Recursive-level Node Consistency
for focus-var1 to focus-varm{m = number of focus areas}

for IS1 to ISn {n = no. of IS in the domain of focus-vari}
test UMC {UMC = user model constraint}
if UMC not satisfied {inconsistent with user-model}

discard ISi
endif

endfor
endfor

4.2   Co-existence Constraint Satisfaction I: Generating the Core-IS Set

Co-existence constraints between two focus-variables need to be satisfied to ensure
that their respective selected ISs are factually consistent with each other. In practice,
co-existence constraints between two focus-variablesA&B are satisfied if the selected
ISs from the domain of focus-variableA are consistent with the selected ISs from the
domain of focus-variableB. Two SCC are only comparable if they both have the same
content and value, as follows: ( ) ( ) B

B

A

A

IS
SCC

IS
SCC valuecontextvaluecontext ,, = . The SCC of an

IS is satisfied with respect to the SCC of another IS. A co-existence constraint is not-
satisfied when the conflict value (CV) exceeds a predefined user threshold.
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To satisfy co-existence constraints leading to the generation of the core-IS set we
employ a Backtracking (BT) search method. The BT method searches the candidate-
IS space to generate the core-IS set by (i) choosing an un-instantiated focus-variable,
i.e. no IS has yet been assigned to the focus-variable; (ii) choosing a candidate-IS
from the domain of the un-instantiated focus-variable; (iii) checking whether the
candidate-IS is consistent with ISs that have already been selected to instantiate the
other focus-variables; (iv) if the candidate-IS is consistent—implying that the co-
existence constraint is  satisfied—it is selected by instantiating the focus-variable, else
the next candidate-IS within the domain of the same focus-variable is examined.
Given that the co-existence constraint cannot be satisfied because all the candidate
documents for a focus-variable have been checked, backtracking is performed to
select the most recently instantiated focus-variable that may still have some alterna-
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tive candidate-ISs and then search forward again based on the new instantiation of the
said focus-variable. Successful BT search ensures that each focus-variable is instanti-
ated with an IS, thus satisfying the minimum comprehensiveness requirement, and
resulting in the core-IS set. The order in which the topics are searched can be based
on the following schemes: (1) Original chronological order of the topics; (2) Ran-
domly selecting the next topic to search.; (3) User-specified search order of the top-
ics; important topics are search first followed by the less significant topics; (4) Partial
user-specified order (the starting topic and maybe a few others are given) and the
remaining topics are selected in a random order.

4.3   Co-existence Constraint Satisfaction II: Generating the Extended-Core-IS
Set

Extension of the core-IS set to the potentially larger extended-core-IS set is per-
formed via the Stochastic Generate and Test (S-GT) method. The motivation for
generating the extended-core-IS set is to maximize the current information coverage
by selecting previously non-selected candidate-IS that do not violate the a priori es-
tablished factual consistency of the core-IS set.

The working of the S-GT method is as follows: the non-selected candidate-IS are
randomly sequenced in N different groups. Each group of ISs is then systematically
searched based on the sequence of the constituent ISs in the group in an attempt to
include more candidate-IS into the core-IS set without violating the co-existence
constraint. Consequently, N extended-core-IS sets are generated, whereby the ex-
tended-core-IS set with the most ISs is selected. We argue that the S-GT method is
suitable for this purpose because of its stochastic nature in selecting focus-variables
and evaluating the ISs within their domain in a manner that avoids the ‘unfair’ effects
resulting from a sequenced evaluation of ISs as practised by most search algorithms.

4.4   Snippet Swapping: Generating the Presentation-IS Set

The information coverage of the extended-core-IS set can be further increased by
including more non-selected candidate-IC, but at this stage this is only possible by
removing an IS in the extended-core-IS set. The basic idea is to ‘swap’ a single IS in
the extended-core-IS set with multiple candidate-ISs—this is reflective of the situa-
tion when a single IS in the extended-core-IS set is factually inconsistent with multi-
ple candidate-IS, hence it is single-handedly blocking the inclusion of multiple candi-
date-ISs to the extended-core-IS set. The snippet swapping algorithm, given below,
explains the thinking behind the snippet swapping mechanism.

Algorithm Snippet Swapping
for each ISA in the extended-core-IS set

identify the non-selected candidate-ISs that are
inconsistent to ISA
if size of non-selected candidate-ISs N > 1

if ISA is not the only IS selected for a focus-variable
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apply S-GT algorithm to the non-selected candi-
date-ISs to generate N sets
if size of the largest set of candidate-IS C > 1

discard ISA
append C to the extended-core-IS set

endif
endif

endif
endfor

The snippet swapping mechanism extends the information coverage whilst still
maintaining the factual consistency and comprehensiveness requirements of the result
presentation-IS set.

5   Generating Personalized Healthcare Information

We present a working example of constraint satisfaction based IP as per our approach
discussed earlier. The scenario involves a person suffering from two health prob-
lems—i.e. high BP and arthritis—and we need to provide personalized healthcare
information based on his user-model given in Table 1.

Table 1. An exemplar user-model

Health Problemss
1. High Blood Pressure 2. Arthritis
User Attributes (UA)
Attribute Value Weight Attribute Value Weight
Age 45 1 Medication DrugY 1
Gender Male 1 Lifestyle Smoker 1
Education Graduate 1 Lifestyle Active 0
Family History Diabetes 0 Allergy Pets 1
Medication DrugX 0 Allergy Pollen 0

As per our IS organization taxonomy (given in Fig. 1), the two topics are high BP
and arthritis, each having two focus areas namely treatment and medication. Table 2
illustrates the set of IS available for each focus area for each topic. We need to define
the focus-variable (focus_var) representing each focus area, such that the domain for
each focus-variable comprises the ISs that correspond to the focus. Due to space
limitations we will not be able to show the processing for each focus variable, how-
ever for illustration purposes the outcome of the CS methods for focus_var1 are
shown.

Step 1- Generate Candidate-IS set: This involves the satisfaction of user-model
constraints using the node-consistency algorithm. Table 3 shows the candidate-IS set
for focus_var1, whereby only the ISs that are relevant to the user-model are selected.

Step 2- Generate Core-IS set: This step involves the satisfaction of the co-
existence constraints for each IS (not be shown due to lack of space). Table 4 shows
the core-IS set derived from the candidate-IS set for each focus variable. Note that the
core-IS set comprises the first ISs in the focus_var list —i.e. HT1, HM1 and AM1—
for the focus_var1 (HT), focus_var2 (HM) and focus_var4 (AM). This is because the
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or the focus_var1 (HT), focus_var2 (HM) and focus_var4 (AM). This is because the
search algorithm starts with the first IS in the focus_var list. Interestingly enough, for
the focus_var3 the third IS—i.e. AT3—is selected because firstly AT1 was in conflict
with HM1 and then secondly AT2 was in conflict with HT1. Since, both HM1 and
HT1 were already a member of the core-IS set when the evaluation for AM was con-
cluded, hence an IS was chosen that could co-exist with the a priori members of the
developing core-IS set. The affect of sequencing of IS for evaluation and subsequent
selection is addressed in the snippet-swapping stage.

Table 2. IS for the topics high blood pressure and arthritis. Also shown is the defintion of
variables (focus_var) for each focus area in the realm of a topic.

Table 3. The candidate-IS set for the topic high blood pressure and focus area is treatment.

Doc Snippet Selection Condition Matching User Attribute CV Status
HT1 <gender, male, 1> <gender, male, 1> 0 Retained
HT2 <family history, diabetes, 1> <family history, diabetes, 0> 1 Discarded
HT3 <medication, DrugX, 1> < medication, DrugX, 0> 0 Retained
HT4 < allergy, seafood, 1> <condition, pregnant, 0> 1 Discarded

Step 3 – Generate the Extended-Core-IS set: Next, we attempt to increase the
information coverage of the core-IS set by applying the stochastic generate and test
algorithm as per our approach for generating the extended-core-IS set. Table 5 shows
the three random sets of non-selected candidate-IS, whereby the third random set is
shown to best maximize the information coverage.

Note the stochastic nature of the search as the random ordering of the ISs for SCC
satisfaction affects the outcome. In the third set, AT4 which is inconsistent with both
HM4 and HT3 was positioned after HM4 in the random set. This enabled HM4 to be
selected first instead of AT4 and thus blocked AT4 to be selected subsequently.
Without AT4 in the extended-core-IS set it was possible for HT3 to be next selected.
Note that this situation was not possible for the first two random sets. AM2 was not
selected because it was in conflict with HM1 which was a member of the core-IS set.
AT1 and AT2 are still non-selectable as they conflict with two members of the core-
IS set.

Step 4- Generate the Presentation-IS set: Finally, we attempt to achieve optimal
information coverage by applying the snippet swapping mechanism to generate the
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presentation-IS set. Table 6 shows the extended-core-IS set (comprising 8 ISs) to-
gether with their conflicts with IS discarded during BT and S-GT search. HM1 has
been detected to be blocking two candidate-ISs—i.e. AT1 and AM2. Since the
Topic:Focus area for High BP:Medication is represented by both HM3 and HM4 in
the extended-core-IS set, it is possible to swap HM1 with AT1 and AM2 without
disturbing the factual consistency and still maintaining the completeness requirement.
As a result we get an optimal presentation-IS set (as shown in Table 7) that is larger
than the initial extended-core-IS set. The resultant presentation-IS set is the solution
of the IP problem and represents the personalized and factually consistent information
suited for a specific user-model.

Table 4. Given the candidate-IS set (coverig all focus areas), we illustrate the core-IS set de-
rived using backtracking search method. Also shown are the non-selected candidate-IS.

Topic-variables Domain (Candidate-IS set) Core-IS set Non-selected Cand.-IS
focus_var1 HT1, HT3 HT1 HT3
focus_var2 HM1, HM3, HM4 HM1 HM3, HM4
focus_var3 AT1, AT2, AT3, AT4 AT3 AT1, AT2, AT4
focus_var4 AM1, AM2, AM3 AM1 AM2, AM3

Table 5. An extended-core-IS set resulting from S-GT search over three random sets of IS

Non-selected candidate-IS ar-
ranged in a random order

IS selected IS discarded Size

AT4, HM3, AM3, AT1, HM4, AM2,
HT3, AT2

AT4, HM3, HT3 AM3, AT1, HM4,
AM2, AT2

3

AM2, AT1, AT4, HM4, HT3, AT2,
HM3, AM3

AT4, HT3, HM3 AM2, AT1, HM4,
AT2, AM3

3

HM4, AT4,AT2, HT3, HM3, AM2,
AT1, AM3

HM4, HT3, HM3, AM3 AT4, AT2, AM2,
AT1

4

Table 6. Extended-core-IS set before optimization. The italized IS are members of the core-IS
set, whereas the others were added later during the extended-core-IS generation step.
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Table 7. An optimal presentation-IS set after optimization.

Non-selected ISs

AT2 AT4 HM1

# of
Conflicts

HT1 X - - 1
HT3 - X - 1
HM3 - - - 0
HM4 - X - 1
AM1 - - - 0
AM3 - - - 0
AT3 - - - 0
AT1 - - X 1
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AM2 - - X 1
Conflicts 1 2 2

5.1   Evaluation

The evaluation of the featured IP method focused on establishing the completeness
and factual consistency of the information package. The computational complexity of
the search methods were not measured as it was not deemed to be the most pressing
issue at this stage, however we will present the computational complexity of the vari-
ous methods in a separate publication. We anticipated that the random nature of the
CS search methods might have a significant bearing on the final output, because the
manner in which the initial IS are selected determines the overall makeup of the final
output. For that matter, the document swapping method introduced here provides an
opportunity to re-visit the selected IS (extended core-IS set) and to optimize the pres-
entation set. The experimental data comprised: 10 topics each with 2 focus areas; 70
IS each with constraints; and 10 controlled user-models. Given the experimental data,
experiments were carried out to evaluate the completeness and consistency of the
final output. Analysis of the output—i.e. the personalized information package—
indicated that whenever the completeness criteria was satisfied all the IS present in
the presentation set were found to be consistent with each other. This observation
vindicates the efficacy of the CS methods deployed to achieve IP.

6   Concluding Remarks

Person-specific customization of information viz. a user-model is a complex task that
necessitates a systematic, pragmatic and multifaceted strategy. In this paper we pre-
sented and demonstrated an IP framework that purports a unique hybrid of adaptive
hypermedia and constraint satisfaction methods. We have demonstrated the success-
ful application of constraint satisfaction methods for information personalization that
offers an alternate and interesting perspective to research in both information person-
alization and application of constraint satisfaction methods.

In conclusion, we believe that this is the first step towards the incorporation of
constraint satisfaction within an information personalization paradigm. Also, the
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realization to ensure factual consistency when amalgamating heterogeneous informa-
tion will lead to interesting research in adaptive information delivery systems. Finally,
we believe that the featured IP approach can be used for a variety of E-services for
education material customization, stock market reporting and advice, tourist informa-
tion and so on; the only limitation is the specification of co-existence constraints
which demands human expert involvement—a likely bottleneck.
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Abstract. This paper discusses selection strategies for constructive
search algorithms. Existing selection strategies have been based on a
belief that it is better to search where solutions are more likely to be,
or that it is better to search where the search space is smallest. While
we give evidence for both strategies, we also show that they are likely to
give modest results. We introduce the utility strategy, show that utility
heuristics are superior, and that there is an optimal utility balance. We
have focused this work on how the Davis-Putnam-Logeman-Loveland
algorithm (”DPLL”) uses heuristics in solving satisfiability problems.
Empirical results are given to justify our conclusions.

1 Introduction

A number of branching heuristics have been proposed for satisfiability (sat) and
constraint satisfaction problems (csp). In this paper we want to identify the
often unstated search strategies underlying these heuristics, and challenge some
commonly held assumptions. For instance, it is not necessarily given that the best
place to search is where the probability for finding a solution is highest. Neither
is it necessarily given that the best place to search is where you get failures early.
Assume the following hypotheses and their corresponding selection strategies:

– ’Does Not Matter’: Hypothesis: Branching rules do not have any significant
performance difference. Strategy: Select randomly.

– ’Satisfaction’: Hypothesis: Other things being equal, a branching rule per-
forms better when it creates subproblems that are more likely to be satis-
fiable [12]. Strategy: Select the subtree with the highest associated solution
probability.

– ’Simplification’: Hypothesis: Other things being equal, a branching rule per-
forms better when it creates subproblems with smaller search spaces. Strat-
egy: Select the smallest subtree.

– ’Refutation’: Hypothesis: Other things being equal, a branching rule performs
better when it creates subproblems that are less likely to be satisfiable.
Strategy: Select the subtree with the smallest solution probability.

The main result of this paper is a refined understanding of how to create
branching rules and why existing rules behave as they do. We investigate the
strategies above and their associated hypotheses empirically, and we discuss why
they behave as they do. While we support both the satisfaction and simplification
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strategy, we also establish that they have very little merit. We present a new
strategy, which we call the utility strategy, and we show that it is superior to
the other. We argue that the performance of many good heuristics today can be
explained as instantiations of this strategy.

2 The Satisfiability Problem

We assume familiarity with the satisfiability problem, also known as sat. This
paper will be concerned with k-sat, a restriction where all clauses are of equal
length k which is NP-complete for all k > 2 [1]. We are given a universe of dis-
course BOOL = {t, f}, a set X of undefined symbols called atoms, X = {x1 . . . xn},
and set of connectives {¬,∧,∨}, which are predefined logical operators with the
intended semantics of and, or and not, respectively. A well formed formula F is
defined as any string that can be generated using the following grammar:

F −→ F ∧ F | c, c −→ c ∨ c | l, l −→ a | ¬a, a −→ x1 | x2 | . . . .

We see that formulae generated in this manner will be on the form of conjunctions
of clauses, which again are disjunctions of atoms or their negations. The set of
well-formed formulae is denoted H. We are also given a configuration function
τ : X → BOOL which defines the truth values of the atoms, and an evaluation
function γ : H → BOOL, which establishes the properties of the connectives.

A configuration function assigns truth values to the literals (which also is
called to configure, fix or interpret them). We say that a configuration τ satisfies
a formula if the formula evaluates to t under τ . A satisfying configuration of
a formula is usually called a solution or a model of the formula. The variation
of the satisfiability problem that we are interested in can be stated as: Given a
propositional formula on conjunctive normal form, find a model if one exists.

The DPLL algorithm for solving the decision version of sat was presented
Davis, Logemann and Loveland in 1962 [4] based on earlier work by Davis and
Putnam [5]. It lends itself naturally to finding models for formulae. Figure 1
shows a version of the DPLL algorithm as a recursive chronological backtrack
algorithm [17; 12]. In each iteration we pick a variable and guess which truth
value it should have in the model. This is done by picking l from a set of literals
l1, . . . lk, creating two new formulae, F ∧ l and F ∧ ¬l, and recursing on the
formula we believe is consistent. If we recurse on F ∧ l, we say that we are fixing
l. The algorithm propagates the consequences of fixing l, a process that can be
seen as a function π on the formula F ∧ l returning a simplified formula π(F ∧ l).
In DPLL, π is a combination of monotone variable fixing and unit resolution.
Since these deductions simplify the formula by both removing and shortening
clauses, repeatedly doing this will eventually result in either F becoming empty,
or in the detection of an inconsistency. If the formula F ∧ l turns out to be
inconsistent, we backtrack on F ∧ ¬l instead. Each time that we fix a literal, it
is added as a unit clause to the set of clauses F , and unit-resolve moves it to a
set A. In a successful run, A will contain the model.
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Fig. 1. The DPLL algorithm and its supporting propagation algorithms.

3 Heuristics

The DPLL algorithm does not specify how to select which literal to fix. Strategies
for literal selection are often called branching strategies. The efficiency of search
algorithms like the DPLL algorithm is dependent on their branching strategies.
In the following, we will investigate the strategies presented in the introduction
by investigating some representative heuristics. The heuristics are all based on
computationally inexpensive estimates of the effects of the propagation (rather
than some type of lookahead).

3.1 Satisfaction Heuristics

Let Fl denote the sub-formula of F consisting of the set of clauses containing
l, and F

˜l the set of clauses that do not contain l. In the following, we assume
these definitions:

J(F) =
∑

{c∈F}

1
2|c| , J(Fl) = J(l) =

∑
{c∈F|l∈c}

1
2|c| . (1)

A first step towards computationally inexpensive estimates of the effects of
propagation, is to note that we can divide the set of clauses into three subsets,
those clauses containing l, those containing ¬l, and those containing neither, i.e.
F = Fl ∪ F¬l ∪ F

˜l,¬l
. The simplified formula π(F ∧ l) contains no clauses where

l is a member (since those clauses get removed when l is fixed to true) and we
have that π(F ∧ l) = π(F ∧ l)¬l ∧ F

˜l¬l
. Furthermore, clauses in F where ¬l is a

member get shortened, since the literal ¬l gets removed. This means that when
we fix a literal and unit-resolve, we have J(π(F ∧ l)¬l) = 2 · J(F), which gives
us the following theorem and heuristic.
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Theorem 1. Given the formulae π(F ∧ l1) and π(F ∧ l2) where π includes
unit propagation, we have P [π(F ∧ l1) is solvable] ≤ P [π(F ∧ l2) is solvable] ⇔
J(¬l1) − J(l1) ≥ J(¬l2) − J(l2).

The first order probability heuristic (fop) [12]: Choose the literal l
with the highest value of J(l) − J(¬l), breaking ties randomly.

For proof, see [12]. If we ignore either the clause lengths or the number of
clauses satisfied, we get the following two heuristics:
The Jeroslow-Wang heuristic [15]: (jw): Select the literal l with the

highest value of J(l), breaking ties randomly.

The Reverse Jeroslow-Wang heuristic [12] (rjw): Select the literal l
with the highest value of J(¬l), breaking ties randomly.

The jw heuristic was first presented by Jeroslow and Wang with the motivation
that it selects “in an intuitive sense a system most likely to be satisfiable” [15,
page 172]. The argument is that the heuristic satisfies and removes the subset
of clauses with the smallest solution probability. It follows that the remaining
literals will have clause subsets with higher solution probabilities and that it will
leave us with the formula with the highest satisfaction probability.

The rjw heuristic was proposed by Hooker and Vinay [12]. It tries to avoid
shortening many clauses by balancing the number of clauses that are shortened
with the length to which they are shortened. Since it is bad to shorten clauses,
they should be kept as long in size as possible until they are satisfied.

3.2 Simplification and Refutation Heuristics

Hooker and Vinay gave the following simplification hypothesis: ”Other things
being equal, a branching rule performs better when it creates simpler subprob-
lems” [12]. It is motivated by an assumption that branching rules that produce
simpler formulas produce smaller subtrees, which again are more likely to inves-
tigate smaller search spaces. This naturally gives us the strategy of choosing the
subproblem with the smallest associated search tree. There are only two things
that affect the size of a search tree, its depth and its branching factor. Since
each level in the search tree for DPLL has the same branching factor of two, we
only need to be concerned about the depth of the tree. The depth of a subtree is
only decided by its number of variables, which again correlates with its number
of clauses. This gives us the simplification strategy of choosing the subproblem
with the smallest number of clauses.

In order to implement this strategy we can for each literal in our problem
fix it, run propagation, and count the number of clauses. To avoid lookahead,
we will use estimates of these numbers. We can use the number of unit clauses
generated by propagation as our measuring stick on how many clauses are being
satisfied (and thereby removed) and we get the maximum unit clause strategy
of choosing the literal that spawns the most number of unit clauses through
propagation. The measure J(¬l) − J(l) gives us an approximation of this.
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Theorem 2. Let y(F) denote the size of the choice tree of F . Given the for-
mulae π(F ∧ l) and π(F ∧ l′) where π includes unit propagation, we have
y(π(F ∧ l)) ≤ y(π(F ∧ l′)) ⇔ J(¬l) − J(l) ≥ J(¬l′) − J(l′).

For proof, see [12]. The larger the value of J(¬l) − J(l), the smaller is the
subtree associated with branching on l. This gives us the following heuristic for
sat problems:

The hvs heuristic [12]: Choose the literal with the highest value of J(¬l)−
J(l), breaking ties randomly.

The hvs heuristic is designed to maximally remove literals and hence max-
imally reduce search trees sizes. It follows that the heuristic is a simplification
heuristic. The history of the simplification strategy can be traced back to the
search rearrangement heuristic [2]. Arguing that the search space could be re-
duced by creating subproblems with smaller search trees, the heuristic selects
the subtree with the smallest number of remaining choices. Brelaz presented a
heuristic for graph coloring that selects the most constrained node [3]. Haralick
and Elliot described a CSP heuristic that became known as fail first: “To suc-
ceed, try first where you are most likely to fail.” [11, page 263]. The “fail first”
principle is basically a refutation strategy based on what we earlier have called
the Refutation Hypothesis. We can easily design a first-order refutation heuristic
by negating the first order satisfaction heuristic:

The first order refutation heuristic: Choose the literal with the highest
value of J(¬l) − J(l), breaking ties randomly.

This heuristic is identical to the hvs heuristic. Fail first has been investigated in
CSP [6; 7; 8], and we have seen published a simplification heuristic for sat based
on search rearrangement [19], a simplification algorithm for CSP called minimum
width ordering [10] and what is called a fewest alternatives first heuristic in
planning [16; 21].

4 Experiments

4.1 Model

We will qualify the merit of a strategy by comparing it to the ”don’t care”
strategy. In practice, this means that we take a heuristic that is a representative
of the strategy and compare it to random selections over a representative set
of sat problems. If it works better, it has merit. To do this, we need to define
what we mean with ”a representative of a strategy”, ”a representative set of sat
problems”, and how we compare heuristics.

What is a representative of a search strategy? Let us start with the satis-
faction strategy. We define the solution frequency of a literal as the number
of solutions the literal is participating in. Assuming independence we assume
that the literal with the highest solution frequency is the literal with the high-
est probability for being part of a satisfiable extension of the partial solution.
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Both the solution frequency and heuristics define an ordering over the literals.
We will define a representative of the satisfaction strategy as a heuristic whose
ordering is positively correlated with the frequency ordering. Similarly, we will
define a good representative for the simplification strategy as a heuristic that
has a positive correlation with subtree size. Furthermore, a good representative
of a strategy shouldn’t also be a representative for another strategy. If it were,
we would not know which strategy its behavior could be contributed to. We will
make the assumption that search space size and solution density are the only
formula measures that have significant relevance to solution efficiency. Hence, a
good representative for the satisfaction strategy is a heuristic that is positively
correlated with solution frequency and not with sub-tree size, and a good rep-
resentative for the simplification strategy is thus a heuristic that is positively
correlated with search tree size and not with solution frequency.

Which problem classes do we investigate? Candidates for problem classes
include real world problems modeled as sat problems, public benchmarks, and
different models of randomly generated sat problems. We have chosen the latter.
We will not argue that it is a representative class, but note that randomly gener-
ated sets makes it possible for us to control and vary parameters of interest and
importance. We have chosen the fixed clause length model (also called the fixed
width model or the random k-sat model). Given two positive integers k and n,
assume the subset of sat consisting of all formulae with exactly n variables and
k-length pure clauses. (A pure clause is a clause where each literal only occurs
once.) The fixed clause length model aims at a uniform distribution of k-sat
problems. Each clause is produced by sampling k times from a uniform distribu-
tion over the 2n available literals. This model is a popular distribution, because
it is easier to generate hard instances belonging to this class. Instances from
this distribution take exponential time on average for DPLL when finding all
solutions [9]. The empirical performance of search algorithms over random k-sat
problems has been investigated in several papers and interesting phase transi-
tion properties have been identified (see for instance [18]). Some of our measures
are conditioned on the formulae actually having solutions. Due to the decreas-
ing number of solvable formulae when density is increased, it is problematic to
generate sufficiently large samples for problem densities above the phase transi-
tion. For these measures, we sometimes use forced formulae as source in addition
to the normal formulae. Forced formulae are generated differently than the un-
forced, they are forced to have a solution. This is done by randomly determine
a variable assignment B at the beginning of the generation process. During the
clause generation process, only clauses which have B as a model are accepted
for the formula F to be constructed. Forced distributions may have different
characteristics than unforced and be easier to solve for some algorithms [13].

How do we compare heuristics? The ultimate meaning of a branching heuris-
tic working better than another, is that it finds a solution faster. However, we
have chosen not to use time as our measure as it is a problematic comparative
measure (for supporting arguments, see for instance [12]). When comparing se-
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lection heuristics that have similar evaluation cost, a relevant alternative cost
measure we will use is the number of nodes visited during the search .

4.2 The Simplification and Refutation Strategies

Where it matters, the hvs heuristic performs better than random, as can be seen
from Figure 2. Hence, the heuristic has merit. We can see from Figure 3 that
the hvs heuristic is negatively correlated with solution frequency. It follows that
satisfaction can’t be the reason for why hvs beats random, and simplification is
the reason for its success. We can conclude that the simplification strategy has
merit.

However, we can also see that though the heuristic beats random, it’s not
performing outstandingly. The gain over random selection is not substantial. In
order to explain why, let us first discuss the refutation strategy.

In our opinion, the refutation strategy is not a sound principle for finding
solutions, and we reject it. This position is supported by the fact that attempts
at improving search by creating truer fail-first heuristics for CSP have rather
resulted in poorer performance [20]. The simplification strategy is in contrast a
sound strategy. This does however not mean that we will be able to find good
simplification heuristics. The reason is that simplification in general is corre-
lated with refutation. The hvs heuristic is exactly the opposite of the first order
probability heuristic, which means that choosing according to this heuristic is
choosing the subproblem with the smallest probability for containing a solution.
The hvs heuristic is therefore both a representative for the simplification and
refutation strategies, the latter keeping it from performing well.

The other way around, fail first is correlated with simplification. (As an
example, when we designed a refutation heuristic we ended up with the hvs
heuristic). Hence, it is not the refutation hypothesis that explains any successes
the fail first principle has had, but rather the simplification hypothesis.

4.3 The Satisfaction Strategy

The satisfaction strategy will be supported if a satisfaction heuristic that is
not positively correlated with simplification performs better than random. Fig-
ure 3 shows that the fop heuristic is positively correlated with solution frequency
(though the strength of the correlation is density dependent) and we accept it
as a representative of the satisfaction strategy.

Figure 2 shows that the fop heuristic generally performs better than random.
In order to be able to support the satisfaction strategy, we need to make sure that
the good performance of the fop heuristic is not because it correlates positively
with simplification. We can not show that fop does not correlate positively with
simplification; indeed, it does. (This is because satisfying many clauses usually
also means fixing many literals, and hence shortening the search tree.) However,
if we assume that the hvs is as good simplification as we can get, then there is
obviously something else than simplification that has merit, since fop performs
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Fig. 2. Mean search cost (as mean number of literals fixed during search) as a function
of density (the ratio of clauses to variables, m/n) of searching over 200 randomly
generated 40 variable 3-sat formulae using DPLL with different heuristics.

better than hvs. We conclude that this is satisfaction, and henceforth that the
satisfaction strategy has merit.

5 The Utility Strategy

Simplification (understood as fail first) has been claimed as better than satisfac-
tion for csp [11], while it has been claimed as worse for sat [15].

It is argued that the reason why the jw heuristic works well is because it
is a satisfaction heuristic [15; 12]. On the other hand, heuristics with more em-
phasis on solution probability (and stronger correlation with solution frequency)
give poorer performance: Figure 3 shows that fop has a better correlation with
solvability than jw while Figure 2 shows that fop performs poorer than jw. This
seems to disqualify the satisfaction hypothesis.

In contrast, the simplification strategy was introduced in order to explain
why jw’s performs better than fop [12]. The argument is that jw is a simplifica-
tion heuristic, and that simplification heuristics have better performance than
satisfaction heuristics. But here as well, heuristics with more emphasis on sim-
plification give poorer performance – Figure 2 shows that hvs performs poorer
than jw. This seems to disqualify the simplification hypothesis.

Since fop is a purer satisfaction heuristics than jw, hvs a purer simplification
heuristic, and jw performs better than either, an explanation has to be found in
another strategy.

Let us create a heuristic by modifying the fop heuristic. In the analysis leading
to the fop heuristic, it is assumed it is bad to shorten clauses, especially short
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Fig. 3. The graphs show the mean Pearson’s correlation coefficients between literal
orderings according to solution frequency and orderings according to the fop, fop2, jw,
hvc and hvs heuristics at the root nodes of 3-sat formulae. The correlations are shown
as a function of density (m/n). Since we have a decreasing number of solvable formulae
with increasing density, the data sets decrease and the means become less smooth.

clauses. On the other hand, a unit clause is automatically satisfied in the next
round of propagation. Hence, a clause has a high probability of becoming satisfied
both if it is kept long, and if it is shortened to a unit clause. (This is unless an
inconsistency immediately appears between two unit clauses. However, detecting
an inconsistency immediately in such a way is actually a good thing, since it is
more efficient to detect errors early.) We can easily modify the fop heuristic to
take this into account. In the following, let J(F=2

¬l ) be the subset of clauses that
contains ¬l and is of length 2, while J(F>2

¬l ) is the subset of clauses that contains
¬l and is longer in size than 2. Figure 2 gives evidence that the resulting heuristic
is a substantially better heuristic than fop:

The fop2 heuristic: Choose the literal l with the highest value of
J(Fl) + J(F=2

¬l ) − J(F>2
¬l ), breaking ties randomly,

This brings us closer to an understanding of why jw and fop2 work well. We
suggest the following:

– ’Utility’: Hypothesis: Other things being equal, a branching rule performs
better when it creates subproblems that have a good balance between satis-
faction and simplification. Strategy: Select a subtree that balances satisfac-
tion and simplification.

The efficiency of search must be understood as a utility function where the
probability for reward is weighted against cost. In our context, these ingredients
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are in the shape of simplification and satisfaction. Pure satisfaction heuristics
amount to utility functions where cost of error is neglected, while pure sim-
plification heuristics amount to utility functions where solution probability is
neglected.

We will now construct a monolithic utility heuristic based on the J-function.
J(l) counts contributions from satisfying clauses, which gives a measure of solv-
ability. J(¬l) counts contributions from shortening clauses, which gives a mea-
sure of cost. Hence, a first attempt at a utility function, is simply:

The first utility heuristic: (util1): Choose the literal with the highest
value of cos(απ) · J(l) + sin(απ) · J(¬l), breaking ties randomly.

The parameter α is used to assign different weights to the two terms. Figure 4
shows a polar log of the cost associated with varying α for 200 randomly gener-
ated 3-sat 40 variable formulae of density 4.3. Going around the circle takes you
through different levels of satisfaction and simplification, and we find simplifi-
cation in the second quadrant and satisfaction in the fourth. The performance
is best in the first quadrant, and we can conclude that good heuristics need to
both satisfy and simplify. Figure 4 b) shows a detailed plot of the first quadrant,
giving evidence that the optimal value of α is 0.25. Interestingly, this gives us
the following selection function, proposed in [12]. The heuristic behaves well, as
can be seen in Figure 2.

The Hooker-Vinay combined heuristic (hvc) [12]: Choose the literal with
the highest value of J(¬l) + J(l), breaking ties randomly.

DPLL search trees are binary subtrees of the choice tree, where the two children
of each node are a literal and its negation. If A ∧ l is false, then A ∧ ¬l must be
true in order for A to be true, hence if a chosen sub-formula F∧l turns out not to
be solvable, DPLL branches to F ∧ ¬l. When choosing a literal we are choosing
which literal to branch to in case it fails. Instead of having a choice between k
variables and their negations (i.e., 2k literals), we have a choice between k pairs
of variables and their negations. Hence, we need a utility heuristic that order
over pairs (x,¬x) instead of over literals.

Theorem 3. Given the formulae F and F ′. Let U(l) = cos(απ) · P (l, ¬l) +
sin(απ) · y(l, ¬l), where P (l, l′) is the probability that either F ∧ l or F ∧ l′ have
models, and y(l, ¬l) is the combined size of the two subtrees y(F∧l) and y(F∧l′).
Then:

U(l) ≤ U(l′) ⇔ J(l) + J(¬l) ≤ J(l′) + J(¬l′), (2)

and
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U(l) ≤ U(l′) ⇔
cos(απ) · max{J(l), J(¬l)} + sin(απ) · (J(l) + J(¬l))} ≤
cos(απ) · max{J(l′), J(¬l′)} + sin(απ) · (J(l′) + J(¬l′))}.

(3)

For proof, see [14]. U(l) is the utility of a literal l as a chosen balance between
the probability that the formula F ∧ l has a model and the size of the search
tree associated with the formula. The cost if a selection fails is the size of the
two subtrees. The balance of the subtrees has an impact on the combined size.
Replacing two subtrees of size 2p and 2p−2 with two of size 2p−1 gives a total
reduction of 2p nodes. The two equations in the Theorem lead us to the following
two heuristics:

The first double branch utility heuristic: (dbu1): Choose the literal
with the highest value of cos(απ) · J(l) + sin(απ) · J(¬l), breaking ties
randomly.

The second double branch utility heuristic: (dbu2): Choose the literal
with the highest value of cos(απ) ·max{J(l), J(¬l)} + sin(απ) · (J(l)+J(¬l)),
breaking ties randomly.

We see that dbu1 is equivalent to util1, which we arrived at through another argu-
ment, and seen that with optimal parameters it becomes the hvc heuristic, while
Hooker and Vinay arrived at hvc through the double branch argument [12]. We
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Fig. 6. Mean number of literals with the highest solution frequency at the root nodes
of 40 variable 3-sat formulae as a function of density. These measure are only possible
over solvable formulae. The solution frequency counts were generated by solving each
formulae to completeness.

have seen that util1 performs well, and dbu2 performs as well or insignificantly
better.

There is room for a possible improvement in double branch heuristics, since
we sort according to tuples, but still need to choose which literal of the cho-
sen tuple to branch to. An obvious method is to make this selection using the
satisfaction strategy, for instance selecting between the two using fop:

The chained Hooker-Vinay combined heuristic (chvc) [12]: Choose
the literal l with the highest value of J(l) + J(¬l), then select between the two
literals by choosing the one with the highest value of J(l) − J(¬l).

The effect is however negligible in our experiments.

6 Conclusion

The satisfiability problem is central in complexity theory, artificial intelligence,
mathematical logic and combinatorial optimization. This paper has discussed
the k-sat subclass, where all clauses have equal length, and is an investigation
into heuristics for the satisfiability problem and their relationship to time and
hardness. An important algorithm for solving the sat problem is the DPLL
algorithm. It can be seen as a constructive search algorithm that sequentially
assigns truth values to boolean variables and backtracks when inconsistencies are
encountered. Unit resolution is used as a propagation method after each time an
assignment is made.
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Search algorithms need, for any but the simplest problems, heuristics for
guiding the selections made at each step in the search. The heuristics implement
some basic strategy. We have identified a number of basic search strategies,
and have decided that a strategy has merit if a representative heuristic of the
strategy on average beats random selection. We chose the fop heuristic as a
representative heuristic for the satisfaction strategy, and the hvs heuristic as
a representative heuristic for the simplification strategy [12]. The satisfaction
strategy is the strategy of searching where solutions are believed to most likely
be. The simplification strategy is to search where the search spaces are believed
to be smallest. The performances of the fop and the hvs heuristics indicate that
the satisfaction and the simplification strategies both have merit for the k-sat
problem. However, their merits are rather insignificant. A reason for this may be
the special nature of the DPLL search trees, where you branch to the negation of
the chosen literal when backtracking. This is especially troubling for fop and hvs,
where an ordering, l1, . . . , lj implies that li = ¬ln−i+1, i.e. when we backtrack
we will branch into the worst possible subtree according to our ordering.

Good heuristics are hard to design. The analytical approach we have used
in this paper comes with its own set of problems. First of all, the analytical
heuristics necessarily make use of strong independence assumptions, in effect
neglecting influence between literals. We see in Figure 3 that the correlation
between solution frequency and fop decreases with increasing density. As the
impact from other clauses increases with increased density, the independence
assumption becomes unrealistic. It follows that the more constrained a problem
is, the less useful are the analytical heuristics. As another example, the discrim-
inatory power of analytical heuristics generally also diminishes with increased
density. This can be seen from Figure 5, where a low and a high density 3-sat
40-variable formula are investigated. We se a steady decreasing frequency curve
for the low density formula. For the high-density formula, however, we see that
the set of literals actually are divided into two classes, those that are in a solu-
tion, and those that aren’t. The fop heuristic would generally be able to choose
a literal that is in a solution, but there is no discrimination between these liter-
als. This point is supported in Figure 6, which shows that the mean number of
literals with the highest frequency approaches 50% with increasing density.

We ended the paper by introducing the utility strategy, which advocates
balancing the use of satisfaction and simplification. The utility strategy was
found to be superior to the other strategies for the k-sat problem. Several utility
heuristics have been designed. Furthermore, successful existing heuristics have
been investigated, and their performance can now be explained through the
notion of utility.
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Abstract. Within the law, the traditional test for attributing causal responsibil-
ity is the counterfactual “but-for” test, which asks whether the injury com-
plained of would have occurred but for the defendant’s wrongful act. This defi-
nition generally conforms to common intuitions regarding causation, but gives
non-intuitive results in situations of overdetermination with two or more poten-
tial causes present. To handle such situations, Wright defined the NESS Test of
causal contribution, described as a formalization of the concept underlying
common intuitions of causal attribution. Halpern and Pearl provide a definition
of actual causality in the mathematical language of structural models that yields
counterintuitive results in certain scenarios. We present a new definition that
appears to correct those problems and explain its greater conformity with the
intuitions underlying the NESS test.

1   Introduction

According to Ashley (1990, p. 2), the legal domain is of interest to AI because it is
between those formal domains so amenable to knowledge representation and those
commonsense domains whose representation remains so elusive. Here we discuss
actual causation (also called causation in fact) in the law from both perspectives. In
common law jurisdictions, actual causation must be established between the defen-
dant’s wrongful conduct and the injury suffered for liability to be attached. The gen-
erally accepted test for determination of actual causation in the law is a counterfactual
test, the but-for test. If the specified injury would not have occurred ‘but for’ the
defendant’s wrongful conduct, then actual causation is established. The test is consid-
ered straightforward enough to be applied by juries. However, the test is not compre-
hensive. It is known to fail when the scenario describing the injury includes other
potential causes that would have caused the specified injury in the absence of the
defendant’s wrongful conduct. This is known as overdetermined causation.

Wright (1975, pp. 1775-76) divides cases of overdetermined causation into pre-
emptive and duplicative causation cases. In preemptive causation, the effect of other
potential causes is preempted by the effect of the defendant’s wrongful act. For ex-
ample, the defendant stabs and kills the victim before a fatal dose of poison previ-
ously administered by a third party can take effect. In duplicative causation, the effect
of the defendant’s act combines with, or duplicates, the effect of other potential
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causes where the latter were alone sufficient to bring about the injury. For example,
the defendant and another party start separate fires that combine to burn down the
victim’s house where each fire was independently sufficient to do so. Since in these
cases it is not true that ‘but for’ the defendant’s wrongful act the specified harm
would not have occurred, according to the but-for test, in neither scenario is the de-
fendant’s conduct an actual cause of the injury. Such a result is contrary to intuitions
about responsibility and, by implication, about causality.

To cope with overdetermination, Wright (1985) proposes a comprehensive test for
actual causation, the NESS (Necessary Element of a Sufficient Set) test. He adopts
the view that there is an intelligible, determinate concept of actual causation underly-
ing and explaining common intuitions and judgments about causality and that this
concept explains the “intuitively plausible factual causal determinations” of judges
and juries when “not confined by incorrect tests or formulas.” Wright (1985, p. 1902)
contends that not only does the NESS test capture the common-sense concept under-
lying these common intuitions and judgments, the NESS test defines that concept.

Pearl (2000, pp. 313-15) claims that while the intuitions underlying the NESS test
are correct the test itself is inadequate to capture these intuitions because it relies on
the traditional logical language of necessity and sufficiency, which cannot capture
causal concepts. Pearl (Pearl, 1995; Galles and Pearl, 1997; Galles and Pearl, 1998;
Pearl, 2000) proposes a mathematical language of structural causal models (structural
language) for formalizing counterfactual and causal concepts. Pearl (1998; 2000,
Chap. 10) first applies this structural language to define actual causation using a com-
plex construction called a causal beam. (Halpern and Pearl, 2000) develops a “more
transparent” definition (Halpern-Pearl definition), but still using structural models.

In (Baldwin and Neufeld, 2003) we suggested that the Halpern-Pearl definition es-
sentially formalizes Wright’s NESS test. However, a result of Hopkins and Pearl
(2003) shows that this is not the case. In the sequel we discuss the implications of the
Hopkins and Pearl result for the relationship between the Halpern-Pearl definition and
the NESS test and, in response, we present an alternative structural language defini-
tion of actual causation which we believe does capture the essential meaning of the
NESS test. We illustrate this through re-analysis of the examples in (Baldwin and
Neufeld, 2003) and in the process lend validity to Wright’s controversial NESS
analysis of a complex class of causal scenarios known as double omission cases.

2 The NESS Test

Wright (1985, 1988, 2001) describes the NESS test as a refinement and development
of the concept of a causally relevant condition as developed by Hart and Honore
(1985). As Wright describes their analysis, this concept of singular (actual) causation
depends on the core concept of general causality we all employ that conforms to and
is explained by a regularity account of causation attributed to Hume as modified by
Mill. To Hume is attributed the idea that causal attributions exhibit a belief that a
succession of events fully instantiates some causal laws or generalizations (incom-
pletely described causal laws). A causal law is described as an if-then statement
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whose antecedent lists minimal sufficient sets of conditions for (necessary for the
sufficiency of) the consequent (the effect). Mill’s contribution to the analysis is that
there may be more than one set of sufficient conditions for an effect in general and in
particular situations (the “plurality of causes” doctrine). Stated in full, the NESS test
requires that a particular condition was a cause of (condition contributing to) a spe-
cific consequence if and only if it was a necessary element of a set of antecedent
actual conditions that was sufficient for the occurrence of the consequence.

In circumstances where only one actual or potential set of conditions is sufficient
for the result, the NESS test reduces to the but-for test (Wright, 1985). To illustrate
that the NESS test matches common intuitions where the but-for test fails, Wright
considers three variations of a two-fire scenario: fires X and Y are independently
sufficient to destroy house H if they reach it and they are the only potential causes of
house H’s destruction so that if neither reach the house it will not be destroyed. In the
first situation, X reaches and destroys H and Y would not have reached H even if X
were absent. The common intuition here is that X was a cause of the destruction of H
but not Y. In this case there is a single actually sufficient set of conditions and no
other even potentially sufficient set of conditions. (This assumes that actually suffi-
cient sets of conditions are minimal.) X was a necessary element (necessary for the
sufficiency) of that single, actually sufficient set, a NESS condition. It was also a but-
for condition.

In the second situation, X and Y reach H simultaneously and combine to destroy it.
Here Wright claims that the common intuition is that both X and Y were causes of the
destruction of the house. There are two overlapping sets of actually sufficient condi-
tions.  X is necessary for the sufficiency of the set including itself but not Y and Y is
necessary for the sufficiency of the set including itself but not X. Neither X nor Y is a
but-for cause of the destruction of H but each is a duplicative NESS cause.

In the final situation, X reaches and destroys H before Y can arrive and, if X had
been absent, Y would have destroyed H. Here the common intuition is unquestionably
that X caused the destruction of H and Y did not. Fire Y is not a NESS condition for
the destruction of H since any actually sufficient set of conditions, given the assump-
tions of the scenario, must include X, and Y is not necessary for the sufficiency of any
set of conditions that includes X. Fire X, on the other hand, is necessary for the suffi-
ciency of the actually sufficient set of which it is a member. Because the set contain-
ing Y but not X would have been sufficient in the absence of X, X is not a but-for
cause of the destruction of H. X was a preemptive NESS cause because it preempted
the actual sufficiency of the potentially sufficient set including Y.

3 The Structure Equation Model

Following  (Halpern and Pearl, 2001; Pearl, 2000) a signature  is a 3-tuple ( , ,

), where  is a finite set of exogenous variables,  is a set of endogenous variables,
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and  is a relation associating with each variable Y     a nonempty set (Y) of

possible values for Y (the range of Y).
A causal model over a signature  is a 2-tuple M = ( , ), where  is a relation as-

sociating each X   with a function FX that describes the outcome of X given the

values of other variables in the model. These functions are the structural equations
and describe the process by which the dependent variable receives its value; they
correspond to causal mechanisms (law-like regularities) in the domain being mod-
eled. The value of endogenous variables are determined by the values of other en-
dogenous variables and exogenous variables. The value of exogenous variables are
determined outside the model and are given. A particular setting u  of variables in 

is a context for the model M and a model with a given context is a causal world.
We consider recursive causal models, where for any two variables X and Y either

FX is independent of the value of Y (i.e., FX (…, y, …) = FX(…, y´, …) for all y, y´

(Y)) or FY is independent of the value of X. Recursive causal models have a unique

solution, a unique set of variable values simultaneously satisfying all model equa-
tions. If PAX is the minimal set of variables in X−  and UX the minimal set of vari-

ables in  that together suffice to represent FX, a recursive causal model gives rise to a

causal diagram, a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where each node corresponds to a
variable in  and the directed edges point from members of X XPA U  to X and

are direct causes of X. (PAX connotes the parents of X, conventionally restricted to
endogenous variables.) The edges in a causal diagram represent the non-
parameterized (or arbitrary) form of the function for a variable, ( , )X X XX F U PA= .

An external intervention (or surgery) setting X = x, where X  , is denoted

X x←  and amounts to pruning the equation for X from the model and substituting
X x=  in the remaining equations. An intervention that forces the values of a subset

of  prunes a subset of equations from the model, one for each variable in the set, and

substitutes the corresponding forced values in the remaining equations. (A set X of

variables in  is sometimes written X  and a setting of those vectors is written

X x← .) Interventions represent non-modeled contingencies perturbing causal

mechanisms. The result of an intervention X x←  is a new causal model (a sub-

model), denoted X xM ← , over the signature ( , , | )X XX −= − . In the corre-

sponding causal diagram, it amounts to removing the edges from PAX  UX to X. A

submodel represents a counterfactual world.
For a given signature  = ( , , ), a primitive event is a formula of the form

X x= , where X   and x  (X). A basic causal formula is of the form

1 1[ , , ]k kY y Y y ϕ← ← , where ϕ  is a Boolean combination of primitive events,

1 kY Y  are distinct variables in , and ( )i iy Y∈ . Basic causal formulas are abbre-
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viated as [ ]Y y ϕ←  or just ϕ  when k = 0. A causal formula is a Boolean combina-

tion of basic causal formulas.
A basic causal formula is true or false in a causal model given a context u . Where

ψ  is a causal formula (or a Boolean combination of primitive events), ( , )M u  

ψ means that ψ  is true in the causal model M in the context u . ( , )M u  

[ ]( )Y y X x← =  means that X has value x in the unique solution to the equations in

the submodel Y yM ←  in context u . In other words, in the world in which  = u , the

model predicts that if Y  had been y  then X would have been x; that is, in the coun-

terfactual world Y yM ← , resulting from the intervention Y y← , X has the value x.

Causes are conjunctions of primitive events of the form written X x= .

Definition (Actual Cause; Halpern-Pearl): X x=  is an actual cause of ϕ  in a

model M in the context u  (i.e., in ( , )M u ) if the following conditions hold:

HC1. ( , )M u   ( )X x ϕ= ∧ .

HC2. There exists a partition ( , )Z W  of  with X Z⊆  and some setting ( , )x w′ ′

of the variables in ( , )X W  such that, where ( , )M u   Z = z* for each Z 

Z (i.e., the actual value of z in context u

(a) ( , )M u   [ , ]X x W w ϕ′ ′← ← ¬ , and

(b) ( , )M u   [ , , *]X x W w Z z ϕ′ ′← ← ←  for every subset Z ′  of Z .

HC3. X  is minimal; no subset of X  satisfies conditions HC1 and HC2.
Condition HC2 exemplifies what has been called the “counterfactual strategy” for

defining actual causation—“event C causes event E iff for some appropriate G, E is
counterfactually dependent on C when we hold G fixed” (Hopkins and Pearl, 2003).
The basic idea is that an active causal process (a set Z satisfying condition HC2) be
shielded from spurious (preempted) or redundant (duplicative) causal processes be-
fore testing whether the effect is counterfactually dependent on the putative cause.
However, contrary to the claim in (Baldwin and Neufeld, 2003) that the Halpern-
Pearl definition essentially formalizes Wright’s NESS test, it turns out that the choice
of “appropriate G” under condition HC2 is too permissive to represent the NESS test
in the language of structural models.

4 The Halpern-Pearl Definition and NESS

Hopkins and Pearl (2003) show that even locally, between a variable (the effect) and
its parents (direct causes), the Halpern-Pearl definition does not require that an active
causal process (a set Z) be actually sufficient; counterfactual dependence satisfying
condition HC2(b) may depend on non-actual conditions.
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To see this, consider a causal model M with context u= . For simplicity, assume
that all U ∈  are trivial in the structural equation XF  for X (i.e., XU  is empty) so

that : ( ) ( )X XF Dom PA Dom X→ . Now consider an assignment X XPA pa←  (here,

the vector notation represents an ordered assignment of values Xpa  to variables

XPA ) such that X x= . If 1{ , }X nPA V V= …,  and 1{ , , }nXpa v v= … , the logical

sentence consisting of the conjunction of literals i iV v=  (i.e., 1 1 n nV v V v= ∧ ∧ =… )

implies X x= . If such a sentence is formed for each assignment X XPA pa←  such

that X x=  and a new sentence, denoted ( )X x= , is formed as a disjunction of all

such sentences (so that the resulting logical sentence is in disjunctive normal form),
then X x=  iff ( )X x= . To illustrate, Hopkins and Pearl give this example.

Example (firing squad) A firing squad consists of shooters B and C. Shooter C
loads and shoots his own gun while shooter B is lazy and insists that A load his gun
for him. The prisoner D will die (D = 1) if, and only if, either A loads B’s gun (A = 1)
and B shoots (B = 1) or C loads his gun and shoots (C = 1); that is, ( )D A B C= ∧ ∨ .

Fig. 1. Firing Squad

For this example, if ( , ) ( 1)M u D =  then

( 1) ( 1 1 1) ( 1 1 0) ( 0 1 1)D A B C A B C A B C= = = ∧ = ∧ = ∨ = ∧ = ∧ = ∨ = ∧ = ∧ =
      ( 1 0 1) ( 0 0 1)A B C A B C∨ = ∧ = ∧ = ∨ = ∧ = ∧ = .

A term (conjunction of literals) that entails a sentence S is an implicant of S; an
implicant that does not entail any other implicant is a prime implicant. The prime
implicant form of a sentence is a disjunction of all its prime implicants and is unique.
The prime implicant form of ( 1)D =  is ( 1) ( 1 1) ( 1)D A B C= = = ∧ = ∨ = .

With these preliminaries, Hopkins and Pearl (2003) prove the following theorem:
Theorem (prime implicant) In a causal model M with context u= , let
,X Y ∈  with YX PA∈ . If ( , ) ( )M u X x Y y= ∧ =  and the literal X x=  occurs in

any prime implicant of ( )Y y=  then the Halpern-Pearl definition of actual causa-

tion will classify X x=  as an actual cause of Y y= .

Note that the prime implicant theorem does not require that any other literals (if
they exist) in any of the prime implicants of ( )Y y=  to which X x=  belongs be

satisfied (true) in ( , )M u . For example, assume the context u  in the firing squad

example is such that C shoots and A loads B’s gun, but B does not shoot. Since
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( , ) ( 1 1)M u A D= ∧ =  and 1A =  occurs in the prime implicant ( 1 1)A B= ∧ =  for

( 1)D = , according to the prime implicant theorem, the Halpern-Pearl theorem

should (counter-intuitively) classify A’s loading of B’s gun as a cause of D’s death

though B does not shoot. Indeed, taking ( , )Z A D=  and ( , )W B C=  and setting

W w=  = (1,0)) satisfies conditions HC2(a) and (b) of the definition.
Hopkins and Pearl (2003) point out the similarity of the prime implicant form of a

sentence with Mackie’s INUS account of singular causation, according to which C is
a cause of E iff C is an insufficient but non-redundant part of an unnecessary but
sufficient condition for E (Mackie, 1974, pp. 61-62): “For instance, A loading B’s gun
is a necessary part of a sufficient condition to ensure the prisoner’s death. In terms of
the prime implicant logical form, sufficient conditions map to implicants. For in-
stance, 1 1A B= ∧ =  is a sufficient condition for 1D = . Furthermore, since

1 1A B= ∧ =  is a prime implicate (hence no subset of its conjuncts is an implicate),
we observe that both 1A =  and 1B =  are necessary parts of this sufficient condition.
Hence any atomic expression that appears in a prime implicate satisfies the INUS
condition.”

Accepting the mapping of sufficient conditions to implicants, then Mackie’s INUS
test (Kim, 1993) requires that for 1A =  to be a cause of 1D = , not only must 1A =
occur as an atomic proposition (or literal) in some prime implicant for 1D =  (i.e., be
an INUS condition for 1D = ) but also that every other atomic proposition in that
implicant be satisfied. This part of Mackie’s analysis is consistent with the NESS test
(see Baldwin, 2003). It follows then that the Halpern-Pearl definition is less restrictive
than both Mackie’s INUS analysis and Wright’s NESS test. As Hopkins and Pearl
say, their prime implicant theorem exposes that the Halpern-Pearl definition is over
permissive. It is at least too permissive to formally capture the meaning of the NESS
test.

5 Preliminaries to the New Definition

We take as a consequence of Hopkin’s and Pearl’s prime implicant theorem that if a
structural definition of actual causation employing the counterfactual strategy is to
capture the meaning of the NESS test, the choice of which variables in the model may
have their values fixed must be controlled by the relationship of belonging to the
same minimal sufficient condition (set of conditions) for an effect. Pearl (2000) sug-
gests that this information may already be encoded in the structural language. In dis-
cussing Mackie’s (1974) scenario of the ill-fated desert traveler—where a traveler has
two enemies, one who poisons (p = 1; variables are chosen to be consistent with
Pearl’s exposition) the traveler’s water canteen and the other, unaware of the poison-
ing, shoots and empties the traveler’s canteen (x = 1) as a result of which the traveler
dies—Pearl (2000, p. 312) considers the structural equations y x px′= ∨  ( x′  is

equivalent to x¬ ) and the logically equivalent y x p= ∨  and states, “Here we see in

vivid symbols the role played by structural information. Although it is true that
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x x p′∨  is logically equivalent to x p∨ , the two are not structurally equivalent;

x p∨  is completely symmetric relative to exchanging x and p, whereas x x p′∨  tells

us that, when x is true, p has no effect whatsoever—not only on y, but also on any of
the intermediate conditions that could potentially affect y. It is this asymmetry that
makes us proclaim x and not p to be the cause of death.”

Hausman and Woodward (1999) shed more light on the relationship between the
structural information that the causal relation between an independent variable and
dependent variable in a structural equation depends (or does not depend) on one or
more other independent variables in the equation (e.g., the difference between x p∨
and x x p′∨ ) and minimal sets of sufficient conditions. They point out that a struc-

tural equation may capture more than one causal mechanism; terms in additive rela-
tions in a single structural equation may represent distinct causal mechanisms. For
example, x and x p′  represent distinct causal processes ending in the traveller’s death.

Hausman and Woodward (1999, p. 547) say that a system of structural equations with
additive terms where each term in each equation represents a distinct causal mecha-
nism (“and thus acts independently of the mechanisms registered by other terms”)
exhibits coefficient invariance, which is violated when the terms in the structural
equations are not additive or when the causal relationship between two variables
depends on the level of a third. Hausman and Woodward (1999, p. 547) then say, “If
one thinks of individual causes of some effect Y as conjuncts in a minimal sufficient
condition for Y (or the quantitative analogue thereof)—that is, as ‘conjunctive
causes’—then the relationship between an effect and its individual causes will not
satisfy coefficient invariance”

Hausman and Woodward define coefficient invariance as a global property of sys-
tems of structural equations and as a means of identifying distinguishable (if not
distinct in the sense of shared variables) mechanisms within a single structural equa-
tion—which we require—their explication of the concept is too strict. (Hausman and
Woodward (1999, p. 547) say that coefficient invariance holds only when every vari-
able in a structural equation belongs to a single additive term ruling out, for example,
equations of the form y x px′= ∨ .) For our purposes, it is enough that for a set of

additive structural equations, expressed in sum of products form, each term in an
equation represents a separate mechanism, a separate set of minimal sufficient condi-
tions (“or the quantitative analogue thereof”), for the effect represented by the equa-
tion’s dependent variable. We call this property term modularity. A causal model
whose structural equations satisfy this property allows for the development of a crite-
rion, ultimately derivative of Hausman and Woodward’s concept of coefficient in-
variance, for determining what variables should be held fixed and what variables may
be altered in testing for counterfactual dependence between an effect variable and one
of its (putative) causal variables in the model. This, in turn, will allow for a new
structural definition of actual causation that avoids the problem identified by Hopkins
and Pearl (see Section 4) and that formalizes the NESS test in the context of a sce-
nario modelled by a causal world in the structural language.

The “term modularity” criterion encodes the relationship, among the parents of a
variable, of being components of distinct component causal mechanisms (or elements
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of minimal sufficient conditions for the variable). For distinct variables X, Y, and Z,
where X and Y occur as independent variables in the structural equation (parents) for
Z in a causal world ( , )M u , X is coefficient invariant to Y for term T if

( , ) ( 0)M u T¬ =  (i.e., the term is satisfied, or non-zero in quantitative contexts, in

( , )M u ), X occurs as a literal in T, and Y is not a variable in T (symbolically,

( ; | )T
ucoin Z X Y ; note that X is a literal of the form X x=  where ( , ) ( )M u X x=

while Y is a variable). When ( ; | )T
ucoin Z X Y  the causal relation between X and Z

does not depend on the value of Y in context u . Locally, to avoid satisfying actually
unsatisfied terms (minimal sufficient sets) as happens with the Halpern-Pearl defini-
tion, between a variable X and its parents ( 1, , nY Y ), in testing whether i iY y=  is an

actual cause of X = x, i iY y= should belong to a satisfied term T and only parent

variables jY  that iY  is coefficient invariant to for T in the equation for X

( ( ; | )T
u i jcoin X Y Y ) should be allowed to have their values altered.

Returning to Hopkins and Pearl’s firing squad example (see Section 4), with
structural equation ( )D A B C= ∧ ∨ , ( , ) ( )M u A B∧  and it is not the case that A is

coefficient invariant to B for ( )T A B= ∧  in the equation for D

( ( ) ( ; | )A B
ucoin D A B∧¬ ). Therefore, in the context such that A = C = 1 and B = 0, to

test whether D = 1 is counterfactually dependent on A = 1, the value of B may not be
altered. Since ( )A B∧  is the only satisfied term in the equation for D in which A (i.e.,

1A = ) occurs, contrary to the Halpern-Pearl approach, it is not possible to modify the
model so that D is counterfactually dependent on A in a scenario where B = 0.

Globally in a causal model with context  = u , when distinct vari-

ables 1Y and 2Y occur as common parents of distinct variables 1X and 2X it can happen

that there exists a term 
1XT in the equation for 1X  such that 1

1 1 2( ; | )
TX
ucoin X Y Y  but

any satisfied term 
2XT  in the equation for 2X  that includes 1Y  also includes

2Y ( 2
2 1 2( ; | )

TX
ucoin X Y Y¬ ); that is, 1Y  is coefficient invariant to 2Y  for some term in

the equation for 1X  but not in the equation for 2X . In that case, if 1Y  is part of the

“active causal process” being tested, before allowing the value of 2Y  to be altered, it

is necessary to interfere directly in the equation for 2X  by substituting a constant 2y

for 2Y  in the equation for 2X  where 2 2Y y=  in the unaltered model (i.e., fix 2Y  at

its actual value, 2 2( , ) ( )M u Y y= ). This avoids the possibility of the counterfactual

or original values of 1Y  interacting with non-actual values to satisfy non-actually

satisfied minimal sufficient sets for some variable, the problem that plagues the Hal-
pern-Pearl definition. This process must be repeated for all iX  where for all satisfied
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term Xi
T  including 1 2( ; | )

TXi
iucoin X Y Y¬ . Only then should altering the value of 2Y

be allowed.

6 New Structural Definition of Actual Causation

A causal route 1, , , ,nR C D D E=  between two variables C and E in  is an or-

dered sequence of variables such that each variable in the sequence is in  and a par-

ent of its successor in the sequence.

For a causal mode M with route 1, , , ,nR C D D E=  and a sequence of terms

1
, , ,D D En

T T T T= … , where XT  is a satisfied term in the equation for X, the sub-

model relative to R  and T  in context u  (denoted 
[ , ]
T
R u

M ) is derived from (M, u ) as

follows: for distinct , ,X Y W ∈  with X R E∈ – , Y R∉ , and W C≠ , if

( ; | )TW
ucoin W X Y¬  replace the function WF  for W  (see Section 3) by the function

that results when V is replaced with a constant v where (M, u )  (V = v).

Definition (actual cause; new version) C = c is an actual cause of E = e in (M, u )
if the following conditions hold:

AC1. (M, u )  ( C c E e= ∧ = )

AC2. There exists a route 1, , , ,nR C D D E=  in M, a sequence of satisfied

terms 
1

, , ,D D En
T T T T= … , and a setting w  for W =  − R  and a setting c′ ≠ c for

C such that:

(a) (
[ , ]
T
R u

M , u )  [ , ] ( )C c W w E e′← ← ¬ = , and

(b) (
[ , ]
T
R u

M , u )  [ , ]( )C c W w E e← ← = .

Because there are no causal interaction effects between variables in R  and W  in

[ , ]
T
R u

M , by the construction of 
[ , ]
T
R u

M  (variables in R  are coefficient invariant to all

variables in W by definition of 
[ , ]
T
R u

M ), the setting W w←  cannot “contaminate”

the test of counterfactual dependence in AC2 in the sense of satisfying a non-actually
satisfied minimal sufficient set of conditions.

In practice, it rarely happens that a literal X occurs in more than one satisfied term
in a structural equation; a non-quantitative equation having more than one satisfied
term with distinct literals only occurs itself in cases of duplicative causation. To avoid
the cumbersome and somewhat confusing terminology, subsequently, unless the
context requires otherwise (as in the analysis of the pollution cases in Section 7.2),
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the choice of the sequence T  will be left as implied by the analysis of the scenario

and the superscript T  left out of the notations ( ; | )T
ucoin Z X Y  and 

[ , ]
T
R u

M .

Suppose that C is an actual cause of E in ( , )M u . Then there exists a route

1, , , ,nR C D D E=  and a sequence of satisfied terms

1
, , ,D D En

T T T T= … satisfying condition AC2 of the new definition of actual causa-

tion. The active causal process relative to R  and T  in u  (denoted 
[ , ]
T
R u

ACP ) is the

set { }iR X  where iX R∈ – , Y R E∈ – , Z R A∈ – , and ( ; | )TZ
iucoin Z Y X¬ .

That is to say, 
[ , ]
T
R u

ACP  is the subset of variables in  that have their valued fixed in

forming 
[ , ]
T
R u

M  that are parents of a variable in R . (Again, the term specific termi-

nology and the accompanying superscripts will be discarded where the context does
not require them.)

7 Examples of NESS and the New Definition

7.1 Preemptive Causation

Wright (1985, p 1795) considers two scenarios: in the first, D shoots and kills P be-
fore P drinks tea fatally poisoned by C and, in the second, D shoots and instantly kills
P after P drinks tea fatally poisoned by C but before the poison takes effect. In the
first scenario, in Wright’s (1985, p 1795) NESS analysis, D's shot was necessary for
the sufficiency of a set of actual antecedent conditions that did not include the poi-
soned tea. Conversely, C's poisoning of the tea was not a necessary element of any
sufficient set of actual antecedent conditions. A set that included the poisoned tea but
not the shooting would be sufficient only if P actually drank the tea, but this was not
an actual condition. The shooting preempted the potential causal effect of the poi-
soned tea.

In this scenario, the story of death by poisoning would have occurred (the intake of
the poison through consumption of the tea will have occurred) but for D shooting P.
This is reflected in the following causal model. The model has the following proposi-
tional variables: DS represents “D shoots,” PT represents “C poisons the tea,” CP
represents “P consumes poison,” and PD for “P dies.” The structural equations
are CP DS PT= ¬ ∧ and PD DS CP= ∨ . The causal diagram corresponding to these
equations is represented in Figure 2.

To show that 1DS =  is an actual cause of 1PD = , let ,R DS PD=  for condition

AC2. Since ( ; | )ucoin PD DS CP , [ , ] ( , )R uM M u=  and therefore ( , )W PT CP= .
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Setting (0,0)W =  then satisfies conditions AC2(a) and (b). Note that [ , ]R uACP R=

and the NESS set including 1DS =  for 1PD =  in ( , )M u  is just { 1}DS = , as it is

with Wright’s analysis.

Fig. 2. Causal diagram for the poisoned tea scenario

Suppose that the context was such that D does not shoot ( DS¬ ) but P still poisons
the tea. Then 1CP =  and 1PD =  and it is straightforward to show that 1PT =  is a

cause of 1PD =  by letting , ,R PT CP PD=  in condition AC2. Note, however, that

since ( ; | )ucoin CP PT DS¬ , [ , ] { , , , }R uACP PT CP DS PD=  and the NESS set in-

cluding 1PT =  for 1PD =  in ( , )M u  is { 1, 1, 0}PT CP DS= = = : the absence of the

preempting condition DS must be included.
For the second example, Wright’s (1985, p 1795) NESS analysis of why D’s

shooting was a cause of P’s death is the same as that for the first example; as to
whether C’s poisoning of the tea was a cause: “Even if P actually had drunk the poi-
soned tea, C's poisoning of the tea still would not be a cause of P's death if the poison
did not work instantaneously but the shot did. The poisoned tea would be a cause of
P's death only if P drank the tea and was alive when the poison took effect. That is, a
set of actual antecedent conditions sufficient to cause P's death must include poison-
ing of the tea, P's drinking the poisoned tea, and P's being alive when the poison takes
effect. Although the first two conditions actually existed, the third did not. D's shoot-
ing P prevented it from occurring. Thus, there is no sufficient set of actual antecedent
conditions that includes C's poisoning of the tea as a necessary element. Conse-
quently, C's poisoning of the tea fails the NESS test. It did not contribute to P's
death.”

A causal model for this scenario differs from the previous one by the addition of a
variable PTE for “the poison takes effect.” The structural equation for PD becomes
PD DS PTE= ∨  and the equation for CP becomes CP PT= . As with Wright’s
NESS analysis, the proof that 1DS =  is an actual cause of 1PD =  would be essen-
tially the same as with the previous example.

7.2 Duplicative Causation Scenarios

Among the duplicative causation cases, of particular interest are a group of pollution
cases where defendants were found liable though none of their individual acts (their
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“contributions” to the pollution) was sufficient, or necessary given the contributions
of the other defendants, to produce the plaintiff’s injuries (some adverse effect on the
use of his property).1 Wright (1985, p 1793) applies the NESS test to an idealized
example in which, five units of pollution are necessary and sufficient for the plain-
tiff’s injury and seven defendants discharge one unit each. The NESS test requires
only that a defendant’s discharge be necessary for the sufficiency of a set of actual
antecedent conditions, and that (Wright 1985, p 1795) “each defendant's one unit was
necessary for the sufficiency of a set of actual antecedent conditions that included
only four of the other units, and the sufficiency of this particular set of actual antece-
dent conditions was not affected by the existence of two additional duplicative units.”

In fact, in this sense, for each defendant’s discharge there are fifteen distinct actu-
ally sufficient sets of antecedent conditions, one for each possible choice of any four
of the 6 remaining defendant’s units of pollution.

The causal model for this example has variables iX , 1, ,7i = … 1, ,7i = … , repre-

senting whether defendant i contributed his one unit of pollution ( 1)iX =  or not

( 0)iX = . The single structural equation is

1 2 3 4 5

7 6 5 4 3

( 1 1 1 1 1)

         ( 1 1 1 1 1)

DP X X X X X

X X X X X

= = ∧ = ∧ = ∧ = ∧ = ∨ ∨
= ∧ = ∧ = ∧ = ∧ =

…
.

It consists of 21 terms where each term is a conjunction of 5 of the 7 literals
1iX = . Since each literal 1iX =  is satisfied in the given scenario ( , )M u , each lit-

eral occurs in 15 satisfied terms in conjunction with 4 of the remaining 6 iX  or,

equivalently, each literal 1iX =  occurs in 15 terms without conjuncts involving 2 of

the remaining 6 variables. Thus, for any 1iX =  and variables kX , lX  ( )i k l≠ ≠ ,

there exists some term DPT  with ( ; | , )TDP
i k lucoin DP X X X .

Without loss of generality, to show that each defendant’s pollution discharge is an

actual cause of 1DP = , let 1i =  and choose DPT  so that 1 6 7( ; | , )TDP
ucoin DP X X X

(i.e., 1 2 3 4 5( 1 1 1 1 1)DPT X X X X X= = ∧ = ∧ = ∧ = ∧ = ). Then with 1,R X DP=

and T DP= , the equation for DP in 
[ , ]
T
R u

M  is

1 6 7 1 6 1 7

6 7 1 6 7

( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1 1) ( 1 1)

         ( 1 1) ( 1 1 1)

DP X X X X X X X

X X X X X

= = ∨ = ∨ = ∨ = ∧ = ∨ = ∧ =
∨ = ∧ = ∨ = ∧ = ∧ =

.

Since, in 
[ , ]
T
R u

M , DP is a trivial function of the variables in 2 5{ , , }X X… , for

{ },  2, ,7iW R X i= = =– … , of condition AC2 of the new definition, only the set-

                                                          
1 For example, Wright (2001, p 1100) cites the case of Warren v. Parkhurst, 92 N.Y.S. 725

(N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1904), aff’d, 93 N.Y.S. 1009 (A.D.1905), aff’d, 78 N.E. 579 (N.Y. 1906),
where each of twenty-six defendants discharged “nominal” amounts of sewage into a creek
which individually were not sufficient to destroy the use of downstream plaintiff’s property
but the stench of the combined discharges was sufficient.
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tings for 6X  and 7X  matter. Setting 6 7( , ) (0,0)X X = , 1 1X =  is easily seen to

satisfy the counterfactual test of condition AC2.

Note that 1 2 5[ , ]
{ , , , }TDP

R u
ACP X X X DP= …,  and, in the causal world ( , )M u ,

1 1X =  is necessary for the sufficiency of the set including defendant one’s discharge

( 1 1X = ) and only four other discharges.

7.3 Double Omission Cases

A class of cases that have proved problematic for the NESS test, the so-called double
omission cases, suggest that modeling is an important aspect of a NESS enquiry in
practice: “Some of the most difficult overdetermined-causation cases, at least con-
ceptually, are those involving multiple omissions, which usually involve failures to
attempt to use missing or defective safety devices or failures to attempt to read or
heed missing or defective instructions or warnings.” (Wright 2001, pp. 1123-1124).

Wright (1985, p. 1801; 2001, p. 1124 ff.) considers in detail the case of Saunders
System Birmingham Co. v. Adams2 where a car rental company negligently failed to
discover or repair bad brakes before renting a car out. The driver who rented the car
then negligently failed to apply the brakes and struck a pedestrian. In general, courts
have held that individuals who negligently fail to repair a device (or provide proper
safeguards or warnings) are not responsible when (negligently) no attempt was made
to use the device (or use the safeguards or observe the warnings). According to
Wright (2001, p. 1124), the court’s decisions reflect a “tacit understanding of empiri-
cal causation in such situations”: not providing or repairing a device (or not providing
proper safeguards or warnings) can have no causal effect when no attempt was or
would have been made to use the device (or use the safeguard or observe the warn-
ing)—unless no attempt was made because it was known that the device was inopera-
tive (or the safeguards or warnings were inadequate).

Wright’s (1985, p. 1801) NESS analysis (where D represents the driver, C repre-
sents the car rental company, and P represents the pedestrian) is as follows: D's negli-
gence was a preemptive cause of P's injury. C's negligence did not contribute to the
injury. D's not applying the brakes was necessary for the sufficiency of a set of actual
antecedent conditions not including C's failure to repair the brakes. The sufficiency of
this set was not affected by C's failure to repair the brakes: “A failure to try to use
brakes will have a negative causal effect whether or not the brakes are defective.” C's
failure to repair the brakes was not a necessary element of any set of antecedent actual
conditions that was sufficient for the occurrence of the injury: “Defective brakes will
have an actual causal effect only if someone tries to use them.” The effect of C's
failure to repair the brakes was preempted by D's failure to try to use them.

Notice that interchanging C and D’s negligent acts in this argument results in an
apparently equally plausible argument for C's negligence being a preemptive cause of

                                                          
2 Saunders Sys. Birmingham Co. v. Adams, 117 So. 72 (Ala. 1928).
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P's injury. According to Wright (2001, p.1125): “At the time that I wrote this expla-
nation, I was aware that it was too brief and cryptic, relied upon an insufficiently
elaborated notion of causal sufficiency and ‘negative causal effect,’ and therefore
could seemingly be reversed to support the opposite causal conclusions merely by
switching the references to the two omissions. Nevertheless, I thought it roughly
stated the correct analysis in very abbreviated form.”

Binary variables for this causal model might be: RB for “repairs brakes”, AB for
“applies brakes”, BO for “brakes operate”, and HP for “pedestrian is hit”. The ques-
tion is, what are the structural equations? The structural equations suggested by the
argument that in the NESS analysis the roles of C an D are symmetrical might be

BO RB AB¬ = ¬ ∨ ¬  and PH BO= ¬ .
It is easy to see that the new definition will classify both RB¬  and AB¬  as actual

causes of PH for this model. On the other hand, suppose the structural equations are
BO RB AB= ∧ and PH BO= ¬ . In that case the new definition will classify neither
RB nor AB as a cause of PH. This model captures the intuition that not repairing the
brakes is not a cause of the pedestrian being hit if the brakes are not applied but also
suggests that not applying the brakes cannot cause the striking of the pedestrian if the
brakes are not operative. Notice, however, that in Wright’s analysis there is the sug-
gestion of a mechanism that neither of these models includes: not using the brakes
will have a causal effect whether or not the brakes are not repaired. In other words,
there are two distinct mechanisms for the pedestrian being hit; confusion arises be-
cause not braking just happens to play a part in both. On this latter analysis the causal
model has equations BO RB AB= ∧ and PH BO AB= ¬ ∨ ¬ . The causal diagram for
this model is represented in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Causal diagram for the braking scenario

Indeed, for this model the new definition will classify AB¬  as a cause of PH but
not RB¬ . It is this missing mechanism that lies behind the intuitive and analytic
confusion in the double omission cases. Wright’s initial NESS argument was not
incorrect but only lacked an adequate language to represent the causal dynamics of
the scenario.
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8 Conclusions

Developing a definition of actual or token causation conforming to intuitive judg-
ments is an active problem for both legal scholarship and AI. As an element in the
determination of legal responsibility, courts have been required to develop a practical
test for actual causation. The accepted test, the ‘but-for’ test, is limited in its applica-
tion. Wright’s NESS test appears to successfully address these limitations. The NESS
test itself requires a counterfactual test. The language of structural models allows for
the formal representation of counterfactual arguments. We have presented a formal
definition of actual causation in the language of structural models, which we believe
captures the essential meaning of the NESS test while successfully avoiding the
weaknesses inherent an earlier structural definition of Halpern and Pearl.
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Abstract. This paper extends a mereotopological theory of spatiotem-
poral reasoning to vague ”egg-yolk” regions. In this extension, the egg
and its yolk are allowed to move and change over time. We present a
classification of motion classes for vague regions as well as composition
tables for reasoning about moving vague regions. We also discuss the
formation of scrambled eggs when it becomes impossible to distinguish
the yolk from the white and examine how to incorporate temporally and
spatially dispersed observations to recover the yolk and white from a
scrambled egg. Egg splitting may occur as a result of the recovery process
when available information supports multiple egg recovery alternatives.
Egg splitting adds another dimension of uncertainty to reasoning with
vague regions.

1 Introduction

Spatiotemporal knowledge representations proposed so far include qualitative
models of kinematics [14] as well as many spatiotemporal logics [9,11]. These
logics augment a temporal logic with a spatial one. For example, temporal modal
logic and RCC-8 are combined in [17] to represent and reason about spatiotem-
poral change.

Muller’s theory [11,12,13] describes the relations among spatiotemporal ob-
jects via a primitive of connectedness. As humans usually reason with imprecise
or incomplete information, the notion of vague regions of space-time has at-
tracted some attention [6]. This paper extends Muller’s theory to vague regions
using the egg-yolk theory [5] as a base.

Due to the importance of space in AI, lot of work has been put into for-
mulating representations of space in the past decade. Also, because systems in
AI usually deal with imprecise, incorrect or incomplete information, qualitative
models have been the preferred choice as opposed to quantitative ones. In partic-
ular, Qualitative Spatial Representation (QSR) models have flourished and are
accepted as the models that take as ontological primitives extended regions of
space as opposed to points. One such theory is the Region Connectedness Cal-
culus (RCC), which is a well-known first-order theory that deals with regions in
a topological manner [15]. The theory’s original intension has been for regions
with precise boundaries, or in other words crisp regions of space. However, it was
extended to deal with vague regions in [4,5,10] and formed what is known as the
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egg-yolk theory that represents a vague region of space by two crisp regions, the
egg and the yolk. Whereas the yolk represents the objects that definitely belong
to the region, the white is for the objects that may or may not belong to the
region. The objects outside the egg definitely do not belong to the region.

Qualitative theories of time have also had a rich history starting with Allen’s
interval logic [1] that has paved the way to reason with time in a qualitative
manner.

Due to the richness in qualitative theories of both space and time, Qualita-
tive spatiotemporal reasoning was the next natural step. Work in this direction
was also motivated by the need to model motion in a qualitative fashion as the
usual quantitative methods are not favored in AI. Work in this direction in-
cludes Muller’s work [11,12,13] which is a mereotopological theory of space-time
inspired by [2]. The theory has as primitives extended regions of space-time; it
defines all objects made of this primitive to be occurants and views them as
space-time histories. The relations between the regions (histories) are based on
the temporal and spatial relationships that hold among them, and a set of ax-
ioms supports spatiotemporal inference from spatial and temporal information.
The theory combines RCC-8 spatial representation and Allen’s interval logic. It
further defines motion by examining the relationships between histories at two
consecutive time intervals and accordingly identifies classes of motion that may
be true as regions move [11].

In this paper, we present the building blocks to extending Muller’s theory
to vague regions (histories) of space-time using the egg-yolk representation. We
also aim at constructing a set of motion classes similar to those of Muller found
in [11] for vague regions and utilize composition tables to obtain the possible
relations between two (or more) moving vague regions. Our approach is partly
inspired by the scrambled-egg theory [6,7] in extending the egg-yolk theory from
dealing with spatial regions to dealing with regions of space-time. Guesgen’s
work on scrambled eggs suggests that as regions start to move, less informa-
tion becomes available regarding their yolk and white, and hence the parthood
between the yolk and the egg can no longer be assumed, and a scrambled egg
results. Here we examine the possibility of recovering the egg-yolk structure from
a scrambled egg by incorporating fixed-interval object re-identification [16]. Ob-
ject re-identification uses recent observations to reorganize egg-yolk pairs, thus
reducing the uncertainty. More specifically, we identify the weaknesses of the egg-
yolk theory in the spatiotemporal domain and suggest a solution for overcoming
this weakness.

2 Overview of Muller’s Spatiotemporal Theory

The primitive entities in Muller’s theory are spatiotemporal regions. The rela-
tions among these regions can be spatiotemporal as well as temporal. A spa-
tiotemporal relationship describes the spatial motion of a region over time with
respect to a static reference region, while the temporal relationship between two
regions describes how the two spatiotemporal evolutions are related in time.
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The theory follows a general trend in spatiotemporal representation by com-
bining a spatial theory as a topological base, along with a temporal theory and
accordingly formulating the spatiotemporal interactions between the two. The
RCC-8 set is chosen as the topological base due to its wide acceptance and in-
herit conceptual neighborhood structure. The temporal relations are those of
Allen [1]. The resulting theory is mereotopological and is based on assumptions
compatible with RCC-8. The theory does not perceive points as primitives and
relies on intervals/regions in representing spatial/temporal quantities. The choice
of Allen’s interval logic and RCC-8 produces a coherent spatiotemporal theory
from this perspective.

The spatial extents of two regions x and y are connected (C xy) if the distance
between them is zero. The same is also true for the temporal connection between
two intervals a and b denoted by (a♦b). The axiom given in 1 captures the
relationship between spatiotemporal connectedness and temporal connectedness.

C xy → x♦ y . (1)

Note that for notational clarity we adopt the following convention:

– Spatiotemporal operators precede the regions they operate upon (prefix no-
tation)

– Temporal operators come between the regions they operate upon (infix no-
tation)

The axiom given in(1) is the base for all other types of interaction between
the topological (spatial) and temporal aspects of the theory. Another important
concept in Muller’s theory is the notion of a ’temporal slice’ denoted by (x |y),
which refers to the subinterval of x corresponding to the ”lifetime” of y when y
⊆t x [11].

x | y is a continuous section of the trajectory of regionx such that y ⊆t x . (2)

TEMP IN xy describes the notion of temporary parthood. The following
defines the meaning of region x being a part of region y temporarily.

TEMP IN xy if ∃z, u : (z|x ∧ Pzy) ∧ (u|x ∧ (u ⊆t y) ∧ ¬Cuy) . (3)

Classes of motion are identified and formally defined according to the possible
interactions between spatiotemporal objects. For example, region x is said to
have reached region y during an interval z if x finishes y and x is temporarily
in y.

REACH zxy if TEMP IN x|z y|z ∧ (x|z . y|z FINISHES z) . (4)

In (4), FINISHES is based on Allen’s interval logic and is defined as:

x FINISHES y if x ⊆t y ∧ ∀z(x < z → y < z) ∧ ¬y ⊆t x . (5)

Where < represents a temporal precedence relationship.
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The symmetric motion class LEAVE is obtained by replacing FINISHES by
STARTS, defined in (6) to finally have the definition given in (7).

x STARTS y if x ⊆t y ∧ ∀z(z < x → z < y) ∧ ¬y ⊆t x . (6)

LEAV E zxy if TEMP IN x|z y|z ∧ (x|z . y|z STARTS z) . (7)

Note that this definition of LEAVE assumes that the smaller region leaves
the larger region and cannot be used to capture statements like ”Leaving a book”
but works for statements like ”Leaving town”.

The motion of region x is said to be internal in region y during interval z if
all time slices of x are spatial proper parts of corresponding time slices of region
y throughout the interval z.

INTERNAL zxy if PP x|z y|z . (8)

The motion of region x is external to region y throughout the interval z if at
no time during z has x been connected to y.

EXTERNAL zxy if ¬C x|z y|z . (9)

Region x is considered to have hit region y if the two regions became exter-
nally connected at the end of interval z.

HIT zxy if EC x|z y|z ∧ ∀x1, y1[(Px1 x|z ∧ Py1 y|z ∧ ECx1y1) →
x1 FINISHES z ∧ y1 FINISHES z] .

(10)

Region x may also split into two subregions during the interval z

SPLIT zxy if EC x|z y|z ∧ ∀x1, y1[(Px1x|z ∧ Py1y|z ∧ ECx1y1) →
x1 STARTS z ∧ y1 STARTS z] .

(11)

We can use the above motion classes to defined more complex classes. For ex-
ample, a region x has crossed another region y during an interval z if x reaches
y and leaves it in two consecutive subintervals of z.

CROSS zxy if ∃ z1, z2(z = z1 + z2 ∧ z1 MEETS z2 ∧ REACH z1xy
∧LEAV E z2xy) .

(12)

Where:
x MEETS y if x < y ∧ x♦ y . (13)

3 Extending Muller’s Theory to Vague Egg-Yolk Regions

One of the limitations of Muller’s theory as presented in section 2 is that it
assumes that the spatiotemporal regions have clearly defined boundaries in both
time and space. In many practical situations, it is not possible to represent
crisp boundaries for regions in space. For example, it is not possible to precisely
represent the boundaries of an ocean, or a mountain. The boundaries of a city
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or even a property can also be unclear or unknown at a high resolution. To
reason about a spatiotemporal mobile region, it is completely unreasonable to
assume crisp deterministic motion unless the region’s location is continuously
and accurately monitored. In spatiotemporal reasoning, spatial and temporal
vagueness pervade.

The egg-yolk theory [5] has been introduced to handle spatial vagueness.
According to this theory, a region in space with vague boundaries is defined
in terms of two crisp regions the egg and the yolk. The vague boundaries may
lies anywhere in the egg-white between the yolk and the shell of the egg. The
yolk represents the region in space that definitely belongs to the region and any
region in space outside the egg is certainly outside the region. Figure 1 shows
all the 46 possible topological relations between two egg-yolk regions.

Fig. 1. The 46 Egg-Yolk Relationships

Some of the spatial relationships defined for regions with crisp boundaries
in RCC-8 are no longer valid for egg-yolk region. For example, it is not gen-
erally correct to describe two egg-yolk regions as externally connected (EC) or
tangential proper part (TPP) of one another. [4] has presented a set of five spa-
tial relationships (RCC-5) that may hold between two spatial regions including
egg-yolk regions. Given two crisp regions x and y with a set of RCC-8 relations
holding between them, if x and y become vague, is it now possible to deduce the
set of egg-yolk relations that hold between the vague versions of the two regions
using the RCC-5 set shown in Figure 2 along with the RCC-8 set.

3.1 Mapping RCC-8 to RCC-5

Here, we axiomatize a conversion process used in [4] to obtain RCC-5 from
RCC-8 and back, as shown in figure 2.

The axiom given in (14) states that regions x and y are distinct regions
(non-overlapping) if they are disconnected or externally connected.

DR xy = DC xy ∨ EC xy . (14)
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Fig. 2. The RCC-8 and RCC-5 Relations

The axiom given in (15) states that region x is a proper part of region y if
it is a tangent proper part or a non-tangent proper part.

PP xy = TPP xy ∨ NTPP xy . (15)

The axiom given in (16) provides the inverse relationships to the previous
axiom.

PPI xy = TPPI xy ∨ NTPPI xy . (16)

The relations EC, TPP and TPPI are based on the exact location of the re-
gion boundaries and therefore cannot be defined for a region with vague bound-
aries. Hence, the exioms given in (17-19) describe impossible situations.

¬∃x, y EC xy ∧ (V AGUE x ∧ V AGUE y) . (17)

¬∃x, y TPP xy ∧ (V AGUE x ∧ V AGUE y) . (18)

¬∃x, y TPPI xy ∧ (V AGUE x ∧ V AGUE y) . (19)

As a result, the relations EC, TPP, TPPI do not have vague counterparts.
Given that x and y are vague regions, axioms given in (14-16) become:

DR xy = DC xy . (20)

PP xy = NTPP xy . (21)

PPI xy = NTPPI xy . (22)

3.2 Clustering the EGG-YOLK Relations

The egg-yolk relations shown in Figure 1, which is taken from [5] can be clus-
tered according to the RCC-5 relation that hold between their outer boundaries
(boundaries of their eggs) as given in Table 1. The table provides a direct method
for finding the relations between the vague versions of two crisp regions x and y
having a set of RCC-5 relations holding between them. We add the subscript v
to the name of the RCC-5 relations to emphasize that the name given is merely
a representation of the possible Egg-Yolk relations that share a common RCC-5
relation between their eggs.
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Table 1. Clustering the Egg-yolk Relations

RCC-5(x,y) Egg-Yolk Group
DRv 1
POv 2 3 4 5 6 9 10 11 14 15 17 18 19 20 27 32 39
EQv 42 43 44 45 46
PPv 8 13 22 24 26 34 35 36 37 38 41
PPIv 7 12 21 23 25 28 29 30 31 33

As a side note, Figure 1 supports the correctness of the axioms given in (20),
(21) and (22). For example, examining the egg-yolk relations that correspond
to the RCC-5 relation DR, there is only one case. In this case, the eggs are
disconnected (DC) and no case of the eggs related via EC, which satisfies (20).
The same reasoning can be used to verify (21) with PP and (22) with PPI.

General Algorithm
The transformations built in the prvious discussions can be formulated as an
algorithm that, given two regions x and y and the RCC-8 relations that hold
between them, generates a list of all possible egg-yolk pairs given the RCC-8 list.

Algorithm Convert

Input: R8 (RCC-8 set)
Output: EY(egg-yolk set)
Var: R5 (list that will hold the RCC-5)

FinalSet(list of all egg-yolk relations that may hold)
Procedure:
R5 <-- convertToRCC5(R8)
Foreach e in R5 do:

FinalSet +=ObtainCorrespondingEggYolk(e);
End for
Return (toSet(FinalSet));
End Procedure

Procedure convertToRCC5
input: R8
var: R5
Procedure:

For each e in R8
If e == ’DC’ R5 += DR
Else If e == ’PO’ R5 += PO
Else If e == ’NTPP’ R5 += NTPP
Else If e == ’NTPPI’ R5 += NTPPI
Else if e == ’EQ’ R5 += EQ
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End for
Return (toList(R5));

End Procedure

3.3 Motion and Vague Regions

[13] defines the following classes of motion: LEAVE, REACH, CROSS, HIT,
INTERNAL, EXTERNAL, and SPLIT. Constructing motion classes for vague
regions is different as the class definition must not rely on the fact that the
regions have well-defined boundaries. However, by assuming that we have enough
information to discern the egg and the yolk for every subinterval throughout the
motion, it is possible to redefine the classes of motion for vague regions. This
assumption is equivalent to defining a vague time slice denoted by x/y as a
continuous portion of the trajectory of region x that occurs during the lifetime
of region y provided that yolk x, white x, yolk y and white y are distinct regions
throughout the time slice.

x/y is continuous section of the trajectory of vague region x such that
x ⊆t y ∧ DR yolk x white x ∧ DR yolk y white y throughout x/y .

(23)

Using the definition for the vague time slice, we can define classes of motion
for LEAVE, REACH, CROSS, INTERNAL and EXTERNAL. As the definitions
provided in Section 2 for these classes of motion do not rely on knowing the exact
boundaries of the region, we can retain the same definitions after restricting them
as follows.

REACHv z x y if REACHz x yolk y . (24)

LEAV Ev z x y if LEAV E z x yolk y . (25)

INTERNALv z x y if INTERNAL z x yolk y . (26)

EXTERNALv z x y if EXTERNAL z x yolk y . (27)

CROSSv z x y if CROSS z x yolk y . (28)

Where x and y denote the whole region including the vague boundaries, yolk
y denotes the region definitely inside the vague boundaries and white y is the
vague part of the region.

However, a HIT is not possible to define for vague regions as the intuitive
definition relies on external connection between the outer boundaries of the
regions in motion. This is obviously not possible for vague regions as their outer
boundaries are fuzzy. It is possible to construct an alternative definition suitable
for vague regions. We define a POSSIBLE HIT between two vague regions as
the motion class that holds when the yolk part of the two regions overlap.

POSSIBLE HIT zxy if POv yolk x|z yolk y|z ∧ ∀x1, y1 [(Px1 yolk x|z
∧Py1 yolk y|z ∧ POvx1y1) → x1 FINISHES z ∧ y1 FINISHES z] . (29)
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The effect of vagueness is not confined to HIT. The vagueness of the bound-
aries may necessitate that we define a POSSIBLE REACH to describe the situ-
ation when region x reaches the white of region y.

POSSIBLE REACH zxy if REACH zx white y . (30)

Similarly, a POSSIBLE LEAVE occurs when region x departs from the white
of region y.

The motion of region x is POSSIBLE INTERNAL to region y if it is internal
to the egg but not confined to the yolk of region y.

POSSIBLE INTERNAL zxy if INTERNAL zxy ∧
¬INTERNAL zx yolk y .

(31)

The motion of region x is POSSIBLE EXTERNAL to region y if it is external
to yolk y but not to the whole egg y.

POSSIBLE EXTERNAL zxy if EXTERNAL zx yolk y ∧
¬EXTERNAL zxy .

(32)

Region x is considered to have possibly crossed region y if it had possibly
reached it and possibly left it in two consecutive time intervals.

POSSIBLE CROSS zxy if ∃ z1, z2 (z = z1 + z2) ∧ z1 MEETS z2
∧POSSIBLE REACH z1xy ∧ POSSIBLE LEAV E z2xy .

(33)

We have intentionally left the discussion of SPLIT to Section 5 as it is more
appropriate to examine it along with the issues related to scrambled eggs.

4 Reasoning about Motion

Knowing that two spatiotemporal regions u and w are moving with respect to
one another according to one of the motion classes during a certain temporal
interval allows us to infer a set of spatial relationships that may hold during
another interval. For example, knowing that region u is leaving region w during
interval z would allow us to conclude that one of the following three spatial
relationship may hold during an interval y that overlaps the interval z as shown
in figure 3:

– Object u starts off as a part of w (PPv uw)
– Object u can still partially overlap w (POv uw)
– Object u can be completely outside w (DRv uw).

Therefore the temporally ordered spatial sequence [PPv uw, POv uw, DRv

uw ] corresponds to a LEAVEv motion. As REACHv is the opposite of LEAVEv,
the temporally ordered sequence describing REACHv is [DRv uw, POv uw, PPv

uw ].
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Fig. 3. The Three Possibilities for LEAVE

Similarly, a POSSIBLE HIT can be described by the sequence [DRv uw,
POv uw ]. Other motion classes such as INTERNALv and EXTERNALv can
be captured by the singleton spatial relationship [PPv uw ] and [DRv] respec-
tively. CROSS can be obtained by concatenating the sequences for REACHv

and LEAVEv to obtain [DRv uw, POv uw, PPv uw, POv uw, DRv uw ]. The se-
quences for POSSIBLE LEAVE, POSSIBLE REACH, POSSIBLE INTERNAL,
and POSSIBLE EXTERNAL are identical to the sequences for LEAVEv,
REACHv, INTERNALv, and EXTERNALv respectively.

Frequently, we have information describing what happens over a time interval
and we want to make deduction relative to another interval. For example, if we
know that the motion of u with respect to w during z is INTERNALv zuw, then
it is possible to deduce INTERNAL zuw during any x DURING z. If instead
we are given LEAVEv zuw, then our conclusion becomes INTERNALv xuw ∨
LEAVEv xuw∨ EXTERNALv xuw. In general we cannot make conclusions about
intervals before or after the motion.

To generalize, assume that a temporal relationship Rt holds between inter-
vals x and z, and that region u makes a motion of class M relative to region
v over interval z, what spatial relationships hold over interval x? Table 2 an-
swers this question for the classes of motions we discussed and eleven of Allen’s
thirteen relationships as it is not possible to make any conclusions for BE-
FORE and AFTER. Note that POSSIBLE LEAVE, POSSIBLE REACH, POS-
SIBLE INTERNAL, and POSSIBLE EXTERNAL behave in the same fashion
as LEAVEv, REACHv, INTERNALv, and EXTERNALv respectively.

Table 3 on the other hand, answers a different question. Assuming that region
u is moving with respect to region v and that region v has a static spatial relation
Rs with respect to region w, then what can be deduce about region u with respect
to region w.

5 Scrambled Eggs and Region Splitting

Section 4 assumes that it is possible to distinguish the yolk from the white at
all times. This assumption is rather unrealistic in some situations. As the object
starts moving, it often becomes impossible to distinguish the white from the yolk.
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Table 2. Composing Motion with Temporal Information

Motion Rt LEAVEv POSSIBLE REACHv CROSSv INTERNALv EXTERNALv

HITv

MEET POv, DRv, POv DRv, DRv, PPv, DRv, POv

Ot PPv POv POv POv

START DRv PPv DRv

DURING All All All
=t POv POv POv POv

FINISH DRv, PPv, DRv,
MEETi POv POv POv POv POv, PPv DRv, POv

FINISHi POv POv POv

STARTi

DURINGi

Table 3. Composing Motion with Spatial Information

Motion LEAVEv POSSIBLE REACHv CROSSv INTERNALv EXTERNALv

Rs HITv

DRv DRv, DRv, DRv, DRv, DRv All
POv POv, POv POv

PPIv

POv DRv, DRv, DRv, All All All
POv, POv, POv,
PPv PPv PPv

PPv PPv, PPv, PPv, PPv, PPv All
POv POv POv POv

PPIv DRv, POv, DRv, DRv, All DRv
POv DRv POv POv

=v POv POv POv POv PPv DRv

Initially, we may have enough information regarding the yolk and egg making
up the region, but as a vague region starts moving, the degree of certainty
of information at hand decreases and the range of the egg and the yolk start
expanding. With time, the uncertainty reaches a level where distinguishing the
yolk from the white becomes impossible and we end up with a scrambled egg [6,
7]. Usually, there is high probability that the object is located in a relatively small
subregion of the scrambled egg. [6] uses fuzzy membership functions to represent
the possibility of locating the object within the scrambled egg. For example if
Tom leaves home at 8:00 AM, at 9:00 AM he may be located anywhere in a
scrambled egg that may extend 100 kms in all directions. It is much more likely
however that he is still in town and even a higher probability that he is at work.
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Here, instead of taking a probabilistic approach to the problem, we propose a
logic approach. This approach is nonmonotonic as it allows considering multiple
possible scenarios concurrently and prefers the one best supported by available
evidence. To illustrate this approach, let us consider a slightly modified version
of the example in the previous paragraph.

– Tom left at 8:00 AM.
– Tom could have gone to the office.
– Tom could have gone to meet a client.
– The office called at 9:00 A.M. Tom is not in the office.

The first statement is enough to form a first scenario: a scrambled egg that is
growing as a function of time in all directions at the fastest speed we could expect
Tom to travel at. This is the fundamental scenario and any other scenario must
be spatially constrained to the egg defined by the fundamental scenario. The
second statement allows a second scenario that confines Tom to his office. This
scenario cannot be valid except from the time 8:00 + Δt1, where Δt1 represents
the time necessary for the scrambled egg in the fundamental scenario to reach
the office. The third statement licenses us to create a third scenario placing Tom
at the client’s site from 8:00 + Δt2 where Δt2 is the shortest possible time to
reach the client’s site. The fourth statement introduces a conflict with the second
scenario, forcing its retraction. Now we are left with the fundamental (first) and
third scenarios. The fundamental scenario will continue to grow until we get
reliable and conclusive evidence regarding Tom’s location at a particular time
forcing the fundamental scenario to shrink and start expanding over time again.
All scenarios other than the fundamental one use persistence and causation. The
fundamental scenario provides a general consistency constraint and a failsafe
answer that may not be very useful.

In [16] a simplified version of this approach has been implemented to re-
identify vehicles as they travel along the highway. Each highway section is
equipped with inductive loop detectors that record vehicle length, lane, speed
and electromagnetic signature. By forming the fundamental eggs and matching
signature, length, and lane information, a large majority of vehicles has been cor-
rectly re-identified. In many cases several matches resulted for the same vehicle.
In these cases, all the possible matches are kept as mutually exclusive possible
scenarios.

Sometimes, it is possible to justify that the set of mutually exclusive scenarios
is exhaustive (i.e. it is not possible that no new information will justify a new
scenario). In these cases, the fundamental scenario is not needed. In these cases,
we consider that a scrambled egg SPLIT has occurred. This scrambled egg split
is very different from the SPLIT of a crisp region as defined in (11) because
the regions a scrambled egg splits into do not have to be continuous, and they
do not have to add up to form the original egg. Splitting a non-scrambled egg-
yolk region does not represent the same problem as a scrambled egg. In this
case, the egg must be split the same way as for a crisp region according to 11.
Note that splitting is the only case where it is possible to use EC with non-
scrambled egg-yolk regions. As we split a vague region into two subregions, the
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subregions are externally connected irrespective of the boundaries. A scrambled
egg region however, may split into two or more egg-yolk pairs depending upon the
information obtained from the object re-identification as one or more objects may
satisfy the characteristics of our object in motion. This can be problematic as
re-identification splits our scrambled-egg into two objects; this implies allowing
branching time which is strictly prohibited by the continuity assumptions guiding
this work. We overcome this difficulty by placing each region resulting from the
splitting in a separate scenario. Within each scenario, time is linear and motion
of all regions is continuous. The only way to combine information from different
scenarios is through the use of disjunctions.

6 Conclusion and Ongoing Research

We have found a methodology to modify Muller’s representation crisp spatiotem-
poral regions to accommodate vague regions. We applied this methodology to
perform reasoning using the composition tables to answer queries to obtain spa-
tial and temporal information regarding two moving regions. We have also found
a subset of the motion classes defined by Muller to suit vague regions. Current
research is taking into account the composition tables and formulating general
rules to reduce the size of the result of the compositions by trying to eliminate
some of the results. Also, we are currently trying to answer different queries by
varying the entries in the composition tables to suit the query at hand. Another
open question is how to formalize the object re-identification and incorporate it
into this first-order theory.
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Abstract. The problem of determining whether a monotone boolean
function is self-dual has numerous applications in Logic and AI. The
applications include theory revision, model-based diagnosis, abductive
explanations and learning monotone boolean functions. It is not
known whether self-duality of monotone boolean functions can be
tested in polynomial time, though a quasi-polynomial time algorithm
exists. We describe another quasi-polynomial time algorithm for
solving the self-duality problem of monotone boolean functions and ana-
lyze its average-case behaviour on a set of randomly generated instances.

Keywords: Knowledge Representation, Machine Learning, Self-duality,
Monotone Boolean Functions, Satisfiability.

1 Introduction

The problem of determining if a monotone boolean function in disjunctive nor-
mal form containing n clauses is self-dual is ubiquitous. Here we describe an
application in the area of Model based diagnosis, in particular the problem of
computing all diagnoses is equivalent to determining self-duality. This applica-
tion is from Eiter and Gottlob [9]. For detailed list of applications in Logic and
Artificial Intelligence and Data mining we refer the reader to [10]. For additional
applications in the areas of knowledge discovery and data mining we refer the
reader to [6].

Diagnostic reasoning, a technique proposed by deKleer and Williams [7] and
studied by Reiter [27], attempts to identify the dependencies between compo-
nents of a model and the discrepancies in the observations. Suppose we have
a model for some circuit and the output is not correct for a particular input.
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Diagnosis entails identifying the minimal set of components such that failure of
any one component in the set could have caused the malfunction. Such a set is
called a conflict set. A conflict set is minimal if it does not contain any other
conflict set. A model can now be described as a disjunction of minimal conflict
sets, where each conflict set is a conjunction. For example, let M be a circuit
with three components {m1, m2, m3}. One of the conflict sets could be {m1, m2}
associated with some observation c. This means that if c has been observed then
either one of m1 or m2 is not functioning correctly. To comment on the nature
and properties of conflicts we quote deKleer and Williams from [7].

For complex domains any single symptom can give rise to a large set of
conflicts, including the set of all components in the circuit. To reduce
the combinatorics of diagnosis it is essential that the set of conflicts
be represented and manipulated concisely. If a set of components is a
conflict, then every superset of that set must also be a conflict. Thus
the set of conflicts can be represented concisely by only identifying the
minimal conflicts, where a conflict is minimal if it has no proper subset
which is also a conflict. This observation is central to the performance of
our diagnostic procedure. The goal of conflict recognition is to identify a
complete set of minimal conflicts.

Formally, a system is a pair (SD, COMPONENTS) where, SD is a set
of first order sentences and COMPONENTS is a finite set of constants. SD
contains a unary distinguished predicate called AB() where AB(x) is interpreted
to mean that x is ‘abnormal’. An observation of a system is a finite set of first
order sentences denoted OBS.

Definition 1 (Diagnosis) A diagnosis for (SD, COMPONENTS, OBS) is
a minimal set Δ ⊆ COMPONENTS such that

SD ∪ OBS ∪ {AB(c)|c ∈ Δ} ∪ {¬AB(c)|c ∈ COMPONENTS − Δ}

is consistent.

In other words a diagnosis is the smallest set of components such that the
assumption that each abnormal component is in the set together with the as-
sumption that all the other components are not abnormal is consistent with the
observations and the system description.

Definition 2 (Conflict set) A Conflict set is a set C ⊆ COMPONENTS
such that

SD ∪ OBS ∪ {¬AB(c)|c ∈ C}
is consistent.

We denote by CS the set of all the minimal conflict sets of
(SD, COMPONENTS, OBS).

Eiter and Gottlob [9] show the following theorem:
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Theorem 1 (Eiter and Gottlob [9]). Δ ⊆ COMPONENTS is a diagnosis
iff
Δ ∈ Tr(COMPONENTS, CS).

Where Tr is defined as follows:

Definition 3 (Hypergraph) A hypergraph H is pair (V, E) where V is a finite
set and E is a family of finite subsets of V .

A transversal of a hypergraph H = (V, E) is a set V ′ ⊆ V such that V ′∩Ei �=
φ for all Ei ∈ E.

Definition 4 (Transversal hypergraph Tr(H)) The transversal hypergraph
Tr(H) of a hypergraph H is the family of all minimal transversals of H.

Next we define the problem of enumeration of the edges of the transversal
hypergraph.
PROBLEM: TRANS-ENUM
INSTANCE: Hypergraph G = (V, E).
QUESTION: The edges of the transversal hypergraph Tr(G).

A corollary [10] to Theorem 1. (Eiter and Gottlob [9]) establishes that the
problem of computing all diagnoses is TRANS − ENUM complete. Further-
more it is well known that from the point of computability in polynomial time
TRANS − ENUM is equivalent to self-duality [10].

Next we describe an application in the area of digital signal processing. A
class of non-linear filters called stack filters have been proposed by Wendt, Coyle
and Lin [28]. Stack filters can be uniquely represented using monotone boolean
functions. If the stack filter identifies some vector x as being noise then the com-
plement of x cannot be noise. Hence, it is in the interest of the filter designer
to ensure that for every vector and its complement exactly one of them is clas-
sified as noise. This problem is equivalent to determining if a monotone boolean
function is self-dual.

Suppose we are to come up with a model which classifies the data into ‘good’
or ‘bad’ based on some features. Without loss of generality we can assume that
the features take on boolean values. A good pattern classifier by definition should
be able to classify every input pattern. Also, if an input x is ‘good’ then its
complement cannot be ‘good’ and vice versa. Determining if a pattern classifier
has the above mentioned property is equivalent to determining if some monotone
boolean function is self-dual [22].

In this paper we describe another quasi-polynomial time algorithm for the
self-duality problem and analyze its average case behaviour on a set of randomly
generated instances. The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
briefly summarize the known results. Section 3. presents the definitions. In Sec-
tion 4. we describe a quasi polynomial time algorithm for the self-duality prob-
lem. Section 5. describes the model used to generate the set of random instances.
We analyze the average case behaviour of the algorithm in Section 6. Technical
lemmas and theorems are in the appendix.
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2 Related Work

The problem of self-duality arises in artificial intelligence [27], databases [25],
convex programming [19] and hypergraph theory [9], to name a few. For a de-
tailed list of applications in Logic and AI we refer the reader to the paper by
Eiter and Gottlob [10]. The applications include Theory revision, Model-Based
Diagnosis [10] and Abductive Explanations [11]. Efficient algorithms for self-
duality also imply that monotone boolean functions can be learned efficiently
using only membership queries [17,8]. One of the key problems in data min-
ing and knowledge discovery is the generation of frequent and infrequent sets,
a problem closely related to the self-duality problem [6]. The exact complex-
ity of determining if a monotone boolean function is self-dual is open. Fredman
and Khachiyan [14] provide an O(n4o(log n)+O(1)) algorithm for solving the prob-
lem. Bioch and Ibaraki [1] describe a host of problems which are equivalent
to determining self-duality. They also address the question of the existence of
incremental polynomial algorithms for solving the problem of determining the
self-duality of monotone boolean functions. In a related paper [2] they define
a decomposition of the problem and give an algorithm to determine a minimal
canonical decomposition. Bioch and Ibaraki [3] describe an incremental polyno-
mial algorithm for generating all monotone boolean functions of n variables. It
has been shown that for 2 − monotone [5] boolean functions, it is possible to
check the self-duality in polynomial time. Bioch and Ibaraki [3] define almost
self-dual functions as an approximation to the class of self-dual functions. They
describe an algorithm based on almost self-duality to determine if a function
is self-dual. The complexity of their procedure is exponential in the worst case.
Ibaraki and Kameda [20] show that every self-dual function can be decomposed
into a set of majority functions over three variables. This characterization in turn
gives an algorithm (though not polynomial) for checking self-duality. Makino and
Ibaraki [24] define the latency of a monotone boolean function and relate it to
the complexity of determining if a function is self-dual. Gaur and Krishnamurti
[16] show that the self-duality of monotone boolean functions which have clause
sizes bounded by some constant can be determined in linear time and also estab-
lish that the problem admits a polynomial time solution under various syntactic
restrictions. Recently Eiter, Gottlob and Makino [21] have developed polyno-
mial algorithms and output polynomial algorithms for other classes of monotone
boolean functions. They also show that using log2 n random bits, self duality
can be determined in polynomial time. Makino [23] describes an algorithm to
dualize O(log n) term monotone disjunctive normal forms.

3 Definitions

Given a boolean function f(x1, x2, . . . , xn), we define its dual denoted by fd as
follows:

Definition 5 Dual: fd(x) = f̄(x̄), for all vectors x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ {0, 1}n

where x̄ is the component wise complement of vector x.
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Next we define monotone boolean functions.

Definition 6 Monotone boolean function: A boolean function f is monotone if
∀x, y ∈ {0, 1}n f(x) ≤ f(y). A vector x ≤ y if xi ≤ yi, i ∈ {1..n}.

Equivalently, a boolean function is monotone if it can be represented by an
expression which does not contain any negative literals. If a monotone function
f is in disjunctive normal form (DNF) then fd can be obtained by interchanging
every and operator with an or operator and vice versa. fd is then in conjunctive
normal form (CNF). In this paper we are only concerned with monotone boolean
functions and sometimes we will refer to them as just boolean functions when
the meaning is clear from the context. Self-duality can now be defined as:

Self-duality
INSTANCE: A boolean function f(x1, x2, . . . , xn).
QUESTION: For every vector x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ {0, 1}n is fd(x) = f(x)?
From the definition of self-duality it follows that:

Property 1 A boolean function f is self-dual ⇐⇒ for all vectors x ∈ {0, 1}n,
f(x) �= f(x̄).

We can assume that the monotone function f is in DNF. Next we show that
if there exists a pair of clauses in a monotone function f which do not intersect
in any variable, then f is not self-dual. This observation is also implicit in [14].

Lemma 1. If there exists a pair of non-intersecting clauses in a monotone func-
tion f , then f is not self-dual.

Proof. Let C1 and C2 be two such clauses. We construct a vector x ∈ {0, 1}n

such that all the variables occurring in C1 are set to 1 and all the variables
occurring in C2 are set to 0. The remaining variables are arbitrarily set to 0 or
1. f(x) = 1 as the clause C1 evaluates to 1. Also, f(x̄) = 1 as C2 evaluates to 0
on x. Hence by Property 3, f is not self-dual.

Lemma 1 allows us to focus only on those monotone boolean functions in
which every pair of clauses intersect. Another property which we use throughout
this paper is the following:

Property 2 Every variable in f belongs to at least 2 terms in f .

Property 3 coupled with Lemma 1 implies that each term has at most n
variables where n is the total number of clauses in f . Therefore the total number
of variables m ≤ n2 in f . Given such a function f , we now construct the NAESPI
problem and show the equivalence of the two problems. Next we define the
NAESPI problem.

NAESPI
INSTANCE: Given a set of variables V = (v1, v2, . . . , vm), and a collection of
clauses Ci, i = {1, . . . , n}, Ci ⊆ V , every pair of clauses Ci, Cj has a non-empty
intersection.
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QUESTION: Find a set S ⊆ V such that S contains at least one variable from
every clause, but no clause is contained in S.

We are given a monotone boolean function f in DNF form. P is obtained by
interpreting the function as a CNF formula. In other words, if f = (x1 ∧ x2) ∨
(x1 ∧ x3) ∨ (x2 ∧ x3) then P = (x1 ∨ x2) ∧ (x1 ∨ x3) ∨ (x2 ∨ x3). Note that every
pair of clauses in P intersect since every pair of clauses in f intersect. The next
proposition states that the complement of a solution to a given NAESPI problem
P is also a solution to P . It was established in [16] that the two problems are
equivalent.

Theorem 2 ([16]). f is not self-dual ⇐⇒ P is satisfiable.

4 Algorithm

Let C be an NAESPI problem. We denote the set of variables in C by V and
the ith clause by Ci.

Definition 7 (Partial assignment) A partial assignment is a subset V ′ ⊆ V
such that all the elements in V ′ are assigned a boolean value.

Given a partial assignment V ′, we divide the set of clauses C into three sets.

1. P denotes the set of clauses which have at least one variable set to 1 and no
variable set to 0. P stands for the clauses with a positive prefix.

2. N denotes the set of clauses which have at least one variable set to 0 and no
variable set to 1. N stands for the clauses with a negative prefix.

3. PN is the set of clauses which have at least one variable set to 1 and at least
one variable set to 0.

It should be noted that P, N, PN are disjoint sets and the clauses in PN are
satisfied as they contain at least one variable set to 1 and at least one variable
set to 0.

Definition 8 (Consistent partial assignment) A partial assignment is said
to be consistent if it is contained inside some solution to the NAESPI.

The next lemma shows that for a consistent partial assignment there is a
clause either in P or in N which has a ‘particular’ type of assignment. Next, we
define the ‘particular’ type of assignment.

Definition 9 (10∗(01∗) assignment) A partial assignment is said to be of type
10∗(01∗) if exactly one variable is set to 1 and all the other variables are set to
0 (if exactly one variable is set to 0 and all the other variables are set to 1).

Lemma 2. Given sets of clauses P with respect to a consistent partial assign-
ment V ′, there exists a clause in P which is satisfied as 01∗ in the solution
containing V ′.
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Proof. Let S be the solution and all the clauses in P have at least two variables
set to 0. By changing one of the variables to 1 we decrease the number of 0′s in
this clause and no clause is unsatisfied, as clauses in N already have a 0 assigned
to them. We iterate until there is one clause with exactly one variable set to 0.

Lemma 3. Given sets of clauses N with respect to a consistent partial assign-
ment V ′, there exists a clause in N which is satisfied as 10∗ in the solution
containing V ′.

Proof. Similar to Lemma 2.

Definition 10 (Unsafe variable in N) A variable v ∈ N is said to be unsafe
in N if there exists a clause Cv ∈ N containing v such that setting v to 1 and
all the other variables to 0 satisfies at most half the clauses in P .

Symmetrically we can define unsafe variables in P .

Definition 11 (Unsafe variable in P) A variable v ∈ P is said to be unsafe
in P if there exists a clause Cv ∈ P containing v such that setting v to 0 and all
the other variables to 1 satisfies at most half the clauses in N .

Next we describe an O(n2 log n+2) algorithm for NAESPI. We begin by trying
out all the 10∗ possibilities at the top level. For every choice made we compute
the sets P, N, PN and denote the resulting subproblem by C1. Next we compute
all the unsafe variables in N (denoted U). Now we generate another subproblem
C2 obtained by collapsing all the variables in U . We solve C2 recursively by
trying out all the 10∗ possibilities for clauses in N . We solve C1 recursively
but we only try those 10∗ possibilities for which some variable in U is set to 0.
Formally,

1. Let P = N be the set of all the clauses and NP = φ.
2. If P = φ return satisfiable.
3. Compute U , the set of unsafe variables in N .
4. For every u ∈ U , solve the subproblem (obtained by setting u = 0) recur-

sively.
5. If all the subproblems in Step 4 fail then set all the variables in U to 1 and

solve all the subproblems (obtained by 10∗ assignments) recursively after
removing all the satisfied clauses from P and N .

6. If all the subproblems fail at the top most level then return unsatisfiable.

Correctness of the algorithm follows from Lemma 2. To prove a bound on
the running time we need the following lemmas.

Lemma 4. If there are no unsafe variables in N(P) then for every 10∗(01∗) trial
at least half the clause in P(N) are satisfied.

Proof. Follows from the definition of unsafe variables.
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If N(P ) contains unsafe variables then we cannot guarantee that every trial
of 10∗(01∗) in N(P ) reduces the number of unsatisfied clauses in P (N) by half.
Let U denote the set of all the unsafe variables in N(P ). If all the variables in
U get assigned a value 1(0) for U ∈ N(P ) then we have satisfied at least one
clause in N(P ). If one of the variables in U gets assigned 0(1) then at least half
the clauses in P (N) are satisfied due to the fact that the variable is an unsafe
variable. Let C ′ be the problem obtained by contracting all the variables in
U → u. It should be noted that C ′ has a solution if and only if all the variables
in U get assigned the same value in a solution to C. The next lemma puts a
bound on the number of problems and the size of each subproblem generated for
C ′. Assume that C ′ was obtained by contracting the variables in N . Let S(n)
denote the number of subproblems generated to solve a subproblem comprising
n clauses obtained after contracting all the unsafe variables U .

Lemma 5.

S(n) ≤ n2S(
|P |
2

)

Proof. The total number of clauses is n and each clause is of size at most n.
Hence the total number of 10∗ choices after collapsing all the variables in U is
at most n2.

Note that the subproblems obtained do not have any unsafe variables in N .
This is true because U is the maximum set of unsafe variables in N . By Lemma
4, the size of P is reduced by half for every subproblem. Hence,

S(n) ≤ n2S(
|P |
2

) (1)

Symmetrically, if U was the set of unsafe variables in P and the subproblems
were obtained by contracting all the variables in U then the next lemma holds.

Lemma 6.

S(n) ≤ n2S(
|N |
2

)

Proof. Similar to the proof for Lemma 5.

Theorem 3. The algorithm terminates in O(n)2log(|P |+2) time.

Proof. Let N and P be the negative and positive sets of clauses in some stage
i. Assume without loss of generality that |P | ≤ |N |. Let U be the set of unsafe
variables in N . Assuming the instance is satisfiable, we have the following two
cases:

– All the variables in U are assigned a value of 1 in the solution. The collapsed
problem U → u also has a solution. By Lemma 5 this requires no more than

S(n) ≤ n2S(
|P |
2

) (2)
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subproblems to be solved.
– Some variable in U is set to value 0 in the solution. In this case we try out

at most n2 possible 10∗ assignments and for each such trial at least half the
clauses in P are satisfied. This is due to the fact the variable we set to 0
belongs to at least |P |

2 clauses (this is implied by the definition of unsafe
variables). This requires no more than

S(n) ≤ n2S(
|P |
2

) (3)

subproblems to be solved.

Hence the total number of subproblems generated is at most O(n2 log |P |). As
it takes O(n2) time to verify the solution, the total running time is O(n2 log |P |+2).

5 Random NAESPI

In this section we examine the average case behaviour of a variant of the al-
gorithm presented in Section 4 on a class of randomly generated NAESPI in-
stances. Considerable research has been conducted in analyzing the average case
behaviour of various algorithms for the satisfiability problem. Two models which
have been used extensively for generating instances for the satisfiability problem
are the constant density model and the constant component model.

According to the constant density model (M1(n, r, p)), each of the n clauses
is generated independently from the r boolean variables, where each literal
belongs to a clause with probability p. In the constant component model
(M2(n, r, k)), each of the n clauses is selected independently and uniformly from
the set L of all k-literal clauses over r variables.

Goldberg, Purdom and Brown [18,26] show that for instances generated us-
ing the constant density model, the Davis-Putnam procedure runs in polynomial
time. But the constant density model has been criticized [13] because it allows
0-literal clauses1 with almost the same probability that it allows k literal clauses.
Hence, the random instances generated according to M1(n, r, p) are either un-
satisfiable with a high probability or satisfiable by a random assignment with a
high probability. Franco [13] argues that the constant density model is therefore
inferior to the constant component model.

For the purpose of analyzing the average case behaviour we can use the con-
stant density model for generating the problem. However, for our purposes this
generation mechanism does not suffice, as the intersection amongst the clauses
is not guaranteed.

Another way of generating instances of NAESPI would be to use Bioch and
Ibaraki’s scheme [2] for generating all the self-dual functions, which in CNF rep-
resentation would correspond to the NAESPI instances which are unsatisfiable.
Satisfiable instances of NAESPI could then be obtained by removing a clause
from the unsatisfiable instances.
1 0-literal clauses are the empty clauses.
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An NAESPI instance is symmetric if all the variables belong to the same
fraction of the total number of clauses and this property holds for every subset
of clauses in the given instance. Symmetric instances are satisfiable in polyno-
mial time by Khachiyan’s algorithm and a variant of our basic algorithm (to be
described in Section 5.1). A cursory look reveals that all the self-dual functions
of seven variables are symmetric. Due to the lack of a rigorous study, at this
juncture we cannot rule out the possibility that this is a not a good method of
generating a test-bed of instances.

Next we propose a method of randomly generating NAESPI instances. To
generate an instance of NAESPI with n clauses and m variables, we consider
a clique of size n (with

(
n
2

)
edges). Every variable belongs to an edge with

probability p and does not belong to an edge with probability 1 − p. If Lv is the
set of variables on the edges incident on node v, then clause v is defined to be
Lv.

This generation scheme guarantees that the intersection property is obeyed,
but it can generate instances in which there are clauses containing some other
clause. As our algorithm is insensitive to the containment of clauses this seems
like a viable method for generation. For any two clauses, the corresponding
vertices in the graph share the variables that belong to the edge between the
two vertices, thus guaranteeing intersection.

Our generation scheme can be visualized as a union of m edge labelled random
graphs over the same set of vertices, such that each random graph has a label
associated with all its edges (a label corresponds to a variable). The two most
studied models of random graphs are G(n, p) and G(n, e), defined below.

Definition 12 (G(n,p)) Given a positive integer n, G(n, p) is the probability
space on the graphs over n vertices with edge probability p where the events are
mutually independent.

In other words, if Ge is a graph over n vertices with exactly e edges then

P [G = Ge] = pe(1 − p)n−e

Another widely studied model of random graphs is the class G(n, e).

Definition 13 (G(n,e)) G(n, e) comprises all the graphs over n vertices con-
taining exactly e edges where each graph is equally likely.

From a theorem of Angluin and Valiant [4] it follows that the two models
are practically interchangable when e is close to pn. Hence, we will consider only
the G(n, p) model. In the next section we describe a simple modification to the
algorithm presented in Section 4. The modification is based on the observations
of Fredman and Khachiyan [14].

5.1 A Variant

To recap, we begin by trying out all the 10∗ possibilities at the top level. For every
choice made we compute the sets P, N, PN . We denote the resulting subproblem
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by C1. Next we compute all the unsafe variables in N (denoted U). Now we
generate another subproblem C2 obtained by collapsing all the variables in U .
We solve C2 recursively by trying out all the 10∗ possibilities for clauses in N .
We solve C1 recursively but we only try those 10∗ possibilities for which some
variable in U is set to 0.

The first key observation is that we do not need to try 10∗ possibilities for all
the variables in a given stage. Let v be a variable which is unassigned in Stage
i. In what follows we will change the definition of an unsafe variable slightly.

Definition 14 (Unsafe in P(N)) A variable is called unsafe in P(N) if it be-
longs to more than n

ε clauses in P(N) for some ε respectively, where n is the
total number of clauses in P and N.

The following three cases are of interest to us and form the basis for the
variant which we develop in this section.

i) If v is unsafe in both P and N then we just try setting v to 0 and 1. For each
trial we get a subproblem of size n(1 − 1

ε ). Previously we were generating
O(n) subproblems when trying a value of 1 for the variable v. As the variable
is either a 1 and 0 in the solution we move to Stage i+1 after solving these
two subproblems.

ii) If v is unsafe in P and safe in N then we first try setting v to 1, which results
in a subproblem of size at most n−1. If we fail then v occurs as a 01∗ in the
solution. Here, we generate at most n subproblems each of size at most n

ε .
This follows from the fact that for each 01∗ trial we have to consider only
those clauses in N which contain the variable v. All the other clauses in N
will already have a 1 assigned, because of the intersection property.
The case when v is unsafe in N and safe in P is symmetric.

iii) The case when v is safe in both P and N is treated in the same way as
before.

The modification to our algorithm comprises of tackling these three cases
separately as advocated by Fredman and Khachiyan. The correctness of the
modified algorithm still follows from Theorem 3 and the bound on the running
time follows from the next theorem.

Theorem 4 (Fredman & Khachiyan:96). The algorithm terminates in
n4o(log n)+O(1) time.

Proof. Here we will give only an outline of their proof. Fredman and Khachiyan
choose ε = log n thereby obtaining a bound of n4o(log n)+O(1). They also argue
that the third case never happens as there is always a variable which is unsafe
either in P or in N . Otherwise all the clauses in P and N are of size greater
than log n. Hence, the running time for the algorithm is given by the following
two recurrences:

– The first case is described by the following recurrence,

f(n) = 2f(n(1 − 1
ε
)) + 1
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– This corresponds to the second case shown above. The complexity of this
recurrence is dominated by the second term.

f(n) = f(n − 1) + nf(
n

ε
)

They show that both these recurrences are bounded by n
4 log n

log log n +O(1).

We conclude that by using the insight of Fredman and Khachiyan it is possible
to improve the performance of the algorithm presented in Section 4 to achieve
a running time of n4o(log n)+O(1) by making the modifications described at the
start of this section.

In the next section we show that Fredman and Khachiyan’s algorithm plus
the variant of our algorithm based on their approach terminates in

max{O(n3.87), O(n3log2 n), O(
1
p

− 1
√

p
)o(log 1

p − 1√
p
)}

time for the class of random NAESPI.

6 Analysis

In this section we analyze the average case behaviour of the algorithm presented
in the previous section. We critically use Lemmata 9, 10 and 11, whose proofs
can be found in the appendix.

Theorem 5. The algorithm presented in the previous section terminates in

max{O(n3.87, O(n3 log2 n), O(
1
p

− 1
√

p
)2+o(log 1

p − 1√
p
)}

time on average, where p is the probability with which the initial input instance
is generated.

Proof. Let Pk(Nk) denote the number of clauses in sets P (N) at Stage k. The
following cases are of interest:

i) Before some stage i, p ≥ max{ 1
Pi

, 1
Ni

}. By Lemma 11 and Lemma 9 there

exists a variable which belongs to at least Pi

√
5−1
4 and Ni

√
5−1
4 clauses. Here,

the first case of the algorithm is invoked, which generates two subproblems
each of size at most O(P ) or O(N). The number of subproblems is described
by the following recurrence:

f(n) = 2f(n
5 −

√
5

4
)

which is O(n1.87). As it takes O(n2) time to verify the solution for each
subproblem, the total running time is O(n3.87).
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ii) At some stage j ≥ i either p ≤ log Pj

P 2
j

or p ≤ log Nj

N2
j

. By Lemma 10 and
Lemma 9 there exists a variable which belongs to at most log n clauses
in Pj . Therefore the number of subproblems of size Pj

log Pj
generated in the

second step of the algorithm is at most log n and the number of subproblems
is given by the following recurrence:

f(n) = nf(log n)

which is O(n log2 n). As it takes O(n2) time to verify the solution for each
subproblem, the total running time is O(n3 log2 n).

iii) Without loss of generality assume that log Pj

P 2
j

≤ p ≤ 1
Pi

. The time taken in

this case, by Theorem 4, is at most O(Pi − Pj)o(log Pi−Pj). Given that 1
P 2

j

≤
1
Pi

, we obtain Pj ≥
√

Pi. Substituting the lower bound on Pj in the previous
equation, the time taken is at most O(Pi −

√
Pi)o(log Pi−

√
Pi). Also, we have

p ≤ 1
Pi

, equivalently Pi ≤ 1
p . Hence, the number of subproblems in this case

is at most O( 1
p − 1√

p )o(log 1
p − 1√

p
). As it takes O(n2) time to verify the solution

for each subproblem, the total running time is O( 1
p − 1√

p )2+o(log 1
p − 1√

p
).

7 Conclusion

We presented a simple algorithm for determining the satisfiability of the NAE-
SPI problem. We showed that the algorithm has a running time of O(n2 log n+2).
We also proposed a method for randomly generating NAESPI instances. We
presented a variation of our basic algorithm for solving NAESPI based on the
ideas of Fredman and Khachiyan [14]. We showed that the variant of our basic
algorithm has the same complexity as the algorithm of Fredman and Khachiyan
[14], i.e., O(n4o(log n)+O(1)). Furthermore, we analyzed the performance of our
algorithms on the randomly generated instances of NAESPI and showed that the
algorithm terminates in max{O(n3.87), O(n3 log2 n), O( 1

p − 1√
p )2+o(log 1

p − 1√
p
)}

time.
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Appendix

Let Vi be the indicator variable whose value determines if the ith vertex has
been covered by some edge in a randomly generated graph G. Ej is the indicator
variable which determines if the jth edge has been chosen.

|V | =
n∑

i=1

Vi

and

|E| =
(n
2)∑

j=1

Ej

Lemma 7. Pr[|V | ≤ k] ≥ Pr[|E| ≤ k
2 ].

Proof. The claim follows from the fact that if k
2 edges are present then at most

k vertices are covered.

Let G = (n, e) be a random graph over n vertices with exactly e edges where
e ≤ n. If all the edges in G are equally likely then the average number of vertices
covered in G is O(e).

Lemma 8. If the number of vertices covered in G is at most n
√

5−1
2 then the

expected number of vertices covered satisfies E [V ] ≥
√

5−1
2 e.

Proof. If x is the fraction of vertices covered by some e′ < e edges then the
probability that we increase the number of vertices covered for each edge chosen
is at least 1 − x2. |V | ≤ n

√
5−1
2 implies that x ≤

√
5−1
2 , and therefore the

probability of success is at least 1 − (
√

5−1
2 )2. This implies that the expected

number of vertices covered is at least
√

5−1
2 e.

Next we use the Chebyshev inequality to bound the tail probability of Lemma
8. Without loss of generality we assume that the probability with which we
increase the number of vertices covered is

√
5−1
2 . Our experiment can also be

visualized as flipping a coin e times where the probability of head occurring
(denoted p) in each individual trial is

√
5−1
2 . This is the binomial distribution

with mean μx = ep and standard deviation σx =
√

epq. For the next lemma we
assume that p =

√
5−1
2 and q = 1 − p.
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Lemma 9. If e edges are covered then with probability 1− 4q
ep at least ep

2 vertices
are covered.

Proof. The Chebyshev inequality asserts that,

Pr[|X − μx| > tσx] ≤ 1
t2

choosing tσx = ep
2 , we get 1

t2 = 4q
ep . Hence, with probability 1 − 4q

ep we cover at
least ep − ep

2 = ep
2 vertices. Observe that this probability goes to 1 as e → ∞.

The probability that k edges are choosen (for a given label) is given by the
binomial distribution,

Pr[E = k] =
(

m

k

)
pk(1 − p)m−k

where m =
(
n
2

)
. Next, we use the Demoivre-Laplace theorem [12] to compute

the probabilities we are interested in.

Theorem 6 (DeMoivre-Laplace). Suppose 0 < p < 1 depends on n in such
a way that npq → ∞ as n → ∞. If 0 < h = x

√
pqn = o(pqn)

2
3 and if x → ∞,

then Pr[|X − np| > h] ∼ e
−x2

2

x
√

2π
.

The DeMoivre-Laplace theorem is obtained by approximating the binomial
distribution with the normal distribution. For a random variable X it gives the
probability that X − np ≥ x, where x is measured in steps of

√
npq, where np is

mean and
√

npq is the standard deviation of the binomial distribution.

Lemma 10. Let m =
(
n
2

)
. For p ≤ log n

m , Pr[E ≤ 2 log n] ≥ 1 − 1√
2π log ne( log n

2 )
.

Proof. Let p = log n
m then μx = mp = log n and σ2

x = mpq = log n(1 − log n
m ) ∼

log n for large m. Choosing h = log n, we get x = log n√
log n

=
√

log n.

Then by the DeMoivre-Laplace theorem,

Pr[E ≥ 2 log n]p ∼ 1
√

2π log ne( log n
2 )

and for p′ < p
Pr[E ≤ log n]p′ ≥ Pr[E ≤ log n]p

Hence, the result.

Similarly,

Lemma 11. Let m =
(
n
2

)
. For p ≥ 1

n , Pr[E ≥ n
4 ] ≥ 1 − 4√

2πne( n
32 ) .
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Proof. Let p = 1
n then μx = mp = n−1

2 and σ2
x = mpq = n(1 − 1

n ) ∼ n for large
n. Choosing h = n

4 , we get x = n
4
√

n
=

√
n

4 .
Then by the DeMoivre-Laplace theorem,

Pr[E ≤ n

4
]p ≤ 4

√
2πne

(
√

n
4 )2

2

and for p′ > p

Pr[E ≥ n

4
]p′ ≥ Pr[E ≥ n

4
]p

Hence, the result.
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Abstract. The continued research, development and acceptance of in-
telligent systems for diagnosis and decision support has uncovered many
practical considerations for the interaction of intelligent, autonomous
agents. One such consideration is the possibility of an agent intention-
ally transmitting misinformation to other agents or to a human decision
maker to achieve its own goals. Most intelligent, knowledge-based sys-
tems to date have assumed all experts involved in system development
operate toward a shared goal and operate in good faith. We wish to chal-
lenge these assumptions and consider cases where agents in the system
are not assumed to operate in good faith and therefore misinformation
is a possibility. Most literature devoted to deception in agent systems fo-
cuses on building trust relationships through a history of interaction. We
apply models of deception and deception detection from psychology and
cognitive science to intelligent multi-agent systems. We focus on a model
for deception detection in which the detection and analysis of deception
are decoupled. Finally, we introduce a novel method for the detection
of deception in multi-agent systems based on correlations between the
agents in the system.

1 Introduction

With the increased acceptance of knowledge-based intelligent systems for diag-
nosis and decision support, the dependence of human decision makers upon such
systems has increased as well. As we become more dependent upon these systems
the impact of deceptive information offered by these systems becomes impossible
to ignore. Particularly with the interaction of multiple intelligent agents in multi-
agent systems, it becomes increasingly difficult to validate information offered by
these systems. This creates a scenario in which incorrect information can be in-
troduced into the system causing the knowledge-based system to reach incorrect
conclusions in order to mislead the decision maker. Historically, this has been
ignored by the developers of expert systems by assuming that all contributing
experts operate in good faith toward a common goal. Thus, there arises a need
to monitor these knowledge-based systems for deceptive information. We briefly

A.Y. Tawfik and S.D. Goodwin (Eds.): Canadian AI 2004, LNAI 3060, pp. 339–354, 2004.
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identify a theory of deception and types of deception based on work by Bell
and Whaley [12,3,2], this is perhaps the only work to date in forming a general
theory of deception. We further identify a model of deception detection, based
on work by Johnson et. al. [8], which is applicable to intelligent systems which
not only attempts to detect deception but identify the deception tactic as well
as the goal of the deception. The first step in this model of deception detection,
as will be elaborated upon later, is named Activation and is concerned with the
detection of unexpected results or some piece of information which is suspect. In
this paper, we are specifically interested in identifying methods for implementing
this first step in intelligent systems without regard to the particular tactics or
goals of the deception. Specifically, we employ an algorithm from the collabora-
tive filtering domain to predict agent opinions from their correlation with other
agents in the past. Finally, we evaluate two methods of detecting unexpected
results in a traditional expert system with one expert knowledge base. The first
method consists of modelling the knowledge base directly through data mining
techniques on stored responses from that knowledge-base. The second technique
uses the same algorithm from the collaborative filtering domain to predict the
response of the knowledge-based system based on the correlation of the system
and the models in the past.

The general design of systems which we intend to apply the deception de-
tection algorithms consists of an expert knowledge base over a specific set of
random variables. The expert constructing the knowledge base may introduce
intermediate random variables during the construction of the knowledge-base,
however, a set of evidence and a set of hypothesis random variables are fixed
at system design time and are not changed. The expert knowledge-base is given
a set of observations or instantiations of some subset of the evidence random
variables. The expert knowledge-base then produces a posterior probability dis-
tribution over the hypothesis random variables and possibly the evidence random
variables which were not observed. This expert knowledge-base may be inside a
classical expert system or within an intelligent agent.

The empirical results obtained from our experiments indicate that it is indeed
possible to detect deceptive results produced by an agent in a multi-agent system
with reasonable success. These results also indicate that, in the classic expert
system, modelling the intelligent system with data mining techniques is the most
accurate method of predicting responses. Finally, we note that the prediction of
agent opinions is not only useful in identifying deceptive disinformation, but
has the added benefit in identifying unintentional misinformation due to an
incomplete or invalid knowledge base.

2 Deception

Detecting deception is a difficult task. In fact, humans can detect when someone
is being deceptive only a little better than fifty percent of the time (45-65%)[7].
Research suggests that when people use electronic media to interact, the deceived
is even less effective at detecting when another is trying to deceive him [7].
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In this section we present an overview of a theory of deception which has
been developed by researchers in cognitive science and psychology. These theo-
ries appear to hold promise for implementation in knowledge-based intelligent
systems.

2.1 Theory of Deception

Deception is defined by Burgoon and Buller to be a “deliberate act perpetrated
by a sender to engender in a receiver beliefs contrary to what the sender believes
is true to put the receiver at a disadvantage” [5]. This definition, and most other
accepted definitions of deception, clearly include the intent of the deceiver to
achieve some goal as a requirement for deception. The conveyance of misleading
information is not sufficient to conclude deception. Therefore, we adopt an inten-
tional stance [6] when attempting to detect deception. That is, we presume that
all agents have particular beliefs about the environment and perform actions (e.g.
deception) to achieve one or more goals. We unconsciously use this simple yet
powerful presumption everyday. Intentionality allows us to determine the goals
of others and therefore predict their behavior. In fact, to succeed, deceivers must
also rely upon intentionality when crafting their deceptions.

2.2 Types of Deception

Bell and Whaley [3,12,2] identify two broad categories of deception, dissimula-
tive and simulative. Dissimulative deceptions attempt to ‘hide the real’ whereas
simulative deceptions attempt to ‘show the false.’ Each may be further divided
into three categories and each category is referred to as a deception tactic (also
see [9] for an expanded presentation of the six deception tactics with respect to
intelligent systems). The attributes in the environment on which the deception
is focused is referred to as the ‘deception core’ [8].

Dissimulation is characterized by an attempt to ‘hide the real’ and deceptions
of this type fall into three categories[3,12,2]:

• Masking attempts to make a feature of the environment invisible either by
blending with the background or avoiding detection.

• Repackaging attempts to hide the real by making something appear to be
what it is not. This may be achieved by making something appear dangerous,
harmless or irrelevant.

• Dazzling is employed when the feature in the environment is known to exist.
Specific examples are when a military commander sends multiple movement
orders for troops via radio, only one of them being the real orders, knowing
the enemy will hear all of the messages. In intelligent systems, this may be
encountered when a diagnosis includes too many faults for a human decision
maker to respond.

Simulation is characterized by an attempt to ‘show the false’ and may be used
in conjunction with hiding. Three types of simulative deception include [3,12,2]:
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• Mimicking is achieved when something is made to appear to be what it is
not. This can be employed not only to hide but also to achieve an advantage.
This tactic can be used to lure prey or elicit additional actions in which the
target unwittingly assists the deceiver achieve a goal. In intelligent systems
this tactic may be employed to hide the source of a fault but not the fault
itself.

• Inventing a new reality is another tactic for showing the false as in the case
of the wolf in sheep’s clothing. Inventing in intelligent systems is difficult to
achieve since introducing new random variables into the system is easy to
detect with some constraints in the design of the system.

• Decoying is another simulative tactic which is aimed at luring the target of
the deception away from discovering the real. For example, some birds will
lure predators away from their nest of babies. One phrase which describes this
tactic is ‘creating a diversion.’ This tactic is often used when the perpetrator
can leave several courses of action open, one of which to be chosen at the
last moment.

2.3 Detecting Deception

Paul Johnson et al. [8] identify several strategies for detecting deception gener-
alizing from work by Mawby and Mitchell [10]. These fall into two broad groups:
strategies which are based on detecting the process of deception and strategies
based on analyzing information in the altered environment. For intelligent sys-
tems, we focus on strategies for detecting deception which are concerned with
detecting inconsistencies in the altered environment. The following paragraphs
introduce the detection strategies most relevant to detecting deception in intel-
ligent systems:

• Preemption Based. This strategy seeks to limit the amount of deception
that may be practiced by an agent by limiting the degrees of freedom an agent
has in manipulating the environment. This includes limiting any changes to
the knowledge-base once it has passed verification and validation.

• Intentionality Based. This deception detection strategy acknowledges
that agents have beliefs and knowledge of their environment as well as goals.
Deceptions practiced are done so to achieve one or more of those goals. This
strategy focuses on an agent’s goals and the actions that agent can take. The
knowledge of an agent’s beliefs and goals are also powerful in predicting the
actions that agent will take.

2.4 A Model for Detecting Deception

Johnson and Grazioli [8] propose the following model for detecting deception. It
consists of four domain independent steps:

1. Activation. The target of the deception observes an attribute in the envi-
ronment which is not what was expected.
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2. Detection. The target of the deception employs detection strategies to pro-
duce hypotheses about suspected manipulations in the environment.

3. Editing. The target of the deception edits the representation of the observed
environment to one which is consistent with the hypothesized manipulations.

4. Reevaluation. The target of the manipulation chooses an action based on
the revised knowledge of the environment.

The focus of this paper is the implementation of the Activation step within
a multi-agent system. Further research will focus on identifying the deception
tactic and using the detected deceptions to build or enhance a model of the
deceptive adversary agent for use in predicting future agent actions.

3 Detecting Deception in Intelligent Systems

We would like to apply the deception detection tactics and models to the Multi-
Agent System framework. Specifically, we are interested in methods for detecting
intentional deceptions aimed at causing the system to fail. The following sections
outline a possible method for implementing the Activation phase in the model of
fraud detection developed by Johnson and Grazioli [8]. In the case of stand-alone
knowledge-based systems, we can use data mining algorithms to build models
of the knowledge-base for predicting future responses. The availability of the
opinions of other agents in multi-agent systems allows deception to be detected
through the comparison of agent opinions when those agents have shared knowl-
edge over the same domain. In fielded systems, one would expect a high degree of
correlation between agents with similar knowledge. Therefore, the comparison
of agent posterior distributions, given the same observations, appears to be a
promising method for the detection of deceptive information. Furthermore, this
approach is independent of the chosen knowledge representation or aggregation
scheme. It may be applied to any probabilistic knowledge representation.

3.1 Activation

In order to detect deceptive information in multi-agent systems, one must have
some expectations for a particular agent’s opinion given some evidence. That is,
we need some way of predicting what an agent will offer as an opinion. To achieve
this goal, we employ techniques developed from research in collaborative filtering
systems. Collaborative filtering techniques are most often used in recommenda-
tion systems. These recommendation systems use the past behavior or opinions
of other users of the system with similar tastes or behaviors to recommend items
for a particular user. For example, consider a movie recommendation system. A
group of users of a movie recommendation system rate their opinion of movies
which they have viewed in the past on a five point scale. The movie recommen-
dation system uses these ratings to find correlations between users who have
seen some of the same movies in the past. From these correlations, the system
attempts to select movies a particular user has not viewed (or rated) and is likely
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to enjoy. Likewise, in multi-agent systems, we intend to predict the opinions of
expert agents in the system from their past opinions and the opinions of other
agents in the system.

Preemption Based Strategy
Attempts at deception by inventing or masking tactics can be detected by a
Preemption based strategy. The architecture of the multi-agent system allows
for a design decision between two alternatives which limit the freedom of an
agent to invent new features in the environment or repackage features which
the agent would like to keep hidden. First, the system designer may require
that all agents offer an opinion for all hypotheses. In this case, concealment is
detected simply by ensuring each agent offers a probability distribution that
includes all hypothesis random variables. Alternately, if the problem domain is
sufficiently large, some agents may not have the required knowledge to evaluate
all hypotheses included in the system. The next section introduces a method for
comparing agent opinions which requires us to store the entire history of agent
posterior distributions. With this information, deception may be suspected when
the posterior distribution offered by an agent does not contain a hypothesis
(or hypotheses) included in previous posterior distributions produced by that
agent. In both situations an agent is prevented from inventing a feature in the
environment since all random variables in the system are agreed upon at system
design. If an agent includes an unknown random variable (or one for which it
has never offered an opinion before) in their posterior distribution, this is easily
detected as inventing.

Intentionality Based Strategy
The main task in the Activation phase of deception detection is to monitor the
‘environment’ (in this case in the form of agent posterior probability distribu-
tions) for deviations from what is expected. This implies one has some expec-
tation as to what an agent opinion ‘should’ be. That is, we need to be able to
predict agent opinions, at least reasonably accurately. Just as it seems reason-
able, in the context of collaborative filtering, that a good way to find interesting
content is to find people with similar interests, it seems reasonable to assume
we may anticipate an agent’s opinion from the opinions of agents with similar
knowledge. With this assumption, we may use the opinions of several agents
to validate each other. In the case of the stand-alone knowledge-based system,
models learned from past responses of the system can be used to predict agent
opinions. An elegant solution is obtained through the use of the Pearson corre-
lation coefficient and the GroupLens prediction equation [11] which is used to
predict the utility of a news item from the opinions of other users in a newsgroup
as shown in Equation (1). This metric can be adopted in a multi agent system
to attempt to predict what an agent will offer for it’s opinion.

Comparing Agent Opinions
The Pearson correlation coefficient (Equation (1)) can be applied in the multi-
agent framework to obtain a measure of the degree of correlation between two
agents. We can consider each possible hypothesis individually. For hypothesis h =
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true we store a probability value from each agent for each set of instantiations of
evidence random variables (r.v.s). So Ai corresponds to the posterior probability
of h = true offered agent A for the ith set of instantiations of evidence r.v.s.
Likewise, Bi is the probability agent B assigns to the event h = true for the
same instantiation of r.v.s. In the same fashion we consider every possible state
for all hypotheses for which the agents offer opinions. The equation returns a
weight between -1 and 1. If the two agents agree completely, their correlation
coefficient would be 1, if they never agree, -1. Also, Ā is the average of all
probabilities A has assigned to a hypothesis over all i sets of instantiations of
evidence r.v.s and likewise for B̄. In the case where an agent does not agree with
the majority of other agents, we can use this metric to determine the average
correlation of the disagreeing agent from the agreeing agents.

rAB =
Cov(A, B)

σAσB
(1)

=
∑

(Ai − Ā)(Bi − B̄)√∑
i(Ai − Ā)2

√∑
i(Bi − B̄)2

Expected Agent Opinions
The Pearson correlation coefficient is then used in the GroupLens prediction
equation [11] shown in Equation (2). Given a sufficient record of posterior dis-
tributions over a set of hypotheses returned by all agents and the opinions of
all the other agents, we can produce an estimate of what we expect a particular
agent should have returned for each hypothesis. If the agent offers a probability
for that hypothesis which is extremely different than the expected probability,
the next step in deception detection is carried out to search for patterns in the
agent’s posterior distribution which match one of the deception tactics. Resnick
et al. note that this prediction equation is robust with respect to certain in-
terpretations of the rating scale for the news items. For instance, if one user
consistently rates news items in range 1-3 and another rates items in the range
3-5 and the two users would be perfectly correlated otherwise, a score of 5 for
the second user would predict a score of 3 for the first user. Likewise for agent
opinions, the prediction equation is invariant under shifting and scaling of agent
opinions. If one agent consistently assigns probabilities in the range of 0.4 - 0.7
for a hypothesis and another agent assigns probabilities in the range 0.5 - 0.8
and the agents are perfectly correlated otherwise, a probability of 0.8 assigned
by the second agent would result in a prediction of 0.7 for the first agent.

AXpredicted
= Ā +

∑
(BiX

− B̄i)rABi∑
i |rABi

| (2)

Model-Based Approach
In the collaborative filtering domain, probabilistic methods attempt to predict
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the expected value of a vote given what is known about the user [4]. Likewise, a
probabilistic model-based approach can be used to predict agent opinions for the
purposes of deception detection. Given a history of an agent’s prior activity in a
domain, a model of that agent can be constructed using data mining algorithms
and this model can be used to predict future responses from that agent. This
approach is particularly useful in the single-agent case where there are no other
agents with which to compare responses. The models obtained through these
data-mining learning algorithms may be incomplete however, and may not model
the agent perfectly. Therefore, we should only view the models as a guide to
detecting deception among agents and not as a replacement for agent knowledge-
bases.

4 Empirical Evaluation

An empirical evaluation of the intended implementation was conducted to im-
plement and test the activation algorithms to determine if it is possible to de-
tect deception in intelligent systems with our current model. First, experiments
were conducted in a multi-agent environment using the GroupLens[11] prediction
equation. Next, experiments were conducted which attempted to use collabora-
tive filtering algorithms to predict the opinions of a single agent. In the single
agent case, two methods of predicting agent opinions were tested. The two pre-
dictors included in our experiments were a single Bayesian network model of the
agent knowledge-base and the output of two models of the agent knowledge-base
combined by using the GroupLens prediction algorithm. Studies in the field of
collaborative filtering suggest the Bayesian model is a better predictor [4]. The
empirical evaluation was conducted using the Alarm [1] Bayesian network. The
Alarm network contains 37 random variables (nodes) and 46 arcs. The Alarm
network is clearly divided into 8 diagnoses, 16 findings and 13 intermediate
random variables. This network was selected for it’s moderate size and clear
structure.

4.1 Assumptions

We assume that deceptions occur with a low base-rate. That is, the deceiver
acknowledges that to be successful it must be trusted and constant deception
is perceived as unreliability. Therefore, the deceiver most often offers good-faith
opinions and only offers deceptive opinions only when it is necessary to achieve
one or more goals. We assume the opinions given by an agent during system
validation are not deceptive and therefore it is reasonable to assume we can
collect a substantial number of honest opinions with which we can determine
the correlation between multiple agents or build a model of a single agent.

With respect to the distribution of error between our model and the true
agent opinion, we assume the error is normally distributed. We make this as-
sumption to take advantage of a property of normal distributions with respect
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to the standard deviation of the distribution. This property states that approxi-
mately, 68.3% percent of the data samples are within one standard deviation of
the mean of a normal distribution. Likewise, approximately 95.4% and 99.7% of
samples are within two and three times the standard deviation of a normal distri-
bution, respectively. These properties hold for all normal distributions regardless
of their particular variance or standard deviation. Therefore, we hypothesize that
if the difference between an opinion offered by an agent and the predicted value is
greater than three times the standard deviation then it is reasonable to activate
the next step in deception detection. That is, if the prediction error is greater
than three times the standard deviation of error for that random variable then
it is quite possible the offered opinion is deceptive. The next step in our adopted
model of deception detection attempts to classify the detected deception(s) into
the six deception tactics. If a suspected deception does not match any of the
deception tactics it is presumed to be a false positive detection of deception. For
the purposes of this paper, however, we focus on Activation, the first step of the
deception detection model.

4.2 Multi-agent Detection

In the multi-agent case, we make the additional assumption that agent opinions
will be correlated, at least to some degree. This assumption seems reasonable
when we consider that agents in a particular domain are often educated or
trained in similar institutions. For example, one would expect a group of medical
doctors trained at different medical schools to agree on diagnoses for the vast
majority of cases.

Experimental Setup
Multiple agents were simulated by introducing perturbations into the conditional
probability tables of the Alarm[1] network. Note, the structure of the Bayesian
networks in these agents is not changed and therefore is identical for all agents.
Random (selected from a uniform distribution) real numbers from the interval
[−0.1, 0.1] (and then a second experiment was conducted with real numbers from
the interval [−0.2, 0.2]) were added to each conditional probability of each table.
The conditional probability tables were then normalized to ensure each repre-
sented a valid probability distribution. Ten agents were generated in this fashion.
Next, two sets of 1000 observations were generated by randomly selecting a ran-
dom number (1-10) of random variables and instantiating each with a randomly
selected state. All random selections were generated from the uniform distribu-
tion. One set of observations serves as a training set to compute the Pearson
correlation coefficient and the standard deviation of the prediction error while
the other set serves as a test set to evaluate the algorithm’s ability to accurately
detect deceptions. Ten simulated agents were generated for this experiment. The
Pearson correlation coefficient between the Alarm network and each simulated
agent was computed for each state of each random variable using the opinions
obtained using the random observations in the training set.
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Next, for each of the observations in the test set, the opinions of each of the
ten simulated agents were used to predict the opinion obtained from the original
Alarm network. A simple deception distribution was simulated by perturbing the
posterior probability distribution computed by the Alarm network. That is, for
each random variable, the posterior probability for the first state was reported
to be that of the second, and so on. If the error in predicting the Alarm network
response was greater than three times the standard deviation of the prediction
error for that random variable state, this was considered a false activation. Like-
wise, if the prediction error of the simulated deception distribution was greater
than three times the standard deviation for the prediction error for that random
variable state, this was considered successful detection of deception.

Multi-agent Results
Tables 1 and 2 show a summary of the results obtained from our experiments
with multi-agent deception detection. Due to the volume of data collected, only
this summary is shown here. These tables show the minimum, maximum, average
and median absolute value of correlation coefficients between the ten simulated
agents and the Alarm network (for all 105 random variables states in the Alarm
network) in each of the two experiments. Also in these tables are the minimum,
maximum, average and mean values for the standard deviation of prediction error
for each experiment. A multiple of this standard deviation is used as a threshold
to detect deceptions. The last two rows in these tables show the minimum,
maximum, average and mean fraction of deceptions detected and false activations
reported.

These results show that there is indeed a high correlation between the simu-
lated agents produced for this experiment. Furthermore, and more importantly,
these results show that if there is a high degree of correlation between agents,
as we have assumed, it is possible to accurately detect deceptions by individual
agents using the GroupLens prediction algorithm. The results for the first multi-
agent experiment show the average standard deviation of error for predictions
to be approximately 0.07. On average, in this case, we can detect manipula-
tions in the environment as small as 0.22. Noting that all the states of each
random variable are inextricably bound to each other, Tables 3 and 4 show a
summary of results for the state of each random variable which the algorithm
was most successful at detecting deceptions. Clearly, if deception is suspected
for one state of a random variable, the posterior probability of all other states
of that random variable become suspect. Therefore, one could argue that we
need only detect deception in the opinion for one state of a random variable
in order to successfully detect a deceptive opinion. In the first experiment, our
approach was able to detect an average of 68% of the simulated deceptions. In
the second experiment, an average of 59% of the simulated deceptions were de-
tected. In both experiments false activations were reported in approximately 2%
of the cases on average. The worst case for false activations in both experiments
was approximately 6.5%. The GroupLens prediction algorithm performed well
in predicting agent opinions in our experiments. This allowed our deception de-
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tection algorithm to detect a respectable number of the simulated deceptions
with a reasonable number of false activations.

Table 1. Summary table of results for agents generated with perturbations in the
interval [−0.1, 0.1].

Min Max Mean Median
Coefficients 0.389980102 0.998693299 0.911652591 0.93938709

Prediction error σ 0.003411243 0.152786685 0.074216888 0.070682193
Deceptions 0.110352673 1 0.683922583 0.708381171

False Activations 0 0.066746126 0.022965879 0.019953052

Table 2. Summary table of results for agents generated with perturbations in the
interval [−0.2, 0.2].

Min Max Mean Median
Coefficients 0.040879821 0.996061714 0.849596795 0.884381314

Prediction error σ 0.00662076 0.248520976 0.112183338 0.10610505
Deceptions 0.066210046 1 0.592662416 0.575147929

False Activations 0 0.067207416 0.017989745 0.017045455

Table 3. Summary table of results for agents generated with perturbations in the
interval [−0.1, 0.1]. These results include only the most accurately detected state of
each random variable.

Min Max Mean Median
Deceptions 0.309859155 1 0.825790735 0.859931114

False Activations 0.001133787 0.061484919 0.025495806 0.020954598

Table 4. Summary table of results for agents generated with perturbations in the
interval [−0.2, 0.2]. These results include only the most accurately detected state of
each random variable.

Min Max Mean Median
Deceptions 0.252293578 1 0.768870872 0.802497162

False Activations 0 0.067207416 0.020321088 0.020713464

Finally, we adjust the threshold for detection of deceptions for each random
variable state to be four times the standard deviation of error for predictions for
that r.v. state. Tables 5 and 6 show the results obtained by making this adjust-
ment. These results show this adjustment in threshold did significantly reduce
the number of false activations. However, this reduction in false activations came
at a cost of a reduced number of detected deceptions.
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Table 5. Summary table of results for the first experiment using four times the pre-
diction error standard deviation as a threshold.

Min Max Mean Median
Deceptions 0.09556314 1 0.643633997 0.633918129

False Activations 0 0.025433526 0.005645427 0.004581901

Table 6. Summary table of results for the second experiment using four times the
prediction error standard deviation as a threshold.

Min Max Mean Median
Deceptions 0 1 0.520044526 0.46627907

False Activations 0 0.027713626 0.004233501 0.001149425

4.3 Single Expert

To construct models of the Alarm network, thirty thousand records were gener-
ated from the Alarm network using a random number (of between two and ten)
of randomly selected observed random variables. Observed random variables
were selected from the nodes designated as measurement nodes (or findings)[1].
Models of the Alarm network were obtained from this data using the Bayesian
Networks Tools in Java 1 implementation of the K2 algorithm and the BN Pow-
ersoft 2 implementation of the CBL2 learning algorithm. Note, both models were
obtained from the same data. These models were learned with no particular or-
dering of random variables. That is, no domain knowledge was used to obtain
the models of the Alarm network. Next, the models and prediction algorithm
were tested against the results from the Alarm network using one thousand test
cases generated at random and separately from the data from which the net-
works were constructed. In this case, observed random variables were selected
randomly from the entire network. Note, some random variable states were not
included in the CBL2 model. This may be corrected by adjusting the threshold
supplied to the learning algorithm to be more sensitive to weak connections in
the network. For the purposes of these experiments, the default values were used
for all data-mining algorithms.

The results of the models from the test set were then used to compute the
correlation coefficient for the GroupLens prediction algorithm. Next the Grou-
pLens algorithm was used to predict the Alarm network results for each of the
sets of observations in the test set.

Evaluating the Models
The results obtained from the K2 and CBL2 models were evaluated by comput-
ing the Mean Error, Error Standard Deviation and Mean Square Error of each
model with the results obtained from the Alarm network providing the oracular
1 Bayesian Network Tools in Java was written by the Kansas State University KDD

Lab and is available at http://bndev.sourceforge.net/.
2 Bayesian Network PowerSoft was written by Jie Cheng and is available at
http://www.cs.ualberta.ca/˜jcheng/bnsoft.html.
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distribution. The results of the prediction equation were used to combine the
results from each of the models and were likewise compared to those obtained
from the Alarm network. The model with the smallest standard deviation of
error holds the greatest potential for detecting deception. Due to the volume of
data obtained, only a small representative portion is shown here (see Tables 7,
8 and 9).

These results suggest that even though the Mean Squared Error (MSE) for
both the K2 and GroupLens prediction are nearly comparable, the standard de-
viation for the K2 model is generally less than that of the GroupLens algorithm.
This indicates that, overall, the error for GroupLens is distributed more widely
than that of the K2 model. These results also suggest that the CBL2 model
generally produced a smaller MSE and a smaller standard deviation than both
the K2 and GroupLens predictors. This indicates the CBL2 model is likely to
be the most accurate predictor of agent opinions.

Table 7. The minimum, maximum, mean and median values for the mean error, error
variance and error standard deviation for all 105 random variable states of the K2
model.

Mean Median Minimum Maximum
Mean Error 0.001314032 0.008954107 -0.702853112 0.778320431

Error σ 0.26074353 0.266048725 0.024737753 0.439759621
Mean Squared Error 0.12968684 0.102540765 0.001055072 0.708386411

Table 8. The minimum, maximum, mean and median values for the mean error, error
variance and error standard deviation for 99 random variable states of the CBL model.

Mean Median Minimum Maximum
Mean Error -0.000229167 -0.014736709 -0.484510498 0.496652082

Error σ 0.207239234 0.194327669 0.054117194 0.408614851
Mean Squared Error 0.080397612 0.062100575 0.003001032 0.394648389

Table 9. The minimum, maximum, mean and median values for the mean error, error
variance and error standard deviation for the 99 random variable states predicted by
the GroupLens prediction algorithm.

Mean Median Minimum Maximum
Mean Error -0.005583937 -0.000504864 -0.250705326 0.05557251

Error σ 0.389925912 0.323387973 0.031510618 1.396537023
Mean Squared Error 0.118060338 0.109149876 0.003776583 0.265790029

Activation Test
Next, a copy of the computed opinions from the Alarm network was stored in a
database and the opinions for the StrokeVolume variable were shifted to simulate
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a deception at that node. That is, the response for the first state was reported
to be that of the second and so on. This node was selected since the standard
deviation of error in predicting StrokeVolume was one of the best at 0.05 for state
high. Each opinion was considered deceptive if the offered probability differed
from the predicted probability by more than three times the computed standard
deviation of error for that random variable state. The CBL2 model performed
the best at detecting deceptions. For CBL2, deception was detected with a
success rate of approximately 78% for state high, 67% for state normal and 33%
for state low. However the CBL2 also reported deception on unaltered (and
not deceptive) responses from the agent. In our test of 1000 cases, 20 random
variable states generated false positive deception alerts at a rate of less than 1%,
42 random variable states showed false positives in between 1% and 5% of the
cases, 9 random variables showed false positive results in between 5% and 10%
of the cases and three showed false positive results between 10% and 20% of the
cases. The K2 model only detected deceptions in states low and high successfully
in less than 5% of the test cases.

Table 10. The proportion of detected deceptions.

Model High Normal Low
CBL2 0.778 0.667 0.329

K2 0.042 0.0 0.048
Pearson 0.286 0.0 0.0

Table 11. The rate of false activations generated.

Model Mean Median Minimum Maximum # of states
CBL2 0.042498296 0.02293578 0.001150748 0.821634062 74

K2 0.06472059 0.034682081 0.001144165 0.924050633 67
Pearson 0.053134615 0.0535 0.002 0.12 52

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have explored some techniques for implementing the first step
in deception detection, namely Activation or recognition that something unex-
pected has been offered as an opinion. The results obtained indicate that, given
agent opinions are correlated, it is indeed possible to predict expert opinions rea-
sonably accurately for the purposes of detecting deception. Moreover, the novel
technique of using agent correlation in a multi-agent environment performs well
in our initial experiments. In the single agent (expert) case however, detect-
ing deceptions is more difficult. The key to accomplishing this task is accurate
modelling of the information source. Data mining techniques appear to offer the
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best overall solution to predicting expert opinions. However, a hybrid solution
of several models constructed with different algorithms and possibly the Grou-
pLens algorithm may offer the best performance. Furthermore, the framework
presented for deception detection may be applied independent of the chosen
knowledge representation. The only requirement is that agent opinions be sup-
plied as probability distributions over a specific set of random variables. Also,
these Activation methods may be applied to stand-alone knowledge bases or to
multi-agent systems.

The identification of inconsistencies in expert opinions can help identify un-
intentional misinformation as well as deliberate disinformation. However, it is
also the case that inconsistencies between experts or apparent inconsistencies in
a single expert may be due to specialized knowledge. Therefore, the detection of
inconsistencies must be validated as deception by further analysis such as iden-
tifying a pattern in a deceptive opinion which matches a deception tactic and
identifying a goal of the deception.

6 Future Work

Further empirical study is necessary to determine the minimum number of ex-
perts necessary for accurate detection of deceptive opinions. Further empirical
measurement of detection error on crafted deceptions is needed to assist in deter-
mining the accuracy of our methods for activation of deception detection tactics.
To this end we will work on a deception agent capable of crafting deceptions
based on the six deception tactics of Bell and Whaley [3,12,2]. We also would
like to investigate the possibility of collaborative deceit by two or more agents.
It appears the model may be robust to this type of attack if there are a sufficient
number of agents in the system to reduce the impact of each individual agent’s
opinion. Further empirical analysis is necessary to determine the threshold at
which experts are not correlated enough for our method of deception detection.
Further work will also consider methods for differentiating false activations from
true deceptions.
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Research Grant No. F49620-03-1-0014.
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Abstract. This work both describes and evaluates a Bayesian feature selection
approach for classification problems. Basically, a Bayesian network is
generated from a dataset, and then the Markov Blanket of the class variable is
used to the feature subset selection task. The proposed methodology is
illustrated by means of simulations in three datasets that are benchmarks for
data mining methods: Wisconsin Breast Cancer, Mushroom and Congressional
Voting Records. Three classifiers were employed to show the efficacy of the
proposed method. The average classification rates obtained in the datasets
formed by all features are compared to those achieved in the datasets formed by
the features that belong to the Markov Blanket. The performed simulations lead
to interesting results.

1   Introduction

Feature selection has become the focus of much research in areas in which datasets
with tens or hundreds of thousands of variables1 are available [1]. While, in a
theoretical sense, having more features should only give us more discriminating
power, the real-world provides us with many reasons why this is not generally the
case [2]. Reunanen [3] observes that there can be many reasons for selecting only a
subset of the variables: (i) it is cheaper to measure only a subset of variables; (ii)
prediction accuracy might be improved through exclusion of irrelevant variables; (iii)
the predictor to be built is usually simpler and potentially faster when less input
variables are used; (iv) knowing which variables are relevant can give insight into the
nature of the prediction problem at hand. Therefore, the problem of focusing on the
most relevant information has become increasingly important [4]. In this context,
feature selection techniques are very important for data mining, which is a step in the
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD).

                                                          
1 As in the work of Guyon & Elisseeff [1], we employ the terms variable (raw inputs) and

feature (constructed inputs) without distinction.
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    KDD can be viewed as the non-trivial process of identifying valid, novel,
potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data [5]. Data mining is a
step in this process that centers on the automated discovery of new facts and
relationships in data, and it consists of three basic steps: data preparation, information
discovery and analysis of the mining algorithm output [6]. The data preparation step
involves techniques such as: data cleaning, integration, transformation, reduction,
discretization and generation of concepts hierarchies [7]. Feature selection is an
important method in the data reduction task [8] and it can help in all phases of the
KDD process, i.e. it can select relevant features, remove irrelevant ones, improve the
data quality, make mining algorithms work faster and enhance the comprehensibility
of the mined results.

In a machine learning approach, the quality of the feature selection task is usually
measured analyzing the classification accuracy, originating what is called a wrapper
model of feature selection. In other words, wrapper methods assess subsets of
variables according to their usefulness to a given predictor. These methods are often
criticized, because they require massive amounts of computation [1]. In data mining
applications, usually one faces very large datasets, and so this problem is aggravated.
In these cases, it is interesting to employ feature selection methods called filters [8],
which are usually faster than wrappers [1]. Filters select subsets of variables as a pre-
processing step, independently of the chosen predictor. In other words, these methods
do not use the classification results to select the most suitable features. We refer the
reader interested in traditional filter methods to [1,8,9] and references therein.

In this work, we propose and evaluate a Bayesian filter. Basically, we use a
Bayesian network learning method to determine the causal relationship among the
features. Afterward, the features having no direct causal relationship with the class
feature (outside its Markov blanket) are considered less relevant to the model and they
are removed from the dataset. Koller & Sahami [2] showed that the Markov Blanket
criterion only removes attributes that are really unnecessary. However, the authors
also observed that finding either a true or an approximate Markov Blanket might be
very hard. In their work [2], they proposed a very interesting heuristic approach to
dealing with this problem. However, they recognize that their algorithm performance
will be significantly improved by the use of more refined techniques, like Bayesian
Networks, to choose candidate Markov Blankets. Our work contributes to this goal,
and it is similar to the one used in [10]. The main difference is that in [10] a
Conditional Independence Learning method is applied instead of the Heuristic Search
Learning Algorithm applied in our work.

To test our filter method, we used a classification tree algorithm, a rule induction
method and a Naïve Bayesian classifier. Classification trees are very popular in the
data mining community because they both provide high predictive accuracy and are
explainable, i.e. explicit rules can be read directly from a classification tree. Thus, it is
interesting to evaluate our feature selection method in the context of classification
trees. To do so, we employ a version of the popular C4.5 algorithm [11], which is
provided by the WEKA System [12]. Another important aspect that should be
observed is that insights gained by the user are of most interest in the majority of
practical data mining applications, and this is one of machine learning’s major
advantages over classical statistical modeling [12]. Therefore, comprehensibility is
often regarded in machine learning as the most desired characteristic of inductive
methods (i.e. methods that learn from examples) [13]. Although explicit rules can be
easily read directly from a decision tree, they are usually far more complex than
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necessary [12]. In this sense, we also evaluate our proposed feature selection
approach in a rule extraction task, using the J4.8 PART method [12]. This algorithm
extracts rules from pruned partial decision trees (also built using the C4.5 algorithm).
Finally, we also evaluate the proposed method in the context of a Bayesian classifier,
using the Naïve Bayes Method, which can be considered as a benchmark classifier.

It is important to emphasize that, in filter methods, feature selection is performed
as a preprocessing step to the learning algorithm. Therefore, the bias of the learning
algorithm does not interact with the bias inherent in the feature selection algorithm
[2]. In this sense, our simulations consider the comparison of the Average Correct
Classification Rates (ACCRs) obtained in complete datasets with those achieved in
the datasets formed by the selected features. The application of the proposed method
to select a subset of features is illustrated by means of simulations in three datasets
(Wisconsin Breast Cancer, Mushroom and Congressional Voting Records) and the
experimental results show that the features selected by means of the Markov Blanket
provide good results.

Our paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the employed
Bayesian feature selection method, whereas section 3 describes the simulation results.
Finally, Section 4 describes the conclusions and points out some future works.

2   Bayesian Feature Selection Method

A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph in which the nodes represent the
variables and the arcs represent a causal relationship among the connected variables. A
conditional probability table gives the strength of such relationship. The variables that
are not connected by an arc can be considered as having no direct causal influence on
them. The strength of the causal influence is given by the conditional probability P(Xi

| ∏Xi) (Xi being the i-th variable, and ∏Xi the set of parents of Xi). As it is described
in [14], the conditional independence assumption (Markov condition) allows one to
calculate the joint distribution of all variables as:

P( x1, x2 ,..., xn | BK ) = Π P( xi | πI, BK) (1)

Where BK represents Background Knowledge. Therefore, a Bayesian network can be
used as a knowledge representation that allows inferences. Learning a Bayesian network
from data became an effervescent research topic in the last decade [15], and there are
two main classes of learning algorithms to perform this task. The first one is based on
heuristic searching methods and the second one uses the conditional independence
definition to generate the network. Besides, there are also algorithms that combine
these two strategies.

When using algorithms based on heuristic search, one important issue is the initial
order of the dataset variables [16]. These algorithms depend on the order of the
variables to determine the arcs direction such that an earlier variable is a possible
parent only of the later ones. The conditional independence methods try to find the
arcs direction without the need of this ordering. However, when the ordering is known
the algorithms can be improved [17]. In this work, we apply a method (called K2χ2)
originated from an heuristic search based learning algorithm that applies the statistical
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χ2 test to determine an initial variables order that optimizes the learning process (more
details are given in section 3.1.)

Fig. 1. The shadowed nodes represent the Markov Blanket of node A.

In a Bayesian network where ΛA is the set of children of node A, and ∏A is the set
of parents of node A, the subset of nodes containing ∏A, ΛA and the parents of  ΛA is
called Markov Blanket of A (Figure 1). As shown in [14], the only network nodes that
have influence on the conditional distribution of a given node A (given the state of all
remaining nodes) are the nodes that form the Markov Blanket of A. Thus, after
defining the network structure that models a dataset, the Markov Blanket of the class
variable can be used as a feature subset selection criterion.

To verify the consistency of the generated network and to provide evidence that
the selected features are relevant to the model, a Bayesian classification task is
performed first with all the dataset features (original dataset), and later only with the
selected ones (Markov Blanket features). The Bayesian feature subset selection
method applied is summarized in Figure 2. In all learning tasks, a five-fold cross-
validation strategy is applied. So five subsets of features (Markov Blankets) are
generated and the most common one defines the selected features.

1) Learn a Bayesian network from data using K2χ2;
2) Use a Bayesian classifier to verify the consistence of the generated network;
3) Define the Markov Blanket of the Class feature;
4) Remove the features outside the Markov Blanket;
5) Use a Bayesian classifier to verify the consistence of the network containing
only the features inside the Markov Blanket of the class.

Fig. 2. Overview of the Bayesian feature subset selection process.

3   Simulation Results

We have employed three datasets, available at the UCI Machine Learning Repository
[18], in our simulations: Wisconsin Breast Cancer, Mushroom, and Congressional
Voting Records. These datasets were chosen because they are formed by ordinal,
nominal and binary features respectively, showing the applicability of our method.

Section 3.1 describes K2χ2 learning procedure as well as the simulations performed
in order to verify the consistency of the obtained Bayesian networks. Section 3.2
presents the results achieved by the Bayesian networks employed for feature
selection. Five-fold cross-validation is used to estimate the Average Correct
Classification Rates (ACCRs) both in datasets formed by all features and in datasets
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formed by the selected ones. Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 describe the simulation results
achieved by other classifiers. Besides, in order to compare the performance of the
employed classifiers in datasets formed by all features with those formed by the
selected ones, we also performed simulations considering a stratified five-fold cross-
validation process, using the WEKA´s default parameters [12] for each classifier.
Finally, Section 3.6 summarizes the most important simulation results.

3.1   K2χ2 Procedure

The variable ordering is an important aspect in the bayesian network learning process,
and the χ2 statistic test can be used to assess the independence of two variables [8].
Thus, we apply the χ2 test to optimize the variable ordering in the learning phase of
the classic K2 algorithm [19]. Therefore, our method is called K2χ2. In order to define
the variables ordering, the χ2 test is performed in each dataset variable jointly with the
class feature. Thus, the strength of the dependence relationship between each variable
and the class feature can be measured. Subsequently, the variables are ordered
beginning with the highest χ2 score. The first variable in the ordered list will be the
one having more dependency upon the class feature.

This ordering method was applied in the three datasets to verify whether it can
improve the classification rate results or not. The classification was done in a five-
fold cross validation strategy, and the datasets were classified twice: i) with the
original order of the variables (given in the dataset); and ii) with the order of the
variables given by the χ2 statistic. The results are given table 1.

Table 1. Correct Classification Rates applying the K2χ2 in the three datasets

Dataset Class K2 (original variable ordering) K2χ2
Average Std. Deviation Average Std. Deviation

0 96,84 1,66 96,61 1,58
1 95,82 1,45 97,08 2,37Wisconsin

Breast Cancer
Total 96,48 1,40 96,78 1,32

0 95,09 2,49 77,22 1,30
1 5,92 3,23 87,93 1,90Mushroom

Total 61,03 0,72 81,22 0,63
0 63,33 28,49 96,0 5,65
1 13,81 8,39 86,08 5,60

Congressional
Voting
Records Total 40,17 15,65 91,40 3,62

Table 1 shows that, in general, the K2χ2 procedure brought better results in the three
databases, so it was used in the feature selection process.

3.2   Bayesian Network Simulations

The Wisconsin Breast Cancer dataset contains examples formed by 9 features and an
associated class label (benign – class 1 or malignant – class 2). The features are:
clump thickness (x1), uniformity of cell size (x2), uniformity of cell shape (x3),
marginal adhesion (x4), single epithelial cell size (x5), bare nuclei (x6), bland
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chromatin (x7), normal nucleoli (x8) and mitoses (x9). The two classes are known to
be linearly inseparable. The total number of objects is 699 (458 benign, 241
malignant), of which 16 have a single missing feature. We have removed those 16
objects and used the remaining ones (444 benign and 239 malignant). The selected
features were x2, x3, x4, x6, x7 and x8. The summary of the Bayesian classifier
results, achieved in five-fold cross-validation, is described in Table 2 - μ and σ stand
for average and standard deviation respectively. Our simulations showed that the
ACCRs acquired in the complete dataset were very similar to the ones attained in the
dataset formed by the selected features, leading to consistent results.

Table 2. Bayesian classifier results (%) - Wisconsin.

All Features Selected Features

Class μ σ μ σ
1 96.61 1.58 96.61 1.58
2 97.08 2.37 95.40 2.70

Total 96.78 1.32 96.19 1.19

The Mushroom dataset consists of 8,124 examples, each with 22 symbolic
features with up to 12 different values. 51.8% of the cases represent edible (class 1),
and the rest non-edible, mostly poisonous, mushrooms (class 2). The features will be
here called xi (i=1,2,…,22) according to the order that they appear in the dataset.
There are 2,480 missing values (all for feature #11). These examples were removed
and we applied the proposed method in the remaining ones. The selected features
were x3(cap-color), x5(odor) and x9(gill-color). Table 3 provides the ACCRs,
achieved in a five-fold cross-validation, considering datasets formed by all and
selected features. In these simulations, the selected features even improve the
Bayesian classification.

Table 3. Bayesian classifier results (%) - Mushroom.

All Features Selected Features

Class μ σ μ σ
1 77.22 0.70 94.61 1.03
2 87.93 0.59 96.25 1.90

Total 81.22 0.41 95.11 0.63

The Congressional Voting Records dataset includes votes for each one of the U.S.
House of Representatives Congressmen on 16 key votes. There are 435 instances (267
democrats – class 1, 168 republicans – class 2) and each one of the 16 features is
Boolean valued. Besides, there are 203 instances with missing values. These instances
were removed and the proposed method was employed in the 232 remaining ones
(124 democrats, 108 republicans). The features will be here called xi (i=1,2…,16)
according to the order that they appear in the dataset. The selected features were
x3(adoption-of-the-budget-resolution), x4(physician-fee-freeze), x5(El-Salvador-aid)
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and x12(education-spending). The Bayesian classification results are described in
Table 4, where one observes that the selected features provide very consistent results.

Table 4. Bayesian classifier results (%) - Congressional.

All Features Selected Features

Class μ σ μ σ
1 96.00 5.65 96.00 5.65
2 86.08 5.60 85.08 6.25

Total 91.40 3.62 90.95 3.48

3.3   Naïve Bayes Method

The Naïve Bayes Method uses all features and allows them to make contributions to
the decision that are equally important and independent of one another, given the
class. This leads to a simple scheme that works well in practice [12]. Table 5 shows
the results obtained in complete datasets and in datasets formed by the selected
features. For the sake of brevity, in our tables C and S stand for Complete (formed by
all features) and Selected (formed by selected features) datasets respectively. One can
observe that the proposed method selects very predictive features, which in
Mushroom and Congress provide even better ACCRs than those achieved in the
dataset formed by all features.

Table 5. Average Classification Rates (%) – Naïve Bayes.

Dataset Total Class 1 Class 2
Wisconsin C 96.49 95.70 97.90
Wisconsin S 95.90 95.70 96.20
Mushroom C 97.36 99.60 93.80
Mushroom S 99.22 100.00 98.00
Congressional C 91.40 88.70 94.40
Congressional S 93.10 91.10 95.40

3.4   J4.8 Method

The J4.8 algorithm is WEKA´s implementation of the popular C4.5 decision tree
learner [11]. In fact, J4.8 is a C4.5 improved version, called revision 8 [12]. Table 6
shows the simulation results obtained by this classifier. In this table, one can also find
the features employed by the decision tree algorithm (in the first column between
brackets). The features listed in this table are those used in the best classifier model,
because we have employed a five-fold cross-validation process. In this sense, all the
features selected by the Bayesian approach were employed both in Mushroom and in
Wisconsin Breast Cancer, whereas in Congress Voting Records the feature selection
process was not so important, because only one feature is necessary to classify all
examples. Besides, in our simulations the selection method was consistent in the
context of J4.8, and consequently with the information gain criterion.
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Table 6. Average Classification Rates (%) – J4.8.

Dataset Total Class 1 Class 2
Wisconsin C (1,2,3,4,5,6,7) 95.17 96.40 92.90
Wisconsin S (2,3,4,6,7,8) 95.61 95.00 96.70
Mushroom C (5,18,17,8,4,20) 100.00 100.00 100.00
Mushroom S (3,5,9) 99.86 99.80 100.00
Congressional C (4) 95.26 95.20 95.40
Congressional S (4) 96.98 95.20 99.10

3.5   J4.8 PART Method

The J4.8 PART extracts rules from pruned partial decision trees built using C4.5. In
other words, it combines the divide-and-conquer strategy for decision trees learning
with the separate-and-conquer one for rule learning [12]. In essence, to make a single
rule, a pruned decision tree is built for the current set of instances. Then, the leaf with
the largest coverage is made into a rule and the tree is discarded. Table 7 shows the
obtained results in the employed datasets. Again, all the selected features were
employed both in Mushroom and in Wisconsin Breast Cancer datasets, whereas in
Congress Voting Records only one of the selected features was enough to classify all
the examples. These results are consistent with those described in the previous section
and indicate that the proposed method is promising, allowing the extraction of simpler
rules with very good ACCRs.

Table 7. Average Classification Rates (%) – J4.8 PART.

Dataset Total Class 1 Class 2
Wisconsin C (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8) 96.05 97.50 93.30
Wisconsin S (2,3,4,6,7,8) 95.31 95.90 94.10
Mushroom C (5,8,11,17,18,20,21) 100.00 100.00 100.00
Mushroom S (3,5,9) 99.86 99.80 100.00
Congressional C (2,3,4,9,11) 94.40 95.20 93.50
Congressional S (4) 96.98 95.20 99.10

3.6   Summary of Simulation Results

In this section, we present and discuss our main simulation results. The total ACCRs
are described in Table 8, where the number of features is represented between
brackets. In general, the ACCRs obtained in the datasets formed by all features were
very similar to the ones achieved in the datasets formed by the features selected by
means of the Markov Blanket. Besides, we noticed significant improvements in
relation to the number of employed features. In the Wisconsin Breast Cancer dataset,
66.67% of the original features were enough to get high classification rates. A similar
effect was observed in the Mushroom dataset, where just 13.64% of the original
features were selected. On top of that, the Bayesian network accuracy significantly
improved. Finally, in the Congressional Voting Records dataset, with 25% of the
original features one gets high classification rates. Another important aspect is that the
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ACCRs provided by the employed classifiers both in the complete datasets and in the
datasets formed by the selected features are comparable to the best ones found in the
literature. For example, Duch et al. [13] describe classification results obtained by 15
methods. In the Mushroom dataset, one observes that these results vary from 91% to
100%, whereas in the Wisconsin they vary from 92.7% to 99%. The Congressional
dataset documentation reports accuracies that vary from 90% to 95% [20].

Table 8.  Main simulation results: Average Classification Rates (%) and number of features.

Wisconsin Mushroom Congressional
Classifier C (9) S (6) C (22) S (3) C (16) S (4)

Bayesian Network 96.78 96.19 81.22 95.11 91.40 90.95
Naive Bayes 96.49 95.90 97.36 99.22 91.40 93.10

J4.8 95.17 95.61 100.00 99.86 95.26 96.98
PART 96.05 95.31 100.00 99.86 94.40 96.98

4   Conclusions and Future Work

This work described and evaluated a feature selection approach for classification
problems. We employed a Bayesian filter to define the most relevant features of a
dataset. More specifically, a Bayesian network is generated from a dataset, and then
the Markov Blanket of the class variable is used to the feature selection task. We
illustrated the efficacy of the feature selection method by means of simulations in
three datasets that are benchmarks for data mining methods: Wisconsin Breast
Cancer, Mushroom and Congressional Voting Records. They are formed by ordinal,
nominal and binary features respectively. Besides, the proposed method can also be
employed in continuous datasets. To do so, one has to discretize the original values.

In our simulations, we compared the Average Correct Classification Rates
(ACCRs) obtained in the space formed by all features with those obtained in the space
formed by selected features. Our results showed that the features selected by means of
the Markov Blanket are very predictive, i.e. the ACCRs provided by the employed
classifiers in the datasets formed by the selected features are comparable to the best
ones found in the literature. On top of that, in general the features selected by the
Bayesian method were also employed by the classifiers based in the information gain
criterion, what indicates the soundness of the proposed method in the context of
classification trees. Since algorithms based on the information gain are very popular
in the data mining community, this result is very interesting.

Our future work will focus on three main aspects. First, we are going to employ a
wrapper model within the Markov Blanket. In this sense, we are going to investigate
if it is possible to find a subset of the selected features, improving the knowledge
structure without significantly decreasing the ACCRs. Besides, it is possible that
another learning algorithm (based on conditional independence for instance) can
provide a different Markov Blanket, and this verification will also be performed.
Third, we are going to evaluate our methodology in other datasets.
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Abstract. Radial basis function (RBF) neural networks have been extensively
used for classification and regression due to the fact that they can provide fast
linear algorithms to approximate any regular function. The most critical issue in
the construction of an RBF network for a given task is to determine the total
number of radial basis functions, their centers and widths. Conventional meth-
ods of training an RBF network are to specify the radial basis function centers
by searching for the optimal cluster centers of the training examples. This paper
proposes a novel learning algorithm for construction of radial basis function by
sensitive vectors (SenV), to which the output is the most sensitive. Our experi-
ments are conducted on four benchmark datasets, and the results show that our
proposed SenV-RBF classifier outperforms conventional RBFs and achieves
the same level of accuracy as support vector machine.

1   Introduction

A radial basis function (RBF) network provides a fast, linear algorithm capable of
representing complex non-linear mappings [2], and can approximate any regular
function [16]. An RBF classifier is a three-layer neural network model, in which an
N-dimensional input vector x=(x1 x2 … xN) is broadcast to each of K neurons in the
hidden layer. Each hidden neuron produces an activation function, typically a Gaus-
sian kernel:
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where ic and 2
iσ  are the center and width of the Gaussian basis function of the ith

hidden unit, respectively. The units in the output layer have interconnections with all
the hidden units. The jth output neuron has the form:
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where h=(h1 h2 … hK) is the input vector from the hidden layer, and the ijw  is the in-

terconnection weight between the jth output neuron and the ith hidden neuron.
The most critical issue in the construction of an RBF network for a given task is to

determine the total number of radial basis functions along with their centers and
widths. There are two different ways to specify these hidden units. One way, expli-
cated by Bishop [2], is to cluster the training examples and then assign a neuron to
each cluster. The other way, after Poggio [19], is to learn mapping from a set of ex-
amples, that is, to create a neuron for each training example and then to prune the
hidden neurons by example selection.

Moody and Darken [14] located optimal set of centers using both the k-means
clustering algorithm and learning vector quantization. This method is based on locat-
ing the dense regions of the training inputs. The centers are the means of the vectors
in such regions. The drawback of this method is that it takes into consideration only
the distribution of the training inputs, yet the output values influence the positioning
of the centers, especially when the variation of the output in a cluster is high.

Bishop [2] introduced the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to optimize
the cluster centers. Initial centers are found by clustering before applying the EM al-
gorithm. The EM approach includes an expectation part which calculates the likeli-
hood of the model, and a maximization part which maximizes the likelihood of the
data with respect to the centers and radii.

Chen et al. [5] proposed orthogonal least square (OLS) learning to determine the
optimal centers.  The OLS combines the orthogonal transform with the forward re-
gression procedure to select model terms from a large candidate term set. The advan-
tage of employing orthogonal transform is that the responses of the hidden layer neu-
rons are decorrelated so that the contribution of individual candidate neurons to the
approximation error reduction can be evaluated independently. To improve the gen-
eralization and global optimization abilities of the OLS, advanced versions can be
seen in [6] and [7] respectively.

Orr [15] examined regularized forward selection of centers of RBF networks. He
considered the variation in the output in an optimal sense with a set of training sam-
ples selected by forward subset selection, regularization, and cross validation. Zero-
order regularization along with either delete-1 or generalized cross-validation was in-
corporated to perform the regularized forward selection. Starting with an empty sub-
set, one gradually selects those centers, whose contribution to reducing the error is
appreciably large. This method can produce the same result as OLS.
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Hwang [10] clustered training example class by class to construct an RBF network.
A statistical approach called linear discrimination function is used to determine the
weights. Two specific methods can be applied to obtain the linear discrimination
function. One uses least maximum square error minimization procedure and the other
derives the linear discriminant function under the assumption that the training pat-
terns form a normal distribution and all the covariance matrices are the same.

Panchapakesan et al. [17] investigated ways to train an RBF network with a set of
centers selected by unsupervised methods and then to fine tune the locations of cen-
ters. This can be done by first evaluating whether moving the centers would decrease
the error and then, depending on the required level of accuracy, changing the center
locations. They gave out bounds on the gradient and Hessian of the error function. If
a change in centers is desired, bounds on the Hessian may be used to fix a step size,
which depends on the current centers to get a guaranteed amount of decrease in the
error.

Mao [12] selects RBF centers based on Fisher ratio class separability measure with
the objective of achieving maximum discriminative power. The OLS is employed to
decouple the correlations among the responses of the hidden units so that the class
separability provided by individual RBF neurons can be evaluated independently.
This method can select a parsimonious network architecture as well as centers pro-
viding large class separation.

The common feature of all the above methods is that the radial basis function cen-
ters are a set of the optimal cluster centers of the training examples. Schokopf et al.
[21] calculated support vectors using a support vector machine (SVM), and then used
these support vectors as radial basis function centers. Their experimental results
showed that the support-vector-based RBF outperforms conventional RBFs.  Al-
though the motivation of these researchers was to demonstrate the superior perform-
ance of a full support vector machine over either conventional or support-vector-
based RBFs, their idea that the critical vectors (training examples), rather than cluster
centers, should construct the RBF for a given classification task, is worth borrowing.

This paper proposes a novel approach to determining the centers of RBF networks
based on sensitivity analysis. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
section 2, we describe the concepts of sensitivity analysis. In section 3, the most criti-
cal vectors are obtained by OLS in terms of sensitivity analysis. Section 4 contains
our experiments and Section 5 offers our conclusions.

2   Sensitivity Analysis on Neural Networks

Sensitivity is initially investigated for the construction of a network prior to its de-
sign, since problems (such as weight perturbation, which is caused by machine im-
precision and noisy input) significantly affect network training and generalization.
Sensitivity analysis applied to network pruning seems particularly useful and valuable
when network training involves a large amount of redundant data [28].

In 1990, Stevenson established the sensitivity of Madaline to weight error and de-
rived an analytical expression for the probability of error in Madaline [22]. However,
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his results are only fit for neurons with threshold activation functions and binary in-
puts, and they are not applicable to other continuous activation functions.  In 1992,
Choi and Choi presented a thorough study on sensitivity analysis of the multilayer
perceptron (MLP) with differentiable activation functions [8]. They defined the sen-
sitivity as the variant of error over the variance of the weight perturbation. Because
the weights are unknown prior to network training, this method cannot be used for
network design and construction purpose.

In 1995, Piche systematically discussed the selection of weight accuracies for
Madaline using a statistical approach to sensitivity analysis [18]. According to his
stochastic model, all neurons have the same activation function. All network inputs,
weights, input perturbations, and weight perturbations are random variables. In this
model, the sensitivity of Madaline is defined as the noise-to-signal (NSR) of the out-
put layer, the output NSR of a layer of threshold Adaline is:
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where 2
yσ , 2

xσ , 2
wσ ,  2

yΔσ , 2
xΔσ  and 2

wΔσ  refer to the variances of output y, inputs

x, weights w, output error yΔ , input perturbation xΔ  and weight perturbation wΔ ,

respectively. Piche’s stochastic model is not generally valid because: (1) All neurons
in the same layer are assumed to have the same activation function, but this is not the
case in some network models. (2) To satisfy the central limit theorem, the number of
neurons in hidden layers is assumed to be large. (3) Weight perturbations are assumed
to be very small, but this would be too restrictive for network training.

Yeung and Sun [25] generalized Piche (1995)’s work in two significant ways: (1)
No restriction on input and output perturbation, which widens the application areas of
sensitivity analysis; (2) The commonly--used activation functions are approximated
by a general function expression whose coefficient will be involved in the sensitivity
analysis. This treatment provides a way to sensitivity analysis on activation functions.
In contrast to equation (3), the sensitivity of a threshold neuron in [25] forms:
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where  2
xσ , 2

wσ ,  2
xΔσ  and 2

wΔσ  follow the definitions of equation (3). ( )•D  de-

notes variance, ŷ  and y denote output with and without perturbations respectively. It

can be seen that, when  2
xΔσ / 2

xσ  and 2
wΔσ / 2

wσ  are very small, equation (3) and (4)

are nearly the same. But when 2
xΔσ / 2

xσ  and 2
wΔσ / 2

wσ  are large, the results are dif-

ferent. For the threshold activation function, the output error variance cannot exceed
2. Equation (4) satisfies this, but equation (3) fails. So Yeung and Sun (2002)’s model
is valid when the perturbation is either small or large.
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Zeng and Yeung [26, 27] proposed a quantified measure and its computation for
the sensitivity of the MLP to its input perturbation. A bottom-up approach was
adopted. A single neuron is considered first, and algorithms with approximately de-
rived analytical expressions that are functions of expected input deviation are given
for the computation of its sensitivity. Then another algorithm is given to compute the
sensitivity of the entire MLP network. Some applications of the MLP, such as im-
proving error tolerance, measuring generalization ability, and pruning the network ar-
chitecture, would benefit from their theoretical study. However, this method would be
even more useful if it took into considerations correlation among training examples.

Some researchers studied how the real world data to produce uncertainty to neural
networks. Although a different terminology is used, such an uncertainty analysis is
actually the sensitivity analysis described above. Error bar estimates are usually used
to allow confidence intervals to be placed around a model prediction. Wright [24] has
discussed most of approaches used in dealing with the input uncertainty and proposed
a Bayesian approach for this problem using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo method.

3   Sensitive Vector Learning to Construct RBF Networks

In this section, RBF classifier’s sensitivity is defined as the mathematical expectation
of the square of output deviations caused by the perturbation of RBF centers. An al-
gorithm will be given that can be used to select critical vectors.

3.1   RBF Classifiers’ Sensitivity to the Kernel Function Centers

We use symbols iĉ  and iσ̂  to denote the values of center and width of the ith hidden

neuron under a perturbation. Then the deviation resulted from this perturbation is:
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Here, iii ccc Δ+=ˆ  are the centers deviated from the centers under the perturba-

tions, and the interconnection weights under the perturbations are www Δ+=jˆ ,

where w can be calculated using a pseudo matrix inversion, or data training. The most
common method for selecting RBF widths is to make all of them equal, i.e., i∀ ,

σσ =i , and then set σ  to a constant value depending on the prior knowledge of

the given application. Since both the RBF widths affect classification errors but not
the sensitivity of the hidden neurons, here we focus on the perturbations on the cen-
ters and their interconnection weights. The perturbation on the ith RBF center and the
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weights connected to the jth output, icΔ  and jwΔ , can be generated following a

Gaussian distribution with 0 means and variances 
icσ , 

jwσ , respectively.

The RBF centers will be selected recursively in the next subsection. To make the
sensitivity analysis cater for the construction of RBF networks, a recursive definition
of sensitivity is given below. At the Kth time, suppose there are a number  (K –1) of

RBF centers fixed already, the newcomer ic  is observed. Hence, the jth output neu-

ron’s sensitivity to the current number K of RBF centers is defined as the mathemati-

cal expectation of 2)( jyΔ  (square of output deviations caused by the perturbations

of RBF centers) with respect to all icΔ  and the training example set { }L

llD 1== x ,

which is expressed as
)(K

jS ])[( 2
jyE Δ=                    (6)

The difference between sensitivity-based and conventional RBF networks can be
illustrated in Fig. 1.

                                  

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Illustration of the difference between sensitivity-based and conventional RBF classifi-
ers. The circles and balls represent data points of two classes respectively, and RBF centers are
indicated by extra circles. (a) Sensitivity-based RBF, centers being the vectors sensitive to the
classification. (b) Conventional RBF, centers being the cluster centroids.

3.2   Orthogonal Least Square Transform

The most critical vectors can be found by equation (7). However, the RBF centers
cannot be determined by sensitivity measure only, because some of critical vectors
may be correlated. The OLS [5] can alleviate this problem of redundant or correlated
centers.
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Let Y=(y1, y2… yL)
T be the output matrix corresponding to all the number L of

training  examples,   yi (i=1,2,…,L) an M-dimensional vector, denoting number M of
output units. We have

Y=HW=(QA)W (7)

Where Y, H, W are MLLLML ××× ,,  matrices, respectively. The selection

of RBF centers is equivalent to the selection of the most critical columns of H. The
matrix H can be decomposed into QA, where Q is an LL ×  matrix with orthogonal
columns  [q1, q2, …, qL], and  A is an LL ×  upper triangular matrix as follows:
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Only one column of H is orthogonalized. At the Kth time, the Kth column is made
orthogonal to each of the K-1 previously orthogonalized columns and the operation
for K=2, … , L is repeated. The computational procedure can be represented as fol-
lows [5]:
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then the RBF centers are selected by sorting these columns.

3.3   Sensitive Vector Selection

Let )()(
i

K cS  denote the sensitivity of the previous (K-1) RBF centers and a candi-

date RBF center ic  which is corresponding to iq  at the Kth time, where Li ≤≤1 .

Substitute any interconnection weight in equations (5) and (7) by:

=
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K
ij waw
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)( , (10)
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and calculate the sensitivity for all the possible K-center RBF networks. Let )(KQ
denote the orthogonal matrix at the Kth time, then the columns in )(KQ  are sorted in
the order:

)()()( )(
2

)(
1

)(
L

KKK cScScS ≥≥≥ . (11)

A formal statement of the algorithm for the selection of critical vectors is given as
follows:

STEP 1. Initialization. Form the matrix H in equation (8) by the RBF function re-
sponses of all the training examples.

STEP 2. First critical vector neuron selection.  Calculate sensitivity of each col-
umn of H with equation (7). The column that provides the maximum sensitivity is

selected as the first column of matrix )1(Q .  Calculate the classification error Err(1)

with the selected RBF center.
STEP 3. Orthogonalization and critical vector selection. Let K=2.
STEP 4. Orthogonalize all remaining columns of H with all the columns of

)1( −KQ  using equation (10).

STEP 5. Each training example, ic , is a candidate of the Kth RBF center, which is

corresponding to the orthogonalized column iq , ( LiK ≤≤ ). Calculate intercon-

nection weights using a pseudo matrix inversion and  compute the sensitivity of the

previous (K-1) RBF centers with each candidate center )()(
i

K cS  with the weights

updated by equation (11). Sort the columns in )(KQ  with equation (12),  and the one

yielding the maximum sensitivity is selected as the Kth column of )(KQ . Calculate
the classification error Err(K) with the selected RBF centers.

STEP 6. If (Err(K)- Err(K-1) ) is smaller than a predefined threshold, go to STEP 8.
STEP 7. K++, go to STEP 4.
STEP 8. End.

The critical vectors corresponding to he first K columns in )(KQ  will be selected
as hidden neurons.

4   Experiments and Results

Our experiments were conducted on 2 datasets from UCI Repository [4], and 2 da-
tasets from the Statlog collection [13].  The experiments are described as follows:

UCI Iris Plants (iris). This is the best--known database in the pattern recognition
literature. The dataset contains 3 classes referring to 3 types of iris plant: Setosa, Ver-
sicolour and Virginica, respectively. One class is linearly separable from the others,
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but the other two classes are not linearly separable from each other. There are 150 in-
stances (50 in each class), which are described by 4 attributes, sepal length, sepal
width, petal length and petal width. 5-fold cross validation is conducted on the entire
data set.

UCI Glass Identification (glass). This study is motivated by criminological in-
vestigation using the glass as evidence at the scene of the crime. There are 214 of in-
stances from 6 classes.  The 9 features include glass material information, such as so-
dium, silicon, or iron. 5-fold cross validation is conducted on the entire dataset and
the best score is reported.

Statlog Satellite Images (satimage). There are 4435 training examples and 2000
testing examples in this dataset. Each instance consists of the pixel values in the 4
spectral bands of each of the 9 pixels in the 33×  neighborhood, that are contained in
a frame of a Landsat satellite image. The objective is to classify the central pixels into
6 attributes, such as red soil, or cotton crop.

Statlog Letters (letter). This dataset comprises a collection of 20,000 stimuli, con-
sisting of 26 categories of capital English letters on different fonts. Each stimulus was
converted into 16 primitive numerical attributes, such as statistical moments and edge
counts. The first 15000 items are chosen to be training examples and remaining 5000
items to be testing examples.

We have compared the classification accuracies achieved with the proposed sensi-
tivity vector RBF, support vector machine [11], conventional RBF [2], and decision
tree C4.5 [20].  The training examples and testing examples for all the methods are
the same as those chosen for our proposed SenV-RBF. The experimental results show
that, data classification based on the proposed sensitivity-based RBF classifier per-
forms better than the conventional RBF and the C4.5. The exception to this, glass, in-
dicates that from case to case the Gaussian kernel function may have some blind
spots. It can also be seen that both the sensitivity-based RBF and the SVM achieve
basically the same level of accuracy, but the former enjoys the advantage of  being
easy to control and  suitable for multiple-class problems, as well as being robust
against noisy data. The advantages are accrued from the fact that the sensitivity-based
RBF makes an effective trade-off between structural risk minimization and empirical
risk minimization. The sensitivity-based RBF is time-consuming in training, but this
is not a problem, as it provides a very fast and accurate classification in run-time, our
area of concern.

5   Conclusion and Future Work

The conventional approach to constructing an RBF network is to search for the opti-
mal cluster centers among the training examples. This paper proposes a novel ap-
proach to RBF construction that uses critical vectors selected by sensitivity analysis.
Sensitivity is defined as the expectation of the square of output deviation caused by
the perturbation of RBF centers. In training, orthogonal least square incorporated with
a sensitivity measure is employed to search for the optimal critical vectors. In classi-
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fication, the selected critical vectors will take on the role of the RBF centers. Our ex-
perimental results show that our proposed RBF classifier performs better than con-
ventional RBFs and C4.5. The sensitivity-based RBF can achieve the same level of
accuracy as SVM, but strikes a balance between structural risk minimization and em-
pirical risk minimization. The advantage of the sensitivity-based RBF is that it is suit-
able for large scale multi-class applications, since it is easy to control as well as ro-
bust against noisy data.

In some cases, support vectors are exactly the same as sensitivity-oriented critical
vectors, but the relationship between these two kinds of vectors remains unknown.
Our future work will include investigating the relationship between sensitivity-based
RBF and SVM in classification.
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Abstract. This paper applies a chaotic neural network (CNN) to
solve the maximum clique problem (MCP), a classic NP-hard and
computationally intractable graph optimization problem, which has
many real-world applications. From analyzing the chaotic states of
its neuron output and computational energy, we reach the conclusion
that, unlike the conventional Hopfield neural networks (HNN) for
the MCP such as steepest descent (SD) algorithm and continuous
Hopfield dynamics (CHD) algorithm based on the discrete Hopfield
neural network and the continuous Hopfield neural network respectively,
CNN can avoid getting stuck in local minima and thus yields excellent
solutions. Detailed analysis of the optimality, efficiency, robustness and
scalability verifies that CNN provides a more effective and efficient
approach than conventional Hopfield neural networks to solve the MCP.

Keywords: Maximum clique; Hopfield neural network; Chaotic
neural network; Transiently chaotic neural network; Chaos

1 Introduction

The maximum clique problem is the problem of finding the largest clique in a
given graph G, i.e. the maximum subset of vertices of G such that every pair
of vertices are connected by an edge. The MCP is widely applied in various
fields such as information retrieval, fault tolerance, classification theory, circuit
design [1] and computer vision. In addition, some classic graph problems, such
as the maximum independent set problem, can be transformed into the MCP.
Nevertheless, this problem is proved to be NP-hard [2] and computationally
intractable even to approximate well [3].

To approximate the maximum clique effectively and efficiently, many algo-
rithms have been proposed such as local search algorithms [4], greedy algorithms
[5], genetic algorithms [6] and so on. Among these algorithms, the Hopfield neu-
ral network-based algorithms are very promising for the MCP. Introduced by
Hopfield and Tank in 1985, the HNN is widely utilized to solve a large number
of classic combinatorial optimization problems such as the traveling salesman
problem (TSP) [7]. As far as the MCP is concerned, Takefunji et al. [8] and
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Jagota [9] have proposed several algorithms based on the HNN. All these algo-
rithms have proved to be effective to some extent.

However, the HNN has some obvious defects. Precise values of parameters of
the HNN are required in order to acquire feasible solutions [10], which worsens
the robustness of the algorithm. Moreover, the HNN is apt to get stuck in local
minima owing to the steepest descent dynamics of the method, which degrades
its effectiveness.

Fortunately, by probing into the chaotic behavior of nonlinear dynamics, sev-
eral chaotic neural networks have been proposed which can overcome the above
two disadvantages. Among these are the chaotic simulated annealing neural net-
work model with transient chaos by Chen and Aihara [11], chaotic simulated
annealing neural network with decaying time step by Wang and Smith [12] and
the Hopfield neural network with external noises by Asai. et al [13].

Up to now, these chaotic neural networks have been applied to solve the TSP
[11] and the N-queen problem [14], and the experimental results reveal that the
performance of these chaotic neural networks is considerably better than that of
those conventional Hopfield neural networks.

In this paper, we propose a new algorithm based on a chaotic neural network,
the transiently chaotic neural network (TCNN) by Chen and Aihara (1995), to
solve the MCP. From analyzing the chaotic states of its neuron output and com-
putational energy, it is justified that this model possesses rich chaotic behavior in
solving the MCP, which prevents it from getting stuck in local minima. Detailed
analysis of the optimality, efficiency, robustness and scalability also verifies that
this model is more effective and efficient than other algorithms based on the
conventional HNNs in solving the MCP.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, some fundamental
introduction to the MCP and HNN is presented. In Section 3, two well-known
algorithms based on HNN model, SD and CHD, are given. In Section 4, the
defects of the HNN for the MCP are uncovered followed by the introduction to
the TCNN for the MCP. In Section 5, the optimality, efficiency, robustness and
scalability of the new algorithm are analyzed in detail. Finally, the conclusion
of this paper is presented in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we start with the definitions of clique, maximal clique and max-
imum clique, and then introduce the Hopfield neural network briefly.

Definition 1. Clique is a set of vertices in an undirected graph such that every
two vertices are connected by an edge.

Definition 2. Maximal Clique is a clique that is not a strict subset of any other
clique in a given graph.

Definition 3. Maximum Clique is the clique that has more vertices than any
other clique in a given graph.
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From above definitions, it is obvious that the maximum clique must be a
maximal clique, however a maximal clique may not be the maximum clique.

In Fig.1, the vertex sets: {a,b,c,e}, {a,b}, {a,b,e}, {b,c,d,e} are not clique,
non-maximal clique, maximal-but-not-maximum clique and maximum clique re-
spectively.

Fig. 1. Graph with maximal cliques {a,b,e},{b,c,d,e}

The maximum clique problem is the optimization problem of finding the
maximum clique in a given graph. As is described in the previous section, the
MCP has various real-world applications in the fields of computer science [15],
VLSI design, economics [16], etc. In addition, many graph problems are directly
related with it such as the maximum independent set problem.

In the next section, we introduce two approximation algorithms for the MCP
based on the discrete HNN model and the continuous HNN model respectively,
therefore we give brief description to these two HNN models as follows.

The Hopfield neural network is a recurrent network with N units connected
with a symmetric matrix W ≡ (ωij)N×N , in which ωii = 0, (i = 1, 2, . . . , N).

In the discrete HNN, the state of unit i is: Si ∈ {0, 1}, and the input of unit i
is: ni =

∑N
j=1 ωijSj +Ii, where Ii is the input bias of unit i. The update strategy

of these N units is to pick one unit and update its state at time t + 1 as follows:

Si (t + 1) =

⎧⎨⎩
1, if ni (t) > 0
0, if ni (t) < 0
Si (t) , Otherwise

(1)

which minimize the following energy function:

E = −1
2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

ωijSiSj −
N∑

i=1

IiSi (2)
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For the continuous HNN, the state of unit i is: Si ∈ [0, 1], and the update
strategy of these N units is listed as follows:

Si (t + 1) = Si (t) + γ (−Si (t) + gλ (WSi (t) + ω0)) , (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) (3)

where g (x) ≡ 1/
(
1 − e−λx

)
is a sigmoid and λ its gain, γ is the step size, which

minimizes the following energy function:

E = −1
2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

ωijSiSj −
N∑

i=1

IiSi +
N∑

i=1

∫ Si

0
g−1

λ (S) dS (4)

3 Two HNN Algorithms for the MCP

In [8], Jagota proposed several algorithms based on the discrete HNN and the
continuous HNN for the MCP, most of which were justified to be effective in
terms of the average size of retrieved clique and the distribution of clique size.
Here, the SD algorithm and the CHD algorithm based on the discrete HNNs and
the continuous HNNs respectively are presented to give readers an overview of
how HNNs are applied to solve the MCP.

For the SD algorithm, the state of unit i Si, (i = 1, , . . . , N), which corre-
sponds to vertex i in the given graph, is either 0 or 1, therefore the state of these
N units is: S = (S1, S2, . . . , SN ) ∈ {0, 1}N . In the SD algorithm, W ≡ (ωij)N×N
is a symmetric matrix, where ωii = 0, ωij = 1 if vertex i and j are connected
and ωij = ρ, (ρ < 0) if vertex i and j are not connected. Switching Si means
changing the state of Si, that is to say that if Si = 0 currently, after switch it is
replaced by 1, vice versa. The energy difference ΔEi, (i = 1, 2, . . . , N), is defined
as follows:

ΔEi =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
−
(

N∑
j=1

ωijSj + Ii

)
, if S (t − 1) = 0

N∑
j=1

ωijSj+Ii, if S (t − 1) = 1
(5)

Here we present the SD algorithm in forms of pseudocodes.

SD Algorithm
Initialize S= {0, 1}N and W= (ωij)N×N
for t ← 1 to N

for i ← 1 to N
do calculate ΔEi = {ΔE1, ΔE2, . . . , ΔEN}

if ΔEi = min ΔE and ΔEi < 0
then switch unit i

Unlike the SD algorithm, in the CHD algorithm, the state of unit i Si

is a real value between 0 and 1, therefore the state of these N units is:
S = (S1, S2, . . . , SN ) ∈ [0, 1]N . Here, the CHD algorithm is listed as follows:
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CHD Algorithm
Initialize S= {0.5 + Ramdom (−0.005, +0.005)}N and W= (ωij)N×N

t ← 0
do S (t + 1) = S (t) + γ (−S (t) + gλ (WS (t) + ω0))

increase t by 1
until S (t + 1) is a fixed point

Jagota verified that, both in the SD algorithm and in the CHD algorithm, S
converges to a set of fixed points. And the stable states of the SD and the CHD
correspond to maximal cliques when ρ = −4N .

However, it is uncovered that the HNN may get stuck in local minima [9].
In the case of the MCP, the algorithms based on the HNN may become trapped
into maximal cliques rather than the maximum clique, thus degrading its per-
formance. In the next section, we verify that both SD and CHD may get stuck
in maximal cliques, and we also probe into the direct causes and then introduce
the TCNN for the MCP.

4 The Transiently Chaotic Neural Network for the MCP

Before introducing the TCNN for the MCP, let us first verify that both the SD
algorithm and the CHD algorithm may get stuck in a maximal clique. To verify
it, we just need to verify that the SD algorithm as well as the CHD algorithm
will halt once they reach a maximal clique.

Theorem 1. The SD algorithm will halt if it reaches a maximal clique.

Proof. When SD reaches a maximal clique V ′, (V ′ ⊆ V ) , in a given graph
G (V, E) at step (t − 1). Then we switch the state of Sk.

(1)Suppose that Sk (t − 1) = 1, (k = 1, 2, . . . , N). After switching, Sk (t) = 0
and the energy difference ΔE of SD is:

ΔE = E (t) − E (t − 1) (6)

= − 1
2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

ωijSi (t) Sj (t) −
N∑

i=1
IiSi (t)

−
(

− 1
2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

ωijSi (t − 1) Sj (t − 1) −
N∑

i=1
IiSi (t − 1)

) (7)

= − 1
2

N∑
j=1

ωkjSk (t) Sj (t) − IkSk (t)

−
(

− 1
2

N∑
j=1

ωkjSk (t − 1) Sj (t − 1) − IkSk (t − 1)

) (8)
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= − 1
2

(
N∑

j=1
ωkjSk (t) Sj (t) −

N∑
j=1

ωkjSk (t − 1) Sj (t − 1)

)
−Ik (Sk (t) − Sk (t − 1))

(9)

=
1
2

N∑
j=1

ωkjSj (t − 1) + Ik (10)

Because V ′ is a maximal clique and Sk (t − 1) = 1, we get that vertex vk ∈ V ′.
Therefore, if vj ∈ V ′ then Sj (t − 1) = 1 and ωkj = 1, else if vk /∈ V ′ then
Sj (t − 1) = 0 and ωkj = ρ < 0

As a result ΔE > 0, i.e. Sk can not switch from 1 to 0 at step t.

(2)Suppose that Sk (t − 1) = 0, (k = 1, 2, . . . , N). After switching, Si (t) = 1
and the energy difference ΔE of SD is:

ΔE = E (t) − E (t − 1) (11)

= − 1
2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

ωijSi (t) Sj (t) −
N∑

i=1
IiSi (t)

−
(

− 1
2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

ωijSi (t − 1) Sj (t − 1) −
N∑

i=1
IiSi (t − 1)

) (12)

= − 1
2

N∑
j=1

ωkjSk (t) Sj (t) − IkSk (t)

−
(

− 1
2

N∑
j=1

ωkjSk (t − 1) Sj (t − 1) − IkSk (t − 1)

) (13)

= − 1
2

(
N∑

j=1
ωkjSk (t) Sj (t) −

N∑
j=1

ωkjSk (t − 1) Sj (t − 1)

)
−Ik (Sk (t) − Sk (t − 1))

(14)

= −1
2

N∑
j=1

ωkjSj (t) − Ik (15)

Because V ′ is a maximal clique, and Sk (t − 1) = 0, from definitions in Sec-
tion 2, we get V ′ ∪ {vk} is not a clique. Therefore, there exists a vertex vi ∈ V ′

such that vi and vk are not connected by an edge. Because ωik = ρ = −4N
and Si (t) = 1, even if ωkj , (j = 1, 2, . . . , i − 1, i + 1, . . . , N), all equal to 1,∑N

j=1 ωkjSj (t) ≤ − (4N + N − 1) = − (3N − 1). Taking Ik ≤ 1 into account,
consequently ΔE > 0 and Sk can not switch from 0 to 1.

From the above proof it is obvious that the SD algorithm may get stuck in
a maximal clique.

Theorem 2. The CHD algorithm will halt if it reaches a maximal clique.
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It is verified that the local minima of CHD’s energy function corresponds to
a maximal clique. So we just need to verify that the energy function of the CHD
strictly decreases at every step.

Proof. We first transform the CHD algorithm to the standard form of continuous
Hopfield Neural Network as follows:⎧⎨⎩

ni =
∑N

j=1 ωijSj + ω0
dy
dt = −yi + n
Si = gλ (yi)

(16)

E = −1
2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

ωijSiSj −
N∑

i=1

IiSi +
N∑

i=1

∫ Si

0
g−1

λ (S) dS (17)

Because
dE

dt
=

N∑
i=1

∂E

∂Si
· dSi

dt
(18)

and
∂E

∂Si
= −

N∑
j=1

ωijSj − Ii + g−1
λ (Si) (19)

= −
N∑

j=1

ωijSj − Ii + yi (20)

= −
N∑

j=1

ωijSj − ω0 + yi (21)

= −dyi

dt
(22)

Then, we get

dE

dt
=

N∑
i=1

(
−dyi

dt
· dSi

dt

)
(23)

=
N∑

i=1

(
− dyi

dSi
· dSi

dt
· dSi

dt

)
(24)

=
N∑

i=1

(
− dyi

dSi
·
(

dSi

dt

)2
)

(25)

Because Si = gλ (yi) strictly increases, therefore yi = g−1
λ (Si) also strictly

increases.
As a result, dE

dt < 0.
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Fig. 2. Time evolution of the energy of the CHD approximating the maximum clique

From the above proof it is obvious that the CHD algorithm may get stuck in
a maximal clique.

In Fig.2, the steepest descent dynamics of the CHD can be obviously ob-
served.

Although the steepest descent dynamics of HNN guarantees the convergence
and stabilization, it inevitably leads to two serious defects

(1)Acute values of parameters of the HNN are required in order to acquire
feasible solutions.

(2)The HNN tends to become trapped in local minima.
Recall the graph in Fig.1, we apply the SD and the CHD to it. A round

consists of 100 runs of these two algorithms, each with different set initial states.
We find that 30 percent results of the SD and 25 percent results of the CHD are
{a,b,c}, a maximal clique, rather than {b,c,d,e}, the maximum clique.

Therefore, we can draw the conclusion that the conventional HNNs for the
MCP are apt to stuck in local minima, in other words, the conventional HNNs
tend to reach maximal cliques rather than the maximum clique.

To overcome these two disadvantages of the HNN, some chaotic neural net-
works have been proposed by probing into the chaotic behavior of nonlinear
dynamics. These chaotic neural networks have been applied to solve several com-
binatorial problems such as TSP and N-queen problem. And the experimental
results reveal that the performance of these CNNs is considerably better than
that of those conventional HNNs.

In this paper, we apply a kind of these chaotic neural networks, a transiently
chaotic neural network by Chen and Aihara, to the MCP to see whether chaotic
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neural networks are also effective to solve the MCP. In this section, we describe
the framework of TCNN for the MCP, and in the next section, we present detailed
analysis of the optimality, efficiency, robustness and scalability of this algorithm.

The framework of TCNN is presented as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
xi (t) = 1/

(
1 + e−yi(t)/ε

)
yi (t + 1) = κyi (t) + α

(
N∑

j=1,i �=j

ωijxj (t) + Ii

)
− zi (t) (xi (t) − I0)

zi (t + 1) = (1 − β) zi (t)

(i = 1, 2, . . . , N), where

ωij = ωji; ωii = 0;
N∑

j=1,i �=j

ωijxj (t) + Ii = − ∂E
∂xi

E=energy function,
xi (t)=output of neuron i,
yi (t)=internal state of neuron i,
zi (t)=self feedback connection weight ,zi (t) ≥ 0 ,
I0=positive parameter,
Ii=input bias of neuron i,
α=positive scaling parameter for inputs,
β=damping factor of the time dependent zi (t), (0 ≤ β ≤ 1)
κ=damping factor of nerve membrane ,(0 ≤ κ ≤ 1) ,
ε=steepness parameter of the output function ,(ε > 0).

To apply the TCNN to approximate the MCP, we adapt this model and get
the algorithm as follows:

TCNN for the MCP
Initialize yi (0) = {0.5 + Ramdom (−0.005, +0.005)}N ,W and zi (0)
t ← 0

do
for i ← 1 to N

xi (t) = 1/
(
1 + e−yi(t)/ε

)
yi (t + 1) = kyi (t) + α

(
N∑

j=1,i �=j

ωijxj (t) + Ii

)
− zi (t) (xi (t) − I0)

zi (t + 1) = (1 − β) zi (t)
increase t by 1

until E converges

Based on a large number of experiments, we find that the best results can
be gained frequently if α ∈ [0, 0.6] and z0 ∈ [10, 20].

We also apply the TCNN to the graph in Fig.1. A round consists of 100 runs
of the TCNN, each with a different set of initial states. We surprisingly find that
all the results are {b,c,d,e}, the maximum clique. It seems that this algorithm
is considerably more effective than the SD and the CHD.
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It is obvious that the TCNN may be a promising method to solve the MCP.
In the next section, we will analyze the optimality, efficiency, robustness and
scalability of the TCNN in detail, and probe into the primary cause that prevents
the TCNN from getting stuck in local minima.

5 Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section we apply the TCNN algorithm described in the previous sec-
tion to solve the MCP. To begin with, the optimization performance of the
TCNN is studied in terms of optimality, efficiency, robustness and scalability in
a two-parameter space. In the case of MCP, optimality is defined as whether the
maximum clique is obtained in a test; efficiency is defined as the number of iter-
ations for convergence; robustness refers to the distribution of feasible regions;
and scalability is concerned with the dependency of these measures on problem
size. The experimental results are presented in Fig.3 in detail.

Fig. 3. Optimality and efficiency graphs of the TCNN approximating the maximum
clique. (a),(b) and (c) shows optimality for |V|=28, 64 and 256 respectively. (d) shows
the number of iterations for |V|=64.

The parameters are set as follows: ρ = −4N, ω0 = |ρ|
4 , ε = 1, β = 0.001, κ =

0.9. Theoretically, the parameters α and z0 are the main parameters concerned
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with the balance of steepest descent and nonlinear feed back terms. Based on
a large number of tests, we find that best results can be gained frequently if α
is selected between 0 and 0.6 and z0 is set between 10 and 20. Therefore, the
parameter space is defined by α and z0.

Fig.3(a)-(c) show the optimality obtained for |V|=28, 64 and 256 respectively.
And Fig.3(d) shows the number of iterations for |V|=64. In Fig.3 (a)-(c), a black
region means the maximum clique is obtained. It is obvious that, in Fig.3(a) and
(b), the feasible region account for a considerably large portion of the parameter
space, suggesting good robustness in choosing parameters when the number of
vertices is medium. In addition, the feasible region does not shrink obviously
when the size of problem increases, thus revealing good scalability. Although,
presented in Fig.3(d), TCNN fails 55 in 120 cases in obtaining the best result,
it is obvious that there are only 5 in 40 cases fail when the parameter α is
selected between 0.005 and 0.020. This suggest us that the parameter α palys
an important role in effecting the optimality, robustness and scalability.

In Fig.3(d), the grey-scale measures efficiency, darker shade means fewer
iterations to reach convergence, in other words higher efficiency. Because both
Fig.3(b) and (d) have the same problem size of |V|=64, we find that the TCNN
can reach the maximum clique in a 64-vertics graph within 52 iterations when
α and z0 are set as 0.6 and 13 respectively. However, the iterations of the SD
and the CHD to reach a maximal clique in this size of problem are both 64.
This suggests that the TCNN has a high efficiency. From comparing Fig.3(b)
and (d), we also find that the parameter α plays a more important role than the
parameter z0 does in effecting the optimality. And it can be obviously observed
that with z0 decreased, efficiency increased.

In Fig.4, which shows the time evolution of the computational energy E with
|V|=64, α = 0.05 and z0 = 15, we can observe the overall neuron dynamics.
The rich chaotic behavior is obvious when t < 230 ,and then the value of energy
deduced gradually and finally reached a global minimum.

It suggests that, unlike the conventional HNN, the TCNN starts from deter-
ministically chaotic dynamics, through a reversed period-doubling route with de-
creasing the value of z which corresponds to the temperature of usual annealing,
finally reaches a stable equilibrium solution [10]. This distinctive characteristic
of the TCNN may enhance its performance to solve the MCP.

Furthermore, we vary the values of the parameter α to examine its influence
on the neural dynamics. Fig.5(a) and (b) are time evolutions of Si (t) with α =
0.05 and α = 0.6 respectively. In Fig.5(a) the chaotic dynamics of Si (t) lasts
a long period, on the other hand, in Fig.5(b), the chaotic dynamics of Si (t)
vanishes quickly. Therefore, it is obvious that the parameter α partially effect
the bifurcation speed of the chaos. And in Fig.3(a), we can clearly observed
that no maximum clique is obtained when α is set as 0.05 and 0.10. This may
suggest that a extremely long period of chaos may defect the performance of this
algorithm in some cases.

The performances of the TCNN have been experimented on graphs selected
among those collected in the benchmark of the second DIMACS challenge. The
results obtained by the TCNN on DIMACS graphs are listed in Table 5.1. The
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Fig. 4. Time evolution of the Energy of the TCNN approximating the maximum clique

Fig. 5. Time evolutions of the single neuron model with different values of α (a)α =
0.05 ;(b)α = 0.6
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first column (Graph) contains the name of the instances; the second (|V|) con-
tains the number of vertices; the third (TCNN) reports the size of the cliques
approximated by the TCNN which are given in bold if they coincide with the
best results in the forth column, and the forth (Best Result) gives the best results
obtained by other algorithms up to now.

Table 1 shows that the solutions found by the TCNN is considerably good.
On 23 instances out of the 29 of the DIMACS challenge, the TCNN find a result
equals to the best.

Table 1. Results on the DIMACS benchmark instances

Graph(V,E) |V| TCNN Best Result
Hamming6-2 64 32 32*
Hamming6-4 64 4 4*
Hamming8-2 256 128 128*
Hamming8-4 256 16 16*
Hamming10-2 1024 512 512*
p.hat300-1 300 8 8*
p.hat300-2 300 25 25*
p.hat300-3 300 36 36*
p.hat500-1 500 9 9*
p.hat500-2 500 36 36*
p.hat500-3 500 47 50
p.hat700-1 700 10 11*
p.hat700-2 700 44 44*
p.hat700-3 700 59 62*
p.hat1000-1 1000 10 10
p.hat1000-2 1000 46 46
p.hat1000-3 1000 68 68
Johnson8-2-4 28 4 4*
Johnson8-4-4 70 14 14*
Johnson16-2-4 120 8 8*
c-fat200-1 200 12 12*
c-fat200-2 200 24 24*
c-fat200-5 200 58 58*
c-fat500-2 500 26 26*
c-fat500-5 500 64 64*
sanr200-0.7 200 17 18*
sanr200-0.9 200 41 42*
sanr400-0.5 400 12 13*
sanr400-0.7 400 21 21
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we adapt a new algorithm based on a chaotic neural network, called
the transiently chaotic neural network, attempting to solve the maximum clique
problem, a classic NP-hard and computationally intractable graph optimization
problem, more effectively. Unlike those conventional Hopfield neural network-
based algorithms which are verified in this paper may become trapped into
maximal cliques, the algorithm proposed in this paper can avoid getting stuck
in local minima thanks to its rich chaotic behavior in approximating the MCP.
Detailed analysis of the optimality, efficiency, robustness and scalability as well as
the results on DIMACS benchmark instances justify that this algorithm is more
effective and efficient than conventional Hopfield neural networks for the MCP.
However, we find that the parameter α has significant effect on the performance
of this algorithm. Therefore, further developments and studies are still expected
in the future.
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Abstract. Taking advantage of both the scaling property of wavelets and the
high learning ability of neural networks, wavelet networks have recently
emerged as a powerful tool for many applications in the field of signal proc-
essing, such as data compression and function approximation. It is an imple-
mentation of wavelet transform, decomposing a signal into a series of scaled
and translated wavelets. In the construction of wavelet network, the architecture
must be pruned to reduce the system complexity, as well as to increase the gen-
eralization capability. Thus, the Orthogonal Least Square (OLS) algorithm is
incorporated into the wavelet network to achieve the goal. Our experiments
show that the OLS algorithm achieves the best results among all the network
pruning algorithms, and the optimal wavelet network outperforms other tradi-
tional speech synthesis methods.

1   Introduction

Speech signal processing is an emerging technology with a wide range of potential
applications, in which many methods from other areas are involved [1]. The examples
are function approximation, statistical inference and machine learning.

In speech signal processing, especially in speech analysis and synthesis area, Pitch
Synchronous Overlap Add (PSOLA) [2] and sinusoidal model [3] play an important
role in controlling and adjusting the waveform of signals. PSOLA analyzes signals by
window technique, dividing an original speech signal into a sequence of separate and
often overlapping short-term signals. The idea of sinusoidal model is to decompose a
signal into a set of sinusoids with time-varying amplitudes and frequencies. Both
techniques are Fourier analysis based methods, and have achieved rather success in
speech signal processing field.

However, the speech signal is non-stationary signal, in which there are many
abrupt changes, such as at the beginning of a pitch (Glottal Closure Instant). Analyz-
ing the speech signal with windows or sinusoids is not well suited. When comparing
with the Fourier analysis, wavelet analysis processes signals at different scales [4]-[7].
Therefore, we can notice the gross features at large scales, and detailed changes at
small scales. Additionally, since the wavelet is a local function, it is good at approxi-
mating any signals in finite domains.

Neural networks provide a linear algorithm capable of representing complex non-
linear mapping, and can approximate any regular input sequence [8]. With the pros-
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perity of neural network in the 1980s, many machine learning techniques were ap-
plied to signal processing. The neural network’s learning ability from training data
makes it a useful tool for signal processing. There are many signal processing appli-
cations employing neural network models [9, 10].

Inspired by the similarity between discrete wavelet transform and neural networks,
Zhang and Benveniste [11] proposed wavelet network in 1992. They constructed a
special feed-forward neural network supported by the wavelet theory. In the wavelet
network, after constructing a wavelet library, which consists of a set of scaled and
translated wavelets (regressors), some network pruning algorithms were employed to
select the most significant regressors [12].

OLS algorithm [13] is to find the regressors, which provide the most significant
contribution to approximation error reduction. It has been widely accepted as an ef-
fective method for regressor selection in RBF network [14]-[16]. Thus we will first
incorporate OLS algorithm into the wavelet network, and then exploit its potential in
speech signal processing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first briefly review the structure
of wavelet network and introduce the modified OLS algorithm for network pruning in
Section 2. In Section 3, experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the optimized wavelet network, and point out its advantages and disadvantages from
the speech signal processing view. Finally, we conclude the features of wavelet net-
work and outline our future work in the last section.

2   Wavelet Network

Given a classification or regression problem, the architecture of a wavelet network is
exactly specified by how many particular wavelets required. In this research, a library
of wavelets will be selected to be the candidate hidden neurons (wavelets), and then
the optimal architecture is constructed by pruning hidden neurons.

2.1   Network Architecture

As an advanced alternative over classical Fourier analysis, wavelets have been suc-
cessfully used in many aspects of signal processing, such as de-noising, compressing,
edge detection, and so on. The fundamental idea behind wavelets is to process data at
different scales or resolutions. In such a way, wavelets provide a time-scale presenta-
tion of a sequence of input signal.

Based on the theory of discrete wavelet transform, Zhang and Benveniste [11] tried
to link the network coefficients with this appropriate transform. In 1992, they pro-
posed wavelet network for approximation, which had an explicit link between the
network coefficients and the discrete wavelet transform. In this way, they took ad-
vantage of the concept of discrete wavelet transform to initialize the coefficients. The
wavelet network structure is of the following form

( ) ( )( )( ) gxctxsdiagwxf T
N

i

iii ++−=
=1

ψ
(1)
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where N  is the number of wavelets,

           
i

w  is the weight of the ith wavelet,

           ( )xψ  is the mother wavelet,

           
i

t  is the translation factor of the ith wavelet,

           
i

s  is the dilation factor of the ith wavelet,

           c  is a weight matrix from the input to the output,
           g  is a bias to the output.

2.2   Network Initialization

A wavelet library, W , which consists of discretely dilated and translated versions of a
given wavelet ψ , should be constructed according to the training data set. The

wavelet family is

( ) ( ){ }nSmSnmtxs ts
n ∈∈− ,:00ψ . (2)

In equation (2), 
0

s , 
0

0t >  are two scalar constants defining the discretization step

sizes for dilation and translation. 
0

s  is typically dyadic. 
t

S  is a finite set related to the

input data domain D . 
s

S  is also a finite set with the largest scale corresponding to

the size of D .
The maximum scale level of the wavelet network should be determined first, and

consequentially all the possible translation values will be calculated at each scale
level.

2.3   Network Pruning Algorithm

After the construction of wavelet library, the number of wavelets, sN , may be de-

cided manually or automatically. Therefore, in the N -candidate wavelet library, the
goal is to find the best sN  wavelet regressors, which minimize the error between out-

put vectors and expected vectors.
This is a classical topic in the hidden neuron construction of RBF networks. There

are two different ways to specify the number of hidden neurons. One way, explicated
by Bishop [8], is to cluster the training examples and then assign a neuron to each
cluster. The other way, after Piggio [17], is to learn mapping from a set of examples,
that is, to create a neuron for each training example and then to prune the hidden neu-
rons by example selection.

Orthogonal least square algorithm [13] has been widely used in pruning RBF net-
works. It combines the orthogonal transform with the forward regression procedure to
select regressors from a large candidate regressor set. The advantage of employing
OLS is that the responses of the hidden layer neurons are decorrelated so that the
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contribution of individual candidate neurons to the approximation error reduction can
be evaluated independently.

In the forward orthogonalization procedure, only one column of regressor matrix is
orthogonalized at the K th iteration. The K th column is made orthogonal to each of
the 1−K  previously orthogonalized columns and the operation for NK ,,2=  is
repeated.

Meanwhile, the optimal number of wavelets may be determined by introducing a
criterion, Akaike’s final prediction error criterion (FPE) [18]. It is actually the mean
square error (MSE) of the function ( )xf , multiplied by a factor of penalty in terms of

the number of parameters. Its definition is given by:
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where pn  is the number of parameters in the estimator,

          ( )nn yx ,  are training data, and

      tN  is the length of training data.

When the FPE value begins to increase monotonically, if the delta MSE is also less
than a threshold value, ε , the pruning procedure will be stopped. The stopping crite-
ria are given by

( ) ( )

<Δ
≥− −

εMSE

FPEFPE kk 01 (4)

The wavelets corresponding to the first K  columns will be selected to construct
the wavelet network.

2.4   Network Training

The network training is an iterative procedure based on error back propagation. Let

( , , , , )
i i i

g c w t sΘ = , then the objective is to minimize the expectation of the following

function,

( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) 21
, , [ ]

2

k k k km x y f x yΘΘ = −
(5)

Thus, a stochastic gradient algorithm is used to recursively adjust these parameters
as follows,
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )1 1 , ,k k k k k kgrad m x yγ− −Θ = Θ − Θ (6)

where ( )kγ  means the adaptive learning rate of the kth step.

3   Experimental Results

In this section, we will show the performance of wavelet network on a segment of
speech signal. The sampling rate of the speech signal is 22.50 kHz, and the bits per
sample are 16. The test segment has 1000 samples. The mother wavelet function is
Mexican Hat wavelet, defined by

( )
2

2 2( ) 2
x

x d x eψ
−

= −
(7)

where x  is the Euclidean norm of x  and d  is the dimension of input data.

3.1   Comparison among Network Pruning Algorithms

In the following, we briefly introduce three different network pruning algorithms used
in [12].

Algorithm 1: Residual based selection. The idea of this method is to select, for the
first stage, the wavelet in W  that best fits the training data, and then repeatedly select
the wavelet that best fits the residual of the fitting of previous stage.

Algorithm 2: Stepwise selection by orthogonalization. This method is similar to
OLS algorithm. It first selects the wavelet in the W  that best fits the training data,
and then repeatedly selects the wavelet that best fit the training data while working
together with the previously selected wavelets.

Algorithm 3: Backward elimination. This method first builds the regression with
all the wavelets in W , and then eliminates one wavelet in each step while trying to
increase as less as possible the residual.

Generally, to these network pruning algorithms, the stopping criterion
( ) ( ) 01 ≥− −kk FPEFPE  itself is enough to find an appropriate number of wavelets.

However there are some cases that ε<ΔMSE  provides a more recommendable num-
ber of wavelets to the wavelet network. The following figure is an example of these
cases.
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Fig. 1. Stopping criteria. In most cases, the FPE criterion can provide the optimal number of
wavelets to the wavelet network. However, in this figure, the number of wavelets selected by
MSE is more recommendable.

On our 1000 samples speech signal, we have compared the approximation per-
formance between the three network pruning algorithms and the OLS from scale level
4 to level 9.

Table 1. Mean Square Error and Final Prediction Error of the approximation results of wavelet
networks with different pruning algorithms

It can be seen that the OLS performs better than other network pruning algorithms. Those
methods, directly adding or eliminating regressors, do not take account of the correlation be-
tween regressors. In contrast, the OLS algorithm decouples the correlations among the re-
sponses of candidate wavelets. With correlation analysis, the individual contribution of each
wavelet to the approximation error reduction can be calculated. That is why the OLS algorithm
can achieve better results.
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Fig. 2. Mean Square Error of the approximation results of wavelet networks with different
pruning algorithms

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Speech signal approximation by wavelet network. (a) Approximated signal after net-
work pruning. (b) Approximated signal after training.
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Fig. 4. Predicted signal by wavelet network

Table 2. Performance comparison between wavelet network and other existing speech models

MSE FPE
Wavelet Network 0.00349 0.00257
PSOLA 0.00728 0.00369
Sinusoidal Model 0.01375 0.00817

3.2   Comparison between Wavelet Network and Other Speech Models

In this section, we will evaluate the analysis / re-synthesis ability of wavelet network
by comparing it with some existing speech processing models.

The approximation result of wavelet network on the segment of speech signal is
shown in Fig. 3. The mean square error after initialization is 0.01511 (Fig. 3(a)), and
is reduced to 0.00349 after 20 iterations training (Fig. 3(b)).

We can see, with the network pruning algorithm, the information of input data is
effectively used to achieve a good initial state. Also due to the effective initialization,
the training iteration is greatly reduced compared with common neural network mod-
els. The wavelet network reaches a relatively stable state rapidly.

To investigate the prediction capability of wavelet network, we further employed
the previous n  samples as input vector to predict the 1n +  sample. In the experi-
ment, we selected 140n = , and used the first 400 samples as the training data. There-
fore, the input data is a 140 400×  matrix. After training, the predicted signal is shown
in Fig. 4, which quite matches the original signal.

We are now in a position to compare the approximation and prediction capability
among the wavelet networks and some other representative methods on speech signal
processing.  The performance comparison among wavelet network, PSOLA and sinu-
soidal model is shown in Table 2. Here, the MSE is chosen to assess the approxima-
tion capabilities, whereas FPE is used to evaluate the prediction capabilities.
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From the above table, we can see that wavelet network outperforms both PSOLA
and sinusoidal model. The advantages of wavelet network include signal analysis at
different scales, as well as high learning ability. Furthermore, with its flexible struc-
ture, it can achieve different accurate results by simply adjusting the number of
wavelets. Since sinusoidal model extracts tracks in frequency domain, its waveform
approximation result in time domain is lower than both PSOLA and wavelet network.

4   Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, wavelet network has been analyzed and successfully applied to speech
signal processing. First, we have employed the OLS algorithm to optimize the struc-
ture of wavelet network. Then, we have utilized the wavelet network in speech signal
processing. The experimental results have shown the efficiency of OLS algorithm in
network pruning. Our experiments have also shown that the optimized wavelet net-
work has higher approximation and prediction ability than PSOLA and sinusoidal
model.

Our future work includes the construction of the optimal wavelet network so as to
improve its approximation and prediction abilities. The currently used OLS selects
wavelets based on correlation analysis. The idea constructing RBF network based on
support vectors in [19, 20] is worth borrowing.
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Abstract. Choosing between multiple alternative tasks is a hard prob-
lem for agents evolving in an uncertain real-time multiagent environ-
ment. An example of such environment is the RoboCupRescue simu-
lation, where at each step an agent has to choose between a number
of tasks. To do that, we have used a reinforcement learning technique
where an agent learns the expected reward it should obtain if it chooses
a particular task. Since all possible tasks can be described by a lot of at-
tributes, we have used a selective perception technique to enable agents
to narrow down the description of each task.

1 Introduction

Analyzing many possible tasks and choosing the best one is obviously a hard job
for an agent, particularly in a dynamic and uncertain environment. In this case,
an agent has to make a choice with only a partial view of the situation and it
has to make it quickly, because the environment is constantly changing. To do
that, the solution proposed here is to use a reinforcement learning algorithm in
which the agent learns the expected reward it should get for every possible task
it could be faced with.

In our test environment, the number of possible states is very large, since a
task is described by many attributes which can take many possible values. To
find the right level of precision for the state description, we have adapted the
selective perception technique, developed by McCallum [1], to enable the agent
to learn by itself which is the level of precision it needs in all possible situations.

Our test environment is the RoboCupRescue simulation in which the goal
is to build a simulator of rescue teams acting in large urban disasters [2]. More
precisely, this project takes the form of an annual competition in which partici-
pants are designing rescue agents trying to minimize damages, caused by a big
earthquake, such as civilians buried, buildings on fire and blocked roads. In the
simulation, participants have approximately 30 to 40 agents of six different types
to manage: FireBrigade, PoliceForce, AmbulanceTeam, FireStation, PoliceOffice
and AmbulanceCenter.

In this article, we focus only on FireBrigade and FireStation agents. The
task of those agents is to extinguish fires. Furthermore, in order to be effective,
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they have to coordinate themselves on the same buildings on fire, because more
than one agent is often needed to extinguish a building on fire.

A FireBrigade agent is faced with the problem of choosing a fire to extinguish
between a list of buildings on fire. Since there could be a lot of fires, agents do not
consider all fires at once. They separately choose which fire zone to extinguish
and which specific building in the chosen fire zone to extinguish. Fire zones are
simply groupings of near buildings on fire.

Since the FireStation agent can receive more messages, it normally has a
better knowledge of the global situation compared to the FireBrigade agents.
Therefore, it is the responsibility of the FireStation agent to allocate fire zones to
FireBrigade agents. After they have received their fire zone, FireBrigade agents
have the possibility to learn how to coordinate their efforts to extinguish the
more important fires in a given fire zone.

To reduce the learning task complexity, each agent considers only one possible
task at a time, i.e. agents are only considering one building at a time when
choosing a building on fire. This enables us to have a fix state description. When
an agent wants to choose a building on fire to extinguish, it goes through the
list of all buildings on fire, it evaluates them independently by calculating the
utility and the expected reward of each. The utility is an estimation of the
importance to extinguish a given building, calculated by considering the number
of civilians and buildings on danger. The expected reward, learned with the
algorithm presented in section 2, can be seen as an estimate of the capacity to
extinguish a given fire.

2 Selective Perception

To learn the expected reward of choosing one fire, we have used a selective
perception technique [1], because the description of our states is too big. With
this technique, the agent learns by itself to reduce the number of possible states.
To do that, it uses a tree structure similar to a decision tree. At the beginning all
states are considered to be the same, so there is only the root of the tree. After
some experiences, the agent tests if it would be interesting to divide the different
states, represented as the leaves of the tree. An advantage of this algorithm is
that it can drastically reduce the number of states distinguished by the agent.

At each time step t, the agent records its experience captured as an ”in-
stance” that contains the action it made the step before (at−1), the observation
it perceives (ot) and the reward it obtains (rt). Each instance also has a link to
the preceding instance and the next one, thus making a chain of instances. In our
case, we have one chain for each building that an agent chooses to extinguish.
A chain contains all instances from the time an agent chooses to extinguish a
building until it changes to another building.

Therefore, during the simulation, the agents record many instances organized
in many instance chains and they keep all those instances until the end of the
simulation. There is no learning taking place during the simulation, because
the agents are evolving in a real-time environment and they cannot afford to
take time to learn during the simulation. After the simulation, the agents are
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regrouping all their experiences together, the tree is updated with all those new
instances and the resulting tree is returned to each agent.

To learn how to classify the states, we use a tree structure similar to a decision
tree. The tree divides the instances in clusters depending on their expected
reward. The objective here is to regroup all instances having similar expected
rewards, because it means that the agent does not have to distinguish between
them, since it should act the same way in all those situations.

The algorithm presented here is an instance-based algorithm in which a tree
is used to store all instances which are kept in the leaves of the tree. The other
nodes of the tree, called center nodes, are used to divide the instances with a test
on a specific attribute. To find the leaf to which an instance belongs, we simply
start at the root of the tree and head down the tree choosing at each center node
the branch indicated by the result of the test on the instance attribute value. In
addition, each leaf of the tree also contains a Q-value indicating the expected
reward if a fire that belongs to this leaf is chosen. In our approach, a leaf of the
tree l is considered to be a state for the reinforcement learning algorithm.

After a simulation, all agents put their new experiences together. This set of
new experiences is then used to update the tree. Firstly, all the new experiences
are added to their respective leaf nodes. Afterwards, the Q-values of each leaf
node are updated to take into consideration the new instances which were just
added. The updates are done with the following equation:

Q(l) ← R(l) + γ
∑
l′

Pr(l′|l)Q(l′) (1)

where R(l) is the estimated immediate reward if a fire that belongs to the leaf l
is chosen, Pr(l′|l) is the estimated probability that the next instance would be
stored in leaf l′ given that the current instance is stored in leaf l. Those values
are calculated directly from the recorded instances:

R(l) =

∑
it∈Il

rt+1

|Il|
, Pr(l′|l) =

|{∀it ∈ Il|L(it+1) = l′}|
|Il|

(2)

where L(i) is a function returning the leaf l of an instance i, Il represents the
set of all instances stored in leaf l, |Il| is the number of instances in leaf l and
rt+1 is the reward obtained after the instance it was chosen.

After the Q-values have been updated, the algorithm checks all leaf nodes
to see if it would be useful to expand a leaf and replace it with a new center
node containing a new test, thus dividing the instances more finely. To find
the best test to divide the instances, we try all possible tests, i.e. we try to
divide the instances according to each attribute describing an observation. After
all attributes have been tested, we choose the attribute that maximizes the
error reduction as shown in equation 3 [3]. The error measure considered is the
standard deviation (sd(Il)) on the instances’ expected rewards. If the standard
deviation is reduced, it means that the rewards are closer to one another. Thus,
the tree is moving toward its goal of dividing the instances in groups with similar
expected rewards. The expected error reduction obtained when dividing the
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instances Il of leaf l is calculated using the following equation where Id denotes
the subset of instances in Il that have the dth outcome for the potential test:

Δerror = sd(Il) −
∑

d

|Id|
|Il|

× sd(Id) (3)

The standard deviation is calculated on the expected reward of each instances
which is defined as:

QI(it) = rt + γPr(L(it+1)|L(it)) × Q(L(it+1)) (4)

where Pr(L(it+1)|L(it)) is calculated using equation 2 and Q(L(it+1)) is the
value returned by equation 1.

As mentioned earlier, one test is tried for each possible instance’s attribute.
For a discrete attribute, we divide the instances according to their value and for
a continuous attribute, we test different thresholds to find the best one.

Finally, after the tree has been updated, we update the Q-values again to
take into consideration the new state space.

During the simulation, the agents are using the tree created offline to choose
the best fire to extinguish. When choosing a fire to extinguish, the FireBrigade
agent has a list of buildings on fire it knows about. For each building in the list,
the agent finds the leaf of the tree to which this building belongs and record the
expected reward associated with this leaf. The chosen building is the one that
has the greatest expected reward.

3 Experimentations

As said before, experimentations have been done in the RoboCupRescue simu-
lation environment. We have implemented the algorithm presented in this paper
for the task of choosing a fire to extinguish by the FireBrigade agents. Each
agent independently evaluates the list of buildings on fire it knows about and
make its decision regarding which one to extinguish.

At first, the agent looks at the fires from a higher point of view. It only
considers zones on fire, which are clusters of near buildings on fire. To make
its decision, it should consider some attributes describing a zone on fire. In our
experiments, there were almost 4 × 1013 possible states. After the FireBrigade
agent has chosen a zone on fire, it should choose which fire to extinguish. To this
end, this agent can examine the attributes describing a fire. In our experiments,
there were more than 265 × 106 possible states. The results we have obtained
show a drastic reduction of the state space. The agents have learned a tree with
998 leaves for the problem of choosing a zone on fire and 571 leaves for the
problem of choosing a building on fire.

With those trees that are relatively small compared to the possible number
of states, the agents were able to learn some interesting behaviors. In our pre-
liminary tests, the agents were choosing useful zones and buildings on fire to
extinguish. However, we also observed an unwanted variation of performances
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from one simulation to another. One hypothesis is that the variation is due to
the uncertainty of the environment. There are a lot of hidden states because the
agents are not able to perceive everything.

4 Related Work

The approach presented is inspired by the work of McCallum in his thesis [1]. In
our work, we use approximately the same tree structure to which we have made
some modifications. Firstly, we do not use the tree to calculate Q-values for
every possible basic actions that an agent can take. We use the tree to calculate
the expected reward if the agent chooses a certain task. It still has to find the
actions to accomplish this task.

Another difference is in the way the leaves are expanded. Instead of generat-
ing all possible subtrees, we use an error reduction estimation measure, borrowed
from the decision tree theory [3], that enables us to find good tests. Like Uther
and Veloso [4] with their Continuous U-Tree algorithm, we also support contin-
uous attributes, but with a different splitting criteria.

The way we manage our instance chains is also quite different. In our work,
there is not only one chain, but many chains, one for each attempt to extinguish
a fire or a fire zone. Our concept of instance chain is closer to the concept of
episode described by Xuan, Lesser and Zilberstein [5].

5 Conclusion

This article has presented an efficient algorithm to enable the agent to learn the
best task to choose, i.e. which building to extinguish. We have shown how we can
adapt a reinforcement learning algorithm to the problems of task allocation and
multi-attribute decision making in a complex application. Our algorithm enables
the agents to manage a large state space by letting them learn by themselves to
distinguish only the states that need to be distinguished. By doing so, the agent
drastically reduces the number of states, thus facilitating the calculation of the
Q-values. Our results show that agents are able to obtain good results with trees
having a small number of leaves compared to the total number of states before
learning. In our future work, we will adjust the agents behavior to take more into
account the uncertainty in the environment and thus diminishing the variation
in the results.
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Abstract. Robotic agents in dynamic environments must sometimes
navigate using only their local perceptions. In complex environments,
features such as terrain undulation, geometrically complex barriers, and
similar obstacles form local maxima and minima that can trap and hin-
der agents using reactive navigation. Moreover, agents navigating in a
purely reactive fashion forget their past discoveries quickly. Preserving
this knowledge usually requires that each agent construct a detailed
world model as it explores or be forced to rediscover desired goals each
time. Explicit communication can also be required to share discoveries
and coordinate actions. The cost of explicit communication can be sub-
stantial, however, making it desirable to avoid its use in many domains.
Accordingly, in this paper we present a method of cooperative trail mak-
ing that allows a team of agents using reactive navigation to assist one
another in their explorations through implicit (stigmergic) communica-
tion.

1 Introduction

Robotic agents that employ reactive navigation suffer from several problems.
Agents that are only reacting may be attracted to a local stimulus, but one that
is really only a waypoint on route to a goal - a local maximum [1,2]. Box-canyons,
for example, are a common local maxima problem, where agents are unable to
see a goal of any type [3] and are reduced to wandering randomly before stum-
bling upon an exit [4]. On the other hand, when a goal is visible, these same
agents may attempt to move in a direct line toward it, but be blocked by an
interposing barrier - a local minimum [2]. Cyclic behaviour is another poten-
tial problem, where agents oscillate between multiple stimuli [5]. Compounding
these problems, agents navigating in a purely reactive fashion, forget their past
discoveries even as they are made (unless they are constructing a detailed world
model as they explore) and as a result their explorations are unsystematic (they
may cover the same ground repeatedly) [6].

Many researchers have attempted to remedy these and other problems using
stigmergy, a term used in biology to describe the influence that previous changes
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to the environment can have on an individual’s current actions [7]. To date,
most work with stigmergy has dealt with its effects on simple homogeneous
robots collectively performing foraging or sorting tasks (e.g. [8,7,1,9]) based on
that of the natural creatures (e.g. ants and termites) that inspire the model.
More sophisticated uses of stigmergy or stigmergy-inspired approaches have been
proposed by Werger and Mataric [8,10], Balch and Arkin [4], Vaughan et al. [11]
and Parunak, Sauter, et al., [9,12] to solve problems in navigation and other
common tasks. Ant and other biologically-inspired forms of computation have
also been studied in numerous other tasks (e.g. [13]).

2 Stigmergic Navigation

In this paper, we employ a number of different stigmergic techniques that involve
the deployment and exploitation of physical markers (as opposed to markers used
only internally and communicated explicitly) in order to assist in team naviga-
tion. We refer to the process of using these marking techniques collectively to
make more purposeful reactive navigation decisions in an unknown environment
as stigmergic navigation.

The primary method employed involves a team of agents constructing marker
trails leading to discovered goal locations, cooperatively and dynamically. A
number of simpler methods are used as additional supports (and which are ef-
fective on their own as well). These include marking bottlenecks, marking local
maxima and marking local minima [14]. Marking bottlenecks involves creating
marker trails through constricted areas (i.e. hallways and doorways), which draw
agents to new areas. Local maxima markers assist agents in negotiating areas
devoid of sensory stimulus by first attracting agents (drawing them from walls
of rooms to areas of greater visibility) and then repelling them outward toward
potential exits. Local minima markers are unique in that they prescribe an ac-
tion to undertake in response to a specific situation at a particular place in the
environment, rather than a more basic attractive/repulsive force. In our specific
implementation, these markers are dropped when an agent perceives an attractor
and is blocked by an interposing barrier. Agents react to local minima markers
by jumping when sufficiently close to them. This has the effect of causing agents
to avoid a specific type of local minima by leaping over the problem. Alterna-
tively, reactions such as being repelled by local minima markers are also possible,
but not explored in the experiments outlined here.

More detailed explanations of these supplemental marking techniques are
available in [14]. The following section provides a detailed overview of stigmergic
trail-making that is the focus of this paper.

2.1 Stigmergic Trail-Making

Stigmergic trail-making is a process whereby a team of agents implicitly coop-
erates in the construction of a purposeful trail of markers leading to a goal or
goals while exploring their environment [14]. By following these trails, agents
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are then able to locate a previously discovered goal more rapidly on subsequent
trips without benefit (or need) of internal world modelling, internal maps or
internal path planning. Most notably, these trails are constructed, shared and
used entirely without explicit communication.

Fig. 1. Stigmergic trail making
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The process of stigmergic trail-making is best illustrated by way of an exam-
ple. Consider the situation in Figure 1. A primitive stigmergic trail is created
when an agent perceives a goal and drops a marker on the ground at its cur-
rent location (Figure 1a). The marker dropped is assigned a perceptible numeric
value that represents its position in the trail (in this case, 1). The dropped
marker identifies a vantage point from which the goal should be visible to an
agent standing at the marker’s location. By itself, a trail this rudimentary is of
limited utility: to make the trail more sophisticated, it is necessary to extend the
trail. As Figure 1 illustrates, this occurs when another agent (or the same agent
at a later point in time) sees an end-point of the trail and drops a second marker
(see Figure 1b). The second marker dropped is assigned a value one higher than
the marker that the agent has observed (in this case, 2). As the process repeats,
the trail gradually lengthens (see Figure 1c, d).

When the agent perceives the goal (or a marker already on the trail), it
checks for the presence of stigmergic markers already serving as attractors to
this target. If no markers are visible, the agent drops a marker as described
above. This does not preclude the construction of multiple trails during this
process. However, when such trails are made they will not be in obvious sight
of the one another. This is illustrated in Figure 1e, where an agent sees the
end of a trail, by perceiving a 3 marker but no 4, and so extends the trail in
another direction. Note that under conditions such as this, extending the trail
in different directions is very helpful - agents coming from different directions or
from different sides of obstacles can find a useful path to a goal.

An agent only extends the trail when it perceives what appears to be its end.
If the agent perceives other markers from its location, it only drops a marker if
the goal or a higher valued marker is not also visible. If such a marker is visible,
the agent knows it is not at the end of a trial and does not drop a marker. Such
a situation is depicted in Figure 1f: the agent perceives marker 3 and two marker
4’s; it knows that 3 is not the end of the trail (because it perceives a 4 marker),
and that its vantage point is not far enough away to warrant dropping another
marker (since existing markers already supply pertinent navigation information
from the agent’s current location, or the 4 marker would not be present).

These conditions allow an agent to simply follow a trail without dropping
new markers when there is enough navigation information available to do so.
Thus, a branching situation such as that shown in Figure 1e will only occur
when an agent’s perceptions indicate it is at the end of the trail when it in fact
is not. In such a setting, there is not enough navigation information to conclude
otherwise given the agent’s current location, and so branching the trail at that
point is a logical action.

Agents navigate to the goal at a trail’s end by always moving toward the
lowest numbered marker visible. Since the markers are dropped based on visi-
bility, the agents are able to consistently follow one marker to the next to locate
the goal. This also helps minimize the length of a path followed by an agent -
if an agent perceives a 3 and a 4 marker, for example, the agent will not bother
moving to the 4 marker.
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The two important features to emphasize in this approach are a) that this
trail-building occurs collaboratively; and b) that it occurs while agents follow
existing trails and otherwise navigate through the environment.

In the case of several goals in close proximity, trails may connect. This may
cause an agent to perceive more than one lowest valued marker: in this case an
agent will be attracted to the marker in closest proximity, so may start following
toward one goal and end up at another. Either way, a goal is reached.

3 Evaluation

Agents in this work were implemented using schema-based behaviours, which
divide control into perceptual and motor schemas that are tailored to specific
aspects of an agent’s environment [15,2]. Perceptual schemas were created to
detect the conditions under which markers should be dropped. In addition, motor
schemas were implemented to cause agents to react appropriately to the presence
of markers. Agent control was also composed of a number of other basic schemas
(i.e. avoid-obstacles, wander) that were necessary to allow them to explore the
chosen simulation environment; the computer game Half-Life a large-scale, 3D
environment with realistic physics. The specific environment used was a standard
Half-Life map, entitled Crossfire (a simplified 2-D overhead view can be found in
[14]). To allow agents to mark their environment, a pre-existing game object (a
small satchel) was adapted to function as a basic marker type that agents could
drop on the ground as required.

Table 1. Summary of Results

Marking Method Total Goals Average Time Average
AgentInv

None 161 592.35 579822.88
BTl 278 463.67 43917.58
LocMax 224 533.48 52135.00
BTl/LocMax 305 567.02 51697.60
BTl/LocMax/LocMin 323 467.67 24068.98
StgTrl 1828 462.19 45043.30
StigTrl/BTl 2253 508.15 46896.00
StigTrl/BTl/LocMax 3817 525.3 30869.03
StigNav 3856 490.11 24814.38

None=No Markers, BTl=Bottleneck Markers, LocMax=Local Maxima Markers,
LocMin=Local Minima Markers, StigTrl=Stigmergic Trails, StigNav=Stigmergic

Navigation

Marker techniques were evaluated in a series of experiments in which the
objective was for a team of six agents to find a specific goal at an unknown
location in their environment as quickly and as many times as possible in a
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30 minute period. Agents began each trial in one of two starting locations, so
that agents would not interfere with one another excessively at the start of a
trial. The goal itself was located in a room on the far side of the environment.
After locating and moving to within 40 units (measured as a fraction of the
total size of the environment, which is 8191 units cubed) of the goal, a point
was added to the running total of goals discovered in the trial. This agent was
then transported back to one of the two randomly selected starting rooms to
attempt to find the same goal again. A set of 40 trials were run with a team of
6 agents that did not employ markers and combination of previously outlined
marking methods. The environment, goal location and agent starting positions
were consistent throughout all experimental trials for both teams.

Table 1 lists the total goals achieved across the 40 trials, the average real-
world time (in seconds) and the average number of agent decision-making invo-
cations (AgentInv) required to find the goal the first time in a trial. The number
of agent decision-making invocations is intended as a secondary measure of time
passing in the system. While the simple forms of stigmergy all improved navi-
gation, stigmergic trail markers resulted in a very substantial improvement over
agents using no markers, or even the improved performance gained using the
first two marker types. The best performances, however, occurred when all four
marker types were combined. Using all marker types in combination resulted in
3856 goals being reached in 40 trials for an average of 96.4 goals per trial (with
a standard deviation of 60.62 goals). This is almost 23 times more goals than
agents using no markers.

Stigmergic trail building was assisted by the other marker types because the
bottleneck and local maxima markers encouraged agents to travel from area
to area more frequently, causing agents to perceive and therefore extend the
stigmergic trails more quickly. This allowed the team of agents to benefit from
the trail for longer periods of time in each trial, leading to improved performance.
The reason for such a large standard deviation in the number of goals in each
trial is directly connected to the variation in how quickly the agents first locate
the goal and start constructing the trail. In cases where stigmergic trails are
built early in the trial, the team is essentially following this trail repeatedly
until time expires. If the trail is not built early or at all, performance suffers
correspondingly since agents have less time to benefit from it.

4 Summary

In this paper, we have described methods that reactively navigating agents can
use to increase the frequency and ease with which they discover and subsequently
navigate goals, without need of high-level path-planning, world modelling or
explicit communication. While the use of stigmergy in general is not new, the
development of specific techniques operating in a distributed fashion, such as that
described here, encourages the application of stigmergy to real-world problems.
In general, we believe the maintenance of knowledge in the world as opposed
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to inside an agent is strongly underappreciated in AI, and in future, techniques
such as these will be applied more extensively and viewed as powerful tools.
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Abstract. This paper presents an algorithm for decision-making where
the buyer needs to procure one of possibly many bundles of complemen-
tary products, and items are sold individually in multiple open ascending-
price (English) auctions. Auctions have fixed start and end times, and
some may run concurrently. Expected utility of a bidding choice is com-
puted by considering expected utility of choices at future decisions. The
problem is modeled as a Markov decision process, and dynamic program-
ming is used to determine the value of bidding/not bidding in each state.
Three techniques for reducing the state space are given. Results show
that a bidding agent using this algorithm achieves significantly higher
utility on average when compared with one that does not consider the
value of future choices.

1 Introduction

As the volume of e-commerce completed through online auctions rises, so does
the need for efficient and effective decision-making systems that can analyze sev-
eral options and help a potential buyer make rational bidding decisions. Online
auction sites have grown considerably over the past few years by mainly target-
ing the consumer, but recent research has shown that more and more businesses
are integrating online auctions into their supply chains [6]. While research in
e-commerce focuses on the problems associated with finding and monitoring
auctions that may be of interest to a potential buyer (or bidding agent), arti-
ficial intelligence techniques are needed to analyze the data and help the agent
make effective decisions on which auctions to pursue as well as how much to bid.

In this paper, we present a decision-making algorithm for an agent that needs
to purchase one of possibly many bundles of products, where items are sold indi-
vidually in auctions. In our context, we consider a bundle to be a user-defined set
of complementary products. There also may be alternatives for certain products,
and consequently several acceptable bundles. We consider open ascending-price
(English) auctions where the start time, finish time and opening bid are fixed
and known in advance. There is no restriction on auction times (i.e. time periods
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for some auctions may overlap). The goal is to analyze the incomplete informa-
tion on current and future auctions and make bidding decisions that give the
agent the best chance of ultimately procuring the best bundle in terms of bundle
preference and cost.

Previous work [2,5] has analyzed the problem of determining the expected
utility over sets of auctions, but this work bases the decision on whether or not to
participate in an auction on whether or not the auction is part of the set deemed
the best in terms of expected utility at that time. This “greedy” approach works
best when a buyer immediately must commit to a particular set. In our setting,
we compute the expected utility of a choice by considering the expected utility
of future consequential decision points. This is the main contribution of the
paper. To accomplish this, we use a purchase procedure tree [1] to model the
system of decisions and purchases, and model the decision problem as a Markov
decision process. Dynamic programming is then used to determine the optimal
choice at each decision. To reduce the consequentially unmanageable size of the
resulting state space, we employ three state-reducing techniques. Results show
that our method performs significantly better than the greedy approach in a
specific example.

2 Problem Formalization

Let A be a set of English auctions where each a ∈ A is an auction for product pa,
and all auctions in A are currently open or will open in the future (i.e. none are
finished). Let P = {pa | a ∈ A} be the set of products to be auctioned in A, and
let B ⊆ 2P be a set of bundles. Each bundle is specified by the buyer as being
a satisfactory and complete set of products. To specify the buyer’s preferences
assume that a bundle purchase utility function u : B × C → � is given, where
C denotes the set of possible bundle costs. The problem is to decide whether or
not to bid in each auction, with the goal of ultimately obtaining all products in
some bundle b ∈ B at cost c with the highest utility possible.

3 The Purchase Procedure Tree

In order to structure the decision process, we use a purchase procedure tree
(PPT) [1]. This tree graphically depicts the process of decisions and auctions
that, when executed, will result in a complete bundle purchase. Starting at the
root node, the buyer proceeds toward the leaf nodes, bidding in auctions at
auction nodes and making decisions at decision nodes. At each decision node
(lower case d’s) there are two choices: participating in the auction that will end
next (always represented by the left child of the decision node), or allowing it to
pass. When the auction ends, if the buyer is the winner then execution moves to
the left, else to the right. Once a path is completed, the buyer will have procured
a complete bundle. The example PPT in Figure 1 represents the problem where
there are bundles AB, AC, BD and EF, and the auction for A ends first. The
current decision (d1) to be made is on whether or not to bid on A. The PPT
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shows the consequential decisions and auctions which result from each choice.
Note that a new PPT is built for each decision. For example, if A is purchased
then a new PPT will be built with root d3. This tree may include new options,
and perhaps may even include bundles that do not include the purchased items
(i.e. BD or EF) if they are deemed viable options.

 
                     d1   
                               
   A        d2  
   
  d3              D            E  
    
 B              C          B            F  
 

Fig. 1. An example purchase procedure tree

4 The MDP Model

To determine the expected utilities of each option, the sequence of auctions
and decisions is modeled as a Markov decision process (MDP), and the optimal
policy in the MDP is determined using the value iteration method of dynamic
programming. Each state in the MDP is a 5-tuple 〈P, c,Acur, CAcur

, t〉 where
P is the set of purchased products, c is the total amount spent on purchases,
Acur = (a1, . . . , am) contains the auctions that are currently running, CAcur =
(c1, . . . , cm) contains the current bid ci for each ai, and t is the time. The set of
actions is Q = {bid, notbid}. Each terminal state has an associated reward, equal
to the utility u(b, c) of purchasing the bundle b = P at cost c. The value v(s) for
a state s is computed as the expected utility of s. The problem is to determine
v(s) for each reachable state s in order to find the optimal policy π : S → Q.
For a state s′ at which a bidding decision must be made, π(s′) advises which
course of action maximizes expected utility. Because of the stochastic nature of
auctions, for many actions it is not known for certain what the next state will be.
However, we assume that the buyer will have some idea of what the outcomes
of an auction will be (by examining auction history, market history, estimation
of competitors reserve values, etc.). We model this information in the form of
a prediction function Fa(c, t, t′). For an auction a, Fa(c, t, t′) takes a bid c and
times t and t′ (where t < t′), and returns a probability distribution p on the
outcomes for the current bid at time t′ given that the current bid at time t is c.

The problem with modeling the decision problem in this way is that there
will be far too many states in the MDP. At any given time, there may be several
auctions open, each of which with several possible outcomes for the current bid.
Also, there may be several different combinations of items already purchased by
the buyer, and several possible costs for those purchased goods. An important
contribution of this paper lies in how we deal with this computational complexity
without losing too much of the important information. In particular we do three
things to reduce the state space:
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1. Assume that bidding is only done at the end of the auction. With this as-
sumption, only states that occur when an auction ends are considered in
the MDP. At these points the agent chooses either to bid (thus winning the
auction), or pass. Realistically, with this strategy the bidder runs the risk
of not having a bid accepted before the deadline if there are one or more
bidders with the same strategy. But this is not necessarily the true strategy
to be used by the buyer. It is only the assumption made about future actions
in the MDP model to ease the computational burden. The buyer is free to
bid earlier in an auction if the expected utility of doing so is higher than
the expected utility of waiting until the end. As a result, since the utility of
winning an auction with an earlier bid is always at least as good as winning
it with a later bid (since bids never go down), the buyer’s true expected
utility is at least as high as that predicted by the algorithm (given that the
prediction functions are sufficiently accurate).

2. Use the purchase procedure tree. The PPT shows the sequence of decisions
and auctions that follow from any choice. We use this to limit the state space
in two ways. First, two auctions a1 and a2 are considered together in Acur

in a state only if there is a common ancestor decision node d (of the nodes
representing a1 and a2) in the PPT such that a1 and a2 will be open when
the decision at d must be made. Second, for any state s at node n in the
PPT, the set P in s is always equal the union of the set of ancestor purchases
in the PPT and the set of purchases already made before the PPT was built.

3. Use the Pearson-Tukey three-point discrete approximation. The probability
measure p given by Fa(c, t, t′) assigns positive probability to only three val-
ues, according to the Pearson-Tukey three-point approximation [3,4]. Specifi-
cally, p(x1) = .185, p(x2) = .63 and p(x3) = .185 where Prob(X > x1) = .95,
Prob(X > x2) = .5 and Prob(X > x3) = .05.

The transition probability function Pr(s′|s, q) takes states s and s′ and an
action q and returns the probability of occupying s′ directly after q is performed
in s. Dynamic programming is then used to find the value of each state:

v(s) =

{
u(P, c) if P ∈ B
max{∑

s′∈S
v(s′)P (s′|s, bid),

∑
s′∈S

v(s′)P (s′|s, notbid)} otherwise (1)

and π(s) = bid if
∑

s′∈S v(s′)P (s′|s, bid) >
∑

s′∈S v(s′)P (s′|s, notbid), and
π(s) = notbid otherwise.

5 Results

The utility achieved using our method was compared with the utility achieved
using the greedy method that instructs the buyer to bid on an item if it is
part of the bundle with the highest expected utility. Tests were run using the
product set P = {A, B, C, D, E, F} with auction times A : [0, 10], B : [15, 45],
C : [15, 35], D : [20, 40], E : [25, 55] and F : [38, 60], and the bundle set B =
{AB, CD, EF}. Each agent had the same preferences for bundles and were risk-
neutral. 2000 tests were run for each bidding method, of which 1298 instances
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saw the two agents purchase a different bundle. Only these cases are examined.
In each test run, the bidding agent being tested competed against 8 dummy
bidders in each auction. Dummy agents’ reserve values were chosen at random
from reasonable distributions. Before the tests were run, the bidding agents were
allowed to observe the dummy agents in order to learn the prediction function
for each auction. Results showed that the mean utility achieved by our agent
was 0.49079 (95% confidence interval [0.48902, 0.49257]), compared with 0.48607
([0.48468, 0.48747]) by the greedy agent. The mean of the paired differences was
0.00472 ([0.00242, 0.00702]). A paired t-test indicates that the difference in the
means is significant at p < 0.0001. While this is certainly not an exhaustive
test, it shows promise that, in at least one scenario, our method significantly
outperforms simple greedy decision-making.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents an effective algorithm for making bidding decisions in mul-
tiple English auctions where the buyer needs to procure one of possibly several
bundles of products. Expected utilities of choices are estimated more accurately
by considering the value of future decisions. This results in better decision-
making and higher utility. For future work, we plan to carry out more extensive
experiments to further support our claims. One idea is to test our method on sets
of actual online auctions, such as those found on eBay. This will involve monitor-
ing auctions for a period of time in order to determine a prediction function for
similar future auctions, and then simulating these real auctions with our bidding
agent. This will give an idea not only of how well our technique performs in real
auctions, but also how accurately these prediction functions can be determined.
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1 Introduction

Work in the field of mixed-initiative interaction [1,2,3] suggests a more flexible
approach to the reasoning process in artificial intelligence systems. In a mixed-
initiative system, both the computer and the user can play an active role in a
problem-solving session. At any given time, either party might take control of a
session. The primary goal behind a mixed-initiative system is to take advantage
of the fact that computers and people have very different strengths when it comes
to solving problems.

One ideal feature of a mixed-initiative system is the ability to make intelligent
decisions about whether or not it is appropriate to seek further assistance from
a user at any given time. In [4], we propose that a system should solicit further
input from a user precisely when the perceived benefits of this interaction exceed
the expected costs. We then present a specific approach for modeling these
benefits and costs. With this model clearly defined, it will be possible to design
mixed-initiative systems, for any application area, that clearly stipulate when
the system should take the initiative to interact with the user.

2 Modeling User Knowledge

A user model is a system’s internal representation of a user’s knowledge, abilities,
preferences, goals and any other user-specific information that helps a system to
adapt its behaviour in a way that is appropriate for each user. The user model
is a crucial component of our model for reasoning about interaction with users.

In this paper, we focus specifically on one of the essential elements in our
design: the ability to model the probability that a given user will have the knowl-
edge required to answer a particular question. We refer to this probability value
as PUK . The idea is for the system to make different decisions about interaction
in different situations, based in part on the identity of the specific user involved
in the current session and on the system’s perception of that user’s expertise.

Our model relies on the use of increasingly specific user models as the system
gains familiarity with each individual user. For example, when a user is unknown
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to the system, a very general user model is employed, one that contains infor-
mation about the knowledge expected of all users or of users belonging to a
particular stereotype.1 However, as the system becomes more and more familiar
with a user, it attaches more and more weight to the specific user model that it
has built for that user.

As a system interacts with different users, it will often have to update its user
models to reflect the new evidence that it has acquired. For example, a system
that initially believed a user to be knowledgeable about a particular topic, but
discovered that the user was twice unable to answer questions about that topic,
should update its beliefs about that user to reflect this new information.

In determining the likelihood of a user knowing the answer to a particular
question, a system might want to incorporate different types of information about
user knowledge. This includes information about the specific user’s knowledge,
about the knowledge expected of users in the same stereotype, and about the
general knowledge expected of all users. For each of those classes of information,
a system might have expectations about the probability of getting an answer to
the specific question being considered, about a particular class of questions, or
about any question at all in the domain.

In this section, we provide a matrix-based framework that can be used to de-
termine, at any moment in time, a single PUK value representing the probability
of the user being able to answer a particular question. This is done by consider-
ing all of the types of information described in the previous paragraph, weighted
according to the amount of experience the system has with particular users and
topics and according to initial weights specified by the system designer. We will
describe how information about user knowledge is stored and how it is used to
compute PUK .

Suppose that a system is aware of m distinct users and n stereotypes to
which users might belong. Suppose also that we are able to enumerate i possible
questions or topics that a system might want to ask of a user, and j classes into
which these questions can be categorized.

Our framework then requires the following structures:

– For each user, construct a 1 × (m + n + 1) vector u. The first m entries
are used to identify the user as one of the m users about which the system
has a profile. These m entries include a single 1 and m − 1 zeroes. In the
example vector below, the user is the second of four known users. The next n
entries classify the user into one or more stereotypes. If the system designer
wishes for each user to belong to only one stereotype, then these n entries
will include a single 1 as the only non-zero number. However, it is also
possible to indicate that a user possesses some characteristics of more than
one stereotype by including multiple non-zero entries that sum to 1. In the
example below, there are three stereotypes; the user is primarily identified

1 “A stereotype represents a collection of attributes that often co-occur in people” [5].
The idea is to use this type of information to allow systems to predict the preferences
or knowledge of a user based on general characteristics of a class of users to which
this user is believed to belong.
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as belonging to the first stereotype, but has some properties of the third as
well. The final entry of this vector is always 1 and indicates that the user is
a member of the class of “all users” of the system.(

0 1 0 0 | 0.9 0 0.1 | 1
)

Also for each user, construct a second 1 × (m + n + 1) vector uw. This vec-
tor stores weights to indicate how much impact each type of user-knowledge
information should have in computing PUK . Initially, the system might have
no information at all about individual users, in which case the weight on the
user-specific information should be zero.2 In these early situations, predic-
tions about the knowledge of a user will be based entirely (or mostly) on
stereotypical information and estimates of the knowledge expected of any
user. The actual weights for stereotypes and for the “all-users” entry should
be set up according to the desired contribution of each. For instance, if the
system designer is confident that a user’s stereotype will be a very accurate
predictor of the user’s behaviour, then she might set the initial weight on
the stereotypical information to be quite high relative to the weight of the
“all-users” entry (say, 0.9 vs. 0.1), as shown in the example vector below. If,
on the other hand, there are no stereotypes defined or there is low confidence
in their relevance to any given user, the information about all users should
carry most of the weight.(

0 0 0 0 | 0.9 0.9 0.9 | 0.1
)

The weights in this vector will be updated as the system makes its own
observations about the knowledge of users, again according to the specifica-
tions of the system designer. For example, once the system has observed the
user’s expertise on a particular topic on a few occasions, this user-specific
information should be the primary predictor of whether the user will
be helpful on this topic in the future. In other words, the weight of the
contribution from the user-specific information should increase gradually
until it eventually overwhelms the weight on the stereotype and “all-users”
contributions.

– For each possible topic or question, construct two (i + j + 1) × 1 vectors
t and tw. These are analogous to the user vectors described above. In the
first vector, the first i entries will uniquely identify the question, the next
j entries will classify it into one or more classes of questions, and the final
entry will always be one. The example below shows the topic vector for the
third of five questions, classified as belonging to the second of two question
types. (

0 0 1 0 0 | 0 1 | 1
)T

2 In some systems, initial interviews might be used to gather some concrete information
about individual users, in which case some weight would be placed on the user-
specific information that is gathered.
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The second vector tw will indicate the desired weights on specific questions,
general topic areas, and the domain as a whole.

– Construct a large (m + n + 1) × (i + j + 1) matrix PK. This matrix stores
probability values: each entry represents the likelihood that a specific user,
a class of users, or any user at all would know the answer to a specific
question, a question of a certain type, or any question in the domain.
The rows identify the user or user stereotype, while the columns represent
questions or topic areas. In the matrix below, for example, the bold entries
indicate that the first user has a probability of 0.8 of being able to answer
the first question, and that users belonging to the third stereotype have a
probability of 0.7 of answering questions of the second type.

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0.8 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.0 | 0.7 0.3 | 0.7
0.7 0.6 0.7 0.2 0.0 | 0.7 0.3 | 0.6
0.7 0.6 0.7 0.2 0.0 | 0.6 0.3 | 0.5
0.7 0.6 0.7 0.2 0.0 | 0.6 0.3 | 0.6
− − − − − − − − − − − − −−
0.7 0.6 0.7 0.2 0.0 | 0.8 0.5 | 0.6
0.8 0.7 0.8 0.2 0.0 | 0.6 0.6 | 0.7
0.9 0.8 0.9 0.2 0.0 | 0.4 0.7 | 0.6
− − − − − − − − − − − − −−
0.8 0.7 0.8 0.2 0.0 | 0.6 0.6 | 0.6

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
Now, if the system is considering whether or not to ask a user a question,

it can use matrix multiplication to determine a single PUK value, based on a
weighted combination of the above information.

This is done by multiplying u by uw element-wise, to yield a new vector
uwtd, multiplying t by tw element-wise, to yield a new vector twtd, and then
using matrix multiplication to obtain PUK = uwtd PK twtd.

In practice, when the vectors and matrices are very large, it will make sense
to perform these multiplications not with the entire matrices, but by selecting
only the rows and columns that are relevant to the current user and the current
question. Examples of the use of this method can be found in [4].

The actual probabilities of different users being able to answer different ques-
tions and the weights on the various components of the model are also maintained
through the use of a set of matrices and vectors. A matrix Nask tracks how many
times each question has been asked of a user. Another matrix, Nans, tracks how
many times the user has actually provided an answer to each question.3 The
values in these matrices are used to compute the individual values stored in the
matrix PK. Note that as weight vectors change over time, placing more weight
on specific questions, the PUK value itself will increase if the user has been found
to be able to answer these questions. Details on updating probability values and
weights can be found in [4].
3 The model also allows the system to keep track of the correctness of a user’s re-

sponses, in domains where the correct answer can be determined after the fact.
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3 Discussion

It is very important for a mixed-initiative system to maintain a model of the
likelihood that users will possess certain types of knowledge. We have provided
a concrete quantitative approach to merging information that the system has
available about the knowledge of specific users, of different classes of users and
of all users in general, as well as about different classes of questions that might be
asked. This type of a hybrid method is a novel approach to modeling knowledge
about users and will be of interest to the user modeling community.

Although the idea of using user-specific information in combination with
stereotypical information is certainly not new (see [6], for example), the tradi-
tional approach has been to have any user-specific information that has been
gathered override the default, stereotypical assumptions of the system.

However, in many applications, it is not possible to determine that a user
does or does not know about a particular topic. We cannot conclude from the
fact that a user correctly answered one question in a given topic area that the
user is knowledgeable on that subject. Using the model presented in this paper, a
system can gradually incorporate the specific user models that it has constructed
for each user. Furthermore, the system designer can control how quickly the
system will change from relying strictly on its default, stereotypical assumptions
to relying on the user-specific information it has gathered.

The work of Vassileva et al. [7] is also relevant because it describes the
process of modeling a user by integrating information from different sources.
Our framework could also be used for such a purpose, by weighting the
contributions of different agents just as we currently weight the contributions of
user-specific models and more general models.
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Abstract. In this paper we discuss paper recommendation techniques for
learners in an evolvable e-learning system. We carried out an experiment using
artificial learners for two techniques. The first one is based on the matching of
learner model to the papers (pure model-based recommendation). And the
second technique is based on peer learner recommendation (hybrid
collaborative filtering), which is relatively domain independent. Experimental
results show that hybrid collaborative filtering, which we believe can lower
computational costs, will not compromise the overall performance of the
recommender system.

1   Introduction

In e-learning, making recommendations of learning objects in a pedagogically ordered
list is very important, quite different from single product recommendations in e-
commerce. For example, some instructors will recommend students to read an
interesting magazine article before a technical paper, because it will help students
understand the technical paper or make them less intimidated. In this paper we will
discuss our work on recommending research papers for learners engaged in an
evolving web-based learning system [3]. In particular, we will focus on how to
recommend and present pedagogically suitable reading materials based on a careful
observation of learner interactions with the system; and also show through an
artificial-learner-based simulation the effect and benefits of introducing pedagogical
similarity in this domain.

There are several related works in recommending technical papers. Basu et al. [1]
studied recommendation in the context of assigning conference papers to reviewing
committee members. Woodruff et al. [4] discuss an enhanced digital book with a
spreading-activation-geared mechanism to make customized recommendations for
readers with different type of background and knowledge. McNee et al. [2]
investigate the adoption of collaborative filtering techniques to recommend papers for
researchers. These works are different from ours in that we not only recommend
papers according to learners’ interests, but also pick up those not-so-interesting-yet-
pedagogically-suitable papers for them. Pedagogically valuable papers might not be
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interesting and papers with significant influence in the research community might not
be pedagogically suitable for learners.

2   Our Approach: Pedagogy-Oriented Paper Recommendation

Our goal can be stated as follows:
Given a collection of reading materials and a learner’s characteristics,
recommend and deliver a set of materials in a pedagogically appropriate
sequence, so as to meet both the learner’s pedagogical needs and interests.

The system must select some highly authoritative and (individually) interesting
materials. The curriculum also requires a broad coverage of reading materials,
including those not-interesting-yet-pedagogically useful. In this paper, we only
consider a simplicity-based measurement among reading materials. The similarity
criterion is used for two purposes: avoiding redundancy and recommending an item.
Moreover, in our current simulation we only consider t-ordering (technical level) and
d-ordering (pedagogical value) in delivering the reading materials1. We assume that
all artificial learners do not have preference towards the length of the material, the
abstraction of presentation, the prestige and the year of publication. We will explore
more about other orderings in the future. Ideally, the recommender system will
maximize a learner’s utility such that the learner gains a maximum amount of
knowledge and is well motivated at the end of the course. Intuitively, a model-based
recommendation through a careful assessment of learner characteristics is very costly;
because when new reading material is introduced, detailed identification is required,
and when a learner gains some new knowledge after reading a paper, a re-matching is
required to find the next suitable reading material for him/her. Alternatively, we can
use a collaborative filtering technique (CF) to reduce the complexity of the
recommendation process. Therefore, the matching process is not from learner model
to learning material, but from learner model to other learner models. Since the system
also utilizes some characteristics of learning material, it is a hybrid-CF. The
remaining question is whether or not the hybrid-CF is as good as the model-based
one.

3   Evaluating the Hybrid Recommendation Technique

3.1   Simulation Setup

We first generate 500 artificial learners and use 50 papers related to data mining for
the learning material. The recommender system then recommends 15 papers to each
learner according to each individual learner model (pure model-based). Each learner
rates these papers according to their properties. After that, we generate 100 additional
artificial learners, who are the target learners. Then, two recommendation techniques
are applied to these target learners so as to evaluate their differences and
performances. The first technique is the same as the technique used in the first 500

                                                          
1 For the definition of similarity and ordering, please refer to [3].
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learners, i.e. model-based recommendation. The second technique is a hybrid-CF. In
the simulation, we use the following minimal learner properties to generate artificial
learners: learner ID #, background knowledge [k1, k2, …, k10], learner interest toward
specific topics [I1, I2, …., I12], and learner motivation M∈ [0, 1]. Where M = 1
represents that the learner is willing to spend more time to learn something not
covered/understood before, and M = 0 represents that the learner is unwilling to
explore any piece of knowledge not covered in the paper. Moreover, we use the
following properties for the papers: paper ID #, technical knowledge [k1, k2, …, k10],
topics [I1, I2, …., I10], and paper authority level. ki denotes the depth of the knowledge
of topic Ii used inside the paper. Deep knowledge means that a learner needs a good
background in the corresponding knowledge in order to be able to understand the
paper thoroughly. If the learner lacks that knowledge, then he/she/it can gain the
corresponding knowledge by reading the paper carefully and spending more time to
look at the references.

In addition, five core papers, i.e. papers that are pedagogically required for all
learners, will be recommended regardless of learners’ interests or knowledge; at least
two papers with high technical level should be recommended to the learner; and in
total 15 papers must be read and rated by each learner. The above requirements define
the constraints on recommendation, and differentiate recommendation in e-learning
from other application areas.

3.2   Model-Based Recommendations

Model-based recommendation is based on the following rules (learner-centric): The
system starts with recommending acceptable papers in terms of a learner’s knowledge
level and the similarity of learners’ interest towards the topic in the paper. Then, two
interesting papers, but with very high technical level will be recommended, in order to
improve the learner’s knowledge. Finally, some not-interested-yet-pedagogical-useful
(authoritative) papers will be provided as the part of the learning requirement in the
end. After learners finish a paper, some additional knowledge may be acquired,
depending on learner motivation. In our simulation, we assume that the increment of
the learner’s knowledge is based on the following rule.

IF paper.kj > learner.kj AND paper.authority = TRUE  THEN
learner.kj = (paper.kj - learner.kj) × learner.M × Interest × w1 + learner.kj

IF paper.kj > learner.kj AND paper.authority = FALSE  THEN
learner.kj = (paper.kj - learner.kj) × learner.M × Interest × w2 + learner.kj

where w1 and w2 represent factors that might affect learning speed after reading an
authoritative/non-authoritative paper. These are two control variables in our
experiment. Interest represents the similarity of learner interest to the paper’s topic
which due to limited space will not be described here. Moreover, the total gain made
by the learner is defined as the value added from reading the paper. After a learner
reads a paper, we need rating-generation rules to generate learner rating toward the
paper, which will not be described here. If the rating is high, learner motivation will
increase randomly with increasing rate x. If the rating is low, learner motivation will
decrease randomly with decreasing rate x. x is another control variable that represents
how much motivation a learner gains/loses after reading a paper.
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3.3   Hybrid Recommendations

For each target learner, we find five neighbors based on the similarity of their interest
and background knowledge. From these five nearest neighbours, we can get a set of
candidate papers based on their ratings. Then, we order these papers from the highest
ratings for the closest neighbour to the lowest rating for the furthest neighbor. Then
the system will recommend up to eight authoritative papers starting from those
receiving the highest rating followed by recommending non-authoritative papers.
Then, the system will choose and recommend two very interesting and highly
technical papers, and recommend five pedagogically required papers, if the learner
has not read them. Finally, the system recommends the rest of the papers according to
the rating order, until up to 15 papers in total.

3.4   Evaluation Metrics and Control Variables

There are two metrics recorded in the simulation, i.e. average learner motivation after
recommendation and average learner knowledge after recommendation. And for the
purpose of comparison, we compare the percentage differences between model-based
recommendation and hybrid recommendation. In our simulation, control variables w1,
w2 and x are adjusted to differentiate artificial learners as follows. x = 1 for fast
motivation change (FMC), x = 0.3 for moderate (MMC), x = 0.1 for slow (SMC), and
x = 0 (NMC). Moreover, we use eight pairs of (w1, w2), which are (1, 0), (U[0, 1], 0),
(U[0, 0.3], 0), (1, U[0, 0.3]), (U[0, 1], U[0, 0.3]), (U[0, 0.3], U[0, 0.3]), (1, U[0, 1]),
(U[0, 1], U[0, 1]), (1, 1), where U[0, y] means a random value generated from a
uniform distribution function. The pair value represents the effect of authoritative and
non-authoritative papers in the increment of the learner’s knowledge. For example, (1,
0) indicates that only authoritative papers can fully increase a learner’s knowledge.
And (1, 1) indicates that both authoritative and non-authoritative papers are equally
weighted and can fully increase a learner’s knowledge. Each group of experiments is
repeated thirty times for statistical analysis.

4  Experimental Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the result of the experimentation. The value shown in each cell is the
pair value of the percentage difference between model-based recommendation and the
hybrid-CF technique in terms of average learner knowledge and motivation. A
negative value indicates that the model-based recommendation technique is better
than hybrid-CF. And a positive value represents the reverse situation. For example,
the pair value (0.65; 2.93) represents that using hybrid-CF is 0.65% and 2.93% better
than using model-based in terms of the average learner knowledge and motivation
respectively. All results are checked by t-test for equal mean hypothesis (assuming
different variance). The value in italics inside the table shows that the null hypothesis
is not rejected (for α = 0.05), or the difference between model-based and hybrid-CF is
not statistically significant. If we exclude zero and italic values in Table 1, then there
are 16 and 8 negative values for the difference of learner knowledge and motivation
respectively, with the lowest value equals to -1.36% and -4.53% respectively. And
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there are 7 and 9 positive values for the difference of leaner knowledge and motivation,
with the highest value equals to 1.43% and 16.76%, respectively. Thus, we conclude
that using hybrid-CF results in a lower performance in terms of learner average
knowledge. However, since hybrid-CF usually needs lower computational cost than
model-based recommendation (which is not measured here) and the performance loss
is not big, hence hybrid-CF is very promising in e-learning system.

Table 1. The differences between model-based and hybrid recommendation (in percentage %).
The first value in each cell represents the difference of final knowledge and the second value
represents the difference of final motivation.

(w1, w2) FMC MMC SMC NMC
(1, 0) 0.65; 2.93 -0.94; -0.06 -0.76; -0.21 -0.22; 0.00
(U[0, 1], 0) 1.43; 7.73 -0.40; 4.21 -0.02; -0.31 0.66; 0.00
(U[0, .3], 0) -0.54; 14.8 -0.58; 1.88 0.46; -4.61 1.14; 0.00
(1, U[0, .3]) -0.9; 1.07 -1.08; -1.43 -0.95; -1.47 -0.44; 0.00
(U[0, 1], U[0, .3]) 0.45; 5.75 -0.67; 1.73 -0.01; -0.55 0.63; 0.00
(U[0, .3], U[0, .3]) -1.36; 16.76 -0.84; -0.29 -0.11; -4.53 0.99; 0.00
(1, U[0, 1]) -0.8; 0.46 -1.08; -2.2 -0.74; -1.29 -0.27; 0.00
(U[0, 1], U[0, 1]) 0.54; 6.74 -0.13; 3.24 -0.06; -0.36 0.81; 0.00
(1, 1) -0.97; 1.23 -0.72; -1.99 -0.65; -1.24 -0.29; 0.00

5   Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we identified the difference of recommendation in e-learning and other
areas. By using simulation, we have shown the differences between hybrid-CF and
model-based recommendation in terms of the learner knowledge and motivation.
However, our simulation is only limited to the adjustment of some parameters. In the
future, we will change some other parameters, and provide a more detailed
experiment, both by increasing the complexity of the artificial learner and by
changing the recommendation criteria.
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Abstract. In this paper, we will examine how a model-based tutor can
automatically generate demand feedback. We will propose a two-stage
feedback generation algorithm that maintains the principle of modu-
larity characteristic of model-based representation, while automatically
generating detailed demand feedback. We will evaluate model-based pro-
gramming tutors to demonstrate that the feedback generated using this
algorithm is coherent and effective at improving learning.

1 Introduction

We have been developing intelligent tutors to help students learn specific con-
structs in programming languages, such as loops, pointers, and expression eval-
uation. The tutors present a code segment involving a construct, ask the learner
to solve problems based on the code, and provide demand feedback to facili-
tate learning. The tutors generate the problems as parameterized instances of
problem templates (as in [6]).

Various technologies have been used to model the domain in an intelligent
tutor, including rule-based reasoning (e.g., production rules used in ACT-R the-
ory [1]), constraint-based reasoning (e.g., [10]), and case-based reasoning (e.g.,
[13]). Earlier, we had proposed using model-based reasoning for programming
tutors [7] because of its relative advantages over the other technologies [5]. In
this paper, we will briefly examine how demand feedback can be generated in a
tutor that uses model-based reasoning for domain modeling.

One of the advantages of using model-based reasoning for modeling the do-
main in an intelligent tutor is that the domain model doubles as the runnable
expert module [7]. Therefore, the tutor is capable of solving problems on its own.
Can the tutor also automatically generate feedback on its own?

The representation used in model-based reasoning is modular - each com-
ponent is responsible for only its behavior. A device derives its behavior by
composing the behaviors of its components. Such a modular design promotes
scalability. Can such a modular scheme be used to generate feedback? If so,
would the resulting feedback be coherent? Would it be effective enough for
the user to learn from? In this paper, we will briefly examine these questions.
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2 Feedback Generation

Currently, our tutors provide demand feedback [2], i.e., they provide feedback
only when the learner demands. Research shows that students who practice with
demand feedback are significantly better at far-transfer tasks than those who
receive immediate feedback [4][9]. Therefore, demand feedback is appropriate
for our tutors on programming.

Our tutors generate demand feedback using simulation and reflection. Re-
flection is the process of providing explanation by reflecting on the state and the
knowledge of the tutor [11]. During simulation, each tutor executes the model of
the program. By way of reflection, it examines the state of the components, and
generates explanation based on its observations. The resulting feedback can not
only explain the behavior of the program, but also justify the correct answer.

We use a two-stage algorithm to generate feedback about a program, by
composing the feedback generated by its components:

– Process Explanation: The interpreter that executes the code generates
this explanation in a fashion similar to program tracing. For each line of
code, the interpreter identifies the components participating in the line of
code, and any state transitions that they undergo as a result of executing
the line of code. This includes identifying any side-effect that results from
executing the line, i.e., any input, output, or change in the values of variables.
Since the lines of code are executed in the order specified by the program,
the resulting feedback narrative is coherent.

– Component Explanation: This explanation is generated by the compo-
nents participating in the line of code that is currently being executed. If an
action is applied to a component that is not supported by the current state
of the component, the component explains why the attempt to apply the
action is an error. Furthermore, the component steps through and generates
explanation for each of the previous states of the component. It presents the
generated lines of explanation in one of two forms:

• Detailed form: It explains all the prior states in order, and how they
culminate in an error when the current action is applied.

• Abbreviated form: It explains only the current state, and how applying
the current action results in an error.

Component explanation is coordinated with process explanation as follows:
during the generation of process explanation, at each line of code, component
explanation is obtained from all the components participating in that line of
code. Only the explanations from the components that are in an error state
are inserted into the process explanation. The abbreviated form of component
explanation is used during the generation of demand feedback. The algorithm
may be summarized as follows:

Execute the code line by line:
For each line of code

Generate process explanation
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For each component involved in the line
If the component reached an error state on this line

Generate abbreviated component explanation for the
component

Insert it after the process explanation for the line

The tutor post-processes the feedback generated by process and component
explanations to address the needs of the user:

– Detailed Feedback: Since the feedback includes a complete explanation of
the behavior of the program, it is used for novices, for the first few problems
in a tutoring session, and in instructional (as opposed to problem-solving)
mode.

– Diagnostic Feedback: The feedback is post-processed to include only the
following:

• Process explanation generated by input and output statements;
• The abbreviated version of component explanation generated by compo-

nents with observed errors.
Diagnostic feedback is used once the student starts making progress towards
the educational objectives of the tutor.

The algorithm can be applied to any domain wherein the composition of
behavior reflects the composition of structure, i.e., those and only those compo-
nents that constitute a device contribute to the behavior of the device.

2.1 Example

The following is a typical program that the learner is asked to debug when using
a tutor on pointers:

void main()
{

long *indirectPointer;
{

long count = 1313;
indirectPointer = &count;

}
cout << *indirectPointer;

}

The demand feedback generated by the tutor for the above code is:
When the program is executed:
The program always starts executing from main().
When the function main() is executed:
Pointer indirectPointer is declared on line 4.
But, it has not been assigned a value yet
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When the nested block starting at line 5 is executed:
Variable count is declared on line 6.
It is initialized during declaration to 1313
Pointer indirectPointer is assigned to point to count on line 7
The nested block is exited on line 8
Variable count goes out of scope and is deallocated on line 8
An attempt is made to print the value of the variable pointed to
by indirectPointer on line 9
But, variable count has already gone out of the scope of its declaration.
Therefore, indirectPointer is a dangling pointer.
The function main() is exited on line 10
Pointer indirectPointer goes out of scope and is deallocated on
line 10

All except the italicized lines of feedback are generated during process expla-
nation. The italicized lines are an abbreviated version of component explanation.
Note that it is important for component explanation to include the complete con-
text so that its feedback can be understood independent of any other feedback
generated by process explanation.

3 Evaluation of the Tutor

We have evaluated several of our tutors to check if demand feedback generated
automatically by the tutor is effective enough to promote learning. In each case,
we used a pre-test, practice, post-test protocol. The pretest and post-test were of
comparable hardness, with similar problems, listed in the same order. We used
controlled tests - during the practice, the control group was provided minimal
feedback and the experimental group was provided detailed demand feedback.
Minimal feedback listed whether the learner’s answer was correct or wrong, but
not why. Detailed demand feedback also explained why, and was automatically
generated by the tutor.

Where possible, in order to eliminate practice effect, we considered student
score per attempted question or percentage of attempted questions correctly
answered, instead of raw scores. We calculated effect size as (post-test score -
pretest-score) / standard-deviation on the pre-test. Note that an effect size of
two is the holy grail for tutors - one-on-one human tutoring is known to improve
learning by two standard deviations over traditional classroom instruction [3].
We used 2-tailed p-value to verify the statistical significance of our results.

When we evaluated our tutor on expression evaluation tutor in Fall 2002,
we found that the effect size was 1.35 for the test group (N=24) that received
detailed feedback versus 0.84 for the control group (N=24) that received minimal
feedback. Similarly, when we evaluated our tutor on parameter passing in Spring
and Fall 2002, we found that the effect size was 0.99 for the test group (N=14)
that received detailed feedback versus 0.07 for the control group (N=15) that
received minimal feedback. These and other similar results (e.g., [8]) indicate
that the demand feedback automatically generated by our tutors using the two-
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stage algorithm described in Section 2 is coherent and effective in promoting
learning. We plan to continue to evaluate our tutors for the quality and quantity
of feedback they provide.

Acknowledgments. Partial support for this work was provided by the Na-
tional Science Foundation’s Course, Curriculum and Laboratory Improvement
Program under grant DUE-0088864.
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Abstract. Negotiation support systems often allow an exchange of mes-
sages that help explain better the offers and positions of the negotiators.
Collections of such messages can be analyzed using Natural Language
Processing techniques. We work with a large collection accumulated by
the Inspire system. The messages are unedited and share characteristics
with email text data. We use them to classify negotiations as successful
or failed, and to find language patterns characteristic of these two classes.
The preliminary results show that certain patterns in the language of the
messages do predict whether the negotiation will succeed.

1 Texts in Electronic Negotiations

We investigate how language reflects success or failure of electronic negotiations
(e-negotiations). We aim to build a language model of texts that accompany
fixed-problem negotiations performed via a negotiation support system (NSS).
Language models of e-negotiations can help understand how the negotiators’ be-
haviour reflects their strategy and tactics, and balance the negotiators’ subjective
self-evaluation with an external, and presumably objective, source of evaluation.
We seek models that relate success or failure of negotiations to such text charac-
teristics as word statistics and lexical semantics. We report text characteristics
discovered as intermediate results in building such a model. This appears to be
the first study of e-negotiation textual data that uses Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) techniques, although other research communities actively investigate
such data and the underlying processes [3,2].

In e-negotiations people do not have visual or acoustic information to evaluate
the negotiation process, plan their future actions and further their goals. In free-
form written messages exchanged, language is essential for understanding the
process and outcome of negotiations. To identify language patterns indicative of
success or failure of negotiations, we apply statistical analysis to 1482 negotiation
texts collected by the NSS Inspire [3]. Inspire is a research and teaching tool
used in universities and colleges in more than ten countries. There were over
2500 contributors of texts mostly written in English.

Inspire is a support environment for bilateral negotiations. Every negotiation
has a buyer (”Cypress Cycles”) and a seller (”Itex Manufacturing”) who seek
� Work supported by a major SSHRC grant and an NSERC doctoral scholarship.
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agreement on trading bicycle parts. Negotiation issues are fixed (part price, de-
livery schedule, payment terms, policy on returns) and have pre-specified sets of
values, so there can be exactly 180 different offers. Inspire also mediates infor-
mation exchange during the negotiation: compulsory numerical tables represent
offers, optional messages complement offers or are exchanged between offers.
Message texts are informal and poorly edited [6]. In this study we keep all or-
thographic, spelling and grammatical errors. The results show that, while the
negotiators’ negotiation skills, educational and cultural background and English
skills vary, their language shows general trends.

2 Identifying Negotiation Success in Texts

Aiming to determine success from the negotiators’ language, we are interested in
text data that provide substantial information about negotiations. If messages
were absent or were not in English, we ignored the negotiation. This left 1275
negotiations, 761 of them successful. There are 809,584 word tokens and 20,240
word types. This differs from the Brown corpus with 1 million tokens and 53,850
types. We attribute the high token-type ratio to the fixed topic of discussion.

Inspire users discuss a fixed topic, negotiate a fixed problem, and choose
among fixed options. We want to know how these conditions affect the growth of
the vocabulary and its convergence with respect to the sample size [4]. We add
information on rare words based on hapax legomena (V (1, N)) and dis legomena
(V (2, N)) [9]; V (i, N) is the number of types that occur i times in the text with
N tokens. We calculate the growth rate of the vocabulary P (N) = V (1, N)/N
and Sichel’s characteristic S(N) = V (2, N)/N . Table 1 shows that new words
are steadily added at every stage; TT (N) is the type-token ratio. Moreover, the
vocabulary grows approximately at the same rate through the data, and Sichel’s
characteristic converges as expected [9]. That is, the Inspire vocabulary grows
as the vocabulary of unrestricted languages [4].

Table 1. The lexicon growth rate of the Inspire data.

N 96940 293152 364306 535244 614428 716176 809584
TT (N) 0.060 0.040 0.033 0.029 0.027 0.026 0.025
P (N) 0.027 0.018 0.015 0.013 0.012 0.011 0.010
S(N) 0.008 0.005 0.004 0.0037 0.0035 0.0033 0.0031

For further studies we concatenate all messages that accompany a negotiation
and treat it as one entry. This is justified by the nature of bilateral negotiation: in
a dialogue, a message depends on or relates to the previous messages. We focus on
finding language patterns representative of successful (failed) negotiations, that
at the same time cannot represent failed (successful) negotiations. For example,
I can accept appears almost 3 times more often in successful than in failed
negotiations; you accept my appears twice as often in failed than in successful
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negotiations. That is, we look for features frequent in successful and rare or
absent in failed negotiation – or conversely. To find such features, we separate the
two classes: we construct and investigate two data sets. For both, we build lists
of unigrams, bigrams and trigrams, and rank the N-grams by frequency [1]. We
compare the ranks of the same N-gram in successful and failed negotiation data,
and find N-grams frequently present in one set and rarely present or absent in the
other. These N-grams are easily detected when we plot N-grams from successful
and failed negotiations; see Fig. 1. The N-grams with a large difference in ranks
are depicted as the outliers. Note that the graph for 761 successful negotiations
lies, predictably, above the graph for 514 failed negotiations.
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Fig. 1. Successful and failed negotiations

Previous studies on classifying e-negotiations did not consider the language
aspect of negotiations [3]. We state our first hypothesis: the use of negotiation-
related words is relevant to the success of negotiations. To confirm, we run exper-
iments to classify negotiation as successful or failed based on the use of 123 most
frequent negotiation-related words. For each negotiation we build a bag of those
words [1], counting their occurrences. We add the count of the remaining words
to the bag, so each negotiation is represented by a vector of 124 integer-valued
features and a binary-valued feature for success/failure. We employ several Ma-
chine Learning(ML) classifiers freely available in the Weka suite [10] – AD Trees
(ADT), Decision Stumps (DS), Decision Tables (DT), Instance-based using 20-
nearest neighbour (IBK), analog of Support Vector Machine (SMO) – and the
Decision List Machine (DLM) [5]. We use 10-fold cross-validation. Our exper-
iments give 66-69% overall classification accuracy with the baseline (BL) 60%.
Precision and recall are calculated with respect to successful negotiations. See
Table 2.

Table 2. Classification of negotiations.

Measure BL ADT DLM DS DT IBK SMO
Precision 60 % 67.4 % 67.2 % 68.2 % 68.1 % 70.3 % 72.9 %
Recall 100 % 84.2 % 90.5 % 83 % 85.2 % 70.4 % 72.3 %

Simons [8] found that language patterns of the first part of negotiation ef-
ficiently predict the negotiation outcome. In our data both company names,
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Cypress and Itex, have higher ranks in failed than in successful negotiations.
We note that company names mostly appear when the negotiators introduce
themselves. The rank difference suggests that the language of successful and
failed negotiations differ from the very beginning of the process. Our second
hypothesis: the starting phases of successful and failed e-negotiations differ.

In a preliminary evaluation of this hypothesis, we find that in successful ne-
gotiations Cypress and Itex together account for 3/4 of the data they account
for in failed negotiations. We also compare ranks of frequent bigrams and tri-
grams containing company names among 500 most frequent bigrams and 700
most frequent trigrams. Their ranks on the list for successful negotiations are
rs, for failed negotiations – rf . Cypress appears in successful negotiations in one
bigram (rs = 96) and two trigrams (rs = 467, 532) with 0.0555 % of text covered.
In failed negotiations Cypress appears in one bigram (rf 55) and five trigrams
(rf = 359, 391, 420, 474, 625) with 0.1495 % of text covered. Itex appears in
successful negotiations in one bigram (rs = 285) and no trigrams. In failed nego-
tiations Itex appears in one bigram (rf = 295) and no trigrams. The comparison
of the N-gram ranks suggests that both in successful and failed negotiations the
buyer’s name is more frequent than the seller’s name. Cypress is noticeably more
frequent in failed negotiations. Itex is more frequent in successful negotiations.

Our third hypothesis is that politeness characterizes successful negotia-
tions. To support it, we find the unigram ranks of such indicators of polite speech
as Thank (rs = 69, rf = 83), Thanks (rs = 108, rf = 109), thank (rs = 250, rf =
315), thanks (rs = 420, rf 379). We deliberately preserve case-sensitivity, to en-
able further studies of negotiators’ attitude towards the negotiation process and
negotiation partners. The combined percentage of the orthographic variations
of the words thank and thanks is 2.5 times higher in successful than in failed
negotiations.

We employ bigrams and trigrams to find more language differences between
successful and failed negotiations. We are looking for trigrams that show the
negotiators’ goal (win by any means, reach a compromise, do away with the
assignment), their attitude to partners (friendliness, aggressiveness, indifference),
and behaviour in the negotiation process (flexibility, stubbornness). The same
trigrams must be noticeably present in either successful or failed negotiations.
We notice that in the trigrams from the failed negotiations there is a trace
of aggressive behaviour (you will accept, you will agree, you are not),
which is absent from the corresponding trigrams in the successful negotiations
(you can accept, agree with your, it is not). Tracing the trigrams with
“you”, we found that in successful negotiations they correspond to politeness,
in failed negotiations – to aggressiveness. See [7] for more on the methods used
and language patterns found.

3 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented a procedure for identifying language patterns indicative of the
outcome of negotiations. Using NLP and ML techniques, we showed how text
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messages exchanged by the users of an NSS are relevant to the outcome of e-
negotiations. We related language with the success of negotiations by arguing
in favour of three hypotheses. We showed that e-negotiations can be classified
correctly if they are represented by bags of words built from negotiation-related
words. We showed some ways in which language differs in successful and failed
negotiations, in particular in initial phases. Also, politeness is a factor in suc-
cessful negotiations.

We did not emphasize differences between the language patterns of buyers
and sellers. Role-dependent patterns are a promising direction of ongoing work.
We will use ML methods to find language patterns. How ML methods are im-
plemented poses questions about different mappings of negotiations to bags of
words. This is closely linked to the question how the use of words not related
to negotiation relates to negotiation outcomes. Finally, there is the issue of how
noise in text affects the e-negotiation process, also left for future work. Prelimi-
nary experiments show correlation between text data not related to negotiation,
noise level and the negotiation outcomes.
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Abstract. To address the of mining a huge volume of geographically
distributed databases, we propose two approaches. The first one is to
download only a sample of each database. The second option is to mine
each distributed database remotely and to download the resulting mod-
els to a central site and then aggregate these models. In this paper, we
present an overview of the most common sampling techniques. We then
present a new technique of distributed data-mining based on rule set
models, where the aggregation technique is based on a confidence coef-
ficient associated with each rule and on very small samples from each
database. Finally, we present a comparison between the best sampling
techniques that we found in the literature, and our approach of model
aggregation.

1 Introduction

This paper deals with the problem of mining several huge geographically dis-
tributed databases, proposing and comparing two data mining techniques. The
first one that we examined uses a sampling of each individual database to which,
once gathered, we apply some data mining technique. This technique is based on
the aggregation of data. With this intention, we studied the existing sampling
techniques. The most promising methods, based on our tests, will be detailed
later in this paper.

The second technique of data mining, that we introduce (based on the aggre-
gation of models), consists of applying data mining techniques on each individ-
ual database. The models resulting from these techniques are then gathered and
some aggregated model is produced by a technique described in what follows. In
this work, models, either produced individually on a subset of the data or from
the aggregation technique that we propose are a set of classification rules.

This paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, an overview of the most common
sampling techniques is presented. Then, in Section 3, we present our solution to
distributed data mining (DDM) using model aggregation (DDM-MA). In Section
4, we present our experimentation results. We finally present a conclusion and
our future work.
� This work is sponsored by NSERC.
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2 Sampling

The sampling approach consists in creating a representative sample of a large
database under the hypothesis that a classifier trained from that sample will
not perform significantly worse than a classifier trained on the entire database.
In our context, sampling is used on each remote database, generating distinct
samples at each site. We then merge these samples to finally train a classifier on
the resulting sample. The literature in data mining is filled with various sampling
algorithms [3] [6] [4], which can be grouped, with respect to how the samples are
formed, to form three distinct families: static, dynamic and active sampling.

Static Sampling refers to a sampling that is performed without any knowledge
other than what the database provides. The most common algorithm for static
sampling could be called random sampling. As presented in [3], for a database
D, an initial sample size n0 and a schedule of sample size increments (typically
either an arithmetic (Δni = λ) or geometric (Δni = ni−1) schedule [6]), we first
form an initial sample S of n0 random items from D and, while the distribution
of the attributes of S differs significantly from that of D, add to S an additional
Δni random items from D \ S.

Dynamic sampling differs from static sampling only in the sample validation
process. At each iteration, a classifier is built from the current sample and evalu-
ated. If the resulting classifier has not reached satisfactory accuracy, i.e. reaches
a plateau in its learning curve, the algorithm must iterate once more. There are
three common techniques to detect convergence: Local Detection (LD)(stopping
when acc(ni) ≤ acc(ni−1)) [3], Learning Curve Estimation (LCE) [3] and Linear
Regression with Local Sampling (LRLS) [6].

Active sampling differs from dynamic sampling only in the way the items are
picked at each iteration. In the literature, active sampling is used in contexts
where classified items are not provided to the learner a priori. The learner has
to pick amongst unclassified items and ask an expert for their classification.
The purpose of active sampling is then to minimize the number of items needed
by the learner to acquire the concept correctly. They achieve this by estimating
which items would provide the greatest knowledge gain (formally, an effectiveness
score) and including them in the sample. In general, the effectiveness scores (ES)
are computed either by a probabilistic classifier or by a committee of classifiers.
In our context (using classified items), the different active sampling methods can
be summarized by this algorithm:

1. i ⇐ 0
2. S ⇐ {n0 random items from D}
3. Generate {C}, a set of classifiers, from S
4. While {C} has not converged

a) i ⇐ i + 1
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b) For each xj ∈ D \ S, compute ESj, the ES, with {C}
c) S ⇐ S ∪ {Δni items chosen from D \ S with respect to ES}
d) Generate {C} from S

Generally, the Δni items added to S at each iteration are the items with
the highest ES. However, [8] proposes to use the ES as the item’s weight in
a random selection in order to add robustness to noisy data. Also interesting,
[4] proposes, for a small cost in accuracy, to build the sample using a quick
probabilistic classifier and then use that sample to train any other classifier.
Our implementation of active sampling is an uncertainty sampling integrating
these two approaches (Weighted Heterogeneous Uncertainty Sampling) for speed
and robustness purposes.

3 Distributed Data Mining Using Model Aggregation

To construct our aggregated model, hereafter called the meta-classifier, we use
two types of software agents: miner agents which mine individual (distributed)
databases and collector agents, that are responsible for aggregating information
produced by miner agents. There is typically only one collector agent in our
system. Roughly speaking, our technique goes through the following algorithm.
A detailed description with justifications of our choices can be found in [1].

1. Do, by miner agents, in parallel at different remote sites,
for each database DBi with i = 1 . . . nd, where nd is the number
of remote sites:
a) Apply C4.5 over DBi then transform the decision tree

obtained to a rule set Ri = {rik | k ∈ [1..nri]}, where nri

is the number of rules;
b) Compute for each rik a confidence coefficient crik

as one
minus the error rate of rij and minus one half the width of
the confidence interval of the error rate computed based on
the Central Limit theorem

c) Extract a sample Si from DBi.
2. Do, by a collector agent, at a central site:

a) Create R and S as follows:
R =
⋃

i=1...nd Ri

S =
⋃

i=1...nd Si;
b) From R, eliminate rules which have a confidence coefficient

lower than a certain threshold t: Rt = {rik ∈ R | crik
≥ t};

c) Create a binary relation I defined over Rt × S where, at
each intersection (ri, sj), we find 0 if ri does not cover
sj, 1 if ri covers sj correctly, or −1 otherwise ;

d) For each rule r ∈ Rt, compute an error rate Errr
I using S as

test set, i.e. the number of −1 in each row of I divided by
the number of non-zero values in the same row;

e) Construct the rule set RtI using a threshold tI as follows:
RtI = {rp ∈ Rt|Err

rp

I ≤ tI}.
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4 A Comparative Experimentation

For our experiments, we have tested techniques proposed on nine data sets:
adult, chess end-game (King+Rook versus King+Pawn), house-votes-84, iono-
sphere, mushroom, pima-indians-diabetes, tic-tac-toe, Wisconsin Breast Cancer
(BCW)[5] and Wisconsin Diagnostic Breast Cancer (WDBC), taken from the
UCI repository [2]. The size of these data sets varies from 351 to 45222 objects.

In order to determine the best sampling techniques, we divided each database
into a training set (2/3) and a test set (1/3), when they are not already divided in
the UCI repository. On the other hand, to test the DDM technique proposed and
in order to simulate a distributed environment, firstly, we divided each database
into two data subsets with a proportion of 1/4 and 3/4. The first subset is used
as test set for the meta-classifier (aggregated model) or for the classifier built on
the samples aggregation. The second subset is randomly divided into two, three
or four data subsets of random sizes, which are, in turn, each divided into two
sets with proportion of 2/3 (a data file) and 1/3 (the associated .test file) for
training and test sets respectively. For the meta-classifier, a random sample set
(an associated .sple file) is extracted from the training set (the .data file) with a
size of 10% its size and a maximum of 50 objects. This maximum size is needed
to bound the meta-classifier technique to very small data samples, which is in
accordance to one of our assumptions.

4.1 Comparing the Sampling Methods

In order to compare sampling followed by a data mining technique on the ag-
gregated samples, with distributed data mining as proposed in this paper, we
decided to compare the various sampling methods to determine the one that
succeeds best on our test data. So we compared both methods, dynamic and
active sampling, using each of the three convergence detection mentioned earlier
(LD, LCE and LRLS ), testing each of these six methods with an arithmetic
(Arith.) and geometric (Geo.) schedule. We also compared these methods to
random sampling, with an arithmetic and geometric schedule, and to samples of
50 items formed by random picking and by weighted uncertainty sampling, for
a total of 16 competing sampling methods.

Experiments have shown that ”Active - LCE - Geo” and ”Dynamic - LCE
- Geo.” are almost always among the three best methods. For each data set
where this is not the case (i.e., one of these two methods does not appear among
the best three methods), experiments have also shown that the methods ”Ac-
tive/Dynamic - LCE - Geo.” are always within 5% of the most accurate method
on any of the nine databases. These results suggest that these are the two most
effective sampling techniques, at least for data sets that would resemble ours.

4.2 The DDM-MA Experiment

For the construction of the base classifiers we used C4.5 release 8 [7] which
produces a decision tree that is then directly transformed into a set of rules. The
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confidence coefficient of each rule is computed on the basis of 95% confidence
interval (i.e., N = 95). For threshold tI , we used 5% and 10% respectively, but
these two values gave exactly the same results. For threshold t we used i) all
values ranging from 0.95 to 0.20, with decrements of 0.05, ii) 0.01, iii) and, μ

with μ = 1/nd
∑nd

i=1 μi and μi = 1/nri

∑nri

k=1 crik
. The value μ is used in order to

get an automatic way to compute the threshold based on the average confidence
that we have in the produced rules.

Experimentations of the meta-classifier with the different values of threshold
t, previously listed, showed that μ gave the best performance. This is predictable
since it is not an absolute value but rather it is a threshold that finds a consensus
between the different μi by finding their closest value.

4.3 Comparison between Meta-classifier and Sampling

We base our comparison on the results obtained in sections 4.1 and 4.2. Conse-
quently, in this section, we only compare Dynamic/Active - LCE - Geo. sampling
techniques with the meta-classifier with N = 95, threshold t = μ and thresh-
old tI = 5%. Comparison is conducted on the basis of error rate and execution
time. In order to assess the importance of the error rates obtained by the meta-
classifier and sampling techniques, we compare them to error rates obtained on
C4.5 applied to the whole database DB = ∪iDBi; it is used only as a reference
to assess the loss accuracy since, by assumption, we stated that we could not
process DB because of download/processing time constraints.
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Fig. 1. Error rate comparison between the meta-classifier and the Active/Dynamic
LCE Geo. sampling techniques assuming C4.5 error rate as reference

Figure 1 shows the difference between what we obtained using C4.5, versus
the sampling techniques and the meta-classifier. The Dynamic - LCE - Geo
sampling technique is represented by a light gray histogram, the Active - LCE
- Geo sampling technique is represented by a white histogram and the meta-
classifier approach is represented by a dark gray histogram. The first conclusion
that we can extract from this chart is that all these error rates could be assessed
to be acceptable since they are no more than 8.5% worse than C4.5 performance.
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Comparing sizes. comparing the the size of each database to on one hand the
size of the samples obtained with Active/Dynamic-LCE-Geo. sampling tech-
niques and on the other hand the meta-classifier1, we can conclude that in
4 cases (BCW, Iono., Vote and WDBC) the size of the samples issued from
Active/Dynamic-LCE-Geo. sampling is the same as the database. This explains
the fact that in Fig. 1 the error rate of the sampling techniques is the same as
that of the C4.5 algorithm for these 4 cases producing a difference of 0. Surpris-
ingly, in these 4 data sets, our meta-classifier gives the same error rate as the
C4.5 in two cases (Iono. and Vote), 3% worse (BCW) or even better (WDBC)
with samples as small as 34 items or less. In the 5 other cases, our meta-classifier
has an error rate comparable to sampling techniques: better than one of the two
techniques or worse than the worse sampling technique by no more than 2.80%.
This performance is quite interesting since the meta-classifier sample sizes are
much smaller than those required by the sampling techniques.
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Fig. 2. Execution time comparison between the meta-classifier and the Ac-
tive/Dynamic LCE Geo. sampling techniques

Comparing processing time. Finally, in order to compare the sampling tech-
niques with the DDM-MA method on the basis of execution time, we can look at
Fig. 2. Noting that these programs were programmed in C++, compiled by the
same compiler and executed (single task dedicated CPU) on the same machine.
While not presented on the chart for readability reasons, the execution times
of the Dynamic/Active-LCE-Geo. sampling and the meta-classifier on the adult
data set are respectively 20078ms, 38905ms and 9852ms. From this, one can
easily conclude that, apart from the BCW and TIC data sets, that DDM-MA
is always faster and sometimes, much faster than sampling techniques. Further-
more, the asymptotic analysis of the algorithm given in Fig. 2 shows that this
would remain the case as N , the size of DB, grows.
1 As reminder, the samples Si used to produce the meta-classifier have a maximal

limit of 50 items, but can be less if the size of DBi is less than 500.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an overview of the most common sampling techniques
as well as a new technique for distributed data mining based on the aggregation
of models. Experiments highlighted the constantly high accuracy obtained by
Active/Dynamic LCE Geo. sampling.

Our tests also provide us with the best parameters for the meta-classifier,
which are used in our comparison with the most promising sampling techniques.
Experiments showed that meta-classifier error rates are quite acceptable com-
pared to those of sampling techniques or to that of a C4.5 applied on the whole
database. Moreover, the meta-classifier uses samples of very small size compared
to those produced by sampling techniques. A comparison of the processing time,
showed that the meta-classifier is significantly more efficient than sampling tech-
niques as data set size becomes important.

We can conclude that the meta-classifier presented in this paper is a promis-
ing technique. We are currently considering different approaches to improve its
performance. For example, an importance coefficient could be affected to each ob-
ject in a sample since the distributed databases could have significant differences
in size. Moreover, we plan on integrating some efficient sampling techniques to
extract the samples Si used in the production of I. Their impact on the various
model aggregation techniques will be carefully assessed.
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Abstract. This paper presents a method to recognize the various defect patterns
of a cold mill strip using a binary decision tree constructed by genetic algo-
rithm(GA). In this paper, GA was used to select a subset of the suitable features
at each node in the binary decision tree. The feature subset with maximum fit-
ness is chosen and the patterns are divided into two classes using a linear deci-
sion function. In this way, the classifier using the binary decision tree can be
constructed automatically, and the final recognizer is implemented by a neural
network trained by standard patterns at each node. Experimental results are
given to demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed scheme.

1   Introduction

To produce a cold mill strip of high quality, it is important to detect the defects on the
surface of cold mill strip exactly in the manufacturing process. So, efficient methods
for the recognition and extraction of defect patterns of cold mill strips have been
studied [1, 8, 10].

The conventional method to recognize the defect patterns is to extract good fea-
tures experimentally from the cold mill strip image acquired from a CCD camera and
then recognize the patterns in a single step by inputting all the features to a neural
network. But this method has two problems when the characteristics of the defect
patterns are considered. Firstly, because the shapes of the defect patterns are complex
and irregular, the recognition rate of defect patterns is sensitive to the kinds of se-
lected features. And also despite the good separability of the features, they may inter-
fere with each other when used together. Secondly, because there exist some similar
classes of defect patterns, which can be classified into the same group, classifying all
the patterns in only a single step results in a high classification error.

To overcome these problems, we propose a multi-stage classifier like a decision
tree, which repeats decisions so as to classify patterns individually. The decision tree
classifier makes fast and exact decisions by dividing the complex and global decisions
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into several simple and local decisions [5]. For an efficient and accurate classification,
an optimal or near-optimal feature subset within the feature space needs to be selected
at each decision node [2].

This paper introduces the binary decision tree and describes methods of both gen-
erating a linear decision function and selecting a feature subset using GA. Then, an
automatic method of constructing the binary decision tree is described. And finally,
the proposed classifier is applied to recognize the defect patterns of a cold mill strip.

2   Construction of Binary Decision Tree Using GA

In the case of a one-stage classifier, it cannot be guaranteed that all the features used
in classification have the best separability, and the efficiency of the classifier is low
because it compares a pattern with all of the other classes [6, 7]. To solve these prob-
lems, we have designed a classifier that decides the class of a given input pattern by
repeating two or more decisions successively. This classifier is called a multi-stage
classifier or a decision tree classifier.

If only the necessary features are used at each node of binary decision tree classi-
fier, both the accuracy and the reliability of the classifier increase. So the problem is
to select a valid feature subset from the entire feature set, i.e. the feature selection
problem. To select the optimized feature subset, the separability of all the combina-
tions of the features should be evaluated. However, when m components are selected
among n components, the number of combinations expressed as nCm  becomes a
large value even if n and m are not large. The feature selection problem can be re-
garded as an optimization problem. So in this paper, feature selection is executed us-
ing GA, a global optimization technique.

GA has a higher probability of finding the global optimized solution than other
classical optimization algorithms because it searches for the multiple global solutions
simultaneously [1, 3, 4].

Fig. 1 shows the process of selecting the optimal feature subset by GA In this pa-
per, a feature subset is evaluated by the classification error when classifying patterns
with the linear decision function that is also generated by GA.

Candidate
feature set

Genetic
Algorithm

Feature subset
evaluation
function

Optimal
feature
subset

Fitness Feature subset

Fig. 1. Processing block diagram of feature selection

The following method is used to minimize the classification error using GA:

Suppose that the given data set is },...,{ 2,1 NX xxx=  ( n
k R∈x  is the number of

features), and l(j) and r(j) are defined as the minimum and maximum values of the
j-th feature.
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In the case of 2-dimensional space, j can have the value of 1 or 2 and on the basis
of )( jl  and )( jr , a rectangle can be constructed that can include all data. Inside the

rectangle, two points can be selected arbitrarily, connected by a line. From the coeffi-
cients of the line function, a n -dimensional decision function can be obtained as fol-
lows.
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When matching this concept with a binary string of GA, n segments of a binary
string indicate one point in the n-dimensional space. In the n-dimensional case, n

points should be selected in such a way that a string is composed of 2n  segments.
Supposing that the length of each segment is m-bit, then the total length of the binary

string becomes mn2 -bits. The decision function described above is the linear deci-
sion function that minimizes the error that occurs when classifying standard patterns
into two classes in a certain feature space. However, the real input patterns are not re-
stricted to two classes of patterns. GA determines the decision function that mini-
mizes classification error in a given feature space. Since the minimized error varies
with the combination of features, the fitness function is constructed to give high fit-
ness for a combination with a small classification error and low fitness for a combi-
nation with a large classification error.

Using the method described above, a certain feature subset minimizing classifica-
tion error is chosen. And patterns are classified into two groups at each node with this
feature subset. The binary decision tree is constructed by iterating this process until
all the classes of patterns appear independently at each leaf node. Because the binary
decision tree is constructed for multiple classes rather than just for two it is better to
maintain uniform distribution for two separated groups at each node, which means it
is better that two separated groups have similar numbers of classes without partiality.

To quantify this, a balance coefficient is defined using the mean and deviation of
classes of a new group, as Eq. (3). If the number of patterns of the two separated
groups is similar, the balance coefficients are smaller. In this case, because the depth
of the binary tree becomes small, the matching time required for recognizing a pattern
decreases.
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h
N

N
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h

j
j −

= =

(3)

In Eq. (3), h is the number of nodes, N is the number of input patterns, and Nj is the
number of the patterns included in the j-th node. In this paper, a binary tree is con-
structed, so h becomes 2. The fitness function that includes the balance coefficient is
defined as.
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balancewerrorw
fitness

be ⋅+⋅+
=

1

1 (4)

In Eq. (4), error and balance are the classification error and the balance coefficient
between groups, respectively, and ew and bw  are the weights for weighting each pa-

rameter. And the result of the constructed tree can be varied by adjusting of the
weights ew  and bw . After the construction of the binary decision tree, by training BP

neural network with the feature subset selected optimally at each node, the final bi-
nary tree structured recognizer is realized.

3   Classification of the Defects of Cold Mill Strip Using the Binary
Tree Classifier

The defect patterns of cold mill strips can be classified into seven classes: Dull, Oil-
drop, Slip, Dent, Scale, Dirt, and Scratch. After preprocessing for the acquired image,
we extract six candidate features [8, 10].

   
        (a)                               (b)                             (c)                           (d)

      
 (e)                                 (f)                                (g)

Fig. 2. Defect patterns of cold mill strip (a) dull (b) oil drop (c) slip (d) dent (e) dirt (f) scale (g)
scratch

In this paper, geometrical features are selected as candidate features. They are area,
area ratio, and compactness. They are not related to the size and direction of the pat-
terns. And, the probabilistic concept of moment has been widely used in pattern rec-
ognition as a practical method to extract features of the shape. Among the moment-
based features, the information useful for the inspection of the defects of cold mill
strips are the length of the longest axis, the ratio of longest axis to shortest axis, and
the spread of a pattern [8, 10]. The data used in constructing the binary tree recognizer
are the feature vectors extracted from the seven types of standard defect patterns. In
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constructing the binary tree using GA, the weights in Eq. (4), ew  and bw , are set to 1.

Fig. 3 shows the binary decision tree constructed from standard patterns by GA. Here,

iP  is a type of pattern, kf  is a feature, and mnC  represents a class at each node.
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Fig. 3. Binary decision tree constructed with standard patterns

At each node constructed above, the final recognizer is made by training the BP
neural network with the selected feature subset. The number of nodes in the input
layer is set to the number of the selected features, and the number of nodes in the hid-
den layer is set to 10. By setting the number of nodes in the output layer to 2, the out-
put layer represents the binary decision.

Table 1 shows the results of recognizing the defect patterns of a cold mill strip us-
ing the binary tree recognizer. In this table, the recognition rates of Dent and Slip are
very low. However, the linear classification errors are zero at nodes C0, C11, and C22

when constructing the binary decision tree. This means that the standard patterns of
Dent and Slip are classified linearly. Because the least number of features that fit to
classify standard patterns are selected, if the number of standard patterns is small, the
recognizer becomes sensitive to noise.

Table 1. Recognition rate of each defect pattern

Pattern No. of  Recog. / No. of  Pat-
terns

Recognition rate (%)

Dent 0/3  0.0
Dull 6/12  50.0
Oil drop 4/4 100.0
Slip 1/4  25.0
Dirt 2/2 100.0
Scale 19/22  86.4
Scratch 7/8  87.5

Total 39/55 70.9%
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4   Conclusions

In this paper, we used a binary decision tree classifier to recognize the defect patterns
of a cold mill strip. We have used the cold mill strip of POSCO (Pohang Steel Com-
pany), which consists of 55 defect patterns. At each node of the binary tree, GA was
used for the selection of the best feature subset, and the linear decision function, also
generated by GA, was used to calculate the fitness of a feature subset. There are two
advantages of this method. One is that the construction of the binary decision tree and
the selection of the best feature subset can be executed automatically for the given
patterns. The other is that by designing the fitness function of GA properly, the deci-
sion tree can be obtained by considering the balance of the classes as well as the clas-
sification error.

Current performance is about 71% of recognition rate. Further studies should be
made to design classifiers which have more generalization capabilities and feature
extraction methods which are mutual helpful for the recognition of the defect pattern
of a cold mill strip.
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Abstract. This paper investigates a new class of parameterized hybrid genetic
algorithms called LV(k) that learns to play Blackjack not only successfully and
in some cases, unconventionally, compared to the professional Basic Strategy.
For the most promising k class, namely, k=1, we show that 19 instances of
these new strategies consistently exceeds previous A.I. efforts by as much as
sixteen-fold in game returns. Furthermore, LV(1) is more robust than the Basic
Strategy under additive spectral noise by about 1 db at the “flutter” boundary of
about –16 db noise intensity where all strategies appear to exhibit statistically
significant distortion.

1   Introduction

Blackjack or “21” is a simple card game [Wong 1992] that is very popular with the
public, casinos, mathematicians, game theorists, and computer scientists. Blackjack is
also one of the few games in which the House does not, in theory, have an over-
whelming advantage. For instance, provided one plays “correctly” according to the
optimal Basic Strategy (B/S) to maximize returns, a player using no other method
(e.g., no card counting) can expect -0.49% returns in games with four decks, no dou-
ble after splits, and the dealer standing on soft 17. [Griffin 1999] For games with an
infinite deck, a player can expect -0.65% returns using the B/S. [Griffin 1999] How-
ever, a B/S (like the one in the Appendix) assumes perfect play. Yet longstanding
anecdotal evidence suggests people do not follow the rules systematically, if at all,
even when they know they should. [Thorp 1966]  Thus, inconsistent or “noisy” appli-
cation of the B/S limits player opportunities in practice.

In this paper, we investigate the role of the noise for Blackjack through a new class
of parameterized hybrid genetic algorithms [Goldberg 1989], LV(k), that learn to play
Blackjack competitively and in some cases unconventionally, exceeding previous A.I.
efforts by as much as sixteen-fold in game returns. The k parameter in LV(k) is the
number of simultaneous hands the heuristic optimizes conditioned on previously
learned k-type hands. We show furthermore these LV(k)-induced strategies are statis-
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tically more stable by about 1 db when subjected to additive white or uniform noise
which has constant power spectral density and to additive pink or 1/f noise which has
power spectral density that decreases with increasing frequency. [Schroeder 1991]
The motivation for using white and 1/f noise was primarily to contrast the strategy
responses in the –40 db to –1 db range using the noiseless game returns as experi-
mental controls for the B/S versus several instances of the most promising LV(k)
class, namely, k=1. There is also evidence that 1/f fluctuations, which have been
identified many different chaotic phenomena of nature, also play a role in human
cognition and psychiatry [Pressing 1999], although the implications for Blackjack are
an open research issue.

2   Related Work

Griffin (1999) gives a game theoretic analysis of noiseless play opportunities in
Blackjack. Griffin includes various mathematical approximations and simulation
results as well as references to scholarly studies, including those of Baldwin (1956)
and Braun (1977) who first developed the Optimal Basic Strategy. Griffin does not,
however, contemplate machine learning nor additive noise applications. It seems the
earliest references in the A.I. literature to machine-learning techniques for Blackjack
appear to be genetic in nature due to Gryk (1993) and Yun (1997). However, accord-
ing to Caverlee (2000) these early efforts were “hampered both by computing limita-
tions and inadequate problem specification.” Thus, Caverlee developed a clearer
problem specification centered on the idea that a gene could represent a single player
decision, d={stay, hit, double, split}, conditioned on the player’s hand and the
dealer’s upcard. There are h × w such genes forming a genome (or chromosome) of h
player hands by w dealer upcards representing a global strategy of all possible player
decision configurations. The approach then uses a standard (i.e., non-hybrid) genetic
algorithm to search the global space of Blackjack strategies, optimizing ~300 player
decisions simultaneously for maximum mean return. While global search is relatively
straightforward to set up, it suffers from combinatorial explosion as the search space
consists of approximately 10220 possibilities. Indeed, even Caverlee faced computa-
tional barriers and in any event, did not find solutions whose mean returns were com-
petitive with B/S. These efforts didn’t consider stability in noisy settings.

3   Methods

3.1   Blackjack and the Game Simulator

The game simulator plays N games assuming an infinite deck. The dealer stands on
soft 17 or higher and no doubles after splits are allowed. Surrender and insurance are
not allowed. Blackjack pays 1.5:1 and all other bets pay 1:1. The simulator uses a
programmable strategy table of 420 decisions: h=42 player hands by w=10 dealer
upcards. However, since 21 must stay, only 370 rules can be programmed. The B/S in
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the Appendix has the same format except by convention it is condensed, e.g., “17+” is
“17”, “18”, “19”, “20”, and “21”.

3.2   LV(k) Heuristic

LV(k) is a hybrid GA that uses an iterative search method. It resembles hill climbing
[Russell 2000] where k is the number of simultaneous player hands the heuristic op-
timizes using a GA in the innermost (seed) loop. (See pseudo code below.) The mid-
dle (j) loop controls which k-type player hands the GA visits and it also selects the
best GA solution using a majority-voting scheme. (Each GA solution from the inner-
most loop “votes” on k player decisions and in the event of ties, middle loop chooses
the solution with the best total return from 20,000 out-of-sample games. Finally, the
outmost (i) loop controls the dealer upcard whereby the card in the “hole”, that is, the
hidden card, varies randomly as cards drawn from the simulator’s deck. The middle
and outermost loops of LV(k) represent two inherent constraints of player decisions
in Blackjack which are independent of k and which have not been exploited in earlier
studies.

For the first constraint, which involves elimination of impossible next-card scenar-
ios, suppose we label the possible player hands “17+” through” 2,2” as 1...h. (For the
strategies in the Appendix, h=26.) Suppose at the start of the game, a player has two
cards, the label of which is n such that 1 ≤ n ≤ h. The first constraint stipulates that the
next card in the deck can only result in an m hand, n>m. In other words, player hands
move down in label number, never up, on the next card. For instance, a player hold-
ing a “15” hand (labeled 3) may get a “16” or higher (labeled 2 or 1) on the next card.
However getting a “14” (labeled 4) on the next card is logically impossible.

For the second constraint observe that the play decision is conditioned only on the
player’s hand and dealer’s upcard, both of which are fixed and known. The dealer’s
card in the “hole” and the next card in the deck are uncertain. The second constraint
stipulates that only decisions for a given upcard, i.e., in a given column in the B/S
table, are relevant for a player decision. For instance, a player holding a 15 against a
dealer’s 3 is concerned about whether to hit, stay, or double down in that situation
only. Any other dealer upcard is not relevant.

Using these two constraints, LV(k) learns from scratch the rule for hand labeled
n=1 (i.e., hand=”17+”) and a given dealer upcard. Having selected a decision for n=1
and a given dealer upcard, LV(k) learns the rule for n=2 (i.e., hand=”16”) given the
same dealer upcard plus the rule LV(k) previously learned for n=1. LV(k) proceeds in
this manner until the entire dealer upcard strategy has been learned for n={1...h}.
LV(k) repeats the process for the next dealer upcard. This is the procedure for k=1
hand. The dealer upcards are independent as we indicated to earlier and we can apply
the same algorithm for k>1 to optimize more than one hand simultaneously. For ex-
ample, in the first iteration the middle j loop optimizes hands “17+” and “16” simul-
taneously for an upcard, Ui. In general, we select k such that h mod k = 0. For lower
order k, the search space is reduced to O(22k/k) while the run-time complexity is
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O(h/k) which can be analyzed much faster than O(22×370) and O(1) respectively for the
global search method. The triple-nested heuristic in pseudo code is below:

For i=1 to w of dealer upcards, Ui
  For j = 1 to h step k
    For seed=1..5
   GA-optimize (seed, [nj … nj+k-1]

T, Ui, 1000*k)
   Test GA solution on 20,000 games
    End-for
    Select most frequent strategy by
      majority vote or by best total return if tied
  End-for
End-for

3.3   GA Parameters

The objective function optimizes total return from1,000×k games to ensure reliable
statistics. By “total return” we mean the sum of profits and losses from all the hands
of all the games. We use a mutation rate of 10%, crossover rate of 90%, and a “sim-
ple” (as opposed to steady-state) GA, which builds the gene pool anew with each
generation. The GA stops after 100 generations or when the diversity reaches zero.
The genome schema consists of the decisions, [nj…nj+k-1] for k hands and there are
T=10 genomes in the gene pool, although the playable hands grow by k with each
iteration of the middle (j) loop. We run the above process 19 times using a different
random seed, which in turn produces 19 different LV(1) strategies. We label each
strategy Axx where xx is the seed number.

The LV(k) heuristic induces Blackjack strategies that are statically or lexically dis-
tinct from the B/S. We measure the discrepancy between the B/S and the LV(k)
strategies using the error-correcting Levenshtein distance [Fu 1982]. In other words,
we can think of a strategy as a string with length 420. Thus the Levenshtein distance,
∇k, is the number of corrections in the form of direct player decision substitutions to
make LV(k) identical to the B/S. Our interest in this metric is to determine if there’s a
relationship between k=1 type strategies and the strategies mean game returns.

3.4   Spectral Noise

In a noiseless setting, the player executes the strategy’s implied decision, d, with
complete certainty, dependent only on the player’s hand and the dealer upcard. In a
noisy setting, the execution is further dependent on a noise fluctuation model such
that implied decision is now a random variable in the following manner. Let Ad repre-
sent the probability of accepting the implied decision and Gd, the probability of gen-
erating the implied decision given d is initially rejected. That is, the probability of
deciding d is A d + G d (1 – Ad) such that 0 <A d ≤ 1 and 0<Gd<1. We thus have,

A d + (1 – A d) Σx∈X Gx = 1 (1)
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for all possible legal actions, X, which admits the possibility of regenerating the im-
plied decision, d. Simplifying this further,  we have Ad + Id = 1 where Id=(1–Ad) Σx Gx

is the linearly “additive” noise intensity. In the noiseless scenario, Ad=1 and Id=0.
However, in the noisy case, 0<Ad<1 means there is a finite probability,  Ax  = Id - (1-
Ad) Gd of deciding some other legal decision, x. If a white noise process generates Id ,
then the power, Pd, is uniform across all decision spectra, namely,

Pd = r 2 (2)
In other words, r is the “base noise” intensity, which is constant for all decisions. If a
1/f noise process generates Id, we have Id ~  r / fd where fd is the spectral frequency of
d in the strategy and f0 is the first harmonic or lowest frequency decision. In this case,
the power is

Pd = (r f0 / fd ) 
2 (3)

Following convention, we express the noise amplitude in decibels, 10 × log Id / I0

where I0 is the arbitrary reference intensity which for convenience sake we set to 1.

3.5   Nonparametric Tests

To conservatively estimate p values, we use two standard, nonparametric hypothesis
tests: resampling and the binomial test.

Resampling Tests. We follow Simon (1995) and apply a resampling algorithm for
measured data to estimate p values in two ways for: (1) the difference in expected
return between the B/S strategy and the LV(1) strategy; (2) the difference in expected
return between the noiseless and noisy setting. In the first case, we have
H0:E[B/S]=E[LV(k)]=0 and the alternative, H1:E[B/S]≠E[LV(1)]. In the second case
we have H0:E[S]=E[S+Id] and the alternative, H1:E[S]≠E[S+Id]. S is the strategy, B/S
or LV(1). In each of these two cases, we resample 100,000 earnings N=1,000 times to
find the fraction of randomly sampled earnings that exceed the measured earning to
estimate the p value with accuracy of 10-3.

Binomial Tests. We apply the binomial test to estimate p values in the difference in
noise intensity between the B/S and LV(1) strategies where each exhibits flutter, i.e.,
statistically significant distortion in mean return. We test for flutter as follows. Let IB/S

and ILV(1) be the noise intensity where flutter occurs for B/S and LV(1) on a Bernoulli
trial of 100,000 games. The trial is successful and LV(k) more robust than B/S if ILV(1)

> IB/S. The trial is unsuccessful otherwise. In N trials, the number of successes is s and
the number of failures is s*. The null hypothesis is H0:s≤s* and the alternative,
H1:s>s*. We use the test statistic, T1, which follows a binomial distribution:

T1 = (s - ½ N) / √(¼ N) (4)
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4   Results

The experimental data that follows in this section is based on running approximately
45,000 sets of 100,000 out-of-sample games or about 4.5 billion games total on the
B/S and the learned LV(1) strategies. The Appendix gives two examples of the LV(1)
strategies: A26, the “worst” and A91, the “best” in a noiseless setting. The noiseless
mean return for the professional B/S (measured in the game simulator) is 0.60% with
a standard error of 0.36%. The mean returns for all 19 instances of the LV(1) strate-
gies range from –1.05% to –0.48%, all with standard errors of 0.35%. The p values
range from 0.242 to 0.887. In other words, the LV(1) strategies are statistically indis-
tinguishable from the B/S. Caverlee (2000) which in our opinion best represents the
global search approach gives a mean return of –7.43% and a  p<10-12 which we esti-
mate “roughly” using its standard error of 0.12%. Thus, global search is not competi-
tive with B/S and moreover, underperforms LV(1) by 7X – 16X in game returns.

20

22

24

26

28

30

32

-1.30% -1.10% -0.90% -0.70% -0.50%

u

∇

r=-0.22 (p=0.35)

Fig. 1. LV(1) v. ∇k scatter plot on 100,000 games in noiseless setting.

Table 1 contains a sampling of the stability results for the LV(1) strategies in Figure
1. The  columns give the mean noise intensity in db where the difference in game
returns between the strategy in a noiseless and noisy setting become statistically sig-
nificant. The “Dif” column is the noise intensity difference.

5   Conclusions

The two sample LV(k)-induced strategies in the Appendix are indicative of k=1
learning of all 19 strategies. Inspection suggests that the primary difference between
the B/S and LV(1) strategy is the generally higher frequency of double downs in
LV(1). This is suggestive of a risk-prone style of play, which is unconventional, at
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variance with Blackjack game theory analysis and counterintuitive for robustness.
Future research proposes to study this connection between aggressiveness and stabil-
ity for a greater variety of noise fluctuation models.

Table 1. Sampling of strategies responses under white and 1/f noise.
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Dealer’s upcard  
 

Your 
hand 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 A 

1 17+ S S S S S S S S S S 

2 16 S S S S S H H H H/S H 

3 15 S S S S S H H H H H 

4 14 S S S S S H H H H H 

5 13 S S S S S H H H H H 

6 12 H H S/H S S H H H H H 

7 11 D D D D D D D D D H/D 

8 10 D D D D D D D D H/D H 

9 9 H/D D D D D H H H H H 

10 5-8 H H H H H/D H H H H H 

11 A 8-10 S S S S/D S/D S S S S S 

12 A, 7 S/D D D D D S S H H H/S 

13 A, 6 H/D D D D D H/D H H H H 

14 A, 5 H/D H/D D D D H H H H H 

15 A, 4 H/D H/D D D D H H H H H 

16 A, 3 H/D H/D H/D D D H H H H H 

17 A, 2 H/D H/D H/D D D H H H H H 

18 A,A,8,8 P P P P P P P P P P 

19 10,10 S S S S S S S S S S 

20 9, 9 P P P P P S/P P P S S 

21 7, 7 P P P P P H/P H H H H 

22 6, 6 P P P P P H H H H H 

23 5, 5 D D D D D D D D H/D H 

24 4, 4 H H H P/H P/D H H H H H 

25 3, 3 P P/H P P P P H/P H H H 

26 2, 2 P P/H P P P P H H H H 

 

A26: ∇1 = 30 

Appendix: Professional B/S v. Sample LV(1) Strategies 

Dealer’s upcard  
 

Your 
hand 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 A 

1 17+ S S S S S S S S S S 

2 16 S S S S S H H H H H 

3 15 S S S S S H H H H H 

4 14 S S S S S H H H H H 

5 13 S S S S S H H H H H 

6 12 H H/S S/H S S/H H H H H H 

7 11 D D D D D D D D D H/D 

8 10 D D D D D D D D H/D H 

9 9 H/D D D D D H H H H H 

10 5-8 H H H H H/D H H H H H 

11 A 8-10 S S S S/D S/D S S S S S 

12 A, 7 S/D D D D D S S H H H 

13 A, 6 H/D D D D D H H H H H 

14 A, 5 H H/D D D D H H H H H 

15 A, 4 H H/D D D D H H H H H 

16 A, 3 H/D H/D H/D D D H H H H H 

17 A, 2 H H/D H/D D D H H H H H 

18 A,A,8,8 P P P P P P P P P P 

19 10,10 S S S S S S S S S S 

20 9, 9 P P P P P S P P S S 

21 7, 7 P P P P P P/H H H H H 

22 6, 6 P P P P P/H H H H H H 

23 5, 5 D D D D D D D D H/D H 

24 4, 4 H H H P/H P/D H H H H H 

25 3, 3 P/H P P P P P H H H H 

26 2, 2 P P P P P P H H H H 

A91: ∇1 = 24 

The B/S gives the player decision as “X” and LV(1) as “Y” where there are discrepancies 
in the shaded “X/Y” decisions. The arrow gives the direction of LV(k) learning. 
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to introduce a robust semantic to genetic
learning behavior. The conceptualization of new genetic machine learning relies
on the specification model of Entity-Relation. According to this perspective, the
learning behavior is decomposed in two evolution dimensions. In addition to
some added concepts, the model uses the learning metaphor of coarse
adaptability. The configuration of the system leads to a decentralized
architecture where entities and interactions provide more reality to the overall
genetic machinery. Based upon an adaptation function, the learning put
emphasizes on adjustments of mutation rates through generations. This
landscape draws the best strategy to control the intensity of convergence
velocity along of evolution.

1   Introduction

Efficient learning in Evolutionary Algorithms [2,3,16] is implicitly described by the
adaptation behavior regarded as simple or complex feature [7]. Its role is to ensure
more elasticity and flexibility to potential parameters influencing closely convergence
performance. Actually, the adaptation is most present in all EA theories like:
Evolutionary Strategies (ES) [4,5,6] and Evolutionary Programming [8,11].

Although Genetic Algorithms (GA) are nowadays more adaptive, their
applicability and suitability still relative to the considered class of problems.
However, the adaptation operates on different levels of a GA (Population-Individual-
Component). In this sense, there exists many adaptive GA [1,9,10,12,13,14,15].
The purpose of this article is to improve both genetic reasoning and convergence
performance, by hybridizing conceptually all genetic learning levels. In other words,
we aim to extend the field of genetic applications by proposing a robust evolution
semantic. Then, as a genetic machine learning, our model encloses a high learning
layer and overcome traditional shortcomings.
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2   Genetic Machine Learning Specifications

A machine learning based upon genetic reasoning introduces a new resolution trend in
genetic community. It represents the semantic layer needed to give more applicability
and generality to genetic algorithms. Thus, by means of adaptability behavior, genetic
algorithm as evolutionary machine learning could be able to model large range of real
world problems.

 However, to better understand the global mechanism of this machinery, we must
consider the behind theory of adaptability. In the present context, given that the
evolution system is basically described in terms of entities and interactions, the
adaptability complexity will then draw the coarse side of evolution (see Fig.1).

2.1   Basic Concepts and Terminology

Definition 1 [Adaptability]: adaptability coarsely defined is an adjustments
methodology well described by an entities space at 2-dimensions.

To explain our evolution approach adaptability-based, some genetic requirements
must be fulfilled. The parental population conceptually describes by entities
constitutes the basic variable evolutionary dimension. The learning behavior
semantically defined by interactions dimension, constitutes the enhancement of the
system and yields to an intelligent behavior.

Practically, coarse adaptability attempts to benefit from the main characteristic of
parents population. In fact, based on parents’ fitness and structures as genetic
resources, the evolutionary machine, via adaptability, attempts to guide all evolution
steps. To accurately enable convergence performance, the adaptability put emphasis
on the specification model of Entity-Relation. Then, to better formalize the previous
metaphor, some concepts should be defined.

Definition 2 [entity]: entity is a conceptual description of an individual chromosome.
Its role depends strongly on the interfered dimension (level).

Definition 3 [interaction]: interaction is a virtual relation used to denote a semantic
link between either components of an entity or two entities.

In what follows, a detailed description of the evolution behavior is given under two
main sections. Each section explains different adjustments occurred on an adaptive
dimension. It is also interesting to say that a dimension is either:

- An abstract view (macro dimension), where all entities are solely evaluated in
function of their fitness values, and where no interactions exist.

- A component view (micro dimension), where all components entities establish
logical and semantic links over components. These cooperative interactions will
determine the suited mutation rates.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual View of Genetic Learning Machine

Since an overall focus is on entities, the goal of coarse adaptability is to distribute
the learning task according to 2-dimensions evolution:

- First dimension: all entities evolve independently from each other in order to
quantify the pertinent entities able to survive.

- Second dimension: all pertinent entities learn at fine granularity (component).
According to their micro description, components of an entity cooperate by local
interactions to produce a best offspring entity.

The evolution is then a progressive learning aiming to produce, at each generation,
best parents’ entities able to self-learn in both a cooperative and competitive way.

2.2   Evolution Macro Dimension

The macro evolution points out the entities population. At this evolution level, all
parents’ entities are evaluated quantitatively in order to select pertinent ones. Like
such strategy is important to both build the best entities pool and determine the rate
selection required at the next dimension.
Therefore, according to a ranking scheme, the entities population

{ }EEEEt μ,,,,)( 321=Ω  is sorted by ascendant order. To each

entity ( ) ( )EfE iii ϖ→, , where f i is the fitness value (objective value), is assigned a

life periodϖ . Indeed, this strategy parameter represents the difference between the
entity fitness value and the fitness of the best entity (better one). This design is
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usually useful to achieve the selection criterion and even the probability that enables
entity to continue to survive or dead.

Thus, compared to the high life period ( )Eϖ  (relative to the oldest entity that has

worst fitness), it is now possible to assign a survival probability to each entity like:

( )
( )

             1
2

)( ∗−=
E

E
E

ϖ
ϖγρ

(1)

So, to access to the second evolution dimension and survive, an entity must satisfy
the selection criterion rule: ( ) 5.0≥Eρ . This is paramount to perform the rate selection

β performed as the sum of parents satisfying the selection criterion.

Thus, by β means as population qualitative criterion, all entities with adequate

selection probabilities could participate to mating pool.

2.3   Evolution Micro Dimension

The micro evolution supposes that only a category of best entities is considered. At
this level, an entity is a set of independent components semantically linked. Through
the specific relation of interaction, the components of an entity establish local
interactions. Thus, they cooperate by communicating their adaptation velocities called
learning rates. This sort of heritage mechanism enables also global interactions
between different entities, given that the last performed learning rate of an entity Ei is

itself the learning rate of the Ei 1+ first component.

We state that the learning task is applied synchronously to all pairs of mating
entities. As consequence, the enhancement of the offspring population is subject to
the variability of all applied learning rates which directly influence the components
mutations rates. The global parameter accountable of all these modifications is
designed by the adaptation function which outperforms the population quality.

     )(  (t)1 )( tt α βθ = (2)

( )tα is the expected neighboring distance between best entities.

The heritage behavior is always exhibits provided that the maximal learning
threshold was not achieved. When this situation happens, it would become necessary
to inhibit the interaction behavior between all entities. In this case, entities should
evolve without any communication, and then the role of learning rate is useless. This
is meaningful in order to decrease the diversity rate caused by learning rates.

3    Conclusion

The presented evolutionary approach proposed in this article parameterizes the
genetic evolution by improving the learning behavior. This intends to embody a
semantic layer of machine learning guided by coarse adaptability. Based on macro
and micro dimensions, the adaptability implements a new view of entity-relation to
conceptually model the genetic machine learning. Several concepts have been also
introduced to describe the above architecture. The hide side of this semantic is the
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specification of a new convergence trend which based on adaptation function enables
accurate performance. However, this landscape will be eventually model by the fine
adaptability as perspective to give more convergence velocity and scalability to
genetic algorithms.
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Abstract. In this paper we introduce a hybrid approach to au-
tonomous music composition by example. Our approach utilizes
pattern recognition, Markov chains, and neural networks. We first
extract patterns from existing musical training sequences, and then
construct a Markov chain based on these patterns with each state
corresponding to a pattern. We then use a neural network to learn which
shifts of pitch and duration are allowed for each pattern in the training
sequences. Using this hybrid model, we compose novel musical sequences.

Keywords: Neural Nets; Applications of AI in Information Processing;
Machine Learning

1 Introduction

Since the early days of digital computers, researchers have aspired to write com-
puter programs that compose music. This is in part due to the fact that music
is an art form that is amenable to formal representation in a score that can be
encoded discretely in a computer. An additional motivation is found in the fact
that many composers have used algorithmic techniques as a compositional tool,
giving hope that a composition process can be captured in an algorithm. Never-
theless, music composition remains a difficult challenge even for the most skilled
human practitioners. It would appear, then, that some aspects of composition
can be captured algorithmically, but perhaps that a higher level of creativity is
beyond the realm of computation. In this work, we propose a hybrid approach
that uses musical training sequences to learn to compose, thus incorporating
human-composed musical patterns in an algorithmic composition technique.

Previous work on algorithmic music composition has explored various tech-
niques, including neural networks, evolutionary computation, formal grammars,
automata, Markov chains, and fractals [1,2]. For a more extensive discussion of
previous work, see [4]. In most prior work, the programmer encodes basic music
theory rules that are used to guide composition. In contrast, in this work we do
not provide any music theory rules to the program, but instead learn them from
the training sequences. Our hope is that this approach can not only capture
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Fig. 1. a) The edges of the suffix tree represent the intervals between successive notes.
Leaves correspond to unique occurrences of a pattern, and internal nodes correspond to
patterns that repeat. b) A Markov chain in which nodes represent patterns of intervals
between successive notes, and transitions represent the probability of patterns occurring
in sequence. c) A neural network that takes as input the previous state of the Markov
model, along with its baselines for pitch and duration, and generates a baseline pitch
and duration for the current state.

music theory rules, but more importantly the exceptions to the rules that create
variety in a composition.

In our approach for learning to compose music by example, we first extract
patterns, or motives, from the training sequences. We consider a pattern to be
a sequence of intervals that may start at different baseline pitches, and have
different baseline durations. We then construct a Markov chain in which each
state represents a pattern, and transitions between states represent allowable
sequencing of patterns. We train a neural network to select the baseline pitch
and duration for the pattern of intervals represented by each state of the Markov
chain. We use this model to compose novel musical sequences.

2 Suffix Trees for Pattern Extraction

The first step in our method of learning to compose music from existing pieces
is to extract patterns from the pieces. We use a suffix tree data structure for the
pattern extraction. For a detailed description, see [4]. The edges in the tree in
Fig. 1 a) represent the intervals, in half-steps, between successive notes. Each
node in the tree thus corresponds to a pattern of interval steps. Note that in the
suffix tree, all internal nodes correspond to patterns that repeat at least once in
the training sequences, and leaves correspond to exactly one occurrence of the
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pattern. The beginning position of the pattern in the training sequence is stored
at each leaf, and the baseline pitch for the sequence is given by the note at that
position.

3 Composition Using a Markov Chain

Once the patterns in a set of training pieces have been extracted, we use these
patterns as the states in a Markov chain (see Fig. 1 b)). The state labeled “none”
in the diagram corresponds a single note, so there is no interval for successive
notes in the pattern. The transitions model allowable sequencing of patterns in
the training pieces, and transition probabilities are set to reflect the frequencies
with which each pattern follows each other in the training sequences. The initial
states of the model are the nodes whose corresponding pattern begins one or more
of the training sequences. The baseline note of the pattern may, however, differ
from the actual baselines of the training pieces (see section 4 for a discussion on
generating baselines.) We do not specify final states for the model, but instead
terminate the generated sequences once they reach 75% of the average length of
the training sequences, and arrive a whole, half or quarter note on the root or
fifth of the key. The justification for this is that most pieces end on either the
root or fifth of the key on a note that is not transitory.

In previous work that uses Markov chains for music composition, there is one
state for each note [1,2], and the transition probabilities determine the probabil-
ity that a note of one value follows a note of another value. In contrast, in this
work, each state represents potentially complex patterns of intervals between
successive notes, allowing for a richer structure.

Our Markov model could in fact be viewed as a higher-order Markov model,
since it outputs sequences of notes at each state. It could also be viewed as a
Hidden Markov Model, since a sequence of output notes could be generated by
different sequences of states in the model. We do not make this distinction since
it is meaningful only in the context of fitting model parameters using a method
such as the forward/backward algorithm. We do not employ this method because
it is not efficient for higher-order HMM’s.

4 Neural Network for Baseline Emissions

As discussed previously, each pattern, hence each state in the Markov model,
corresponds to the same pattern of intervals starting at different baseline pitches
and durations. Upon arriving at each state in the Markov model, we need to
generate the baseline pitch and duration for the pattern. In previous work [4], we
have used a probabilistic emission function that depends only upon the current
state. However, this has the disadvantage of not accounting for the pitch and
duration of the previous pattern. In the present work, we have chosen to learn
the distribution of baselines at the current state conditioned on those of the
previous state using a neural network. The network topology we used is shown
in Fig. 1 c). The inputs to the network are the previous state number and the
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pitch and duration baselines of the previous state. The outputs are the pitch
and duration baselines for the current state. We interpret the values output
by the network as probabilities, after normalizing, indicating the probability of
selecting the corresponding pitch and duration. Our neural network thus models
the conditional distribution on pitch and duration baselines for each state, given
the output of the previous state. Note that this implies that our Markov model
is first-order.

66

1313

1919

a)

55

1010

1414

1818

b)

Fig. 2. This figure contains the output of our composition system on: a) the Bach Aria
b) the four-voice Bach Air.

We use the standard back-propagation algorithm to train the neural net-
work. To generate training examples, we randomly select a point in the training
sequences, and look up the pattern in the suffix tree that begins at that point
and the pattern that follows it. Since there may be many pattern nodes on the
path from the root to a leaf of the suffix tree, we select one of these nodes prob-
abilistically, with higher probability given to longer paths to encourage the use
of longer patterns.

5 Experimental Results

In this section, we give two examples of our experimental results. Both pieces
are from J.S. Bach: an “Aria” entitled “Bist Du Bei Mir”; and “Air”, from
Orchestral Suite Number 3. The Aria is a single voice piece, whereas the Air is
a four-voice composition. These pieces were obtained from the Mutopia Project
[3], which is an archive of public domain classical music pieces. Due to space
limitations, the training sequences are not presented. The results of training our
system on these pieces are given in Fig. 2.
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There are several observations that may be made on the pieces output by our
system. First, the main motif, or theme, in the original pieces occurs multiple
times in the output, indicating that our approach is successful in extracting and
using the signature patterns of pieces. Secondly, the notes of the piece in part
a) are constrained to a much smaller range than those in part b). This occurs
because part a) was derived from the Aria which contained only a single voice,
whereas part b) is derived from four voices of the Air, one of which is in the
bass clef. It is interesting to note that while the output of part b) has a much
larger range of notes, our method successfully maintains smooth flow between
consecutive notes rather than making large interval jumps. Finally, the pieces
respect the common music theory concept of key, in that most of the notes are
in the key, with a few accidental notes to create variety.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new approach to algorithmic music composi-
tion that learns by example. First, we extract patterns of intervals from musical
training sequences. We then build a Markov chain with each state represent-
ing a pattern and with transitions representing sequencing of patterns. We use
a neural network to determine the baseline pitches and durations to apply to
the patterns. We present experimental results that show the viability of this
algorithmic composition technique using two Bach pieces.
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Abstract. Recent work in Bayesian classifiers has shown that a better
and more flexible representation of domain knowledge results in better
classification accuracy. In previous work [1], we have introduced a new
type of Bayesian classifier called Case-Based Bayesian Network (CBBN)
classifiers. We have shown that CBBNs can capture finer levels of seman-
tics than possible in traditional Bayesian Networks (BNs). Consequently,
our empirical comparisons showed that CBBN classifiers have consider-
ably improved classification accuracy over traditional BN classifiers. The
basic idea behind our CBBN classifiers is to intelligently partition the
training data into semantically sound clusters. A local BN classifier can
then be learned from each cluster separately. Bayesian Multi-net (BMN)
classifiers also try to improve classification accuracy through a simple
partitioning of the data by classes. In this paper, we compare our CBBN
classifiers to BMN classifiers. Our experimental results show that CBBN
classifiers considerably outperform BMN classifiers.

1 Introduction

Recent work in Bayesian classifiers has shown that better and more flexible
representations of the relationships between domain attributes significantly im-
proves classification accuracy. For example, in BN classifiers, the Tree Augmented
Naive-Bayes (TAN) classifier relaxes the structure of the naive-Bayes classifier
by approximating the interactions between the attributes using a tree-like struc-
ture. In addition, the Bayesian network Augmented Naive-Bayes (BAN) classi-
fier extends TAN by allowing the attributes to form an arbitrary graph, rather
than only a tree. Another type of BN classifier that permits even more flexible
structures is the General Bayesian Network (GBN) classifier which treats the
classification node as an ordinary node and identifies a relevant attribute subset
around it determined by its Markov blanket. These classifiers have been shown
to outperform naive-Bayes classifier [2,3].

Bayesian Multi-net (BMN) classifiers are a generalized form of the augmented
naive structure (i.e., TAN and BAN) in the sense that they allow different re-
lationships among attributes for different values of the class variable. A BMN
classifier consists of the prior probability distribution of the class variable C and
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a set of local networks, each corresponding to a value of C. Two forms of BMN
classifiers have been examined. Tree Multi-net (BMN-TAN) [3], a generalization
of TAN, where the structure of a local network is restricted to tree-like structure
and Bayesian Multi-net (BMN-BAN) [4,3], a generalization of BAN, where a
local network can have unrestricted structure. Although the structures of these
classifiers are strictly more expressive than traditional BN classifiers (i.e., TAN
and BAN), experiments have shown that BMN classifiers perform as well as BN
classifiers and that neither approach clearly dominates [3].

In previous work [1], we have introduced a new type of Bayesian classifier
called Case-Based Bayesian Network (CBBN) classifiers. The basic idea behind
CBBN classifiers is to intelligently partition the training data into semantically
sound clusters. Each cluster is characterized and discriminated from other clus-
ters by a unique assignment to its most relevant and descriptive attributes.
This is called indexing. A local BN classifier can then be learned independently
from each cluster conditioned on its index. Such an organization of the domain
knowledge allows more precise and more relevant representation of the domain
dependency relationships than possible in traditional BNs. We compared CBBN
classifiers to BN classifiers with different structures (i.e., naive, TAN, BAN and
GBN). Our empirical results showed that CBBN classifiers have considerably
improved classification accuracy over BN classifiers.

In this paper, we further explore CBBN classifiers by comparing them to
BMN classifiers. Our motivations behind this comparison are as follows: First,
BMNs’ partitioning of the data is simply restricted to the classes which may not
fit the best (i.e., inherent) partitioning of the data and is only useful when the
relationships among attributes are very different for different classes. In contrast,
our CBBNs relax this restriction by permitting the use of any appropriate clus-
tering methodology that discovers the best way to partition the data. Thereby,
knowledge can be better represented and more accurate classifiers can be con-
structed. Second, the indices used by CBBNs provide an attribute selection pro-
cedure that is able to discard attributes that are irrelevant to classification. We
show that CBBN classifiers outperform BMN classifiers. We also show that while
BMN classifiers perform significantly worse than BN classifiers in some cases,
our CBBN classifiers perform superior to or competitive with BN classifiers.

2 Our CBBN Approach – An Overview

We use a clustering technique to discover meaningful patterns represented by
different clusters of data. Each cluster is then characterized and discriminated
from other clusters by a unique assignment to its most relevant and descriptive
attributes. This assignment is called an index. As we shall see, these indices
provide a natural attribute selection for the CBBN classifiers. Intuitively, each
cluster represents a piece of the domain knowledge described by the context of
its index. These clusters can also be viewed as a set of conditionally indepen-
dent cases with each case mapped to an index that describes the context of
the knowledge relevant to that case. Because of the independence nature of the
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cases, the knowledge associated with each case can be represented separately by
a BN classifier. This representation of the independent cases implies that the
relationships among the corresponding attributes might be different for different
cases. Thus, instead of assuming fixed relationships between attributes for the
whole domain as in traditional BNs, these relationships can vary according to
each different context of each case in the same domain. This conclusion is crucial,
since it means that two variables X and Y might be directly dependent (X → Y )
in case Ci and independent in case Cj . Moreover, X → Y might occur in case
Ci while X ← Y occurs in case Cj . Even if the relationships in different cases
are the same, the parameters that represent the strength of these relationships
might be different.

Obviously, CBBNs subsume BMNs in that they exploit the inherent clusters
in the data to partition the domain knowledge instead of relying on a sim-
ple/restricted partitioning of the data according to the classes which may not
fit the natural data clusters and is only useful when the relationships among
attributes is very different for different classes. Moreover, our CBBN approach
provides a novel procedure for discarding irrelevant attributes. The attributes
that constitute an index for a cluster have fixed values for all objects in the clus-
ter. We conclude that these attributes are irrelevant to the classification task
in this cluster. Therefore, a BN classifier learned from this cluster can safely
exclude these attributes.

3 CBBN Classification Model

Constructing a CBBN classification model consists of the following three phases:

Clustering and Indexing: Let D be a data set described by a set of cat-
egorical attributes A1, A2, ..., An, C. A clustering algorithm is used to partition
the training data set D into a set of clusters C = {C1, C2, . . . , Ck} character-
ized by a set of mutually exclusive indices I = {I1, I2, . . . , Ik} respectively. This
indexing scheme guarantees at most one mapping per a data object to the set I.

In order to generate such an indexing scheme, we begin by initializing I (a
set of k n-dimension vectors) with “don’t care” values for all elements of each
vector Ii. For a particular cluster Ci, we compute the probability distribution for
each attribute, i.e., the frequencies of its possible values estimated from the data
in this cluster. We determine the value of each attribute that has the maximum
frequency and assign this value to this attribute in Ii if its frequency exceeds an
indexing threshold α. The resulting assignment is then used as a description of
the objects in Ci, thus we move all objects that are not covered by Ii from Ci

to the outliers cluster. The same procedure is repeated for each cluster. We then
visit the outliers cluster to check for possible mappings of its objects back to the
indexed clusters. These objects are retrieved from the outliers to be placed in a
cluster if the objects are compatible to the cluster’s description index.

In order to achieve mutual exclusion between the above assignments, we
check each two assignments for the mutual exclusion condition (at least one
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common attribute is assigned differently). If they do not satisfy this condition,
we search for the “don’t care” attribute in both assignments that can be assigned
differently in both of them such that a minimum number of objects is rejected
from both clusters due to the new assignments. We then update the members
of all clusters, including the outliers, according to the new mutually exclusive
assignments. Finally, to produce the index of each cluster, we simply discard
any “don’t care” attributes in each cluster’s assignment. The algorithms for the
above procedure can be found in [1].

Learning: We apply a BN learning algorithm to learn a BN classifier from
the data objects in each indexed cluster. This local classifier, Bi where i ∈
{1, 2, ..., k}, is defined over a subset of attributes Vi ⊂ V = {A1, A2, . . . , An,C}.
If V (Ii) is the set of the attributes in Ii then Vi = V − V (Ii). We also learn a
BN classifier, Bo, from the outliers cluster defined over the whole set V.

Testing: We test the newly learned CBBN classification model on the given
test data set T . Basically, we try to map each test object (a1, a2, . . . , an) in T
to an index in I by comparing the attributes assignment in both of them. We
then compute P (C|a1, a2, . . . , an) from the local BN classifier characterized by
that index and assign to C the value that maximizes P . If an object cannot be
mapped to any index in I, we map it to Bo as the default classifier.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Experiment Settings

In order to compare BMN classifiers to our CBBN classifiers, we have learned
three types of BMN classifiers: BMN-TAN, BMN-BAN and BMN-BAN* based
on three different learning algorithms: Chow-Liu [5], MDL score [6] and CBL2
[7] respectively 1. We compare the classification accuracy of these classifiers
to their corresponding CBBN classifiers (i.e., CBBN-TAN, CBBN-BAN and
CBBN-BAN*).

These classifiers have been learned from each data set in a group of twenty-
five benchmark data sets obtained from the UCI machine learning repository
at (www.cs.uci.edu). In all data sets, objects with missing attribute values have
been removed and numerical attributes have been categorized.

For data clustering in CBBNs, we used the clustering algorithm, k-modes
[8]. This algorithm requires that the user specify the number of clusters k. In
this work, we have determined an acceptable range of k for each data set. More
specifically, k can take integer values between kmin = 2 and kmax which is the
maximum number of clusters estimated such that each cluster has a number of
objects sufficient to learn a BN classifier. We then ran our experiments at three
different values of k (kmin=2, kmax, and karb ∈ ]kmin, kmax[). For the indexing
threshold α, we consider an attribute as a descriptive attribute if its maximum
frequency is not less than αmin = 0.7. We then arbitrarily select α for each data
set within the range [αmin, 1].
1 naive and GBN structures are not defined for BMN approach.
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Table 1. Classification accuracy for ML, BN, BMN and CBBN classifiers
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Table 2. BMN vs. BN Table 3. CBBN vs. BMN

Table 4. CBBN-BAN* vs. BMN

4.2 Classification Accuarcy

Due to space limitations we only show results at k = karb. Similar results have
been obtained at k = kmin and at k = kmax. Our experimental results are pre-
sented in Table 1. This table shows the classification accuracy for three different
classifier’s structures (TAN, BAN and BAN*) built based on three different
approaches (BN, BMN and CBBN). In most data sets (21 data sets), BMN clas-
sifiers give classification accuracy similar to their corresponding structures in BN
classifiers. However, in letter data set, BMN classifiers work better than BN clas-
sifiers while in the three data sets left (e.g. soybean-large) they work considerably
worse. A quick inspection of the networks learned in letter and soybean-large re-
veals that the dependency assertions among the attributes are very different for
different classes in letter while almost the same in soybean-large. In contrast,
CBBN classifiers almost always show considerable improvement over BN clas-
sifiers or show similar performance (i.e., classification accuracy). This suggests
that while simple partitioning of the data by classes used in BMN classifiers
is not effective in many cases, our semantically sound clustering almost always
leads to performance improvement. Table 1 also shows that our CBBN classifiers
perform considerably better than non-bayesian ML classifiers such as C4.5 and
IB classifiers.

Table 2 confirms these results by comparing BMN classifiers to BN classifiers.
The results in this table reveals that BMN classifiers do not show an average
improvement in accuracy over BN classifiers and do not frequently beat them.
Furthermore, we have conducted two comparisons between CBBN classifiers and

Table 5. Construction time in CPU seconds

data set TAN BAN*
no name n N c karb BMN CBBN BMN CBBN
1 chess 36 2310 2 4 56 73 66 87
2 DNA 60 2000 3 4 212 374 608 957
3 nursery 8 8640 2 6 20 26 22 33
4 flare 10 1066 2 3 5 10 11 13
5 vote 16 435 2 3 6 14 16 18
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BMN classifiers. In the first comparison, Table 3, we measure the average im-
provement in accuracy of CBBN classifiers over their corresponding BMN clas-
sifiers. This table shows that CBBN classifiers considerably outperform BMN
classifiers for all structures. In the second comparison, Table 4, we measure the
average improvement in accuracy of CBBN-BAN* (the best classifier we have in
our CBBN model) over the different structures of BMN classifier. This compari-
son shows that CBBN-BAN* classifier has a significant average improvement in
accuracy over BMN classifier for all structures.

4.3 Time Cost

Table 5 shows the construction time of CBBN and BMN classifiers for five se-
lected data sets. The results show that CBBN is more computationally expensive
than BMN. This is due to the time needed to accomplish the intelligent partition-
ing (clustering and indexing). The time cost for the k-modes clustering algorithm
is O(tnkN) where t is the number of iterations for k-modes to converge and N
is the size of the training set. Obviously, the clustering time is linear in N and
k. However, the indexing process is time-consuming, but it may reduce the time
cost of the learning process from each cluster because of the smaller number of
attributes involved in learning compared to BMN models. A comparison between
the time cost of CBBN and BMN models will depend on the number of clusters
k and the number of classes c from which we build the local networks.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have compared our CBBN classifiers to BMN classifiers. We have shown that
our CBBN classifiers have considerably better classification accuracy than BMN
classifiers.

We plan to extend this work in the following direction: We suggested using
the k-modes clustering algorithm and ran our experiments with three different
values of k and with α arbitrarily selected by the user. Although we obtained
good results in all runs, there is no guarantee that these are the best possible
results. We would like to come up with a procedure to optimize k and α for the
best classification accuracy.
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Abstract. Feature extraction is a process whereby the input data is
transformed into a set of features which characterise the input, and which
can therefore be used to classify the input. This paper presents a new
technique for feature extraction from handwritten symbols. We present a
two-phase process. Firstly a pre-processing phase generates a chord vec-
tor for each handwritten stroke, thereby eliminating noise and greatly
reducing the number of sections of the input which need to be assessed
as potential features. Secondly fuzzy rules are used to determine mem-
bership values of chord sequences in fuzzy sets corresponding to feature
types: Line, C-shape and O-shape. According to these membership val-
ues the most likely set of features is determined. Proper selection of the
properties required for each feature type, and appropriate timing of ap-
plication of the fuzzy rules, leads to an effective and efficient feature
extraction algorithm.

1 Introduction

Automatic recognition of handwritten symbols often begins with feature extrac-
tion [1], whereby those sections of the input which characterise the input are
extracted. A good feature extraction method generates similar feature sets for a
variety of instances of the same symbol, thereby making the subsequent classifi-
cation task less difficult. Other approaches to symbol recognition include neural
network [2] and k-nearest neighbour [3] methods, both of which require exten-
sive training. The advantage of using the feature extraction approach is that a
greater understanding of what is present in the symbol is achieved. By combin-
ing feature extraction and fuzzy logic [4], the human perception mechanism is
imitated.

In this paper a new feature extraction technique is presented. To recognise
symbols using this technique involves a three phase process, consisting of a pre-
processing phase, a feature extraction phase, and a classification phase. Only
the first two phases will be discussed in this paper. The pre-processing phase
involves a new chording technique which transforms each handwritten stroke
into a vector of chords. This phase eliminates noise and simplifies the input data
so that feature extraction rules can be written in terms of chords. In the feature
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extraction phase, we distinguish only three feature types: Line, C-shape and O-
shape, in the belief that any symbol can be represented by a combination of these
features. Fuzzy logic is employed to determine membership values for substrokes
(sequences of consecutive chords) in fuzzy sets corresponding to these feature
types. Based on these membership values the highest quality set of substrokes
is chosen as the feature extraction result.

2 Chording

The chording task amounts to partitioning each stroke s into a chord vector−→
C = 〈c0, . . . , cn−1〉, where each chord ci is a sequence of points p1

i, . . . , pk
i of s

such that the last point of ci and the first point of ci+1 coincide. A partition is
a chording if the points contained in each section c = p1, . . . , pk approximately
form the sector of a circle with the line segment [p1, pk] as chord.

Since our goal is to produce a chording with as few chords as possible an
iterative solution based on merging chords suggests itself. Starting with the
original stroke as coarsest chording the chording algorithm sweeps through the
current chording and replaces two successive chords a and b by a new chord if
the chords satisfy certain joining rules, which are described below, in addition
to the requirement that the change in direction from chord a to b is less than
90 ◦.

2.1 Smoothing

Initially a fuzzy smoothing rule is used which tests if two successive chords a and b
can be seen as a straight line. The decision is based on two properties of chords,
distance and curvature. For a section c we define dist(c) to be the maximal
distance from c to the line segment [cf , cl], where cf and cl are the first and last
points of c respectively. We define the curvature curv(c) as 2 ∗ dist(c)/|[cf , cl]|,
and we define c to be straight if dist(c) < 1.5 ∧ curv(c) < 0.02.
The smoothing rule can now be stated simply.

– Two straight chords a, b can be merged if the combined chord a + b is also
straight.

Smoothing compresses the original stroke data considerably. There is gen-
erally a reduction to 25% of the points in the stroke. Since the calculations
involved are rather cheap, smoothing is quite effective. Also this simple rule
compares favorably to other techniques [5].

2.2 Shape Formation

Once smoothing is finished, a shape formation rule is applied which tests if two
successive chords approximate a sector of a circle. The basic rule is as follows.
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– Join two chords only if merging results in a chord with larger curvature,
without distorting the shapes of the original chords.

The latter is tested as follows. Given two successive chords a and b determine
the circle C through af , al and bl and calculate distortion factors δa and δb. The
distortion factor, e.g. δa, is obtained from curv(a) and the curvature Ca of the
circle sector of C for a. If δa and δb are both within certain bounds, then C is
a good approximation of the section formed by chords a and b, and therefore a
and b can be merged.

Finally a finishing rule merges chords of insignificant length with neighbour-
ing chords.
The chords produced for a ’5’ and the accompanying chord vector are shown in
Fig. 1.
The purposes of chording are to eliminate noise in the original written stroke, to
retain only the information which is essential for the feature extraction task, and
to greatly reduce the amount of sections of a stroke which need to be evaluated
as possible features.

Fig. 1. The chords produced for a ’5’

3 Feature Extraction

After chording takes place, which generates chord vectors 〈−→C 0 . . . ,
−→
C v〉 for the

strokes {s0, . . . , sv} in the symbol, the feature extraction phase occurs. The
objective in this phase is to identify the feature set for the symbol. The feature
set will be the set of substrokes F ={f0, . . . , fm−1} encompassing the entire
symbol which is of a higher quality than any other possible set of substrokes.
Each substroke fj is a sequence of consecutive chords (ca, . . . , cb) from a chord
vector −→

C i = {c0, . . . , cn−1}, where 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ n and 0 ≤ i ≤ v.
The quality of a set of substrokes, represented by q(F ), is dictated by the

membership values of the substrokes in F in sets corresponding to feature types.
The membership value of a substroke fj in the set Line, for example, is expressed
as μLine(fj) or Line(fj), and represents the confidence that fj is a line. In the
definition of q(F ) below, T is one of the fuzzy sets Line, C-shape or O-shape.
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q(F ) =
∑m−1

j=0
μT (fj)

m

For the symbol in Fig. 1 the feature extraction result is F =
{(c0, c1), (c2), (c3, c4)}, where μLine(c0, c1) = 0.83, μLine(c2) = 0.99, and
μCshape(c3, c4) = 0.94. It remains to be explained how these membership values
are determined using fuzzy rules.

3.1 Fuzzy Rules

The fuzzy rule base contains both high-level and low-level rules. Membership
values in the sets corresponding to feature types are determined by high-level
rules. Each high level fuzzy rule defines the properties required for a particular
feature type, and is of the form:

FeatureType(Z) ← Property1(Z)
⋂

. . .
⋂

Propertyk(Z).

This means the likelihood of a substroke Z being a FeatureType is determined
by the extent to which Property1 to Propertyk are present in Z. In mathematical
terms,

μFeatureType(Z) = min(μProperty1(Z), . . . , μPropertyk
(Z)).

Other norms which could be used rather than the minimum include the Yager
intersection connective operator [6] and the weighted generalized means (WGM)
operator [7].

Membership values in sets corresponding to properties are determined by low-
level fuzzy rules. In each low-level rule the fuzzy value μPropertyi

(Z) is defined
in terms of values representing various aspects of Z. To express varying degrees
of these aspects we use fuzzy membership functions such as the S-function [8],
Π-shaped function and triangular function [9].

To illustrate the concept of the fuzzy rules, the high-level rule for Line is
defined below and one of the most basic low-level rules, Straight, is described.

Line(Z) ← Straight(Z)
⋂

Smooth(Z)
⋂

Long(Z)
⋂

NoSharpPoints(Z).

Straight Rule: The straightness of a substroke depends on how direct a route
it takes from its start point to its end point. It is therefore reflected by star-
tEndRatio(Z), which is obtained by dividing the direct distance between the
endpoints of Z by the absolute length of Z. If Z is a perfectly straight line,
startEndRatio(Z) = 1. If startEndRatio(Z) is less than 0.8, Z is certainly not a
straight line. We therefore define Straight(Z) as follows:

Straight(Z) = S(startEndRatio(Z), 0.8, 0.9, 1).

The S-function, so named because of its appearance when plotted, is defined
as follows.

S(x, a, b, c) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
0 if x ≤ a
2(x−a

c−a )2 if a ≤ x ≤ b

1 − 2(x−c
c−a )2 if b ≤ x ≤ c

1 if x ≥ c

(1)
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Properties required for C-shape and O-shape: C-shapes and O-shapes
have certain properties in common. Both are not straight, do not contain major
discontinuity points, flexion points or sharp turning points, and are continually
curved throughout. In addition to these common properties, a C-shape does not
end near to where it started, does not turn through too many degrees, does not
intersect itself, and neither endpoint turns in to make the shape resemble ’6’
or ’e’. An O-shape is round and its start point and end point are close to each
other. The fuzzy sets C-shape and O-shape have been defined to reflect these
requisite properties.

3.2 Feature Extraction Algorithm

The fuzzy rules form the basis of a feature extraction algorithm which determines
the best feature set using numerous efficiency measures. For example, initial
detection of the sharp turning points in the symbol can lead to a significant
reduction in the number of substrokes to be evaluated, on the basis that such
points usually represent boundaries between features.

4 Experimental Results

To measure the performance of the system, 1600 digits and lowercase letters were
written by 4 different users, and for each symbol written the system generated
the most likely set of features, along with the next most likely sets of features.
For each symbol written, the feature set produced as the result was considered
a correct result if it was the expected feature set.

1st result In top 3 results
Expected result: 95.1% 97.8%
For 95.1% of symbols written, the system produced the expected feature set

as its first choice result. For a further 2.7% of symbols, the expected feature set
was either the second or third most likely result generated by the system. This
is significant because if a symbol classifier fails to recognise a symbol using the
first choice feature set, the classifier will then attempt to classify the symbol
according to the second most likely feature set, and may then be successful.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have outlined a robust and efficient approach to the task of
feature extraction. Through proper selection of the properties required for each
feature type, and the use of fuzzy rules which accurately assess the extent to
which these properties are present, the likelihood that any substroke is a Line,
C-shape or O-shape can be determined with precision and we can subsequently
determine the best set of features for the symbol.
For different instances of a particular symbol, this approach will generate feature
sets which will all be similar to a prototype feature set for the symbol. Therefore
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the feature sets produced serve as high quality inputs to a fuzzy classifier, which
determines the most likely identity of the symbol based on properties of the
features and the relationships between them.
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Abstract. In this research, we use Support Vector Machines (SVMs) in our
system to automatically synthesize the aging effect on human facial images.
The coordinates of the facial feature points are used to train the SVMs. Given a
new picture, the displacement of the feature points is predicted according to
different target ages in the future. The predictions are fed into a warping system
to produce the synthesized aged facial images. The results of the prediction
using SVMs are analyzed.

1   Introduction and Motivation

After a person has been missing for a number of years, an age-progressed picture of
the person is of great help for the law enforcement officials and the general public to
more easily identify him/her. So far the job to make these artificially aged facial
images is mainly done manually by the forensic artists. On the other hand, since the
early 1990's, in the need of a more effective human-machine interaction, the research
interest in the area of automatic face recognition has grown significantly. A large
number of face identification systems have been developed (Chellapa et al., 1995).
Typically, a system for static face recognition is trained using a set of facial features
from a number of still training images. The pattern of these features, which make the
face of an individual different among others, is thus explicitly or implicitly defined
and used for identifying subjects in new images. Many factors can cause the
variations in the face images of an individual. When compared with different sources
of the intra-individual variation, such as posture and expression, aging displays some
unique characteristics, and is the only one that occurs naturally and irreversibly by
time. Until recently, there have been a limited number of studies (Pittenger et al.,
1979; Burt and Perrett, 1995; Lanitis et al., 2002) attempting to deal with the aging
effect on human faces in a systematic way. The approaches proposed previously are
based on predefined transformation (Pittenger et al., 1979), statistical processing (Burt
and Perrett, 1995), or polynomial approximation and simulation (Lanitis et al., 2002).
In this research, we study a more recent machine learning technique, the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) method, and apply it in our attempt for a way to
automatically synthesize the aging effect on face images.
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2   Related Work

The aging process of humans can bring significant change to the face appearance, but
until recently, only a few researchers investigated the aging effect on face images in a
systematic way. Among the limited number of studies carried out, the approaches that
have been proposed can be broadly classified into three categories, i.e. the non-
learning (static) methods, the statistical methods and the learning methods. As a static
method, the researchers in (Pittenger and Shaw, 1975; Pittenger et al., 1979)
employed a coordinate transformation in an attempt to impose age-related changes on
human faces. The coordinates of the points on the facial outline are transformed using
a group of predefined cardioidal strain functions. Another kind of approaches in
artificial face aging is based on statistical methods. In (Burt and Perrett, 1995), the
process of aging is investigated using face composites from different age groups and
caricature algorithm. The face composites are made by averaging the face shape and
texture in a set of images within a certain age range. The differences between the
composites for different age groups are evaluated. A caricature algorithm is used to
exaggerate those differences that are subsequently applied on the composite or
individual images so that their perceived ages are increased. A third kind of face
aging methods is based on learning from the aging faces in the training samples. In
(Lanitis et al., 2002), the face shape and texture data are extracted for each image in a
training set. The principal component analysis (PCA) is applied so that each training
face is represented as a weight vector b. Using b as the parametric feature, two
relationships are to be determined: age = f(b) and b = f -1(age). In their approach, the
first one is solved by polynomial approximation learned by a genetic algorithm; the
later is prescribed to be in the form of a lookup table which is learned by a simulation
procedure. Both of relationships can be learned by using the training images of either
each individual or all subjects in the training set. When an unseen face is tested, the
aging can follow the global pattern or a combined pattern from the most similar faces
in the training set.

3   Data Collection and Preprocessing

For our experiment, we invited a group of volunteers to contribute to our project a set
of their photographs at different ages. Some pictures of celebrities have also been
used. At least two pictures are from each person. The pictures are required to be taken
at least one year apart, in reasonably good lighting condition, in frontal view of the
person, and with no major obstruction against the visibility of the face. We pair up the
images so that each pair represents the same person at younger (base) and older age.
As a result, the image database in our research contains 143 pairs of age progressive
face images. Since all pictures were taken in different time and space, to some degree
there exist variances in terms of posture, lighting, expression and image quality. This
problem should have influence on the result of our experiment. To keep the first stage
of our research simple, we study the black and white images only and leave the color
ones for future work, so all pictures were converted into black and white ones.

We then normalize the face position by performing affine operations (resize,
translation and rotation) on the pictures so that the face shapes in all the images are
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comparable. In this research, we normalize the face position by fixing the centers of
the two pupils in the specific locations in the picture. More precisely, the size of the
normalized picture is specified to be 150×188 pixels, and the centers of the left and
right pupils are located at the pixel (50, 77) and (100, 77), respectively. For this
normalization, the locating of the pupil centers in the original pictures is done
manually. The affine transformations are done automatically by a program written in
MATLAB script using the built-in Image Processing Toolbox.

The facial features we choose are the coordinates of 58 control points. These
control points are the facial landmarks on the jaw, eyes, eyebrows, mouth and nose
(see Fig. 1). The automatic detection of
these control points is by the active
appearance model (AAM) approach (Cootes
et al., 2001). The AAM implementation
AAM-API (Stegmann, 2002) is used in our
experiment. It should be noted that, since the
feature extraction by the AAM method may
not give the perfect match in some cases, as
the last stage, we manually fine-tune the
detection result for some pictures.

To exclude the influences of the
background setting on the visual effect, we
isolate the face portion by masking the face-
surrounding area in the pictures. The masks
for different faces are produced by warping a standard mask to different target shapes
detected as described above.

4   Experiments and Results

Given the task of artificial face aging, our proposed solution is to model the
alterations caused by aging on human faces using SVMs which are reported to have
superior performance in a series of applications including image processing and with
the capability of dealing with non-linear regression tasks. At this stage, we focus on
studying changes in the face shape. More specifically, we attempt to use SVM
regressors to build the relationship between the age progression and the displacement
of the 58 feature points we specify in section 3. So far, due to the limitations for both
theoretical and practical reasons, we have to treat the change of different feature
points as uncorrelated. As a result, we train a different SVM regressor for the target
coordinates (x, y) of each of the 58 specified feature points in the age-progressed
image. So there are 116 SVM regressors to be trained. The inputs to each SVM
include the (x, y) coordinates of the 58 feature points in the younger (base) image, the
gender of the subject, the base age, and the progressive age difference. All the inputs
are scaled to the range between 0 and 1. Without much domain knowledge in the face
aging, we adopt the Gaussian kernel function, which is a popular choice of generic
kernels. The SVM implementation we use is LIBSVM 4.0 (Chang and Lin, 2003).
Before the training, we use cross validation with the mean squared error criteria to
search for the best parameters for each of the SVMs in use. Specifically, three
parameters are to be determined for each SVM: the insensitive distanceε , the cost

Fig. 1. 58 control points on the frontal
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constant C, and the standard deviation  of the Gaussian kernel function. We search
the best values for these parameters in a three dimensional grid by experimenting with
each combination of parameters via 5-fold cross validation. After the parameters are
determined, the SVMs are trained and used to predict on a set of testing face samples.

Fig. 2. Examples of the testing faces and the output age-progressed faces. Nine pictures are
listed for each of the two subjects, the left column: two real pictures and the real younger
picture warped to the real older shape, the right column: synthesized pictures at different
specified ages. Parameter d is the Euclidian distance from the target shape to the real younger
shape in proportion to the norm of the real younger shape.

For testing purposes, we use a set of face images and specify a number of different
progressive ages for each of them. Then we use the trained SVMs to predict the
coordinates of facial control points at the target ages. The prediction outputs, together
with the base image, are used for image warping to generate the age-progressed
images. Fig. 2 shows the examples of the resulting images for two subjects. Note that
in these examples the SVMs capture some characteristics about the changes in face
shape by aging, e.g. the outline of the face becomes longer, the jaw also becomes
longer. By the visual inspection of all the testing results, we can find that in most of
the cases the SVMs can predict, for different faces, a few different reasonable changes
in shape by aging. This is especially obvious when the base image is the face of a
child. The reason may well probably be that a child’s face will go through more
changes in shape than the adult’s. On the other hand, some problems are found
through the visual inspection of the results. For example, although the shape changes
(by the value of the shape data) in the prediction, the appearance of the face does not
change much visually. In a number of cases, when we intend to simulate the aging on
a baby face, no matter what shape the system has predicted, it still looks like a baby
face after warping. Another problem is that in a few cases the shape is not well
continuous so the warped images show a bit distortion.

5   Conclusions and Future Work

Through the evaluation of the experiment results, we can find that, in most of the
cases, the SVM model can predict some visually reasonable changes in face shape by
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aging, although different pictures show such changes in different aspects. For the
future work, we shall improve our method by integrating into the system more
information such as more control points and texture features about shade and wrinkle,
etc. Also, the approach for the regression task of multiple target variables that are
correlated should be studied.
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Abstract. Constraint Satisfaction problems (CSPs) are a fundamental
concept used in many real world applications such as frequency assign-
ment, configuration and conceptual design, scheduling and planning. A
main challenge when designing a CSP-based system is the ability to deal
with constraints in a dynamic and evolutive environment. During the
conceptual phase of design, for example, the designers should be able to
add/remove constraints at any time after specifying an initial statement
describing the desired properties of a required artifact. We propose in
this paper a new dynamic arc consistency algorithm that has a better
compromise between time and space than those algorithms proposed in
the literature, in addition to the simplicity of its implementation. Exper-
imental tests on randomly generated CSPs demonstrate the efficiency of
our algorithm to deal with large size problems in a dynamic environment.

Keywords: Constraint Satisfaction, Dynamic Arc Consistency.

1 Introduction

A Constraint Satisfaction problem (CSP) [1,2,3] involves a list of variables de-
fined on finite domains of values and a list of relations restricting the values that
the variables can take. If the relations are binary we talk about binary CSPs.
CSPs are a fundamental concept used in many real world applications such as
engineering conceptual design, frequency assignment, scheduling, planning and
molecular biology. A main challenge when designing a CSP-based system, for
the above applications and others, is the ability to deal, in an efficient way, with
constraints in a dynamic and evolutive environment. One example, in the area of
engineering conceptual design, is when the designers add/remove constraints af-
ter specifying an initial statement describing the desired properties of a required
artifact during the conceptual phase of design. This motivates us to adapt the
current constraint resolution techniques in order to process the constraints in
an incremental way. Solving a CSP consists of finding an assignment of values
to each variable such that all relations (or constraints) are satisfied. A CSP is
known to be an NP-Hard problem. Indeed, looking for a possible solution to a
CSP requires a backtrack search algorithm of exponential complexity in time1.
1 Note that some CSP problems can be solved in polynomial time. For example, if

the constraint graph corresponding to the CSP has no loops, then the CSP can be
solved in O(nd2) where n is the number of variables of the problem and d is the
domain size of the different variables
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To overcome this difficulty in practice, local consistency techniques are used in
a pre-processing phase to reduce the size of the search space before the back-
track search procedure. A k-consistency algorithm removes all inconsistencies
involving all subsets of k variables belonging to N . The k-consistency problem is
polynomial in time, O(Nk), where N is the number of variables. A k-consistency
algorithm does not solve the constraint satisfaction problem, but simplifies it.
Due to the incompleteness of constraint propagation, in the general case, search
is necessary to solve the CSP problem, even to check if a single solution exists.
Note that local consistency can also be used during the search, following the for-
ward check strategy, in order to prevent earlier later failures [2]. When k = 2 we
talk about arc consistency. An arc consistency algorithm transforms the network
of constraints into an equivalent and simpler one by removing, from the domain
of each variable, some values that cannot belong to any global solution.

We propose in this paper a new dynamic arc consistency algorithm that has
a better compromise between time and space than those algorithms proposed
in the literature [4,5,6], in addition to the simplicity of its implementation. In
order to evaluate the performance in time cost of the techniques we propose,
experimental tests on randomly generated CSPs have been performed. The re-
sults demonstrate the efficiency of our algorithm to deal with large size dynamic
CSPs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we will
present the dynamic arc consistency algorithms proposed in the literature and
the new dynamic arc consistency algorithm we propose. Theoretical comparison
of our algorithm and those proposed in the literature is covered in this section
as well. The experimental part of our work is presented in section 3. Finally,
concluding remarks and possible perspectives are listed in section 4.

2 Dynamic Arc Consistency: The Algorithm AC3.1|DC

The arc-consistency algorithms proposed in the literature[1,7,8,9] can easily be
adapted to update the variable domains incrementally when adding a new con-
straint. This simply consists of performing the arc consistency between the vari-
ables sharing the new constraint and propagate the change to the rest of the
constraint network. However, the way the arc consistency algorithm has to pro-
ceed with constraint relaxation is more complex. Indeed, when a constraint is
retracted the algorithm should be able to put back those values removed be-
cause of the relaxed constraint and propagate this change to the entire graph.
Thus, traditional arc consistency algorithms have to be modified so that it will
be possible to find those values which need to be restored anytime a constraint
is relaxed. Bessière has proposed DnAC-4[4] which is an adaptation of AC-4[7]
to deal with constraint relaxations. This algorithm stores a justification for each
deleted value. These justifications are then used to determine the set of values
that have been removed because of the relaxed constraint and so can process
relaxations incrementally. DnAC-4 inherits the bad time and space complexity
of AC-4. Indeed, comparing to AC-3 for example, AC-4 has a bad average time
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complexity[10]. The worst-case space complexity of DnAC-4 is O(ed2 + nd) (e, d
and n are respectively the number of constraints, the domain size of the vari-
ables and the number of variables). To work out the drawback of AC-4 while
keeping an optimal worst case complexity, Bessière has proposed AC-6[8]. De-
bruyne has then proposed DnAC-6 adapting the idea of AC-6 for dynamic CSPs
by using justifications similar to those of DnAC-4[5]. While keeping an opti-
mal worst case time complexity (O(ed2)), DnAC-6 has a lower space require-
ments (O(ed + nd)) than DnAC-4. To solve the problem of space complexity,
Neveu and Berlandier proposed AC|DC[11]. AC|DC is based on AC-3 and does
not require data structures for storing justifications. Thus it has a very good
space complexity (O(e + nd)) but is less efficient in time than DnAC-4. Indeed,
with its O(ed3) worst case time complexity, it is not the algorithm of choice for
large dynamic CSPs. Our goal here is to develop an algorithm that has a better
compromise between running time and memory space than the above three al-
gorithms. More precisely, our ambition is to have an algorithm with the O(ed2)
worst case time complexity of DnAC-6 but without the need of using complex
and space expensive data structures to store the justifications. More recently
Zhang and Yap proposed an new version of AC-3 (called AC-3.1) achieving the
optimal worst case time complexity with O(ed2) ([12]). We have then decided to
adapt this new algorithm, in the same way as it was done for AC|DC, in order
to deal with constraint relaxations. More precisely, our idea is to integrate the
AC-3.1 into the AC|DC algorithm since that algorithm is based on AC-3. The
problem with the AC|DC algorithm is that it relies solely on the AC-3 algorithm
and did not keep support lists like DnAC4 or DnAC6 causing the relaxation of a
constraint to be fairly time consuming. This is also the reason for its worst case
time complexity of O(ed3). If AC-3.1 is integrated into the AC|DC algorithm,
then by theory the worst case time complexity should be O(ed2). In addition to
this, the worst case space complexity remains the same as the original AC|DC
algorithm of O(e+nd). During preliminary tests performed on randomly gener-
ated CSPs, we concluded that this new adaptation of AC|DC using the AC-3.1
algorithm improves the time complexity when concerning restrictions as can be
concluded by the results shown by Zhang and Yap [12]. The more interesting
question is whether this algorithm’s time complexity remains the same during
retractions. The way AC3.1|DC deals with relaxations is as follows. For any
retracted constraint (k, m) between the variables k and m, we perform the fol-
lowing three phases :

1. An estimation (over-estimation) of the set of values that have been removed
because of the constraint (k, m) is first determined by looking for the values
removed from the domains of k and m that have no support on (k, m).
Indeed, those values already suppressed from the domain of k (resp m) and
which do have a support on (k, m), do not need to be put back since they
have been suppressed because of another constraint.

2. The above set is then propagated to the other variables. In this phase, for
each value (k, a) (resp (m, b)) added to the domain of k (resp m) we will look
for those values removed from the domain of the variables adjacent to k (resp
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Fig. 1. Comparative tests of the dynamic arc-consistency algorithms

m) supported by (k, a) (resp (m, b)). These values will then be propagated
to the adjacent variables.

3. Finally a filtering procedure based on AC-3.1 is then performed to remove
from the estimated set the values which are not arc-consistent with respect
to the relaxed problem.

The worst case time complexity of the first phase is O(d2). AC-3.1 is applied
in the third phase and thus the complexity is O(ed2). Since the values are propa-
gated only once then the complexity of the second phase is also O(ed2). Thus the
overall complexity of the relaxation is O(ed2). In terms of space complexity, AC-
3.1 requires an array storing the resume point for each variable value (in order to
have O(ed2) time complexity). The space required by this array is O(nd). If we
add to this the O(e + nd) space requirement of the traditional AC-3 algorithm,
the overall space requirement is O(e + nd). A theoretical comparison of the four
dynamic arc consistency algorithms is summarized in the following table. As we
can see, AC-3.1|DC has a better compromise between time and space costs.

DnAC-4 DnAC-6 AC|DC AC-3.1|DC
Space complexity O(ed2 + nd) O(ed + nd) O(e + nd) O(e + nd)
Time complexity O(ed2) O(ed2) O(ed3) O(ed2)

3 Experimentation

Theoretical comparison of the four dynamic arc consistency algorithms shows
that AC3.1|DC has a better compromise between time and space costs than the
other three algorithms. In order to see if the same affirmation can be concluded
in practice we have performed comparative tests on dynamic CSPs randomly
generated as we will show in the following. The experiments are performed on
a Sun Sparc 10 and all procedures are coded in C|C++. Given n the number of
variables and d the domain size, each CSP instance is randomly generated as fol-
lows. We first generate n sets of d natural numbers. n(n−1)

2 constraints are then
picked randomly from a set of arithmetic relations {=, �=, <,≤, >,≥, . . .}. The
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left chart of figure 1 shows the performance in time of each arc consistency algo-
rithm when achieving the arc consistency in a dynamic environment, as follows.
Starting from a CSP having n = 100, d = 50 and 0 constraints, restrictions are
obtained by adding relations randomly generated as shown in the previous sub-
section until a complete graph (number of constraints=n(n−1)

2 ) is obtained. Af-
terwards, relaxations are performed until the graph is 50% constrained (number
of constraints=n(n−1)

4 ). As we can easily see, the results provided by AC-3.1|DC
are better than that of AC|DC and DnAC-4 in all cases. Also AC-3.1|DC al-
gorithm is comparable to DnAC6 (that has the best running time of the three
dynamic arc consistency algorithms) as can be seen in the left chart of figure 1.
Using the same way as above, we have performed comparative tests on randomly
generated DCSPs, each having a different number of variables. The domain size
is fixed to 50. The results presented in the right chart of figure 1 demonstrate
the efficiency of both AC-3.1|DC and DnAC-6 over the other two algorithms.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented new algorithms for maintaining the consistency
of a CSP in a dynamic environment at the arc consistency level. Comparing to
the dynamic arc consistency algorithms proposed in the literature, ours offers a
better compromise between time and space costs.

One perspective of our work is to handle the relaxation of constraints during
the backtrack search phase. For instance, suppose that during the backtrack
search process a new constraint is removed. In this case, would it be worthwhile
to reconsider the assignment of the variables already instantiated or would it
be more costly than just continuing with the backtrack search. If, for example,
the suppression of the constraint leads to a constraint network without loop
then the CSP can easily be solved with a polynomial time algorithm. Another
perspective is to use the dynamic methods we propose for solving conditional
CSPs. Conditional CSPs are CSPs containing variables whose existence depends
on the values chosen for other variables. In this case we will have to maintain
the consistency of the CSP any time new variables are added.
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Abstract. The Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) is NP-hard.
Finding solutions requires searching in an exponential space of possi-
ble variable assignments. Good value ordering heuristics are essential for
finding solutions to CSPs. Such heuristics estimate the marginal proba-
bility that any particular variable assignment will appear in a globally
consistent solution. Unfortunately, computing such solution probabili-
ties exactly is also NP-hard. Thus estimation algorithms are required.
Previous results have been very encouraging but computationally ex-
pensive. In this paper, we present two new algorithms, called Histogram
Arc Consistency (HAC) and μ Arc Consistency(μAC), which generate
fast estimates of solution probabilities during constraint propagation.
This information is used as value ordering heuristics to guide backtrack
search. Our experimental results on random CSPs show that these meth-
ods indeed provide significant heuristic guidance compared to previous
methods while remaining efficient to compute.

1 Introduction

Heuristics have been successfully applied in search algorithms to solve Constraint
Satisfaction Problems (CSP). An efficient value ordering heuristic is to choose a
value which appears in most solutions, or “counting the number of solutions”.
However, this information is only available after all solutions have been found.

Various researches have been done on generating approximations of solu-
tion counts [6] [1] [4] [2]. In this paper, we present two new algorithms, called
Histogram Arc Consistency(HAC) algorithm, and μ Arc Consistency (μAC) al-
gorithm. These algorithms approximate the solution counts by propagating the
number of constraints that are satisfiable. Local information is used to determine
global properties. We aware that the solution counts obtained by our algorithms
are not exact, but we argue that the exact solution counts are not necessary
when they are used as value ordering heuristics. Our very coarse approximation
is good enough to guide the search algorithm effectively.

Proposed algorithms are tested using randomly generated CSPs. Numbers of
backtracks used to find first solutions and CPU times are collected. These algo-
rithms are compared with the traditional arc consistency algorithm [5] and with
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the pAC algorithm [4]. Experimental results show that our proposed algorithms
provide valuable heuristic information. When HAC and μAC are used as value
ordering heuristics to guide the search algorithm, fewer backtracks are required
to find solutions than the traditional arc consistency algorithm. Our experimen-
tal results also show that our methods are quick to compute. The right balance
is established between heuristic guidance, stability and efficiency.

2 Histogram Arc Consistency (HAC)

The Histogram Arc Consistency algorithm is a natural extension of both the
traditional arc consistency algorithm [5] and the probabilistic arc consistency
algorithm [4]. In the traditional arc consistency algorithm, each domain value
is associated with a constraint value representing the membership status of this
value. This constraint value is of type boolean which tells us whether the as-
sociated domain value is in the live domain or not. Constraints are combined
using boolean operations, ∨ and ∧. One of the problems with this algorithm is
that it only distinguishes domain values that are in the live domain from those
that are not, it does not give these values any likelihood of being in a consistent
global solution. In the HAC algorithm, we change the data type of the constraint
value from boolean to integer, and we change the operations from boolean op-
erations to integer operations, i.e. + and ×. The Histogram Arc Consistency is
achieved by updating constraint valuations using the following updating formula
incrementally until no element is deleted from variable’s live domain.

∀vi ∈ Dxi
, f(vi) =

∏
xj∈N(xi)

∑
vj∈Dxj

Cxi,xj
(vi, vj)m(vj)

where

– Dxi
is the current live domain of variable xi.

– f(vi) is the HAC valuation for value vi in xi.
–
∏

represents integer product.
–
∑

represents integer sum.
– N(xi) represents neighboring variables of xi.
– Cxi,xj (vi, vj) is 1 if the pair {xi = vi, xj = vj} is allowed by the constraint

Cxi,xj
, and 0 otherwise.

– m(vj) is the membership of vj in the live domain of xj . It is obtained by the
following formula

m(vj) =
{

1 f(vj) > 0
0 f(vj) = 0

In the above function, f(vi) is the constraint valuation associated with the
assignment < xi, vi >. The additive operation tells us how many domain val-
ues in the neighboring variable xj supporting the assignment < xi, vi >. The
number of supports from different neighbors are combined using integer prod-
uct operation,

∏
. A value that gets the support count of 0 means that there is
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no support from its neighboring variables, and thus can be removed from vari-
able’s live domain. Removing domain values will cause constraint values in their
neighboring variables to changed. To achieve Histogram Arc Consistency for the
whole problem, these constraint valuations are updated incrementally until no
values are deleted from any variable live domain.

The HAC-REVISE(xi, xj) procedure shown in Figure 1 revises constraint
valuations for variable xi based on the live domain of variable xj . In this proce-
dure, mi is a vector containing the membership of domain values of variable xi,
as defined above. sij is a vector containing the number of supports for domain
values in variable xi from xj . Initially, all constraint values are set to 1. At lines
2, and 3, previous memberships of domain values for variable xi, and previous
supports for domain values of xi from neighboring variable xj are saved into
vector m̂i and ŝij respectively. For each value vi in the live domain of variable
xi, line 8 counts the new number of supports based on the current live domain
of its neighboring variable xj . Line 10 combines the supports for value vi from
different neighboring variables using multiplication. To avoid the double count-
ing problem, the old number of supports from variable xj , ŝij , is deleted from
the updated support valuation. The HAC-REVISE procedure returns true if the
live domain of variable xi is changed. This change is propagated through the
constraint network.

precedure HAC-REVISE(xi, xj)
1. begin
2. m̂i ← mi

3. ŝij ← sij

4. sij ← 0
5. for vi ← each element in Dxi do
6. for vj ← each element in Dxj do
7. if (Cxi,xj (vi, vj) ∧ mj [vj ]) then
8. sij [vi] ++;
9. for each element k in fi do
10. fi[k] = fi[k] ∗ sij [k]/ŝij [k]
11. return (mi �= m̂i)
12. end

Fig. 1. The HAC-REVISE algorithm

The HAC algorithm can be combined with the backtrack search algorithm to
solve CSPs. It can be used in preprocessing before the search algorithm to reduce
the size of the search tree or used during search (after each assignment is made)
to prune off search space. In addition, the HAC algorithm provides heuristic
order for the domain values, i.e., choose the value in the variable domain with
the largest constraint valuation.
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3 μ Arc Consistency (μAC)

In most cases, we are more interested in finding a solution quickly than the
completeness of the algorithm. So the idea behind the μAC algorithm is: We
aggressively reduce variable live domains by simply removing domain values with
small HAC valuations from variable live domains. We quickly search through this
very small search space. If no solution is found, we expand the search space a
little more by putting more values back to live domains and search again. If
eventually we have to put all values back into variable live domains and search,
the μAC algorithm exhausts the entire search space. Thus μAC is guaranteed to
find the solution if one exists. The worst case complexity of the μAC algorithm is
O(n+2n +3n + ...+dn) = O(dn). However, as pointed out in [3], if the heuristic
is good, i.e., if HAC algorithm provides a good ordering of domain values, the
worst scenario is unlikely to happen.

Basically, μAC is HAC with a μ parameter. In HAC, when any of the HAC
valuations becomes zero the associated domain value is deleted from the vari-
able’s live domain and all affected constraints are reexamined. In μAC, 0 is
replaced by μ. So if any HAC valuation becomes less than μ, the associated
domain value is deleted from the variable’s live domain and related constraints
are reexamined. By aggressively reducing the size of the search tree, hopefully,
we can find a solution quickly and with less backtracks.

4 Experimental Results

Proposed algorithms are tested using randomly generated CSPs. Testing prob-
lems adapted here have 20 variables (n), and each variable has domain size
10 (m). The probability that a constraint exists between any pair of variables,
represented as p1, is set to 0.4. The probability that a given pair of values is
disallowed, called p2, ranges from 0.01 to 1.0 and increments by 0.01. For each
pair of p1 and p2, 200 different CSP instances are tested.

These test problems are solved using four different algorithms. They are:
(1). backtrack search with traditional arc consistency (Full Look-ahead); (2).
backtrack search with HAC as a value ordering heuristic (HAC Look-ahead);
(3). backtrack search with μAC as a value ordering heuristic (μAC Look-ahead)
and (4). backtrack search with pAC as a value ordering heuristic (pAC Look-
ahead). For each test problem, we record the number of backtracks required to
find first solutions, and also CPU times taken by these algorithms.

In Figure 2, 7000 problems with n = 20, m = 10, p1 = 0.4, p2 ∈ [0.2, 0.54] are
selected. The figure plots total numbers of backtracks used by each algorithm
to find first solutions against constraint tightness (p2). On average, HAC saved
22.21% of backtracks from the traditional arc consistency algorithm, μAC saved
44.74% and pAC saved 50.15%.

We also compared CPU times taken to find first solutions for these problems.
As shown in Figure 3, the pAC Look-ahead algorithm takes much longer CPU
time than HAC Look-ahead and μAC Look-ahead algorithms. Due to the over-
head of integer operations and the extra search steps to find the most promising
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value in a variable domain, HAC Look-ahead and μAC Look-ahead algorithms
take longer CPU time than the Full Look-ahead algorithm.

To test the performances of HAC and μAC for larger CSP problems, we test
a set of problems with n = 60, m = 30, p1 = 0.3 and p2 ∈ [0.1, 0.3]. As shown in
Figure 4, the pAC algorithm takes a large amount of CPU time to find solutions.
HAC Look-ahead and μAC Look-ahead algorithms take less CPU time than the
Full Look-ahead algorithm to find the first solutions. The reduced search cost
compensates the overhead incurred in the proposed algorithms.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

In this thesis, we study the practical use of generalized propagation techniques.
Heuristics generated by our algorithms, HAC and μAC, are derived from arc
consistency operations directly.

When comparing HAC with previous algorithms which approximate the so-
lution counts on simplified CSPs [1,6,7], a major difference is that those algo-
rithms ignore loops in the constraint network and assume single connection or
independence among subproblems. The deletion of domain value is not propa-
gated through the constraint network. Resulting marginal solution counts are
not locally consistent with their neighboring variables. Our algorithms maintain
the original structure of the constraint graph. Deletions of locally inconsistent
domain values are propagated through the constraint network while arc con-
sistency is maintained throughout the whole process. The pAC algorithm does
not ignore loops in the constraint graph. However, it tries to generate solution
probabilities as accurate as possible. The pAC algorithm not only propagates
the deletion of domain value, it also propagates solution probabilities of these
domain values until they do not change. Any small changes in the solution prob-
abilities will trigger a mass constraint propagation. This causes an over counting
problem and convergence problem. Our algorithms instead compute a quick es-
timation. We propagate the solution counts until no value is deleted from any
variable domain thus guaranteeing convergence.

Experimental results show that when used as value ordering heuristics, HAC
and μAC algorithms performed almost as good as the pAC algorithm, however,
take much less CPU time. The right balance is established between heuristic
guidance, stability and efficiency.

HAC is similar to Geelen’s value ordering heuristic [2]. The major difference
is on their implementations. Because updating the solution counts incrementally
during the process of achieving arc consistency gets the same results as recal-
culating supports whenever the domain of a neighboring variable is changed.
The μAC algorithm takes one step further. It assumes accuracy of the marginal
solution counts generated by HAC and removes all domain values with small
valuations from variable live domains. These forced domain reductions are prop-
agated through the constraint network. Experimental results show that, although
the approximated solution counts generated by the HAC algorithm provide good
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Fig. 2. Total Number of Backtracks Used to Find the First Solution for problem with
n = 20, m = 10, p1 = 0.4, p2 ∈ [0.2, 0.54]

Fig. 3. Total CPU Taken to Find the First Solution for problem with n = 20, m =
10, p1 = 0.4, p2 ∈ [0.2, 0.54]

Fig. 4. Total CPU taken to find first solutions for problems with n = 60, m = 30, p1 =
0.3, p2 ∈ [0.1, 0.3]
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heuristic guidance for the search algorithm, it is the aggressive value pruning of
the μAC algorithm that really improves the performance.

For future research directions, we suggest the following: 1). explore other
generalized propagation schemes and combination operators for estimating the
solution counts. 2). further investigate the performances of HAC and μAC algo-
rithms using real-world problems.
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Abstract. Knowledge Provenance is proposed to address the problem about
how to determine the validity and origin of information/knowledge on the web
by means of modeling and maintaining information source and dependency, as
well as trust structure. Four levels of Knowledge Provenance are introduced:
Static, where the validity of knowledge does not change over time; Dynamic,
where validity may change over time; Uncertain, where the truth values and
trust relation are uncertain; and Judgmental: where the societal processes for
determining certainty of knowledge are defined.  An ontology, semantics and
implementation using RDFS is provided for Static Knowledge Provenance.

1   Introduction

In this paper, Knowledge Provenance (KP) is proposed to address the problem about
how to determine the origin and validity of information/knowledge on the web. The
problem arises from many directions: information may no longer be relevant (e.g.,
discontinued products or old operating procedures), may contain incorrect
information (e.g., news stories), and may even be outright lies. For example, in 1999,
two men posted fraudulent corporate information on electronic bulletin boards, which
caused the stock price of a company (NEI) to soar from $0.13 to $15, resulting in
their making a profit of more than $350,000 [Mayorkas, 2000].

Interest in addressing the issue of web information trustworthiness has appeared
under the umbrella of the "Web of Trust" that is identified as the top layer of The
Semantic Web (see [Berners-Lee 2003] slide 26, 27). No doubt, digital signature and
digital certification ([Simon et al, 2001]) will play important roles in "Web of Trust".
However, they only provide an approach to certify an individual's identification and
information integrity, but they do not determine whether this individual could be
trusted. Trustworthiness of the individual is supposed to be evaluated by each
application. For the purpose of secure web access control, Blaze et al, (1996) first
introduced "decentralized trust management" to separate trust management from
applications. Since then, trust management has been developed as an important field
(Khare & Rifkin 1997). More general trust management models in the context of web
applications are being developed. For example, Golbeck et al. (2002) study trust
propagation in social networks. Although tightly related, in the context of knowledge
provenance, trust management only considers direct and indirect trust relationships to
information creators but does not consider the dependency among information. KP
will address both trust relationships and the dependency among information.

KP aims at creating an approach for both people and software agents to determine
the origin and validity of web knowledge by means of modeling and maintaining
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information source and dependency, as well as trust structure. The major questions
that need to be answered in KP are: For any piece of web information, where does it
come from? Who created it? Can it be believed? The technologies developed in AI,
such as Truth Maintenance System, temporal logic, uncertainty logic, etc., provide
basic approach for knowledge representation and reasoning in knowledge provenance.

Philosophically, we believe the web will always be a morass of uncertain and
incomplete information.  But we also believe that it is possible to annotate web
content to create islands of certainty. Towards this end, Knowledge Provenance
introduces 4 levels of provenance that range from strong provenance (corresponding
to high certainty) to weak provenance (corresponding to high uncertainty). Level 1
(Static KP) develops the fundamental concepts for KP, and focuses on provenance of
static and certain information; Level 2 (Dynamic KP) considers how the validity of
information may change over time; Level 3 (Uncertainty-oriented KP) considers
uncertain truth value and uncertain trust relations; Level 4 (Judgment-based KP)
focuses on social processes necessary to support provenance. Since Static KP is the
foundation to develop other levels of KP. This paper focuses on Static KP to
introduce the fundamental concepts and the basic approach of KP.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the basic concepts of KP
and provides motivating scenarios for static KP. Section 3 introduces Static KP
model. Section 4 illustrates how to use KP, which includes annotating web documents
and provenance reasoning. Section 5 gives a summary and a view on future work.

2   What Is Knowledge Provenance?

The basic unit of web information to be considered in KP is a "proposition". A
proposition, as defined in First Order Logic, is a declarative sentence that is either
true or false. A proposition is the smallest piece of information to which provenance-
related attributes may be ascribed.  An information creator may define a phrase
(logically being a proposition), a sentence, a paragraph, even a whole document as a
proposition. Not only text but also an xml element could be defined as a proposition.

To use KP, information creators need to annotate web documents with KP
metadata to describe the provenance-related attributes, such as who is proposition
creator and what is the premise proposition which this proposition depends on. A
software plugged in web browsers is expected to assist information creators to
annotate their web documents; information users (provenance requesters) need define
their personalized trust relations to tell whom they trust; an online KP software agent
(a KP reasoner) will trace KP tags (KP metadata) in web documents across web
pages, combining information source and dependency, as well as trust relations, to
deduce the origin and validity of tagged information.

Static KP focuses on the simplest yet strongest form of provenance. Basically, any
proposition considered in Static KP has a truth value of: True, False or Unknown. As
uncertainty of web information is unavoidable, Static KP temporarily uses a simple
method to handle uncertainty in which “Unknown” is used to represent the status
where the truth value of a proposition cannot be determined. Uncertain truth value
represented with subjective probability is introduced in Uncertain KP. A Static
proposition's truth value does not change over time. Dynamic truth values are
considered in Dynamic KP.
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The underlying concepts of Static KP are explored in the context of two case
studies as follows.

Case 1: Asserted Information
Consider the proposition found on a web page that "perennial sea ice in the Arctic

is melting faster than previously thought at a rate of 9 percent per decade." From a
provenance perspective, there are three questions that have to be answered: 1) What is
the truth value of this proposition? 2) Who asserted this proposition? 3) Should we
believe the person or organization that asserted it? In this example, a further
examination of the text of the web page provides the answers
(www.gsfe.nasa.gov/topstory/2002/1122seaice.html):  It can be believed as a true
proposition, asserted by NASA, who most people believe is an authority on the
subject. Questions are: how can this provenance information be represented directly
without having to resort to Natural Language Processing of the page? And what is the
basis for us to believe this proposition as true?

Case 2: Dependent Information
Consider the following information found in another web page: "The accelerated

rate of reduction of perennial sea ice in the Arctic will lead to the extinction of polar
bears within 100 years."  This is actually two propositions composed of a premise,
"The accelerated rate of reduction of perennial sea ice in the Arctic" and a conclusion,
"the extinction of polar bears within 100 years." Just like in the previous case, three
same questions need to be answered for each proposition. What makes this case more
interesting is that the truth value of a proposition is dependent upon other propositions
that may be found in other web pages. These types of propositions are called
"dependent propositions" in KP.

There are two types of dependency occurring.  First, it is common to find that a
proposition in a web document is the reproduction of another proposition in another
web document, e.g., quotation or rephrasing. This reproduction makes the truth value
of the reproduced proposition equivalent to the truth value of the source proposition.
This type of propositions is classified as “equivalent propositions”. Second, a
proposition can be a conclusion derived from some premises using logical deduction.
Hence, the truth value of the derived proposition depends on the truth values of its
premises. This type of derived proposition is classified as "derived information".

To determine provenance, a link from a dependent proposition to the proposition it
depends on is needed. This type of links or dependencies also needs to be signed and
certificated together with dependent propositions.

In practice, a proposition may be derived by applying different axioms. For
example, according to the demerit point system of Ontario's Ministry of
Transportation, a person may get 3 points for the following reasons: Failing to yield
the right-of-way; Failing to obey a stop sign, traffic light or railway crossing signal;
Going the wrong way on a one-way road.  Each may be a possible reason for a loss of
points. Therefore, derived propositions may also be dependent upon disjunctions,
conjunctions and/or negations of other propositions.

From these two cases, a number of concepts required for reasoning about
provenance emerge:

• Text is divided into propositions. Once so designated, they are assumed to be
indivisible.

• An asserted proposition must have a digital signature.
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• If the assertion is to be believed, then the person or organization that signed
the assertion must be acceptable to the user of the information.

• As propositions are reused across the web, a link between where it is used
and where it came from must be maintained. These links, or dependencies,
must also be signed together with propositions.

• Dependencies can be simple copies, or can be the result of a reasoning
process.  If the latter, then axioms used in the reasoning should also be
identified and signed by an acceptable organization.

Finally, throughout the above points, the notion of acceptable signing authorities is
basic to the analysis of provenance.  Consequently, KP is context sensitive, where the
context is defined by a set of signing authorities acceptable to the person requesting
provenance.

3   Static Knowledge Provenance Ontology

What Static KP needs to answer, called informal competency questions that define
requirements for the model to de developed, is identified as follows.
• Is this proposition true, false, or unknown?
• Who created this proposition?
• Is the creator of the proposition trusted?
• Does the truth of this proposition depend on any other propositions? If so, what?
• What is the digital signature verification status of this proposition?
• Which knowledge fields does this proposition belong to?
• In these fields, can the information creator be trusted?

Terminology

The taxonomy of the propositions in KP is illustrated in figure 1. KP_prop is the
most general class of propositions; An Asserted_prop is an assertion that is not
dependent on any other propositions; A Dependent_prop is a proposition which truth
is dependent on other propositions; An Equivalent_prop is a quotation that is a copy
and its truth value is the same as the proposition it depends on; A Derived_prop is a
derived conclusion based on some premises; A Composite_prop could be the “and”/
“or” / “negation” of other proposition(s).

KP_prop

Asserted_prop Dependent_prop

Equivalent_prop Derived_prop Composite_prop

AND_prop OR_prop NEG_prop

Fig. 1. Proposition Taxonomy in Knowledge Provenance
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Every Asserted_prop or Derived_prop has an “assigned truth value” that is the
truth value given by the proposition creator. And every KP_prop has a “trusted truth
value” that is evaluated and trusted by a specific provenance requester.

A trust relation in Knowledge Provenance is defined as a of triple (a, c, f) where
the provenance requester a "trusts" (directly or indirectly) information creator c in a
topic or a specific knowledge field f, here, "trust" means that a believes any
proposition created by c in field f to be true; “indirect trust” means that a do not
directly know c but trusts c by the media of some references who trust c.  (Note: The
mathematical definition of a trust relation should be a set of triples {(a, c, f)}. For
simplicity, a triple (a, c, f) is called a trust relation in this paper).

Static KP Axioms
The axioms for static KP are summarized as follows. The formal specification of

these axioms in First Order Logic can be found in [Fox&Huang2003].
• A KP-prop is "trusted", if the creator or publisher of the proposition is "trusted" in

a field that covers* one of the fields of the proposition, and the digital signature
verification status is "Verified".

• For an asserted, or derived, or equivalent KP-prop that has no creator specified,
the creator of the document is the default creator of the KP-prop.

• If a proposition does not have a creator, then the digital signature verification
status of the KP-prop is determined by the digital signature verification status of
the document.

• The default assigned truth value of a KP-prop is “True”. That is, if a proposition
creator does not give the truth value of a proposition, the creator implicitly declare
the truth value is “True”.

• The trusted truth value of an asserted-prop is the same as its assigned truth value,
if the asserted-prop is trusted by the provenance requester; otherwise the trusted
truth value is “Unknown”.

• The trusted truth value of an equivalent-prop is the same as the trusted truth value
of the proposition it depends on, if this equivalent-prop is trusted; otherwise the
trusted truth value is “Unknown”.

• The trusted truth value of a derived-prop is the same as its assigned truth value, if
the derived-prop is trusted and the KP-prop it depends on is "True"; otherwise the
trusted truth value is “Unknown”. Note that it is unnecessary to include everything
used to derive the truth value in the dependency.

• The trusted truth value of a negative-prop is the negation of the trusted truth value
of the KP-prop it depends on, if the negative-prop is trusted by the provenance
requester; otherwise the trusted truth value is “Unknown”.

• The trusted truth value of an And-prop is "True" if all the KP-props it depends on
are "True"; The trusted truth value of an And-prop is "False" if at least one of the
KP-props it depends on is "False"; and the trusted truth value of an And-prop is
"Unknown" if at least one of the KP-props it depends on is "Unknown" and none
of them is "False".

• The trusted truth value of an Or-prop is "True" if at least one of the KP-props it
depends on is "True"; The trusted truth value of an Or-prop is "False" if all of the

                                                          
* The relations among different knowledge fields could be very complex, which is beyond our

topic on KP. We assume that a common recognized taxonomy of knowledge fields is used.
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KP-props it depends on are "False"; and the trusted truth value of an Or-prop is
"Unknown" if at least one of the KP-props it depends on is "Unknown" and none
of them is "True".

4   KP Annotation, Reasoning, and Implementation

In order to apply Knowledge Provenance in practice, information creators need to
annotate web documents with KP metadata, information users (provenance
requesters) need to define their trust relations, and KP software agent needs to be
developed to conduct provenance reasoning on annotated web documents. This
section illustrates how to embed Knowledge Provenance information into web
documents and how it is used to determine the provenance of propositions.

In order to annotate web documents with KP metadata and define trust relations,
we have defined a KP markup language in RDFS (RDF Schema, see
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-rdf-schema-20040210/). The following is a piece
of example containing only one proposition in a web document annotated with kp
metadata. The entire annotation example can be found in [Fox&Huang2003].

<kp:Derived_prop rdf:id="EndangeredPolarBears"
        is_dependent_on="#MeltingArcticSeaIce"
        creator ="Andrew Derocher"
        in_field ="Polar Bears"
>
     <kp:proposition_content> The melting sea ice threatens to drive polar bears

extinct within 100 years
     </kp:proposition_content>
</kp:Derived_prop>
A Static KP reasoner has been implemented in Prolog. Figure 2 illustrates the

provenance reasoning for the second case in section 2.

Fig. 2. Example of Provenance Reasoning

 Derived_prop:"EndangeredPolarBears"
 creator: Andrew Derocher
 in_field: "Polar Bears"
 digital_sig_verif_status: "Verified"

 Equivalent_prop:"MeltingArcticSeaIce"
 creator: Andrew Derocher
 in_field: Arctic Environment
 digital_sig_verif_status: "Verified"

 Asserted_prop:"MeltingArcticSeaIce"
 creator: NASA
 in_field: Arctic Environment Monitoring
 digital_sig_verif_status: "Verified"

is_dependent_on

is_dependent_on

Trusted_truth_value: "True"
because:
NASA is trusted in "Env.
Monitoring"

Trusted_truth_value: "True"
because:
(1) A. Derocher is trusted in
"Polar Bears"
(2) dependency prop. is "True"

Trusted_truth_value: "True"
because:
(1) A. Derocher is trusted in
"Arctic Environment"
(2) dependency prop. is "True"
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5   Summary and Future Work

Knowledge Provenance is proposed to address the problem about how to determine
the validity and origin of information/knowledge on the web by means of modeling
and maintaining information source and dependency as well as trust structure. Four
levels of Knowledge Provenance are introduced: static, dynamic, uncertain and
judgment-based. A static KP model is designed and formally specified as an ontology;
a KP markup language is designed with RDFS; a KP reasoner that traces the web
documents annotated with kp metadata and deduces the origin and validity of
requested information is implemented in Prolog. KP model is general and could be
applied to various types of wed documents including html and xml. Since each
provenance requester defines his/her trust relations, KP is personalized, i.e., each
requester has his/her own view of the validity of a proposition.

This static KP model has been extended to dynamic KP model [Huang&
Fox2003A] that determines the validity of information in a world where the validity
of a proposition and trust relations are changing over time. Furthermore, an
uncertainty-oriented KP model introducing “trust degree” to represent uncertain trust
relations and “degree of certainty” to represent uncertain truth value has been
developed [Huang&Fox2003B].

We will continue our work towards judgment-based KP to develop a formal
"social" process describing trust propagation in social networks. In addition, a web
based KP reasoner will be implemented to deduce the origin and validity of requested
web information by tracing web documents across the web.

This research was supported, in part, by Bell University Laboratory.
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Abstract. Action languages are simple formal languages for describing the ef-
fects of actions. Although they have been useful formalisms for reasoning about
actions and planning, no precise definition has been given to specify exactly what
constitutes an action language. In this paper, we introduce a logical framework
that unifies existing action languages. The framework is based on a simple modal
logic with one-step temporal modalities and a causal operator.

1 Introduction

Action languages are simple formal languages for describing the effects of actions. Many
action languages have been defined for the representation of a wide range of action effects
[1,3,4]. However, there is no precise definition that specifies exactly what constitutes an
action language. In this paper, we introduce a generic formalism that unifies existing
action languages.

Defining a unifying action language formalism is useful because it facilitates the
proof of general results about the action language framework. Currently, the framework is
actually a collection of independently defined languages. As a result, if we are interested
in the expressive power of action languages, we are generally limited to comparing
specific action languages with each other, or with more general formalisms (e.g. [5]). A
generic underlying formalism would also facilitate the uniform extension of all action
languages to represent some new phenomenon. At present, extensions in expressive
power are generally defined for individual action languages, as in [2].

The main contribution of this paper is the specification of a flexible formalism that has
instantiations that are provably equivalent to a wide range of popular action languages.
The formalism is built by extending a modal temporal logic with a causal operator similar
to that employed by McCain and Turner [7]. Essentially, each interpretation of the causal
operator corresponds to a different action language.

The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we introduce generalized action languages.
In §3, we give some examples to demonstrate how existing action languages can be
represented in the new framework. We conclude with some discussion of future work.

2 A Unified Framework

2.1 Abstracting Structure

An action signature is a triple σ = 〈A,F,V〉 where A is the set of action symbols, F
is the set of fluent symbols and V is the set of fluent values. For simplicity, we restrict
attention to action signatures where V is the set {t, f} of propositional truth values.

A.Y. Tawfik and S.D. Goodwin (Eds.): Canadian AI 2004, LNAI 3060, pp. 524–528, 2004.
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We assume the reader is familiar with the action languages A and C [4]. These
are typical examples, defined by specifying a class of propositions, and associating a
transition system with every set of propositions. A set of propositions is called an action
description. We remark that, identical propositions need not have the same meaning in
different action languages. Nevertheless, keywords such as if and after are frequently
used for the same purpose, as in the following examples:

(A proposition) A causes F after G (1)

(C proposition) caused F if H after A ∧ G (2)

We can abstract a general pattern from these examples. We introduce unary modalities
pre and succ along with a causal operator ⇐. Informally, a sentence of the form pre(ψ)
is true just in case ψ holds in the previous state. Similarly, succ denotes a successor
operator and ⇐ denotes a relation of causal explanation. Using these operators, we can
give concise translations of propositions (1) and (2):

succ(F ) ⇐ A ∧ G (1)

succ(F ) ⇐ A ∧ G ∧ succ(H). (2)

By separating temporal information from causal information, we get a simple language
that identifies the common temporal structure of action languages, while isolating the
causal operator that may vary.

Formally, let AL denote Propositional Temporal Logic restricted to include only two
temporal modalities pre and succ. The syntax and semantics for this logic can be found
in [6]; we give only a couple of important definitions. A model is a pair 〈δ, I〉 where δ is
an ordered set of states and I maps each s ∈ δ to an interpretation I(s) of σ. Formulas
of AL are evaluated at triples 〈δ, I, j〉 where 〈δ, I〉 is a model and j is a natural number.
A formula is true in 〈δ, I, j〉 if it is true in the jth state of δ.

2.2 Generalized Action Languages

We say that an AL formula φ is simple if it has the form prenP or succnP , for some non-
modal formula P . Intuitively, a simple formula makes a propositional assertion about a
single state. We give a general syntactic definition of a proposition.

Definition 1. A proposition of AL is an expression of the form φ ⇐ ψ, where φ and ψ
are conjunctions of simple AL formulas. PROP(σ) denotes the set of all propositions
over the action signature σ.

The formula on the left side of a proposition is called the head and the formula on the
right is called the body.

We would like to be able to say when a proposition is consistent with a triple 〈δ, I, j〉.
For example, a proposition of the form

succ(InAir) ⇐ Jump

is consistent with 〈(s0, s1), I, 0〉 provided that I(s0)(Jump) = t and I(s1)(InAir) = t.
The collection of all models that are consistent with a proposition will give a picture of
the causal relationship expressed.
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Definition 2. Let INT denote the set of all triples 〈δ, I, j〉 over σ. A description inter-
pretation is a pair 〈P,�〉 where

– P ⊆ PROP(σ)
– � ⊆ INT × 22P

We think of � as a satisfaction relation giving necessary and sufficient conditions for
an action description to be satisfied by 〈δ, I, j〉. Hence, a description interpretation
specifies a class of admissible propositions and it associates a set of models with each
action description.

Generalized action languages are description interpretations that satisfy a natural
requirement called local consistency. Informally, a description interpretation is locally
consistent if all models that are equivalent on a suitable interval satisfy the same action
descriptions. The formal details of the definition are not important for the present paper.
We simply remark without discussion that the local consistency requirement does not
rule out any plausible account of causal explanation.

Definition 3. A generalized action language is a description interpretation G = 〈P,�〉
in which � is locally consistent. An action description in G is a subset of P.

Note that we have not restricted the interpretation of � to address any of the common
problems in reasoning about action. For example, we have not considered the persistence
of fluent values. Instead, the treatment of such problems must be addressed when a
specific generalized action language is introduced. In this manner, we do not commit to
any specific treatment of, for example, the frame problem.

3 Encoding Existing Formalisms

3.1 A Family of Causal Operators

In this section, we give a family of relations �i based on McCain and Turner’s notion
of causal explanation. If AD is an action description, define the reduct AD〈δ,I,j〉 to be
the set of heads of propositions in AD whose bodies are satisfied by 〈δ, I, j〉. The succn

reduct of AD is the propositional formula AD〈δ,I,j〉[succn], obtained from the conjunct
of AD〈δ,I,j〉 involving n succ operators. Define �i as follows.

〈δ, I, j〉 �i AD ⇐⇒ I(sj+i) is the only model ofAD〈δ,I,j〉[succi]

Hence 〈δ, I, j〉 �i AD holds just in case the atomic propositions true in i steps are
precisely those that are explicitly caused to be true by AD. Therefore, fluent values
are not persistent by default; if we want to specify that some fluent is inertial, we must
explicitly do so in the action description.

We assume the reader is familiar with causal theories [7]. We demonstrate that the
causal theories formalism can be represented by a generalized action language. Let
σ = 〈∅,F, {t, f}〉. The generalized action language GCT is the pair 〈P,�0〉 where P is
the set of σ-propositions with non-modal heads and bodies.

The following result follows directly from the definition of the succ0 reduct of AD.
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Theorem 1. Let AD be a causal theory over the vocabulary F, let 〈δ, I〉 be a model,
and let j be a natural number. Then I(sj) is a causally explained interpretation of AD
if and only if 〈δ, I, j〉 �0 AD.

Hence, causal theories can be represented by a generalized action language with satisfac-
tion relation �0. In the next section, we will see that the representation of C relies on �1.
Hence, the generalized action language representation explicitly illustrates the formal
relationship between the notions of causal explanation underlying each framework.

3.2 Representing C
Let AD be a C action description. Define AD′ through the following translation.

caused F if H after U �→ succ(F ) ⇐ U ∧ succ(H)

caused F if G �→
{

F ⇐ G

succ(F ) ⇐ succ(G)

Let P be the set of propositions that can be obtained in the translation AD �→ AD′.
Define � such that, for any AD ⊂ P, we have 〈δ, I, j〉 � AD if and only if both

– I(sj) |= G → F for each proposition F ⇐ G ∈ AD
– 〈δ, I, j〉 �1 AD.

The generalized action language GC is the pair 〈P,�〉.
The following theorem states the formal expressive equivalence of C and GC.

Theorem 2. The AD be a C action description, and let TAD be the associated transition
system. There is an edge (s0, a, s1) in TAD if and only if 〈(s0, s1), I, 0〉 � AD′, where
I and TAD assign the same interpretations to s0 and s1.

Proof. Let (s0, a, s1) be an edge in TAD. Hence, the interpretation that TAD associates
with s1 is the only interpretation that satisfies all static rules in AD as well as the heads
of all applicable dynamic rules in AD. So I(s1) is the only interpretation that satisfies
all propositions of the form succ(F ) ⇐ succ(G) along with the heads of all applicable
propositions of the form succ(F ) ⇐ U ∧ succ(H). Hence 〈δ, I, j〉 �1 AD′. Moreover,
since s0 is a state in a C transition system, it follows that I(s0) |= G → F for every
proposition of the form F ⇐ G in AD′. Therefore, 〈δ, I, j〉 � AD′.

The converse is similar.

Similar translations can be used to represent A and B as generalized action languages.

3.3 Non-standard Action Languages

In this section, we have focused on the representation of C because it has been one of the
most popular action languages. However, generalized action languages can also represent
non-standard action effects that are normally treated in specialized action languages.
For example, non-Markovian action languages like the one in [3] can be represented
by using nested pre modalities in proposition bodies. Similarly, action triggers of the
kind described in [1] can be represented by including conjuncts of the form succnA in
proposition heads.
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4 Conclusion

The generalized action language framework defined in this paper represents a first step
towards abstracting a single underlying action language formalism. The framework il-
lustrates that it is possible to abstract a flexible syntax that intuitively captures the kind
of statements that are possible in an action language. In the case of standard action
languages like C, the corresponding generalized action languages are just superficial
variations on the syntactic form of propositions. However, by writing propositions in a
common syntactic form, some expressive differences between languages become clear.

One important feature of the new language is that it separates temporal information
from causal information. This separation allows us to use a well-known modal logic to
represent temporal information, and it makes it salient that the distinction between many
action languages can be captured by interpreting a single causal operator.

Currently, the only restriction on the interpretation of the causal operator is that it
must be locally consistent. In the future, we would like to further restrict the admissible
interpretations to capture a more reasonable notion of causal explanation. Placing intu-
itive restrictions on the semantics helps to clarify exactly what should be representable
in an action language. Moreover, such restrictions also facilitate the proof of universal
properties that hold for all generalized action languages.

In order to demonstrate the utility of generalized action languages, we are currently
working on an epistemic extension of the framework. By extending the general frame-
work, we can uniformly define epistemic extensions of the action languages in the C
family, simply by looking at the corresponding instantiations. This will extend the range
of application of these action languages to a new class of problems.
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Abstract. CALLISTO is a text summarization system that depends on
machine learning techniques and is therefore sensitive to pre-established
biases that may not be wholly appropriate. We set out to test whether
other biases, modifying the space that CALLISTO explores, lead to im-
provements in the overall quality of the summaries produced. We present
an automatic evaluation framework that relies on a summary quality
measure proposed by Lin and Hovy. It appears to be the first evalua-
tion of a text summarization system conducted automatically on a large
corpus of news stories. We show the practicality of our methodology on
a few experiments with the Machine Learning module of CALLISTO.
We conclude that this framework gives reliable hints on the adequacy of
a bias and could be useful in developing automatic text summarization
systems that work with Machine Learning techniques.

1 Introduction

Automatic text summarizers either generate an abstract from some semantic
representation of the document, or extract relevant document fragments, usu-
ally sentences. Our system, CALLISTO [Copeck et al., 2002], is in the latter
category. To find the sentences for a summary, it dynamically selects a text
segmenter and a key phrase extractor, choosing among several versions of each
module. We use Machine Learning (ML) to find which modules tend to generate
good summaries for what types of documents. Training generalizes a large set
of raw summaries into rules that pick the best configuration given a document’s
properties. The well-known ML system C5.0 helps determine the segmenter and
key phrase extractor best suited to a given text, but it was an arbitrary decision
to use C5.0 and to choose other system settings.

CALLISTO generates such volume of intermediate data1 that no human
judge can claim with confidence that any design decisions are better than oth-
ers, let alone optimal. We need a systematic way of measuring the effect of
various system settings on the quality of the summaries produced. We describe
automated evaluation that attempts to meet this need by allowing us to compare
and choose between different settings of system parameters. While our frame-
work has been tested on CALLISTO, it could fit other ML-based summarizers.
1 Our training data, obtained courtesy of the Document Understanding Conferences,

contain over 1100 texts; the number of summaries generated exceeds 300,000.
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We consider evaluation of automatic text summarizers and explain how this
has affected our design of an evaluation framework that automatically measures
the performance of a given version of CALLISTO. The results of a few experi-
ments support our expectation that such a framework helps CALLISTO improve
the overall quality of summaries.

2 Evaluation in Automatic Summarization

It is difficult to evaluate summary quality in general. One may test a summarizer
on any task in which a summary replaces the whole document. Human judges
are needed in such extrinsic methods [Mani, 2001] that are too costly for us
(we cannot afford evaluating thousands of summaries). Intrinsic methods are
intended to give an absolute measure of either the quality, how well a summary
is written, or the informativeness, how much knowledge it contains. We extract
correct sentences from the document, so our priority is informativeness.

Our training data come with model summaries, so comparison with mod-
els may measure summary quality well. Human judges must compare generated
summaries with models comprehensively [DUC, 2001 and 2002], but automatic
methods based on content words do compute simple measures of closeness be-
tween a summary and a model. Mani [ibid.] suggests that such methods may
succeed in a case like ours. We work with news reports; model summaries tend
to borrow material from the source. A good extract may have a lot in common
with the model abstract if it contains the most relevant sentences.

A measure is trustworthy if it can be shown to correlate well with human
judgment. That is the topic of a study [Lin and Hovy, 2002] of a family of mea-
sures based on content words. Section 3 presents their method and explains how
we modified it for our evaluation framework.

3 The Proposed Evaluation Framework

Lin and Hovy’s Measure. Lin and Hovy’s work was inspired by IBM’s method
of evaluating output of Machine Translation [Papieni et al., 2001], BLEU. It
compares a text with model translations by matching N-grams (length 1-4). Lin
and Hovy adapt this measure to text summarization, and show that it agrees
well with human judgment2. They used only recall (how many N-grams from
the model abstract are in the summary?) instead of BLEU’s modified weighted
precision that considers multiple reference translations.

Lin and Hovy considered several N-gram matching methods: with or without
stemming, with several weights for various N-grams (chiefly unigrams and bi-
grams). Then they proposed a ranking for the systems that participated in DUC
2001, and compared it with the official ranking established by human judges.
All the methods considered correlate with human evaluation at least as well
2 A continuation of that work [Lin and Hovy, 2003] has led to the “ROUGE” metric

[Lin, 2003], adopted as the evaluation criterion in the DUC 2004 exercise.
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as two people agree. Mechanical assessment will not achieve perfect agreement
with human judgment if human evaluation is imperfect; and there cannot be one
accurate human rating.

Our framework implements a method that agrees more closely with the of-
ficial DUC ranking. Weights of 1/3 are applied to unigram and 2/3 to bigram
scores produced by Porter’s stemmer after removing stop words from the text.
This produces reference lists of stemmed unigrams (length N) and bigrams
(length N − 1) from the model summary. We similarly stem the summary under
evaluation and count its unigrams and bigrams appearing in the reference lists.
This number is the overlap. Our recall measure is:

Recall =
1
3

OverlapUnigrams

N
+

2
3

OverlapBigrams

N − 1

F-Score. A tested summary should agree with the model not only in content
but also in length, an aspect measured by Precision (the same formula as Recall,
replacing N by the length of the summary to test). Combining informativeness
and brevity is possible through F-Score, a measure used in Information Retrieval:

F-Score = 2 ∗ Recall ∗ Precision/(Recall + Precision)

In [Papieni et al., 2001], using F-Score as such was not possible because of
multiple references. We do not have this problem, so we can consider F-Score
rather than Recall. We only need to prove the correlation with human judgment.
As discussed in [Lin and Hovy, 2002], the important point is to preserve ranking.
In our dataset of 334210 summaries it is easy to see if the measures correlate.
We computed the correlation of Recall and F-Score with the Spearman rank-
order coefficient and obtained ρ = 86.94%. Recall correlates well with human
judgment at more than 98% [Lin and Hovy, 2002] and the correlation between
Recall and F-Score is satisfactory. We can assume that F-Score correlates well
with human judgment. The transitivity rule we use here is only acceptable be-
cause the correlation scores are very high. It is, strictly speaking, only true when
the Spearman coefficient is 100%, but, as both scores are high, we can assume
good correlation between F-Score and human judgment.

Baseline and Statistical Significance. [Brandow et al., 1995] show that a
very efficient baseline for automatic summarization of news reports is to extract
the first few sentences (approximately 1-2 paragraphs). This can be explained
by the journalistic style: in a news report, one expects the answer to the typical
questions (who, when, where, what, why) in the first lines. This can be deemed
an acceptable summary in many cases. Therefore, it is important to include
such a challenging baseline in every evaluation study. Note that it is highly
genre-specific. In other kinds of texts, it could be much less interesting.

We have extracted the first sentences of each text in the corpus and run Lin
and Hovy’s evaluation method on them. As expected, and as we will see in the
next section, this baseline is extremely challenging. To establish the statistical
significance thresholds of our results, we used two-way ANOVA [Hull, 1993].
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4 An Experiment on CALLISTO Using the Framework

Experiment. The learning component is a crucial part of CALLISTO since
it is responsible for predicting the right configuration to apply to each text.
Therefore, the main idea underlying the system – that the setting to choose
depends on the input text – is valuable only if we can efficiently take advantage
of knowledge in the training data to predict choices for further texts.

C5.0 was chosen as a fast, efficient state-of-the-art program. It does happen
that other learners work better for a certain application, and it could be the case
for us. Out of the wide range of Machine Learning algorithms we considered, very
few were applicable to our dataset because of the large number of examples. We
present here the only one that brought significant improvement in comparison
to C5.0: Naive Bayes.

Without explaining in detail how CALLISTO works, we have to mention
a discretization process that precedes learning and is done with K-means. We
do not know which number of classes is best so we have generally tested every
value between 2 and 20. We report here only the most interesting results. See
[Rigouste et al., 2004] for more details and other experiments.

Results. The experiments were conducted with tenfold cross-validation. We
present in the following table the averaged F-Score of each version of the system.
The statistical significance is .01 and the baseline score is .246.

Number of classes 2 3 5 8 10 15 20
F-Score with Naive Bayes .231 .234 .230 .233 .229 .220 .219

F-Score with C5.0 .222 .225 .224 .222 .216 .218 .219

Discussion. The baseline beats every version of the system we test here. It must
be due to the way journalists write, as explained earlier, and may not work well
for other genres. Naive Bayes significantly outperforms C5.0 for almost every
number of classes. F-Score is lower for large numbers of classes, probably due to
overfitting. The optimal number of classes seems to be 3 in this experiment.

It is unclear why Naive Bayes gives in the end better results than C5.0 but
it is interesting to notice that a quick study of the error rates of the algorithms
would bring an opposite conclusion. When we look at the accuracy of the clas-
sifiers on our dataset in 10-fold cross validation, C5.0 seems better than Naive
Bayes. However, we are only interested in a small subset of the predictions, cor-
responding to the best class and made with high confidence. It is possible that
on those, Naive Bayes outperforms C5.03.

This analysis demonstrates the usefulness of our framework. Based only on
the global error rates, we would have preferred C5.0, without necessarily having
the idea to investigate further and examine the error rate on the configurations
3 This is in part confirmed by experiments in [Rigouste, 2003]. For Naive Bayes, the

error rate is better on the predictions actually used; the effect is opposite for C5.0.
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selected. With the framework we judge configurations of the system on the overall
qualities of the summaries, that is, on the final output of the system, and not
on an intermediate measure such as the error rate of the learning component.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented an evaluation framework for automatic summarization sys-
tems. The framework, based on a measure proposed by Lin and Hovy, is fully
automatic and can be applied to large corpora, which gives more significance to
the results. It comes with a very demanding baseline: lead text extraction. The
framework helped us make decisions based on what we are really interested in
(producing better summaries) and not on intermediate measures that have an
unclear effect on the final performance of the system.

For the framework to be deemed trustworthy, a reliable experiment with
human judges would be necessary. Another promising direction of future work
is to keep using the framework to test other design choices, such as the features
that characterize document well.

Acknowledgements. NIST, the organizer of the Document Understanding
Conferences, is instrumental in summarization evaluation. NSERC partially sup-
ported the first author.
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Abstract. While the general problem of determining the referent of a
pronoun like it, he or she is quite difficult, by constraining the domain
of discourse, and by constraining the task, it is possible to achieve
accurate resolution of the antecedents of pronouns in certain contexts.
In this paper, we constrain the domain of discourse by considering only
aviation safety reports, and consider the task of pronominal resolution
in the context of entity extraction in these aviation texts. In doing so,
we are able to provide an algorithm that is better suited to the task
than general purpose anaphora resolution algorithms, and which should
be applicable to other domains by incorporating similar constraints.

Keywords: Entity extraction, pronouns, reference resolution

1 Introduction

Anaphora resolution is a hard problem; a great deal of linguistic and non-
linguistic knowledge must be brought to bear to determine the ‘meaning’ of
pronouns (like it, they and them) when they occur in texts. As is often done
in natural language understanding tasks, the problem can be simplified by con-
straining the domain of discourse and by constraining the context in which nat-
ural language is used. We constrain the domain of discourse by dealing only with
aviation safety text, and we constrain the context by considering only the genre
of text found within safety reports, and by considering only the task of entity
extraction.

Anaphora can be defined as the process of using pronouns or similar descrip-
tors to refer to entities or expressions found elsewhere in a text, or in the domain
of discourse. So, a pronoun, like she is an example of an anaphor, while a noun
phrase like The pilot is an example of a possible antecedent for the anaphor in
a sentence like The pilot thought she might have to abort the landing. Anaphora
resolution can then be defined as the process of finding an appropriate antecedent
for each anaphor in the text.

In looking at the techniques used for anaphora resolution, one finds that they
differ depending on: 1) the types of anaphors being processed, 2) the degree to
which they use syntactic constraints, and 3) their employment of focusing and
centering theory techniques. Here, we will restrict our investigation to third
person pronouns, specifically: he, his, him, she, her, it, its, they, their and them.
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2 Aviation Safety Reports

Our ASRS corpus [1] consists of approximately 80,000 reports of incidents in-
volving aircraft. In our study, we manually analyzed 200 of these documents,
randomly selected. The average length of a report is 280 words and 16 sentences.
The domain is highly specific with a lot of terminology and abbreviations. As
noted in [8], about 10% of all the words contained in ASRS reports are ab-
breviations. For our collection of 200 documents, on average, there are 19 first
and third person pronouns in each document, approximately 74% of which are
first person pronouns, 22% are third person anaphoric pronouns, and 4% are
pleonastic third person pronouns.

In addition to the characteristics outlined above, the ASRS corpus presents
the following issues not characteristic for corpora used with anaphora resolution
algorithms so far:

First of all, all text is typed in uppercase letters and there is a large number
of non-standard abbreviations. Therefore, additional processing is required, with
the help of a database of abbreviations and proper nouns, in order to determine
the correct POS tags for all lexical items.

Secondly, there is a considerable amount of grammatical and spelling mis-
takes, which not only hinder basic stages of text processing such as POS tagging
and parsing, but also often makes it difficult to resolve seemingly straight-forward
co-reference. The seriousness of the mistakes vary from simple misspelling or
faulty placement of a period, to gross grammatical errors, which make the text
incomprehensible even to an intelligent human reader.

Thirdly, a phenomenon widely observed in the corpus is gender and/or num-
ber disagreement between anaphors and antecedents. Often an entity is referred
to once by he and other times by they, or by he and it, etc., as seen in (1). This
peculiarity of the corpus has at least one immediate consequence with respect
to the design of an anaphora resolution algorithm, i.e. the algorithm could not
include a person/gender/number agreement component, which is present prac-
tically in all previous coreference resolution algorithms as an effective filter for
antecedent candidates for each anaphor (cf. [4], [5], [6]).

AT TIMES ATC (= air traffic control) WILL GIVE AN
INTERSECTION XING ALT, AND WHEN YOU ADVISE
THEM THAT IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO MAKE THE
ALT THEY SAY ”DO YOUR BEST.” AND THE THING I
DON’T UNDERSTAND IS THAT THERE IS A FIX 14 MILES
WEST OF MARTINSBURG VOR THAT IS ON THE CHARTS
AND WAS ALSO IN THE COMPUTER. WHY DIDN’T HE
USE THAT?

(1)

Yet another difficulty arises due to the colloquial arbitrary style of this genre
of text. Often it is either ambiguous or even impossible, even in manual anaphora
resolution, to determine the correct antecedent of an anaphor. This happens
because of ambiguity or vagueness of expression, or simply because of incoherent
or incomplete thought expressed by a sentence.
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In our study, apart from analyzing two hundred aviation safety reports with
respect to their style, number and kinds of anaphors, and distance of the an-
tecedent, we also looked in great detail at the nature of the antecedents. Despite
their unstructured colloquial style, the ASRS data represent a very constrained
domain of knowledge, and this is reflected in the use of anaphors. In particu-
lar, we found that 65% of all third person pronouns are used to refer to only
four types of entities; namely, aircraft, aircraft crew, air-traffic control, and the
person reporting the event (reporter).

3 An Approach to Anaphora Resolution

As we have seen, the ASRS corpus differs greatly from technical manuals corpora,
which have been extensively used with previous anaphora resolution algorithms
(cf. [5], [6]), and which are characterized by grammaticality and highly special-
ized language both in terms of lexicon and syntactic structure. The aviation
safety reports are also different from journal and newspaper articles, which is
the second type of corpora widely used with anaphora resolution algorithms (cf.
[7], [9], [4]). Notably, journal and news articles include a range of syntactic struc-
tures as well as some amount of quotations, and so they are similar to the ASRS
documents. However, they have a considerably larger knowledge domain, they
do not use a great amount of abbreviations and jargon, and also they generally
obey the grammatical rules of English. So, with respect to lexicon and writing
style, the ASRS corpus is somewhere between technical manuals and journal and
news articles. This observation leads to the conclusion that a new approach to
anaphora resolution is needed if we are to be able to successfully computationally
analyze aviation safety reports.

The algorithm consists of four steps, as shown below.

1. when an anaphoric pronoun ai is identified in sentence sk, a list of candidate
antecedents is created, {c1, c2, ..., cn}, which includes all named entities in
sk and sk−1.

2. apply assignment function f to determines the salience value for each cj ,
3. select cmax having largest value for f(cj)
4. if f(cmax) ≥ t, where t is the threshold salience value,

a) then return cmax as the antecedent of ai

b) else the named entities from sk−2 are processed. If none of them yields
a candidate value above or at the minimum, entities from sk−3 are pro-
cessed, and so on.

Our approach differs from previous anaphora resolution systems in a number
of ways. As discussed in the previous section, there is no matching for gender and
number agreement between anaphors and antecedent candidates. Also, there is
no morphological or deep syntactic processing – we only need a partial parser
to identify the noun phrases (and in particular, we are interested in the head
noun). In contrast with previous algorithms, our approach will have no limit
on the possible distance between an anaphor and its antecedent. Our approach
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also requires a minimum threshold salience value for a candidate antecedent to
be determined as an actual antecedent (our initial empirical study of the data
suggests setting this number at 10).

Our pilot study shows that entities appearing as first NPs or last NPs in
a sentence are preferred as antecedents. Thus, candidate antecedents at those
positions will be given extra salience weights. For declarative sentences without
a subject (i.e. declarative sentences which do not begin with an NP), the subject
(i.e. the first NP) of the previous sentence is to be automatically assumed as the
subject of the current sentence. At this preliminary stage, we are not interested
in identifying full coreference chains, but only in identifying the antecedent of
each anaphor. However, as we shall see below, the named entity will increase its
weight by 10 as candidate antecedent for a2 after having been determined as the
correct antecedent of a1. This reflects the fact that in ASRS documents we often
see a string of sentences with the majority of pronouns referring to one and the
same entity, which is named only in the beginning of the string.

Our processing will depend heavily on genre-specific and domain-specific
knowledge. The assignment of salience values to candidate antecedents will de-
pend on four factors:

1. position in the text — all candidate antecedents which are in the same
sentence as the anaphor are awarded a weight of 5; all candidate antecedents
which are in the preceding sentence are awarded a weight of 2; all other
candidate antecedents are awarded a weight of 0 for this factor

2. position in the sentence — all candidate antecedents which are the first
noun phrase in the sentence in which they occur are awarded a weight of 5;
all candidate antecedents which are the last noun phrase in the sentence are
awarded a weight of 2; all other candidate antecedents are awarded a weight
of 0 for this factor

3. status of the antecedent — the candidate antecedent which has already
been identified as the actual antecedent of the previous anaphor is awarded
a weight of 10; all other candidate antecedents are given a weight of 0 for
this factor

4. available semantic information about the particular named entity which
is considered as candidate — special preference will be given to named
entities belonging to the four antecedent categories mentioned earlier (i.e.
AIRCRAFT, REPORTER, CREW, or CONTROL). The amount of salience
weight given to a candidate will reflect both the frequency of occurrence of
the exact head noun (e.g. RPTR, WDB, CAPT, etc.), and the frequency of
occurrence of the antecedent category. We will assume that the frequency
of occurrence of the exact head noun (Freqn) is a more important fac-
tor than the frequency of occurrence of the category (Freqc). Thus, the
salience weight for this factor will be computed using the following formula:
round( 2.Freqn+Freqc

10 , 0).

Let us now consider how our algorithm for anaphoric pronoun resolution
would be applied to the ASRS example in (1), which contains three anaphoric
pronouns. We have simplified the following discussion to only include potential
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antecedents with scores of 2 or higher. According to our algorithm, we first
calculate the set of candidate antecedents for the anaphor. So, for THEM in (1)
we could have the candidate set {THE INFORMATION, THE COMPUTER,
THE RESTRICTION, ATC, AN INTERSECTION XING ALT }. Then, the
assignment function will give each candidate the following corresponding salience
weights with respect to the four salience factors we defined: {2 + 0 + 0 + 0 =
2, 2 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 2, 2 + 2 + 0 + 0 = 4, 5 + 5 + 0 + 3 = 13, 5 + 0 + 0 + 0 =
5}. Only one of the values is above 10, therefore ATC is chosen as the actual
antecedent of the anaphor THEM, which according to our analysis is correct.
Similarly, the candidate set for THEY would be {ATC, AN INTERSECTION
XING ALT, THE ALT }, with weights {5 + 5 + 10 + 3 = 23, 5 + 0 + 0 + 0 =
5, 5 + 2 + 0 + 0 = 7}, resulting in ATC also being chosen as the antecedent for
THEY. Finally, the antecedent set for HE would be {ATC, AN INTERSECTION
XING ALT, THE ALT, YOUR BEST, THE THING, A FIX 14 MILES WEST
OF MARTINSBURG VOR, THE CHARTS, THE COMPUTER } with weights
{0 + 5 + 10 + 3 = 18, 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 0, 0 + 2 + 0 + 0 = 2, 2 + 0 + 0 + 0 =
2, 2 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 2, 2 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 2, 2 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 2, 2 + 2 + 0 + 0 = 4}, again
resulting in ATC being the antecedent.

4 Analysis and Conclusion

From our ASRS corpus, we chose 10 sentences containing anaphors that were
representative of the kind of constructions found in the ASRS corpus. These
sentences were then tagged with a part-of-speech tagger based on the Church
algorithm [3], and then parsed using the CASS partial parser [2]. A manual
analysis of our algorithm, when applied to this very small sample set, showed that
it could correctly identify the antecedents for 9 out of 12 anaphors. Based on this
analysis, our future research will consist of an implementation of the anaphora
resolution algorithm, to be followed by a detailed evaluation of the algorithm,
along with a comparison with other algorithms. Our detailed evaluation will also
be done in the context of examining the effect of the accuracy of the tagging,
and of the partial parsing processes.

Aviation safety reports contain a high degree of domain specific terminol-
ogy, including abbreviations and acronyms, and as such it is not surprising that
additional factors must be taken into consideration when processing instances
of anaphora and extracting entities. We have suggested an approach where se-
mantic information about the domain of application is one of the four factors
determining the referent of an anaphoric pronoun. This semantic information, to-
gether with syntactic information concerning the position of the pronoun and its
possible antecedent, and together with the significance of the anaphor (whether
it has been previously used as an antecedent), are used in determining salience
values for possible antecedents for a pronoun. What is interesting is that some
traditional information, like lexical agreement and an explicit window based on
the number of sentences separating an anaphor and its antecedent, do not play
an explicit role in determining the anaphor/antecedent relationship. The result is
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an algorithm that is able to find long distance antecedents, and find antecedents
even when the anaphor and antecedent have conflicting agreement values.

Another avenue for further exploration is the automatic construction of the
semantic model used by the anaphora resolution algorithm, particularly the tun-
ing of weights for the different semantic classes. Research into this task would
also allow the anaphora resolution and entity extraction techniques to be ap-
plied to other domains containing a restricted set of entities, which make use
of acronyms and other specialized language structures (such as medical reports,
insurance claims, patient records, etc.).
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Abstract. Singularities in visual cortex have been proved to be invariant to ori-
entation. Modelling the mechanism, we explore a recurrent network to realize
rotation invariant object recognition. Images sequences as inputs are used to
form distinctive features, similar to responses of complex cells. Then recurrent
connections decrease distinction of these complex cells leading to emergence of
singularities. Invariant features from the singularities acting with memory trace
perform object recognition. Memory trace extracts correlations of different
views of the same objects from continual sequences, and therefore is fit for per-
forming recognition tasks in visual information processing systems. We testify
efficacy of the model by benchmark recognition problem. Our model’s plausi-
bility in neurobiology view and practicality in recognition are also discussed.

1   Introduction

A challenging task of what Marr[1] termed Computational Theory of object recog-
nition is to generalize recognition across variation of viewpoints. Traditional object
recognition needs preprocessing including normalization before matching. For exam-
ple, we need zoom a face image to specific size, rotate it to frontal orientation before-
hand in order to remove difference of perspectives. But neurobiological experiments
show vision system may achieve recognition without this preprocess[2]. Some neu-
rons are insensitive to some kinds of changes in visual inputs. This inspires us to
build a computational model to achieve object recognition by extracting invariant
feature.

Our model differs from previous invariance extraction methods in that it obtains
both spatial invariable by topological structure of neural network and temporal corre-
lation by memory mechanism. Using recurrent topological structure to learn invari-
ance originates from recurrent synapses and consequent singularity cells in visual
cortex. Temporal correlation, namely intrinsic smoothness of temporal continual  sen-
sors, contains invariance in context information. Cooperation of these two mechanism
realizes invariant object recognition just as biologic vision does.
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In this paper, we’ll introduce groundwork in neurobiology briefly, then give our
model. Simulation experiments are carried out to demonstrate efficacy of the model
and results are analysed. Direction of future work is discussed in conclusion.

2   Evidence in Biology Vision System

Neurobiological experiments prove that neurons in visual cortex V1 area receive
afferents from feedforward inputs in a small amount while from recurrent connections
of nearby neurons in a large amount[3].The recurrent connections amplify feed- for-
ward inputs. But whether the amplification intensifies or weakens distinctions of
neurons has not been well known.

Fig. 1. Ocular dominance column pattern. Cells around the boundary show orientation selec-
tivity. Singularity at the center show orientation invariance as recurrent connections between it
and cells around weaken distinctions of orientation selectivities

Psychophysical experiments with human objects show vision system achieves in-
variant object recognition from different perspectives[4]. Neurobiological experi-
ments with monkeys indicates similar results[2]. As to how visual system obtain these
invariances, a principle well accepted by both groups explains that temporal correla-
tion contains invariances of different views of the same object[5,6,7].

Orientation columns in primary visual cortex arrange topographically. Iso-
orientation lines intersect the ocular dominance column boundaries at right angles.
Neurons near the boundaries exhibit strong orientation selectivities while neurons at
the center are insensitive to all orientations known as singularities[3] (see figure 1).

Our model is based on all the mechanism above and try to process visual informa-
tion in a biological plausible approach.

3 Recurrent Network Model

Figure2 depicts network architecture. It codes stimuli into activity states of cells,
which can be expressed by a changed form of classic firing rate model:
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Changing rate of the ith cell’s activity state ir  is determined by feedforward input

)1( −tp f
i , recurrent input )1( −tp r

i  and
1−tir denoting the ith cell’s memory trace at

G(.)

Gabor filter pair
Singularity

(Complex cell)

Fig. 2. Recurrent network model (take only one neuron for example). Input is image sequence.
Gabor filter pairs extract features as feedforward inputs to singularity. G(.) is operator con-
verting filtered results to complex cell’s response(see formula 3).Recurrent connections be-
tween singularities are relevant to frequencies. Outputs determining recognition feed back to
memory trace and input to singularity at the next time

time instant t -1. It’s got by

tir =
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where )(tri is the ith cell’s activity state at time instant t ; μ  is weight determining
influence of past trace and current state. Introduction of memory trace means that
contextual information modulates neuronal perception to salient feature. For instance,
the same object continually appearing in video is more striking than in static image
showed in limited seconds. Formula (1) indicates only if intensity of stimuli at time
instant t  exceed memory trace at t -1 , the cell can be activated. And only if cells are
in continual active states, memory trace can be strengthened so that past memory and
current state can be correlated. Features continually activate cells are therefore intrin-
sic and invariant to objects.
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where θθ sincos yxx +=′  .              θθ cossin yxy +−=′ .

),,( tyxI  is the gray value at coordinates (x,y) in NM ×  image at time instant t .

f andθ  is the filter’s center frequency and orientation. ⊗ is convolution. 2
xσ  and

2
yσ  are bandwidth in two directions.

r
ip  is relevant to cell’s selectivity to frequency, but independent of orientation se-

lectivity. Similar frequency selectivities lead to positive r
ip meaning excitation and

different frequency selectivities lead to negative one meaning inhibition.
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L  is the total number of neurons in the network. 2
1σ  and 2

2σ are frequency tuning
bandwidths. ig ≥ 0 is the amplification coefficient of recurrent connection. If ig = 0,
neurons only receive feedforward inputs filtered by Gabor. As Gabor filters pair re-
sembles receptive field of complex cell[6], neurons show distinctions of complex
cells — selective to specific frequency and orientation. When ig increases, strength of
recurrent connections increases. As it is independent of orientation selectivity, recur-
rent connection between neurons weakens complex cells’ distinctions in orientation
selectivities so as to produce invariance like singularities. However, too big ig makes
network unstable.

4 Experiment Result

We ran the model on a PC with Pentium 4 CPU and 256M memory. Program tool is
Matlab6.5.As the network is built by computation directly rather than by learning
iteratively, our model runs in a considerably fast speed. Processing a sequence with
seven 64*64images takes about 75 seconds.

We test the model’s ability to extract orientation invariance on 64*64 plane images
showed in figure3. We get five classes with each comprising a sequence of length 7.
Each sequence is 7 different views of the same object, i.e. planes at 7 different angles
uniformly distributed between - 2/π  and 2/π . Take output of a plane at preferred
angle as reference value, then responses to rotated stimuli are expressed as percent of
reference values. Derivative in formula (1) is approximated by )1()(/ −−= trtrdtdr iii .

We appoint 2
1σ =0.25 , 2

2σ =1 presumed from bandwidth constant. Frequencies of

Gabor filters are 22− 12− and 02  Orientations are 8/πk , }7,...,0{∈k  So total 48 Ga-
bor filters process inputs and total 24 neurons in the network produce feature vectors
whose component represents feature at specific frequency and orientation. For in-
stance, the plane tu-26 in view like the third image in figure3 shows most salient fea-
tures at frequency of 22− and 12− and orientation of o0 .The neuron corresponding to

frequency of 22− and orientation of o0  as well as the one corresponding to frequency
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of 12− and orientation of o0 response most strongly. And these two neurons response
relative strongly to plane tu-26 in rotated views because of recurrent connections and
memory trace.

    

Fig. 3. Plane image from H. Kim’s database in North Carolina State University. From left to
right: a-4,b-52,tu-26,viggen and a-10a

Figure4 shows two typical singularity responses to rotated stimuli with rotation
range between 2/π  and 2/π . As we can see, the model extracts stable invariance.
Besides, the neuron responses strongly to one class while hardly to others. This re-
flects the model can discriminate different classes.

 

Fig. 4. Rotation invariance. Left : reference image and rotated images (only take two frames for
example). Right : two singularity response curves. X axis is rotation angles, y axis is different
object classes, z axis is responses to specific object at specific angle

In order to measure recognition ability quantitively, we define difference between
object classes Dif(p,q) )( ||)||||||/(,arccos qpqp vvvv ><  where pv is feature vector of

input object , ><, is inner product, is Euclid norm. Each object rotated to various

angles produces images sequences. When rotated object has the least difference with
reference value of the same class of object, they are classified correctly, otherwise are
wrong classified. We investigate performance of the model under different condi-
tions.
When μ is 0.6 and ig  is 0.82, performance is wonderful and correct recognition ratio

is 85.6%. When μ is 0, namely memory doesn’t exit, recognition ratio is 21.6%. The
model loses recognition ability as information of time correlation disappears. So dif-
ferent objects at the same angle may be judged more similar than the same object at
different angles. When ig is 0,namely recurrent connections doesn’t exit, the ratio is

30.1%. The model can’t extract rotation invariance. So the same object at different
angles may be judged as different objects. We can see memory trace and recurrent
connections determine invariant recognition ability of the model.

We compare performance of our model to others which obtain rotation invariance
by exploiting temporal correlation. Wiskott applied SFA(slow feature analysis)[7] to
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one dimension Gaussian signals to learn invariance. Under the same criterion as de-
fined in our experiment, his accuracy is 88%. But his network has more complex
hierarchy and more complex learning procedure while experiment on more simple
objects due to constraint of receptive fields size. Chance[8] also use recurrent network
to learn invariance. But his model only learned phase invariance of analog signals like
drifting gratings. And his purpose was to learn properties of complex cells rather than
applying in practical recognition task.

5  Conclusion

The paper produces singularity using recurrent network so as to extract rotation in-
variance. Memory trace acts with invariant feature to gain object recognition. It pro-
vides a way to model vision neurons response property. While receptive fields like
Gabor filter extract selective features as complex cells do, recurrent connections help
extract invariant features as singularities do. Besides, the model is implemented in a
neurobiologic plausible way in several other aspects such as exploiting temporal
correlation and limited feedback connections. We test the model with binary image of
simple objects. Extending it to gray images gets similar results. We do this for the
purpose of saving computation cost. The point is that biology vision inspiring model
can gain acceptable results with high speed in even simple way. Extending it to more
complex objects and larger number of classes are our future work. Besides, selection
of parameter values needs strict methodical analysis rather than by experience.

We believe with deeper research in biology vision, using large scale parallel com-
putation model and combining other vision mechanism such as attention, developing
intelligent recognition system is possible.
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Despite their simple syntactic form, adjective-noun combinations seem to have no
straightforward semantic method that parallels the simplicity of the syntax.  Conven-
tionally, adjectives are to blame for this behaviour. Such a belief has culminated in
the generally accepted view that adjectives should be semantically analyzed as be-
longing to a hierarchy of the following structure [1, 2]:

• Intersective e.g. red as in That is a red rose
• Subsective:

o Subsective-only e.g. veteran as in John is a veteran soldier
o Double or “doublet” e.g. beautiful as in Maria is a beautiful dancer

• Non-subsective:
o Non-privative e.g. potential as in John is a potential candidate
o Privative e.g. fake as in That is a fake gun

Each node in the hierarchy requires a different semantic rule for calculating the
meaning of the compound involving the relevant adjective. Furthermore, compounds
with constituent adjectives such as ‘beautiful’ require two different rules for the same
compound. This apparently “undisciplined” semantic behaviour of the single syntac-
tic group “adjective” has been used by some authors to further the thesis of non-
compositionality of natural-language expressions. Contrary to such views, we believe
that adjectives are more systematic in their behaviour than originally thought. In sup-
port of this claim, we propose two set-theoretic approaches to the semantics of adjec-
tive-noun combinations. The first hypothesizes that an adjective-noun compound is a
subset of its constituent noun. The second hypothesizes that the adjective-noun com-
binations can semantically be thought of as set intersection involving the adjective(s)
and the head noun of the compound. In both approaches, we exclude adjectives with
modal import, i.e. “non-privative” such as ‘potential’ and ‘possible’, arguing that such
adjectives are better be treated within modal logic.

An essential step towards a compositionally uniform treatment of adjective-noun
combinations is our view that the class of adjectives known as “privative” can be
accommodated within an existing class in the adjective hierarchy, known as “subsec-
tive”. This is achieved by “augmenting” the domain of common nouns. For example,
‘gun’ has fake and real guns in its domain and ‘president’ has former and current
presidents in its domain. Consequently, the compound fake gun in the sentence That
is a fake gun becomes subsective on par with expressions such as ultimate gun.
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Since the adjective hierarchy is now reduced to intersective and subsective classes, a
generalized solution to the semantics of adjective-noun combinations is attainable. In
our first approach we view all adjective-noun combinations as adhering to the
schema, where the symbol “|| ||” represents the denotation of the expression.

                  for all adjective A and noun N,   || A N || ⊆  || N ||                         
In special cases the expression  || A N || ⊆  || A || is also true, e.g. colour adjectives.
The interpretation function of an adjective-noun combination can be computed as
follows. Let an be a node in a parsing tree dominating the nodes adj and noun.  Then
the meaning of an is defined as follows:

                                                ||an|| = F ( ||adj||, ||noun||)

where ||noun|| is a set and ||adj|| is the function g if adj is subsective, otherwise, ||adj||
is a set. F and its composite function g are defined as follows:

It is evident that F is a function from a domain of a noun of a compound to a sub-
set of it. It should be noted that in our implementation g is realized by enumerating
the relevant subset and composing an appropriate name for it.
In the second approach, the ontological difference between nouns and adjectives is
encoded in their respective representation by means of type-endowed sets. Using such
sets, adjectives and common nouns have, respectively, the following representation
schemata:

   Adj_set   = {member: type1}: type2

  Noun_set = {member: type}: type

We show that such a representation is capable of producing consistent inferences
involving all kind of adjective-noun combinations. In addition, we demonstrate how
this approach is capable of computing the meaning of compounds with multiple ad-
jectives and a head noun such as fake skilful dancer in Jane is fake skilful dancer.
Finally, we show that this representation eliminates the co-extension problem without
resorting to notions such as “possible worlds”. The interpretation function F in this
case is much simpler. It only involves set-intersection: i.e. F ( ||adj||, ||noun||) = ||adj||
∩  ||noun||.

The two approaches are alternatives. As such they have advantages and disadvan-
tages. However, they have two common advantages. First, the single syntactic group
“adjective” has a single semantic rule. This is more evident in the second approach.
We believe this is an important result which advocates the thesis that natural-language
expressions are compositional. Second, both are machine tractable.

Acknowledgements. The authors acknowledge the support of NSERC.

g: ||noun||  ||noun||      if adj is subsective

  ||adj|| ∩  ||noun||          if adj is intersective

F
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RNA is an important molecule as it serves a key role in the translation from
the genetic information encoded in DNA in protein synthesis. Computational
techniques for RNA folding suffer from combinatorial explosion. In this paper, a
genetic algorithm (GA) will be used to attempt to solve the secondary structure
prediction of RNA molecules.

The current paper will: 1) Demonstrate the benefits of using permutation-
based encoding over binary encoding by a direct comparison of the two algo-
rithms, 2) Compare the relative merits of different permutation-based crossover
operators in the RNA folding domain, and 3) Demonstrate the effect of Keep-
Best Reproduction[1] (KBR) as compared to Standard Selection (STDS).

In RNA secondary structure prediction, the GA attempts to find low energy,
stable structures within a given thermodynamic model. Since a base pair does
not form in isolation in our model, it is useful to find the set of all possible helices
H. A valid secondary structure is the subset S of H containing the helices that
make up the actual structure. This problem is highly combinatorial as there are
2|H| subsets of H.

We have tested RNA sequences of different lengths over a wide variety of op-
erators and parameter settings. We varied the replacement strategy using both
STDS and KBR. STDS selection involves selecting parents from a standard
roulette wheel selection where the offspring are inserted in the next generation,
while KBR also selects parents via roulette wheel but after crossover, the best
parent and the best offspring are inserted in the next generation. We also com-
pare the results of the permutation-based GA with a binary GA. For the binary
based encoding, we used 1-point, 2-point, and uniform crossover operators. In
the permutation-based GA, the crossover operators used were: CX[2], PMX[3],
OX[4], SYMERC[5], and ASERC[6].

When comparing different encodings and crossover operators using STDS
(Figure 1), we see that none of the binary runs make progress toward lower en-
ergy structures. However, permutation-based operators used with STDS show an
improvement where CX is found to be the best operator with an improvement
of 13% over the initial random population’s best structure. The other less per-
formant operators improved on the initial population’s best structure by 5.9%,
5.0%, 4.2%, 3.9%, 0.9%, 0.4%, and 0.02% for PMX, OX, ASERC, SYMERC,
1-point, 2-point, and uniform, respectively.
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Fig. 1. This graph is a comparison of our best permutation-based operator, CX
(squares), and our best binary operator, 1-point (triangles), using STDS. The series are
from 30 random seeds, averaged, using a 785 nucleotides sequence. The CX operator
converges at a higher velocity than the 1-point operator.

When using KBR, both algorithms made substantial progress. Initially, CX,
our best permutation-based operator, converges at the highest velocity only to
be outperformed by a slight margin at the last few generations by the uniform
binary crossover. Both these operators achieve an improvement of 17.3% over the
initial random population’s best structure. These crossover operator are followed
by PMX, 2-point, 1-point, ASERC, SYMERC, and OX with improvements over
the initial population’s best structure of 17.0%, 16.8%, 16.6%, 14.4%, 13.9%,
and 12.63%, respectively.

In conclusion, our results clearly indicate a benefit of using KBR as opposed
to STDS. Any experiment conducted with KBR enabled outperformed all STDS
experiments. Also, under most condition, permutation-based encodings outper-
form binary based encodings.
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Abstract. Email filters based on learned models should be developed from
appropriate training and test sets. A k-fold cross-validation is commonly
presented in the literature as a method of mixing old and new messages to
produce these data sets.  We show that this results in overly optimistic estimates
of the email filter’s accuracy in classifying future messages because the training
set has a higher probability of containing messages that are similar to those in
the test set. We propose a method that preserves the chronology of the email
messages in the data sets.

1   Introduction

In our research into email spam filtering, we have found that the accuracy of existing
filtering systems based on learned models is overly optimistic [1].  It is difficult to
create models with the same level of high accuracy as published by the authors when
tested on independent data sets. Much of the variance may be attributed to differences
among the datasets.  We speculated that another important factor is the testing method
used by the authors.  Our work on spam filtering has shown that time is an important
factor for valid testing; i.e. the order of incoming email messages must be preserved
to properly test a model.  Many results reported on spam filtering are based on a k-
fold cross-validation methodology that does not preserve the temporal nature of email
messages. Unfortunately, we could not find previous literature discussing this
temporal issue.  It is common practice with cross-validation to mix the available data
prior to sampling training and test sets to ensure a fair distribution of legitimate and
spam messages [2]. This mixes older messages with more recent and generates
training sets that unfairly contain the later messages.  A fair training set should never
contain any messages received after those used to develop the model. Commonly used
datasets available on the web, such as the Ling-Spam corpus [3], do not even contain
a time stamp in the data. If this temporal aspect is not considered, the performance of
the model on future predictions will likely be less than that estimated.  We present a
comparison of a spam filtering system tested using cross-validation and a temporal
preserving approach.

2   Theory

We propose that mixing the available email messages prior to choosing the training
and test sets will produce overly optimistic results; that is, the model will not perform
as well on future messages as it does on the test set. When the data sets are mixed,
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possible future examples are injected into the training set; therefore, providing the
model with an unfair look at future examples.  We propose that a more realistic
evaluation is to select the training and test sets while the data is in chronological
order.   The test set will then simulate future messages which can be classified based
on a model produced from prior messages.  In this way the test set accuracy should
better estimate the performance of the spam filter.

3   Experimentation

Method and Approach: The purpose of the experiment is to compare a k-fold cross-
validation approach that does not preserve the chronology of email messages with a
data sampling approach that does. A back-propagation neural network was used to
develop our spam filter models. The email data set was collected from a single
individual from January to May, 2003, and consists of 1000 messages sorted
chronologically.  The spam and legitimate messages have equal proportion.  A block
of 500 messages were chosen for each repetition of the experiment starting at the
earliest email message. On each repetition the block was moved 100 messages
forward in the chronology. From each block of messages, 300 were selected for a
training set, 100 for a tuning set and 100 for a test set. Prior to model development,
features were extracted from each message using traditional information retrieval
methods; i.e. removing stop words, performing word stemming, and collecting word
statistics. Two methods of data sampling were used to select the training, tuning and
test sets.  For Method 1, the message data for the three sets was randomly chosen (as
per standard cross-validation).  For Method 2, the most recent messages were selected
for the test set and the remaining messages randomly distributed to the training and
tuning sets. The tuning set was used to prevent over-fitting of the neural network to
the training set.  Six repetitions of each method were completed.

Results

Table 1. Mean accuracy and difference of mean results

Method 1 Method 2 p-value

Mean Accuracy 0.930 0.905 0.00675

Table 2. Detail statistics and difference of means results

Method 1 Method 2
TP TN FP FN TP TN FP FN

Mean 0.88 0.98 0.11 0.02 0.88 0.93 0.12 0.07
p-value 0.71876 0.02653 0.71876 0.02653
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4   Discussion

The results shown in Table 1 indicate that Method 2, which ensures the test set
contains the most recent email messages, has a mean accuracy that is significantly
less (by 2.5%) than Method 1, which uses a test set with a mixed chronology.  Method
1 over-estimates its performance on future messages because the test set has a higher
probability of containing messages that are similar to those in the training set.
Method 2 generates a less accurate but more realistic model because the testing
procedure simulates the classification of chronologically correct in-coming messages.
Table 2 shows at a finer level of assessment that Method 1 is significantly better at
classifying spam messages (True Negatives = TN).  Our conjecture is that Method 1
unrealistically allows the modeling system to identify features of future spam emails
where Method 2 does not.  The difference in the TN statistic between the two
methods may not appear to be important as it only represents 5 misclassified spam
emails out of 100.  However, if the same model were used over a longer period of
time the effect would increase.
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The basic function of a biomolecule is determined by its 3 dimensional shape, other-
wise known as the tertiary structure. However, existing empirical methods to deter-
mine this shape are too costly and lengthy to be practical. RNA is of interest as a
biomolecule because it is central in several stages of protein synthesis. Also, its sec-
ondary structure dominates its tertiary structure. In our model, RNA secondary
structure develops as a consequence of bonds which form between specific pairs of
nucleotides known as the canonical base pairs. Searching a sequence of nucleotides
for all possible base pairs is rapid and straightforward; the challenge comes from
attempting to predict which specific canonical base pairs will form bonds in the real
structure. Various algorithms have been used for RNA structure prediction such as
dynamic programming, and comparative methods [1] and stochastic methods such as
genetic algorithms (GA).

The fitness metric employed to guide a given GA through the search space of possible
base pairs is energy minimization. As an RNA molecule will fold into a structure with
near minimal free energy (FE) [2], the GA attempts to find the structure resulting in
the lowest energy possible. Wiese and Glen (2002) noticed promising performance
when using a permutation-based GA, especially when employing Keep Best Repro-
duction (KBR) techniques, Cycle crossover (CX) and 1-elitism [3]. This suggested
the possibility of further improvement through the incorporation of a coarse-grained,
distributed GA model.

Coarse-grained distributed GAs offer a speed up through parallelization, the preven-
tion of premature convergence by maintaining diversity, an increase of the selection
pressure within the entire population, and also a reduction of the time to convergence
[4].

A series of tests were performed using a simulated distribution on a series of se-
quences, with a wide variety of parameters. The rate of convergence is accelerated in
the distributed GA, which can likely be attributed to increased selection pressure from
elitism per deme and periodic migration; this is more pronounced with Standard
Roulette Wheel Selection (STDS), as KBR’s selection pressure is already heightened.
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The best distributed STDS run showed an improvement of 14%, versus the serial run
at 12%. The distributed and serial KBR runs had nearly identical percentage im-
provement.

Fig. 1. A plot of the best distributed GA run employing STDS, CX, deme size = 100, deme
count = 7, Pc = 70, Pm = 5, 1-Elitism, migration interval of 40 and rate of 10

In Figure 1, sharp cyclic deviations in the mean (black line) and bounding dark-grey
standard deviation of the fitness are visible. The fitness cycles are clearly the result of
the migration occurring every 40 generations; the minimum fitness improves if diver-
sity is still present. The children produced by crossover with the new migrants in the
next generation account for the sudden drop in the maximum (worst) FE.

In summary, the rate of convergence is substantially accelerated in the distributed
GA, which can likely be attributed to increased selection pressure from elitism per
deme and periodic migration; this is more pronounced with STDS, as KBR’s selec-
tion pressure is already heightened. Overall, we can achieve swifter convergence and
comparable quality of results in terms of FE to the serial GA, especially when em-
ploying STDS replacement.
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Abstract. There are many Agent Building Toolkits to develop multi-agent
systems (MAS) in many businesses and in research areas. This makes it
difficult for the developers to select the appropriate one. Thus, it is necessary to
compare these toolkits to help developers to choose the most appropriate tool
for their desired applications. This paper presents an evaluation of Java Agent
Development (Jade) framework, Zeus Agent Building Toolkit (Zeus) and JACK
Intelligent System (Jack). The evaluation is focused on performance evaluation
on message transport system of Agent Building Toolkits.

1 Introduction

Currently there are many agent building toolkits to develop MASs in business or
research areas. Using these toolkits facilitates the process of developing such systems
quickly and efficiently. But, there exist a large number of toolkits [2], which makes it
difficult to select an appropriate one. There have been few attempts by researchers to
compare these toolkits. The EvalAgents project aimed at evaluating the agent building
toolkits on Java support, mobility, security and development support areas [3]. In
another direction, Camacho et al. [4] performed experiments to test and compare the
performance on Zeus, Jade and Skeleton-agent frameworks, using the meta-search
engine workload. Although they performed useful experiments, there was little work
done on the performance measure of the message transport system (MTS) of toolkits.
One of the main key components of the toolkits is the MTS. The second most
important and challenging issue in MASs is the transport layer for agent
communication [1]. Towards this end, we developed a benchmark to compare Jade,
Zeus and Jack agent building toolkits performance on the MTS. We implemented a
prototype using each of these toolkits to measure their performance. The evaluations
of these toolkits were performed on a notebook pc with Intel Pentium 4 1.6 GHz
processor, 256 MB RAM with a JDK 1.4.0 running Windows XP.

2 Comparisons and Results

This section provides a comparison between the three agent building toolkits,
including Jack, Zeus and Jade. First, all of these toolkits provide Java support. Jade
and Zeus are available free of charge. Jack is provided as a trial version for 60 days.
Zeus and Jade are FIPA-compliant agent platforms. Jack does not make use of any
pre-existing standard agent communication language. Jade uses an agent model and
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Java implementation that offer good runtime efficiency and software reuse.
Conversely, Zeus offers very powerful means to graphically design MASs, with the
desired interactions. Jack provides an excellent GUI for defining agents within
projects. Jack includes all components of the Java development environment as well
as offering specific extensions to implement agent behaviour. In our experiments, two
cases are considered. In the first case, the communication between agents is
established when both agents are living in the same container. In the second case, the
communication between agents is established when agents are living in different
containers. The proposed performance matrix consists of two fields, namely: the
number of active agents and the average round trip time. Each JVM is the basic
container of agents that provides a complete run time environment for agent execution
and allows several agents to concurrently execute their tasks on the same host. Fig. 1
shows that Jade provides better performance on the MTS than Jack and Zeus when
the agents live in the same container.
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Fig. 1.  Performance results for Jade, Jack and Zeus on one container of MTS.
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Fig. 2.  Performance results for Jade, Jack and Zeus on two containers of MTS.

Fig. 2 shows that Jack provides better performance on the MTS than Jade and
Zeus when the agents live in different containers.

3 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper compared Jade, Zeus and Jack multi-agent toolkits and proposed a
benchmark to evaluate them. The agent building toolkits provide their own
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architecture and build-up methodology to deploy MASs and have different
performances. Based on our investigations, it is recommended that Jade can be used
when the application requires agents to live in the same container, because it provides
better performance. Alternatively, it is recommended to use Jack when the application
requires agents to live in different containers.

In the future, we will continue to work on other agent building toolkits, using the
same test measurements as well as incorporating other important criteria.
Furthermore, we will design and implement user friendly interfaces that allow
developers to find the most appropriate toolkits based on their required needs.
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Abstract. This paper reports on ongoing research on developing several types
of software agents including observer agents, statistical agents, scheduling
agents, tutoring agents, training agents, and identifying agents for the
Collaborative Virtual Workspace (CVW). We present the architecture, design
and implementation of the observer agent whose tasks are to monitor and report
events related to user activities and document-related events in CVW.

1 Introduction

This paper reports on a part of our CVE-related research, the development of a
systematic approach to building software agents in Virtual Environments. A text-
based Collaborative Virtual Environment (CVE) is a GUI-based virtual reality in
which users proxies move among virtual places, communicating, and manipulating
their environment [1, 2]. The test bed of our work is CVW, an open-source CVE
developed by MITRE [3]. This paper focuses on augmenting CVW with software
agents, programs that perform information gathering in the background [4].

This paper discusses an observer agent’s architecture for CVW running on a
CVW client. Its main function is to assist users in monitoring events related to
selected activities of other users and documents, allowing the users to customize their
needs such as the names of targeted users. The agent provides alert messages when a
user logs in or logs out, as well as monitor and report changes to the document base
such as document modification or deletion.

2 System Architecture

CVW uses client/server architecture to implement shared virtual space. Its core
components are the server, the document server, and the client. The client and server
maintain persistent connections and communicate via TCP/IP using the MOO
Command Protocol (MCP) [5].

Our observer agents run on CVW client side, as shown in Fig. 1-a. They consist
of five main components: communication, interaction, knowledge base, problem
solver, filter and execution unit, as shown in Fig. 1-b. We will now explain the main
components briefly.
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The ability to communicate allows agents to send and receive MCP commands
related to CVW components, including users and documents. The interaction
component provides a user interface to configure the agent’s settings. The knowledge
base stores information that the observer agent needs to achieve its goals and includes
user preferences and parameters such as user and document events to be monitored
and used for notification. Users can specify their parameters and preferences through
a graphical user interface and save them in the knowledge base. The problem solver
provides the agent with the ability to reason about its knowledge base and generate
solutions to satisfy user goals. The filter component is responsible for monitoring
events occurring in the user's current room. It detects events that correspond to users’
interests, concerns and preferences and sends the relevant information to the problem
solver. Examples of such MCP commands are #$#cvw-user-connection-notify and
#$#cvw-user-move-notify. The execution component carries out the solution that
generated by the problem solver.

Fig. 1.  (a) System Architecture and (b) Observer Agent Architecture.

3 Implementation

Observer agents are realized by extending the open source JAVA implementation of
the CVW client software, using the interface shown in Fig. 2-a, and employing MCP
commands for communication between the client and the server. The GUI shown in
Fig. 2-b allows the users to specify the agents’ properties.
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Fig. 2. (a) CVW client interface and (b) Observer agent interface.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented the architecture and the implementation of an observer agent in
CVW. This agent helps users to monitor events related to selected activities of other
users and documents, allowing the users to customize their needs. The agent permits
users to specify the names of targeted users and provide alert messages when a user
logs in or logs out, as well as monitor and report changes to the document base such
as document modification or deletion. The work presented in this paper described an
experiment with a client-side agent, a first step in our exploration of the possible
implementation of agents in virtual e-Learning environments. Although client-side
agents have their place in our target environment, server-side agents inhabiting the
CVW virtual universe and supporting our goals by direct interaction with user
proxies, objects, and the virtual space are even more important. In our future work,
we will develop server-side agents specifically aiming at supporting educational tasks.
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Introduction

A wide range of problems can be represented as Constraint Satisfaction Problems
(CSPs). A simple backtracking (BT) search algorithm can be used to solve CSPs,
but efficiency is a concern. Pang’s constraint directed backtracking (CDBT)
algorithm [2] is another method for solving CSPs. This algorithm attempts to
improve search efficiency by using the constraints to guide the search. One way
to understand the CDBT algorithm is by viewing it as BT in an alternative
(dual) representation of CSPs. In the dual representation, the dual variables are
the original (primal) constraints, the domains of the dual variables are the tuples
satisfying their corresponding primal constraints, and the dual constraints (called
compatibility constraints) restrict the values assigned to dual variables in such a
way that the implied values of the primal variables shared by the corresponding
primal constraints are consistently assigned. While it is known that CDBT can
outperform BT, both algorithms suffer from the problem of thrashing. Many
improvements to reduce thrashing in BT have been studied. Ginsberg’s dynamic
backtracking (DBT) algorithm [1] attempts to reduce thrashing by backtracking
over variables not involved in a conflict, while preserving their values. Here we
investigate whether DBT can be adapted to CDBT to address thrashing. We
call our proposed hybrid algorithm Constraint Directed Dynamic Backtracking
(CD-DBT).

Definitions

Suppose we are given a CSP, where V is a set of variables, D is a set of domains,
and C is a set of constraints. Each v ∈ V can be undefined or assigned a value
from its domain Dv. Each c = (Vc, Sc) ∈ C constrains Vc ⊆ V and is satisfied iff
the variables in Vc are assigned values from a tuple s ∈ Sc.

A solution s ∈ Sc is prohibited by C ⊆ C −{c}, iff for every c′ ∈ C there exists
at least one variable v ∈ Vc ∩Vc′ assigned a value different from the value needed
by the solution s. The values s ∈ Sc may be assigned, if s is not prohibited; if
assigned, every undefined variable v ∈ Vc is assigned a value from s. If the values
s ∈ Sc are unassigned, every variable v ∈ Vc is undefined iff it is not required by
any satisfied constraint.
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Dynamic Backtracking

DBT [1] begins with all variables undefined and an empty set of eliminations
for each variable, Ev∈V = ∅. The elimination set consists of tuples (x,V) ∈ Ev,
where x ∈ Dv cannot be assigned to v, because of the values currently assigned
to the variables V ⊆ V .

It then proceeds as follows: (Step 1) If all variables are assigned, a solution
has been found, otherwise pick an undefined variable v. Update Ev considering
the variables assigned and the values not already eliminated by Ev – keep old
eliminations. (Step 2) If at least one value x ∈ Dv is not excluded by Ev, assign
x to v and go to Step 1. (Step 3) Let v′ be the most recently assigned variable,
which is also in Ev. If v′ cannot be found, no solution exists. Otherwise, let x′

be the value assigned to v′, then undefine v′ and remove every (x,V) from every
Ev∈V when v′ ∈ V. Add (x′,VEv

) to Ev′ , where VEv
is the set of all variables in

Ev, and go to Step 1.

Constraint Directed Dynamic Backtracking

CD-DBT begins with all the variables unassigned and with an empty set of
eliminations for each constraint, Ec∈C = ∅. For each (s, C) ∈ Ec, the solution
s ∈ Sc is prohibited by C.

(Step 1) If all variables are assigned, a solution has been found, otherwise
pick a constraint c ∈ C with at least one undefined variable v ∈ Vc. Update Ec

considering all solutions s ∈ Sc not already eliminated. (Step 2) If at least one
s ∈ Sc has not been eliminated by Ec, assign s and go to Step 1. (Step 3) Let
s′ ∈ Sc′ be the values most recently assigned, with c′ in Ec. If c′ cannot be found,
no solution exists. Otherwise, unassign s′, and remove every (s, C) from every
Ec∈C when c′ ∈ C. Add (s′, CEc

) to Ec′ , where CEc
is the set of all constraints

in Ec, and go to Step 1.

Table 1. Steps taken to find a solution with DBT (left) and CD-DBT (right)

Step 1 2 3 4 5 6
α 1 1 1 1 2 2

Eα Ø ∅ ∅ ∅ 1∅,34β 1∅, 34∅

β − 3 3 3 3 3
Eβ ∅ 124α 124α 124α Ø ∅

γ − − 1 1 1 1
Eγ ∅ ∅ 234β 234β 234β 234β

δ − − − − − 4
Eδ ∅ ∅ ∅ 1234α Ø 123α

#cc 0 4 4 4 3 4

Step 1 2 3 4 5
Cαβ 13 13 13 23 23
ECαβ Ø ∅ ∅ 13∅ 13∅

Cβγ − 31 31 31 31
ECβγ ∅ 24Cαβ 24Cαβ Ø ∅

Cαδ − − − − 24
ECαδ ∅ ∅ 42,24Cαβ Ø 42Cαβ

#ss 0 2 2 1 2
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Example

Suppose we are to solve a CSP where V = {α, β, γ, δ}, Dv∈V = {1, 2, 3, 4},
Cαβ = {(1, 3), (2, 3)}, Cβγ = {(3, 1), (2, 4)}, and Cαδ = {(4, 2), (2, 4)}. For this
example, we have chosen to count the number of times a constraint was checked
(DBT) or a solution for it was tested (CD-DBT), to give us a rough idea of their
performance. DBT performed 19 while CD-DBT performed only 7. The steps
are illustrated in Table 1. Note that 124α (for Eβ , step 2) means that β cannot
take any of the values {1, 2, 4} because of a conflict with the current (at step 2)
assignment to α; 13∅ (for ECαβ

step 4) means that (α, β) cannot be assigned
(1, 3) due to an irresolvable conflict between Cαβ and some other constraint (in
this case Cαδ).

Experimental Setup

We have produced an initial version of a Constraint Directed Search Library
(CDSL) which was inspired by van Beek’s constraint library but adds constraint
directed search algorithms and the ability to deal with non-binary constraints.
We have also developed a random CSP generator whose parameters can be con-
figured to generate CSPs with certain desired properties. We will use these tools
to investigate conditions under which CD-DBT offers improved performance.
For instance, we are able to set the solution density or the tightness of the con-
straints in the generated problems. We can then compare the performance of
CD-DBT for problems with certain characteristics.

Anticipated Results

While the example we provided was selected to illustrate the potential of CD-
DBT, we anticipate that our experiments will confirm the hypothesis that CD-
DBT outperforms both CDBT and DBT. We expect the results will be most
significant for problems with tight constraints (which can cause thrashing) and
for problems with non-binary constraints (where CDBT tends to outperform
BT). Both CDSL and our CSP generator will be made available so others can
replicate our experiments, and use and extend our work.
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1   Introduction

Here we consider representing Job-Shop Scheduling Problems (JSSPs) as Constraint-
Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) and employing constraint-directed search to find
optimal or near optimal solutions. A CSP is a problem with a finite set of variables
(each with a finite domain of values) and a set of constraints that restrict the possible
assignments of values to variables. Scheduling a sequence of jobs involves assigning
start times to each job subject to certain constraints. Usually a schedule is sought that
minimizes cost and/or some measure of time, like the completion time or makespan.

2   Background

In [3] the job-shop scheduling problem is defined as one where “we are given a set of
jobs and a set of machines. Each machine can handle at most one job at a time. Each
job consists of a chain of operations, each of which needs to be processed during an
uninterrupted time period of a given length on a given machine. The purpose is to find
a schedule, that is, an allocation of the operations to time intervals on the machines,
that has minimum length”. One way of modeling a JSSP as a CSP is given in [2] by
having the variables represent the start times of the different activities. The constraints
consist of precedence constraints (activity A must end before activity B starts), due-
date constraints (the last activity in each job must end before the global due-date), and
resource constraints (activities A and B cannot execute at the same time).

In general, a job shop having m machines and n jobs can have a total number of
schedules as high as (n!)m. However, more solutions in job-shop scheduling are ruled
out by constraint interaction than, for example, in graph colouring [2]. This supports
the notion that, as compared to graph colouring, more of the difficulty in job-shop
scheduling comes from the interactions of the constraints. We believe that a constraint
directed search algorithm could use this tight interaction between constraints to
efficiently guide the search and reduce the search space.  Thus constraint-directed
search should prove valuable in solving job-shop scheduling problems.

One of the simplest constraint-directed search algorithms is Constraint Directed
Backtracking (CDBT) [3].  One way to understand the CDBT algorithm is by viewing
it as simple Backtracking (BT) in the dual representation of the CSP’s underlying
constraint graph. In the dual representation, the dual variables are the CSP’s
constraints, the domains of the dual variables are the tuples that satisfy the constraints,
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and the dual constraints are compatibility constraints between dual variables that
ensure that tuples assigned to dual variables agree with respect to the variables shared
by their corresponding constraints. The advantage of backtracking in the dual
representation is that the values assigned to variables are drawn from the constraints
rather than the domains. In effect, the constraints guide the search. Work on CDBT
suggests it outperforms BT when the constraints are tight. Hence, it might be useful
for the JSSP.

3   Experimental Setup

In 1963, Fisher and Thompson generated some benchmark problems that have been
thoroughly analyzed. Since many have been solved optimally, we will use them to
compare CDBT with BT. We will formulate these job-shop scheduling problems as
CSPs, and use BT and CDBT to solve them. We will compare the number of nodes
visited, number of constraint checks, and runtime to see if CDBT provides an
improvement over BT. We will also compare the performance of CDBT with other
algorithms that perform forward checking and ones that maintain arc consistency
(MAC).

4   Anticipated Results

Although simple CDBT may not perform as well as state of the art algorithms and
local search methods when solving job-shop scheduling problems, if it performs
better than BT, it would then make sense to investigate enhancements to CDBT such
as adding forward checking.  If it turns out to be the case that CDBT performs
significantly better than BT in this experiment, we can perform other research in the
future to see if we can use constraint-directed search methods to reduce the search
space when solving job-shop scheduling problems and other highly-constrained CSPs.
Furthermore, if constraint-directed search proves valuable in global solving
algorithms, our long range goal would be to adapt constraint-directed techniques for
local search algorithms and ultimately improve upon the currently best approaches.
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Montague’s semantics has been used in the past for constructing natural-language
processors in higher-order functional languages. This paper describes the work done
and progress so far in extending a Montague–like compositional semantics in con-
structing natural-language processors to accommodate n-ary transitive verbs for n>2.
In the early seventies, Richard Montague [5] developed an approach to the interpreta-
tion of natural language in which he claimed that we could precisely define syntax
and semantics for natural languages such as English. Montague was one of the first to
develop a compositional semantics for a substantial part of English. By compositional
semantics we indicate that the meaning of a compound sentence is determined by the
meanings of its constituents and the way they are put together to form sentences. In
order to build natural-language query processors, Montague’s approach is suitable as
it is highly orthogonal. However, it is necessary to extend Montague Semantics in
order to build natural-language interfaces that can accommodate more complex lan-
guage structures.

Higher-order functional-programming languages have been used in the past for
constructing natural-language processors based on Montague Semantics. Frost and
Launchbury [2] illustrated the ease with which a set-theoretic version of a small first-
order subset of Montague Semantics can be implemented in this way.  Lapalme &
Lavier [4] showed how a large part of Montague Semantics could be implemented in
a pure higher-order functional programming language. Frost & Boulos [3] imple-
mented a compositional semantics, based on a set-theoretic version of Montague
semantics, for arbitrarily-nested quantified and negative phrases. The approach is
based on an extended set theory in which ‘negative’ phrases that denote infinite sets
are represented in complement form.

A comprehensive survey of research on compositional semantics for natural-
language database queries has identified little work that has been done in composi-
tional semantics for natural-language queries that includes 3-or-more place transitive
verbs.

Currently, in Frost's [3] approach, 2-place transitive verbs are defined as follows (in
a simple semantics that doesn't accommodate negation):

  verb p = [x | (x, image_x)  collect verb_rel; p image_x ]

Here transitive verbs do not denote relations directly, rather a transitive verb is im-
plemented as function, which takes a predicate on sets as argument. Applying this
function to a particular predicate returns as a result a set of entities, which are in the
result set if the predicate is true of the entity’s image under the associate relation. For
example:
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orbits mars = [x|(x,image_x) collect orbit_rel; mars image_x]
mars s      = True, if "mars" is_a_member_of  s
            = False, otherwise
orbit_rel = [("luna","earth"), ("phobos","mars"),
             ("deimos","mars")("earth","sol"),("mars","sol")]

The definition of orbits uses a programming construct called a list comprehension.
The general form of a list comprehension is: [body | qualifiers] where each
qualifier is either a generator, of the form var  exp or a filter, which is a Boolean
expression used to restrict the range of the variables introduced by the generators. The
collect function used in the above definition of transitive verb is as follows:

collect   []       =   []
collect ((x,y):t)  =  (x,y:[e2|(e1, e2)  t; e1 = x]):
                        collect [(e1,e2)|(e1,e2)  t;e1 ~= x]

By applying collect to the relation orbit_rel, the following is obtained:
collect orbit_rel =[("luna",["earth"]),("phobos", ["mars"]),
                    ("deimos",["mars"]),(“earth”,   etc.

So, the final result will be as follows:
orbits mars = [x|(x,image_x)  [("luna",["earth"]),
                                ("phobos", ["mars"]),
                                  etc. ; mars image_x]
            => [“phobos”, “deimos”]

In order to extend Montague semantics to handle n-place transitive verbs (n >2), we
can modify the definition of transitive verbs as follows:

  verb p t [x|(x,image_1_x,image_2_x)  new_collect verb;
                                p image_1_x ; t  image_2_x]

This will allow us to accommodate phrases such as “discovered phobos in 1873”.
         discover_rel=[(“hall”,   ”phobos”,1873),
                  (“galileo”,”europa”,1820),etc.

Currently we are developing an appropriate definition for new_collect in order to
handle n-ary transitive verbs.
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Accuracy and robustness are two competitive objectives in natural-language speech-
recognition. How to achieve good accuracy and good robustness is a significant
challenge for speech-recognition researchers.

Stochastic (statistical) techniques and grammar-based techniques are the two main
types of speech-recognition technology. A Statistical Language Model (SLM) is sim-
ply a probability over all possible sentences or word combinations, whereas grammar-
based techniques use grammars to guide the speech-recognizer in a particular appli-
cation. Statistical language models were popular around 1995, whereas grammar-
based language models took the pre-eminent position in commercial products by
2001.

In order to investigate the effect of grammar design on accuracy and robustness,
we conducted an experiment using three types of recognition grammar using a com-
mercial off-the-shelf VXML speech browser.

1) A simple word-sequence grammar defining all sequence of words from the
dictionary up to length ten. For example:

2) <wordsequence>=<word>|<word><word>|etc.(to length 10)

3) A syntactic grammar consisting of rules defining all syntactically-correct ex-
pressions in the inpouyt language: For example:

4) <synquestion> = (which) <nounphrase><verbphrase>;

5) A Semantic Grammar. Based on the observation that some syntactically cor-
rect utterances may semantically wrong, some semantic constraints can be di-
rectly encoded to syntax to exclude utterances such as “which man orbits
mars?” A sample semantic grammar, which requires that an animate
(/inanimate) noun phrase be followed by an animate (/inanimate) verb phrase,
is as follows:

  <semquestion>
     =(which)<animate_nounphrase><animate_verbphrase>
     |(which)<inanimate_nouphrase><inanimate_verbphrase>;

The following table shows the size and branching factors of the languages defined
by the three grammars used in our experiment:

Grammar Language size Branching factor
Word sequence 2.40 * 1027 547
Syntactic 8.17 * 1015 267
Semantic 5.55 * 1012 96
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Two users were involved in the experiment: a male native-English speaker and a
female non-native English speaker. Three sets of testing utterances were used: (1) a
semantic set, which included queries that are both semantically correct and syntacti-
cally correct, (2) a syntax set, which included queries that are only syntactically cor-
rect but semantically incorrect, and (3) a word-sequence set, which covered only
word sequences that were neither semantically correct nor syntactically correct. Rec-
ognition results were recorded as : “correct recognition”, “incorrect recognition”
(misrecognition), and “not recognized” at all.  Each of the two users spoke several
hundred utterances from the three sets using the three different recognition-grammars.
The results of the experiment are summarized as follows:

Type of query Recognition
Grammar

Correctly
 Recognized %

Incor-
rect%

Not recog-
nized %

word seq. 12 60 28
syntactic 66 14 20Semantically correct
semantic 75 4 21
word seq. 8 44 48
syntactic 65 5 30Syntactically cor-

rect semantic 0 22 78
word seq. 15 56 29
syntactic 0 30 70neither
semantic 0 10 90

The results are much as expected. However, there were three unexpected results:
1) The recognition rates for the syntactic and semantic grammars were unexpect-

edly high given the sizes of the languages, which is a good indication of the
value of grammar design in commercial speech-recognition products.

2) The correct-recognition rate did not improve significantly for the semantic
grammars with semantic queries compared to the syntactic grammars, but the
misrecognition rate went down significantly, which is a good indicator for the
value of semantic constraints.

3) The word-sequence grammars were better at spotting words than expected, given
the very high branching factor, which is a good indicator for its inclusion in a
future “combined grammar” approach.

These experimental results confirm that recognition accuracy can be improved by
encoding semantic constraints in the syntax rules of grammar-driven speech recogni-
tion. However, the results also indicate that grammar design is a complex process that
must take into account application-specific requirements for accuracy and robustness.
Also, the results suggest that it is worth investigating the use of combined “weighted”
recognition grammars. The most-constrained semantic grammar could be applied first
(having the highest weight) and if it fails to recognize the input, then the syntactic
grammar is tried, followed by the word-sequence grammar if the syntactic grammar
fails. This is the focus of future research.

This work was supported by a discovery grant from the Natural Science and Engi-
neering Council of Canada.
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As a predominant technique to estimate the cause and effect of Quality of Service
(QoS) criteria in computer networks, simulations provide insight into how to most ef-
ficiently configure protocols to maximize the usage and to estimate the criteria for ac-
ceptable performance of network applications. This paper investigates the simulation
of Genetic Algorithm-based network routing using Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)
protocols. The simulator is implemented using LEDA (Library of Efficient Data types
and Algorithms) [1] and the applicability of the library is examined in the context of
Genetic Algorithms.

OSPF is the most widely used routing protocol. OSPF’s popularity comes
from its scalability, efficiency, and its self-sufficient nature. In supporting hierarchies
and autonomous areas, OSPF allows for networks to grow and still be easily main-
tainable. By allowing the administrators to set the cost value for a network link be-
tween two routers, OSPF can intelligently route packets along links the administrators
deem to be better. By broadcasting Link-State Advertisements (LSAs), routers can be
added and removed, and OSPF would regenerate the routing tables automatically to
reflect the changes in the network. OSPF was designed specifically to use Dijkstra’s
Shortest Path First algorithm. Dijkstra’s algorithm determines the shortest routes to all
of the routers in the area using the LSA database. By adjusting the costs (weights) of
the links one can alter the routes that Dijkstra’s algorithm will calculate.

In an attempt to optimize the costs associated to the link in OSPF, Fortz and
Thorup [2] proposed a local search heuristic, HeurOSPF, to set the weights in a
simulated network demand set.  The results achieved in their HeurOSPF compared
quite well to the other heuristics (e.g., InvCapOSPF, UnitOSPF, RandomOSPF, and
L2OSPF), and relatively close to the optimal solution. Expanding on HeurOSPF,
GAOSPF [4], using a genetic algorithm, estimates the candidate cost sets.

Using genetic algorithms in this domain is a relatively new trend, which is
necessitated by the inherent nature of certain protocols that deal with NP-hard prob-
lems. Also, it has been shown that weight setting for a given demand set is NP-hard
[2]. Weight setting is the process of applying a cost value to the links in a network. In
the case of OSPF, once these costs are applied, Dijkstra’s algorithm can be used at
each router to determine the shortest path with the lowest total cost to each of the
routers in the OSPF area. In GAOSPF, the chromosome represents the links in a net-
work. In other words, each gene in the chromosome corresponds to a specific link in
the network. The fitness for a chromosome is calculated by first applying Dijkstra’s
algorithm at each router using the chromosome for the cost, so that a next-hop routing
table for each node can be formed. Then, simulated demands on the network are
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“routed” according to the routing tables just created, and the link bandwidth usage is
recorded for each link.

By adjusting the weights in OSPF we are able to change the routing tables
generated by Dijkstra’s algorithm. In the simulation, the load demands that are to be
routed are predefined. GAOSPF routes these demands on the network for each mem-
ber of the population. The fitness function calculates a fitness value for the chromo-
somes in the population and defines the traits in the chromosomes that GAOSPF is
trying to groom. The chromosomes are then ranked and mated. This process is re-
peated for a number of generations in hopes that the chromosomes become fitter.

Network routing can be represented by a weighted graph problem. A net-
work consists of routers that are connected by links. LEDA provides a convenient
way to assign values to nodes and edges in a graph. LEDA also has a group of graph
algorithms that are ready for use with its data types. Our implementation of GAOSPF
used LEDA data structures and Dijkstra’s algorithm to implement a GA-based net-
work routing simulator for OSPF protocols. In our implementation of GAOSPF, the
five main data types we used were graphs, nodes, edges, node arrays and edge ar-
rays. The graphs, nodes, and edges represent the network topology, routers, and the
links respectively. Using these data structures from LEDA, we implemented
GAOSPF by building required functions such as: the Crossover function, Routing Ta-
ble function, and the Fitness function. Of particular importance to the OSPF protocol
is the Dijkstra’s algorithm. Given an edge array storing the weights for a graph and a
source node, Dijkstra’s algorithm will return a predecessor node array. The predeces-
sor node array is similar to a routing table in that it contains an entry for each node.
The edge arrays are convenient data types to represent chromosomes in GAOSPF, and
as exemplified in the prototype, it is possible to use edge arrays in other GA problem
domains.

One of the promising extensions of our research is to examine the merits of
applying different crossover and recombination techniques to improve the results pro-
duced in GAOSPF. Once a set of crossovers, recombination techniques, and parame-
ters have been found to yield near optimal solutions, a study can be conducted on the
routing table changes for different demands to predict changes for a given set of
weights in OSPF. This can be used to regulate network routing that is adaptive to dif-
ferent types of demands on the network.
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Abstract. This paper presents an ontology-based multi-agent information
retrieval system architecture. The aim of this system is to help Web users gather
the right information based on the interpretation of the Web at the semantic
level. The system consists of different types of agents that work together to find
and process information and disseminate it to Web users in semantically
encoded form. Interface agents interact with users, receive users’ queries and
display results. Semantic agents extract the semantics of information retrieved
from web documents, and provide the knowledge in ontologies to other agents.
Service agents manage the ontology-knowledge base. Resources agents locate
and retrieve the documents from distributed information resource. To
demonstrate the facility of the proposed system, a prototype is being developed
using Java, Zeus toolkit [5] and Protégé-2000 [6].

1 Introduction

The process of finding and searching the desired information from the huge body of
the Web of information has become a time-consuming task more than ever. Today,
Web users face the challenge of locating, filtering and organizing the ever-changing
and ever-increasing information from distributed heterogeneous resources. A “one-
for-all” search engine would not satisfy millions of people, each with different
backgrounds, knowledge and needs.

Software agents exhibit dynamic and flexible character, including autonomy, pro-
activity, adaptation and social ability [1]. In this work, we proposed ontology-based
multi-agent information retrieval system that allows users to submit queries and get
the desired results through a graphical user interfaces. The agents of the system
communicate with each other using KQML like language [2]. The system allows the
users to provide feedbacks to improve the quality of the search. When the system
receives a query, it parses and processes the query to provide the relevant information,
utilizing Web resources. The results are based on the semantic of the information, and
the understanding of the meaning of the user’s request and feedback. An ontology-
knowledge base is used as a virtual representation of the user's knowledge. The
proposed system incorporates several techniques, including semantic extrication,
topic extraction, and ontologies comparison.

2 System Architecture

The main objective of this work is to develop an ontology-based multi-agent
information retrieval system, which could interpret the Web at the semantic level, and
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retrieve the information based on the users’ interests. Figure 1-a shows the
architecture of the proposed system. The interface agent allows the user to interact
with the environments through the use of natural language. It provides a graphical
user interface (GUI) for the user to submit queries with the desired constrains, to
provide feedbacks, and to display results. The semantic agent’s main responsibility is
to interpret concepts, relations and information using a semantic wrapper [3], and
send results to the service agent. The semantic agent ensures a mutual understanding
between the user and the Web on the semantic level. Information extraction and well-
defined concepts are the fundamental components for the semantic agent. The service
agent acts as a service provider that pairs semantic agents according to users’
interests. When the service agent gets results back from the semantic agent, it
compares these results in terms of ontology and the relevance of the retrieved
document. By doing so, it attempts to find documents that have potential to answer
the user’s query. The service agent is the central point for all agents’ activities and
information processes, because it maintains the ontology-knowledge base, which
stored document relevancy data and websites evaluation history. The ontology-
knowledge base contains terminological knowledge exploited by the service agent
and the semantic agent. This knowledge structure is provided by WordNet® [4],
which is an online lexical reference system. The resources agent acts as a search tool
that provides access to a collection of information sources. It traverses the Web to its
designated location. When the resources agents identify a document that contains the
required topic or synonyms, they pass the URL to the semantic agent to exam if it
fulfills the user’s predefined search constrains, such as published date, file format,
written language, file size, etc. The URLs that do not satisfy search constrains will be
removed from the result list, and the rest will be passed on to the service agent. An
example of interface is shown in Figure 1-b.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) System architecture and (b) An example of an interaction window.
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1 Statement of Problem

We are drowning in information, but starving for knowledge. It is necessary to
extract interesting knowledge from large and raw data. Traditional data mining
approaches discover knowledge based on the statistical significance such as fre-
quency of occurrence, which leads a large number of highly frequent rules are
generated. It is a tough work for users to manually pick the rules that they are
really interested. It is necessary to prune and summarize discovered rules. Most
importantly, different users have different interestingness in the same knowledge.
It is difficult to measure and explain the significance of discovered knowledge
without user preference. For example, two rules Perfume → Lipstick and Per-
fume → Diamond may suggest different potential profits to a sales manager,
although both are frequent rules.

It motivates us to allow users to express their preference into the knowledge
mining process, because only users know exactly what they demand. User pref-
erence should be a important utility to measure knowledge. Furthermore, our
proposed approach emphasizes that the discovered knowledge should have the
ability to suggest profitable actions to users according to the user preference, be-
cause the discovered knowledge is useful only it can be used in decision-making
process of the users to increase utility. Thus, our proposed approach discovers
high utility knowledge regard as user preference, decisions are made based these
high utility knowledge. The decisions, which can increase user utility, are rec-
ommended to users. The quality of the decisions is guaranteed by the utility of
decisions.

2 Principle of Decision Mining with User Preference

Our proposed approach emphasizes the significance of user preference to deci-
sion making. The proposed decision mining model consists of probability mining
model and utility mining model. Probability mining model associates each can-
didate itemset with a probability, the percentage of all transactions that contain
the itemset. The possibility of itemset can be mined directly from the transac-
tion table using the traditional Apriori algorithm. Utility mining model quan-
tifies each candidate itemset with a utility, the sum of the utilities of its items.
In this paper, the user preference is regarded as a utility and expressed by the
associated utility table. The value of utility reflects the impact of user preference
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on the items. It can be mined by incorporating the utility table with the trans-
action table. The possible action consequences are quantified by combining the
possibility and utility of itemset together. Thus, each discovered knowledge has
assigned a utility. Decisions are made on the basis of maximum expected utility
of discovered knowledge. In other words, decision knowledge is the knowledge
with the most highest expected utility based on the probability and utility of
itemset. The advantages of decision mining with user preference is that the goal
of data mining can be guided by the user preference. The user objectives can
be maximum, and the most interested knowledge, which has the highest utility,
will be recommended to users.

Our approach consists of four parts. First, the user preference is formally
defined as a utility table. If users prefer item a to item b, the utility of a will
be higher than which of b. Next, push utility table inside mining process. The
possibility and utility of itemset can be mined simultaneous by integrating the
utility table and the transaction table together. In order to reduce search space,
and prune uninteresting itemset, the potential mathematic properties of utility
are analyzed, the utility boundary property and possibility boundary property
of itemset are demonstrated. A heuristic approach is proposed to calculate the
expected utility of itemsets. Only itemsets with high expected utility are kept.
Third, the detailed algorithm is designed according to the theoretic model. By
applying these properties, an upper bound on the utility of a k−itemset can be
calculated by analyzing the utilities of the already discovered (k − 1)−itemsets.
Finally, the system is implemented, and the effectiveness of the approach is
examined by applying it to large synthetic and real world databases.

3 Experiment Results

We used a variety of synthetic datasets generated by the IBM synthetic data
generator. We report our results for a single synthetic dataset of 9 million records
with 23,840 items. 39 highest utility knowledge are discovered when threshold
α = 0.10. There are about eight million records in our real world databases. The
size of database is about 651M. The transaction table represents the purchase
of 2238 unique items by about 428, 665 customers. 18 highest utility knowledge
is discovered when threshold α = 0.10.

4 Conclusion and Potential Applications

The discovered knowledge is considered useful or interesting only it conforms to
the user preference. The ignored user preference should play an important role
in knowledge discovery. The solution of this problem will contribute to many
applications such as recommend system, web mining, information retrieval, and
collaborative filtering, because utility also exists such applications. For example,
if the goal of a supermarket manager is to maximize profit, it is not enough to
make decision based on only the transaction database. Profit is a utility. It is
necessary to incorporate user preference into the mining process.
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1 Problem Statement

The task of classification, as a well-studied field of machine learning and data
mining, has two main purposes: describing the classification rules in the training
dataset and predicting the unseen new instances in the testing dataset. Normally,
one expects a high accuracy for precisely descriptive use. However, a higher accu-
racy is intended to generate longer rules, which are not easy to understand, and
may overfit the training instances. This motivates us to propose the approach of
coarsening the classification rules, namely, reasonably sacrifice the accuracy of
description in a controlled level in order to improve the comprehensibility and
predictability. The framework of granular computing provides us a formal and
systematic methodology for doing this. In this paper, a modified PRISM classi-
fication algorithm is presented based on the framework of granular computing.

2 The Formal Concepts of Granular Computing

The formal general granular computing model is summarized in [2]. Briefly, all
the available information and knowledge is stored in an information table. The
definable granules are the basic logic units for description and discussion use.
The refinement, or coarsening relationship between two definable granules is
a partial order, which is reflexive, asymmetric and transitive. For the tasks of
classification, we are only interested in conjunctively definable granules, which
mean that more than one definable granule are conjunctively connected. Par-
tition and covering are two commonly used granulations of universe. One can
obtain a more refined partition by further dividing equivalence classes of a par-
tition. Similarly, one can obtain a more refined covering by further decomposing
a granule of a covering. This naturally defines a refinement (coarsening) order
over the partition lattice and the covering lattice.

Approaches for coarsening decision trees include pre-pruning methods and
post-pruning methods. For pre-pruning methods, the stopping criterion is criti-
cal to the classification performance. Too low a threshold can terminate division
too soon before the benefits of subsequent splits become evident; while too high
a threshold results in little simplification. Post-pruning methods engage a non-
trivial post process after the complete tree has been generated. Pre-pruning
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methods are more time-efficient than post-pruning methods. Approaches for
coarsening decision rules only include pre-pruning methods, which have the same
advantages and disadvantages as they are used for decision trees.

3 The Modified-PRISM Algorithm

The PRISM algorithm is proposed as an algorithm for inducing modular rules [1]
with very restrictive assumptions. We modify the PRISM algorithm to get a set
of coarsening classification rules by using a pre-pruning method.

For each value d of the decision attribute:
1. Let χ = “”.
2. Select the attribute-value pair αx for which p(d|αx) is the maximum.

Let χ = χ ∧ αx. Create a subset of the training set comprising all the
instances which contain the selected αx.

3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until p(d|χ) reaches the threshold, or no more
subsets can be extracted.

4. If threshold = 1
4.1: Remove the d-labeled instances covered by χ from the training set.
4.2: Repeat Step 1-4.1 until all d-labeled instances have been removed.
Else /* for coarsened rules
4.1’: Remove the attribute-value pairs used for χ from consideration.
4.2’: Repeat Step 1-4.1’ until no more attribute-value pairs are left.

In Step 2, if there is only one αx for which p(d|αx) is the maximum, then
αx is of course selected. If there are more than one αx that is the maximum
at the same time, then the one, conjuncted with the previous χ, that covers a
larger number of instances is selected. When the accuracy threshold is one, then
the original PRISM algorithm is applied, (Step 4.1 and 4.2). When the accuracy
threshold is less than one, we cannot simply remove the d-labeled instances from
the training set. Instead, we remove the “used” attribute-value pairs from the
consideration. This greedy method is stated in Step 4.1’ and 4.2’.

4 Conclusion

The purposes of coarsening classification rules are for a better understanding
of the classification rules and a higher accuracy for prediction. By putting the
classification in the granular computing framework, we can study the problem
formally and systematically. We modify the existing PRISM algorithm to coarsen
the classification rules.
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